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Recent musicological discourse, while frequently considering issues of historiography and canonicity, has seldom critically engaged with biography as a genre of documentary significance to reception history for its attempts to shape public opinion of its subjects. In consequence, modern musicology has often taken for granted many tendencies and preoccupations that accumulated in musical biography in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This thesis presents a historiographical examination of the precedents for and accretions of these assumptions, in terms of the role played by biography both in the establishment and maintenance of ideological canons and in the resultant ‘top-down’ conception of music history as dominated by an elite handful of exalted composers. Exploration of the ways in which biographies constructed their subjects as ‘great’ and ‘exemplary’ – insofar as these concepts were idealized within the communities of readers for whom they were originally written – is conducted through two major studies of the published texts to c.1950 on canonical composers including J. S. Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann, Wagner, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky. The first investigates the elaboration and distortion of a set of some twenty-five of the most famous myths of musical biography, from their origins in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Continental European texts to their fullest development (and, in many cases, their refutation) in English-language biographies up to the mid-twentieth century. In contrast, the second critically analyzes the twelve volumes of the original ‘Master Musicians’ series (1899-1906) as exemplars of the biographical and musical paradigms of composer life-writing, and as late Victorian period pieces of significance to canon formation for their conception as a closed set of monographs of historically-important
subjects appropriated to English ends. The conclusion provides a preliminary assessment of the implications to modern musicology of the findings of this thesis through re-evaluation of elements of recent biographical and hermeneutical scholarship, and proposes that the discipline might usefully adopt a more inclusive, self-reflexive approach to the study of musical biography in the future.
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The composers and their biographers
...there is often much to be learned about a particular period by studying the ways it tells lives and the purposes it conceives for biography.

INTRODUCTION:
BIOGRAPHY AND MUSICOLOGY

Biography has been of the utmost significance to music history and historiography since their modern origins in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Such sources as Walther’s musical lexicon (1732) and Mattheson’s biographical dictionary (1740) placed portions of music history in the public domain decades in advance of the first single-composer studies. The earliest music histories were not only indebted to the biographical approach but also produced by active biographers, such as Hawkins (1776) and Burney (1776-89) in England, and Forkel (1788-1801, unfinished) in Germany; the latter author is also profoundly significant for his early contribution to musical biography in the form of a volume on Bach (1802). The symbiotic relationship between music history and biography at this time is likewise demonstrated by the ‘Sommaire de l’histoire de la musique’ with which Choron and Fayolle prefaced their co-authored dictionary (1810-1: I, xi-xcii), and which was translated in its entirety (by Nicholas Charles Bochsa) for inclusion within Sainsbury’s English lexical counterpart (1827: v-lxxii). The research undertaken for biographies of past musical masters, such as those of Baini on Palestrina (1828) and Winterfeld on Giovanni Gabrieli (1834), afforded greater insights into earlier epochs of music history than had previously been available. And Fétis, best known for his landmark dictionary of musicians (1835-44, 1860-5), subsequently produced a general history of music (1869-76, unfinished).

But it was in the increasingly hagiographical climate of the later nineteenth century that musical biography truly flourished. The hero-worship promoted by Romantic biography found much resonance in the field of music in the emerging aesthetic of the idolized Great Composer: the creative genius who ruled the concert hall and (in exceptional
circumstances) the opera house, and whose pieces continued to be popularly performed even after their own day, while those of more minor individuals lay essentially forgotten to history. This environment witnessed the emergence of such enduring multi-volume works as Jahn’s on Mozart (1856-9), Chrysander’s on Handel (1858-67), Thayer’s on Beethoven (1866-79), Spitta’s on Bach (1873-80), and Pohl’s on Haydn (1875-82). Nor did these endeavours emerge independently of one another; for instance, the material that Jahn had collected for his aborted writings on Beethoven and Haydn was inherited by Thayer and Pohl respectively, while Thayer’s German translator, Hermann Deiters (himself an important biographer of Brahms), also prepared the third and fourth editions of Jahn’s text. That the enormous scale of these projects led to no fewer than three remaining unfinished by their original author testifies to their conceived monumentality, which ironically resulted in a low rate of completion. Two of the three were subsequently realized in their entirety, Thayer’s biography by Deiters and Riemann (1907-8) and Pohl’s by Botstiber (1927), while Jahn’s work was substantially revised by Abert (1919-21) and Thayer’s, more recently, by Forbes (1964). Hence a tradition of emulation of older scholarship, and consequently of perpetuating outdated values and preoccupations, became established soon after the advent of mature musical biography.\(^1\)

The genre served ideally to foster the emergent domination of the field of music by an elite handful of exalted figures and their works, which in turn led to the construction and subsequent perpetuation of canons of wider historical and ideological importance, over and above mere practical significance as a reinforcement of the repertories at the height of fashion within a particular time and place. And although the Western musical canon came to encompass the broad period from J. S. Bach to Brahms (the so-called

\(^1\) A helpful historical outline of musical biography from its modern origins to the present is given by Solomon 2001; for a more detailed (albeit discontinuous) survey, see Lenneberg 1988.
‘common-practice period’) and to comprise the masterworks of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries now familiarly recognized as ‘classical’, its core constituency was
by no means established even by the end of the nineteenth century. Thus the claims of
certain composers and their works to the available cultural ground continued to be
fervently debated through the time-honoured method of promotion through the written
word, in such forms as music criticism and, of course, biography. In addition to
enduring multi-volume works written by antiquarians (whether professional writers on
music or interested amateurs) endeavouring to write ‘definitive’ lives for posterity,
another type of biography – that represented by smaller, accessible volumes intended
for the entertainment and education of wider, and more immediate, reading
communities – also proliferated in the nineteenth century. At the forefront of these
endeavours were populist writers such as Marie Lipsius (writing under the name ‘La
Mara’) and, to some extent, Ludwig Nohl.

The hagiographical nature of nineteenth-century biography also led to the emergence of
the notion of the ‘exemplary life’, in that its subjects were championed as paragons of
professional and moral conduct for the purpose of educating the common reader.2
Within this context, establishing composers’ entitlement to inclusion within a musical
canon involved demonstrating that they consistently exhibited behaviour of the highest
standard in all walks of life. In practice, that meant both that the stories that were
included in biographies on such subjects were romantically embroidered in key respects
in order to strengthen their claims to greatness, and that any corners of their lives that
were not in accordance with preconceived ideals became the source of substantial
unease. Since these texts portrayed their subject in a specific (generally positive) light –

2 The premise that the reading public can learn from exemplary geniuses has, indeed, retained currency
up to the present time; see, for example, Bloom 2002.
informed by the values and sensibilities of a given time and place – they necessarily represent an act of re-writing, rather than merely writing, those lives. Accordingly, the study of biography (like that of all historical narrative) can reveal as much about the assumptions of its writers and readers, and the reception accorded to its subjects within a given cultural milieu, as factually about the subjects themselves. Such enquiry hinges not so much on the information offered by the authors and the veracity of their claims (telling though it is when discrepancies with the historical record arise) as on the precise ways in which these details are expressed.

Though modern musicology has seen the frequent exploration of issues of historiography and canonicity, biography itself has largely eluded critical investigation. The discipline has lately challenged the aesthetic of musical canon (for example, Kerman 1983, Bergeron and Bohlman 1992, and Weber 1999), for many decades a largely uncontested phenomenon, as well as that of the Great Composer (see Samson 2001b). Recent scholarship has similarly addressed the issue of the writing of music history from a critical standpoint (notably Dahlhaus 1983), and examined the relationship between canonicity and such literary sources as music criticism (for example, Ellis 1995). Yet despite musical biography’s having provided something of a firm foundation for music history, current musicological discourse has seldom engaged with the genre for its documentary significance to reception history as a record of attempts to shape public opinion of its subjects. Conversely, the present trend within the so-called ‘New Musicology’ towards the exploration of musical contexts, prompted by Joseph Kerman’s renowned critique of the discipline (1985) and the anti-formalist stance cultivated thereafter, has encouraged its practitioners to take into account issues of biography in relation to music for the purposes of critical and hermeneutical studies. But the ideologies of musical biography themselves have remained essentially
unexplored, even though many of the questions most fundamental to the discipline are
deep-rooted therein. As a result, musicology may now have unwittingly absorbed
wholesale many of the tendencies and preoccupations that have accumulated within the
genre in the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The general omission on the part of modern scholars to subject musical biography to
critical scrutiny is unsurprising given that it was only comparatively recently that the
academy at large has embraced the genre for its literary and historiographical value,
coupled to musicology’s notorious tendency to lag some years behind developments
elsewhere in the arts and humanities. Having long been rejected by Anglo-American
literary trends such as New Criticism, which asserted its dominance in the
mid-twentieth century, biography has come under fire more recently both from the
‘death of the author’ movement and from thought-provoking critiques such as Janet
Malcolm’s *The Silent Woman: Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes* (1993). The genre has also
suffered in the past from being considered an inferior, simplistic form of educational
writing, produced for the populus as a commercial venture rather than for the
advancement of scholarship, and hence supposedly unworthy of academic interest.
Among the factors that have led to this opinion becoming outmoded are the more
inclusive outlook developed within academia in consequence of the impact of
postmodernism (and its concomitant validation of populist works as warranting serious
study), and an increasingly scholarly approach taken within the genre itself. Moreover,
while the origins of modern biographical theory extend as far back as early
twentieth-century writers such as Virginia Woolf and Lytton Strachey,³ critical research
on the subject has only truly flourished in the last two decades or so, primarily within
the fields of literature and history. The numerous studies that have appeared to date can

³ For a dedicated study on early theories of biography, see Novarr 1986.
be broadly divided into two categories: edited collections of essays that crystallize around biographers’ critical assessments of the methodological difficulties encountered in researching and writing their volumes;\(^4\) and full-length projects that theorize biography as a genre through comparative examination of a large number of texts and subjects.\(^5\) In consequence, certain humanities disciplines presently possess a much greater understanding of such matters as the ways in which biography handles aspects of its subjects’ lives, the aetiological strategies by which their conduct was explained, the impact of the different stages of the history of the genre, its relationship to the culture of the day, and its consequent development over time.

Many of the issues explored within these bodies of literature, especially the former, have wider application to other kinds of factual narrative as well and hence receive articulation elsewhere, notably in the domains of the practice and philosophy of history.\(^6\) Biographer and historian alike are plagued by such epistemological problems as lost or otherwise inaccessible evidence, sources that are unreliable or contradictory, and the impossibility of definitively determining all the facts. Both are thoroughly implicated within their own texts: they establish causality and provide explanation; they make decisions concerning the selection and presentation of available material; they extrapolate from sketchy or absent information; they link their material together in particular ways to create eloquent narrative; they provide interpretations of the available evidence; and most importantly, they inevitably impose their own subjectivities and

---


assumptions upon their field of study. Essentially, the responsible historian or biographer can only hope to offer one of a number of valid versions of the truth, conditioned by the questions they ask of their subject, the issues they opt to explore, the values and preoccupations of the day, and the ways in which their narrative has been constructed. However, there is certainly a case to be made (as the theorists implicitly do) for biography’s distinctiveness in this respect, given the uneasy position it occupies between fact and fiction.\(^7\) While self-evidently grounded in reality, biography is at the same time essentially a popular genre that offers an engaging story accessible to the lay reader, in a manner analogous to the novel. Its authors are required to transform the bare bones of established fact into appealing narratives that bring alive the various scenes, characters, and events, and stimulate the reader’s imagination; and, since biography typically follows its subjects from birth to death, a certain amount of creative extrapolation is necessarily undertaken to compensate for under-documentd lacunae in their lives. The resulting blend of historical basis and authorial invention therefore makes knowledge of the writer doubly important for an assessment of their texts.

As various scholars have noted, the discipline of musicology has long possessed its lone voices interested in theoretical issues in biography, including Hermann Abert (1920), J. H. Elliot (1934), Jacques Barzun (1939), and Walther Vetter (1959).\(^8\) Carl Dahlhaus’s groundbreaking study in the philosophy of music history (1983) made limited consideration of biography, largely confined to the evaluation of historical approaches that have sought to enhance understanding of composers’ works through knowledge of their lives and vice versa (: 26-7, 45-6). However, it is only in recent years that the frequency of critical studies in musicology on aspects of biography has notably

---

\(^7\) On this issue, see especially Siebenschuh 1983 and Nadel 1984.

\(^8\) A later volume of collected essays by Barzun (1982) also brought together biographical issues and musical ones, though the extent of their discussion in tandem is somewhat limited.
increased. Without wishing to imply rigid taxonomic classification, this research would appear to fall into five main areas (here illustrated by citing representative examples parenthetically, rather than through an exhaustive list). Firstly, studies surveying the changing ways in which specific subjects have been depicted, the legends with which they have been associated, or the development of their biographies (Wolff 1985 on Bach, Samson 1992a on Chopin, Gibbs 1997a on Schubert, Fauquet and Hennion 2000: 93-115 on Bach, Stafford 2003 on Mozart). Secondly, those that investigate the cultural significance of the stories and images of a composer that are presented within a given time and place (Gramit 1993 on Schubert, Kimber 2002a on Mendelssohn, Painter 2002 on Mozart). Thirdly, studies that explore a particular biographical issue through close analysis of available accounts (Solomon 1979 on Schubert and Beethoven, Webster 1984 on Haydn and Beethoven, select chapters of Landon 1989 on Mozart, Knittel 2003 on contemporaries of Beethoven). Fourthly, those that challenge popularly-held misconceptions in the biography of a particular composer, and attempt to set the historical record straight (Poznansky 1988 on Tchaikovsky, Stafford 1991 and Moore 1992 on Mozart). Finally, the exploration of issues of biography within the specific context of feminist or gay and lesbian musicology (Solie 1993a on feminist biography, Kimber 2002b on Fanny Mendelssohn, Wood 1993 on Smyth, Thomas 1994 on Handel). Many of these studies essentially represent scholarship focussed on a single composer, or within a particular area of musicology; while they raise a multitude of valuable insights that may legitimately be transferred to other areas of research, the nature of their enquiry is such that their value in examining the genre of biography of itself is often limited.

Though some years before the studies under discussion, mention might also be made here of Harasowski’s survey of biographies of Chopin (1967).
Three studies deserve particular mention for their contribution to a greater understanding of musical biography. The first is the one full-length project that has appeared to date, Hans Lenneberg’s *Witnesses and Scholars: Studies in Musical Biography* (1988). While frequently cited as a standard text on the subject, scholars also recognize that (its many fascinating insights notwithstanding) the value of Lenneberg’s volume lies primarily in its historical, rather than critical, approach to biography. As its subtitle suggests, it offers a series of viewpoints on the various forms of musical biography (including lexicography, autobiography, and documentary biography, in addition to fully-fledged biography) rather than a systematic study; in consequence, the period of the nineteenth century to which modern musical thinking is so strongly indebted is given relatively short shrift. The second source is the article ‘Thoughts on Biography’ (1982) by Maynard Solomon, whose biographical scholarship on a number of different composers (including Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and Ives) over the years has yielded fresh perspectives that have shaken the very foundations of musicology. His essay represents a preliminary exploration of the relationship between the life and the work, the impossibility of reading one from the other with any certainty, and the implications of biographical knowledge (or lack of it) to interpretive engagement with the music. These fundamental questions are probed as deeply as the scope of a ‘Viewpoint’ in the journal *19th-Century Music* allows; that discussion revolves almost exclusively around the example of Beethoven is confirmed by the article being reprinted in a dedicated volume on the composer (Solomon 1988). Finally, Jolanta Pekacz’s ‘Musical Biography and Its Discontents’ (2004) calls into question the traditional conception of the genre and incorporates a useful exposition of its relationship with the discipline of musicology from its modern origins. While generally challenging the long-standing assumptions of musical biography, Pekacz’s study provides only limited demonstration (within the scope of a journal article) of the ways in which they function.
at the textual level and the historical processes by which they evolved. The essay instead focuses on methodological issues in the current writing of musical biography raised in view of recent developments elsewhere in the humanities, and on possible ways forward for the genre. These and other fruitful avenues of enquiry receive further exploration in Pekacz’s editorial introduction (2006a) to her essay collection *Musical Biography: Towards New Paradigms* (2006c), a valuable addition to scholarship in the field that unfortunately appeared only once this thesis had already reached an advanced stage. Much of the content of this anthology overlaps only tangentially with my own project (for example, it includes case studies on nineteenth-century German women’s autobiographies, Ravel’s biographical portrayals in relation to his works, and an epic film biography of Verdi); nonetheless, its contributors raise many important points that have wider implications for the research presented in the following chapters, and will therefore be discussed in the appropriate places.  

While a number of scholars have recently turned their attentions towards studying aspects of musical biography, much work remains to be conducted in the area. Crucially, as indicated, musicology presently suffers from a dearth of critical-historical research in which biography itself (as opposed to writings on a specific individual) is given extended comparative investigation. It is this need to which my thesis endeavours to respond. Although shedding much new light on the biographies of a variety of composers, its focus is not on the actual figures whose lives are chronicled so much as on the texts themselves: the myths they recount and the tropes they exemplify,

10 For a more comprehensive account of my critical reaction to this volume, readers are referred to my review in the journal *Biography* (Wiley 2007a).
11 One preliminary article (Wiley 2003) condenses much of the material presented in this thesis, drawing especially upon Part II. Two other projects on musical biography, both of which combine studies from Part I and the Conclusion, have been delivered as papers at international conferences (Wiley 2004b and 2007b), while many of the findings of this thesis are to be delivered as the keynote lecture at a major conference in 2008 (publication forthcoming).
the development of both across time, and the relationships constructed across the
biographies of a number of different subjects. This research therefore permits a much
broader understanding of musical biography than has previously been possible, as well
as establishing a theoretical framework appropriate to its critical examination. Its
overriding purpose is to investigate the assumptions that have accrued within the genre
over the decades, and their precedents, in terms of the paradigms through which its
practitioners constructed their subjects’ claims to greatness in accordance with the
ideals of the communities of readers for whom they were writing. This line of enquiry
thereby enables the assessment of the role of biography in establishing and perpetuating
musical canons and in the resultant ‘top-down’ conception of music history. In addition,
the theoretical literature to which I have referred above – in common with much
scholarship on biography beyond (and within) the field of music – primarily considers
the continuing legacy of these assumptions within the narrow context of life-writing
itself, rather than taking into account the wider perspective of other research that
incorporates biographical elements, such as modern hermeneutical readings of the
works. This is an imbalance that my study seeks to go some way towards redressing.

The primary focus of this thesis is full-length biographies and other biographical
writings published in England in the nineteenth century and the first half of the
twentieth. By way of establishing the origins for the claims made within these texts,
I also examine relevant major biographies and biographical dictionaries that appeared in
Continental Europe and England from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, as well as
relevant sources such as obituaries, personal reminiscences, witness testimonies,
correspondence, and contemporary newspaper reports. Finally, in order to enrich these
investigations as well as to survey continuing trends in modern scholarship, I draw upon
biographical and musicological research conducted closer to the present. More specific
information about the research context for each section of my thesis is given in their separate introductions. Although autobiographical writings are considered where relevant in the course of this project, specific exploration of the nature of autobiography and its relationship to the musical canon has not been possible; this issue has instead been addressed in a separate, dedicated study (Wiley 2004a).

In centralizing the English strain of musical biography within my timeframe and taking into account the contributions of France, Germany, and to a lesser extent Italy to its formation, I hope to set straight the commonly-held belief that the genre and its corresponding assumptions are in essence Germanic inventions – a misconception presumably attributable to Austria and Germany’s domination of the musical scene at the time. The first book-length musical biography (Mainwaring 1760), anomalous though it may have been, actually originated in England and travelled to Germany (via Mattheson’s 1761 translation), rather than the other way round. Nor is this a stray example, explicable only by Handel’s unique standing within the country; as Peter Gay (1996: 152) has noted, the first major biography of Goethe – surely one of the greatest German artistic heroes of the early nineteenth century – was actually written by an Englishman, G. H. Lewes (1855). In addition, some of the tropes discussed in the course of this thesis were already quite developed by the time of their emergence in fully-fledged musical biography. One may convincingly speculate that they were imported from other literary modes including biographical dictionaries, histories, reminiscences and memoirs, fictional life-writing in its various forms, and biographies in related disciplines. Lenneberg (1988: 38-45) has pointed towards Vasari’s collective biography of Italian artists (1550) as a potential precursor for lexicography in music, while one obvious contemporary point of comparison between musical biography and fiction is the Bildungsroman, given the tradition of imaginary stories of musicians’ lives.
initiated at the turn of the nineteenth century and continued well into the twentieth.\(^{12}\)

The relationship between historical, fictional, and biographical writing is doubtless a symbiotic one; a recent study by David Amigoni (1993), for example, has demonstrated the notable part played by Victorian biography in shaping the modern academic disciplines of history and literature. However, and while certain indications have indeed been offered as to relationships between musical biography and wider cultural arenas so as not to imply that it evolved in a historical vacuum, pursuit of such points lies essentially beyond the scope of an already ambitious study, and would inevitably deflect its focus away from the genre in ways quite alien to the scholarship on biographical theory on which it is modelled.

Several reasons lay behind my choice of principal research context, not least the fact of its direct intersection with one of the most significant stages in the evolution of biography, from reticent Victorian hagiography to the candid, intimate texts of the twentieth century (where it also began to adopt new methodologies, notably psychoanalysis). By the 1800s, English biography had already established a rich tradition, with recent monumental classics such as Samuel Johnson’s \textit{Life of Savage} (1744) and James Boswell’s \textit{Life of Johnson} (1791), as well as canonically-central texts from earlier epochs including Isaak Walton’s \textit{Lives} (1670) and John Aubrey’s \textit{Brief Lives} (1669-96, first published in its entirety as Clark 1898). It is also a tradition characterized by a relatively unbroken chain of development to the present time, as against the genre’s discontinuous history in countries such as Germany.\(^ {13}\) In addition, since this thesis ultimately seeks to assess the continuing legacy of the unquestioned

\(^{12}\) Of many examples that could be cited, the fictional writings of E. T. A. Hoffmann that appeared in the earliest decades of the nineteenth century are of particular significance given the importance of Hoffmann’s music criticism to the foundations of modern musicology.

\(^{13}\) For a particularly illuminating discussion comparing traditions of biography in England and Germany, see Schlaeger 1995.
preoccupations of musical biography within modern scholarship that has emerged in an Anglo-American context, the focus is necessarily on the English form of the genre. Finally, as Ira Bruce Nadel (1984: 13-66) has recently shown, later nineteenth-century England witnessed the elevation of biography to institutional status, exemplified by publications including the *Dictionary of National Biography* (1885-1900, edited by Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee) and the ‘English Men of Letters’ series (1878-1919, edited by John Morley). In the field of music, these developments are directly mirrored in such projects as the *Dictionary of Music and Musicians* (1878-1890, edited by George Grove) and the ‘Master Musicians’ series (1899-1906, edited by Frederick J. Crowest). Nadel has drawn an explicit association between the two pairs of biographical undertakings in noting that Morley succeeded Grove as editor of *Macmillan’s Magazine* in 1883, thereby placing them among those people who together ‘shaped the character and continuity of collective and dictionary biography’ (1984: 33) in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. Both Grove’s project and Crowest’s have continued (in some guise) to the present time, and remain fundamental to the modern discipline; each features in my own study.

This thesis falls into three sections of varying length, which examine musical biography respectively from the historiographical, literary, and critical perspectives. In order to establish a broad foundation for the study of the genre, Part I investigates the nature of mythology in biographies of canonical composers by following the development, elaboration, and distortion of a representative set of some twenty-five of its best-known and most enduring stories. Some of these episodes are drawn from specific areas of the subjects’ lives including childhood, initial recognition, later years, and death, while others are attached to particular works or to composers’ associations with one another. These myths are charted from their origins in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-
Introduction

century Continental European texts to their fullest development and (in some cases) ultimate refutation in major biographies and biographical dictionaries published in England and elsewhere to around 1950. I explore the accretions they gained – often unjustifiably, and sometimes even in direct contradiction of the documentary evidence – at the hands of biographers anxious to emphasize the case for their subjects’ inclusion within the musical canon, the cultural work they might therefore have performed in their day, and the different trajectories along which their associated stories were sent as a result. In contrast, Part II explores the paradigms of musical biography as they existed at a given point in time, critically analyzing the twelve volumes of the original Master Musicians series. These biographies are scrutinized for the homologies they demonstrate in their treatment of aspects of both the life and the works of their subjects, viewed within the contexts of late Victorian and early Edwardian values, and of nineteenth-century musical aesthetics. They are thus revealed as period pieces of significance to canon formation for their conception as a closed set of monographs of historically-important subjects appropriated to English ends.

The large amount of textual data involved in the discussions presented in these first two sections has necessitated two Appendices of quotations, which will be explained to the reader in the appropriate places. While investigation has inevitably been restricted by the traditional structure of the biographies in question, including the cradle-to-grave teleology of its narrative and (in many cases) the deliberate separation of life and works, sufficient provision is made for the establishment of connections between my different analyses in the course of the cumulative discussions. Working within such a wide subject area and one with so many competing layers to consider, I soon discovered what Alessandra Comini (1987: 10) had previously noted in a project whose approach bears many similarities to my own (particularly in respect of my Part I): that I was in essence
pursuing two interrelated studies rather than one homogeneous study. There is a definite sense in which the diachronic approach taken by Part I functions to set out a broader context for Part II, in demonstrating through the lens of particular myths the prevalence of tropes in a variety of different musical texts that are then examined in depth as they apply to a single biographical series with particular aims and preoccupations. The two studies are therefore conceptually related in that the former reveals much consistency across composers, countries, and centuries in terms of the various themes of musical biography, whereas the latter investigates the matter in greater detail and from a locally-sensitive perspective. Nonetheless, as they fundamentally set out to analyze different aspects of musical biography, the reader should not expect to see the relationship between them rigidly woven into the fabric of the whole. In terms of the issues that they reveal and examine, however, the inclusion of both has proved crucial to laying the foundations for discussion in the conclusion to my thesis. In this final section, I offer a preliminary evaluation of the significance of the findings of the preceding studies to modern musicology, illustrating elements of the indebtedness of recent scholarship to various assumptions of traditional musical biography that have hitherto been accepted uncritically. To this end, the research context is again broadened to encompass scholarship that lies outside my timeframe as well as composers who were not incorporated into Parts I and II. This wider area of enquiry enables a fuller assessment of the extent to which the tendencies I have identified are encountered, as well as the reconsideration of some of the most significant biographical debates that have recently emerged.

The Western musical canon has differed in two striking respects from that of certain other disciplines: it essentially excluded women as creative artists, as Marcia Citron’s recent study (1993) has demonstrated; and, at least in terms of the common-practice
period, it offered biography no major heroes of English origin. The field of music additionally poses the problem that it was extremely difficult, in relation to other disciplines, to engage in discussion of the works in terms meaningful to the general readers for whom biography is typically intended. Moreover, the nineteenth-century idolization of absolute music privileged works that were artistically self-contained, and hence unsullied by external referents such as texts and plots that were much more straightforward to express through prose writing. Additional tension arose in musical biography between the life and the works of the subject as an outcome of music’s ‘double history’, to borrow Jim Samson’s term (1990a): some pieces of music were (and continue to be) of significance for biographical rather than stylistic musical reasons, or vice versa, but these two factors do not necessarily converge.14 With these further viewpoints in mind, I have aimed in the course of this thesis to situate musical biography within the wider context of life-writing in theory and practice, drawing principally on the mainstream (and much more widely theorized) discipline of literature, with which music has a strong tradition of association in terms both of historiography and analysis.

In consequence, my research yields fresh perspectives on a number of critical questions of particular interest to music as compared with other arts and humanities disciplines. How did musical biography become complicit in the continuing historical effacement of women within sociohistorical contexts in which it was impossible to deny female creative genius in other fields, and how were female characters then discussed within these texts? How did Anglophonic practitioners resolve the problem of the absence of native classical heroes given the tendency to celebrate national subjects through

14 The above discussion presents a reformulation, for the specific purposes of biography, of Samson’s argument that music history comprises both ‘social’ and ‘stylistic’ elements.
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biography in the later nineteenth century, not to mention the increasing visibility of the
so-called English Musical Renaissance? What was the nature of the relationship
between the life and the works in musical biography, in which the two might be
deliberately separated? What strategies did its authors adopt for the discussion of music
in non-specialist terms, in order to relate the works to the composer’s biography and
effectively to convey their importance to the reader? Recalling the nineteenth-century
ideal of absolute music, how did biographers approach works in which such
extra-musical factors as politics and religion figured prominently? How were conflicts
resolved between the historical and the artistic significance of a given piece of music,
when they were at variance with one another? In short, what was the archetypal
trajectory for the life and works of a Great Composer, and how did the authors
circumvent areas in the biographies of canonical figures that could not easily be made to
conform to the standard model? The following pages endeavour to respond to these
fundamental questions and more.
PART I:
MYTHOLOGY IN MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY
Part I of this thesis investigates the issue of mythology in composer biography: those tales that have become particularly famous, the issues that crystallize around them, and the ways in which they have been told and retold across time. Musical biography offers a large number of stories that have functioned to exemplify particular aspects of subjects’ lives, such as the nature of their character, the gifts through which they achieved fame, and the laudability of their conduct. Some of its earliest texts were essentially anecdotal reminiscences, and the provision of such evidence has thereafter continued to function to situate authors’ claims within suitably illustrative contexts and to generate the novelized narrative characteristic of biography. However, the status of these stories is by no means fixed; they may, for example, exist concurrently in a number of different variants. Moreover, they often receive adjustment and embroidery at the hands of subsequent biographers, whether to accord with a particular portrayal of the subject or to adapt them to specific communities of readers. Comparison of different accounts of the same episode therefore reveals much glossing on the part of individual writers, enabling conclusions to be drawn both about changing perceptions of the subject, and about musical biography more widely. By charting the processes of perpetuation and elaboration of these stories from their origins to (in many instances) their refutation, then, this study seeks to identify which elements of these myths came to be emphasized at given points in history, in order to probe the cultural work they have performed and the trajectories they have followed. Using these stories and their accretions as lenses through which better to understand the texts in which they appeared, such analysis also enables illustration of the wider relationships of major biographical writings both to one another and to the culture of the day.
It may be advantageous to clarify my use of the term ‘myth’ at the outset, particularly in view of the absence of critical literature on mythology in biography per se.¹ Today, the word ‘myth’ popularly refers to something that is commonly believed but actually false (and hence liable to being ‘exploded’), an assumption that has regrettably permeated much of the key literature on both biographical theory and musical biography.² While there is some value in this understanding of the term, I instead follow the example of recent scholarship in which wider definitions have been attempted, ones that prioritize myths’ cultural roles above the limits of their factual basis;³ as Eric Csapo has written, ‘that some stories are meant to be received as true is only a sign of their social importance.’ (2005: 9). Hence myths, whether grounded in truth or not, may instead be understood as narratives of particular importance to the cultures in which they are told, which fulfil specific functions within those communities and are consequently liable to later reinterpretation. As such, both the myths themselves and the accretions they acquire over time may yield much valuable information about their associated cultures; William Doty, for example, has written that ‘myths provide symbolic representations of cultural priorities, beliefs, and prejudices’ (2004: 18, original italicized). It is this understanding of mythology that is most helpful for the purposes of my study.

Given that much of the scholarly literature on mythology focuses on classical antiquity and/or non-Western cultures, I might also usefully address the legitimacy of applying

¹ One notable exception is Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz’s Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image of the Artist (1979), an experimental study of biographies within the field of art history originally published in 1934 (with minor revisions for the English translation). However, the decision was made at an early stage that this book was simply too outdated to provide a basis for my own research, given the more recent proliferation of theories of biography and of myth (upon which it has alas had little impact), as well as the timeframe from which I have drawn texts for this study.

² Examples of the latter include Lenneberg 1980, Poznansky 1988, Stafford 1991, Solomon 1991a, Samson 1992a, and (to some extent) Head 1999, all of which centrally use the term ‘myth’ to refer to premises perpetuated through biography that require correction or adjustment on factual grounds. In terms of biographical theory, the perceived need to separate myth (sic) from fact is very apparent in, for example, Meyers 1985.

these broad concepts to European literature of the last three centuries. While the myths of ancient and world cultures (notably Classical Greece and Rome) have been particularly well-theorized, recent authors who have explored the meaning of ‘myth’ have also considered those narratives that emerge from more modern Western contexts, for example, the American Frontier and Nazi Germany. Such scholarship has even accommodated myths that originate within modern literature, at the hands of a single writer; indeed, Laurence Coupe’s view is that ‘the mythic and the literary are not so far apart as is often supposed’ (1997: 4). The prevalence of similar mythological themes in biographies of (visual) artists of a number of different epochs has been demonstrated by Kris and Kurz’s early study (1934), while Joseph Campbell’s comparative analysis (1949) has revealed the consistency in generic structure across stories drawn from many world mythologies. Of more specific significance to my investigation is a recent study by Bruce Lincoln (1999) demonstrating that the concept of myth was revived in Continental Europe at the end of the eighteenth century, and employed thereafter to ideological ends in the service of Romanticism and nationalism. That Wagner was one of the writers involved in this project (: 57-66), through his prose writings, the mythological plots of his music dramas, and even his theorization of the Gesamtkunstwerk along the supposed lines of Ancient Greek art, provides a direct link to musical auto/biography. Another is offered by Otto Jahn, who, in addition to producing a composer biography of unprecedented scope with his monumental life of Mozart (1856-9), was a noted scholar of classics and archaeology whose specialisms included Greek mythology.

Whatever definition of the term is adopted, there would appear to be general agreement that myths unfold as stories, often complex ones, which have become particularly widespread. My investigation centres on a representative set of some twenty-five of the
most celebrated of these stories drawn from the biographies of the Great Composers, as listed in Table I (page 35). In their selection, I have been guided not only by their relative fame and the frequency with which they are encountered, but also by the richness of the material they yield for my study, owing to the elements of tension or uncertainty that they incorporate and the revealing analytical commentary that they may prompt from the biographers. Recalling the above discussion, I have not confined myself to tales considered implausible from today’s viewpoint or demonstrated to have been fabricated; however, each exhibits development in terms of discernible patterns of embellishment in subsequent biographical accounts. Nor do I wish to imply that these trends necessarily follow a single trajectory; it is often the case that myths are pulled simultaneously in various directions. Discrepancies between different versions of the same episode may be the result of conflicting primary sources, witness testimonies, or scholarly opinions, or indeed of the absence of authoritative documentary evidence in its support. This issue notwithstanding, one point that emerges strongly from this study (and which will be explored in greater detail in Part II with regard to a specific series of monographs) is the striking level of consistency in terms of the tropes and motifs to be found within musical biography of different times and places, even despite the embellishments, bifurcations, and reversals that may emerge more locally in respect of particular stories.

My set of myths is drawn from the biographies of only eight composers, a slightly smaller group than that of my case study of the original Master Musicians series. I have not endeavoured slavishly to include all twelve of the subjects in Part II since the stories developed in biographical texts on some of these figures have simply not yielded comparable levels of material to others. The observation that it is the earlier composers who feature warrants brief consideration. One reason, certainly, was the unreliability of
some of the stories told of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century composers, given the length of time between the event itself and its being committed to paper, the relative dearth of corroboratory primary sources, and so forth. Conversely, events in the lives of later subjects were generally better documented, both at the time, and in the biographies that followed soon after. Some of the earlier texts on these figures are also invested with authority in other ways, examples of which include Wagner’s autobiography (publ. 1911) and the biography of Tchaikovsky written by his brother Modeste (1900-2). That is not to say that these texts were devoid of mythologizing by any stretch of the imagination, merely that the early appearance of such unified, authoritative sources meant that the mythology surrounding the subject quickly came to be stabilized, where that of earlier composers had been steeped in decades of embellishment, speculation, and hearsay.

In addition, as the ensuing discussion will demonstrate, it was predominantly in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when the myths and their associated composers rose to prominence, that they typically received embellishment, or at least that the seeds for their subsequent elaboration were planted. Conversely, in the later twentieth century, authors typically questioned or distrusted the many implausible stories that had come down to them, no doubt partly as a result of the mainstream adoption of ‘debunking’ biography, a reactionary movement to nineteenth-century hagiography initiated by such texts as J. A. Froude’s *Carlyle* (1882-4) and Edmund Gosse’s part-autobiographical *Father and Son* (anonymously published in 1907), and momentously pursued by Lytton Strachey in *Eminent Victorians* (1918) and other writings. Nonetheless, the trend did not receive widespread application within music – which is in itself telling for the reliance of its canons upon a relatively small set of great heroes – and in consequence, a number of the most famous myths of composer biography have never been rejected
outright. In many cases, the substitution of a simple, short account in place of the lengthy, extravagant narratives by which they had previously been retold provides evidence of an extensive, implicit mistrust of tales that biographers writing for a more historically-demanding public clearly found unconvincing, or at least of a concerted effort to privilege adherence to the demonstrable facts of the life story over such fanciful digressions. Correspondingly, the writing of the lives of later composers such as Brahms and Tchaikovsky largely avoided such embellished, speculative treatment in favour of more straightforward narrative. One early biographer remarked that Brahms ‘lived a quiet uneventful life unlike that of many of his predecessors’, and that upon reaching maturity (immediately following the episode discussed below as myth 3-A), the ‘history of Brahms’s life’ becomes ‘little but a chronicle of his works’ (Maitland 1904-10: 382, 383).

Given the likely timeframe within which we would find the most elaborated accounts of particular myths, Part I examines their occurrences in biographical texts from their eighteenth- and nineteenth-century origins until approximately 1950. In keeping with the remainder of this thesis, there is a certain focus on musical biography in England. However, Continental European texts are considered here to a greater extent than elsewhere – placing emphasis on those that have subsequently been translated, or to which English authors might well have turned for the purposes of writing their own biographies – in order to trace the stories’ dissemination, especially prior to their arrival in the country. In selecting specific accounts for study, I have therefore consulted the classic English-, French-, and German-language biographies of the composers concerned, and others written by the renowned authors of the day, these being the ones most likely to have had both the impact and longevity necessary to influence the subsequent trajectory taken by a particular myth. For the same reason, I also include the
biographical articles that appear in the landmark international dictionaries by Gerber (1790-2, 1812-4), Choron and Fayolle (1810-1), Sainsbury (1825, 1827), Fétis (1835-44, 1860-5), and Grove (1878-90), including the first five editions of the latter.\(^4\)

To this core constituency, I add any further biographical (and other) documents that shed important light on specific myths under scrutiny, especially in terms of their origins. Finally, in order that the populist biographies investigated in Part II may be situated as fully as possible within the wider historical contexts offered by this study, I have included the relevant eight biographies of the original Master Musicians series, as well as the volumes with which each was superseded between 1934 and 1950. The point of termination of my timeframe is formally marked by the end of the publication of the second generation of Master Musicians biographies, and by the appearance of the fifth edition of *Grove’s Dictionary* in 1954.\(^5\)

To complement the analysis offered in the course of Part I, and for ease of reference, I have included an appendix of quotations of the accounts of each myth (Appendix I), taken from some of the biographies that I have consulted in the course of my research.\(^6\)

The accounts are grouped by the composer from whose biographies they are taken, identified by the numbers 1-8, and then by the story, identified by a letter: ‘myth 6-D’, for example, denotes the legend associated with Mozart’s Requiem. Within this grouping, the quotations are arranged in broad chronological order by date of publication, and numbered so that they may be easily cited in the text below; ‘quotation 6-D-10’ (or simply ‘6-D-10’), for instance, designates Edward Holmes’s account of the Requiem story (1845: 338-49). These excerpts are parenthetically referenced using sigla

---

\(^4\) These five editions (Grove 1878-90, Maitland 1904-10, Colles 1927-8, Colles 1940, and Blom 1954) are hereafter designated Grove 1-5 for ease of reference.

\(^5\) The fifth edition (Blom 1954) represented a major turning point for the publication, being the last prior to its radical revision and expansion as *The New Grove Dictionary* (Sadie 1980).

\(^6\) All textual excerpts preserve the orthography, punctuation, and use of italic typeface of the originals. The symbol ‘\//’ is used throughout this thesis to indicate paragraph breaks in quotations.
explained in the bibliography at the end of Appendix I – which may be consulted for a complete list of the sources investigated as part of this study – together with the volume number (where applicable) in Roman numerals, and the page number(s) in Arabic numerals. In several cases, accounts of the same myth appear in two different places in Appendix I (cross-referenced accordingly) since they feature in the biographies of more than one of the Great Composers, as in the case of Haydn’s instruction of Beethoven (myth 2-B and 5-B). Exceptionally, there are a couple of further instances in which accounts drawn from writings on one composer have been tacitly grouped with those of another on the same story – for example, the quotations from the Mozart biographies by Holmes (1845), Jahn (1882), and Blom (1935) in myth 2-A on Beethoven – where there were too few to warrant their inclusion in a separate section.

In providing an appendix that focuses on excerpts from biographical writings, I do not mean to suggest that the following study has been conducted devoid of reference to other crucial documents such as correspondence, newspaper reports, and obituaries, to which reference has been made where necessary. Nor has it even been my intention to quote from all the biographies listed on the bibliography in the case of every myth for a corresponding composer; some sources, for example, yield crucial information on particular stories only. Where a specific biography has not been quoted in respect of a given myth, it does not necessarily indicate that the episode went unmentioned. It may, for instance, be that it was recounted mainly via extensive quotation from an external source (such as a letter, witness testimony, or even another biography). Such instances have not been reproduced in Appendix I, which is concerned with original retelling and interpretation of the stories under scrutiny. However, some of the accounts, such as 2-G-7, incorporate small internal quotations, where they are integral to an episode that is sufficiently retold in the author’s own words to merit inclusion. Since my study is
principally concerned with English musical biography, the quotations in Appendix I are taken from standard translations where they exist; in other cases, I have reproduced the accounts in the language in which they were written, unless otherwise stated. While certain translations (especially those contemporary with the original) are characterized by expansions, omissions, and elaborations rather than being straightforward transliterations of the text into another language, I have satisfied myself that they are sufficiently faithful to support my interpretations. Many smaller quotations from Appendix I that are central to my argument have been reproduced in the main text, so that the reader may, if desired, follow the critical discussion of the myths without the need for cross-reference.\footnote{Any quotations for which a bibliographic citation is not provided are drawn from Appendix I, where the full reference may be found.}

Recalling my aim to chart the shifting implications of myths over time, one of the guiding principles in the selection of material has been to include the historically-significant sources that subsequent biographers were likely to have consulted in writing their own versions of a given story. This endeavour has led to a disproportionate number of early accounts being included, as these are in many cases crucial to the myths’ origins; hence the excerpts that appear in Appendix I are in no way indicative of the frequency with which narratives on a particular episode appeared over time. In adopting this method, my aim has not been to privilege contemporary sources and initial biographical accounts or to imply that they necessarily represent a more trustworthy version of events, merely to lay a firm foundation by which to demonstrate that later authors have often elaborated upon or even contradicted the very documents from which it derives. In reality, most stories would be represented by a much greater number of later biographical writings were my appendix exhaustively systematic –
which would be near-impossible given the plethora of writings on the composers under scrutiny. However, the scope of my research is such that only a cross-section of representative literature has been considered, and a number of ancillary sources that add very little to the material presented in Appendix I have been omitted.

My intention in this study has been not only to address the relationship between different versions of the same episode, but also to assess the extent of the discrepancies that exist between them and to provide some attempt to account for them. Within a somewhat different research context I follow the approach taken, for example, by the art historian Alessandra Comini in *The Changing Image of Beethoven: A Study in Mythmaking* (1987), which traces the nuances and accretions in visual and verbal representations of the image of the composer – whether factually accurate or not – in order to bring to light the cultural history underpinning Beethoven’s nineteenth-century transition from man to mythologized personage. Two key considerations throughout my research have been whether any particular explanations can be offered for the deviations, and what role they (and, more widely, the biographies in which they appear) might consequently have played within culture. While these are matters that it is often impossible definitively to determine, a certain amount of speculation as to possible causes located in the standpoints of specific writers, their target readership, the preoccupations of the time, and so forth may reasonably be offered while remaining within the boundaries of the responsible historian.

Given that the motivations of the authors of the biographies and the readers for whom they were writing are two key considerations in interpreting the texts themselves, the
matter warrants further comment at this juncture. Of various models that have recently been proposed for the understanding of different types of biography, that offered by Antony Alpers (1996: 12-3), while somewhat generalistic, is perhaps the most helpful to consider for present purposes. Alpers divided biography into three categories, ‘personal biography’, ‘proximate’ or ‘reported biography’, and ‘historical biography’, according to the temporal distance between subject and author. The former comprises anecdotal reminiscences by writers who had direct contact with the subject, as describes many of the earliest musical biographies such as the anecdotal reminiscences of Griesinger and Dies on Haydn (1810) and Wegeler and Ries on Beethoven (1838). Such personal recollections would doubtless have aimed to portray their subjects in a particularly positive light, and one that depended upon the recounting of larger-than-life stories as evidence of their exceptional nature. The second category, the ‘reported biography’, was that produced by authors who may not have been acquainted with the subject at firsthand, but who were temporally close enough to them to be able to draw upon a combination of witness testimony and documentary evidence; Forkel’s biography of Bach (1802), Nissen’s of Mozart (1828), and Kreissle’s of Schubert (1865), for instance, were all written on the authority of friends and family members. While the authors themselves are often less implicated in this type of biography, the relatively short time span between the death of the subject and the appearance of the text meant that there often remained a genuine need to exercise caution in order to protect both the subject and other characters (especially surviving ones) featuring in the life story – Marie Lapsius’s censoring of Liszt’s correspondence in her landmark editions (1893-1918), for example, is legendary – which understandably influenced their attitude

8 In addressing these points, information about particular biographers and their texts given in the course of Part I has been drawn from a variety of different sources, including the following: Krehbiel 1917; Klein 1943; King 1955: 66-77; Hatch 1956; Gotwals 1959; MacArdle 1963; Forbes 1964: I, v-xvii; MacKerness 1964; Doernberg 1965; MacArdle 1965; Coe 1972; Stevenson 1978; Tyson 1984; Badura-Skoda 1987; Lenneberg 1988; Hogwood 1991; Beeks 1995; Clarke 1997; Stafford 2003; and a large number of articles, too many to cite individually, appearing in Sadie 2001.
towards the anecdotal stories too. Only with what Alper calls ‘historical biography’, that based primarily on archival research and adopting a more historically-aware distance from the subject, could the genre hope to shed these contingencies completely and to start to become more objective. Recalling discussion in the Introduction to this thesis, some nineteenth-century biographers of this third category did indeed strive to produce ‘definitive’ lives that set the historical record straight for posterity as regards previous myth-making, Thayer’s life of Beethoven (1866-79) being perhaps the most obvious example. However, many others were producing more accessible texts for which engaging, much-loved stories of this nature were an invaluable means by which to breathe life into their subjects and entertain the reading masses, and were therefore celebrated within their pages.

A related question concerns the consistency with which the ideologies encoded in biographical texts are understood within the reading communities for which they were intended. Literary theorist Stanley Fish has sought to explain what he calls the ‘stability of interpretation among different readers’ (1980: 15) with reference to his notion of ‘interpretive communities’, referring to a set of people whose shared ‘interpretive strategies’ condition a text at the writing stage, even before it is read, and hence determine the way in which it is read. Consequently, in Fish’s words, ‘members of the same community will necessarily agree because they will see (and by seeing, make) everything in relation to that community’s assumed purposes and goals’ (: 15). While Fish’s views are extreme, and not without their problems, they do have some resonance with recent studies of musical biography as reception history; to Karen Painter, for example, “‘Reception’ involves collective authorship – a transaction between the reader and the public, in the process of constructing an exemplary individual’ (2002: 187).

Nonetheless, and recalling the findings of a number of modern reader-response studies,
one cannot altogether discount the possibilities for individual readers to derive their own meanings from (any) literary texts.⁹

In adopting the approach outlined above – and mindful of my earlier observations as to the inevitability of authorial interpretation of the subject in the writing of historical narrative – I do not mean to imply that I am simply casting value-judgements on those biographers whose embellishments it is not possible to justify in terms of the documentary record. Nor is it my opinion that the fact (or suspicion) that a story has been embroidered by any means precludes study of its functions within culture. Indeed, implausible and fabricated myths can prove extremely revealing in this respect; if they are deemed worth repeating, even once they are considered or known to be untrue, they must surely continue to perform cultural work of some sort. Evidently some, at least, have been sufficiently prized in certain quarters that authors have been extremely reluctant to dismiss them, clinging onto them even at the risk of appearing old-fashioned or lacking in credibility. In view of the academic tenor that biography has assumed in recent decades and the importance that its practitioners presently place on establishing factual accuracy, it is perhaps difficult to appreciate that the genre was not always so. But, as Ira Bruce Nadel tellingly asked in his landmark study *Biography: Fiction, Fact and Form*, ‘To what extent is fact necessary in a biography? … To what degree does the biographer alter fact to fit [a particular] theme or pattern?’ (1984: 5). In short, the procedures outlined above should be regarded as nothing more than necessary interim stepping-stones in the study of the cultural importance of the myths: in order to analyze the significance of their development, one firstly has to establish the ways in which they have changed and why. That my research brings to the surface a number of

demonstrable errors that have permeated composers’ biographies in the past should be regarded as merely a felicitous side-effect of this wider project.

As we shall see in the course of Part I, this was an era in which biographical accounts were typically based on one another, sometimes derivative to the point of what the modern-day observer would deem to be plagiarism, and in which authors too often accepted uncritically previous versions of a given story. In consequence, myths were often simply perpetuated from one biography to the next, frequently retaining (or even augmenting) the inaccuracies, embellishments, and over-reaching claims of previous authors. As such, study of their development can yield much general information as to which biographies were influenced by, and influential to, others. Perhaps the speculation and elaboration in which subsequent writers engaged was in part an attempt to expand the stories in other ways, in order to give them new dimensions; however, it has merely extended the processes by which they were disseminated. Ironically, when attempts were made to redress previous mistakes – as in Spitta’s biography of Bach (1873-80), for example – the overall result was sometimes only that an old myth was set on a new trajectory. The dependence of some of the biographical writings on pre-existing literature is perhaps best demonstrated through the example of early musical dictionaries: the London-based litterateur John Sainsbury, for example, did not attempt to disguise the indebtedness of his publication to the standard biographies, dictionaries, and histories of the day, mentioning Gerber, Choron and Fayolle, Hawkins, Burney, and others by name on the frontispiece (though not William Bingley, upon whose Musical Biography of 1814 he was also heavily reliant). A cursory glance at the quotations from Sainsbury’s dictionary in Appendix I will confirm that much of his

10 Indeed, Sainsbury’s dictionary ran into plagiarism-related problems almost immediately after the publication of its first imprint in 1824; see Langley 2000: 87, and, on its consequences, Ritchey 1979.
work is merely a translation of earlier Continental sources. The preponderance of accounts by Sainsbury does, however, serve other important functions: it demonstrates that many of the myths would have been known in England in the 1820s if not before, as well as revealing the guise in which they were disseminated there.

Though the myths are grouped together by composer in Appendix I, this study instead seeks to explore related stories together, by way of offering the greatest number of instructive perspectives on the data. In the three chapters that follow, they are placed into thematic categories that correspond to some extent to the analysis of life-paradigms in Part II, for ease of discussion and to maximize comparison. My investigation broadly follows a biographical outline, starting with childhood and ending with death, with each section unfolding in the most logical (not necessarily chronological) order in accordance with the direction of the overall argument.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: MYTHS IN COMPOSER BIOGRAPHY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE OF MYTH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood/Early Adulthood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Young Bach’s Copying his Brother’s Manuscript by Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bach’s Journey to Lübeck to Hear Buxtehude Play the Organ, 1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Young Handel’s Practising Secretly on the Clavichord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handel’s Discovery by the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Subjects and Their Phenomenal Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bach’s Contest with Marchand at Dresden, 1717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart’s Memorization of Allegri’s Miserere, 1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myths Relating to Individual Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart’s Defending <em>Die Entfuehrung aus dem Serail</em> to Emperor Joseph II, 1782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Removal of the Dedication of Beethoven’s Third Symphony to Napoleon, 1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition I: Great Composers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beethoven’s Early Meeting with Mozart in Vienna, 1787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schumann’s Early Recognition of Brahms, 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinken’s Recognition of Bach’s Musical Abilities, 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondences in the Lives of the Great Composers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Meeting of Haydn and Mozart, 1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tuition Beethoven Received from Haydn, 1792-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schubert’s First Reported Visit to Beethoven, 1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schubert’s Reported Visit(s) to the Dying Beethoven, and his Toast to Beethoven after his Funeral, 1827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beethoven’s Studying of Schubert’s songs on his Death-Bed, 1827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Use of Lyrics Beethoven had Intended to Set, for Schubert’s Schwanengesang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schubert on His Death-Bed Observing Beethoven’s Absence, 1828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pen Found by Schumann on Beethoven’s Grave, 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition II: Aristocrats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydn’s Visit to his Monument at Rohrau, 1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bach’s Visit to the Court of King Frederick the Great at Potsdam, 1747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydn’s Last Public Appearance at a Performance of The Creation, 1808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beethoven and the First Performance of his Ninth Symphony, 1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schumann’s Belief that he had Received a Musical Theme from Schubert and Mendelssohn, 1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydn’s Death in the Midst of War, 1809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart’s Requiem, 1791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our survey of some of musical biography’s best-known stories commences with those that crystallize around the earlier periods of the subjects’ lives, extending broadly as far as the outset of their adult careers. The tales that present themselves from the literature for analysis in this chapter cumulatively yield a number of familiar mythic themes: pilgrimages, contests, displays of phenomenal artistic feats, accounts of insuppressible children driven to secrecy and transgression in pursuit of their destinies, prophetic or laudatory comments received from leading musical authorities, and so forth. To impose a rigid classification upon them has inevitably resulted in certain difficulties, and my guiding principle throughout Part I (while continually questioning my methods and assumptions) has been to group the stories mindful of what they offer for analysis in terms of their cultural functions and the issues they raise. In addition, when faced with a set of Great Composers whose life-shapes (as we shall see in the course of this thesis) do not always follow conventional trajectories, such concepts as ‘maturity’ and ‘early adulthood’ often themselves prove problematic. Accordingly, several stories that extend beyond this period have been knowingly included for their relevance to themes embraced in the course of this chapter, while two highly significant myths that did not immediately suggest themselves for inclusion within any other group have been incorporated in a dedicated section. Some blurring of boundaries is discernible throughout the categories into which Part I has been ordered, and connections will thus be drawn between them as they arise such that they are not merely seen to operate in isolation.
Childhood

In a discussion of the childhood myths of musical biography, the obvious place to begin would seem to be with Mozart, given the celebrity of the anecdotes of his formative years: his endeavours to write a clavier concerto at the age of four; the speed with which he learnt new keyboard pieces; his ability to detect and remember discrepancies of violin tuning as subtle as an eighth of a tone; and the feats of performance with which he entertained aristocrats while on tour. However, retellings of these stories are characterized by a striking level of consistency, and they are therefore unrepresentative as examples of the processes of embellishment and mythologization that occurred elsewhere in nineteenth-century musical biography – which rather precludes analysis of the cultural work they performed in different times and places. Prior to commencing this section in earnest, it may be fruitful briefly to examine why this is the case: life-writing on the composer’s childhood is indebted to the existence of two authoritative contemporary witness testimonies, those being a letter by Johann Andreas Schachtner dated 24 April 1792 (Deutsch 1965: 451-4) and the reminiscences of Mozart’s sister Maria Anna von Berchtold (Nannerl) written at around the same time (: 454-63). Schachtner, a court musician and friend of the Mozarts who had the opportunity to observe the subject as a child, was asked by Nannerl to furnish her with anecdotes that she was herself too young to recollect. Her own testimony was based on contemporary documentation including correspondence by Leopold Mozart, preserved zealously by him and subsequently passed to his daughter. Both reminiscences were written for the express purposes of biography, in response to a request for information from Friedrich Schlichtegroll with which to write an obituary of Mozart for his *Nekrolog auf das Jahr 1791* (published 1793) as part of a recently-established series.  

1 While Schlichtegroll’s obituary was written largely on the testimony of these two individuals, the necrologist also benefited from the input of a couple of other sources including Albert von Mölk,
The stories were widely disseminated thereafter, not least through the plethora of anecdotal life-writing on Mozart that appeared in the years that followed; Schachtner’s recollections retained particular currency even in the longer term, being quoted verbatim in several of the later monumental biographies of the composer.\(^2\) Mozart biography was thereby endowed with a robust set of engaging stories that came to be cherished by reading communities, and which resulted over time in the characteristic emphasis upon the composer’s childhood in accounts of his life. The consequences were not exclusively positive: as Maynard Solomon (1991a) has recently identified, the insistence upon the exceptional abilities of the young Mozart led to his portrayal as an ‘eternal child’ in many of the biographical writings on the composer, which proved detrimental in that his adult career was taken less seriously.

Given the unprecedented proliferation of music-biographical writings on Mozart in the years around 1800, coupled to his enthusiastic reception in the nineteenth century and his popularity amongst its composers (see, for example, Daverio 2003), his life-writing became an important progenitor of the mythological themes that pervaded mature musical biography in general; we shall encounter various instances of the phenomenon in the course of this thesis. Owing to the exceptional nature of the documentation of the tales of his childhood and their widespread dissemination, I have been particularly concerned, in this section, to minimize cross-contamination with the motifs of Mozart biography brought about by authors’ implicitly measuring their own subjects against him. Hence I focus instead on a set of well-known episodes in the early lives of J. S. Bach and Handel, the earliest biographical writing on whom antedates that on Mozart. These stories are much more revealing in terms of their subsequent development,
elaboration, and distortion than those of Mozart’s childhood. Bach biography offers the added advantage of being remarkably clear-cut from the point of view of my study, in that five key episodes are yielded by the ‘Nekrolog’ (1754) generally held to have been written by C. P. E. Bach in conjunction with J. F. Agricola for inclusion in the *Musikalische Bibliothek*, an important music periodical published monthly between 1736 and 1754 by L. C. Mizler. That these five stories are recounted time and again in texts on Bach is surely due to the importance of the ‘Nekrolog’ to subsequent life-writing on the composer, which stems from the familiarity of both authors with the subject (for Agricola had been a pupil of J. S. Bach), the relative dearth of analogous documents on the composer’s life, and its temporal proximity to his death: David and Mendel (1998: 297) have suggested that the obituary notice was written in 1750, although it took a further four years to appear in print. Another equally fundamental, though much later, source was that by Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1802), whose contribution to historical writing on music has already been noted and whose importance to the Bach revival lies not just in his biography of the composer but also in his overseeing of Hoffmeister & Kühnel’s complete edition of his keyboard works. Forkel’s volume was similarly authoritative – he had been in contact with both W. F. Bach and C. P. E. Bach in the mid-1770s, when he first planned to write a biography of their father – though it was not completed until some fifty years after the ‘Nekrolog’, and included an element of championing of a German hero absent from the earlier text; its translation into English in 1820 is attributed to Stephenson, a banker by profession about whom little else is known. In this section, I consider the first two of the stories initially presented in the ‘Nekrolog’: Bach’s secret copying out of his brother’s manuscript by moonlight, aged around ten years old, when he was denied access to it (myth 1-A); and his long journey to Lübeck, undertaken as a young adult, to hear Buxtehude play the organ (myth 1-B). Subsequent retellings of the former in particular
tended to be based on Forkel’s version, the longevity of which is demonstrated in its being quoted wholesale as late as 1928 in the dedicated biography by the renowned English Bach scholar C. S. Terry (25), who also published his own translation of Forkel’s text in 1920.

The Handel myths to be considered are his clandestine practice of the clavichord at night as a young child because his father had prevented him from studying music (myth 4-A); and his subsequent journey to the court of Saxe-Weissenfels, where the Duke was impressed by his playing of the organ and requested that his father educate him in music (myth 4-B). Each was first told in the life of the composer by the English theologian John Mainwaring, which was published anonymously in 1760 together with a catalogue of and commentary on the composer’s works by James Harris and Robert Price respectively, and which was disseminated in Continental Europe in German and (in abridged form) French translations shortly thereafter. Despite its title, Memoirs of the Life of the Late George Frederic Handel, Mainwaring may not have known his subject personally; its contents were at least partly recounted to him by John Christopher Smith, who had worked as amanuensis to Handel towards the end of his life. Nonetheless, it is essentially the only source of its kind for information on Handel’s childhood, although John Hawkins and Charles Burney, surely the two most celebrated music historians of eighteenth-century England, allude to these same stories in their own biographical sketches of Handel – the latter clearly expressing doubt as to their veracity (1785: 2). Indeed, both these episodes and those on Bach may be collectively called into question since their authors were reliant on second-hand information for events that had taken place some decades previously, recounted by people who were not even born at the time. This distance between the events and the biographers who retold them, coupled to the absence of witness testimonies, may indeed help to explain the level of subsequent
deviation from the early accounts relative to the uniformity with which the Mozart childhood myths are retold.

In many respects, the stories of the young Mozart provide something of a foil to those of Bach and Handel. Mozart was undeniably a prodigious virtuoso and infant genius, and received great encouragement from his father – himself a musician of some historical significance – in his childhood musical activities. Conversely, both of the earliest episodes of Bach and Handel biographies (1-A and 4-A respectively) demonstrate their young subject’s attempts – which are successful in the short term – to overcome familial obstruction to the pursuit of music through secret night-time activity. Upon reading these stories together, however, a problem emerges in terms of conflicting notions as to the feasibility of surreptitious study in performance. Bach biographers are generally agreed that although their subject did indeed succeed in copying out his brother’s manuscript, he was ultimately discovered and his copy was confiscated; according to the ‘Nekrolog’, the earliest source for the episode, his subterfuge was revealed precisely when ‘he was trying to put [the manuscript] to use’ (1-A-1), the implication being that he gave himself away by endeavouring to play from it. In contradiction to this idea, the story pertaining to Handel hinges on the presumption that it would indeed have been possible to practise the clavichord undetected. Recalling the discussion in my introductory chapter about myths’ importance lying in their cultural functions rather than their factual basis or plausibility, whether they might have taken place is somewhat less important than what they symbolize within their subjects’ biographies: both tell tales of heroes in the making, driven to disobedience in pursuit of their higher calling, undeterred by opposition from lay people who could not (or did not wish to) comprehend their musical destiny. That one depends on the possibility of practising in secret and the other suggests its impossibility merely reinforces the point, not least since
the long-standing cultural tradition of drawing comparisons between Bach and Handel (to be explored in subsequent chapters) ironically falls down at such a chronologically early, and otherwise rather valuable, opportunity.

The discovery of Handel’s musical abilities, as developed through his secret practice, is the subject of a second myth (4-B) typically recounted in biographies immediately after that of his night-time studies in the garret of his house. It is the later tale, however, that I shall discuss first. Its significance as the event in Handel’s life that made possible his early study of music is heightened by the episode’s very nearly not having happened at all; the intention had been for him not to travel with his father to the court of Saxe-Weissenfels, despite his having begged to be taken there. The first half of the story, in which the seven-year-old Handel supposedly pursued his father’s carriage on foot in a desperate attempt to be allowed to accompany him, was treated with some caution even as early as Mainwaring’s original account (4-B-1), and tended to be omitted altogether from twentieth-century biographies. At the same time, paradoxically, Mainwaring’s statement that Handel had caught up with the carriage ‘before it had advanced to any considerable distance from the town’ was embroidered in later accounts, in which he followed ‘for a considerable distance’ (Julian Marshall in Grove’s Dictionary, 4-B-6, 1878), ‘till it was well away from Halle’ (Williams, 4-B-8, 1901), and ‘too far… to be sent back alone’ (Streatfield, 4-B-9, 1909). But, as we shall see, the story transcends its own implausibility in functioning symbolically as another indication of a great life forced to transgress in the service of a higher principle, not least given the turn it took in bringing Handel’s talents to light once the travellers had reached their destination.
The events at the court itself have been viewed with similar suspicion, which only serves to add to the emergent mythology. Biographers from Mainwaring onwards have observed that it simply would not have been appropriate to bring a child to an aristocratic court, especially without permission; that alone lends the tale the air of being an exceptional event, which therefore yields exceptional consequences.\(^3\) Given its importance to Handel’s growth as a musician, subsequent versions sought to strengthen the story in certain respects. One of the most striking developments is demonstrated by the following sample of biographical excerpts, which I offer here partly as an effective illustration of how later retellings of a given episode can become modified by degrees until it assumes a form quite different from the original.

It happened one morning, that while he was playing on the organ after the service was over, the Duke was in the church. (Mainwaring, 1760)

…it the boy stole off to the organ in the chapel as soon as the service was concluded, and was unable to resist the temptation of touching it. The Duke, not recognizing the style of his organist, made inquires… (Schœlcher, 1857)

…after the conclusion of the Service, the Organist lifted him upon the stool, and permitted him to play upon the finest instrument he had as yet had the happiness of touching. The Duke listened attentively to the performance… (Rockstro, 1883)

… the boy managed to get into the chapel, and was allowed to play the voluntary at the conclusion of the service. The Duke heard him… (Williams, 1901)

It was a Sunday service which was the means of drawing the Duke’s attention to the child Handel. On this occasion the boy was allowed to attempt a voluntary at the end of the service. (Flower, 1923)

For Mainwaring, the discovery of Handel’s musical abilities by the Duke was portrayed as a result of a propitious coincidence: the child was playing the organ some time after the church service, and, presumably unknown to him, the Duke just happened to be present. Victor Schœlcher’s biography, whose scholarly importance lies in its having been based on contemporary documents collected as a result of original research, lent the tale more immediacy. In this version, Handel used the organ as soon as the service

\(^3\) That notwithstanding, tales of the childhood discovery or manifestation of great talent are commonly encountered in biography, as Kris and Kurz (1979: 26-38) have shown with respect to art history.
ended; nonetheless, the youth was still seen to be acting alone, on instinct, unable to resist the opportunity of playing the instrument. That the three later accounts are all British in origin (unlike Schœlcher’s, which was originally written in French and was translated by James Lowe) is significant given that England was Handel’s adopted country and one for which he was keenly appropriated in nineteenth-century biography, a project in which all of the remaining authors were complicit. With the more hagiographical account by W. S. Rockstro, then, Handel’s display at the organ became deliberate. He was placed at the instrument by the court organist; the Duke was said to have been actively listening, rather than merely chancing to hear Handel; and the boy was consciously performing (to the organist, if not to the Duke). C. F. Abdy Williams’s version, which appeared in his biography of the composer for the original Master Musicians series, extended these notions still further: Handel was not merely trying out the organ after the service, but actually playing the voluntary at its conclusion, thus performing to the Duke and the entire assembled company – including, we might reasonably assume, his father. Finally, with the Handel enthusiast Newman Flower, the episode is cast as a premeditated act by which to bring the young Handel’s musical gifts to the notice of the Duke by allowing him to perform a voluntary. This glimpse of the development of the myth reveals the progressive introduction of elements of will and motivation absent from the original, and, as noted, the ultimate result is far removed from Mainwaring’s innocent tale. That the organist of the story appears to have been tacitly credited with a knowledge of Handel’s musicianship (for why else would he have been allowed to contribute to the music of the service) in the latter three versions may contain resonances of the appropriation of Handel for England, which, as I discuss further in Part II, hinged upon notions that while the country possessed no composers of

---

4 A similar version of events was given slightly earlier in Julian Marshall’s article on Handel for Grove’s Dictionary (4-B-6).
a comparable stature, it nevertheless offered a place where foreign talent would be recognized and nurtured when such support was unavailable closer to home.

One key function of the childhood myths retold in biographies was to provide early indications of the adult whom the subject was to become. The story of Bach’s copying out of his brother’s manuscript, for example, served to legitimize Bach’s subsequent status as one of the greatest organists of the day as well as to pave the way for his construction as the head of the North German Baroque keyboard school, since it was said to have contained music by renowned composers including Froberger, Kerl, and Pachelbel (to which list Fischer, Buxtehude, Bruhns, and Böhm were added by Forkel). At the same time, this episode laid the biographical foundations for the long-standing cultural trope of the composer as learned, the continued relevance of which is demonstrated in its being newly validated in a recent biography by Christoph Wolff (2000). While earlier sources such as the ‘Nekrolog’ and Forkel insist upon the value of the ‘forbidden’ manuscript to Bach as a performer, the episode was significantly recast by Philipp Spitta, a leading scholar of music history in late nineteenth-century Germany whose two-volume life of the composer activated new directions for Bach biography. In Spitta’s account, the pieces that Bach’s brother had given him to learn were ‘quickly mastered and exhausted, as to their technical and theoretical difficulty; he demanded more difficult tasks and loftier flights’ (1-A-7, italics added). Spitta therefore offered a version in which Bach was revealed to have been explicitly concerned with the theoretical complexities of music, even as a child, and not merely with its execution in performance. This interpretation of the episode spread from Continental Europe to England, where it was further developed at the hands of C. Hubert H. Parry (1-A-11),

---

5 One useful discussion of the ways in which childhood episodes can function in biography as explanation for subjects’ experiences as adults is to be found in Ellis 2000: 56-75.
whose biography of Bach was first published in 1909 and whose significance as writer on music influenced by evolutionist theories will be further explored in Part II:

…the story itself is especially notable as the first recorded instance of the practice, which was characteristic of John Sebastian from first to last, of studying the works of men of undoubted ability in different branches of art, and gaining insight thereby into the methods and principles of art in order to apply them to the higher purposes which his finer insight and more richly endowed disposition suggested.

Similar processes of elaboration, though for somewhat different reasons, may be seen at work in the explanations cited by biographers for Bach’s journey to Lübeck in 1705. As mentioned, the story properly belongs to the subject’s early adulthood rather than his childhood, but it is discussed here for its synergy with the issues raised elsewhere in this section. Several authors have noted that one of Bach’s motives for the visit – and, indeed, that of Handel and Mattheson, who had made a similar journey together two years previously – may have been the possibility of taking up the post of organist in succession to the ageing Buxtehude. However, reading the versions given by different biographers in sequence reveals development in terms of other reasons put forward for Bach’s journey. The ‘Nekrolog’ (1-B-1) did not seek to present the episode as a momentous event, recounting it merely to exemplify a more general point about Bach’s desire to learn from the playing of other first-rate organists. Forkel (1-B-3) accorded it slightly more weight in noting that such study would have contributed to Bach’s development not just in the field of performance but also that of composition, and already we see the beginnings of the shift from one to the other that was characteristic, inter alia, of later insistence upon Bach’s scholasticism. Spitta (1-B-7, 1873), however, again introduced a new dimension, speculating that Bach might have been drawn to Lübeck by the Abendmusiken, the annual series of concerts for which the town was celebrated, thereby opening up the story from that of a specific visit to an esteemed organist to one that incorporated a much wider education in music. Even though Bach
had only been granted a month’s absence from his post – and hence his planned visit did not coincide with the Abendmusiken in its totality – Spitta’s suggestion was accepted by many subsequent biographers, surely in pursuit of its later, and more valuable, construction as a journey undertaken to enrich the artistic knowledge and experience of a learned genius.

The personal importance of Buxtehude, and the exact nature of his relationship with Bach, was also strengthened as the story developed. Forkel wrote that Bach ‘remained a secret hearer’ in listening to Buxtehude, and this was the version adopted for much of the nineteenth century. His account was, however, based on a misreading of the ‘Nekrolog’, specifically the word ‘behorchen’, which may have been intended to indicate the attentiveness with which Bach listened to Buxtehude’s playing rather than actual secrecy. In correcting Forkel’s error, Spitta implied that the opposite was true: that Bach had indeed made himself known to Buxtehude. Nor did embellishment of the tale end there; Terry, for instance, speculated in his article on Bach for the third edition of Grove’s Dictionary that his subject ‘probably’ took lessons from Buxtehude (1-B-12). While the story of the visit itself expanded to encompass the Abendmusiken, it retained value as a pilgrimage to Buxtehude too, as a means by which to maintain Bach’s connection with German predecessors initiated by the story of his brother’s manuscript (which, according to Forkel, had even included music by Buxtehude).

The significance of the Lübeck sojourn to Bach’s musical development became vital in addressing an issue sidestepped by the earliest accounts: the repercussions of the composer’s having prolonged his leave from Arnstadt for sixteen weeks when he was granted only a month’s absence, and his appearance before the Consistory to explain his

6 See, for example, Terry 1928: 69, n. 4.
behaviour. (Most authors who raise the topic are quick to acknowledge that Bach did appoint a deputy, generally assumed to have been his cousin Johann Ernst, prior to his departure. Bach cited this fact in his defence, but it was insufficient to justify his neglect of his duties to the Consistory, and doubtless would have failed on its own to convince subsequent writers and readers of his life story.⁷) In introducing this point to Bach biography, Spitta (1-B-7, 1873) understandably sought to justify his subject’s apparent disregard for his position, claiming that he so appreciated the superior musical environment in Lübeck that he ‘soon could think of nothing else’, and that ‘Week after week passed by’ before he realized that he needed to head back for home. The other major complaint levelled against Bach on his return – his habit of accompanying the hymns in a manner deemed too extravagant for the congregation – was similarly explained by the increased emphasis on the educational value of his visit to Lübeck. Terry (1-B-13, 1928), whose accounts of this episode were notably fanciful for their time, wrote that

The congregation found instant opportunity to judge that their young organist, remote on his lofty seat, had returned [from Lübeck] with new virtuosity of disturbing power. Bach now accompanied the Chorals with an exaggerated freedom that closed the mouths of the congregation, groping blindly for the melody among his coruscations, or stupefied by the audacity of his improvisation between the verses.

As Terry doubtless knew, this objection to Bach’s practice antedated his time in Lübeck. While Bach’s manner of hymn accompaniment may have become even more ostentatious upon his return, it was not solely the result of his showcasing new skills acquired during his time there, as was Terry’s implication. The various elaborations that this myth received in later accounts thus served not only to strengthen its illustration of Bach’s continued endeavours to further his musical development, but also to take

---

⁷ On the record of the Consistory hearing and Bach’s defence of his behaviour, see ‘Rebuke to Bach for his prolonged absence and improper playing: excerpt from the consistory proceedings’, in David and Mendel 1998: 46-7.
account of a problematic corner of his biography that arose from the episode itself, making a virtue of necessity just as his (and Handel’s) childhood transgressions had been a means to greater ends. The irony is that while the purpose of Bach’s journey underwent a shift from enhancement of his performance skills to the acquisition of a well-rounded musical education, authors nevertheless found themselves insisting upon the former in order to provide a positive explanation for the events that subsequently unfolded.

Owing to the Herculean nature of the industry involved in such activities, often in the face of much opposition, the stories relating to the young Bach and Handel all illustrate a level of determination held to have been similarly indicative of their later lives. Spitta (1-A-7), for instance, wrote that Bach’s copying of his brother’s manuscript exemplified the ‘perseverance of true genius’ that could be seen throughout his biography in his pursuit of ‘the end on which he had set his heart’; Schœlcher (4-B-3) commented that Handel’s covert practice of the clavichord demonstrated the early ‘persistance [sic] which predicted the man of energy which he eventually proved to be’. Another idea that emerges with some consistency in the accounts of the childhood myths (especially those of Handel) is that of the insuppressible genius, whose determination was made stronger rather than weaker as a result of setbacks. Even in the earliest source under consideration, Bach’s ‘Nekrolog’, the subject’s childhood endeavours are linked directly to his death by invoking notions of industry and the relentless desire for self-improvement as having ultimately been responsible for his passing.

As Part II demonstrates with respect to the Master Musicians series, similar paradigms associated with subjects’ unwavering determination to succeed are found in the biographies of a spectrum of composers. In exploring them here within the exclusive
context of childhood myths, my intentions are to establish a wider basis for later
discussion by demonstrating their existence to be as long-standing as musical biography
itself, since they are already well-developed in both Forkel’s life of Bach (1-A-3) and
Mainwaring’s of Handel (4-A-1): the former wrote that ‘[Bach’s] desire… was
increased by the refusal’, and the latter that ‘All this caution… instead of restraining,
did but augment his passion’. That notions of determination were further strengthened
in subsequent accounts is best illustrated by the tale of Bach’s visit to Lübeck. Early
biographies such as the ‘Nekrolog’ (1-B-1) and Forkel (1-B-3) mentioned only that he
travelled ‘on foot’, but do not otherwise identify the journey as particularly noteworthy;
only when it came to assume greater significance was the actual distance given. Where
Spitta (1-B-7) mentioned a figure of fifty miles, however, early twentieth-century
biographers further elaborated the story. For example, Williams (1-B-9) spoke of ‘the
journey of over 200 miles’, while in Terry’s biography (1-B-13), the distance had
increased to 300 miles – so long, in fact, that the author expressed doubt that it had been
undertaken entirely on foot as in the traditional myth. The embellishment is
predominantly British because it arose from a misunderstanding over the German
‘Meilen’ on the part of English translators of Spitta’s biography (since a distance of 50
old German ‘miles’ was roughly equivalent to 200 English miles). Nonetheless, the end
result was more than a simple matter of mathematical miscalculation: the increasing
distances cited for the journey served to quantify, in ever stronger terms, Bach’s
determination to advance his studies as organist and composer.

The idea that episodes in the life of the child foreshadow the subject’s adult career
inevitably resulted in the explicit invoking of notions of destiny, another issue that
receives greater exploration in Part II for its prevalence in musical biography. Again,
the trope extends back to the modern origins of the genre, given Mainwaring’s claim
that ‘Nature seemed to declare herself in so strong a manner’ (4-B-1) through the stories of Handel’s childhood. Similar views are expressed with some consistency in subsequent accounts, prompting extensive discussion of matters of providence and vocation in order to flesh out stories that, particularly in the case of the former, are essentially short and easily recounted. The myth correspondingly developed to emphasize Handel’s natural musical abilities in discerning how to play the clavichord. Mainwaring was unequivocal in saying that ‘He had made some progress before Music had been prohibited, and by his assiduous practice at the hours of rest, had made such farther advances’, which suggests that the young Handel knew at least the rudiments of keyboard-playing before the need to practise secretly arose. However, subsequent biographers departed from this position in favour of more impressive claims that Handel had taught himself from the outset. Schœlcher (4-A-4), for example, wrote that

Nature is said to have been his first teacher. Without any guidance, finding out everything for himself, and merely by permitting his little fingers to wander over the keyboard, he produced harmonic combinations; and at seven years of age he discovered that he knew how to play upon the spinet.

Schœlcher’s biography of Handel (1857) antedated even Friedrich Chrysander’s pioneering (albeit unfinished) life of the composer, the initial volume of which was published one year later. It therefore represented a major advance in life-writing on the composer previously headed by Mainwaring’s Memoirs and the biographical sketches by Burney (who had known Handel) and Hawkins. Since Schœlcher’s account made explicit reference to those of his three English precursors, it is doubly significant that the tale received such reconfiguration so soon in the development of Handel biography. In contradiction to Mainwaring and the other early sources, it was this stronger version of events – in which Handel learnt to play the clavichord entirely in secret, thereby emphasizing his musical instinct and self-learning – that was typically recounted thereafter. Chrysander (4-A-5) even discussed the music that the young Handel might
have encountered in Halle (and from which his father could not possibly hope to shield him), specifically that of the Liebfrauenkirche. Mention of the town’s cathedral church proved particularly important to the biographers who followed Chrysander since Handel ultimately received tuition from its organist, Friedrich Wilhelm Zachau. Rockstro (4-A-8) even fancifully speculated that the youth might have endeavoured to reproduce at the keyboard the hymns whose strains he had heard from the street.

While childhood stories of familial opposition to the study of music are commonly found in musical biography (several instances will be explored in Part II), the episodes under discussion in this section reveal its added significance within a mythic setting. In Handel’s case, his determination to be taken to the court of Saxe-Weissenfels emphasized that, even as a child, his true milieu was that of the professional music scene such as that offered by the court – and which his father, a surgeon, was obviously unable to offer. The story of Bach and his brother’s manuscript is even more important in this respect: in addition to connecting him to his German artistic heritage (as reinforced by his subsequent pilgrimage to Buxtehude) and demonstrating his reverence for his predecessors, it simultaneously disassociated him from his other musical lineage, his actual family. That enabled an understanding of the composer as the greatest member of the Bach dynasty, suggesting that it commenced with him rather than some generations earlier; in time, it also facilitated his construction as the chronological starting-point for the musical canon itself. Ultimately, then, the childhood tales of both Bach and Handel served to indicate that even at this tender age, they were destined to walk not with the mere mortals of their family, but with the wider musical world and its artistic heroes.
The Subjects and Their Phenomenal Gifts

By way of legitimizing their subjects, biographers have often insisted upon their extraordinary musical abilities, reinforcing their claims by recounting suitably illustrative stories. The result has been a large number of myths on themes of astonishing feats of performance, composition, and extemporization. Some of the more generic tales will be discussed in Part II; in this section, I shall examine in detail two of the most heavily mythologized episodes, one relating to the gift of performance and the other to memory. Since each probes a different, and ostensibly unrelated, aspect of its subject’s talents, I explore them in isolation, proceeding chronologically. The first is the story of the contest in 1717 between Bach and Louis Marchand, the celebrated French keyboardist and composer then active at the Dresden court (myth 1-C). Such competitions between great performers were common at the time, the best known perhaps being that between Handel and Domenico Scarlatti, which had taken place in Rome less than a decade earlier. In the case of the Bach-Marchand contest, no primary sources have survived and the secondary material is inconsistent: in addition to the ‘Nekrolog’ and the version given by Forkel, there are accounts by Johann Abraham Birnbaum, Jacob Adlung, and F. W. Marpurg, all of whom claimed to have received the story directly from Bach.8 Bach himself was said by Forkel to have been too modest ever to mention the event without prompting (1998: 459), and thus contrasted starkly with his opponent’s damning construction within the myth as over-proud. Spitta, who undertook a full assessment of the available sources that redressed the balance of the previously one-sided narratives, described Marchand as ‘full of vanity, arrogance, and petty caprice’ (1-C-9). However, even Spitta overlooked two additional eighteenth-century accounts of the episode, in the histories by Burney (1-C-2) and

8 Birnbaum 1739 (repr. in Scheibe 1745: 899; trans. in David and Mendel 1998: 79-80); Adlung [1758], quoted in Dahms 1924: 40; [Marpurg] 1786: 292. For an assessment of these sources, see Spitta 1884-5: I, 644-7; see also Terry (1-C-15).
Hawkins (1-C-3). The latter is particularly valuable, having been written on the
authority of Johann Christian Bach, and differing from all other versions in several
respects.

Bach biographies prior to Spitta (1873) generally followed the accounts of the
‘Nekrolog’ (1-C-1) and Forkel (1-C-5), both of which held that Bach had been invited
to Dresden by Jean-Baptiste Volumier, the court Kapellmeister, for the express purpose
of standing against Marchand in contest. In this version of the story, Volumier
apparently contrived for Bach secretly to hear Marchand’s playing prior to the
competition, thus giving him advance knowledge of the abilities of his opponent. On the
day itself, Marchand was said to have fled Dresden by express coach, leaving Bach to
entertain the assembled crowd on his own. In this respect, the accounts of Burney and
Hawkins differ, for in stating that Bach was victorious they both imply that the contest
took place. Another discrepancy in this early version of the proceedings concerns the
role of the King of Poland, who was also Elector of Saxony. Forkel wrote that
Volumier’s invitation was made ‘With the King’s approbation’; Burney likewise
suggested that the King endorsed Bach’s candidacy; Hawkins even claimed that he had
sent for Bach in response to Marchand’s declaration that he would be prepared to stand
against any player. Yet the earliest accounts, those of Birnbaum and Adlung, do not
mention the King; and as Spitta (1884-5: I, 646-7) noted, if he had been involved, the
event would surely have been held at the court itself rather than in the home of a state
official whom Forkel identified as Marshal Count Flemming.

Spitta’s consideration of a wider pool of sources gave rise to the turning-point for this
myth. In Spitta’s version (1-C-9), the dubious roles played by both Volumier and the
King were removed: instead, Bach was seen to be at Dresden ‘quite by chance’,
following the testimonies of Birnbaum and Adlung. Moreover, Spitta declared that Marchand had departed so suddenly (and secretly) because he knew that he would not win the competition, writing that ‘With certain prescience of defeat he had abandoned the field’. While this suggestion was implicit in previous accounts, Spitta’s could state it overtly, for no prior biographer had indicated Marchand’s foreknowledge of his opponent. Spitta, however, speculated that ‘Marchand must have heard him somewhere or other, and have convinced himself that the German musician was infinitely his superior’. This position is, of course, a complete reversal of previous versions of the story, in which it had been Bach who had heard Marchand prior to the contest.

Spitta wrote of this very story that ‘by analysing [conflicting accounts] duly we can plainly detect the process by which a historical myth is gradually developed’ (1884-5: I, 646), thereby offering a fascinating, and rare, indication of past biographers’ being self-consciously aware of their own position in relation to the agencies of cultural myth-making whose fruits they had inherited. However, in attempting to provide a more rounded picture of the episode – and despite his having knowingly intervened in the mythologization to which it had historically been subjected – Spitta was himself responsible not just for some of its most over-reaching elaborations, but also for unwittingly setting the agenda for its subsequent evolution. Early twentieth-century accounts of Bach’s life have tended to follow Spitta’s version of events rather than those of the ‘Nekrolog’ or Forkel, extending elements he had introduced such as that Bach may have travelled to Dresden for reasons other than the competition with Marchand. Both Schweitzer (1-C-12) and Terry (1-C-15), for example, speculated that he was motivated by the desire to hear an organist of Marchand’s stature; the latter even suggested that the competition had probably emerged as a natural consequence of the presence of two esteemed performers in the same town, rather than being the reason for
their coming together. Spitta’s conjecture that Marchand had heard Bach before the
contest, and fled because he was certain of defeat, is similarly adopted by
twentieth-century biographies; by the time of the appearance of Parry’s biography in
1909, it had apparently ‘met with general endorsement’ (1-C-13).

Whereas the childhood myths became strengthened over time by emphasizing the
purpose underlying the subject’s actions (Bach’s reasons for turning to his brother’s
manuscript, for example), here it is the removal of premeditation that makes the tale
more effective. The switching around of which organist had investigated his rival’s
playing in advance, meanwhile, recast Bach as the more confident – and by implication,
more competent – performer. These aspects of the story assume an added significance
since its overall function as a demonstration of Bach’s greatness is extremely limited:
the contest did not actually take place (at least according to the majority of accounts), so
Bach’s role in his perceived victory over Marchand is essentially passive. As the myth
developed in these directions, so its value to biography as an illustration of Bach’s
standing as an organist increased. In accounts after Spitta, it received a new codetta to
this effect: Terry (1-C-15), for example, wrote that it ‘blazed Bach’s name throughout
Germany’.

If the story has come to exemplify Bach’s standing as the greatest organist of the day, it
has also been appropriated to support the Austrogermanic hegemony of the musical
canon against French philistinism. Illustration of the supremacy of German
keyboard-playing permeates some of the early sources (notably Adlung), in keeping
with the nationalities of their authors. However, the role played by Volumier calls this
idea into question: being of Latin descent, Volumier would have nothing to gain from
demonstrating Germany’s musical superiority. Nonetheless, both the ‘Nekrolog’ and
Forkel present a story promoting Bach’s German school above Marchand’s Latin one (the latter even broadening his argument to encompass Couperin, the composer with the greatest claim to being Bach’s French Baroque counterpart). This was one aspect preserved by Spitta, for whom the dichotomy extended to the setting of the Dresden court itself, where opinion was largely divided between its members (who favoured French music) and its musicians (who were predominantly German, and therefore more inclined to side with Bach).

This interpretation of the episode was understandably resisted in French biography. Fétis, whose musical writings (while opinionated, and not always factually reliable) were hugely influential in nineteenth-century Franco-Belgian circles, overtly criticized German biographies in his retelling of the story (1-C-8) for failing to acknowledge that even if the quality of Marchand’s compositions might have left something to be desired, his abilities in performance may nevertheless have been excellent. It could hardly have been otherwise, or there would have been no question as to whether Bach was a greater performer than Marchand; and according to André Pirro (1906: 52), Bach himself regarded Marchand’s compositions highly enough to set them for his pupils to study.

There was, then, a certain tendency amongst Latin authors towards damage limitation in respect of those aspects of the episode that were so demeaning to a French musician, even one whose historical significance (as viewed from Pirro’s time, or even Fétis’s) was relatively minor. From the national perspective, Albert Schweitzer’s version (1-C-12) is even more revealing. As an Alsatian who lived at a time when the region oscillated between French and German control, Schweitzer’s sympathies might have straddled both countries; likewise, his monumental study of Bach, originally written in French in 1905 (though published in Leipzig), was in the ensuing years expanded for a German-language edition which was then translated into English by Ernest Newman.
Schweitzer’s account, which (despite the echoes of Spitta’s reconfiguration of the myth) repeatedly cited Forkel as its source, shifted its focus to emphasize Germany’s musical opposition to Italy rather than to France, potentially in an effort to downplay conflicts closer to home:

After his victory over Marchand in 1717[, Bach] was one of the celebrities of the fatherland. The German musicians were proud to be able to oppose a master of their own race to the French and Italian virtuosi. Let German musicians affect Italian ways if they would, in order to win a cheap renown, let the very existence of a German art be denied; the fact remained that there was such a thing, and that it had publicly triumphed over the other.

According to Terry (1928: 112), the version of the story preferred in France was that originating with Marpurg (1786), in which one keyboard contest had taken place – and the two competitors adjudged equal – before Marchand took flight. It was also this form in which the episode found its way into Marchand biography, even though Marpurg’s account was at variance with all other eighteenth-century sources as well as subsequent writing on Bach. The conflict was particularly pronounced in biographical dictionaries such as those of Fétis and Grove, in which the version given in the article on Marchand co-existed with a completely different tale told elsewhere in the same publication. For unlike the previously-discussed myths of familial obstruction, which tend to operate comfortably within the narrow bounds of the life story of a fledgling protagonist, those of contests between different musicians lend themselves ideally to appropriation beyond the competitors themselves as well as to allegorical interpretations. Likewise, as we have seen, the politics of nationality and of music reception can steer authors towards particular versions of a given episode in ways infrequently encountered in retellings of stories of a subject’s childhood.

9 See Fétis 1860-5: V, 445 and M[aitland] 1878-90: 213; cf. 1-C-8 and 1-C-10 respectively.
The second story, that of Mozart’s memorizing Allegri’s *Miserere* while on tour to Italy in 1770 (myth 6-A), might itself legitimately be classed as a childhood myth since the protagonist was only fourteen years old at the time. However, it is not one of the previously-mentioned set of anecdotes associated with Mozart’s earliest years, and seems more helpfully addressed alongside the themes of this section, especially given the tales of astounding feats of memory found elsewhere both in his biography and those of other composers. The fame of this particular episode is augmented by the iconic nature of the piece concerned; for instance, Burney, who had been lent a copy of the *Miserere* by Padre Giovanni Battista Martini (one of only three reputedly in existence prior to 1770), included a lengthy description of the work in the course of his writings on music history (1771b: 275-81) as well as printing a simplified score (1771a: 35-42). This fascination soon became incorporated directly within life-writing on Mozart, in that the retelling of the story led to the inclusion of a detailed interlude on the Sistine Chapel and Allegri’s *Miserere* largely based on Burney’s, in the 1814 biography published under the name Louis-Alexandre-César Bombet (Henri-Marie Beyle, whose most famous pseudonym was ‘Stendhal’). Stendhal’s text (which was combined with sections on Haydn and Metastasio to form a single volume) was heavily based on Théophile Frédéric Winckler’s biographical notice of 1801, which was itself greatly indebted to Schlichtegroll’s authoritative obituary and the so-called Rochlitz anecdotes (for which, see below). The interlude migrated to England three years later in a translation of Stendhal’s volume by Robert Brewin, from where it was absorbed wholesale into Sainsbury’s biographical dictionary – all the while retaining the detailed information about the piece and the place with which it was most associated.11

---

10 As hinted in the introduction to this chapter, questions as to when childhood ends and adulthood begins are particularly problematized within the field of music, as Part II will further explore, since its greatest figures include both child prodigies (such as Mozart) and composers whose development was strikingly slow (notably Beethoven).

11 Bombet 1814: 308-13; Brewin 1817: 357-60; Sainsbury 1827: II, 189-91.
Resonances of this phenomenon may even be seen some decades later: Rockstro’s dedicated article on ‘Miserere’ for the first edition of Grove’s Dictionary centred on Allegri’s work and retold this very story (R[ockstro] 1878-90: 336).

The episode itself was documented at the time by Mozart’s father Leopold, who accompanied him on his Holy Week pilgrimage to the Sistine Chapel.12 His letter of 14 April 1770 has been quoted verbatim by several major nineteenth-century biographers by way of telling the story;13 the precedent was set by Georg Nikolaus Nissen’s voluminous biography of 1828, which, despite its various shortcomings, retains great value for making publicly available many personal documents (albeit in censored form) pertaining to the composer’s life. Given the similarities between the two accounts, Leopold’s letter may also have been consulted by Nannerl in supplying information for Schlichtegroll’s obituary. Nannerl, however, offered more detail as to the particulars of the episode than had Leopold; presumably she was recollecting aspects that her father had simply not documented, though one cannot discount the possibility that an element of revisionism pervaded her version of events. She, unlike Leopold, explicitly identified that her young brother, knowing that it was forbidden by Papal law to make a copy of the Miserere, consciously ‘undertook to hear it and then copy it out’ (Deutsch 1965: 459). This is the view adopted by Schlichtegroll (6-A-1) and many of the early accounts. However, it seems to have been often skimmed over thereafter, doubtless because the myth is more impressive if it is cast as a spontaneous feat of memory rather than a pre-meditated exercise in musical dictation (and, as I shall presently discuss, so as not to draw too much attention to Mozart’s deliberately undertaking an act he knew to be prohibited). Given the proliferation of stories of Mozart’s composing complicated

12 Leopold Mozart to his wife, 14 April 1770, in Anderson 1985: 125-8, at 127. See further, Leopold Mozart to his wife, 19 May 1770, in Anderson 1985: 134-6, at 136.
13 See, for example, Nissen 1828: I, 190-2; Holmes 1845: 66; Nohl 1877: 35-6.
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music in his head before committing it to paper, it is easy to see why this childhood tale provided a valuable demonstration of an analogous faculty, as William Stafford (1991: 145) has hinted.

One aspect of the episode that was progressively embellished over the years is the extent to which correction and completion of Mozart’s original copy was required on the repeat hearing on Good Friday. The point is variously reported by biographers.

Er tat es und hielt darauf sein Manuskript im Hut, als dieses Miserere am Karfreitag wieder gegeben wurde, wodurch er noch einige Verbesserungen in seinem Aufsatz machen konnte. (Schlichtegroll, 1793)

… he took the manuscript with him again on the Friday when there was another performance, so that he could make any corrections or fill in any omissions. (Niemetschek, 1798)

He drew out a sketch on the first hearing, and attended the performance a second time on Good Friday, having his MS. in his hat for correction and completion. (Holmes, 1845)

Wolfgang gave the well-known proof of his ear and memory, by writing down the entire work, after one hearing, merely correcting one or two passages during the repetition on Good Friday. (Grove 1, 1880)

Wolfgang having, in his wonderful memory, retained every note of the sacred dirge, as he heard it, committing the whole to paper forthwith. (Breakspeare, 1902)

… he sat down and wrote out the whole work, which was in four and five parts, with a final nine-part chorus, from memory immediately after the service. (Blom, 1935)

In the earliest biographical account of the story, from Schlichtegroll’s obituary, Mozart contrived to allow himself the possibility for making some corrections by obtaining a second hearing with his manuscript secreted in his hat (though the author did not explicitly state that any such alteration was needed). The next significant contribution to Mozart biography was the monograph published in 1798 by the Prague-based music critic Franz Xaver Niemetschek and written largely on the authority of Constanze Mozart, who had provided him with various personal documents for this purpose; it thereby initiated the widow’s resistance to portrayals of the late composer perpetuated by his father and sister, which culminated three decades later with the major biography
by Nissen, whom Constanze had married in 1809. However, Niemetschek – who had met Mozart towards the end of his life and became acquainted with Constanze in the years immediately following Mozart’s death when their son Carl became his residential pupil – was also indebted to Schlichtegroll, especially for information on the period prior to the last decade of the subject’s life; his rendering of this episode explicitly cited the earlier writer’s account as a source, though it is much elaborated. For instance, his phraseology shifted the ground subtly from Schlichtegroll’s position, suggesting through the use of the word ‘any’ that there might actually have been no need to make corrections, and thus hinting that the primary purpose of the repeat hearing was to check an already-complete copy. Subsequent biographers have extended this notion even further, the tendency being to maximize Mozart’s achievement by presenting a story in which he had essentially written down the entire work after his first hearing, merely requiring a few corrections in order to make it a perfect transcription. One anomalous rendering was that by Edward Holmes, an influential music critic of the mid-nineteenth century and author of the first major English biography on the composer (1845), which stated that Mozart had only sketched the work after the first performance. Certain biographers, indeed, have totally denied the necessity for a second hearing. Of the first two Master Musicians monographs on the composer, Eustace Breakspeare’s claimed that he ‘retained every note’ of the music after having heard it just once; while Eric Blom, who assumed editorship of the series in the 1930s and personally undertook to write a new Mozart volume to supersede Breakspeare’s, omitted mention of the repeat performance altogether – thereby effectively recounting only half the story.

14 The work was completed by Johann Heinrich Feuerstein, still under Constanze’s direction, following Nissen’s death in 1826.
Another element that originated with Nannerl’s document rather than Leopold’s was Mozart’s subsequent performance of the *Miserere* for Cristofori, one of the Papal singers, who verified its accuracy. While the myth has come to be understood as an illustration of Mozart’s capacity for remembering and recalling music, an ability closely aligned with his compositional activity, this codetta enables an alternative interpretation as a demonstration of his skill in the assimilation and successful execution of a distinctive performing practice associated with the work. The story did, after all, state that Mozart’s achievement was verified not by consulting his transcription, but by inviting him to sing the piece at the keyboard; and Leopold’s original letter had said of the *Miserere* that ‘the manner of performance contributes more to its effect than the composition itself’.15 Hinting at the latter interpretation, several nineteenth-century biographers followed Stendhal (Bombet 1814: 311-2), who discussed an earlier story connected to the work (itself gleaned from Burney 1771b: 279-81), namely its transplantation at the request of Leopold I to the imperial chapel at Vienna; it did not, however, flourish there because it was not sung in the same manner as at the Sistine Chapel, where a specific tradition of executing and embellishing its vocal lines had emerged. That there was some uncertainty among early writers as to whether to understand this episode as a performance-related, rather than work-based, anecdote is best seen in two French-language publications that appeared within years of one another: Stendhal, glossing Winckler (and, by extension, Schllichtegroll), wrote of Mozart’s performance that ‘Il s’en acquitta à ravir’ (6-A-4); whereas Choron and Fayolle’s dictionary (6-A-3, 1810-1) claimed that Cristofori ‘reconnut avec surprise que cette copie était aussi complète que fidèle’.

15 For citation, see n. 12.
One further point warrants exploration: since it was not permitted to make copies of the *Miserere*, Mozart’s actions are hardly exemplary. Indeed, this appears to have been the real reason that the episode created such shockwaves in Rome. His biographers have understandably been anxious to downplay the matter; even Holmes (6-A-7), who described Mozart’s actions as ‘unexampled theft’, rounded off his account with the whimsical comment that ‘The generous Italians were so much delighted [by the young Mozart’s performance of the work] that they forgot to call upon the pope to excommunicate the culprit.’ As we shall see in the following section, the trope of Mozart as subversive in the face of the authorities and those in positions of power has long permeated retellings of his life; nonetheless, such conduct evidently created problems for biographers even in this instance, when it could so easily have been dismissed as the actions of a child (albeit a prodigious one) too young to have known better. Had Mozart not been fourteen years old at the time, Rome might have viewed the whole affair rather differently, and that would have considerably changed the manner in which it was recounted through the medium of biography.

**Myths Relating to Individual Works**

The scope of Part I is such that it cannot hope to consider *en masse* the plethora of myths associated with individual pieces of music. Nevertheless, a small number of famous and frequently-encountered stories in which specific works figure prominently will be explored for the specific evidence they yield as to the biographers’ shifting priorities over time. Those associated with Bach’s *Musikalisches Opfer* and Mozart’s *Requiem*, amongst others, will be considered in later chapters; two additional episodes, which do not seem to fit easily into any other category, are the focus of this section. The first is Emperor Joseph II’s celebrated remark to Mozart that *Die Entführung aus dem Serail* contained ‘too many notes’, to which the composer reportedly replied that there
were exactly as many notes as were necessary (myth 6-B). There are no primary sources for this story, though one may reasonably assume that it took place (if at all) at around the time of the opera’s highly successful première in Vienna in 1782. It became well-known in the decade following the composer’s death, originating in Niemetschek’s biography and subsequently being reproduced as an addendum to Friedrich Rochlitz’s celebrated ‘Verbürgte Anekdoten’ in December 1798.\(^{16}\) The ‘Rochlitz anecdotes’ were a series of 27 short articles contributed to the newly-founded *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung*, of which Rochlitz was editor; the majority were published in the last three months of 1798, together with an unsigned anecdote in April 1799 an additional four appearing in April and May 1801. Collectively they represent a significant early source for life-writing on Mozart, not least given their wholesale absorption into biographies including Winckler’s (1801), Nissen’s (1828), and perhaps Arnold’s (1803), as well as the French translations by Cramer (1801) and (in abridged form) Suard (1803-4).

Rochlitz claimed to have written on the authority of Mozart’s widow Constanze and with personal knowledge of the subject himself, though given the author’s general track record for fabrication, their veracity has long been questioned – Otto Jahn being the first notable Mozart biographer to have done so, and Maynard Solomon (1991b) doubtless not the last. Niemetschek’s biography, which had appeared earlier in 1798 (and had also been published anonymously the previous year), could well have provided a basis for some of these anecdotes. In the aforementioned addendum, Rochlitz explained that Niemetschek’s work had come to his attention since commencing his own series; he then printed three excerpts from Niemetschek’s biography, which were assimilated into Rochlitz’s canon as of Cramer’s translation (6-B-2).

\(^{16}\) Some years later, Michael Kelly (1826: II, 72) was to claim that Mozart had personally recounted the story to him.
The story stands as perhaps the most famous example of a number in which composers have expressed conviction that their scores must remain as originally written. Nissen (6-B-6), for example, drew parallels with another tale in which Napoleon had made a comment to Cherubini that prompted a similar response. While the two episodes bore striking resemblance to one another, Nissen’s comparison – which was subsequently followed by Jahn (1882: II, 212) – was less apposite in that from its earliest accounts, the story pertaining to Mozart has been appropriated to illustrate the supremacy of German music over Italian. In Niemetschek’s original version (6-B-1), the Italians at Joseph’s court were apparently jealous of Mozart, leading the Emperor to make the remark in spite of his personal enjoyment of the music of Die Entführung; moreover, Niemetschek identified that Mozart knew that the true origins of the opinion lay elsewhere. In emphasizing the conspiracy of the Italian composers and their prejudice against Mozart, the focus of the episode is shifted away from its most important figure, the aristocrat who had commissioned the work; while the criticism is seen as having been motivated by malice rather than legitimate concerns about the score of the opera. Jim Samson’s recent suggestion that Joseph’s reported remark likely referred ‘more to the thickness of the orchestration than to the profusion of ornamental detail’ (2003: 85, n. 66) accords with this interpretation as an expression (at least ostensibly) of imperial support for Italian opera, with its characteristic superficial decoration. It was, after all, just months after the first performance of Die Entführung that Joseph, through his closure of the Nationaltheater, reoriented Vienna to Italian opera while bringing analogous German cultural pursuits to an end; and the episode, apocryphal though it is, neatly encapsulates the wider tensions between the two operatic schools in which Mozart was thoroughly entwined.
Since every retelling of this story in the earlier sources was indebted (directly or indirectly) to Niemetschek’s volume, the above themes appeared with much consistency; as the temporal distance from the original account increased, however, so the myth was enabled to develop. Holmes’s 1845 biography is especially interesting in this respect (6-B-8), for several of the spiteful Italians were explicitly named, including Salieri, who, as ‘The most active and inveterate against Mozart of all the Italian clique’, was cast as their ringleader. This mention of Salieri doubtless owes much to the notorious suggestion that he may have been Mozart’s killer, which came to public attention during the 1820s and to which we shall return in a later chapter. Another deviation notable in Holmes’s account is that the criticism of Die Entführung reached Joseph only via the Italian composers’ sway with the ‘ladies of the court’, who were presumably more susceptible; hence, in this version, they were turning not just a single person, but the court in general, against their Germanic rival. The mid-nineteenth-century standpoint also facilitated retrospective assessment of Die Entführung in relation to Mozart’s career, leading to a greater understanding of its importance in bringing the composer to prominence throughout Europe as well as of the threat that such a successful German opera would have posed to corresponding Italian traditions. For example, Ludwig Nohl (6-B-10), whose well-known writings on Mozart, Beethoven, and other composers include a two-volume biography of the former first published in 1863, wrote that it was with this work that ‘He had become fully conscious of the strength of his abilities’, and that its reception ‘caused his soul to soar still higher, and his spirit acquired a fresh impetus.’

Historiographically speaking, a late eighteenth-century tale in which somebody whose status was little more than that of a servant (whatever his personal feelings on the issue) talked back to an aristocrat in such manner cannot be considered illustrative of
exemplary behaviour; and, unlike his breach of decorum in the previously-explored *Miserere* episode, Mozart’s age no longer provided mitigating circumstances. The matter was treated delicately in the earliest accounts: Niemetschek wrote that he spoke in the most respectful terms, ‘with that noble dignity and frankness which so often go with great genius’ (6-B-1), while any suggestion of impertinence was diffused by the glosses of subsequent authors such as Cramer (6-B-2) and Suard (6-B-3), both of whom commented upon Joseph’s understanding reaction. It has, however, proven less problematic in later biographical renderings, in which such justification did not appear to be necessary. One reason is surely that although the exchange between Mozart and the Emperor has undoubtedly become the most frequently recounted aspect of the myth, the composer’s insistence on the perfection of his score has turned out to be held more important than the issue of his conduct towards a superior. In addition, as Stafford (1991: 177-206) has identified, the trope of the rebellious Great Composer as disrupting social hierarchies has become relatively common in life-writing on Mozart; and while I see little evidence of anti-aristocratic sentiments being openly expressed in accounts of the myths under discussion in Part I, it is feasible that they implicitly factored into such interpretations.

Even though Rochlitz did not include an original narrative of this story within his set of anecdotes, as noted, several contain motifs so similar as to warrant brief exploration. In Anecdote 1, Mozart was said to have ‘found that the singers were adding too many ornaments’ in a performance of *Die Entführung* (Solomon 1991b: 7); Anecdote 3 explored Joseph II’s opinion of the Italian composers in relation to Mozart (: 11); Anecdote 16 discussed Mozart’s discontent at some of the passages of the opera which he himself excised later (: 29). Recognizing the connection between the latter anecdote and the tale at the centre of this discussion, Winckler (1801: 34-5), followed by various
other authors, juxtaposed them such that Joseph’s ‘too many notes’ remark was immediately succeeded by a second episode in which the composer had abridged the original work, commenting that while certain passages sounded acceptable on the piano, they were unsuited to the stage— in other words, that there may indeed have been too many notes. While Rochlitz’s Anecdote 16 is called into question by the lack of evidence for revision of Die Entführung, as Solomon has noted ( : 50), the suggestion that this criticism (although motivated by jealousy) might have had some foundation was thereby embedded in early Mozart biography. This association is ironic given that the very possibility of subsequent revisions to the opera runs contrary to the myth’s later function of insisting upon the score as originally written, in accordance with changing emphases from performance to text already observed elsewhere.17 Such different interpretations of the story were made possible since despite the scale of its initial success, Die Entführung was less well known in the nineteenth century than other Mozart operas including Don Giovanni and Le nozze di Figaro; nor was it brought to public attention through scandal in the manner of Così fan tutte. For many years, then, the majority of readers would have been unable to pass judgement on the work for themselves.

The other story to be considered in this section is Beethoven’s dramatic removal of the dedication of his Third Symphony to Napoleon in 1804, having been informed that he had proclaimed himself Emperor (myth 2-C). There were two eyewitnesses to the event: Ferdinand Ries, who provided the original account (2-C-1); and Count Moritz Lichnowsky, on whose authority Schindler wrote about the episode in his early life of Beethoven (2-C-2) (Schindler 1841: I, 90n.). Ries’s reminiscence biography was

17 Jahn’s position (6-B-9) is anomalous among later writers for having speculatively related the comment to another view reportedly expressed by the Emperor to Dittersdorf, namely that Mozart’s operatic accompaniments were too loud for the singers (Dittersdorf 1801: 237).
published in 1838 together with that by F. G. Wegeler, who was for some time intended
to be one of the co-writers of Schindler’s work; that Schindler’s various plans for
collaboration did not ultimately come to pass may have been a contributing factor in
delaying the publication of his own text until 1840. All three offerings were of great
significance to early Beethoven biography, not least because their respective authors
wrote with the benefit of significant contact with their subject.18 Ries and Schindler had
both worked as Beethoven’s secretary at different times of his life (Ries had also been
his piano pupil), and Schindler was thereby able to retain custody of many of the
composer’s personal documents, including the Conversation Books, following his
death.

Perhaps owing to their different sources, these two initial versions of the episode are at
variance in several respects. Ries stated that on hearing the news that provoked his rage,
Beethoven delivered a monologue denouncing Napoleon as self-aggrandizing,
ambitious, and autocratic, and then tore the dedication from his score. Schindler’s
account, however, connected the report of Napoleon’s emperorship more immediately
to Beethoven’s removal of the dedication:

The first thing Beethoven did on receiving this intelligence was to tear off the title-leaf
of this Symphony, and to fling the work itself, with a torrent of execrations against the
new French Emperor, against the ‘new tyrant,’ upon the floor…

Schindler’s biography has received much criticism over the years for being factually
inaccurate to the point of outright fabrication, and for its consequent contribution to
nineteenth-century myth-making about the composer. In this instance, looking beyond
the story itself and towards its political resonances, certain indications may indeed be

18 The authoritative nature of these texts, and their substantial documentary value, has led to their having
jointly provided the foundation for subsequent life-writing on Beethoven, eclipsing earlier endeavours
(notably that published by Johann Aloys Schlosser in 1827) even despite the relatively long period
between their subject’s death and their publication.
seen of the influence Schindler was to exert on Romantic perceptions of his subject. Ries offered a straightforward narrative largely uninflected by ideological concerns, and which downplayed Beethoven’s own convictions. However, Schindler, who had piqued Beethoven’s interest for his participation in a student demonstration in support of the Carbonari movement in 1814 and his pro-German reformist activities thereafter, wrote of the composer in explicitly political terms, as ‘a republican [with] the spirit of independence natural to a genuine artist’. The third edition of Schindler’s biography, which appeared in 1860 as a substantial re-write of the first, extended these notions further: there he described the composer as ‘personally inclined… towards unimpeded freedom and independence’ and holding a ‘belief in democratic constitutions’ (2-C-4), defending his earlier view that his subject’s sympathies originated in his passion for Plato and Plutarch in response to criticism he had received in the intervening period (Schindler 1966: 112-5).

Accounts of this episode reveal that the explicit relation of art and politics in the biographies of the Great Composers often proved to be a source of substantial unease, as we shall see in Part II with respect to Wagner. The inextricable link between Napoleon and this supposed demonstration of Beethoven’s ideological sensibilities created additional problems in that Napoleon ultimately became a tyrant, as the composer reportedly foresaw, thus shifting the emphasis from art to artist – and specifically to the question of why Beethoven was so enamoured with his dedicatee as to create such a grand artistic monument to him. In his revised biography, for instance, Schindler took pains to explain to the reader that Beethoven respected Napoleon for his restoration of political stability after the Revolution rather than for his military conquests, and that he was attracted by the republican philosophy upon which that order was based even though it neither derived from Napoleon nor bore any similarity to that
of Beethoven’s classical ideals. He thereby clarified the nature of Beethoven’s political sensibilities by way of justifying his reverence for Napoleon, while emphasizing their distance from one another. Similarly, Schindler’s initial account identified that the suggestion that the composer should write a symphony about Napoleon originated with one of his officers, General Bernadotte, rather than with the composer. The biographer claimed to have acquired this information both from ‘several’ of the composer’s friends (1841: I, 88), and from a letter from Beethoven to Bernadotte, then King of Sweden, in 1823 (: I, 204-5). While Napoleon’s conquests would have made him a deeply unpopular figure for nineteenth-century German reading communities, the episode continued to serve the function of separating Beethoven from his (Napoleon’s) politics far beyond its original context. Marion Scott, for instance, wrote in her 1934 Master Musicians biography that in tearing off the title page of his score, Beethoven ‘thus sunder[ed] himself from Bonaparte for ever’ (2-C-8). The irony is that the incident did not altogether remove the ties between them: as Barry Cooper has noted (2000: 141), Beethoven still considered the work to be named in Napoleon’s honour some months afterwards, and financial reasons underpinned its ultimate dedication to Prince Lobkowitz.20

Tensions over Napoleon’s commemoration by the symphony also permeate descriptions of the music incorporated within accounts of this story. One particularly extended reading was provided by Ludwig Nohl (2-C-6, 1884), who claimed that Beethoven transcended the Napoleonic model in the course of the work, which he (Nohl) instead took to represent the ‘ever-living, ever-awakening hero of humanity, the genius of our

19 According to Donald MacArdle, editor of the English translation of the third edition of Schindler’s biography, no such letter has survived (Schindler 1966: 190, n. 76).
20 In a letter to Breitkopf & Härtel of 26 August 1804, Beethoven wrote that ‘The title of the symphony is really Bonaparte’. See Anderson 1961: I, 117, italics in original.
race’. Fétis (2-C-3) even claimed that Beethoven had revised his score following his removal of the dedication, and that he included the funeral march – whose position as the symphony’s second movement has often perplexed commentators – in order effectively to kill off a hero previously honoured with music of a more glorious character:

Sa pensée changea alors de direction : à l’héroïque mouvement, il substitua la marche funèbre qui forme aujourd’hui le second morceau de sa symphonie… Son héros lui semblait déjà descendu dans la tombe ; au lieu d’un hymne de gloire, il avait besoin d’un chant de deuil.

While Napoleon might have been even less popular to an Inter-Revolutionary Franco-Belgian readership than to a Germanic one (which may account for Fétis’s extreme position), consideration of the relationship between the myth and the music itself raises another issue. Suggestions that the ‘Eroica’ incorporated external reference were at odds with the European aesthetic of absolute music, which came to be idealized in the nineteenth century even despite the muddying of the proverbial waters by various traditions (to be investigated further in the course of Part II) of supplying narratives for symphonic works in music criticism and biography. Within the more specific context of this episode, the matter was further problematized by Ries’s statement that ‘Beethoven frequently had a certain subject in mind’ when composing such pieces (2-C-1). The tale of the cathartic removal of the symphony’s dedicatory title conveniently severed this link and limited the possibilities for understanding the work as descriptive, thereby saving it from much of the unease that surrounded the ‘Pastoral’ Symphony; while Schindler’s promotion of Bernadotte as the origin of the idea (though it was by no means universally adopted) attempted to shift the burden even further away from its composer. This damage limitation notwithstanding, the residual danger to the reception of the ‘Eroica’ was sufficiently pronounced to have prompted Schindler to defend it at some length as absolute music in his revised biography of 1860 (1966: 116-7).
Recognition I: Great Composers

Some of the most significant stories in musical biography concern the recognition of composers’ worth by specific individuals in senior positions, thereby functioning to provide valuable exemplification both of their immediate reception and their wider historical import. For the purposes of this study, these episodes have been divided into two categories: recognition by leading composers of the potential of their junior contemporaries, as if to accept them as part of their own musical lineage; and recognition by aristocrats of composers’ achievements and artistic distinction. Those that fall into the former group are typically found early in the subjects’ biographies, often being of some importance to the start of their career; while those of the latter necessarily take place only much later in their lives. In order to preserve the overall chronology of the biographical outline around which Part I unfolds, only the first category of stories, that illustrating the opinions of Great Composers on their younger successors, will be discussed in this section; the other will be reserved for a later chapter.

Accounts of Beethoven’s visit to Mozart in the winter of 1787 yielded one such narrative (myth 2-A). The earlier Beethoven biographies that mention this episode did so only in passing, within the context of Haydn’s tuition of Beethoven (explored in the following chapter): Ries made only a parenthetical allusion (2-B-4), while Schindler, in the first edition of his biography, combined the two episodes (2-B-5). It is as though this particular event did not become sufficiently important to be acknowledged in its own right until later. The mythologized story itself famously originated in the brief

---

21 One celebrated tale not subject to in-depth analysis in the context of this study is that of the young Liszt’s receiving the Weihekuss from Beethoven following one of his early piano performances, both because it has already received significant treatment by Michael Saffle (2006: 101-7) and because Liszt does not otherwise feature prominently in my thesis.
biographical introduction to the edition of Beethoven’s counterpoint exercises by Ignaz von Seyfried (1832, 2-A-1), who was acquainted with the composer and had himself studied with Mozart. Its description of Beethoven’s extemporization of a piece of extraordinary contrapuntal intricacy was clearly of value in legitimizing the contents of the volume given Mozart’s laudatory response, and suggests that this aspect of the episode might have been exaggerated. That it was recounted in a footnote also indicates a certain keenness on the part of the author to distance himself from the anecdote, which was based on hearsay. While it was demonstrably incorrect in some of its details, notably the year in which the event took place, Seyfried’s text provided the basis for subsequent accounts. It was taken up by Schindler in the third edition of his Beethoven biography (2-A-5), in which it was claimed that Emperor Joseph II had himself contrived to bring the two protagonists together.

Although the myth appeared almost exclusively in texts on Beethoven, it was actually Jahn’s Mozart biography (2-A-4, 1856-9) that explicitly called Seyfried’s account into question on grounds of over-embellishment. Jahn’s lead was then followed by major Beethoven biographers including Thayer (who quoted the episode directly from that source) and Grove (who would have been familiar with both Thayer’s biography and Jahn’s, and wrote the preface to the English edition of the latter just a few years later). Nonetheless, the original form of the story occasionally resurfaced, notably in the earliest Master Musicians biography by Frederick Crowest (2-A-10, 1899), for whom the accumulating of anecdotes about the Great Composers (however far-fetched) was something of a preoccupation. The suggestion that the meeting resulted in Beethoven’s briefly receiving instruction from Mozart, though it cannot be definitively

22 See Jahn 1882: II, 346, n. 76.
23 See especially Crowest 1878 and 1902a.
proven, was longer-lasting. It was first voiced by Ries (2-B-4), whom subsequent
life-writing has consistently deemed to be a reliable source, while Nohl (2-A-9) even
speculated that more tuition would have been forthcoming had the elder composer not
been occupied with other matters and the younger forced to return home. However,
accounts prior to the twentieth century did not tend to identify the nature of the lessons;
only with much later biographers, including Marion Scott (2-A-11, 1934) and William
McNaught in the fifth edition of *Grove’s Dictionary* (2-A-13, 1954), was it explicitly
stated that they were in composition. Yet Seyfried’s original narrative expressly held
that Beethoven improvised at the piano rather than presenting previously-written pieces,
and that Mozart put him to the test because he was suspicious that Beethoven’s
impromptu performance had actually been prepared in advance.\(^\text{24}\) It therefore seems
more likely that any lessons received might have been in piano performance or
extemporization rather than in composition, especially given Beethoven’s relatively late
development in the latter field. Here we see another example of a tale that was
originally connected to performance being recast to emphasize composition, again
reflecting the privileging of text over performance in the later nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. This shift in priorities correspondingly facilitated the understanding
of the episode as a passing of the torch from one generation of composers to the next,
which was particularly important to biographers of Beethoven given the deeply
inconvenient stories of his less positive contact with the other dominant figure of the
late Classical Period, as we shall see in the following chapter.

\(^\text{24}\) The report of Mozart’s distrust of Beethoven’s abilities was, of course, at variance with the
previously-mentioned stories of his own prowess in performance and extemporization at an even
younger age. It seems plausible that it was this potential for contradiction that caused the myth to be
called into question within the context of Mozart, rather than Beethoven, biography.
Of all the stories of recognition of one Great Composer by another, however, Schumann’s of Brahms is perhaps the best-known. In contrast with episodes such as the above, which are more frequently found in writings on the junior composer than those on the senior, this one played a special function in the biographies of both. Schumann represented the greatest of the musical authorities who supported Brahms (Liszt and Joachim included), while Brahms stood as the culminating example of those contemporary composers whose genius had been brought to public attention by Schumann. The nature of the tale’s appearance within biography is indicative of his enduring relationship with the Schumann family and, more importantly, of the increased importance of Brahms to music history. For example, the first major biography of Schumann, written by his friend Wilhelm von Wasielewski (partly on Clara Schumann’s authority) and published in 1858, made only a passing mention of Brahms (8-B-1). Conversely, Maitland’s article on Brahms for the second edition of Grove’s Dictionary (3-A-5, 1904) described the meeting as being ‘of the utmost importance in the life of Brahms and in the history of music’; and early twentieth-century Brahms biographies such as those by Max Kalbeck and Florence May, both of whom were acquainted with their subject, give much more extensive accounts of the contact between the two. The sense of lineage between Schumann and Brahms to which the story gave rise was doubtless also stressed by later writers on both in an attempt to deflect attention away from the competing musical axis represented by Wagner and Liszt. Nonetheless, biographers have varied in the emphasis placed on elements such as the initial meeting between Schumann and Brahms, the subsequent development of their relationship, and the actions that the elder composer took to publicize the younger. While this diversity means that direct comparison of different versions of the story is not as valuable as in other cases discussed in Part I, there are nonetheless some
illuminating tendencies to be observed, especially in terms of the light in which the
episode has been differently cast in accounts of the lives of the two subjects.

To Brahms biography, the encounter represented the recognition by a master of a
little-known artist in young adulthood, as exemplified by Schumann’s zealous praise for
Brahms in his prophetic ‘Neue Bahnen’ article (1853). Given its positive consequences
for Brahms’s career, the essay was considered so momentous as to warrant extensive
quotation in several lives of the composer, even when their scope was somewhat
limited.25 The ensuing friendship between the two was likewise emphasized for its
immediate significance to Brahms: Schumann not only placed him before the public but
also assisted in his early career, writing to Breitkopf & Härtel to recommend his
compositions for publication and thereby generating opportunities for him. Their
meeting led to Brahms’s assimilation within Schumann’s artistic circle, and to a strong
affiliation with his family, who were to play a significant role in his biography up until
his final years; essentially, it activated new directions for the remainder of his life story.
The latter notion is found in the first canonical biography (by which I mean the earliest
enduring, ‘definitive’ work) of the composer by Hermann Deiters, which originally
appeared in 1880, and in which the ‘Neue Bahnen’ article is linked directly to Brahms’s
subsequent relationship with Schumann and his family (3-A-3). As an authoritative
source (the biographer had known Brahms personally), the tropes explored in Deiters’s
text came to be embedded in much early life-writing on Brahms both in Germany and
England (the latter by way of a translation by Rosa Newmarch, edited by Maitland and
published in 1888). For example, the lengthy account by Max Kalbeck (3-A-4, 1904),
whose multi-volume German-language work has become a cornerstone of Brahms

25 See, for example, Deiters 1898: 6-9; Kalbeck 1904-14: I, 132-3 (in German); May 1905: I, 126-7.
biography, compared Schumann’s eagerness to facilitate Brahms’s entrance into the world of music to the love of a father who wishes for his son to succeed.

Conversely, the tale is more valuable to biographies of Schumann as a demonstration of his swift identification of Brahms’s gifts and of the immediacy of his enthusiasm upon hearing him perform one of his compositions at the piano, his Sonata in C major, Op. 1. In later nineteenth-century writings on the elder composer, such as Spitta’s article for Grove’s Dictionary (8-B-3, 1883), the episode is cast as the final stirring of an ageing genius: the presence of the young Brahms temporarily brightened Schumann, who had been suffering disappointments and ill health, and stimulated him to write one final, prophetic article. Writing in a later edition of Grove’s Dictionary, Gerald Abraham (8-B-7, 1954) even observed that Brahms’s visit ‘coincided almost exactly with Schumann’s last period of creative activity’, implying a direct connection between the two events that John Daverio has more recently described as ‘a distortion of the facts’ (1997: 454). The significance of ‘Neue Bahnen’ itself is enhanced by the fact that Schumann had not published in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik for nine years, as he carefully reminded his readers; he effectively came out of retirement as a music critic in order to promote Brahms, as if passing on the metaphorical baton to a worthy successor. Where Brahms biographies emphasized the significance of this recognition and support from someone of Schumann’s standing, those on Schumann stress the extent of his foresight: his vision of Brahms’s place in music history came true.

Schumann’s construction in the biographies as an aged prophet is taken even further through the explicit invocation of Christian imagery. The ‘Neue Bahnen’ article itself is popularly interpreted as having messianic overtones, as is Schumann’s letter to Joachim (who had furnished Brahms with a letter of introduction to him) following his first
meeting with Brahms, in which he famously wrote ‘this is he that should come’; the former even earned Brahms the pejorative nickname ‘heiligen Johannes’ among his opponents. J. A. Fuller Maitland – whose many contributions to late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century biography include monographs on both Schumann (1884) and Brahms (1911), as well as major work on the first two editions of Grove’s *Dictionary* – described the article as Schumann’s ‘Nunc Dimittis’ (8-B-2, 1884), thereby anticipating his death shortly after having witnessed the coming of the person whom he regarded as the salvation of music of the future. For Maitland, ‘Neue Bahnen’ was the apotheosis of Schumann’s critical output: he wrote that its final sentence ‘gives fullest expression to that principle which had always governed his own criticisms, and which is in the highest degree valuable for all criticism’.

Accounts of the episode, particularly in Brahms biography, tended to crystallize around the benefits of ‘Neue Bahnen’ for the young composer; however, this was only half the story. The article alienated Brahms from other artistic circles by aligning him too closely with that of Schumann; it promoted him publicly at a time at which he might not have been truly ready, antedating even his first publication; it placed the burden of expectation upon him through its sycophantic tone; and it included passages that were certain to cause resentment among some of the greatest musicians of the day, and jealousy among junior contemporaries. That Brahms waited over two weeks after initially reading the article before penning Schumann a letter of gratitude may be indicative of mixed feelings even on his part. While modern texts on Brahms are more

26 In a letter to Joachim of 8 October 1853, Schumann wrote that ‘I believe Johannes [Brahms] is another St. John the Apostle, whose revelations will puzzle many of the Pharisees, and every one else, for centuries. Only the other apostles will understand his message’ (Storck and Bryant 1907: 280). According to May Herbert (1890: II, 191n.), ‘In an undated letter, written about this time, Schumann says: “This is he who was destined to appear.”’

27 Brahms to Schumann, 16 November 1853 (May 1905: I, 131), first publ. in the *Neue Freie Presse* (7 May 1897).
inclined to explore in detail, and even-handedly, both the negative and positive outcomes of ‘Neue Bahnen’ (for example, Swafford 1998: 83-7), those of the later nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth leant much more strongly towards the latter, for it was at this time that the subject required promoting most strongly. Some, such as Deiters’s early biography (3-A-3), ignored the negative aspects of the story altogether; others attempted to shift the responsibility away from ‘Neue Bahnen’ itself. For example, J. Lawrence Erb, in the earliest Master Musicians volume on the composer (1905), suggested that the opposition to Brahms arose only in a second-hand way, writing that ‘[Schumann’s] very enthusiasm was the cause of distrust in some quarters’ (3-A-6) since his predictions as to the merit of certain composers had not always been confirmed by their subsequent work. As Brahms’s position within the musical canon solidified, the drawbacks of ‘Neue Bahnen’ served a different purpose within his biography, presenting obstacles for the subject to overcome in his early career, demonstrating that his rise to fame was by no means made simple as a result of the article, and preparing for his subsequently mixed reception and the monumental debate as to the value of his music relative to that of Wagner.28 However, evasion of the negative consequences of ‘Neue Bahnen’ persisted in life-writing on Schumann, where they could not be suitably recast in a more positive light.

To close the chapter, one further story merits discussion, namely that of the recognition received by Bach from Johann Adam Reinken (or Reincken), the Dutch-German composer and organist, in 1720 (myth 1-D). In common with many of the stories of Bach biography, no contemporary accounts have survived; the earliest source is the ‘Nekrolog’ (1-D-1), where it is told at some length. While Reinken was hardly a figure

28 The application within musical biography of some of these more generic tropes will be further explored in Part II.
of the same historical standing as Mozart or Schumann, this episode represents the exception that proves the rule among those discussed in this section: even though it appeared in quite developed form from the earliest biographies, it also accrued various embellishments thereafter, some of which appeared relatively late. Reinken is cast in a similarly veteran light to Schumann in the ‘Neue Bahnen’ story: in order to enforce his status as an authority on music, accounts emphasize that he was nearly 100 years old and still active as a performer.29 Terry (1-D-12), for example, described him as ‘the musical Nestor of his generation’, situated chronologically between two epoch-making Great Composers, Monteverdi and Haydn. Having heard Bach improvise extensively at the organ, Reinken is seen to speak as the voice of a century of German music history in praising the younger artist’s abilities. The story therefore functions, over and above the mere recognition of the talents of one composer by another, to enforce Bach’s popular construction as marking the birth of modern music (and, in time, the starting-point of the musical canon) as well as representing the bridge between old and new. For Spitta (1-D-7), again recalling the trope of the learned Bach, its significance also lay in the demonstration of his subject’s ‘extraordinary mastery over the whole realm of form in music’. Reinken’s words provided evidence that Bach had indeed succeeded in connecting to his musical heritage, in which respect the tale operated in partnership with that of his other celebrated visit to the church of a great German contemporary, his pilgrimage to Buxtehude of 15 years earlier (myth 1-B), to create a virtuous circle. Spitta even made the link between the two episodes explicit in writing that ‘Reinken had seen, in its full and glorious bloom what Buxtehude had only noted in its bud – the genius of the man who was destined to reach the summit to which they had so successfully opened the way.’

29 There is little evidence to support the traditional belief that Reinken was 97 when this episode took place; modern scholarship suggests that he may have been twenty years younger (see Grapenthin 2001: 154).
The story concerns a performance of over two hours’ duration given by Bach at the Church of St Katharine in Hamburg, where Reinken held the post of organist. More specifically, it centres on Bach’s extemporization of a set of variations on the chorale ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’, which accounts generally agree lasted around half an hour. Reinken was said to have complimented Bach on this part of his performance in particular, despite the high regard in which he held his own extended composition based on the same chorale and his apparent tendency to express envy towards fellow composers. His reported statement to Bach, that ‘I thought that this art was dead, but I see that in you it still lives’, clearly referred to improvisation – a skill that, though related to composition, is essentially one of performance. In addition, the acknowledgement in the ‘Nekrolog’ that such practices had once been commonplace in Hamburg – a tradition so recent that Reinken, potentially its last exponent, survived to witness a worthy successor – somewhat downgraded the value of this story as a demonstration of Bach’s abilities as exceptional. However, much later versions – such as that previously discussed by Spitta (1873) – endeavoured to position it more firmly under the aegis of composition, as an indication of Bach’s complete command of the deep-rooted musical traditions with which he worked, and of the corresponding historical value of his output. Still later writers suggested an explicit connection between Bach’s extemporization of his chorale variations and his wider compositional activities. Following Spitta’s suggestion (1884-5: II, 16) that the Hamburg improvisation was subsequently written out in some form and offered to Reinken by way of homage, Terry speculated upon a possible link with Bach’s later setting of ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’ (a revision of BWV 653).30 In their Master Musicians biography, Eva Mary Grew and Sidney Grew (1-D-13, 1947) even claimed that Bach’s performance was ‘no doubt thought out previously’, implying that it did not reflect

spontaneous invention so much as a composition that already existed in his head. In pursuit of the shift from one to the other already encountered in a number of different contexts – not least the episode of Beethoven’s contact with Mozart, where ironically Mozart seems to have desired evidence of the musical spontaneity to which later biographers were averse – the myth developed to the stage at which it actually contradicted the original account: the ‘Nekrolog’ stated that the piece was extemporized ‘at the request of those present’ (1-D-1), so it could not have been planned in advance.

This reordering of the tale, largely at the hands of early twentieth-century English biographers, yielded a number of distinctly late-flowering elaborations. It was an unusual trajectory when compared with that seen elsewhere of myths in (and beyond) life-writing on Bach, and demonstrates that fanciful glosses on such accounts are by no means exclusive to the nineteenth century. Though some of these accretions had their origins in Spitta’s work – for we have already seen that his biography sent Bach mythology in new directions – they were only now being positioned within the story itself. Terry’s account (1-D-12, 1928) is indicative of its new configuration. There was an added emphasis on the presence of Reinken, as against the magistrates and other important townsfolk whose presence was reported in the ‘Nekrolog’. Terry discounted the possibility that the occasion was this formal, stating that ‘the event is more impressive if we picture the two masters alone in the roomy [organ] loft’, and placing the elder composer literally (and no doubt, also metaphorically) ‘at his side’. Whereas Spitta’s account in particular portrayed Reinken as listening carefully to Bach’s treatment of ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’ and seeking the performer out only afterwards to pay his compliment, Terry wrote that Bach ‘extemporiz[ed] upon it in variation after variation till Reinken in amaze[ment] declared’ his praise for him, suggesting that the improvisation became progressively more ingenious until the elder composer was so
moved that he could contain his comments no longer. And while the fact that Reinken had written his own fantasia on ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’ was employed in earlier versions of the episode to heighten his praise of Bach, in these later ones it served instead as evidence of Bach’s reverence for Reinken, suggesting (in contradiction to the ‘Nekrolog’) that the choice of chorale was Bach’s own. On one level, the character of Reinken functioned within this tale as a symbol of Bach’s artistic lineage; on another, however, the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed an increasing awareness (through the work of such Bach scholars as Spitta, Schweitzer, and Terry) that Reinken himself represented a significant influence on Bach’s early compositional career.31 That the tendency to centralize Reinken emerged in tandem with the story’s newfound emphasis on composition in accounts dating from this time is therefore no mere historical coincidence.

The episode of Bach’s meeting with Reinken offers the most extensive example investigated in this chapter of the general trend from music as performance to music as composition, but, as we have seen, it was by no means the only one. This gravitation away from the spontaneity of extemporization and the transience of performance, and towards the immutability of the musical text as composed, was closely related to the European aesthetic of the work-concept, the modern emergence of which Lydia Goehr’s landmark study (1992) has placed around 1800.32 That many of the other instances explored above centre on the figure of Mozart – his memorization of Allegri’s Miserere, the emphasis placed upon the stability of the score of Die Entführung, and even his

31 See, for example, Spitta 1894: 118-9; Schweitzer 1911: I, 197-8, 272; Terry 1928: 132-3. For a modern study of Reinken’s influence on Bach’s early output, see Wolff 1986.
32 More recently, Reinhard Strohm (2000) has critiqued Goehr’s study by demonstrating the existence of analogous manifestations of the work-concept in Early Music; see further, Goehr’s response to Strohm (2000).
contact with the young Beethoven – is surely no accident given the advent of life-writing on the composer at exactly that time. Given its applicability to subsequent discussions, the significance of this shift as embodied in some of musical biography’s most famous myths will be taken up again in the final chapter of this thesis.

Biographers’ shifting cultural priorities notwithstanding, other mythological themes that arose over time – while they were repeatedly embellished and strengthened – were perpetuated with notable consistency across different countries and decades. Comparison of the tales of Bach’s and Handel’s childhood, for example, has revealed a number of recurring motifs: familial opposition; determination to succeed despite repeated setbacks; destiny; fledgling geniuses whose pursuit of their calling apparently knew no bounds. Certain long-standing tropes in the biographies of the Great Composers similarly emerge strongly from analysis of their associated mythology, those of the learned Bach and the socially subversive Mozart being the two that have thus far presented themselves most clearly. Notions of artistic lineage were likewise foundational to musical biography, especially, as we shall see in the following chapter, in those instances in which two Great Composers were seen to cross paths; the direct link from Schumann to Brahms was particularly fundamental to music history and to the evolving nineteenth-century canon. Likewise, the stories of Bach’s ‘forbidden’ manuscript and his visits to Buxtehude and Reinken chart his progressive success, at various stages of his life, in absorbing his German musical heritage; that a disproportionately high number of episodes in this vein appeared within the ‘Nekrolog’ is surely significant in itself for its endeavours to identify its subject’s historical importance.
At the same time, the above study has unearthed some revealing locally-sensitive versions of specific stories, which, as the case of the competition between Bach and Marchand exemplifies, can result from a combination of differing interpretations and conflicting source material, and may even occur when the authors concerned (notably Spitta) were overtly aware that they were dealing with historical myths. The politics of nationality factor strongly into the equation, particularly for tales whose implications extend beyond the ostensible subject such as Mozart’s defence of *Die Entführung*, which connects to wider international debates between German and Italian musical pursuits. As both this instance and that of the Bach-Marchand contest reveal, such political leanings are typically encountered in episodes in which Germany is measured against its fiercest nineteenth-century competitors (Italy and France), either to enforce its hegemony or, conversely, in an attempt to provide relief for musicians who belonged to other national traditions. The English appropriation of Handel yields an example of rehabilitation on a grander scale; while the explicitly political resonances of Beethoven’s Third Symphony and its Napoleonic dedication generated significant tension, in different times and places, over and above the difficulties it created for understanding the work as absolute music. None of these local variants, however, significantly compromised the myths’ central functions: to activate directions for the subjects’ subsequent life story, to connect them to the wider musical world, to illustrate their exceptional nature, and above all, to aid their construction as great artistic heroes.
The stories of recognition discussed in the previous section represent examples of a larger category that emphasizes associations between two Great Composers, often (as with Schumann and Brahms) at crucial junctures in their lives. The purpose of this chapter is to undertake detailed examination of three further instances: those of Mozart and Haydn, Haydn and Beethoven, and Beethoven and Schubert. They exemplify, respectively, a pairing that was both commendably harmonious and mutually beneficial; one where the uneasy relationship between the two subjects created a great deal of tension; and one in which little direct evidence exists for the links claimed by biographers, and whose stories thus advance supposed, rather than founded, associations. In each case, the connections drawn between the composers concerned rest not on a single episode but on a set of myths that, in the last example especially, have evolved into a complex inter-related nexus. These tales have pervaded the life-writing on each subject, allowing for cross-reading between different composer biographies in addition to the exploration of their development within the context of one set in isolation. The first two couplings will be studied primarily through the lens of a single story, and the last with more extended reference to the web of mythology that has emerged over the decades. The four subjects under discussion are of course among the most central to the musical canon, particularly considering its constituency at the time of the proliferation of fully-fledged composer biography in the early to mid-nineteenth century. Since the tales that relate them collectively yield an unbroken chain from first to last, this chapter provides a firm basis for discussion towards the end of Part II of the wider implications to music history of such insistence upon real and imagined connections between Great Composers.
One consequence of the relatively limited space available within a musical canon (and the predication of its history on a small number of individuals) was that it naturally invited contrasts to be drawn between the dominant figures of a given period. The assumption that coincident historical occurrences necessarily admit comparison may appear fallacious when viewed from a modern critical standpoint; Carl Dahlhaus, for instance, has written that ‘it [might] be that events which are extrinsically contemporaneous are, intrinsically, anything but contemporaneous’ (1983: 19). Nonetheless, the tradition of historical writing framed around lives of important figures grouped into pairs is deeply embedded within Western biographical and historical traditions extending as far back as Plutarch’s *The Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans* (c.45-c.120), generally considered the earliest canonical Western biography, whose constituent books discussed two subjects – one of each nationality – coupled together so as to illustrate the correspondences between their respective careers. The tendency has retained currency in more recent times too: Paula Backscheider (1999: 127) has pointed towards the comparisons between Dryden and Pope that were commonly found in eighteenth-century biography as being emblematic, while Ira Bruce Nadel (1984: 15-22) has explored the continuing importance of Plutarch to Victorian biography.

The specific practice of setting two composers in opposition to one another doubtless also stems from the cultural fashions of their own day, whether manifested in competitions in performance (for example Bach and Marchand, Handel and Domenico Scarlatti, and Mozart and Clementi) or through more extended professional rivalries (such as Handel and Bononcini, or Gluck and Piccinni). Over time, definitive couplings came to be negotiated: while a strong case could be made for coupling Handel with any of Domenico Scarlatti, Bononcini, or Mattheson, for instance, history has ultimately
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demed Bach to have provided the most satisfactory ‘foil’ (particularly since the most famous element of Handel’s association with Mattheson was the duel that nearly resulted in his death). The wider historiographical tendency was established by the emergence of a plethora of biographical writing on Mozart and, in time, Haydn in the 1790s and 1800s in which each composer figured with some prominence in one another’s lives given the cordial relationship between them (and the Plutarchian idea of writing their biographies in parallel was quickly seized upon, by Ignaz Arnold in 1810). Similarly, it is surely more than historical coincidence that 1788 is the date of the celebrated letter (now attributed to C. P. E. Bach) providing the origin for the stories of the three occasions on which Bach and Handel might have met had circumstances been different.† A third example placing comparative life-writing at the advent of musical biography (albeit one that transcends the field of music) presents itself in the form of Friedrich Rochlitz’s influential essay on Raphael and Mozart, which first appeared in 1800 and was frequently reprinted in the nineteenth century, and which Karen Painter has described as ‘perhaps the most playful descendant of Plutarch’ (2002: 191).‡

As Part II will explore in greater detail, the coupling of Haydn and Mozart is unique among the customary pairings of the greatest composers of the Western classical canon for the level to which it may be justified on biographical grounds, inasmuch as they made genuine appearances within one another’s life stories and forged a substantial and meaningful relationship. It has been much explored by authors from the earliest life-writing on Mozart: Niemetschek, whose biography was dedicated to Haydn (at least in the original version published in Prague), discussed Mozart’s admiration of his older

‡ Cf. the parallel drawn by Rochlitz between Raphael’s Transfiguration and Mozart’s Requiem in the course of his anecdotes about the latter (6-D-2). Comparisons between Raphael and Mozart extend back to Niemetschek and were also explored by later writers such as Arnold.
contemporary in the strongest possible terms (1956: 31-4, 59-61, 68-9), while Rochlitz’s Anecdotes 6 and 7 (Solomon 1991b: 14-6) similarly testify to their mutual respect. It was Schlichtegroll (1793: 107-8), however, who first recounted the story of Haydn’s now-famous remark to Leopold Mozart, made in 1785 upon hearing a private performance of the last three quartets Mozart dedicated to him. The episode had reached the necrologist via Nannerl, having been recorded at the time by Leopold in his correspondence:

On Saturday evening Herr Joseph Haydn and the two Barons Tinti came to see us and the new quartets were performed, or rather, the three new ones [K. 458, 464, and 465] which Wolfgang has added to the other three which we have already [K. 387, 421, and 428]. The new ones are somewhat easier, but at the same time excellent compositions. Haydn said to me: ‘Before God and as an honest man I tell you that your son is the greatest composer known to me either in person or by name. He has taste and, what is more, the most profound knowledge of composition.’

The last chronological story that brought the two composers together was that of Mozart’s farewell to Haydn at the meal preceding his departure for England at the end of 1790 (myths 5-A and 6-C). It therefore yields the final opportunity to discuss their exemplary relationship, and provides a useful starting-point for the investigation of this biographical discourse. In addition, as the last episode prior to Haydn’s period in England, it represents a natural articulation point in stories of his life. The biographical portion of the second of the volumes of C. F. Pohl’s life of Haydn (1875-82) ends with this very episode, the remainder of the subject’s story being written some decades later by Hugo Botstiber in an additional volume (1927). That Pohl was intimately aware of the life of Mozart as well as Haydn – he contributed the articles on both composers to Grove’s Dictionary, and was the author of Mozart und Haydn in London (1867) – served further to relate the two composers within the context of musical biography,

---

3 Leopold Mozart to his daughter, 16 February 1785, in Anderson 1985: 886.
4 On the importance of Haydn’s journeys to England as giving rise to his greatest creative period, especially as far as British biographers were concerned, see the discussion in the concluding chapter of Part II.
especially given that his monumental text on Haydn (undertaken at the suggestion of none other than Otto Jahn) provided a firm foundation for subsequent scholarship.

From the point of view of enforcing the musical canon, it was extremely convenient that Haydn had spent this final meal in Austria in the company of Mozart and Johann Peter Salomon, the impresario who secured Haydn’s visits to England. Their disappointment at being parted was emphasized in Haydn biography from the early accounts by Georg August Griesinger and Albert Christoph Dies, whose reminiscences were primarily based on their authors’ documented conversations with the composer during the final years of his life (by which time his memory was unreliable and his recollections sometimes fanciful); both appeared in 1810, though Griesinger’s had been published serially in the *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung* the previous year. The episode was evidently considered an emotional one for the two composers, despite the brevity with which it was initially recounted: Dies even wrote that ‘Tears welled from the eyes of both’ (5-A-2). As retellings of the anecdote proliferated, so its importance as an illustration of the relationship between Haydn and Mozart was correspondingly enhanced. For example, Pohl (5-A-4) constructed Haydn as Mozart’s greatest friend, without whom the younger composer was effectively alone, suggesting a unique bond between them. The trope was clearly discernible in broadly contemporary Mozart biography too: Nohl (6-C-3) described Haydn as ‘the only artist in Vienna who thoroughly understood our Maestro, and whose intentions towards him were good’.

Wider notions of Haydn as Mozart’s artistic father have also permeated the episodes that relate the two from the Rochlitz anecdotes onwards, and have retained their value into the twenty-first century.
While this particular story had found its way into Mozart biography by the mid-nineteenth century, it went unmentioned in earlier works up to and including Nissen’s (1828). This positioning of the story within the life-writing on one composer before the other has affected the interpretation of Mozart’s remark that (quoting from Dies’s biography) ‘We are probably saying our last farewell in this life.’ This sentiment – which has been variously reported, hinted at, and glossed over the years – was originally taken to refer to Haydn’s death: Griesinger (5-A-1) noted Mozart’s concerns at Haydn’s undertaking such a journey at his advanced age, while Dies (5-A-2) wrote that Haydn ‘applied Mozart’s words to himself’ and that ‘the possibility never occurred to him’ that he might outlive Mozart. After all, Mozart was just 34 at the time whereas Haydn was approaching 60, yet poorly-travelled and largely unaccustomed to foreign cultures. Nor did Mozart’s comment necessarily refer to Haydn’s death; it could instead have been taken to mean that he suspected Haydn would flourish in England and remain there, or that he might in time become too fragile to undertake the return journey.

However, when the tale entered Mozart biography, its practitioners tended towards an altogether different interpretation. Where the earliest accounts on Haydn had made no link between Mozart’s words and his death the following year, those on Mozart understandably claimed a direct connection. Holmes’s biography (6-C-1) yielded an early example: describing Mozart’s utterance as a ‘presentiment’, Holmes wrote that his subject (whose health was already failing) saw in Haydn’s departure ‘only evil omens’ of ‘disaster and death’. This interpolation thus paved the way for Mozart’s forebodings of his own demise in connection with the story of the Requiem (myth 6-D), which will be discussed in the following chapter.

That the year 1791 marked an important new period in Haydn’s life story, but the premature end of Mozart’s, was an irony by no means lost on their biographers. At face
value, one might reasonably expect this to have been the other way about, which is why the interpretation of Mozart’s words became so crucial. Mozart also seemed the more likely contender for a journey to England, and although it was never stated outright, there exists a tacit implication that had he travelled to the country in Haydn’s place, their lives might have turned out very differently. The Requiem commission has been popularly mythologized as the catalyst, if not the cause, of Mozart’s death; and that event would not have taken place (at least, not so soon in the composer’s life) had he been in a foreign country. Thus Holmes, for instance, speculated that had his subject travelled to London then he (like Haydn) would have produced ‘twelve grand symphonies for Salomon’s concerts’. A dozen such works composed in addition to his last three Symphonies (Nos. 39-41) would certainly have represented a substantial increase in his already great output in the genre, and would have brought considerable credit to England. The national agenda underpinning views such as that advanced by the London-based Holmes may easily be discerned, particularly since, as we shall see in Part II, the fruits of Haydn’s activities abroad in the 1790s were enthusiastically appropriated for the English through the medium of biography.

Haydn’s relationship with Mozart was, as discussed, eminently commendable in that it demonstrated the mutual understanding and admiration between fellow artists that biography held dear. The same was not, however, true of his association with Beethoven, accounts of which were inflected with an element of tension absent from those of similar stories told of other Great Composers. This unease extends to the present time, in which it has been the subject of much discussion both in the context of biographies such as Maynard Solomon’s life of Beethoven (1998: 89-104) and dedicated studies such as James Webster’s (1984), which systematically examined the reports of early writers and their credibility, concluding that relations between the two
composers were strained only around the years 1800-4 and that suggestions of more extended animosity between them emerge largely from later sources rather than from reliable contemporaries. My interest, however, lies not with evaluating the period of their association so much as in analyzing the ways in which it has historically been addressed by biographers. Beethoven’s most significant and prolonged contact with Haydn was as his student in 1792-3, and it is accounts of this episode (myths 2-B and 5-B) upon which I focus as a way of exploring the wider discourse. Their affiliation began promisingly enough: as Wegeler (Wegeler and Ries 1987: 22) recounted, the cantata that Beethoven submitted to Haydn in the early 1790s elicited approval. But Haydn’s subsequent teaching of Beethoven furnished problems for the biographers of each, and not merely in terms of their vexed relationship. Webster’s proposition that tensions between the two had been exaggerated after Beethoven’s death suggests that the trope functioned to dissociate the younger composer from the elder, in an age that viewed Haydn as old-fashioned (see Webster 1984: 27-8); nonetheless, there were also other issues at stake. The mere suggestion that the teacher neglected the pupil, whether or not it caused ill-feeling between them, hardly presented Haydn in a positive light; conversely, the episode raised difficult questions as to why Beethoven still required rudimentary tuition in music theory comparatively late in his life. For example, it is difficult to understand how Schindler (2-B-5) could, in sincerity, have described the student Beethoven as ‘then but twenty-two’ in the very same sentence as Mozart is mentioned. Schindler’s myth-making agenda notwithstanding, he would have been aware that his suggestion that Beethoven ‘knew nothing of counterpoint and very little of the theory of harmony’ at the time was at variance with the previously-discussed story of his skilful extemporization for Mozart some years earlier (myth 2-A). Moreover, the tacit implication that Beethoven required formal instruction in the rules of harmony and counterpoint sits uneasily with other examples among the Great
Composers whose biographies portrayed them as having assimilated these principles intuitively or through self-learning, as discussed in Part II.

The earliest accounts, which are found in Beethoven biography, suggested neither the friction in the relationship between Haydn and his junior contemporary nor the idea that, as teacher and student, they were totally unsuited to one another. Some, such as those in Gerber’s and Sainsbury’s dictionaries, may have been inflected by concerns about presenting a still-living subject in a potentially negative light; but even slightly later authors handled the issue with extreme caution. Seyfried (2-B-3), who had introduced to Beethoven biography the embellished story of his subject’s meeting with Mozart, rather glossed over that of his tuition from Haydn; he asserted instead that Beethoven was ‘first initiated into the mysteries of counterpoint’ by Albrechtsberger, with whom the composer was known to have subsequently studied. Seyfried would, however, have been well aware of the tension surrounding this episode, as he also wrote the biographical entry on Johann Schenk – who was said to have secretly adopted Beethoven as a student during his time under Haydn – for Schilling’s monumental Encyclopädie der gesammten musikalischen Wissenschaften (Seyfried 1835-42: 189-90). Conversely, Ries (2-B-4) dealt with the matter only tangentially, focussing not on the instruction that Beethoven received from Haydn but on the advice given, specifically his suggestion that Beethoven consider not publishing the third of his Trios Op. 1 as he felt that it might not be well-received. Writing on the authority of both composers, Ries commended Haydn’s conduct and drew upon the tale to emphasize his positive opinion of Beethoven; however, he also noted Beethoven’s belief that Haydn had been motivated by jealousy, as well as his feeling that he never learnt anything from him. In attempting to deflect the issue in this manner, then, the approach taken in early writings on Beethoven merely created additional problems for biographers of Haydn, in
that apparently the only means of rescuing one of the composers from suggestions of wrongdoing was to lay blame with the other.

Only when a third party was introduced, in the form of Johann Schenk, did it become possible to present a version of the story that did not find fault with either Beethoven or Haydn. As a much more minor figure to music history, Schenk provided an acceptable means of exonerating the two main protagonists while preserving the sanctity of the musical canon. When he appeared in connection with this episode in the first edition of Schindler’s life of Beethoven (2-B-5), the biographer was careful to identify that it was Schenk who had caused Beethoven to become suspicious of Haydn (having noticed some obvious mistakes in work that Haydn had apparently already corrected), and that Beethoven remained Schenk’s student even when he had been transferred to Albrechtsberger. Schindler used this new information to indicate that the rift between the two Great Composers was caused by external intervention resulting from a chance encounter with Schenk, and that Beethoven’s private arrangement with Schenk was not exclusive to his time as Haydn’s pupil. Schindler even claimed to have been writing on Schenk’s authority, for he reported that teacher and pupil met again in 1824, in his presence, and reminisced about the events of some decades earlier. His account is largely corroborated by that of Schenk’s unpublished autobiography (the only major differences being that Schenk held that his introduction to Beethoven had been made through a mutual acquaintance, Abbé Gelinek, who ultimately revealed their subterfuge to Haydn). Moreover, the introduction of Schenk within this episode altered its focus thereafter, in that it was impossible to include this aspect of the tale without explicitly

5 Schenk’s ‘Autobiographische Skizze’ (1830), written for the music collector and scholar Aloys Fuchs, existed in manuscript only for many years and has therefore not been included in Appendix I. It was introduced to Beethoven biography through wholesale quotation by Thayer (1921: I, 153-4), who had received it from Otto Jahn. For a modern translation of the relevant passage, see Landon 1970: 41-3.
acknowledging the unease surrounding Beethoven’s association with Haydn. Ironically, the character who provided biography with an explanation for their apparently strained relationship also forced the nature of that relationship to the fore.

No doubt for this reason, the third edition of Schindler’s biography (2-B-7) included a new and lengthy justification for the perceived antagonism between Haydn and Beethoven. Its central tenet that the pair were fundamentally mismatched, and that the failure of their arrangement was therefore inevitable, has much in common with many other explanations that have appeared over the decades. Schindler’s suggestion that Beethoven was ‘unorthodox’ by Haydn’s standards paved the way for later notions of their incompatibility on grounds of belonging to different epochs of music history; his observation as to Haydn’s limited availability ultimately served to rationalize their split, brought about by the second of his journeys to England; while the understanding that great practitioners do not necessarily make effective teachers (especially at such an elementary level) is frequently-encountered within biography, and extends far beyond this single instance. The idea that the two composers belonged to different generations was further problematized by the story of Beethoven’s more favourable encounter with Mozart (myth 2-A), particularly given the widespread supposition that Mozart also gave Beethoven instruction; nevertheless, several biographers retrospectively referred to the earlier episode within this context.

That the reconciliation of Beethoven and Haydn was sufficiently important to the biographical project to have overridden other agendas is well demonstrated by Thayer’s approach to the issue. As an American who spent much time in Europe in the latter half

---

6 In musical biography, prominent examples include Bach (who was, famously, held in high regard as a teacher whilst also known for his difficulty in delivering basic tuition) as well as Schumann and others; see, for instance, trope 8-E of Appendix II.
of the nineteenth century, Thayer was sufficiently far removed from his subject to endeavour to free Beethoven biography from the mythologizing of Schindler and others in his own multi-volume work (which was translated into German by Hermann Deiters) of 1866-79, the final two volumes of which were added by Deiters and Hugo Riemann (1907-8). In the case of Beethoven’s relationship with Haydn, however, Thayer (2-B-8) actually extended Schindler’s tropes rather than resisting them, uncovering additional details about the pupil’s having bought his teacher coffee and chocolate, and using them to demonstrate that whatever ill feelings Beethoven secretly harboured, he nonetheless kept exemplary relations with Haydn throughout their year of study together.

Conversely, Thayer’s observations that the master introduced his student to the court at Eisenstadt and had plans to take him to England were equally valuable to Haydn biographers as evidence that their subject was on sufficiently good terms with Beethoven at the end of the period of tutelage to have made an offer of that kind. Such was the desirability of biographers’ being able to present positive associations between canonically-central figures that the trend persists to the current time, with the surviving annotated counterpoint exercises becoming a particular focus. Barry Cooper, for example, has suggested that Haydn perhaps discussed Beethoven’s exercises with him orally rather than making corrections by hand alone, leading him to conclude that ‘The relationship between the two great composers was therefore more friendly throughout 1793 than has been assumed’ (2000: 49). In such instances, the only real option available to authors appears to be one of attempting to extrapolate empirical truths from speculation.

The question nonetheless remains as to whether, and to what extent, Haydn’s tuition benefited Beethoven. That he apparently composed only a relatively small amount of

---

7 See also Cooper 2000: 43-4.
music at this time was itself a source of unease among biographers even before the
tension between teacher and student was given due acknowledgement, and suggested
that their partnership was not particularly significant to his musical development. In
seeking to reconcile this union of two composers of such great historical standing with
their apparently unprofitable period of study, many later authors appealed to the
explanation that Beethoven learnt much from Haydn by example rather than through
formal instruction. In her important English-language monograph on Haydn for the
Great Musicians series, for example, Pauline Townsend (5-B-2, 1884) wrote that
‘Haydn’s influence on Beethoven, though undoubtedly very great, was the indirect one
resulting from the attraction always exerted upon genius by genius, to which Beethoven
was perhaps more susceptible than any other composer.’ The importance of
retrospectively demonstrating the value of Beethoven’s time under Haydn was evidently
felt across Europe; Botstiber (5-B-4) even claimed that it had laid the foundations that
led, some decades later, to such works as the Ninth Symphony and the Missa Solemnis.

In view of such statements as to Haydn’s long-standing influence on Beethoven – not to
mention their significance to musical biography and its corresponding canons – it was
important to establish that ultimately, the younger composer did acknowledge his
indebtedness to the elder. Schindler’s dubious story of Beethoven’s meeting with
Schenk in 1824 was evidently insufficient to provide the much-needed resolution for the
episode, as were other minor details such as Beethoven’s dedication of his Op. 2 piano
sonatas to Haydn. Similarly, the story of a coincidental meeting between Haydn and
Beethoven in the street around a decade later served merely to enforce the rift between
them.8 Take at face value, the apocryphal tale might have suggested that each had come

8 This episode was subsequently reported by Aloys Fuchs, writing in the Wiener Allgemeine
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to admire a monumental work by the other: Haydn expressed his approval of Beethoven’s *The Creatures of Prometheus*, to which his former student replied that it was no ‘creation’, thereby making reference to Haydn’s *The Creation*. In practice, however, the exchange represented an intellectual slight on the part of the younger composer – hinging on a word-play between ‘Geschöpf’ (creatures) and ‘Schöpfung’ (creation) – and was promptly rewarded by Haydn’s retort that Beethoven’s work would never be a ‘creation’, itself an allusion to the plot of *Prometheus*. While the sense intended by their dialogue was largely lost in translation, the episode did not provide the requisite indication (in any language) that the pair had, finally, reached an accommodation; worse still, it suggested that time had failed to heal old wounds. It is perhaps for the latter reasons as much as the former that historically it has not often been recounted in English biographies.

However, two further episodes, each of which took place at a later point in the lives of the protagonists, are more valuable as manifestations of their ultimate reconciliation. The first, of Haydn’s last public appearance at a performance of *The Creation* in 1808 (myth 5-D), is to be examined in the following chapter, along with the telling historiography of the emergence of Beethoven as a character within it. The second, in which Beethoven was presented with a lithograph of Haydn’s birthplace in Rohrau – a gift from the music publisher Anton Diabelli – warrants further exploration here. Where the former tale assumed the guise of a pseudo-death scene in Haydn biography, the latter unfolded on Beethoven’s own death-bed (a juncture of his life that unsurprisingly prompted much mythologizing, as we shall later see). Both occasions are thus imbued with added significance for their position near the conclusion of the biographies of their respective subjects. Beethoven’s delight at receiving an etching of the peasant-hut where Haydn was born functions both to enforce his admiration, albeit lately-acquired,
for his teacher as well as to emphasize Haydn’s humble roots, since he was said to have remarked on the irony that such a great man originated in rather unassuming surroundings. The episode originated with Gerhard von Breuning, the son of Beethoven’s long-standing friend Stephan von Breuning; the teenage Gerhard had visited Beethoven throughout his last illness and, some decades later (1874), published his reminiscences of the composer’s final months in a volume whose documentary value remains unparalleled. Breuning’s account also entered into some detail as to Beethoven’s distress at the misspelling of Haydn’s name on the picture’s mounting (1992: 98-9), possibly in tacit response to reports that Beethoven deliberately misspelt Haydn’s name throughout his life (see Landon 1994: V, 359-60). While the level of detail given by Breuning has tended to be pared down in subsequent retellings, this story – like that of Beethoven’s supposed actions at the 1808 performance of The Creation – served to resolve the residual tension over the composers’ previously acrimonious relationship, conveniently towards the end of the biographies of both. Whereas Grove, in his celebrated essay on Beethoven for the first edition of his Dictionary (2-B-9), described their association as ‘thoroughly antagonistic’, Pohl’s corresponding contribution on Haydn (5-B-1) noted that ‘all doubts as to [Beethoven’s] latest sentiments are set at rest’ by the incident to which Breuning bore witness.

The final relationship to be considered in this chapter is that between Beethoven and Schubert. This pairing is particularly distinctive within musical biography for the unprecedentedly rich set of inter-related stories that have emerged over the decades, which I have come to term the ‘Beethoven/Schubert mythology’, and which provide broad historical evidence of the increasing importance of their association. Unlike the

9 Within the quotations given in Appendix I, some of these stories have been mentioned only in passing in accounts of another episode. In categorizing them, my policy has been to place any stray or
previously-studied cases, the correspondences advanced between these two figures are much more tenuous. There is, indeed, no definitive evidence that they ever met, even though they lived for many years in the same city. That poses a major problem to musical biography given their centrality within the musical canon. Much ink has again been spilt in assessing the conflicting documentary evidence of encounters between the two composers and the differing views to which they gave rise: one valuable survey is provided by Maynard Solomon (1979), while Alessandra Comini (1987: 124-9) has demonstrated the extension of the phenomenon into the realm of art history. My purpose in this discussion is to expand enquiry still further, embracing the multiplication of a larger set comprising any biographical myths that sought to associate Beethoven and Schubert, of which their reported meetings in 1822 and 1827 (while noteworthy) merely initiate a much wider trend. The stories of these encounters appeared comparatively late in Beethoven biography, being unmentioned in early writings on Beethoven such as the reminiscences by Wegeler and Ries, the entries on Beethoven in dictionaries before Grove, and even the first edition of Schindler’s biography; but that is not significant in itself. We have seen above a general trend for correspondences between Great Composers to be investigated in increased detail in later biographies, suggesting that they subsequently became more important than in the earlier accounts and doubtless reflecting the growing recognition of the musical canon as the nineteenth century progressed.

Two very different stories have emerged of Schubert’s encounter with Beethoven in 1822 (myths 2-E and 7-A). One was introduced to musical biography in the third edition of the Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians in 1886 but that is far from the only case of such reporting and the development of mythical biographical themes in Musicians in 1886 but that is far from the only case of such reporting and the development of mythical biographical themes in...
of Schindler’s biography, presumably written on the authority of Beethoven himself (if anybody) since the author, according to Thayer’s biography (2-E-3), did not witness the incident. The other was first presented by Heinrich Kreissle von Hellborn (7-A-1), who wrote the first ‘definitive’ biography of Schubert, which, although it appeared over thirty years after the composer’s death, nonetheless benefited from contemporary witness testimony as well as a wealth of documentary material including that assembled for Ferdinand Luib’s aborted biography. Schindler’s story was that Schubert visited Beethoven, accompanied by Diabelli, in order to deliver his Variations on a French Air, Op. 10 for piano four hands, which he had dedicated to his senior contemporary. However, the nervous Schubert was reportedly petrified by the artistic stature of his host, and fled in panic when Beethoven pointed out a small error of harmony in his work. This version of events clearly drew on the stereotype of Beethoven as the great master of music and Schubert as the humbler, semi-public artist. It also conveniently explained the lack of documentary evidence in the Conversation Books where Schubert would have been directed to write his responses (elements of which have in any case been shown to have been retrospectively falsified by Schindler, while many others were destroyed altogether). Kreissle, by contrast, offered a much less interesting account, written on the authority of Josef Hüttenbrenner (who had most likely received the story directly from Schubert) and apparently confirmed by the biographer with several of Schubert’s other surviving friends. In this version, Schubert did indeed call on Beethoven to present the Variations to him, but he was out at the time.

Hence one of the versions of the 1822 episode originated in Beethoven biography, and the other in that of Schubert. There is a certain irony that the more positive of the two is found in the former, given that it would seem to be more valuable to the latter and that

---

10 See, for example, Stadlen 1977; Beck and Herre 1979.
the story in which Beethoven was not at home potentially yields problems for biographers of Schubert in its implicit suggestion that he had simply been snubbed. The reported meetings of 1827, by contrast, belong much more to accounts of Schubert’s life and are mentioned in passing (at best) within those of Beethoven’s. Cross-pollination between the life-writing on the two composers led to the rebutting of Schindler’s narrative by drawing on Kreissle’s alternative version, for instance in Thayer’s biography (2-E-3) as completed by Deiters and Riemann; but the matter was by no means laid to rest. Some authors, such as the anecdote-loving Crowest, retold and even further embellished the episode (2-E-2); while others, including Nohl, maintained a silence that was perhaps indicative of a fundamental distrust of the stories of the encounters between the two composers. As might be expected given the relative canonic importance of the protagonists, there was a greater tendency for writers on Schubert to subscribe to Schindler’s version of events – notwithstanding its origins in Beethoven biography – even as late as mid-twentieth-century volumes such as Arthur Hutchings’s for the Master Musicians series (1945).

At the same time, suspicion over Schindler’s account was widespread amongst biographers. Those responsible for the completion of Thayer’s life of Beethoven might have been predisposed to believe Kreissle over Schindler, insofar as the agenda of its originator had filtered through to them; but Kreissle possessed none of the same motivation towards debunking the emergent mythology in nineteenth-century life-writing on Beethoven. Although Kreissle presented Schindler’s tale in addition to Hüttenbrenner’s, largely through wholesale quotation, he was clearly unconvinced by it, writing that ‘Beethoven’s biographer… must be held answerable for the correctness of this episode, with all its rather improbable details, so humiliating to Schubert’ (7-A-1). However, Hüttenbrenner’s version could be usefully summarized in a single sentence
whereas Schindler’s required more space, even in a brief outline, in order to narrate the
chain of events. The accounts are therefore presented disproportionately in relation to
their likelihood, and the less probable is the one that is effectively privileged, especially
since it is the more valuable to musical biography as an engaging tale that actively
associated two centrally-canonical composers (rather than an anticlimactic one in
which, essentially, nothing happened). In introducing a more passive version, Kreissle
utilized a number of other strategies in order to explore the correspondences between
them as well as to extend an insubstantial and relatively trivial narrative. His
comparison of the careers and characters of the two, and his assessment of the likely
extent of Schubert’s knowledge of the life and works of Beethoven (and vice versa),
thereby functioned to compensate for the absence of any actual contact between them.
More importantly, Kreissle included a codetta that he had also received from
Hüttenbrenner, namely that Beethoven had enjoyed and often played (in duet with his
nephew Carl) the work that Schubert had dedicated to him and attempted to deliver to
him in person, and that Schubert was gratified to learn of this. Not only did this
addendum implicitly respond to Schindler’s version of the episode (specifically,
Beethoven’s discovery of a harmonic solecism in Schubert’s score), but it also
countered the widely-held idea that the former composer was at the time essentially
unfamiliar with the output of the latter – an issue further addressed by some of the later
myths.

The fundamental problem that Hüttenbrenner’s story presented to musical biography
was that it was hardly exemplary for two Great Composers effectively to have ignored
one another for so many years, given the proximity in which they lived and worked.
Thus Kreissle, and subsequent biographers who followed Hüttenbrenner’s version,
mentioned various obstructive factors by way of justification for their not having met:
the age difference between them, the difficulties of communication brought about by Beethoven’s deafness and Schubert’s shyness, Beethoven’s limited accessibility owing to his flourishing career and his being preoccupied with some of his greatest music, the fact that Schubert was only just starting to gain public attention and to demonstrate the extent of his compositional greatness, and even Beethoven’s coming death. (The implication is that had Beethoven been more familiar with Schubert’s music at an earlier point in their lives, the two would indeed have become acquainted; as we shall presently see, the mythology did indicate that Beethoven ultimately recognized the greatness of the work of his junior contemporary.) Kreissle also made mention of the famous letter of 9 July 1822 from Friedrich Rochlitz to the publisher Gottfried Christoph Härtel, in which Rochlitz reported that Schubert suggested he dine in the Gasthaus that Beethoven habitually visited in order to witness the master in an unofficial setting, and then took him there himself:

About a fortnight later [after a previous meeting with Beethoven], when I was just about to have a meal, I came across the young composer Franz Schubert, an enthusiastic admirer of Beethoven. The latter had mentioned me to him. If you wish to see him more unconstrained and happy, said Schubert, you need only this moment eat at the inn where he always goes for the same purpose. – He took me there. The chairs were mostly taken: Beethoven sat surrounded by several of his acquaintances, who were strangers to me.11

In the absence of proof that the pair met in 1822, then, Kreissle instead offered evidence for the rather more tenuous connection that they might, at some point, have been in the same room together in a public place.12 Given time and the successive mediation of biographers including Grove (1883), Newman Flower (1928), and Arthur Hutchings (1945), the episode became elaborated into one in which the two composers were often

11 Johann Friedrich Rochlitz to his wife and Gottfried Christoph Härtel, 9 July [1822], first publ. in September 1828 (Deutsch 1946: 228); see also Kreissle 1869: I, 264-5. See further, Rochlitz 1824-32: IV, 352, quoted in Landon 1970: 168. The original letter has not survived.
12 Thayer’s biography (1921: II, 355) noted that Anselm Hüntenbrenner had also placed Beethoven and Schubert at the same publishing house, Steiner & Co., on several occasions. However, this apparent encounter of the two Great Composers does not seem to have been so consistently retold.
to be found in the same inn and had possibly even made one another’s informal acquaintance there. Rochlitz’s testimony yields one additional point of interest, though it appears largely to have been overlooked, perhaps because it is buried within the verbiage and hence easily missed. His claim that Beethoven had mentioned him to Schubert suggested that by 1822, the two composers had indeed spoken to one another. This conversation could not have taken place at the meeting recounted by Schindler as having taken place that year, for Schindler specifically stated that Schubert was frozen with fear and unable to communicate with Beethoven. As discussed, both Schindler and Rochlitz are untrustworthy sources, and both were implicated within Beethoven biography, although the claim that the dying composer had suggested that Rochlitz should be the one to write his life story is now believed to have been an invention of Schindler’s (1841: I, 1-10). Maynard Solomon has contended that Rochlitz ‘clearly embellished his recollections’ (1979: 120) in preparing this letter for publication; such a possibility has been considered at least since Thayer’s biography. Rochlitz’s fabrications in his anecdotes on Mozart alone cast serious doubt on his reliability; and his earlier contribution to comparative life-writing, the essay on Raphael and Mozart, provides a direct link between the Beethoven/Schubert mythology and analogous phenomena elsewhere in musical biography. But had Rochlitz specifically intended to devise a connection between Beethoven and Schubert, he would surely have done so with less subtlety and more conviction.

Confusion abounds over Schubert’s reported visits to the dying Beethoven in 1827 (myths 7-B and 2-F), for two separate events have been presented in the literature. The earliest biographical account by Kreissle (7-B-1), in which Schubert called upon Beethoven accompanied by Josef Hüttenbrenner and Josef Telscher, appears to have

---

been the second such visit; Kreissle’s source was again Hüttenbrenner, whose presence as a witness lends authority to his narrative. However, Grove (7-B-3, though not 2-F-1) additionally reported a prior visit by Schubert to Beethoven on his death-bed, this time in the company of both Schindler and Anselm Hüttenbrenner, the brother of Josef and one of the sources for this additional episode. Grove wrote that Schindler announced Schubert and invited him according to Beethoven’s instructions.\footnote{The story was placed in the public domain by Karl von Leitner (1868). See further, Anselm Hüttenbrenner to Ferdinand Luib, 23 February 1858 (Deutsch 1958: 66).} The presence of Schindler in Grove’s account calls into question why he did not himself tell the story in any of the editions of his Beethoven biography, especially given the important contributions that he made to other major myths associating the two composers.

Conversely, Schindler (2-E-1) was adamant that following Schubert’s 1822 meeting with Beethoven – which, according to him, was quite disastrous – the younger composer ‘never regained the courage to present himself to the master again.’ Even more surprisingly, elsewhere in the same text he claimed ‘that Herr A[nselm] Hüttenbrenner was a complete stranger to Beethoven, and that unknown persons were not admitted during the last two weeks’ (1966: 325n.) – two suggestions flatly contradicted by Grove’s narrative of Schubert’s first 1827 visit. But Kreissle’s version of the tale is equally suspect when Grove’s account is taken into consideration. Would each of the brothers Josef and Anselm Hüttenbrenner, the sources for the episodes introduced by Kreissle and Grove respectively, really have omitted to mention the other? Of course, both were recollecting, no doubt imperfectly, an incident that had taken place over thirty years previously. The version of events given elsewhere by Josef Hüttenbrenner was that Schubert, Telscher, his brother Anselm, and presumably also Schindler (from whom the invitation originated) called upon Beethoven at the same
time, which would seem to conflate the two 1827 visits.15 Indeed, it may have been the
division of this event into two that was itself erroneous, perhaps arising as a joint result
of the misinterpretation of Josef Hüttenbrenner’s accounts of the occasion by both of the
aforementioned early writers on Schubert, coupled to Anselm Hüttenbrenner’s placing
only Schindler and Schubert at the scene in addition to himself. Yet the testimonies of
the two brothers are sufficiently different that they seem to refer to separate occasions:
in one, Beethoven spoke to Schindler and Anselm Hüttenbrenner about Schubert,
famously saying ‘You, Anselm, have my mind, but Franz has my soul’; in the other,
according to Kreissle, he could only make incomprehensible gestures with his hands.

Ironically, the first full-length canonical biography of Beethoven (in its third edition)
presented the tale of the 1822 meeting between the two Great Composers while
rejecting the possibility of similar events in 1827, whereas the equivalent volume on
Schubert rebutted Schindler’s narrative in respect of the former but offered the story of
a later visit instead. Both Schindler and Kreissle put forward an account, albeit a
different one, in which their subjects encountered each other. Thus the trajectories of
early Beethoven biography and Schubert biography – like those of the lives they
chronicled – ran essentially parallel rather than converging, repelling one another like
magnets whose poles should not be allowed to touch. It was as though if one of the
episodes were to be accepted, the other could safely be cast aside, but that the
association of the two composers was so fundamental to musical canonicity that
biography apparently could not risk its outright denial. The story of Bach’s contest with
Marchand (myth 1-C), discussed in the previous chapter, has demonstrated that
contradictory paths may tacitly co-exist in different sets of composer biographies as

15 See, for example, Deutsch 1958: 75 (written 1858-61, for Ferdinand Luib) and 192 (written 1868,
recipient unknown); see further ibid., 76, in which Hüttenbrenner (writing c.1858, again for Luib)
placed Anselm and Schubert at Beethoven’s death-bed and implied that he was also present.
distorted echoes of one another. Even biographical dictionaries and other collective biographies sometimes provide little relief, despite their implicit exposition of such conflicts and the valuable opportunities they afford for cross-pollination. Schubert’s brother Ferdinand, when pressed on the point by Kreissle for the purposes of his biography, proffered the elusive response that the two composers ‘very seldom came together’ (Kreissle 1869: I, 268, n. 1). Only Schubert’s long-standing friend Josef von Spaun (1864), in the course of writing a criticism of Kreissle’s volume that also drew on Schindler’s biography, went so far as to explicitly state that the pair had never spoken:

Schindler’s story of Schubert’s visit to Beethoven is completely incorrect. Schubert often lamented, and especially at the time of Beethoven’s death, how much he regretted that the latter had been so inaccessible and that he had never spoken to Beethoven. But it certainly made him extremely happy when he learned that, during his last days, Beethoven had derived great pleasure from his songs.

The reason for their lack of contact, as Spaun elsewhere suggested, was that the younger composer considered his contemporary to be ‘unapproachable’. Based on Spaun’s statement, Maurice Brown (1958: 258-60, 329, 332-3) concluded that the two composers had never met. Brown’s Schubert biography is important for its endeavouring to debunk many of the improbable myths that had been perpetuated by previous authors, drawing on the then recent research of Otto Erich Deutsch (1946, 1958) to demonstrate that they were fabrications unsupported or contradicted by documentary evidence. In the case of this episode, however, even Brown had arrived at

---

16 An altogether different view, however, was given by Ferdinand Schubert in a sketch of his brother for the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik (23 April-3 May 1839), in which he wrote that ‘Beethoven, whom he [Schubert] held sacred and who often expressed himself with great appreciation, especially about his songs, he met frequently, although he could not for that reason be called Beethoven’s pupil’ (Deutsch 1958: 37). Schindler documented that this claim was incorrect (: 39).

17 Deutsch 1958: 366. Kreissle’s life of Schubert, though first published in December 1864, had its origins in a shorter ‘Sketch’ published serially in Signale für die musikalische Welt (1861), a Leipzig music journal, and it was this earlier biography to which Spaun’s criticism responded.

18 ‘Schubert would have considered himself fortunate had it been possible for him to approach Beethoven, but during the last years of his life the latter was quite unbalanced and unapproachable’ (Deutsch 1958: 137). These notes were prepared by Spaun for Ferdinand Luib but apparently never sent to him.
this standpoint only after shifting his ground quite radically from that proposed just four years earlier in his article on Schubert for the fifth edition of Grove's Dictionary (7-F-7), where, presumably following other of Josef Hüttenbrenner’s testimonies, he recounted a conflated version of the two 1827 meetings. Moreover, though Spaun explicitly rejected the 1822 episode, he by no means ruled out the 1827 visit(s). As John Reed (1959) was quick to point out in response, Spaun identified only that Schubert had never spoken to Beethoven, not that the two had never met. This position was entirely consistent with Grove’s account (7-B-3), the earliest in which both of the 1827 visits are mentioned, which indicated that Beethoven spoke to Schubert only via Schindler and Anselm Hüttenbrenner at the first, while ‘no words passed on either side’ at the second. Hence Brown’s endeavours to dispel this mythology merely served to extend it through claiming as definitive a position that was not only oppositional to that of preceding biographers, but also similarly less than watertight in relation to the historical record.

If these stories functioned to aid the inclusion of Schubert within the musical canon by placing him at its heart, it is surprising that they presented such an unequal partnership with Beethoven: the 1822 myth in particular portrays him in a very weak light in both Schindler’s and Kreissle’s versions. Nevertheless, the importance of the stories to Schubert biography, relative to its Beethovenian counterpart, is abundantly evident from their treatment in Grove’s Dictionary, given that the editor himself contributed extended essays on both composers so historically significant that they were still in circulation some 70 years after their first appearance. Grove’s article on Beethoven did not mention the 1822 meeting, and treated the corresponding events of 1827 only in passing (even though he had studied Schubert for some two decades at the time of writing).

19 When Grove’s three major articles – on Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Schubert – were finally replaced in the dictionary’s fifth edition (Blom 1954), they were republished in book form (Grove 1951) so that they would remain in the public domain.
However, his essay on Schubert – which, as David Gramit (1993) has recently shown, represented a particularly significant act of promotion of the composer within Victorian England – discussed these various stories quite fully. Their importance to the musical canon itself is best demonstrated in that they have continued to appear in biographical accounts (if only in the form of passing allusions) even when their authors were aware both of their improbability and of contradictions in the evidence upon which they were based. And although they may have emerged slightly later than other myths in musical biography discussed in Part I, they have also remained culturally important for longer. As K. M. Knittel (2003) has recently shown, apocryphal stories (of an autobiographical nature) involving visits to Beethoven are both numerous and, in many cases, of questionable veracity. The irony here, especially given Schubert’s grand historical standing, is that while a relatively large number of pilgrimages were supposedly made to Beethoven by musicians from outside Vienna, the one who was local never notably established contact with him. However, the significance of the specific association of Beethoven and Schubert by far transcended that of their connections with other contemporaries, as revealed by the extent to which it has received discussion in biographies relative to analogous examples. The relationship between Schubert and Weber, for instance, is much less widely explored, though it directly parallels that between Schubert and Beethoven in that there is some confusion surrounding both, and in that their first meetings were in each case said to have taken place in 1822.20

By way of establishing further correspondences between the two composers, biographers have often mentioned that Schubert was one of the torch-bearers at Beethoven’s funeral, though this is not in itself of particular significance given the large

---

20 See, for example, Flower 1928: 115-6; Hutchings 1945: 49-50.
number of people (36, according to a contemporary press report\textsuperscript{21}) who functioned in that capacity. However, a separate anecdote associated with the funeral, which typically appeared as a coda to the stories of the 1827 visits (exclusively in myth 7-B), related the passing of Beethoven directly to that of Schubert. This subsidiary episode involved the meeting of Schubert and his friends Franz Lachner and Benedikt Randhartinger at the ‘Mehlgrube’ tavern on the evening of Beethoven’s funeral, where Schubert is said to have proposed two toasts: one to the recently-departed Beethoven, and the other to the first of the three then present to follow him to the grave. That would, of course, be Schubert himself. According to Kreissle (7-B-1), whose biography provided the original account of the story, his subject ‘never suspect[ed]’ that he would be the first of the three to die, let alone that his premature demise would occur in the following year. Tellingly, this position was quickly adjusted: Grove (7-B-3), for example, described Schubert as being ‘destined’ to follow Beethoven to the grave, the implication being that his life shadowed that of the deceased composer in other respects too. The trope was not specific to England or even to Schubert biography: Breuning (7-B-2) described Schubert as ‘a prophet of his own death’. Although these fanciful interpretations were rejected in the twentieth century and ultimately the story was shown to have been fabricated,\textsuperscript{22} the episode nevertheless remained particularly valuable to musical biography, perhaps because two of the few verifiable correspondences to be drawn between Beethoven and Schubert are that they died just one year apart and were buried in nearby graves. The concentration of attempts to associate Beethoven and Schubert towards the end of their lives was extremely convenient in that it allowed their biographers to present these occurrences as the ultimate outcome of the circumstance of

\textsuperscript{21} ‘From “Ludwig van Beethoven’s Funeral; and Historical Record of the Musical Works Performed Thereat’’, Deutsch 1946: 624.

\textsuperscript{22} See Brown 1958: 331. As Deutsch (1946: 623) noted, the myth is contradicted by Fritz von Hartmann’s diary entry for 29 March 1827, the day of Beethoven’s funeral: ‘I went to the “Castle of Eisenstadt,” where I remained with Schober, Schubert and Schwind until almost 1 a.m.’
the two Great Composers’ having lived and worked in the same city for so long. It thereby provided resolution to an element of tension that pervaded their biographies – as with the relationship between Haydn and Beethoven – happily in time for their respective conclusions. These suggestions would seem to be supported by the appearance of several further tales connected with the deaths of Beethoven and Schubert.

The first (myth 2-G) is that of Beethoven’s studying some of Schubert’s songs on his death-bed, having reportedly been given them by Schindler. It was Schindler himself who first recounted the episode (2-G-1), not in any of the editions of his life of Beethoven – which are rather more sketchy on the matter – but in a newspaper article published some years earlier (1831). The story, like those of Schubert’s visits to Beethoven on his death-bed, represents the coming together of two contemporary geniuses tragically too late in their lives to have any lasting influence. Schindler’s report that Beethoven ‘expressed regret at not having got to know him earlier’, on the basis of having examined a selection of his songs, neatly responded to the wider problem of the relative absence of contact between the two. Moreover, according to Schindler, Beethoven was astounded by Schubert’s prolific output, given the length and quality of individual pieces, and his awareness that the works he had in front of him represented only a small proportion of his œuvre (some 60 songs, out of over 500 composed at the time). This tale therefore implicitly emphasized one of the traditionally-held differences between Beethoven and Schubert, to be further explored in Part II: the facility of composition of the latter versus the painful, laborious creative processes of the former. Another customary contrast raised by the episode was that Schubert excelled as a composer of songs and as a melodist, whereas Beethoven was better known for his larger-scale works.
Schindler claimed to have supplied Beethoven with Schubert’s music in order to provide him with a much-needed distraction from his illness (which prevented him from undertaking his usual compositional activities), and in order that he might assess the work of the younger composer for himself rather than merely hearing the opinions of devotees. Schindler’s original account portrayed the dying Beethoven as having been roused by Schubert’s songs for one final time prior to his own death: such was his enthusiasm that he studied them for ‘hours every day’, and ‘For several days on end he simply could not tear himself away from them’. In this respect, the story is strikingly similar to that of Schumann’s early recognition of Brahms (myths 3-A and 8-B), discussed in the previous chapter. The comparison is apposite in that the episode essentially represents Beethoven’s discovery of Schubert’s greatness, which was acknowledged by the wider musical world only many years afterwards. Schindler’s statement that Beethoven ‘prophesied “that he will still make a great stir in the world”’ (2-G-1), and repeatedly uttered the (variously translated) words ‘Truly in Schubert there is a divine spark’, certainly lent this tale the flavour of a recognition myth. Beethoven is also said to have asked to see more of Schubert’s music (specifically, his piano works and operas), though his ill health ultimately precluded their study.

Schindler’s original account explicitly identified that Beethoven was not acquainted with certain of Schubert’s recently-published songs, mentioning ‘Die Bürgschaft’, ‘Elysium’, and ‘Der Taucher’ by name; however, in the various editions of his Beethoven biography (2-G-2, 2-G-3), he cited the very same works as having been among those he had indeed presented to his subject. Later writers have adduced this inconsistency as evidence that Schindler’s reports of the episode are unreliable; but the existence of such obvious discrepancies between his narratives at least demonstrates that they are not wholly based on one another. And even Thayer’s biography (2-G-6),
while suggesting that Schindler’s testimony may have been ‘a little high-pitched in expression’, did not go so far as to reject it outright. This acceptance of Schindler’s account of the words spoken by Beethoven of Schubert was itself made on the basis of some highly dubious evidence reminiscent of a game of Chinese whispers: that Luib was told by Anselm Hüttenbrenner that Beethoven had made a similar comment on another occasion.23 Any concern stemmed merely from the agenda implicit in Schindler’s original article, in which he had apparently set out to demonstrate that Schubert was the better composer of song. Thus the practice of drawing upon the example of Beethoven in an attempt to champion Schubert – which, as this discussion demonstrates, was a general pattern in terms of the myths that attempted to draw correspondences between them – not only originated with the earliest major biographer of each, but was recognized as such soon thereafter. It is therefore unsurprising that substantial retellings of this story are mainly to be found in Schubert biographies from Kreissle onwards, though it continued to receive passing mention in volumes on Beethoven. Even Kreissle’s critic Spaun, who rejected with conviction the story of the 1822 visit, conceded that the younger composer had heard with delight the elder’s opinion of his work. Grove (7-B-3), moreover, speculated that Beethoven’s newly-formed opinion of his junior contemporary gave Schubert sufficient confidence to visit him on his death-bed – thus appropriating it to strengthen the very myth that Schindler denied.

The story of Schubert’s supposedly having toasted himself after Beethoven’s funeral alone demonstrates that the death of one of the subjects by no means spelled the end for the far-reaching mythology that sought to relate them. Another contributing episode

23 See Hüttenbrenner’s letter to Luib of 21 February 1858 (Deutsch 1958: 66). The story was corroborated by Breuning in his later reminiscences of Beethoven (see account 7-B-2).
concerned the use in Schubert’s *Schwanengesang* of lyrics by Rellstab that Beethoven had himself intended to set to music (myth 7-C). Originating jointly in Schindler’s 1857 sketch of Schubert (Deutsch 1958: 319) and Rellstab’s memoirs published four years later (1861: II, 245; see Deutsch 1958: 303), the tale existed in two subtly different versions. Schindler’s was that he had given the poems to Schubert following Beethoven’s death; Rellstab, in contrast, stated that the younger composer received them directly from Beethoven. Both accounts are suspect: Schindler can hardly be regarded as an impartial witness given his supposed endeavours to introduce Beethoven to Schubert’s songs (myth 2-G), as reported in an article intended publicly to champion them. This agenda seems not to have extended to his various writings on Beethoven, which did not incorporate the story; it therefore remains very much the domain of Schubert biography. Rellstab’s testimony, on the other hand, contains an internal contradiction that alone renders it suspect. He wrote that Beethoven had given his poems to Schubert, and that they had ultimately been returned to him (Rellstab) from Beethoven’s estate by Schindler, only after having been set to music. Had these lyrics actually been passed to Schubert, however, they would not have formed part of Beethoven’s estate. Indeed, it was established some decades ago that the story is false, as the songs said to have been composed by Schubert after having received the poems (‘Liebesbotschaft’, ‘Kriegers Ahnung’, and ‘Aufenthalt’) were written in August 1828, when Schindler was not living in Vienna (see Deutsch 1958: 327; Brown 1958: 287-9, 333).

Among the early biographers, there was some disagreement as to whether Beethoven had himself expressed a wish for Schubert to produce the songs, or whether the impetus to set the poems to music was Schubert’s own; the former position was adopted by Kreissle (7-C-1) but quickly rejected by Grove (7-C-2) in consultation with Thayer.
Whichever interpretation is followed, the tale performs obvious cultural work in enforcing the musical canon: that the poems were passed from one protagonist to the other alone marshalled notions of the continuation of the chain of Great Composers, with Schubert as the next in line to Beethoven, inheriting his artistic legacy and carrying on his work. Consistent with this idea, Grove even speculated that the volumes of Handel’s works that Schubert was said to have studied late in his life might have been the very same ones scrutinized by Beethoven on his deathbed – at the same time, of course, as he was discovering Schubert’s own songs – and auctioned after his passing (1878-90c: 353). For his part, Schubert was said to have worked with his usual celerity, reportedly composing three songs in the first two days after receiving the poems, as if inspired by Beethoven’s own greatness to devote his attention to this new project. In view of the previously-discussed notion that Beethoven’s death might have been a premonition of that of the younger composer, it is convenient to biography that the very poems that Beethoven had planned to set to music at the end of his life also formed part of Schubert’s final output, in the collection that was literally his swan-song.

The mythology extended still further: the year after Beethoven’s passing, Schubert’s thoughts were said to have turned to his great contemporary while on his own death-bed (myth 7-D). The episode was recorded by Schubert’s brother Ferdinand in a letter to his father of 21 November 1828 (Deutsch 1946: 825), and was first retold in musical biography by Grove (7-D-1) over fifty years later.24 According to Ferdinand Schubert, the dying composer refused to believe that he was lying in his own bed and in his own room, on the basis of his observation that ‘Beethoven is not here’ (his words have been variously translated). Just as Schubert had made several appearances in connection with

24 Kreissle mentioned this story only in the context of Ferdinand’s letter, which he quoted in its entirety (1869: II, 143-5).
Beethoven’s demise, so the figure of Beethoven resurfaced at the very end of life-writing on Schubert – notwithstanding that he had died some time previously. We have already seen that one of the points at which correspondences were commonly drawn between two Great Composers was close to the death of one or the other, and the case of Beethoven and Schubert offered a particularly extensive mythic lineage in this respect. Additional examples in Haydn and Schumann biography (the former involving Beethoven, the latter Schubert) are explored in the following chapter, while wider discussion of this phenomenon is to be found in Part II.

The scenario suggested by this anecdote was one of the dying Schubert’s experiencing delusion: realizing that he was being kept in a room below ground level, he may have thought that he had already passed away and was being buried. The mention of the senior composer would then refer to Schubert’s ‘often-expressed wish to rest in a grave by Beethoven’s side’, to cite the words of Kreissle (7-B-1). Yet there is a contradiction inherent in this interpretation, for it hinges on Schubert’s belief that he was lying in his grave, and that, contrary to his wishes, he was not being buried beside Beethoven; but Ferdinand’s original account clearly identified that Schubert took Beethoven’s absence as proof that he was not in his room. For many biographers who included this slightly fantastical story, however, its importance lay primarily in the interpretive possibilities of Beethoven’s apparently having been prominent in Schubert’s thoughts in his final hours; ‘So strongly had the great composer taken possession of him’, remarked Grove (7-D-1). Conversely, Hutchings’s account (7-D-4) demonstrated that even when myths such as this were being rejected in the mid-twentieth century as being ‘of no significant value’, the name of Beethoven nevertheless continued to be mentioned for its cultural currency.
The interpretation of this incident offered by Ferdinand in his original letter – and that apparently followed by other members of the Schubert family – was that it illustrated a dying wish on his brother’s part to be buried close to Beethoven. As he (Ferdinand) wrote to his father, these funeral arrangements turned out to be quite expensive. Elizabeth McKay (1996: 329) has offered a different perspective on the episode: noting that Ferdinand never mentioned its occurrence in any of his subsequent accounts of his brother’s death, she held that it may actually have been an invention by Ferdinand in order to encourage his father to consent to Schubert’s more costly burial adjacent to Beethoven. Though it is not possible to say for certain whether it is fabricated (as McKay speculated) or has some grounding in events that actually took place, there is nevertheless a profound irony in that, as one of a number of apocryphal tales that sought to relate the two composers, it may actually have given rise to an indisputable link between them: their interment just a few graves apart in the cemetery at Währing. That, in turn, has paved the way for two additional stories, thus extending their essentially unfounded association still further.

One of these episodes was the joint exhumation and reinterment of the remains of Beethoven and Schubert in 1863, reported by Breuning (1992: 116-8) at the end of his reminiscences of Beethoven. Breuning, who had been involved in the exhumation, seemed particularly fascinated by the skulls of the two composers, writing that ‘It was extremely interesting physiologically to compare the compact thickness of Beethoven’s skull and the fine, almost feminine thinness of Schubert’s, and to relate them, almost directly, to the character of their music’ (1992: 116; see further, Breuning 1886). The awkward parallel he constructed between the different biological constitutions of the two composers and the respective qualities of their works drew upon a popular comparison that (as various scholars have noted) has permeated music criticism from
the mid-nineteenth century to the present: that of Beethoven as the greater, masculine composer, versus the lesser and more feminine Schubert. We shall return to this point in the final chapter of this thesis.

The other was the story of Schumann’s finding a steel pen on Beethoven’s grave during his visit to Vienna in 1838-9, which he subsequently used to write such historic documents as his famous article on Schubert’s Ninth Symphony for the *Neue Zeitschrift für Musik*, as well as his own First Symphony (myth 8-B). That accounts of this episode are relatively infrequent is ironic as it is one of the clearest-cut of all the myths discussed in the course of Part I; it is also one of the most believable, and exceptionally, it originates at least in part with the published writings of the composer himself. Though it appears exclusively in Schumann biography rather than that of Beethoven or Schubert, it nonetheless serves to connect the latter two composers in a manner that simply would not have been brought about were it not for the proximity in which they were laid to rest. Since this correspondence may well have itself been the result of myth-making on the part of Ferdinand Schubert, as noted, we may see that the nexus of biographical mythology has the potential to spiral as older tales beget newer ones.

Eminently in keeping with other associations constructed between Beethoven and Schubert in musical biography, this anecdote insists on a connection that is rather far-reaching, in that a pen found on Beethoven’s grave is linked only very tenuously to the composer himself. It is not as though there were an explicit relationship between the two, as might have been the case had (say) Beethoven himself presented Schumann with the pen; the object could have belonged to anybody.

The link between Schumann’s acquisition of this mysterious pen and his discovery of Schubert’s Ninth Symphony did, at least, run deeper. During his visit to Vienna,
Schumann not only made a pilgrimage of sorts to the two deceased masters at the Währing cemetery, but also called upon Ferdinand Schubert, who presented him with the manuscript of his brother’s monumental work. Maitland’s biography (8-A-1) particularly emphasized the connection between them, stating that Schumann thus returned home with two ‘treasures’. Indeed, it was towards the end of Schumann’s critical essay on Schubert’s then unknown symphony that the episode was originally presented; Schumann wrote that ‘I found, on Beethoven’s grave, a steel pen, which I have treasured up carefully ever since. I never use it save on festal occasions, as to-day’ (Schumann 1877-80a: 56). But if the accounts of subsequent biographers are to be believed, he used the pen not just to write this article, but to compose his own First Symphony the following year as well. This tale, like that of Schubert’s inheriting lyrics for *Schwanengesang* from Beethoven (myth 2-G), therefore served the dual function of perpetuating the association of these two figures and of emphasizing notions of a continuing lineage of Great Composers, now extended to Schumann. It aligned symphonies by both Schubert and Schumann (the last of one, the first of the other) with the great symphonist whose works lay at very centre of the musical canon, and was particularly significant given that prior to Brahms, Schumann was the composer with the strongest claim to being Beethoven’s Viennese Classical successor. The latter notion is given fullest exegesis in Annie Patterson’s 1903 Master Musicians biography of Schumann (8-A-3), in which the author wrote that her subject used the pen for his own symphony ‘as if to propitiate his creative muse’. She further speculated that Schumann may have romantically imagined that Schubert had left the pen there while himself paying homage to the grave of Beethoven (a suggestion that stands up to little scrutiny once one considers that it would have to have lain there untouched for a decade or more). Patterson’s allusion to Schumann’s being near his thirtieth birthday at the time is
likewise significant, given that Schubert would have been around the same age had such a pilgrimage ever taken place.

The inter-related set of tales associating Beethoven and Schubert that have appeared over the years, while incomparable in terms of its magnitude and sophistication, is nonetheless illustrative of the historiographical importance of being able to establish biographical links between the greatest figures of the musical canon. Where such connections emerged naturally from their protagonists’ lives, as with Mozart and Haydn, they were keenly celebrated; when they resulted in a strained relationship, as in the case of Haydn and Beethoven, they became the source of considerable unease; and if they did not unambiguously present themselves, as we have seen with Beethoven and Schubert, they were imaginatively supplemented via biographical myth-making. The process by which the vague, unsubstantiated associations of the latter came to be embellished and perpetuated – and their multiplication to the extent of generating secondary stories that even, in one instance, migrated into life-writing on a third party – yields much insight into the ways in which music history’s fiercely ‘top-down’ arrangement was enforced through nineteenth-century biography. The prevalence of insistence upon such connections between canonical composers was previously seen (as noted) in the recognition myths of the previous chapter; and it will surely come as little surprise that additional examples will be encountered in the following chapter, in investigating stories that (like many of those explored above) are concerned with subjects’ later years and death. Even more illuminating is the development of several new branches of the Beethoven/Schubert mythology in recent years; but that discussion will be reserved for the final chapter of this thesis.
The tales associated with the subjects’ final years are among the most detailed in musical biography and often also the best supported by contemporary documentation, for this period was coincident, generally speaking, with that of their greatest appreciation and distinction. Hence this chapter crystallizes around a smaller cluster of stories (just seven in total) than previously, and it is surely no accident that those that recommend themselves for analysis are drawn predominantly from the biographies of composers whose lives were either uncharacteristically long or tragically short, and with a certain leaning towards eighteenth-century canonical figures. (In this respect, the absence of Handel is slightly curious; perhaps Mainwaring’s biography – which set the agenda for subsequent life-writing on the composer – appeared slightly too early to have exhibited such tendencies towards hagiography and myth-making.) In the three sections that follow, the first continues the previously-encountered theme of recognition, here examining illustrative stories of the acknowledgement that composers latterly received from members of the nobility as a result of the esteem they had attained in the course of their careers, where earlier discussions concerned stories of recognition from fellow composers that (with one exception consciously included by way of counterexample) concerned subjects in early adulthood prior to achieving fame and success. I then proceed to an analysis of other famous tales told of composers late in their lives and at their death, to investigate the ways in which their biographers sought to illustrate the grand reputation they had latterly acquired as well as to bring the life story to as satisfying a close as possible and to prepare the reader for the subject’s passing.
Recognition II: Aristocrats

Amid patronage and court entertainment there was much opportunity for Great Composers to receive recognition of their abilities from aristocrats throughout their lives. One example pertaining to childhood has already been encountered in the story of Handel’s time at the court of Saxe-Weissenfels (myth 4-B), to which I might add the tales of the young Mozart’s delighting members of the nobility with his prowess in performance. There is, however, an important difference to be made between aristocrats’ innocent encouragement of a child who shows promising ability, and acts that demonstrate their identification of a musician’s mature artistry in relation to contemporaries – which could only come at a much later point in the biography. The episodes under discussion in this section – Bach’s invitation to the court of King Frederick the Great at Potsdam (myth 1-E) and Haydn’s visit to the monument erected in his honour by Count Karl Leonhard Harrach at Rohrau (myth 5-C) – are distinctive in that they are associated with acts of recognition that took place independently of any prompting on the part of the subject, such as the extravagant dedication of a newly-written musical work. (Indeed, the apocryphal story of the unfortunate fate that befell Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos alone suggests that when composers endeavoured to bring themselves to the attention of the nobility in such manner, due recognition was not necessarily forthcoming; it had to be earned by other means.) Neither benefited the aristocrats concerned, except for satisfying their own pleasure, and each took place towards the end of the relatively long lives of their respective subjects, thus paving the way for the next section of this study on myths told of the composers’ final years.

Several authors observed that Bach’s visit to Potsdam was his last significant journey, and the story is typically followed in biographies only by that of his demise three years later. It thus assumes something of the nature of a final act prior to death; Terry (1-E-12) even wrote that ‘[Bach] regarded it as the culminating pinnacle of his career’.
In contrast, several famous episodes are told of Haydn’s later years, of which the first is to be discussed here. Since news of the monument reached Haydn on returning from the second of his journeys to England, the story has functioned in biography as an illustration of the role of that country in bringing him to public attention closer to home. This trope, though it originated with the composer as recorded in Griesinger’s reminiscences (5-C-1), therefore became important to later English musical biography, being well-developed in accounts such as the one found in Rosemary Hughes’s volume for the Master Musicians series (5-C-9, 1950). Yet the evidence suggests that Harrach had not acted in response to the reception accorded to the composer in England: the monument was erected in 1793, during the period of Haydn’s interim return to Austria, although he was informed of its existence only two years later. Harrach later wrote to Dies – who would have been particularly interested in this episode, not just as Haydn’s early biographer but as a student of the fine arts who described himself as ‘Landschaftmahler’ (landscape painter) on the frontispiece of his volume – as follows:

The reason for my placing a monument to Haydn in my garden was simply that, having come of age, I wished to transform the formal and kitchen gardens, the orchards and the pheasant preserve around my castle… into an orderly promenade… I considered it fitting and proper, as well as an honor for my park, to erect in the castle precincts surrounding his birthplace a stone monument to the laudably celebrated J. Haydn. Haydn himself was then in England, was only slightly known to me, and knew nothing of my undertaking… (Gotwals 1963: 161-2)

Thus Harrach conceived the monument to Haydn during the composer’s first visit to England in 1791-2; and his mention of the composer’s being ‘slightly known’ to him suggests that Haydn had come to his attention through his musical activities in Austria, and partly through personal acquaintance, rather than through his subsequent success in England. Moreover, as Harrach indicated, the monument to Haydn was merely built as one aspect of the plans he then had for developing his garden, rather than specifically to honour the composer’s new-found fame; the timing would seem to be nothing more than felicitous biographical coincidence.
The earlier sources merely described the monument; both Griesinger (Gotwals 1963: 36-7) and Dies (161-4) wrote at some length, noting Haydn’s awareness of its appearance. However, with Pohl’s article on Haydn for Grove’s Dictionary (5-C-5, 1878) came a new story: that Haydn was taken by a company of aristocrats to his birthplace near Rohrau, where he visited both his monument and the house in which he grew up. Its origin is unclear; presumably, Pohl had uncovered it in the course of researching for his ‘definitive’ biography, though he died prior to writing the volume that would have incorporated this period of Haydn’s life. The episode functioned to illustrate two important tropes of musical biography. The first is Haydn’s pride in his humble origins: Pohl wrote that he was ‘Overcome by his feelings’ and ‘kissed the threshold’, even remarking that his musical career had started in that very house. As Part II will demonstrate, musical biography has traditionally placed much emphasis (and not always justifiably) on composers’ modest living standards, serving to indicate that greatness can flourish even within an underprivileged environment, as well as facilitating the lay reader’s identification with the subject. In confirmation of its cultural value, the notion received more extensive voice in retellings of Pohl’s story: just six years later, for instance, Pauline Townsend (5-C-6) elaborated it to emphasize Haydn’s indebtedness to his upbringing, writing that the composer ‘audibly expressed the gratitude due to [his parents] for those lessons of industry and rectitude which had never faded from his mind’.

The second, related trope arises in respect of the constituency of the group who accompanied Haydn on his visit. In Grove’s Dictionary, Pohl described ‘a genial party of noblemen and gentlem[e]n’ led by Count Harrach, suggesting a predominantly

---

1 The monument had also been discussed some years earlier in an article in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (‘Nachricht: Monumente deutscher Tonkünstler’, 12 March 1800, 417-23, at 419-20). For a modern description, see Head 2000: 191-3.
upper-class contingency. Taking this episode at face value, then, it would appear that an aristocratic company was obliged on this occasion to Haydn – in taking him to Rohrau, and (according to Townsend’s slightly later account) in waiting upon his presence in order to inaugurate the monument – rather than the other way around. In the volume later added to complete Pohl’s biography, Botstiber (5-C-8, 1927) identified the party as having included Harrach’s two brothers, Franz and Ludwig (i.e. Counts Franz Anton Harrach and Alois Leonhard Harrach), in addition to the head of the family himself. Moreover, Botstiber suggested that the impetus for visiting Haydn’s birthplace may have actually come from the composer, which similarly implies a reversal of the normative social hierarchy in that it was the nobility who accorded with Haydn’s wishes and not he with theirs. The point is especially important given that much of Haydn’s life had famously been spent in feudal employment, where his status had initially been little more than that of a servant. The role of the Harrach brothers within the episode emphasized this link with Haydn’s past in that their own father had been the overlord for the young Haydn’s household; the composer’s mother had even been in the service of his family. It thus served to demonstrate that Haydn, by token of his achievements as an artist, was now considered on equal terms with the very people who once governed him, thereby reinforcing the emancipation from aristocratic patronage heralded by his time in England. The irony is that the story as retold in Haydn biography was somewhat at variance with the testimony of the Count himself: Harrach wrote to Dies that ‘it was not until two or three years later that [Haydn] happened to hear that this monument in Rohrau existed and without my knowing it went to see it.’

2 Quoted in Landon 1994: III, 201; italics added. Despite this obvious discrepancy and the general lack of documentation for the episode, Landon’s view is that it ‘no doubt took place’ (: IV, 55).
The notion of obligation to composers on the part of aristocrats also arises from the story of Bach’s visit to the court of King Frederick the Great in 1747 (myth 1-E), in which his *Musikalisches Opfer*, BWV 1079 was said to originate. In neither instance do nineteenth-century interpretations show much evidence of explicit conditioning by historical revisionism concerning the relationship between employers and artists, even despite the shifting political climate across Europe, though this was doubtless a factor affecting the ways in which they were understood. As one of the best-documented tales in Bach biography, the episode that unfolded in Potsdam was supported by a contemporary newspaper article³ and by the subject himself, in the dedication to Frederick that preceded the completed *Musikalisches Opfer*.⁴ In addition, of the two of his sons who were present at the time, C. P. E. Bach co-authored the ‘Nekrolog’, while W. F. Bach (who had travelled with his father) was the authority for the account given by Forkel; hence both of the earliest major biographical writings essentially offer witness testimonies. The former followed just a few years after it had taken place, and is therefore comparatively reliable in relation to other sources for Bach biography; and even though the latter, much more extensive account was written only some decades afterwards, it retained sufficient currency that it was quoted wholesale in Schweitzer’s biography over a century after its original publication (1911: I, 176-7). That Frederick, himself a performer and composer, had invited Bach to his court several times served as an illustration of the extent of his reputation towards the end of his life; and its value was by no means negated by the fact that one of Frederick’s court musicians was Bach’s son, while (as Spitta observed) many others had either studied under him or at least made his acquaintance. Conversely, it gave biographers cause for concern that Bach had

not accepted sooner an invitation that had been extended some years earlier and
reiterated thereafter, given that it had originated with the King of Prussia (and
particularly since the timing of Bach’s visit may have been at least partly motivated by
his desire to meet his son’s wife of three years, for they had recently started their own
family). In attempting to justify Bach’s earlier inaction, and to rescue him from the taint
of disrespectful behaviour, biographers proposed explanations ranging from the
composer’s immersion in his work to the general inaccessibility of Potsdam owing to
Frederick’s military campaigns.

Forkel’s account (1-E-3), which elaborated upon a sequence of events merely outlined
in the ‘Nekrolog’ (1-E-1), emphasized the esteem in which Frederick held Bach, and his
eagerness to make his acquaintance. Bach had not even been granted the time to change
out of his travel clothes and into more appropriate dress, the implication being that
Frederick was so anxious to meet him that he was summoned at once to court, even
(according to Forkel) dispensing with the usual formalities according to which one is
presented to a King. Having receiving a list of visitors to Potsdam and noticing Bach’s
name, Frederick had supposedly cancelled his customary evening concert, presumably
in order to spend time with the composer instead and to be able to welcome him
properly to the court. In Forkel’s version, Frederick had changed his plans ‘just as he
was getting his flute ready and his musicians were assembled’. While this might appear
to have been rather an advanced stage at which to abandon the evening’s entertainment,
subsequent biographers have ascribed it to a later point still, thereby demonstrating the
significance of this rather improbable detail. Fétis (1-E-6), whose account is largely
based on Forkel’s, wrote that the incident happened ‘au moment où il [Frédéric] allait
commencer un concerto’; Spitta (1-E-8) that it took place ‘Just as the king was about to
perform his flute solo’. That Frederick was so explicitly identified as a flautist and
patron of the arts within this episode is convenient in that it established him as musically knowledgeable; but it is hardly conceivable (yet biographically appropriate) that he should have without hesitation prioritized Bach’s music over his own performance. However, any turn of events involving selfishness, delay, or orderly protocol on Frederick’s part would have resulted in a much less powerful story than one in which Bach, socially empowered by the esteem his music had brought him, inadvertently dictated the King’s schedule for the evening.

Forkel related that in place of the concert, Frederick invited Bach to play his Silbermann pianos, with the court musicians in attendance; the following day, Bach similarly performed on the organ. This tale, like several others found elsewhere in Bach biography, therefore functioned to confirm its protagonist as a great musical authority, on keyboard instruments in particular. Moreover, in the course of examining the King’s pianos, Bach reportedly extemporized two fugues. The theme for the first, in three parts, was apparently given to him by Frederick himself, presumably to satisfy his curiosity and by way of demonstration of Bach’s phenomenal abilities. According to the ‘Nekrolog’, Bach chose his own theme for the second, six-part fugue, the reason being, as Forkel clarified, that Frederick’s theme lay beyond the bounds of such complex polyphonic extempore treatment. Bach subsequently used the King’s theme in the trio sonata (for flute, violin, and continuo), the puzzle canons, and the ricercars in three and six parts that together comprised the Musikalisches Opfer; the latter piece was perhaps intended retrospectively to prove to Frederick that, given the time to rework the theme carefully in open score, he could indeed achieve what was deemed impossible within the more limited bounds of keyboard improvisation. While this suggestion was at least implicit in most accounts (not to mention Bach’s original dedication) – for ultimate success in such a sophisticated contrapuntal undertaking was eminently in keeping with
the previously-discussed understanding of Bach as a learned composer – Parry’s biography, published in 1909, represents a revealing departure. Since the same subject is used for the two ricercars, Parry (1-E-10) claimed that it was more likely that both of Bach’s extemporizations were on the subject supplied by Frederick, the implication being that the pieces in the *Musikalisches Opfer* were at the very least versions of those originally performed. On one level, Parry thereby deftly circumnavigated any suggestions that Bach’s extemporization skills had shortcomings; on another, the conclusion at which he arrived may be indicative of the intervention of the nineteenth-century aesthetic of the work-concept. If so, and although it has not been widely adopted in life-writing on Bach (unlike parallel manifestations discussed elsewhere), Parry’s proposition nonetheless provides another instance of the shifting cultural emphasis from performance to composition in retellings of musical biography’s most celebrated tales.

**Final Years**

Having examined above a pair of stories in which composers received recognition of their artistic distinction towards the end of their lives, the purpose of this section is to investigate two other celebrated tales that emerge from their subjects’ final years. Though essentially unrelated to death, the episodes discussed here are used within biography to epitomize the composer’s life, in terms of both the heights of genius that they had attained and the obstacles that they overcame on their path to success. The first (myth 5-D) concerns the homage paid to the aged Haydn at the last of a series of events given by the Viennese Society of Amateur Concerts on 27 March 1808, at which *The Creation* was performed to Giuseppe Carpani’s Italian translation. The event is documented in some detail in a number of contemporary accounts including Griesinger’s and Dies’s reminiscences (5-D-1, 5-D-2) and Carpani’s own, slightly later
(and less factually reliable) biography in the form of a series of letters (5-D-4, 1812), whose significance as an early source for the composer’s life is demonstrated by how quickly its contents were disseminated across Europe. Stendhal drew heavily upon it in his volume on Haydn, Mozart, and Metastasio (Bombet 1814), of which by far the most substantial section was that on Haydn; as noted, it travelled in this guise to England via Brewin’s translation (1817). Carpani’s account is particularly significant to this discussion as he was present at the occasion in question, while Griesinger and Dies would presumably have received their version of events directly from Haydn.\(^5\) As somebody who was in any case known for going ‘one better’ than Griesinger and Dies (see Gotwals 1959: 441), with whose texts he was acquainted prior to the appearance of his own, Carpani offered a much more detailed report of the episode. Nevertheless, given the authority with which these various biographers were writing, it is unsurprising that they are in broad agreement with one another. The picture is painted of a glorious occasion that suitably illustrated the widespread recognition of Haydn’s lifetime of musical achievement. As the guest of honour, the composer made a triumphant entry accompanied by a trumpet fanfare, whereupon the assembled company (some 2,000 people, according to Carpani) rose to their feet, cheering loudly as he was carried in his armchair to his designated place at the front of the orchestra. That the story should crystallize around *The Creation* was opportune in that, as Part II will further explore, it was particularly significant to biography not just as a monumental late work (albeit, ironically, on the theme of a beginning rather than an end) but as one with religious associations too.

\(^5\) The event was reported in at least four periodicals between March and May 1808, which may also have informed Griesinger’s and Dies’s accounts; for citations, see Landon 1994: V, 364, n. 1. Landon speculated that the article that appeared in the *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung* may even have been written by Griesinger, presumably given the similarity of its contents to his biography (which originally appeared serially in the same publication).
The episode also serves to extend the trope of Haydn’s ascent to a superior social status through his artistic endeavours, identified in the previous section in connection with the story of the visit to his monument at Rohrau (myth 5-C). The earliest accounts identify that Haydn was seated among people from the highest echelons of society. Dies placed the French Ambassador, Count Andreossy, at the event, for he was said to have noticed that Haydn was wearing the medal given to him some years earlier by the Parisian Concert des Amateurs; while Prince Trautmannsdorf (the sponsor of the Society of Amateur Concerts) and Prince Lobkowitz (in whose palace the concert took place) were surely also present. Most significant of all, however, is the appearance in accounts of members of the Esterházy family, in whose service Haydn had spent much of his adult life. Dies wrote that Prince Esterházy sent his personal carriage to transport Haydn to the concert, and implied that the Prince would have himself attended had official court engagements not precluded his presence. Griesinger placed Princess Esterházy in the seat next to Haydn, and Dies wrote that she led the (presumably upper-class) ladies who removed their shawls and wrapped them around Haydn to keep him warm. There may have been other reasons underpinning the prominence given to this aristocratic family in Dies’s account since his biography had received the backing of Prince Esterházy, to whom it was humbly dedicated. Nonetheless, and particularly given the documentary value of Griesinger’s and Dies’s reminiscences to subsequent Haydn biography, these aspects of the story helped to establish the trope of aristocrats’ being obliged to the composer by the end of his life.

The tale quickly came to function not merely as an indicator of the recognition of Haydn’s greatness as a composer, but also more explicitly as one of the final public appearance of an aged master whose fragile health gave some cause for concern, and for whom death was close. The original accounts identify that Haydn had found the whole
experience emotional to the extent that his health was at risk and it became necessary for him to leave the performance at the end of the first part, though they differ as to exactly why (Griesinger’s implied that the music itself had overwhelmed him, whereas Dies’s instead suggested that Haydn’s tearful state was the result of the display of homage and generosity that the occasion as a whole represented). Dies wrote that the audience had shouted ‘Long live Haydn!’ upon his entrance, which would seem to contradict the understanding of this scene as a foreshadowing of the composer’s demise; just days later, Dies (whose biography retained the format of his series of visits to Haydn) observed that the episode had revitalized him to the extent that ‘it was as if an electric current were flowing in [his] veins’ (Gotwals 1963: 180). But Griesinger and Dies had received the story from the still-living composer, who would obviously not have cast it in the guise of a death scene, whereas the more fanciful Carpani – while his acquaintance with Haydn (which extended back as far as Griesinger’s, and was significantly longer than Dies’s) doubtless enriched his biography – could be more independent in his retrospective retelling of an event he had witnessed at firsthand. Carpani’s account hence represented a turning-point since the author, while referring to the composer as ‘uomo immortale’, also offered hints that his demise was nearing in writing of his departure from the concert hall as follows:

Circondato dai grandi, dagli amici, dagli artisti, dai poeti e dal bel sesso; ascoltando le lodi di Dio, da lui stesso immaginate, e le lodi proprie confuse con quelle della divinità, il buon vecchio ha dovuto credersi in cielo, e noi stessi a giudicarne dalla dolcezza dei sentimenti e della musica dovemmo crederlo al pari di lui.6

Thereafter, the episode – complete with the premature exit of its protagonist – began to resemble the now more familiar scene that Matthew Head (2000: 215-7) has elegantly

6 (Surrounded by the nobility, his friends, the artists, the poets, and the women; listening to the praises of God, which he imagined, and his own praises confused with those of the divinity, the good old man had to believe himself [as being] in heaven, and we ourselves, judging from the sweetness of the feelings and the music, had to believe it as much as he did.)
described as a ‘dress rehearsal’ for Haydn’s actual death. Stendhal (5-D-6), for instance, altered Carpani’s words to become ‘Environné des grands, de ses amis, des artistes, des femmes charmantes dont tous les yeux étaient fixés sur lui, écoutant les louanges de Dieu, imaginées par lui-même, Haydn fit un bel adieu au monde et à la vie’ (italics added), and incorporated glosses about ‘un grand homme quittant la vie’ absent from Carpani’s original. Possibly the understanding of this episode as a pseudo-death scene was a predominantly French one in its early years, for it may similarly be found in the slightly earlier biographical notice by Joachim Le Breton, published in Paris in 1810 (5-D-3), in which Haydn had reportedly said upon entering the hall, ‘If I die in this moment, I shall enter in happiness into the next world!’7 Le Breton additionally stated that as Haydn was leaving the concert, the tender enthusiasm he had experienced was replaced with a presentiment of mourning (which explicitly anticipated his demise in the very next paragraph).

The recasting of the tale as a biographical closing scene that epitomized Haydn’s life gave an added significance to its religious inflections. This trope has its seeds in two events reported in Griesinger’s, though not Dies’s, account: that at a poignant moment in the work, at the words ‘And there was light’, Haydn pointed heavenwards and said ‘It came from there’ (variously translated, and later embellished); and that the composer, on exiting the hall, extended his hand towards the musicians in a gesture interpreted by Griesinger, and consistently followed by subsequent biographers, as a quasi-religious act of blessing. The issue of religion was generally important to life-writing on Haydn, whose devout beliefs were well-known; as he habitually signed off his scores with phrases such as ‘Laus Deo’ or ‘Soli Deo Gloria’, his reported benedictory gesture even

7 Le Breton’s original has ‘Que je meure en ce moment… j’entrerai en bienheureux dans l’autre monde!’.
seemed to signal an analogous ending for the performance, as well as echoing *The Creation*’s sacred theme. It also intersected with more widely-held notions that great musical gifts were God-given, and with broader associations in musical biography (to be discussed in Part II) between religion and the subject’s approaching end, which this tale and that of Mozart’s Requiem (myth 6-D) had helped to establish. Certainly its religious implications were sufficiently culturally important to have been emphasized in subsequent accounts, not least in Carpani’s various allusions to heaven, divinity, and God. From Carpani’s perspective, indeed, the occasion had taken on such resonances even before it had happened, given the explicitly religious overtones of the sonnet he had written in praise of Haydn and which was presented (together with a separate poem by Heinrich von Collin) to the composer at the concert.8 Nor did notable tensions between Protestantism and Catholicism appear to factor into such interpretations of this scene; given that *The Creation* was the work of a devoutly Catholic composer and that its libretto, which initially existed jointly in English and German versions, had its origins in Judeo-Christian sources (the books of Genesis and Psalms) as well as a non-Biblical text (*Milton’s Paradise Lost*), its precise religious positioning was already thoroughly problematized.

Another indicator of the importance of this story as a conclusion to Haydn biography was the fascinating way in which Beethoven came to be progressively ‘written in’ to the episode as it developed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Of the four contemporary accounts discussed so far, Griesinger was the earliest to note that Salieri was the conductor of the performance; Carpani also named the three vocal soloists; and Le Breton additionally alluded to the presence of a number of other ‘premiers hommes de l’art’ including Hummel. None made specific mention of Beethoven, although Dies

8 Carpani’s and Collin’s poems are reprinted and translated in Gotwals 1963: 178-9, 255-6.
documented that two other of Haydn’s former students (Baroness von Spielmann and Magdalena von Kurzbeck) played an active role in proceedings, while Carpani hinted at Haydn’s wider artistic lineage in describing those present as his sons. Beethoven first appeared in connection with this episode in two other contemporary sources, one being the second edition of Gerber’s influential *Lexikon* (5-D-5, 1812-4); even then, he was cited only in passing, in the course of listing a number of people who were in attendance. Gerber’s version of the story is anomalous in that it introduced information not found in other early biographical accounts and, conversely, omitted details otherwise retold with some consistency. The other, more important mention of Beethoven – and presumably the source for Gerber – occurred in a poem about the event written retrospectively by Collin in 1812 (quoted in Landon 1994: V, 362-4), in which the younger composer was said to have kissed Haydn on the head and hand upon his departure. While other testimonies do not discount the possibility that Beethoven was in attendance – Griesinger’s, for instance, reported the presence of unspecified ‘pupils’ – the point nevertheless stands that it was Gerber’s, and particularly Collin’s, explicit reference to Beethoven that laid the foundations for further mythologizing.

Only much later was Beethoven brought to the fore within biographical accounts of this episode, one notable instance being Pohl’s article for Grove’s *Dictionary* (5-D-10, 1878). Having been thus introduced, the interpolation appears to have become fairly standard for some time thereafter in retellings of the story, at least some of which obviously followed Pohl’s given their uncanny similarity. One exception, curiously, was the account written by Botstiber (5-D-13) in the course of completing Pohl’s own multi-volume biography (which nonetheless noted Beethoven’s presence at the

---

9 Even as recently as 1988, one scholarly biography tells us that ‘Beethoven, tears streaming down his face, bent and kissed the hand of his former teacher’ (Landon and Wyn Jones 1988: 313).
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The detail of Beethoven’s actions towards Haydn on his exit from the concert hall recalled the description in Carpani’s account of Salieri’s having tenderly embraced the guest of honour, and taken his hand, upon his entrance; Le Breton had similarly written that ‘Un des hommes les plus qualifiés lui baisait la main’. The fact of Collin’s having named Beethoven – while one can only speculate as to whether it was the result of a simple error, a deliberate attempt to embroider the scene by augmenting the role of a junior composer with whom Collin was acquainted, or an element genuinely missed by all other writers – ultimately gave rise to an overall development of the tale in which one event (and its associated musician) effectively came to replace the other. Salieri received only limited mention in later retellings of the episode, principally as conductor of the performance and occasionally for having subsequently set Carpani’s laudatory sonnet to music. Carpani was evidently an advocate of Salieri as he staunchly defended him against the notorious theories that he might have been Mozart’s killer, which emerged in the 1820s; in a long letter to the journal Biblioteca Italiana, he stated plainly that there was no evidence that Mozart was poisoned (the reason being, he argued, that Mozart had actually died of natural causes), soliciting testimony from one of the doctors who had been consulted about Mozart’s final illness and death to support his case. But Beethoven – as a former student of Haydn, a canonical composer of a much greater stature than Salieri, and one whose posthumous reputation was unsullied by allegations of jealousy and murder – was evidently the character whom music historiography ultimately favoured for inclusion within the story. Conversely, the edging out of Salieri over time reflects the precarious position he came to occupy at the canonic periphery, as a musical figure of only minor historical importance.

10 See, for example, Dalchow, Dyda, and Kerner 1971: 188-239; Carpani’s letter to Biblioteca Italiana, XXXV (1824) is quoted on pp. 198-214. The letter of 10 June 1824 from Court Councillor Eduard Vincent Guldener von Lobes, which Carpani reproduced as an appendix to his own, is translated in Deutsch 1965: 522-3.
The prominence given to Beethoven in later retellings also made possible the migration of the episode into other major biographies such as Thayer’s (5-D-9). Ironically, the quotations that Thayer provided in the course of his own account were taken from Griesinger’s. That he perpetuated the placing of his subject at the concert, even as he quoted from a source that provided no evidence in its support, illustrates the cultural importance of the version of the tale in which Beethoven had indeed shared in such a significant event in Haydn’s life. Moreover, cross-pollination between different myths and composer biographies is crucial to an understanding of the accretions under discussion here, for *The Creation* was also one of the two works (the other being "The Creatures of Prometheus") associated with the exchange between Haydn and Beethoven addressed in the previous chapter, which highlighted the continuing—and somewhat less than exemplary—rift between them. Prior to the emergence of Beethoven within the story of the performance of *The Creation* in 1808, this was chronologically the last episode featuring the two composers together, and it was hardly an ideal one in terms of bringing the contact between them to a satisfying conclusion. However, the presence of Beethoven at the scene of Haydn’s last public appearance—and, more importantly, the act of homage he supposedly paid to him—provided musical biography with the much-needed resolution to the problematic matter of their strained relationship, just in time for Haydn’s death. This point, which was only implied by Pohl, became rather more clearly stated in early twentieth-century accounts. Beethoven’s belated acceptance of his former teacher was doubly important given Haydn’s passing soon thereafter, for Beethoven was to inherit Haydn’s mantle as the greatest living composer, a lineage that was made more direct by virtue of his having once been his student. Nor was this an isolated example of the phenomenon explored above: one parallel instance, in which Schubert came to be implicated within a significant episode late in Beethoven’s life, will be discussed in the final chapter of this thesis. Another may be observed in the tale
of the kiss(es) Beethoven reportedly bestowed upon the young Liszt at a performance he had given in 1823, which, as Michael Saffle (2006: 101-7) has shown, has similarly been a source of much disagreement among biographers.

The other episode under consideration in this section, the première of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony at the Kärntnertortheater, Vienna on 7 May 1824 (myth 2-D), concerns a much more advanced stage in the composer’s life than that of his last appearance within Haydn biography. While there were a number of significant items on the programme at this concert, including selected movements of the newly-composed Missa Solemnis, biographical accounts have come to crystallize around the Ninth Symphony and around Beethoven’s failure (apparently owing to his deafness) to acknowledge the applause that this music had generated. The story of the occasion has recently been comprehensively retold by Thomas Forrest Kelly (2000: 108-79), which provides a clear indication of its enduring importance; my interest, however, lies instead in the ways in which it has historically been reinterpreted by Beethoven’s biographers. Though a number of the contemporary press reviews of the concert at least alluded to the composer’s imperfect hearing, the episode itself went unmentioned by both Wegeler and Ries, and was instead introduced to musical biography by Schindler in 1840 (2-D-1):

The master, however, standing in the midst of this confluence of music... was not even sensible of the tumultuous applause of the auditorie at the close of the Symphony, but was standing with his back to the proscenium, until Mademoiselle Ungher, by turning round and making signs, roused his attention, that he might at least see what was going on in the front of the house. This acted, however, like an electric shock on the thousands present, who were struck with a sudden consciousness of his misfortune; and, as the flood-gates of pleasure, compassion, and sympathy were opened, there followed a volcanic explosion of applause, which seemed as if it would never end.

11 Translated excerpts of the reviews that appeared in five periodicals in the months following the concert are given in Kelly 2000: 173-9. That entering into greatest detail on the particulars discussed above appeared in the *Harmonicon* in 1824, and was also quoted in the appendix to the first English edition of Schindler’s biography (1841: II, 275-82; cf. Kelly 2000: 178-9).
Although Schindler did not explicitly refer to Beethoven’s deafness in the account given in the first edition of his life of the composer, that of the third edition (2-D-2, 1860) is unequivocal: in writing of the crowd’s response, Schindler stated that ‘the man to whom all this honour was addressed could hear none of it, for when at the end of the performance the audience broke into enthusiastic applause, he remained standing with his back to them’. By extension, Schindler’s narrative also exemplifies the tragedy of Beethoven’s lack of awareness not just of the enthusiastic reception of his work but also of the work itself, since somebody who failed to hear such a rapturous ovation could hardly have experienced the music (albeit under-rehearsed and poorly performed, if the accounts by contemporaries are anything to go by) that occasioned it. It is also indebted to the commonly-encountered biographical trope discussed in Part II of physical deficiency as a counterbalance to genius, of which Beethoven provides one of the clearest examples in musical biography.

In the 1860s, the story was corroborated anew by two important witnesses in conversations with major Beethoven biographers: Caroline Unger, the vocal soloist who was said to have turned the composer towards the audience, relayed the episode to Grove in 1869; and the pianist Sigismond Thalberg (who, aged just twelve years old, had been present in the audience) told his version of events to Thayer, who recorded it in his unpublished papers, dated 23 November 1860. Thalberg’s testimony differs from others in several respects – crucially, he placed the incident of Beethoven’s being unable to hear the applause after the Scherzo rather than at the close of the work – which may account for some of the discrepancies between the retelling of this tale in Thayer’s life of Beethoven (as completed by Deiters and Riemann) and those of Schindler. One deviation that cannot, however, be ascribed to Thalberg is the
alternative, and rather speculative, explanation that Thayer’s biography (2-D-6) provided for Beethoven’s lack of acknowledgement of the ovation: that the composer (who had participated in the direction of the performance by supplying tempi) was ‘no doubt engrossed by the music which he was following in his mind’. In this version, indeed, Beethoven was ‘still gazing at his score’ at the point at which he had to be turned towards the jubilant crowd. Perhaps the motivation for this interpretation stemmed from anxiety to dissociate the story from Schindler’s suggestion that the renewed applause at the moment Beethoven was directed towards the audience was partly due to sympathy for the composer or (by implication) a need for the noise to be even louder so that he might hear it, rather than to a reaffirmation of the collective enthusiasm for the Ninth Symphony itself. As the nineteenth century progressed and the work came to assume the very highest place within the musical canon, exalted above all else by such influential figures as Wagner, the need for a tale that unequivocally told of its immediate and overwhelmingly positive reception became that much greater. Indeed, mention of the composer’s deafness is conspicuously absent in many later nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century retellings (one notable exception is Grove’s), while as late as 1954, William McNaught (2-D-8) wrote in the fifth edition of *Grove’s Dictionary* that the composer ‘remained wrapt in his thoughts’ as the applause erupted.

Biographical accounts of the audience’s remarkable reaction to Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony might well have led readers to the conclusion that the concert was a total success. The theatre had been crowded, the only free seats being those of the Emperor’s box, and even then merely because members of the imperial family had found that other engagements precluded them from fulfilling their promise to attend. Certainly the impression was consistently given of a historic occasion on a scale such that it could, in
Schindler’s words, be ‘favourably compared to any event ever presented in that venerable theatre’ (2-D-2). But this was, quite literally, only half the story. The repeat performance of the concert (albeit with a slightly different programme), scheduled for later that same month (23 May), was much less well-attended than the first, which might have suggested that the immediate popularity enjoyed by Beethoven’s new music was rather short-lived. Moreover, neither event was a particular financial success. The venture had been so expensive that the majority of the money taken had been needed to cover costs, though the earlier concert had made a small profit of 420 florins (according to Schindler). Indeed, so serious was the financial situation that it brought about another, associated episode in Beethoven biography: the composer arranged dinner in a restaurant a few days afterwards for the two directors of the performance (Michael Umlauf and Ignaz Schuppanzigh) plus Schindler, at which he accused them of having swindled him out of his money, and would not be persuaded by compelling arguments to the contrary. Despite the offence that Beethoven had caused him, Schindler, who (as a witness to the event) was the first biographer to recount the story, nevertheless took great pains to preserve his subject’s character as exemplary: blaming the incident on ‘the gossiping tittle-tattle of certain persons, who put it into [Beethoven’s] head that he had been cheated at the first concert, and thus excited his suspicions’ (2-D-1), he wrote that the composer had visited him later that year to make amends (their reconciliation did not actually take place until late in 1826, though Schindler had a general tendency to exaggerate the extent of his contact with Beethoven). Doubtless he was concerned to minimize the episode’s potential to negate the value of the much more felicitous one to which it was inextricably tied. Despite the possibilities of the earlier of the tales to eclipse the later, however, the two could also be made to function positively within biography: when presented in tandem, they provided demonstration that even at the very height of his career, Beethoven did not meet with success equal to the greatness of his
work. They therefore resonated with more widespread cultural tropes of genius as failing to obtain due reward in its own day and as flourishing in the face of adversity, which will be further explored in Part II in the context of life-writing on a number of different composers. Like so many instances in which biography has retrospectively cast misfortune as a virtue, whether Beethoven was cheated by the event is ultimately a matter for history to judge.

Death

We now arrive at the point in biographical narrative that may legitimately be described as the culminating chapter: death. Paula Backscheider has noted the general expectation that ‘the death must be explained and dressed in momentous trappings’ (1999: 91, italics in original) almost as a prerequisite of biography. The field of music is no exception, offering a number of celebrated examples in which the demise of the subject (and the factors that led to it) has been heavily mythologized, hence bringing the story to an appropriately climactic conclusion and endeavouring to draw a lifetime’s work elegantly to a close while dwelling on the tragedy of such a historically momentous loss. The phenomenon extends as far back as the life-writing on Mozart and Haydn at the advent of mature musical biography in the years around the turn of the nineteenth century, thus accounting for the two episodes that form the basis of analysis in this section.

Prior to these discussions, however, I shall turn briefly to one preliminary story, that of Schumann’s belief that during his last illness he received a musical theme from the spirits of Schubert and Mendelssohn (myth 8-C). At face value, this tale might be better grouped with the subject’s final years, having occurred in 1854, over two years before he died. Nonetheless, several of the notions that characterize a ‘death myth’ are present
in this story too, including the final descent into illness from which the subject never recovered, and the emphasis placed on the composer’s last work. Schumann’s prolonged demise – encompassing his decline into madness, an attempt to take his own life, voluntary committal to an asylum, and his ultimate passing – rather precludes the possibilities for a glorious closing scene in the manner of Mozart or Haydn; his final two years, indeed, offer relatively few events worthy of inclusion in biography. This episode, therefore, typically appears towards the end of accounts of Schumann’s life, often being immediately followed by that of his attempted suicide (for Haydn was not the only Great Composer whose biography yielded a ‘dress rehearsal’). Though unsuccessful, the latter is nevertheless deployed in lieu of the ‘expected’ death scene, and continuing fascination with the incident is demonstrated in its prominence in, for example, Peter Ostwald’s recent life of the composer (1985). Conversely, as early as Schumann’s first major biography, written by his friend Wasielewski (8-C-1), this period was tellingly described as ‘the last two weeks of his wretched existence’.

The deterioration of Schumann’s sanity is characterized in biographical accounts by aural hallucinations: he was said to have heard the same note constantly, which gave rise to strange harmonies that (according to some authors) grew in organic fashion into full compositions. The fantastical story of his communion with the spirits of two Great Composers – Schubert, whom Schumann had himself helped to champion, and Mendelssohn, an almost exact contemporary of Schumann who had died just seven years previously – certainly has more than an air of biographical invention. It originated in Joachim’s contemporary correspondence, repeating a claim made by Schumann himself:
Before his final collapse, Schumann had some intervals of peace during which he wrote some Variations on a theme brought to him during the first stages of his illness by ‘angels as a greeting from Mendelssohn and Schubert’.  

Even though Joachim’s letter suggested that ‘angels’ had acted on behalf of Schubert and Mendelssohn, later nineteenth-century biographers soon came to place the two composers directly within a scene that presumably referred (if at all) either to a dream or a delusion. While the immediate cause may have been as simple as a misreading of the original source (or of a subsequent biographical writing in which the episode was ambiguously recounted), another consideration was doubtless the desirability of being able to draw connections between these different composers so close to the conclusion of Schumann’s life story, in a manner analogous to Beethoven’s surprise appearance at the scene of Schubert’s death (myth 7-D). The tale was particularly valuable for the possibilities it offered to relate Schubert and Mendelssohn directly to the subject’s own final act of composition: in lucid periods before and during his committal (including the day of his suicide attempt), Schumann had written a set of five variations for piano (WoO 24) on the theme he believed himself to have been given. That reinforced ideas of a continuing lineage of Great Composers previously encountered in Schumann biography in the episode of his discovery of Brahms (myth 8-B) and, less explicitly, in that of his pilgrimage to the graves of Beethoven and Schubert (myth 8-A).

By the early twentieth century, accounts had typically come to mention only unspecified ‘angels’ as having supplied Schumann with the theme, in a version closer to the report of the event given in Clara Schumann’s diary (which had by then appeared in print), from which Schubert and Mendelssohn are absent: ‘after we had been in bed for some time, Robert suddenly got up and wrote down a theme, which, as he said, an angel had

---

13 Joachim to Woldemar Bargiel, 6 March 1854 (Joachim and Moser 1914: 62); the internal quotation (if indeed it is to be understood as such) is unreferenced. See further, Clara Schumann’s diary entry of 17 February 1854 (Litzmann 1902-8: II, 297).
sung to him.\textsuperscript{14} The reason for this shift was surely not that later biographers were simply unconvinced by the supposed presence of the two departed composers – for it is difficult to see how the amended tale could be held much more probable – so much as that the musical canon had established itself in the intervening period to the extent that it was no longer necessary to insist so strongly upon Schumann’s connections with other major members of the post-Beethovenian Viennese Classical school. Notions of an unbroken chain of Great Composers were nevertheless maintained even in later accounts, though in ways more reliant upon demonstrable points of fact than upon fanciful stories of gifts from beyond the grave. For not only was Schumann’s theme purportedly a musical inheritance from Schubert and Mendelssohn, but it also passed from him to Brahms, who some years later (1861) used it as the basis of his own Variations for piano four hands, Op. 23, dedicated to Schumann’s daughter Julie; the trope of Brahms as Schumann’s musical successor had of course originated with the elder composer himself, as we have previously seen, in the ‘Neue Bahnen’ article (myths 3-A and 8-B).

As noted, Schumann had also written his own set of piano variations on the theme, which matter yielded another potential problem for musical biography in that, as we shall see below, subjects’ last works were typically portrayed (however justifiably) as grand apotheoses of their entire compositional output. An insubstantial piano piece, written in intermittent periods by a waning genius, hardly fits the mould; and while Schumann’s \textit{œuvre} did offer some suitable candidates, including his own Requiem, they are unfortunately not the subject of this myth. Yet the matter of the composer’s aural hallucinations strongly suggested that more music had yet to spring forth from his deteriorating mind; and, drawing upon the life-paradigms to be discussed in Part II of

\textsuperscript{14} Litzmann 1913: II, 56 (see above, n. 13).
this thesis, the expectation might well have been that any works produced as a result would have numbered among the greatest of his output. There is an ironic postscript to this story: in the fourth and fifth editions of *Grove’s Dictionary*, Schumann’s theme was revealed to be reminiscent of that of the second movement of his recently-rediscovered Violin Concerto, which Clara, Joachim, and Brahms had all agreed to suppress in order that the composer’s reputation not be sullied by the circulation of music that was deemed of an insufficiently high standard. Joachim, at least, would surely have been aware of the relationship between the two, for he had rehearsed the Concerto with Schumann; and Brahms, ironically, placed the theme back in the public domain through the medium of his Op. 23 even as he was complicit in the withdrawing of its progenitor. Perhaps, then, this apocryphal tale also possessed an altogether different function, one of explaining the mystery appearance of a theme whose origins may have in reality lain elsewhere. Could this story therefore have been a deliberate fabrication on the part of Joachim and Clara, in collaboration with Brahms? The possibility certainly casts in a new light Wasielewski’s observation (8-C-1) that Schumann wrote down his new theme ‘in spite of his wife’s entreaties’.

It is now time to consider the first of the stories associated with an actual death that are to be discussed in the course of this section, specifically, the events leading to Haydn’s passing in May 1809 (myth 5-E). Griesinger (5-E-1) pieced together his account of Haydn’s last days principally from two letters written to him, the first by Haydn’s valet and eyewitness to the episode, Johann Elssler, and the second (less reliable) letter by the

15 This information was introduced as ancillary material in the fourth edition of *Grove’s Dictionary* (see G[eiringer] and C[jolles] 1940: Supplementary Vol., 580), and subsequently incorporated into Gerald Abraham’s article on Schumann for the fifth edition (8-C-9).
piano maker Andreas Streicher;\textsuperscript{16} H. C. Robbins Landon (1994: V, 385) has speculated that since Griesinger was not in Vienna at the time, he may have arranged for Elssler to document the composer’s death accurately, should it take place during his absence. Anticipation of the composer’s demise on grounds of his advanced years alone was evidently considered by Griesinger, who wrote that ‘Without being in any real sense ill, Haydn nevertheless felt more every day that old age was an illness in itself, and that nature was inexorably asserting her rights to his body.’ His narrative is largely in agreement with Dies’s (5-E-2) on the main points, though there are also some curious discrepancies, doubtless largely the result of conflicts between the testimonies they solicited and the ways they corroborated them.

Haydn’s end is also strongly linked to the second Napoleonic invasion of Austria, since it took place against the backdrop of the incursion of French troops into Vienna that Dies described as having ‘passed sentence’ on the composer’s life and ‘ma[king] him ripe for nearing death’. Griesinger ascribed the origin of this notion to Haydn himself, while both biographers followed Elssler’s account that Haydn’s dignified reaction (to be explored below) to the four cannon rounds that fell perilously close to his residence exhausted his strength, and thus initiated the decline in his health from which he never recovered. Carpani (5-E-4) – whose publicly-expressed criticism of the French had resulted in his relocation to Vienna over a decade earlier – similarly wrote that the war hastened Haydn’s death, causing him to become troubled and impatient, and to enquire as to its progress on an hourly basis. Such implicitly anti-Napoleonic sentiments served a clear short-term political agenda, particularly as Griesinger’s reminiscences were published in Leipzig (Saxony was at the time part of the French-allied Confederation of

\textsuperscript{16} Johann Elssler to Griesinger, 30 June 1809; Andreas Streicher to Griesinger, 2 July 1809, with a postscript of 12 July. (Both are repr. in Botstiber 1927, 385-90; Eng. trans. in Landon 1994: V, 385-7.)
the Rhine) and Carpani’s in Milan (then the capital of Napoleon’s Kingdom of Italy).\textsuperscript{17} Notwithstanding the substantial repercussions of the Napoleonic Wars throughout nineteenth-century Europe, emphasis on their inextricable connection with Haydn’s demise evidently extended far beyond contemporary politics given the consistency with which these aspects of the story have been perpetuated across the decades and countries. It is deeply ironic that Haydn biography should relate the subject’s death so explicitly to the conflict in the midst of which it took place, given that his long life is traditionally characterized by security and tranquillity, as epitomized by his extensive period of employment in the service of the Esterházy family. Where peace was seen as the source of Haydn’s longevity, war brought only death.

The episode also exemplified Haydn’s love of his country, in ways that threatened to call into question the previously-encountered trope that it was only his time in England that truly brought him fame in Austria (though there was doubtless also an element of the return of the prodigal child implicit in Haydn’s homecoming). So devoted was he that, according to Griesinger and Dies (following Elssler), he had taken to routinely playing his ‘Emperor’s Hymn’ (‘Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser’) at the piano. Carpani, who identified that vertigo precluded the aged composer from playing the instrument, modified the detail while preserving its essence, writing instead that his custom was to go to the piano and sing the hymn with what little voice he had remaining. While this appears to have been at least a daily occurrence, the final play-through before the composer’s death (which Griesinger placed on 26 May, and Dies the following day) was identified in all three accounts as having been significant, though for different reasons. For Griesinger, in accordance with Elssler’s letter, the hymn was performed

\textsuperscript{17} Milan had been the site of Carpani’s activities prior to his exile in 1796, while Griesinger’s relationship with Haydn was inextricably tied to Breitkopf & Härtel of Leipzig, for whom he acted as an intermediary with the composer.
three times consecutively rather than just once, ‘with an expressiveness at which
Haydn] himself was amazed’; in Dies’s narrative, Haydn gathered his servants around
him at the piano, as if to share with them what was to be his final musical act. Carpani’s
version of events, however, is perhaps the most fascinating among the early
biographers. Where both Griesinger and Dies had indicated that Haydn’s final
play-through of the hymn was separated by a period of time from his lapse into the
comatose state from which he never recovered, Carpani (perhaps in another attempt to
one-better his predecessors) wrote that Haydn fell into his stupor while still at the piano.
Though subsequent biographers did not abandon the sequence of events given by
Griesinger and Dies so explicitly, there is nevertheless a general trend towards retelling
the tale such that Haydn’s demise essentially follows on from his playing of the
‘Emperor Hymn’, hence providing a more engaging and immediate story as well as one
better loaded with patriotic symbolism. Similarly, later accounts tended tacitly to omit
the information that Haydn habitually performed the hymn, in order that the last such
event might be presented as unique.

Another of Haydn’s pieces makes an earlier appearance in the story. Haydn received a
pilgrimage-like visit from a French captain eager to speak to him, who sang him one of
his arias. Griesinger and Dies differ as to the date on which this event took place and on
a number of other details (and both, in turn, differ from the episode as originally
documented in Streicher’s letter). Griesinger gave the soldier’s name as Clement
Sulemy, the date as 17 May, and the aria sung as ‘Mit Würd’ und Hoheit angethan’ (‘In
Native Worth and Honour Clad’) from The Creation (Gotwals 1963: 51); Dies that the
episode took place nine days later, that the guest’s name was Sulimi, that he was one of
several French soldiers who called upon Haydn at this time, and that he performed an
unspecified tenor aria from the second part of The Seasons (: 193). In general, later
biographers have tended to privilege Griesinger’s factual and concise account over
Dies’s more elaborate one, and this instance is no exception; but even when the
disparities between them were acknowledged, such as by Botstiber (5-E-12), it is
only ever the aria from The Creation that receives mention. Possibly Griesinger’s (and
Streicher’s) version was of generally greater interest because the movement in question
was named; and it is conceivable that Dies simply made an error in citing the wrong
oratorio. Nonetheless, there may also have been other reasons underpinning musical
biography’s strong inclination towards The Creation, since it had been at the centre of
another tale of a performance that had similarly moved Haydn deeply just over a year
earlier (myth 5-D). This form of the story served to remind the reader of the previous
occasion as well as bringing it some resolution, given that Haydn had made an
unplanned exit after the first part of the concert and would not therefore have heard an
aria that appeared as late in the oratorio as ‘In Native Worth’ (Part II No. 24). The
Creation was also a more explicitly religious work than The Seasons and was
undoubtedly regarded as the greater of the two, so may have found favour with
subsequent authors on those counts as well, especially given that it apparently
represented the last music that Haydn ever heard aside from his own playing (or
singing) of the ‘Emperor Hymn’. Regardless of exactly which aria was performed, this
aspect of the episode was also valuable as an illustration of the capacity of Haydn’s
music to transcend boundaries of ideology and language, forming a bond between the
composer and his French visitor even as he both disapproved of the war and felt it to be
the harbinger of his own death. While such messages of the power of art to transcend
the politics of war have remained globally relevant, notions of the common language of
Haydn’s music have come to be particularly important to British biography given its

18 ‘In Native Worth’ would fit the remainder of Dies’s description, being a tenor aria from the second
part of a Haydn oratorio. (The only tenor aria from The Seasons, ‘The Trav’ler Stands Perplex’d’,
occurs in the fourth part, though the second does include a cavatina for tenor.)
appropriation (to be explored in Part II) of the composer and his works written for England.

The story similarly brought closure to the trope of the composer’s rise upwards through the social strata, upon which Haydn biography (and its corresponding myths) repeatedly insists. As the cannon shots started to fall in the vicinity of his house, Haydn was portrayed from the earliest accounts (in accordance with Elssler’s letter) as having summoned his remaining strength to comfort his distressed servants, loudly proclaiming the variously-translated words, ‘Don’t be afraid, children; where Haydn is, no harm can reach you!’ Griesinger, Dies, and Carpani all agree that this exertion was too great for the aged composer, precipitating the first physical manifestations of his descent towards death. In exemplary fashion, then, Haydn had put the needs of others before his own, assuming responsibility for the wellbeing of his servants (rather than their taking care of him) even though his actions ultimately cost him his life. The episode recalled Haydn’s own roots in aristocratic employment given his empathy for his own domestic staff, while their recasting as his ‘children’ (reminiscent of the description of his artistic brethren in accounts of the 1808 Creation concert) substituted for the family that he never had, given his failed marriage. Likewise, Haydn’s servants were among those present at his bedside when he died; following Elssler, Botstiber (5-E-12) even wrote that his last conscious act was to take hold of the hand of his loyal cook Nannerl (Anna Kremnitzer). Dies’s codetta on the reading of the composer’s will, some weeks prior to his death, epitomized the reversed direction of his life: once little more than a servant, Haydn now had servants of his own, for whom he made generous provision to secure them a good future.19

19 Gotwals 1963: 194-5; Dies even quoted the relevant sections of Haydn’s will.
Haydn biography offers various episodes that each, in their own way, possess qualities of a ‘death myth’. In the case of Mozart, by contrast, a single story eclipses all others that took place towards the end of his significantly shorter life. I refer, of course, to the legend of the commission and composition of Mozart’s Requiem (myth 6-D), which undoubtedly represents the most substantial tale under consideration in this study if not also the best-known. Matthew Head has observed, with respect to Mozart, that ‘a life left conspicuously unfinished pressures the impulse to narrate, to explain’ (1999: 74); in recent years, this impulse has been witnessed in corrective studies of the myths surrounding Mozart’s death by Johannes Dalchow, Gunther Dyda, and Dieter Kerner (1971) and William Stafford (1991), while Landon (1989: 73-83, 148-71) has undertaken comparison of documentary accounts of the Requiem episode itself (including some not widely known or which have surfaced more recently). It was given extensive exegesis in two early biographical writings on Mozart: Niemetschek’s volume (6-D-1), in which the author explicitly stated that he had received his information directly from Constanze (1956: 44, n. 8); and the Rochlitz anecdotes (6-D-2), where the tale was presented somewhat differently even though Niemetschek’s biography was doubtless a key source.\(^{20}\) It did not appear in Schlichtegroll’s obituary, in which the Requiem is mentioned only in connection with a benefit performance that had taken place earlier that year (1793: 108), although it was included in his less influential supplementary volume (1798: 159-61).\(^{21}\) Subsequent retellings are therefore largely based on one or other of two principal sources. The spread of Rochlitz’s anecdotes in the years immediately following their publication meant that his account was often used as the basis for earlier authors; conversely, later ones have tended to privilege

\(^{20}\) The story is also corroborated by the diaries of Vincent and Mary Novello (Medici di Marignano and Hughes 1955: 125-8), who visited Constanze Mozart in 1829, but which the above analysis excludes because they remained unpublished for so long.

\(^{21}\) Versions of the tale had, however, begun to circulate publicly just over a month after Mozart’s death; notably, it appeared in the *Salzburger Intelligenzblatt*, 7 January 1792 (trans. in Landon 1989: 160).
Niemetschek, whose version of events was reinforced by Nissen’s near-identical account (again written on Constanze’s authority) published thirty years later. Many of the tropes associated with the legend of the Requiem are already well-developed in these formative writings, which tell the beguiling story of a composer whose obsessive presentiment of his imminent demise led him to focus his energies on this undertaking in an apparent effort to give his last, greatest music to the world in the short time remaining to him, toiling so feverishly that (in an implicitly circular determination of cause and effect) he actually hastened his own death. Further exploration of these notions in the wider context of musical biography will be reserved for later chapters; this section merely serves to lay a broad foundation for later discussions of what I shall term the trope of the ‘great last work’, through examination of this one distinctive example.

The irony has not been lost on biographers that Mozart’s last year was an extremely fruitful one (especially given the relative infertility of 1790), resulting in masterpieces such as the operas *Die Zauberflöte* and *La clemenza di Tito* in addition to the Requiem. All three works feature in the story of Mozart’s last months: Mozart was said to have followed performances of *Die Zauberflöte* at home using his watch, since he was too ill to attend; and the subsequent commission of *La clemenza di Tito* delayed the Requiem’s composition.\(^{22}\) However, the mythology surrounding the composer’s demise crystallized very much around the Requiem, and not just because it was the last of these three *magna opera* to be composed. The strong foreboding of death that Mozart supposedly felt at this time was fuelled by (and inextricably linked to) the commission of a piece of music traditionally associated with the departed, coupled with the air of

\(^{22}\) Certain details such as these, where not directly relevant to the tale of the Requiem itself, have necessarily been cut from some of the more extensive accounts quoted in Appendix I.
secrecy surrounding the whole episode. Few details were divulged to Mozart as to the person for whom he was to write the work, other than that he was (according to Rochlitz) a gentleman of some distinction and connoisseur of art, who wished to commemorate a recent bereavement. But the mystery that shrouded the commission was epitomized not by the anonymous patron so much as by the much-mythologized visitor who unexpectedly arrived at the Mozart residence one day to deliver it. The innocent messenger of the earliest accounts – Rochlitz, for instance, painted a flattering portrait of a ‘serious, stately man, of very dignified appearance’ – soon evolved into the more ominous individual that Jahn (6-D-11) described as ‘dressed from head to foot in grey, and calculated from his very appearance to make a striking and weird impression’. Even writers as early as Rochlitz conceded that Mozart had come to believe, not least owing to the failure of all attempts to discern his identity (such as having him followed), that the stranger was ‘an unusual being, one who stood in close connection with the world beyond, or who had been sent to him to announce his death’. This emphasis on the portentous, fantastical aspects of the messenger doubtless reflected attempts to connect Mozart with emergent Romantic preoccupations with the otherworldly and mystical whilst detaching him from the more rational, disbelieving Enlightenment, thereby giving him currency for nineteenth-century audiences. Even Niemetschek’s account implicitly tended towards such a conclusion given his description of the visitor’s suddenly resurfacing at junctures in the story that implied foreknowledge of the directions that Mozart’s life was to take; he was said to have emerged ‘like a ghost’ at the very moment that the composer was to depart by carriage for Prague to oversee the production of *La clemenza di Tito*, and to have asked what the implications of Mozart’s journey would be for the composition of the Requiem.
The arrival of the gentleman thus came to be seen as reminding Mozart not merely of his own mortality but also of the necessity to write, while he still could, the music that Rochlitz said he came to regard as ‘a perfect work’ and ‘a worthy monument to his name’. The instructions of his patron, as relayed to him by the messenger, similarly enforce the notion that Mozart channelled all his creative power into what was to be his last composition. Rochlitz documented that he had been directed to ‘Work with all possible diligence’, and that the reason Mozart gave for not meeting the deadline of a month as originally agreed – though surely connected to his failing health – was that ‘the work has become ever more interesting to me; it has led me much further than I had originally desired.’ Even in the earliest accounts, then, it was established that the Requiem was genuinely engaging its composer, and that he was allowing himself the fullest scope for the demonstration of his genius. The work was seen to have meant much more to the composer than a mere commission – undertaken for monetary gain rather than for the higher aims of the furthering of art – and hence dispelled all doubt that Mozart might have been motivated by financial rather than musical concerns. It additionally served to explain why a composer traditionally celebrated for the speed at which he worked had missed a deadline that (according to Rochlitz, though not Niemetschek) he had himself proposed, and which readers might have expected him to have been able to meet without too much difficulty.

In Niemetschek’s account, by contrast, notions of the Requiem as the culmination of Mozart’s life’s work are not stated so explicitly. Instead, Niemetschek made the point with reference to another important issue that intersected directly with the construction of the messenger as otherworldly: that the Requiem was a sacred piece. In this respect, it constitutes an unrepresentative final work in relation to the composer’s overall output, in that Mozart had completed very little church music since the C minor Mass of 1783.
(one exception being the short ‘Ave verum’ of the same year as the Requiem).

However, Niemetschek turned the matter around, noting that Mozart ‘expressed a wish to try his hand at this type of composition, the more so as the higher forms of church music had always appealed to his genius’. The implication is that while Mozart had apparently always been creatively stimulated by sacred music, it was only at this late stage in his life that he returned to its composition, as if it were not until then that his genius was equal to the task; and as we shall see in Part II, the trope of composers attaining new levels of greatness through turning to religious works, especially towards the ends of their careers, is commonly encountered in musical biography. The understanding of the Requiem as the divinely-inspired apotheosis of Mozart’s output was particularly exploited by Nohl (6-D-12), whose late nineteenth-century popular biography yielded an elaborate account of this story in which the composer believed that ‘a message from above called on him to undertake a work in which it was his duty, by means of his art, to speak from his heart, and with all the powers of his mind, of those subjects which soar far beyond an earthly existence.’ The matter of Mozart’s not having turned to the church in his dying days (in that he did not receive Viaticum), despite having held religious principles throughout his life, did little to dissuade biographers from exploring the Requiem’s sacred character. Likewise, that the Requiem was a specifically Catholic work, while it may account for the greater emphasis upon religion within Niemetschek’s account relative to Rochlitz’s, does not seem to have significantly compromised its subsequent biographical currency to Protestant communities. Indeed, Mozart biography appears to have blurred such boundaries at its inception, for as Karen Painter has noted, ‘The very fact that a Protestant biographer such as Rochlitz could promote a Catholic composer, or that a Catholic biographer such as Niemetschek could popularize Mozart in terms of the Protestant work ethic, showed the permeability of the once so important confessional divisions’ (2002: 194).
The connection between Mozart’s receiving the commission, and his industriously setting to work on the piece, is consistently made explicit in the biographical accounts. Rochlitz presented a version of the story in which the composer ‘remained sunk in deep thought’ for some time following the messenger’s departure, ‘at last’ calling for his writing materials, and thereafter composing day and night with such fervour that ‘His body could not endure the strain, and several times he collapsed in a faint from his labours’. That subsequent writers sought to heighten the link between the commission and the resulting music is seen in the way in which Rochlitz’s narrative was nuanced in later accounts based upon his own: Cramer (6-D-3) specified that Mozart thought for around a quarter of an hour before requesting pen and paper; Suard (6-D-4) shortened this period to just ‘a few minutes’; and by the time that the tale had reached Sainsbury (6-D-7), the interval became a mere matter of ‘some moments’. Likewise, as Rochlitz also hinted, a direct relationship was quickly established between Mozart’s exertion of his creative powers on the Requiem and the decline of his health. Niemetschek made the point particularly explicit in writing that Constanze (who, as noted, was his source for the episode) was convinced that the Requiem was precipitating serious illness and took the score away from her husband, and that his health consequently improved sufficiently for him to be able to write the Masonic Cantata, K. 623 in November 1791. According to Niemetschek, this work seemed to have a positive effect upon the composer; conversely, Mozart’s condition worsened when he returned to the Requiem, ultimately forcing him to take to his bed. The compelling argument put forward by Niemetschek that Mozart had effectively been killed by his work on the Requiem even stood up against potentially contradictory suggestions, in that Mozart’s notorious belief that he had been poisoned also figured within his account.23

23 The theory was first aired just days after Mozart had died: in an article in the Musikalisches Wochenblatt dated 12 December 1791, it was noted that ‘Because his body swelled up after death,
Niemetschek furthermore indicated that Mozart remained preoccupied with the Requiem even on his death-bed, in that he called for the score on the day of his death and reiterated his conviction that he was writing it for himself and for his funeral – an important rhetorical repetition given the tale’s outcome. For Niemetschek, Mozart’s act of looking through the score represented ‘the last sad sight he had of his beloved art, which was destined to become immortal’, and which therefore provided a striking contrast with the transience of its creator. Nissen (6-D-8), whose account (as noted) adhered closely to Niemetschek’s, even suggested a scene in which the score of the Requiem lay in Mozart’s hand as he died. We may consider in a similar vein the anecdote of the performance of sections of the Requiem at Mozart’s bedside, which originated with the singer Benedict Schack and was retold in his obituary in the *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung* over three decades later.\(^24\) Mozart was said to have performed his work along with some friends, including Schack, at his bedside, as far as the ‘Lacrymosa’ section now recognized to have been probably the last music he ever wrote; at that point, he was reportedly overcome by tears, the implication being (as Jahn clarified) that he finally realized that he would not live to finish his work. For Blom (6-D-15), meanwhile, Mozart’s thoughts were still of the Requiem once he had resigned himself to his fate: ‘Even after he had said his last farewell to his family and to the world its strains still seemed to haunt him, and he tried to sing them.’

It was widely known in the 1790s that the Requiem remained unfinished at Mozart’s death. The misinformation to the contrary originated with Mozart’s widow, who was anxious for it to be completed and submitted to the anonymous patron as the composer’s own work so that she could collect the full fee for its commission; the

---

\(^{24}\) See ‘From a Posthumous Tribute to Benedikt Schack, 1827’, Deutsch 1965: 536-7 (originally published in the *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung*, 25 July 1827).
completed score thus bore the date ‘1792’, together with Mozart’s forged signature. Nonetheless, Rochlitz famously persisted in stating that the Requiem had indeed been completed by the dying composer, in opposition to both Niemetschek’s biography (which reported that it had been delivered ‘in its incomplete state’) and, indeed, the brief mention of the work in Schlichtegroll’s obituary of five years earlier. Whether this was simply carelessness on Rochlitz’s part, as Maynard Solomon (1991b: 34) has suggested, is a matter for speculation; my feeling is that it is also indicative of the desirability of believing the work to be entirely Mozart’s own, not least given the number of writers who uncritically adopted Rochlitz’s position in the early decades of the 1800s. In particular, Choron and Fayolle (6-D-5) stated that Mozart scarcely had time to complete the work; and they supplied the wrong year for his death even though it was mathematically inconsistent with information offered elsewhere in their article. Those errors were subsequently perpetuated by Sainsbury (6-D-7); and, as Christopher Hogwood (1991: xxvii) has remarked, even Holmes (despite all the evidence to the contrary) exhibited a certain inclination towards believing the Requiem to be entirely Mozart’s.

The issue of the Requiem’s authorship was brought to the fore by the so-called Requiemstreit of the 1820s, spearheaded by Gottfried Weber’s celebrated article in Cäcilia (1825), in which he claimed that the work was hardly worthy of being called Mozart’s own, and which was followed by a number of ancillary publications by the same author. While it is today understood that that the Requiem was completed by a team of composers including F. J. Freystädtler, Joseph Eybler, and Maximilian Stadler (see, for example, Wolff 1994: 17-28), the only person to admit to having played a role

---

in its composition was Mozart’s pupil Franz Xaver Süßmayr, who had also worked on *La clemenza di Tito*.²⁶ It thus came to be particularly important for biographers to establish Süßmayr’s contact with Mozart in connection with the Requiem as well. The witness testimony written by Mozart’s sister-in-law Sophie Haibl, also written in 1825, which extensively documented the events of Mozart’s final days and which has been quoted at length by Nissen (for whom it was originally produced) and various subsequent biographers, was crucial in this respect.²⁷ Haibl reported that as the dying composer lay on his deathbed, he issued instructions to Süßmayr as to how the Requiem might be completed – hence suggesting that Mozart had actively passed on this duty to his pupil. The notion is particularly evident in Fétis’s account (6-D-9), in which Mozart’s final act prior to death was to turn his eyes towards Süßmayr. There is, of course, a now-famous codetta to the question of the Requiem’s authenticity. In 1800, Mozart’s patron was revealed as Count Franz von Walsegg-Stuppach, who was known to have been in the habit of secretly commissioning new works from reputable composers, re-writing the scores in his own hand, and (for whatever reason) passing them off as his own; the enigmatic messenger was thus presumed to have been his steward, Franz Anton Leitgeb.²⁸ The revelation that this entire affair may have been an elaborate conspiracy to plagiarize Mozart’s work functioned to detract from the extent to which it actually was Mozart’s to begin with: the certainty that Walsegg was not the Requiem’s author eclipsed the fact that, in part, neither was Mozart.

²⁶ Süßmayr outlined his contribution to the Requiem in a letter to Breitkopf & Härtel of 8 February 1800 (trans. in Wolff 1994: 145-6), published the following year in the *Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung*; he also acted as the Requiem’s main copyist. See further, Keefe 2008.


²⁸ However, Otto Erich Deutsch (1963, 1964) has more recently argued that the stranger could not have been Leitgeb, as he would have been known to Mozart and his wife.
Doubtless at least some of the preoccupations that emerge from the above discussion can be ascribed to the comparisons invited between Haydn’s and Mozart’s lives from the advent of modern musical biography, as discussed in the previous chapter. Most obviously, each of their biographies yields stories in which a great last work is portrayed as having brought about (or at the very least led to the anticipation of) their demise; the analogy that Matthew Head (2000: 216) has drawn between Haydn’s *The Creation* and Frankenstein – which would seem even more applicable to Mozart – seems apposite given that Mary Shelley’s novel was first published (anonymously) in 1818, less than a decade after Haydn’s passing. While the same cannot be said of Bach’s *Musikalisches Opfer*, it nonetheless represents a third example of a mythologized last work, and one that similarly appeared in many biographical accounts close to the subject’s death. What is particularly interesting about the story of Mozart’s Requiem, moreover, is that the claims made for its representing the pinnacle of the composer’s creative output do not sit easily with the music itself (not least given biographers’ vain efforts to rescue the work from the inescapable fact that it was not Mozart’s own), a point that will receive further exploration in the final chapter of this thesis.

The inclusion within musical biography of such Romantic tropes as that of the Frankenstein-like genius killed by their own work would doubtless have fired the Romantic imagination and, as noted, would have simultaneously functioned to disconnect earlier subjects (especially Mozart) from eighteenth-century reason and rationality. Time and again, the tales in this section have reflected the crossing of boundaries of earthly realism that were a particular fascination in nineteenth-century Europe: Schumann’s descent into madness; the religious inflections accrued by the story of the *Creation* concert (notwithstanding subtle tensions between different
Judeo-Christian doctrines); the otherworldly elements of the messenger who bore the
Requiem commission; Haydn’s and Schumann’s seeming evasion of death (as
 contrasted with Mozart’s premature demise); and possibly even Beethoven’s deafness.
Harbingers of death are similarly prevalent, most obviously the gentleman of the
Requiem legend, but also the invasion of Vienna (and, perhaps, the visitor from the
French army) in Haydn’s case, and the ‘angels’ in Schumann’s. In keeping with the
theme of appealing to nineteenth-century audiences, notions of members of the nobility
as obliged to composers such as Bach and Haydn – while they do not generally appear
to have been presented in ways that explicitly indicated anti-aristocratic feeling – would
have particularly interested working- and middle-class readers given the momentous
implications of contemporary sociopolitical changes, which also profoundly influenced
the course of music history itself. Finally, in an extension of themes explored in the
previous chapter, several of these myths have come to re-inscribe the musical canon that
emerged in the nineteenth century, whether in imagined terms (Schubert and
Mendelssohn as the ultimate source of Schumann’s theme) or real ones (Beethoven’s
subsequent placement at the Creation concert, together with one modern example
reserved for the final chapter).

As discussed, many of the above tales endeavoured to bring their associated life story
full circle and to draw it suitably to an end. Hence Haydn returned not just to Austria
but more specifically to his birthplace, reminding the reader of his unassuming origins;
his life’s work was celebrated in a glorious performance of The Creation that
conveniently also became the site of an eleventh-hour rapprochement with Beethoven;
and various indications are yielded of his elevated social status in relation to the start of
his career. The generous number of years granted to Haydn (and, for that matter, Bach)
gave biographies much opportunity for the provision of such resolution as well as for a
thorough preparation for the subject’s ultimate passing; but at their core, life stories are not idealized works of fiction, and hence do not always attain the ideal sense of closure for which such narrative strives. The romanticized scene of Mozart on his death-bed, for example, sets in relief a life cut tragically short without having even completed the composition that so preoccupied him during his final weeks; the story of the première of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony illustrates that artistic distinction was not matched by financial success even at that late stage of the composer’s life; and many texts have relatively little to say about the totality of Schumann’s last two years. Such was the difficulty of lending biographies as much of a sense of closure as possible when faced with lives that were often far from reaching resolution at their end.
While I have endeavoured to bring my analyses of the various biographical myths to
their natural conclusion, and to draw comparisons between them, in the course of the
preceding discussions, I have necessarily been restricted by the chronology of the
composers’ lives and the corresponding order in which these tales have been
investigated. By way of an epilogue to Part I, the purpose of this section is to examine
some of the wider connections and homologies between the different stories and to
comment on broader trends in their authors’ shifting priorities. Drawing upon the
themes emerging from my analyses, I reflect upon the role of mythology within musical
biography, particularly in relation to my introductory discussion concerning the
relationship between myths’ epistemological status and their enduring cultural
functions. I consider the processes of perpetuation, embellishment, and rejection
through which such tales typically progressed, the nature of the biographers’
interpretations of the known facts in recounting them, and the limits of their value as
evidence of their subjects’ greatness. In preparation for Part II, this section will also
seek to highlight specific tropes in musical biography that have been encountered in
various guises and across texts on several different composers. Much of the following
discussion adopts an interpretation of myth that the reader may (quite rightly) find
over-literal; for reasons that will become apparent as the chapter unfolds, this has been
knowingly undertaken in order ultimately to demonstrate that myth may not necessarily
be intended to be taken literally at all.

Where many of the earlier biographers exhibited a tendency to romanticize and
mythologize the episodes associated with their subject, some of the later writers took a
more pragmatic approach, considering both the likelihood and logistics of a given story rather than merely restating it. Of the childhood tale of Bach’s having copied out his brother’s music manuscript by moonlight, for example, Grew and Grew (1-A-13) hinted that on certain nights, the moon would indeed have been bright enough to permit such an undertaking; they also suggested that Bach might have used plain paper onto which he drew stave lines himself, so as to avoid arousing suspicion by specially obtaining manuscript paper. Such an approach resulted in biographical accounts being extended through an increased level of analysis both of the story itself and of the motives and feelings of its principal characters – for instance, Bach’s disappointment at having this copy of the manuscript confiscated and his brother’s likely reasons for wanting to keep this music from him. It seems feasible that there was an underlying element of self-justification in these instances, in that if a particular myth could survive being subjected to scrutiny, then it was possible that it had actually taken place, and was therefore worthy of inclusion in biography. After all, many of the stories under consideration in the course of this study have continued to be widely retold over the decades, even though they incorporate elements that are rather far-fetched and sometimes never satisfactorily addressed. Recalling the above caveat concerning my consciously interpreting myth literally in pursuit of wider points, I offer my first example: that it would seem wholly impractical for the young Handel’s journey to the Court of Saxe-Weissenfels (myth 4-B) to have been the result of a decision taken solely on the basis of his having chased his father’s carriage on foot for some distance. How would the child have managed with no clothes or other possessions? By what means might he have occupied his time while his father was engaged in his official duties? Could the father realistically have brought a small boy to his employer’s Court unannounced? Would he not simply have turned the carriage round and returned him safely to his mother? And would his family not have been extremely concerned had the
boy disappeared for such a length of time? To my mind, while this is a fascinating tale, it raises rather too many questions to be able to take it seriously, at least in the version in which it has been received and understood. Rather, as discussed, its biographical function is more symbolic than literal.

We have seen that a number of the later authors have either rejected individual myths or at least rebutted their more improbable aspects, sometimes in a rather forceful manner. However, what is absent from many of their accounts – and hence one of the principal aims of my study – is wider consideration of the cultural significance of the perpetuation of these apocryphal stories over such a long period, particularly given this implicit evidence that reading communities of the past have held them sufficiently dear that it was apparently desirable to keep them alive despite their implausibility. One could perhaps explain initial presentations with reference to the needs of the earliest writers to set out their subjects’ claims to greatness in the strongest possible terms, particularly given the hagiographical climate of nineteenth-century Europe and its renewed fascination with the mythic. What is more revealing, however, is the retelling of certain tales even after they have been openly opposed within major biographies on the grounds of fanciful embroidering by over-zealous writers. One good example is the episode of the young Beethoven’s meeting with Mozart (myth 2-A), which, though countered (whether implicitly or explicitly) by such watershed biographers as Jahn, Thayer, and Grove, also appeared in later versions that did not merely repeat elements of Seyfried’s exaggerated original, but included additional embellishments too. The continued dissemination of such stories despite significant opposition, and the frequency with which they have been retold over the decades, suggests that they (like the Handel example given above) have retained their place within culture nonetheless –
and for reasons that, as indicated, extend well beyond merely satisfying the public appetite for engaging anecdote.

Likewise, rejection in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has by no means been the inevitable consequence of earlier accretions. As we have seen, the episode of Reinken’s recognition of Bach’s musical abilities (myth 1-D) received its most significant elaboration only strikingly late. Moreover, those tales of association and recognition that functioned to enforce an elite canon of musical figures appear generally to have become more, rather than less, important over time. Many are not even found in the earliest biographies, yet they remained robustly retold even long after they had served their initial purpose of promoting their subjects, and when suspicion as to the veracity of such accounts as Schindler’s of the 1822 meeting between Beethoven and Schubert (2-E-1) was widespread. The importance of the emerging aesthetic of musical canon to the longevity of the various myths that advance connections (however questionable) between different Great Composers is seen in that, if we were to consider them collectively, the result would be a relatively unbroken line extending from the beginning to the end of the common-practice period and touching upon many of the subjects under consideration elsewhere in this thesis. Drawing on the correspondences identified in this study as well as others, additional demonstration of the ways in which the paradigms of musical biography have evolved to reinforce their corresponding canons will be offered in the course of Part II.

Typical elaborations received by the stories have included strengthening them in key points such as, in the case of the subset discussed above, making the often tenuous links between associated composers more pronounced. Thus Schubert’s inheritance of lyrics that Beethoven had himself intended to set to music (myth 7-C) was soon restated such
that it became Beethoven’s own wish that he receive them; and the mere fact of Schumann’s finding a steel pen on Beethoven’s grave (myth 8-A) gave rise to some far-fetched speculation that Schubert himself might have left it there. Another recurring embellishment concerns the heightening of the immediacy between a given event and its consequence, thereby tightening the overall plot and lending the episode more impact. Characteristically, this gloss is manifested in a quantifiable length of time that becomes progressively diminished, such as the period between Mozart’s receiving the commission of the Requiem and his calling for his writing materials (myth 6-D), or the imminence of the evening concert cancelled by King Frederick the Great upon receiving word of Bach’s arrival at Potsdam (myth 1-E). A third notion that has been frequently encountered in the embroidering of the myths is that of prophetic foresight on the part of composers, doubtless brought about to some extent by the tendency among later authors retrospectively to reinterpret them. Several of the stories of recognition are indicative, notably that of Schumann on Brahms (myths 3-A and 8-B), as is Beethoven’s removal of the dedication of his Third Symphony (myth 2-C) in that its protagonist was seen to have anticipated Napoleon’s tyrannical reign. In connection with this point, one particularly significant trope to be further explored in Part II is that of the premonitions that certain composers were said to have held of their own death, which we have already seen in the biographies of Schubert (myth 7-B) and Mozart (myth 6-D). For Schubert, meanwhile, the irony is that it does seem reasonable to suggest that by 1827, the composer might have at least suspected that his illness would soon lead to death. Yet Kreissle (7-B-1) specifically resisted this possibility, stating unequivocally that the thought never occurred to his subject that out of the friends with whom he shared his legendary toast, he might be the next to die – and thus leaving any suggestions to the contrary to subsequent biographers.
As noted many times in the course of Part I, the way in which authors have interpreted a given story over time has been at the heart both of its mythological development and its value to biography in supporting the subject’s claim to the available canonical ground. The case of Bach’s journey to Lübeck (myth 1-B) has already been discussed as to whether the episode illustrated his exemplary desire to further his artistic knowledge and experiences, or an inexcusable neglect of his official duties at Arnstadt (and an abuse of the trust and goodwill of its authorities) in order to pursue essentially personal interests, or, even worse, the extraordinary lengths to which he was prepared to go in order to evade his obligations and undermine his superiors. Similarly, Schumann’s writing of the ‘Neue Bahnen’ article could have been viewed as a rather selfish act on his part – an attempt to ensure the future of absolute music and his own place in its history, as well as an implicit attack on those musical contemporaries not of his school – rather than as the altruistic promotion of a promising young composer. Careful presentation of particular events in biographies also allowed the episodes that showed subjects in a positive light to obscure those that did not, as we have already seen in the tales yielded by the première of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony (myth 2-D). That the episode of the tuition given by Haydn to Beethoven (myths 2-B and 5-B) appears to have featured in texts on the elder composer only much later in than those on the younger may partly be explained in that Haydn’s apparent neglect of his illustrious student overshadowed the question of why Beethoven still needed such elementary instruction in his early twenties, which, though not relevant to Haydn biography, was crucial to its Beethovenian counterpart. Similarly, Bach’s victory by default over Marchand in their proposed contest (myth 1-C) deflects attention away from his departure in disgrace from Weimar just months later to such an extent that the second
episode was completely omitted in some biographies,\(^1\) which is especially ironic given that this post was the last he held as organist and it was his skill in this precise area upon which the story insisted.

From the point of view of judicious interpretation on the part of biographers, the most collectively interesting myths are those relating to Mozart. As discussed, several of these stories unmistakably indicate that the composer’s conduct was (historiographically speaking) less than exemplary, which, notwithstanding the emergent trope of the socially subversive Great Composer, created problems for authors seeking to rescue such subjects from suggestions of inappropriate behaviour and to present them to the reading public as morally commendable. Mozart’s answering back to Emperor Joseph II in respect of his opinion of *Die Entführung aus dem Serail* (myth 6-B) and the sacrilege he effectively committed in transcribing Allegri’s *Miserere* (myth 6-A) have already been remarked upon, to which I might add that the extent to which he was said to have focussed his attention on composing the Requiem (myth 6-D) implies that he self-centredly prioritized himself and his work above his family and friends. Moreover, the emphasis that has been placed on the precocity of the composer’s childhood as of the earliest biographies has meant that the apocryphal tales relating to that period of his life have often been selectively presented in a manner that rather overstated the exceptional nature of his musical gifts. One case in point is yielded by claims that have typically accompanied retellings of the aforementioned *Miserere* story as far back as the advent of life-writing on Mozart. Niemetschek (6-A-2, 1798), for instance, wrote of the now-famous episode that ‘Anyone aware of the great art required for this complex choral music for so many voices will certainly be amazed at this achievement. What

\(^1\) On Bach’s dismissal from Weimar shortly after his contest with Marchand, see, for example, Terry 1928: 112-4.
musical memory and what knowledge of composition he must have had’. Whether the author of Mozart’s first full-length biography was familiar with the work is not explicitly stated, though his words suggest that this was indeed the case (and by the time of writing, Niemetschek could have had access to Burney’s published score of the Miserere in addition to performances). Nor were such over-reaching comments by any means specific to Continental European biography at the turn of the nineteenth century; some fifty years later, Holmes (6-A-7) emphasized to English readers that ‘The difficulty of putting down in notes the music performed by a double choir, abounding in imitation and traditional effects, of which one of the chief is characterized by the absence of a perceptible rhythm, is scarcely conceivable.’ But just how much of Allegri’s Miserere did these accounts faithfully describe? Holmes’s remark about the double choir is correct when taken at face value; and had Mozart transcribed the nine-part closing chorus after a maximum of two hearings, then that would indeed have constituted an extraordinary achievement (assuming, of course, that he had not been tempted to take a surreptitious peek at the score held by Padre Martini, whom he had visited some three weeks earlier). But at the same time, the majority of the work alternates between sections for four-part choir, those for five-part choir, and senza misura monophonic plainsong. Moreover, it incorporates so much internal repetition that the fact of Mozart’s essentially memorizing it after only a single ‘performance’ is in reality not as impressive as his biographers were wont to assert, and is even somewhat misleading in that it implies that he would have heard each of its constituent musical passages only once. As early as Stendhal (himself glossing Burney), it had been acknowledged that ‘cette musique, semblable par les masses, n’est point exactement la même dans les détails. Ainsi elle est facilement comprise’;2 it is therefore difficult, on the face of it, to reconcile biographers’ over-generous claims with the music itself,

---

given the detailed descriptions of the *Miserere* provided by Stendhal as well as Burney, Grove’s *Dictionary*, and others within the context of this very episode (descriptions that later writers would surely have consulted, and with which many interested readers would have acquired at least a secondhand acquaintance), not to mention the work’s immense popularity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.³

The conclusion to which the preceding discussion inescapably points, of course, is that to endeavour to impose reason upon myth is itself fallacious. Yet historical narrative seeks to rationalize and explain its own subject matter almost by definition, thus problems come to be raised when myths are integrated within biographical writings and hence transcend their status as standalone anecdotes. Recalling my earlier discussions about biography’s reliance on an uneasy blend of fact and creative extrapolation as well as the oft-cited adage that truth is sometimes stranger than fiction, however, it would seem to be biography’s prerogative to perpetuate such ‘unbelievable’ stories. One might even ask whether the readers of a given biography are necessarily being asked to accept at face value the myths it perpetuates, or simply to be persuaded by the deeper messages about their subjects’ exceptional nature for which, as observed in the introduction, they provide suitable illustration (the *Miserere* story being a good example). In his landmark *Myth: Its Meaning and Functions in Ancient and Other Cultures*, G. S. Kirk proposed a typology that included a category of ‘model’ or ‘charter’ myths, whose principal purpose is to ‘confirm, maintain the memory of, and provide authority for… customs and institutions’ (1970: 256) and which may therefore ‘reflect a concern or a conviction without trying to explain it’ (: 257). And, just as the protagonists of the myths of classical antiquity (such as those that provided the basis of Kirk’s study) had all too

³ The anecdote has, however, been called into question in more recent times for these and other reasons. See, for example, Keys 1980: 66-7; Stafford 1991: 170.
often been gods, demi-gods, and earthly contenders for god-like status, those that emerged within nineteenth-century musical biography served to elevate real people, the newly-inducted heroes of their time, to cultural deification and immortality. Where classical mythology promoted the worship and adoration of their associated subjects, that of nineteenth-century musical biography likewise contributed to the creation of recognizable cults of idolaters (especially of Bach and Beethoven) and to the establishment of their belief-systems. In a similar vein, other key agencies by which the exaltation of artistic heroes was effected at this time included hagiography and canonization, both concepts traditionally associated with the saints; while many of the myths analyzed in previous chapters have come to be imbued with explicitly religious overtones.

Such myths as feature in musical biography have therefore continued to be interpreted positively, notwithstanding the many subtly different versions in which they have appeared, as the only way in which they could be received and perpetuated yet still fulfil their purpose. In one very real respect, then, the debunkers who have sought in the past to rebut or disprove these emergent mythologies have simply missed the point. We have already encountered one fascinating historical exception that proves the rule, Maurice Brown’s *Schubert: A Critical Biography* (1958), in which the author occupies an uneasy position midway between exploding many of the celebrated tales associated with his subject and evaluating whether they might nevertheless contain a flicker of truth, in an implicit endeavour (or so it could be argued) to retain their cultural value if not also to validate them anew. Modern texts that sidestep the issue, either by making no mention of musical biography’s more dubious stories or by merely subjecting them to cursory treatment, are surely also misguided: by passing over them in such manner, they fail to engage directly with the value-systems in which they flourished. Within the scope of an
essentially historical study, I have endeavoured to provide a few illuminating indications as to the perpetuation of these myths in more modern life-writing, which should suffice to indicate that it is by no means exclusively a phenomenon of the past. Indeed, they have now become so thoroughly embedded in our cultural heritage that readers of the biographies of today would expect – if not demand – them to be repeated. Recent years have also seen the appearance of what I view as several fresh strains of composer mythology, some of them strikingly similar to historical precursors, which will be discussed in the final chapter of this thesis.

As noted, the so-called ‘debunking’ biography that was something of a fashion in the first half of the twentieth century never took particular hold within the field of music. Had circumstances been different, however, authors seeking to displace the Great Composers from their exalted pedestals might have cited precisely the kinds of points that I have made above in intentionally offering alternative interpretations of some of musical biography’s most famous stories. It is profoundly ironic that the very myths that served to canonize these subjects so effectively in earlier periods of music history could so easily have instead been used utterly to discredit them. That this has never noticeably taken place is surely indicative of the continuing cultural need for artistic heroes and the difficulties thereby posed to the successful reconciliation of the biographical mythologies of the past with more recent scholarly quests for historical truths.
PART II:
THE MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES, 1899-1906
In Victorian Britain, biography flourished on a hitherto unparalleled scale. Multi-volume ‘life and letters’ biographies proliferated, while the collective biographies and lives in miniature of previous eras paved the way for series of fully-fledged monographs. At the same time, biography became a more educational genre that satisfied the Victorian fascination for history, as well as providing information on the understanding of their subjects’ works. The instruction offered by biography was, however, moral as well as intellectual. As Peter Gay has noted, ‘Throughout the age, biographies and books of advice had been close allies’ (1996: 163). The relationship between the two is perhaps best demonstrated by the influential and widely-read work of Samuel Smiles, an author both of biographies and self-help texts.1 Smiles’s contributions to the former genre, whether dealing with a single subject such as his *The Life of George Stephenson* (1857) or multiple figures as in his landmark *Lives of the Engineers* (1861-2), promoted such virtues as self-improvement and perseverance; concomitantly, the arguments set out in writings such as his *Self-help* (1859) were exemplified by reference to episodes in the biographies of great personages. Biography was thus deeply grounded in another key movement that spread through Britain in the nineteenth century, that of self-improvement through self-education. The central role played by reading and literature within this movement, not least given the advent of mass literacy, is shown in Jonathan Rose’s pioneering study (2001) of the autodidact culture of the Victorian and Edwardian working classes. From the increasing availability of school education to the rise of adult courses, mutual improvement

---

1 On Smiles’s significance to the projects of biography and self-improvement in the Victorian Period see, for example, Nadel 1984: 21-30.
societies, literary societies, public libraries and lectures, Mechanics’ Institutes, Miners’ Institutes, and reading rooms maintained both publicly and by institutions ranging from churches to prisons, opportunities for the lay person to advance his or her education were abundant. Indeed, Smiles’s own *Self-Help* had originated in lectures delivered to members of the working classes in the 1840s.

Music enjoyed a strong relationship with the movement of self-education on various levels: as Rose observed, ‘A working-class culture of classical music had long flourished in the same regions and trades where the autodidact tradition was strong, notably among Welsh miners and Lancashire weavers’ (2001: 196). The later nineteenth century witnessed a profusion of initiatives designed to bring classical music to the public at large through free or cheap concerts, whether small-scale affairs in local villages or events at major metropolitan venues intended to attract audiences in their thousands. While music performance flourished at the professional level with the establishment of conservatoire training, traditions of amateur music-making were also vibrant, exemplified by the emergence of choral societies and competitive festivals in a number of different towns, as well as brass bands, string bands, and amateur operatic societies. Many of these choirs and instrumental ensembles were attached to specific companies, while numerous other individuals gained their musical education through the church, or through newly-founded music clubs. Such training was further encouraged through the rise of sight-singing and the development of solmization systems, the publication of music and manuals designed for the student and of simplified musical arrangements of favoured classics and popular tunes, and the instigation of examination systems. While many of these aspects were common to France and Germany too, they were especially well-developed in Britain, study of
which therefore yields particularly intense examples of the broader phenomena investigated in Part I.

It was within this sociocultural context that the earliest incarnation of ‘The Master Musicians’ series emerged. Now firmly established as the leading biographical series in the English language, the project began as a set of twelve composer monographs edited by Frederick J. Crowest and published between 1899 and 1906 by J. M. Dent & Co. of London. Now better known as J. M. Dent & Sons, the name which it assumed in 1909 in recognition of the strong family presence within the firm, the house of Dent was founded in 1888 as an entrepreneurial, and relatively small, publishing business.² Its eponymous director, Joseph Malaby Dent (1849-1926), had, to borrow Rose’s words, ‘acquired his love of literature from the autodidact culture that flourished among Victorian artisans and shopkeepers’ (1991: 81). Hence the publishing house principally endeavoured to fulfil the various needs of the self-education market, notably by providing quality editions of the literary classics at affordable prices. One early large-scale project that exemplified these aims was the ‘Temple Shakespeare’ series, edited in 40 volumes by Israel Gollancz and published between 1894 and 1896, and intended as a response to the extremely variable standards of editing amongst the reprints of Shakespeare then available. Another was the celebrated ‘Everyman’s Library’ series, a uniform edition of literary works that Rose (2001: 131-6) has viewed as being emblematic of the contemporary British tradition of self-improvement. Initiated in 1904 under the editorship of Ernest Rhys, the series quickly ran to hundreds of volumes selling (like the Temple Shakespeare series) for just one shilling each, thus

² The contextual information that follows has been culled from a number of different sources, notably Rose 1991 and Dent and Dent 1938, to which the reader is referred for a more comprehensive treatment of the subject.
distinguishing it from other inexpensive reprints of out-of-copyright classics in that nothing had hitherto been attempted on this scale.

While editions of world literature from classical antiquity to contemporary writings issued from Dent’s press, another important project was the provision of texts in which a wide variety of academic subjects were made comprehensible to the lay reader, notably through the extensive ‘Temple Primers’ series (1900-). Dent also placed a special emphasis on biography, having long admired Boswell’s *Life of Johnson*, which became the first volume to be issued in the Everyman’s Library series. Various multi-volume biographical projects were established around the turn of the century, including the ‘Temple Biographies’ series (1902-8, edited by Dugald Macfadyen), the ‘Temple Autobiographies’ series (1903-5, edited by William Macdonald), and the ‘English Men of Science’ series (1906-8, edited by J. Reynolds Green). Another such venture was the Master Musicians series, though it was initiated slightly earlier and ran to a greater number of volumes, possibly because Dent was particularly sympathetic to music and recognized its importance to the cultural education of the masses. His father had taught music and sold musical instruments in tandem with his career as a housepainter, and Dent himself had founded a long-running Sunday afternoon concert series at Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel in the 1880s (Mackerness 1964: 201).

The series editor and contributor of the initial volume, *Beethoven* (1899), was Frederick J. Crowest (1850-1927), a prolific writer on music based in London.³ Crowest’s background in musical biography was evident from such publications as his essay

---

³ The biographical vignettes that follow have been compiled from a variety of sources, notably Brown and Stratton 1897, *Grove’s Dictionary* from the second edition (Maitland 1904-10) onwards, and obituaries in *The Musical Times* (notably Langford 1920 and Myers 1945). While I have endeavoured to give as complete and representative an indication of the authors’ literary output as possible, the reader is referred to the Bibliography for a more comprehensive list.
collection *The Great Tone-Poets* (1874), his full-length monographs on Cherubini (1890) and Verdi (1897), and his two-volume *Book of Musical Anecdote* (1878, revised as 1902a), which recounted entertaining episodes in the lives of the Great Composers. His commitment to education, meanwhile, was reflected in *A Catechism of Musical History and Biography* (1883), written in question-and-answer form for the benefit of students preparing for music examinations, and in his wide-ranging text *Musical Groundwork* (1890). While the Master Musicians series represents Crowest’s first editorial undertaking of a book series, it was soon followed by ‘The Music Story’ series (1902-16) published by Walter Scott, with which firm Crowest was long associated as editor and general manager. He also contributed to a number of periodicals including the *National Review*, and was a minor composer of church music and other vocal music, including an Easy Communion service in A (1876). Crowest held various posts as organist and choir director in the course of his life, and maintained a parallel career as a tenor singer working under the name of Arthur Vitton; his volume *Advice to Singers* was published anonymously until its revised fourth edition (1889). Following his retirement from publishing in 1917, Crowest remained active as a singing teacher.

The second book of the series, *Wagner* (1899), was written by Charles A. Lidgey (?1863-1924), the Master Musicians biographer about whom perhaps the least is known. As a pianist and composer, he was active on the London concert scene; his works include a setting of ‘Women and Roses’ for chorus and orchestra and the orchestral ballade ‘A Day Dream’ (given at Crystal Palace in 1891 and 1892 respectively), as well as a number of songs. While little active as a writer on music aside from his monograph on Wagner, Lidgey did deliver a paper on Wagner’s *Der Ring des Nibelungen* to the distinguished literary club Ye Sette of Odd Volumes (of which he was secretary) in 1908; the typescript was printed privately and presented to the Sette at a subsequent
meeting. At this point enquiry necessarily becomes more speculative, for there is only
one person of this name listed in the 1901 Official Census of England and Wales, a
solicitor born in Manchester and registered in the civil parish of Beckenham, and
doubtless the same Charles Albert Lidgey whose birth was registered in Manchester in
1863. If this is the writer of the Master Musicians monograph, then it would explain
why the place cited at the close of the authorial preface is Lincoln’s Inn, surely referring
to one of the four London Inns of Court with which a member of the legal profession
might well be associated. Lidgey’s year of death is given as 1924 in various modern
bibliographic records; the existence of an official record of the death of one Charles A.
Lidgey, aged 61, in that year provides further evidence in support of the above
conjecture. 4

C. F. Abdy Williams (1855-1923) contributed two volumes, Bach (1900) and Handel
(1901). Intended for the church rather than the music profession, and initially studying
to this end, Williams entered the Leipzig Conservatory for three years in 1882 and
received music degrees from both Oxford and Cambridge. His most important
appointments include organist and choir director at St Mary The Boltons, South
Kensington (1885-91), and director of the music of the Greek Theatre, and later
organist, at Bradfield College (1895-1901). Though ill health necessitated his retirement
from the latter post, he remained active thereafter as a writer on music. That he was an
authority on Ancient Greek music, plainsong, rhythm, and the organ is amply reflected
in his many contributions to periodicals including Classical Review and The Musical
Times, for whom he penned around 20 short articles and letters. Grove’s Dictionary
included articles by Williams from the second edition (Maitland 1904-10); an essay on

4 If the solicitor and the writer on music are indeed one and the same, however, it seems curious that
Lidgey is described in Brown and Stratton 1897 only as ‘pianist and composer’ (: 247).
the historical development of the organ was posthumously published in the newly-founded *Music and Letters* (1924). The breadth of his musical knowledge is demonstrated in the three papers he presented to the Musical Association, on rondo form in works by Mozart and Beethoven (1891), rhythm in Bach’s *Das wohltemperirte Clavier* (1893a), and Ancient Greek music (1898). His major publications include *A Short Account of the Music of the Greek Drama* (?1900), *The Rhythm of Modern Music* (1909), *The Aristoxenian Theory of Musical Rhythm* (1911), and *The Rhythm of Song* (1925); he is perhaps best known for *A Short Historical Account of the Degrees in Music at Oxford and Cambridge* (1893b). He was also active as a composer of religious works (notably a published Morning, Evening, and Communion service), music for Greek plays, madrigals, chamber works, and songs.

Like the series editor, Stephen S. Stratton (1840-1906) had previous experience in musical biography: the celebrated dictionary *British Musical Biography* (1897), which he co-authored with James D. Brown, appeared just four years before his Master Musicians volume, *Mendelssohn* (1901). Born in London, Stratton studied piano, organ, and composition, and subsequently found employment as a schoolteacher; in 1866 he relocated to Birmingham, where he was to remain for the rest of his life. There he made a significant contribution to the city’s concert life, both as pianist and through the series of chamber concerts he founded in 1879; he became an Associate of the Philharmonic Society three years later. He also continued to work as a teacher and, for many years, as music critic for the *Birmingham Daily Post* and as Birmingham correspondent for *The Musical Times*. In the course of his life, he held a series of posts as organist in London and Birmingham, and was a founder member of the College of Organists. As a lecturer, he addressed the Incorporated Society of Musicians on several occasions, and twice presented papers to the Musical Association, on training the hand for keyboard
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performance (1877) and on women’s contribution to music (1883); the latter broke significant new ground. He also published various compositions including church music, songs, and piano works, of which several were reviewed in *The Musical Times*. A further biography, on Paganini, was published posthumously in 1907.

One of Stratton’s students was Eustace J. Breakspeare (1854-?), who was to contribute the volume *Mozart* (1902). Like Stratton, Breakspeare was based in Birmingham, where he was active as a concert pianist and accompanist. Although his Master Musicians monograph represents his only book-length publication, he wrote widely for major music periodicals including the *Musical Standard*, *Monthly Musical Record*, *Musical Opinion*, and *The Musical Times*, including an article on descriptive music for the latter (1894). The subjects encompassed by his writings are far-ranging, though musical aesthetics was a particular preoccupation, as seen especially in two papers he delivered at meetings of the Musical Association (1880 and 1882), the former with particular reference to Eduard Hanslick’s *Vom Musikalisch-Schönen*. At other meetings he spoke on song (1882) and harmony (1887); he also addressed the College of Organists (1883) and various Birmingham-based institutions. As a composer, he wrote a Suite and many other works, notably piano pieces and songs, though few were published. I have unfortunately been unable to establish Breakspeare’s year of death.

J. Cuthbert Hadden (1861-1914), the only Scot among the original Master Musicians authors, was also the most prolific biographer, so it is fitting that he wrote two books in the series: *Haydn* (1902) and *Chopin* (1903). Though he studied music privately in London, where he worked for the publisher Routledge, Hadden was primarily active in Scotland, holding appointments as church organist in Aberdeen (1882), Crieff (1884), and at St John’s Church, Edinburgh, where he settled in 1889. He had previously
published monographs on Handel (1888a) and Mendelssohn (1888b), and was later to write a book entitled *Composers in Love and Marriage* (1913a); however, his literary undertakings were by no means limited to composer biographies. His texts on the music collector and publisher George Thomson (1898), the poet Thomas Campbell (1899b), and ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’ (1913c) reveal a particular interest in Scottish subjects. Likewise, he wrote a number of articles (mainly on aspects of music in Scotland) for the *Scottish Review* between 1888 and 1899, edited the short-lived *Scottish Musical Monthly* (1893-6), and arranged a set of Scottish folksongs for the harmonium as *The Lays of Caledonia* in 1883. He also penned essays on musical and other subjects for many other periodicals including *Cassell’s Magazine, Macmillan’s Magazine*, and *Longman’s Magazine*, and contributed to the *Dictionary of National Biography*. He was the author of several appreciation texts such as the companion volumes *Master Musicians* (1909) and *Modern Musicians* (1913b) (the former was unrelated to Dent’s series apart from the title) and a number of books on opera (1908b, 1910a), being responsible for the Wagner-dominated ‘Great Operas’ series of pocket-sized guides issued by T. C. & E. C. Jack of London from 1907. That his literary output serviced the contemporary culture of self-improvement is further demonstrated in his advice-giving text on love and marriage (1894) and in various books on Nelson and the navy (1905, 1906, 1908a, 1910b), many of them intended for children.

Annie W. Patterson (1868-1934), who wrote the Master Musicians volume *Schumann* (1903), was both the series’ only Irish contributor, and the only woman. Based in Dublin, Patterson studied at Alexandra College and the Royal Irish Academy of Music, and reportedly became the first female candidate to obtain the MusD degree from the

---

5 Patterson’s gender should not of itself be seen as especially noteworthy, for the earlier Victorian Period had fostered writers on music such as Pauline Townsend and Florence Ashton Marshall, while one of the leading figures of nineteenth-century popular biography was Marie Lipsius in Germany.
Royal University of Ireland in 1889 (Colles 1927-8: IV, 84). Though of French Huguenot ancestry, she was a lifelong devotee of Irish music, ultimately becoming Chair of Irish Music at University College, Cork in 1924. Her earlier lecturing activities included addressing a meeting of the Musical Association on the subject of Irish music (1897), and she published various articles on the subject including one in the recently-founded *The Musical Quarterly* (1920). Aside from this research, Patterson wrote a number of self-education texts directed to listeners, performers, and music students of various levels, including *Chats with Music Lovers* (1907), *How to Listen to an Orchestra* (1913), and *The Profession of Music and How to Prepare For It* (1926). Patterson was also committed to self-improvement via music-making in a number of other ways. She worked as conductor of the Dublin Choral Union from 1891-3 and as music examiner for the Royal University of Ireland from 1892-5; in 1897, she was a founder of the competitive Feis Ceoil music festival, intended as an Irish counterpart to the Welsh Eisteddfod. As a performer, Patterson held various appointments including that of organist of the Church of St Anne Shandon in Cork, where she was to settle in 1909. Her activity as a composer commenced with the Irish cantata *Finola* (1888), and continued with three operas on Irish mythological subjects, religious music including a setting of Psalm 93 (1889), other cantatas, tone poems, the choral work *The Bells of Shandon* (1914), songs including *Six Original Gaelic Songs* (1896) and *Ireland for ever* (1919), and many folksong arrangements.

Perhaps the most notable composer amongst the original Master Musicians biographers was Edmondstoune Duncan (1866-1920), the author of *Schubert* (1905). Born in Sale, Cheshire, Duncan moved to London to take up an open scholarship for composition at the newly-founded Royal College of Music, where his teachers included Parry and Stanford, in 1883. He remained in London for some ten years before returning to his
hometown, subsequently taking up the position of professor at the Oldham College of Music. He also worked as a music critic for various papers, notably the Daily News; in the final few months of his life, he was the Manchester correspondent for the Musical Opinion. Duncan’s monograph on Schubert was the first of many book publications including Melodies and How to Harmonize Them (1905a and 1907a, the latter being a supplementary volume of examples), A History of Music (1908), and Ultra-Modernism in Music (1915). His passion for collecting traditional songs led to two anthologies published as The Minstrelsy of England (1905b, 1909) and an edited volume of lyrics (1927); he also wrote an Encyclopedia of Musical Terms (1913) and revised and expanded Reeves’ Dictionary of Musicians (1926). His many compositions include a Mass in F minor (1892), the two-act opera Perseus (1892), a Morning, Evening, and Communion service in G (?1894), the ode ‘Ye Mariners of England’ for chorus and orchestra (1890, given by the Glasgow Choral Union), and various songs and instrumental works.

The next biography in the series was Brahms (1905), written by J. Lawrence Erb (1877-1950), the youngest contributor of the set and the only American. At the time of the appearance of the Master Musicians monograph, Erb was director of the Wooster Conservatory, Ohio; he became director of the School of Music at the University of Illinois in 1914 and was later Head of the Department of Music at the Connecticut College for Women, to which he moved in 1922. Profoundly committed to education, he was secretary, and subsequently president, of the Music Teachers’ National Association. He also wrote Music Appreciation for the Student (1926b), an instructive text that included questions at the end of chapters, as well as a series of articles.

As a non-British writer, Erb is unmentioned in the sources cited above (n. 3), and I am instead indebted to Paula Morgan’s biographical article (1986) in The New Grove Dictionary of American Music.
appearing in *The Musical Quarterly* between 1917 and 1926 that collectively encompassed music appreciation, the place of music within the US school and university system, and the value of a solid musical education both to the individual lay person and the general community. Erb held various positions as organist in the course of his career, including that of university organist at Illinois; as a composer, he produced a range of church music, vocal music, and pieces for piano and organ.

The last of the series’ authors, Edwin Evans (1874-1945), was the son of the writer on music and distinguished organist of the same name, best known for his exhaustive analyses of Beethoven’s symphonies (1923) and Brahms’s entire *œuvre* (1912). Evans Jnr was educated largely in France and Luxemburg and based in London, and his Master Musicians monograph, *Tchaikovsky* (1906), appeared towards the start of an influential career as music critic and author of analytical programme notes for concerts both in London and the provinces. In the former capacity, he was employed by the *Pall Mall Gazette* from 1912-23, and by the *Daily Mail* at various stages of his life; a collection of essays written mainly for the *Musical News and Herald* was published as *The Margin of Music* (1924). Evans is best known for his promotion of early twentieth-century British, French, and Russian music through his criticism, lecturing, and other activities. He became chairman of the British section of the International Society for Contemporary Music after it was founded in 1922, and was elected the Society’s president in 1938 in succession to Edward J. Dent. He twice spoke at meetings of the Musical Association on the subject of modern (predominantly French) music, once in 1910 and then much later in 1943; *Grove’s Dictionary* included articles by Evans from the second edition. His prolific contribution to major music periodicals is best demonstrated in over 50 articles written for *The Musical Times*, including an important series on modern British composers (originally published in Spain and
Denmark) that appeared between 1919 and 1920, supplemented in 1923; a follow-up series was started in 1944 but curtailed by his death. He also wrote the section on chamber music in *The Musical Companion* (Bacharach 1934: 467-566), whose other contributors included Edward J. Dent and Eric Blom; and he translated Jean-Aubry’s *French Music of To-Day* (1919), for his command of the French language was excellent. Another of his major preoccupations was ballet, which accounts for his booklet on Stravinsky’s *Firebird* and *Petrushka* (1933) (he knew the composer personally), as well as a further collected volume of his criticism, the posthumously-published *Music and the Dance* (1948).

Reading the careers of the ten contributors to the original Master Musicians series in sequence, the overwhelming impression that emerges is one of devotion to musical education, the furthering of musical knowledge, and the promotion of music as a means of self-improvement. Between them, they produced an impressive array of pedagogical manuals, music appreciation texts, and reference works; several worked as teachers and lecturers, either privately or within educational establishments. Most were also composers to a greater or lesser degree, in which capacity they supported the contemporary culture of music-making through folksong collections, piano arrangements, songs for domestic and educational use, and works suitable for public performance by musical societies. Many were themselves active as performers, notably on the organ, and several held positions that enabled them to promote community music-making in the context of church worship. The majority of the biographers were also active as music critics for provincial and London papers and as contributors to leading music journals. The latter is particularly significant for its bringing them into direct contact with the tradition of musical biography within journalism, where

---

7 For a comprehensive list of Evans’s contributions to *The Musical Times*, see Myers 1945: 107.
biographical sketches frequently appeared and a life presented in instalments would often be published later in book form; this was one aspect of the intellectual inheritance of the Master Musicians authors and readers alike.

The crossing of paths between individuals was doubtless inevitable given a set of writers who sustained this level of activity within musical circles. As noted, one of the contributors had been the student of another, five had addressed the Musical Association at some time or other, and several were frequent contributors to The Musical Times. Many further connections could be cited, for instance, that some of Duncan’s music was issued by Walter Scott (a publishing house also associated with Crowest), or that Hadden had reviewed one of Crowest’s volumes, The Story of British Music (1896), for the Scottish Review (1896: 267-72). One particularly noteworthy link between four of the Master Musicians biographers concerns Crowest’s other major editorial endeavour, the Music Story series, which included books by Patterson on oratorio (1902), Duncan on minstrelsy (1907b) and the carol (1911), and Williams on notation (1903a), the organ (1903b), and organ music (1905). There is, however, no consistent pattern as to whether authors contributed to one project before the other; Patterson’s volume for the Master Musicians series appeared only after her single offering to the Music Story series, while the reverse is true for Duncan and Williams. It is tempting, given the multiple connections between the ten authors, to wonder whether the Master Musicians series was a collective endeavour; but ultimately the evidence points not to a team but to a network of like-minded individuals who were willing, available, and competent to write on the subjects of their associated volumes.
There is no archival evidence to help us establish the Master Musicians’ readership; however, its target audience seems congruent with the predominantly middle- and working-class demographic intent in self-improvement. The positioning of the series as popular biography is very much confirmed by the findings of Part I of this thesis, which revealed that the texts sometimes provided over-stated or romanticized versions of much-loved anecdotes about their subjects (for example, myth 2-A) even after they had been disregarded by more scholarly writings such as the watershed ‘definitive’ lives. Further indications as to the likely readership may be gleaned from the periodicals in which the volumes were advertised and reviewed, these being important sources for the aspiring self-educationalist. In keeping with general nineteenth-century endeavours to bring music to the masses, and since the house of Dent was ultimately a money-making enterprise, the series was widely publicized in a variety of British periodicals, both general and specialist. These included national newspapers such as the *Daily Telegraph*, provincial papers such as the *Birmingham Gazette*, periodicals including *Athenaeum*, *Academy*, *Nation*, and *Spectator*, and music journals, notably *The Musical Times* (whose full title until 1904, *The Musical Times and Singing-Class Circular*, is indicative of the endeavours of its readers towards self-improvement via music). Since several of the series’ authors were particularly associated with the latter, its reviews are given an added significance; that their names might have been recognized by its regular readers cannot have harmed sales of the books either.

In order that they might reach the widest possible reading public, the volumes sold at 3s. 6d. each. This was a comparable price to many works of fiction at the time, and cheap

---

8 The J. M. Dent & Sons archives, held at the Manuscripts Department of the Library of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, contain no documentation on the original Master Musicians series; nor was any such material moved to Oxford University Press on its recent purchase of the series from Dent.
for a biography bound in cloth and containing printed music in addition to text, especially bearing in mind Dent’s well-known commitment to improving general standards of book production. To expand the target market further, the biographies were simultaneously published (priced $1.25) by E. P. Dutton & Co. of New York, with which firm Dent had enjoyed a relationship of some long standing for precisely this purpose. Evidently the Master Musicians authors were themselves similarly conscious of the need to pitch their volumes to a wide, general readership that extended beyond the musical specialist. In the initial volume, Crowest seemed to set the agenda for the series in writing of his intention to produce a text ‘which, while it would appeal to the average musician, would provide the large public of ordinary readers with a complete and proper view’ of his subject (1899: v). Breakspeare similarly noted that he had taken ‘care throughout to make the style of treatment as agreeable – and, therefore, as untechnical and non-academical – as possible’ (1902: v), while Patterson (1934: vii) and Williams (1934: 21) both identified that their subjects would appeal to readers beyond the narrow field of music itself. But while one reviewer noted explicitly that the volumes collectively represented ‘a series of lives intended for the general public’, another held that ‘The lives of many of the great composers offer very little of interest to the general reader.’9 The frequency of accompanying musical quotations in many of the biographies, a relatively expensive venture for publishers at the time, does suggest that a modest background in music would have enhanced the reader’s understanding of the texts; and by the time of the last published book of the series, it was accepted that ‘a large preponderance of readers are probably pianists of greater or lesser attainments’ (Evans 1935: 182). Such statements must of course be read within their original cultural context, given the more pronounced emphasis placed upon musical education at the

time than today; many family homes would indeed have included a piano that was played on a regular basis, with hire-purchasing options available to enable custom from poorer members of society.\textsuperscript{10} While it is ultimately impossible to determine whether the series succeeded in appealing to significant numbers of general readers beyond those with at least a basic knowledge of music, its market was at least sufficiently broad to justify the frequent reprints of its volumes in succeeding years. Its revival after nearly three decades under the editorship of Eric Blom is similarly illustrative of its striking longevity given that it essentially comprised a set of popular biographies; Evans’s \textit{Tchaikovsky} was subsequently revised for a third edition in 1966, while Hadden’s \textit{Chopin} was reprinted in 1977.\textsuperscript{11}

Judging from authorial comments in its volumes and the reviews they received, the essential aim of the Master Musicians series was to provide a set of accessible books offering the reader a concise yet comprehensive outline of the life, character, and works of their subjects. Around half of the authors correspondingly divided their volumes into three sections – ‘Biographical’, ‘The Man’, and ‘The Musician’ – while others, though producing a series of chapters, clearly followed a similar pattern. The biographies also incorporated various appendices, typically including a bibliography (often annotated with suggested further readings) and work list, though sometimes also supplying a chronology of key events in the subject’s life, a personalia or glossary section, and other background information. As such, the series’ cultural significance lay primarily in filling a gap in the English-language literary market for compact, informative monographs on individual composers, reasonably priced and offering an engaging story

\textsuperscript{10} On the phenomenal popularity of the piano amongst amateur musicians across the social spectrum in Victorian England see, for example, Ehrlich 1990: 88-107.

\textsuperscript{11} Evans’s volume was finally superseded within the series by Garden’s \textit{Tchaikovsky} in 1973. A number of the original Master Musicians biographies have also been reprinted within the last decade.
as well as an education about particular musical works. Unlike other major biographical ventures of the day, such as Grove’s *Dictionary* (1878-90), it did not purport to present the fruits of substantial original research; this was a point about which the reviewers repeatedly complained. While some fresh perspectives and lately-uncovered information was indeed included within the volumes, their authors readily acknowledged their considerable reliance on secondary literature previously published both in Britain and elsewhere, some of which was in any case then unavailable in the English language. In addition to Grove’s *Dictionary* and various other important Victorian musical texts, key sources predictably included the classic biographies of the subjects concerned, including Thayer on Beethoven (1866-79), Glasenapp on Wagner (1876-7), Forkel and Spitta on Bach (1802, Eng. trans. 1820; 1873-80, Eng. trans. 1884-5), Chrysander on Handel (1858-67), Lampadius on Mendelssohn (1848, Eng. trans. 1865), Jahn on Mozart (1856-9, Eng. trans. 1882), Pohl on Haydn (1875-82), Niecks and Huneker on Chopin (1888; 1900), Wasielewski and Reissmann on Schumann (1858, Eng. trans. 1871; 1865, Eng. trans. 1886), Kreissle on Schubert (1865, Eng. trans. 1869), and presumably also Deiters on Brahms (1880-98, Eng. trans. 1898) and Newmarch on Tchaikovsky (1900). Hence the volumes represented to a certain extent a digest of biographical (and other) literature, together with some new insights on the subject and a critical survey of the music, in a unified set produced for specific communities of readers.

While discussion thus far has not presented the original Master Musicians series as being especially innovative or revolutionary, it is particularly fascinating in that the subjects featured in its monographs did not appear simply to accord with those repertories then fashionable with the public, and receiving performances. In this respect, it differed fundamentally from other biographical projects of the day. Perhaps the most
obvious point of comparison is Crowest’s own *The Great Tone-Poets*, a revision and collective publication in 1874 of a complete series of biographical articles on composers originally written for *Et Cetera* magazine. The details of Crowest’s original commission are not known, and in any case the series did not run its course, as the periodical unexpectedly ceased publication. Nonetheless, its focus on a total of twelve figures is clearly analogous to the Master Musicians series. The crucial difference between them is that Gluck, Spohr, Weber, and Rossini, all of whose works were favoured by the public of the time, are included in *The Great Tone-Poets* at the expense of Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, and Wagner, who for various reasons occupied uneasy positions within the musical canon. Comparison of the Master Musicians series with its most celebrated English-language precursor, the ‘Great Musicians’ series (1881-90), is even more instructive. Edited by Francis Hueffer for Sampson Low, the Great Musicians series comprised monographs on Weber, Purcell, Rossini, Schubert, Wagner, English church composers, Bach, Mozart, Handel, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Haydn, Cherubini, and Beethoven. Various direct links may be drawn with the Master Musicians series, notably that Pauline Townsend’s Great Musicians biography of Haydn was an important source for Hadden, and that Crowest contributed a slightly out of place volume on Cherubini. The series’ single most notable feature is the prominence of English musical traditions, represented by the volumes on Purcell and church composers, together with Handel and Mendelssohn, both of whom spent significant time in the country.

The emphasis on England in the Great Musicians series relative to the Master Musicians series seems particularly curious given that it was overseen by a German expatriate

---

12 Respectively, Benedict 1881, Cummings 1881, Edwards 1881, Frost 1881, Hueffer 1881, Barrett 1882, Poole 1882, Gehring 1883, Marshall 1883, Maitland 1884, Rockstro 1884, Townsend 1884, Crowest 1890a, and Rudall 1890. E. Markham Lee’s much later biography of Brahms for the same publisher (1916) is not formally listed as one of the Great Musicians series but is sometimes regarded as such.
(albeit an Anglophile naturalized in 1882) and renowned champion of Wagner, whereas the editor of the latter was British; if anything, one might expect their geographical focuses to have been the other way around. It is even more remarkable when one considers that both series were contemporaneous with the increasing visibility of the English Musical Renaissance, the revitalization of national music in the later nineteenth century. The movement renewed the need for English biography to celebrate native heroes among the Great Composers, and their absence within the context of the country considered in the nineteenth century to be the Land ohne Musik was a latent problem for the Master Musicians series, the implications of which will be explored further in the conclusion to my study. In addition, several composers whose music was then the height of fashion in England – notably Rossini and Verdi – are similarly absent from the set. This omission is particularly surprising given that Crowest had published a volume on Verdi just two years before the first of the Master Musicians biographies appeared. Indeed, its authors repeatedly dismissed the nineteenth-century Italian school represented by these composers, seeming to prefer the potentially alienating pursuit of the highest artistic ideals to the more lucrative conformity to the popular taste of the day. Conversely, while each of the Master Musicians subjects is undeniably canonical when viewed from today’s standpoint, at the turn of the twentieth century Haydn’s popularity in England was fading, Tchaikovsky’s music was just beginning to reveal itself as enduringly fashionable, and the works of Brahms remained, as Erb claimed, ‘a matter of the chosen few, the inner circle of the musically elect who can comprehend his message’ (1934: 116).

---

13 On the emergence of the English Musical Renaissance (and the role of biography, notably Grove’s Dictionary, therein), see Hughes and Stradling 2001; see also Frogley 2003 (esp. 242-52).
14 See, for example, Crowest 1899: 29-30; Lidgey 1899: 19, 116; Patterson 1934: 112, 146.
The absence of surviving information on the selection of authors and any guidelines with which they were issued makes it impossible to determine the considerations governing the selection of the Master Musicians canon and the development it received in its volumes. On its revival in the 1930s, Eric Blom appears to have been given the freedom to develop the series as he pleased;\textsuperscript{15} nonetheless, we cannot assume on these grounds alone that Dent had granted Crowest a similarly free rein over thirty years earlier, nor do we know the extent of the editorial intervention and standardization of individual biographies. Doubtless they were written to commission, which the authors would have been at liberty not to accept had they been uninterested in the composer or unwilling to fulfil the terms of engagement. However, that certain authors had previously produced musical biographies of different subjects, whereas others were assigned to texts that did not intersect with their areas of specialism, alone demonstrates that the choice was not determined by the availability of appropriate writers. The inclusion of Brahms within the series was clearly so important as to give cause to look as far afield as North America for its author when there would surely have been a suitable candidate closer to home; one obvious choice would have been Evans’s father.

There are, indeed, few obvious connections to be identified in the Master Musicians series between the writer and the associated composer. While the authors of major undertakings such as multi-volume ‘definitive’ lives of the Great Composers often devoted themselves to a single subject upon which they became a leading authority, established popular writers (as described the majority of Crowest’s biographers) often turned their hands to several different subjects in the course of their career. The only notable correspondence between author and subject is to be found in the last of the Master Musicians monographs: as a lifelong supporter of non-canonical music with

\footnote{See \textit{The Musical Times} 1934: LXXV/mxcvii, 619.}
specialisms in both modern Russian composers and ballet, Evans would surely have had a vested interest in Tchaikovsky, though his subsequent career demonstrated more of a preoccupation with Stravinsky and Borodin. In addition, his father was at the time working on the second, greatly enlarged, edition of Rosa Newmarch’s *Tchaikovsky: His Life and Works* (1908); this may have been nothing more than historical coincidence.

However the decisions as to the constituency of the original Master Musicians series came about, the overall result was that it presented subjects of wider historical significance but who were not necessarily the most popular with the reading public. Indeed, the resulting canon had more in common with pedagogical texts such as C. Hubert H. Parry’s renowned *Studies of Great Composers* (1886) – in which Palestrina, Handel, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Wagner are covered in successive chapters – than with other popular biographical series. That this was surely a risky undertaking for a publishing house that essentially aimed to make money by selling affordable books in large quantities makes it all the more significant. Doubtless the earlier volumes of the series, on the composers at the heart of the musical canon (and, in some cases, those who possessed significant English connections), were intended to determine whether a sufficient market existed to justify the project, as well as to generate interest in the later volumes on figures whose canonic status was more tenuous. The tension surrounding the inclusion of some of the later figures is especially evident in Erb’s biography of Brahms, which is notably smaller than any of the others in the series.

A similar trend of utilizing a musical canon that did not merely pander to current musical tastes may be discerned in the authors’ critical exploration of their protagonists’ music. The Master Musicians series is today well-known for the emphasis placed on its
subjects’ works, discussed in separate sections from the life. This is an endeavour that extends back to the series’ Victorian origins, for in addition to writing about the life and character of their associated composer, the majority of the authors attempted as comprehensive a survey of their output as was possible within the quite limited space allotted to them. The biographers’ treatment of the music is to be explored in depth in the second of the chapters that follow; without wishing to pre-empt later analysis, I shall note here that one key factor affecting this coverage was the likelihood of certain works’ already being so well-known within the cultural framework of the target readership that only brief discussion was required in comparison to more neglected music. This point is crucial in determining the difference between a set of biographies that attempted to establish an ideological canon and one that merely intersected with (and thus reinforced) current repertories, in which case the fashionable works would be the ones written about at length or exclusively. The latter approach was indeed adopted by Master Musicians authors in different contexts: Hadden’s *Favourite Operas* (1910a), for example, endeavoured to cover those works that either received performances year after year or had recently enjoyed revivals. However, internal evidence would suggest that this was emphatically not the case for the series itself, as best seen in those volumes on composers whose claim to inclusion within the musical canon was still somewhat vulnerable. For instance, Evans devoted around two-thirds of his book on Tchaikovsky to introducing the composer’s works – many of which were still unknown in England at the time of its first publication – to the detriment of the sections on the life and character. He suggested that, given the dearth of concert performances, his orchestral works could instead be experienced by interested readers in arrangements for piano solo or duet (1935: 182-4), this being a relatively common means of disseminating music locally at the time. Even more tellingly, some of the musical quotations were actually removed from the revised version of the Schubert monograph (notably those of his last
two symphonies) because these works had become sufficiently familiar to the reading public, in the thirty years since its first appearance, to make them unnecessary.\textsuperscript{16}

Comparative analysis of the metabiography of the Master Musicians series reveals striking correspondences in terms of the biographical and musical paradigms to which its authors consistently subscribed in order to construct these composers’ lives and works as relevant to the communities of readers for which the texts were originally produced. It is these paradigms, and their application within the context of late Victorian (and early Edwardian) England, that are at the heart of my case study. Some were relatively new when the biographies were written, and were quite specific to England of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Others, while here adapted to Victorian needs (and therefore reflective of their particular values), were longer-standing and Continental in origin, for the music scene at the time was very much dominated by Austria and Germany. As such, this investigation also serves the wider purpose of demonstrating how musical biography (and, in certain respects, biography in general) functioned, in terms of the preoccupations that the genre had accumulated by the time of the genesis of the Master Musicians series, and as conditioned by late Victorian reading communities. The series’ reliance on previous biographical literature published across Europe – and the consequent absorption of the assumptions of a range of other authors and cultural communities – enhances the possibilities of my study in this respect, and I have traced the origins and precursors of particular themes where appropriate. While the following analysis maintains a focus on the historical contingencies that influenced the portrayal of the subjects concerned, then, I have consciously endeavoured not to misrepresent the volumes by presenting only

\textsuperscript{16} See Blom’s preface in Duncan 1934: vii-viii.
those elements specific to the Victorian Period, which would marginalize their 
indebtedness to precursors.

The matter of these values and preoccupations, as they apply to the life-writing of late 
nineteenth-century England, perhaps requires further comment. As biographical theorist 
Robert Skidelsky has noted,

Victorian biography reflected Victorian sensibility. Certain things were not talked about 
in decent society. Just as importantly, biography was regarded as exemplary. The 
Victorian age was one of hero-worship. ...morals increasingly needed the support of 
exemplary lives: lives which, in particular, stressed the strong connection between 
private virtue and public achievement. (Skidelsky 1988: 5)

In the analysis that follows, I certainly do not mean to imply that the Victorian 
sensibilities under scrutiny constituted a single monolithic set with scope for neither 
variation nor resistance; recent studies such as that by Michael Mason (1994) on 
Victorian sexuality, for example, would seem to indicate that this was by no means the 
case. Nonetheless, as Skidelsky reminds us, this was a hagiographical age in which the 
lives that appeared in print – inflected with the ideologies promoted by such writings as 
Thomas Carlyle’s landmark On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History 
(1841) – would have been of a sanitized, decorous variety. The strong relationship 
between biographies and self-improvement at the time would of course have militated 
against their perpetuating anything other than an exemplary set of ‘official’ social goals. 
The stability of these ideals, and the consistency of their interpretation by individual 
reading communities, was discussed in Part I with reference to the theories of Stanley 
Fish. In the case of the Master Musicians series, further scope existed for the 
interpretive aims of individual books to be refined, and deviations effaced, by their 
overseeing editor.
Since my exposition of the paradigms at work in musical biography takes the form of a kind of forensic examination of the assumptions of its practitioners, the textual data itself is of primary importance. Given the richness of the evidence in support of my reading, too extensive to present in the course of discussion without obstructing the analysis, I have arranged the relevant quotations into an interconnected array of tropes presented in Appendix II. In a similar manner to the referencing system employed in my other appendix, these tropes are identified using Arabic numerals, divided into sub-tropes identified by letters; hence ‘trope 5’ denotes the ‘muse paradigm’, and ‘trope 3-G’ the ‘paradigm of continual development’ (the terminology is my own). Quotations are numbered serially within each sub-trope in order that they may be referenced individually when required; for example, ‘quotation 3-D-3’ (or just ‘3-D-3’) designates the text ‘[Bach] was practically his own teacher.’ Some of the sub-tropes comprise assemblages of similar concepts drawn from several different biographies, while others concentrate on a single biography. Within a sub-trope, quotations have been ordered (as far as possible) such that they present a logical progression of the views and ideas being investigated; the sub-tropes have been similarly arranged within the larger tropes. In order to maximize the ways in which the elements they exemplify may be compared, however, my analysis will not necessarily follow this order in strict sequence. In addition, certain textual excerpts, both drawn from and additional to Appendix II, have been reproduced in the main text to facilitate discussion.

The historiographical perspective for this study has already been established in Part I, which has accounted for the origins of certain apocryphal stories, and the development

---

17 Where available, the 1930s revised editions of the Master Musicians volumes have been used for the purposes of citation and quotation throughout this study. The original texts have, however, been consulted to ensure that they are not at variance.

18 Any quotations for which a bibliographic citation is not provided in an associated footnote have been drawn from Appendix II, which may be consulted for the full reference.
of the concepts to which they gave rise, in musical biography prior to the Master Musicians series. This broad foundation allows for a faster-paced discussion in Part II that concentrates on close literary reading of the texts themselves, through exploration of a greater number of brief quotations drawn from a much smaller group of biographies. Its format is necessarily governed by the structure traditionally adopted by the volumes under scrutiny. The critical examination that follows is therefore organized into two chapters, the first systematically analyzing the paradigms associated with life and character, and the second those connected with discussions of their works and of musical connections (as constructed through biography) in general. The conclusion (and, to some extent, the latter chapter) draws links between the biographical and musical paradigms identified in the course of this investigation and provides further assessment of its findings in terms of canonicity, late nineteenth-century values, and the tension between the series’ English readership and its non-native subjects.
To recapitulate the arguments presented in the previous chapter, the original Master Musicians series was distinctive for its time in that it represented a homogeneous group of full-length composer biographies, unified under a single editor and collectively associated for nearly thirty years. Owing to its conception as a cohesive, closed set, it had the potential to make far greater impact than could a single biography in terms of establishing a musical canon, especially given that its various volumes were both pitched to a broad, general readership and comparatively long-lived. As the proposed canon was one of lasting historical value, above and beyond the fashionable musical repertories of more immediate concern, the appearance of the set just years after the deaths of Tchaikovsky and Brahms is surely no coincidence. Furthermore, since its various monographs drew considerably on previous biographies and other literature for their material, the series may reasonably be said to exemplify late nineteenth-century musical biography (albeit adjusted to a particularly Victorian context) insofar as this genre was significant to canonicity. We may now proceed to an exploration of the paradigms by which such canonization was attempted, specifically, in this chapter, those relating to the various stages of the subjects’ lives, followed by their religious inclinations and general character.

**Genius in Ancestry, Precocity in Childhood**

The Master Musicians volumes typically opened with an exploration of composers’ ancestry in addition to childhood, incorporating a glimpse of their life to come. While this practice was entirely standard for biography and was embedded in European culture more widely, as David Ellis has discussed (2000: 39-55), it doubtless also functioned
within this context to satisfy the Victorian fascination with history and preoccupation with the family. In addition to being the era in which the systematic documentation of family records was introduced, it was one in which much life-writing was undertaken for the private enjoyment of individual households. More generally, it also served to justify from the outset the subjects’ importance to history and their claims to biographical attention, as well as to pique the reader’s curiosity and to flesh out a section of the book that might, in comparison with its later content, have been sparse on information or not of particular interest. Crowest’s biographers seemed especially concerned to ‘account for the musical genius of the composer’ (Hadden 1934a: 4), to use the words of one. As well as according with the Romantic obsession with genius, such discussion demonstrated its traces in their subjects’ forebears (trope 1-A), thereby implying a rich inherited musical legacy that further legitimized their claims to greatness. Within musical biography, it was doubtless also given special emphasis owing to the famous example of J. S. Bach (1-A-1), who was popularly constructed as the grandest member of a line of around sixty professional musicians spanning several centuries, as well as Mozart’s father Leopold (1-A-2), who was well-known for his talents as violinist and composer.1 Stratton instead pointed to Mendelssohn’s inheritance from his grandfather, the philosopher Moses Mendelssohn – not of the musical variety, but nevertheless a genius.2

Conversely, Great Composers born of less exceptional families were discussed with some unease (trope 1-B). Notably, Patterson (1-B-1) explicitly challenged the notion of genius as inherited, not to mention Bach’s uniqueness in the field. She also suggested (1-B-2) that the encouragement and admiration Schumann received from his father

1 On the musical families of Bach and Mozart see, for example, Geiringer and Geiringer 1954; Young 1970; Halliwell 1998; David and Mendel 1998: 283-94.
2 Stratton 1934: 1-2, 25; see further, Kupferberg 1972.
represented a form of passive musicality on his part, even though he was not ‘musical in
the usually accepted meaning of the term’. This view resonates with Stratton’s
assessment of Mendelssohn’s father (1-B-3) who, though situated generationally
between two geniuses, was himself unremarkable; nevertheless, he not only supported
his son throughout his career, but also demonstrated a profound understanding of his art.
Such deliberate attempts to emphasize these hereditary links indicate that some
semblance of musical appreciation – even if not overt musicality – was deemed
necessary, at least in the immediate ancestors of the Great Composers. Their musical
genius had to be seen to have some discernible origin, however tenuous; possibly, as I
shall presently discuss, this was a reflection of recent movements in contemporary
scientific thought. Hadden (1-B-4), who similarly observed that not all of the giants of
art derived from families of genius, adopted an alternative strategy in establishing that
Haydn nevertheless descended from a commendable professional lineage.

That such speculations on the origins of musical genius considered the male line
exclusively immediately raises the question of the role accorded to women in the
biographies (trope 1-C). The notion that genius and musicality were viewed as merely
latent in females, but manifest (in some form or other) in males, permeated the volumes
with remarkable consistency from their outset. Williams’s lengthy exposition of Bach’s
family, for example, included both his male ancestors (1934: 5-15) and his sons
(: 15-20), while quickly dismissing the talents of his daughters (1-C-1). Stratton’s
decision to emphasize the tenuous (and non-musical) contributions of Mendelssohn’s
father and grandfather is even more telling, for it was the female side of the family that
played the more important part in the composer’s childhood years: his mother Lea gave
both him and his gifted sister Fanny their earliest musical tuition, to say nothing of the
significance of their great aunts and maternal grandmother to their musical development
(see, for instance, Reich 1989: 67-8). As far as the biographies were concerned, however, female lineage was central to the establishment of composers’ genius for entirely different reasons. Evans (1-C-2) pointed vaguely towards the mother’s side of the family in the absence of any clear heredity in Tchaikovsky’s case; Hadden (1-C-3) also alluded to ‘the popular idea that genius is derived from the mother’. Yet when a mother did play a demonstrably influential role in the formative development of a subject’s abilities, due recognition was not given. A landmark investigation by Christine Battersby (1989) has revealed the exclusion of women throughout history from concepts such as genius and creativity,3 and Ruth Solie (1993a) has expressed the point even more firmly with respect to musical biography, arguing that ‘whatever spin is put upon the story, on the level of cultural myth it remains irremediably a male story’ (: 56).

While the continued marginalization of female contribution to genius would have been untenable in many fields by the late nineteenth century, even given the continued patriarchal dominance of society and culture, music composition itself remained fiercely male-oriented. For example, Victorian literary biography had begun to celebrate such figures as Jane Austen, Mary Shelley, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, George Sand, George Eliot, and the Brontë sisters (not least in Elizabeth Gaskell’s canonical biography of Charlotte Brontë, published in 1857); but a similar trend was inconceivable in music, where the first full-length life of Fanny Mendelssohn appeared as recently as 1992 (Tillard 1992; Eng. trans. 1996). The Master Musicians authors thus continued to subscribe to the traditional assumption that Battersby has described succinctly with reference to the writings of the psychoanalyst Carl Jung, namely that ‘a woman’s creativity reaches only as far as inspiring a man to productive activity’ (1989: 11, italics in original). Women in music were thus deemed capable only of functioning

3 See, however, Peter Kivy’s critique of Battersby’s study (2001: 227-37).
as vessels for the stimulation of creative genius in men, rather than performing concrete acts of artistic creation.

In discussions of their childhood, composers were typically portrayed as precocious both in performance and composition (trope 2). This tendency surely followed the celebrated example of Mozart (trope 2-A), whose accomplishments quickly became legendary. The stories of the prodigy’s phenomenal talents were of the kind favoured by popular biography, especially given that it was rare for a subject’s childhood to be so entertaining and well-documented. They would also have held particular interest for an English readership since it was Daines Barrington (1770; cf. Breakspeare 1902: 15-16) who most famously put Mozart’s extraordinary musical abilities to the test during his childhood visit to the country. The claims of other biographers that their young subjects were unusually gifted (trope 2-B) were often rather far-reaching, perhaps owing to the implicit comparison with the Wunderkind himself. Duncan’s assertion (2-B-4) that Schubert’s compositional activities commenced ‘at an extremely early period’ (he was 14), and Stratton’s claim (2-B-5) of Mendelssohn’s uniqueness for having written a work such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream at the age of 17, are hardly exceptional by Mozart’s standards. When subjects were not viewed as child prodigies as composers, they were nevertheless presented as precocious in terms of general musicality and performing ability, with particular tension surrounding Beethoven for his slow start and his time-consuming methods. Likewise, Hadden (2-B-7) observed that Chopin was not a ‘baby composer’ – to use his pejorative language – but that he nevertheless adopted the piano, the instrument that was to secure his place in history, early in his life.

Stories of the subjects’ childhood were thus used to marshal notions of destiny and to demonstrate the inevitability of their pursuit of a career in music (trope 2-C), even if not
yet specifically as a composer. It was at this stage that indications of future directions for their lives might be made manifest, as the childhood myths discussed in Part I have shown. Within the present context, however, these tropes may have possessed an additional function. In later nineteenth-century Britain, theories of evolution were a notable preoccupation, Darwin’s *On the Origin of Species* (1859) having been particularly well-known and discussed by the lay person, whether or not they had understood (or even read) the work itself. A widespread interest in evolutionist theories may help to explain the biographers’ concerns to establish the origins of composers’ genius and the quality of their pedigree, as well as to offer a clear sense in which the youth could be seen to develop naturally into the adult; certainly the possession of a suitable ancestry was important in connection with this trope. Bach’s seemingly inevitable pursuit of the family profession (2-C-2) recalled his musical forefathers, while the connection Lidgey drew (2-C-4) between Wagner’s preoccupation with stage works and the theatrical ties of his mother’s second husband, Ludwig Geyer, inflected the paradigm in telling ways given that his stepfather was not a blood relation. Ideas of destiny and inevitability emerged sufficiently strongly that cases such as Schumann, the ultimate direction of whose life was not as apparent in youth, required explanation. Accordingly, Patterson (2-C-6) claimed that although Schumann’s time at the University of Leipzig saw him engaged in activities connected to law and literature as well as music, it was the latter that was undoubtedly at the forefront of his mind.

**Industrious Study as the Path to Genius**

The Master Musicians biographers considered that talent was latent or nurtured in childhood, but that their subject’s genius was developed later in life through nothing
other than hard work and dedication to their cause (trope 3). The opening paragraph of Patterson’s biography of Schumann is indicative of the perceived dichotomy: ‘Talent flourishes under favourable circumstances and partakes, naturally, of the atmosphere in which it is reared. Genius… is born to override obstacles and adversity and to come to maturity in surroundings of its own creation’ (1934: 1). This concept was eminently consistent with the Protestant work ethic, which, while by no means unique to late Victorian and early Edwardian England – Karen Painter’s analysis (2002) of early German Mozart biography demonstrates its importance in composer life-writing a century before the Master Musicians series – nevertheless remained fundamental within this context. As we have seen, it was important to establish the origins of genius in the subjects’ ancestry; however, this was also problematic in that ideas of genius as merely inherited or inherent run contrary to the work ethic, since no effort is involved in its realization. The Master Musicians subjects were therefore also constructed as having engaged, even in their formative years, in relentless efforts to further themselves and to improve their abilities (trope 3-A). This emphasis on self-improvement is hardly surprising given the autodidact culture in which the biographies emerged, coupled to the increasing availability of education at all stages of life. Indeed, suggestions were made that Brahms (3-A-2) and Tchaikovsky (3-A-3) were anxious to commence work even before the time had come for them to be educated, and that the latter was drawn to music precisely because his regular study did not fully occupy him.

The sustained, methodical study commenced by Great Composers in their childhood was charted as having continued unremittingly throughout their lives (trope 3-B). It was within this context that a plethora of apocryphal stories emerged by way of illustration of composers’ industry in the pursuit of their musical activities, for example, that the keys of Handel’s harpsichord were hollowed out like spoons owing to the amount of
time he spent practising (retold by Williams, 3-B-6). Such relentless hard work testified to their unwavering dedication to their perceived vocation as it necessitated self-discipline and strict daily routines (trope 3-C), notably in those cases where time was divided between these studies and, for instance, instrumental practice (3-C-1, 3-C-7, 3-C-9). Crowest (3-C-3) praised Beethoven as ‘a grand model for every earnest student’ for having toiled unceasingly rather than being tempted by ‘short cuts to perfection’; the matter was confirmed by Hadden’s speculation that Handel must have been studious, based purely on his prolific output (3-C-8).

That the Great Composers were being portrayed as exemplary for the benefit of readers engaged in furthering their own education is confirmed by the frequent suggestions that they worked for the majority of the day and into the night, or that they rose early to maximize use of the morning. British autodidacts might similarly have found themselves pursuing their private studies outside normal working hours. It is within this context that we may also read, for instance, Duncan’s version of the well-known story of Schubert’s supposedly wearing his spectacles while sleeping in case inspiration came to him during the night (1934: 72). Self-discipline was also held to be significant to the improvement of biographical subjects in terms of the furthering of their musical skills, which involved an enormous amount of work undertaken alone. The emphasis placed on private study, as well as on self-teaching (trope 3-D), again relates to the need to provide suitable models for the Victorian reader, particularly as composers were presented as having remained students throughout their lives. Indeed, the implication was that autodidactic approaches are to be prized above formal instruction, since the subjects under discussion – who were themselves of the highest standard – might not always have been able to find teachers of sufficient merit.
The composers were likewise championed for according with the righteous notion of using one’s talents to the full, in that they were portrayed as never having wasted their gifts. This was an idea with implicitly Christian roots, suggesting, to paraphrase the oft-cited ‘Parable of the Sower’, \(^5\) that the seeds of genius were those that fell upon the best possible soil and that the produce was consequently plentiful. It seemed particularly important (as trope 3-B has shown) for the biographers to establish their protagonists’ unremitting labour in the case of crowning achievements such as Handel’s *Messiah*, Mozart’s *The Marriage of Figaro*, Beethoven’s *Missa Solemnis*, and Wagner’s project to build the Bayreuth Festspielhaus. Moreover, their constant study was consistently cited as the reason, insofar as one could be identified, for their having achieved greatness in the first place (trope 3-E). This idea is particularly significant for the suggestion that the composers themselves – rather than critics, socioeconomic circumstances, or other agents of canonicity – are ultimately in control of their reputations, hence granting them currency as people. It also yielded the moral that even those who have been given genius must dedicate themselves to its cultivation; this notion has similarly clear parallels with Christian teachings, most notably the ‘Parable of the Talents’, \(^6\) and surely served both as inspiration to the reader and as demonstration of how they should ideally lead their lives. (More commonplace explanations for subjects’ productivity, such as the need for money and the demands of employment, were inevitably sidelined.) Williams (3-E-1) even quoted Bach’s belief, first recorded in Forkel’s biography, that anybody could achieve what he did if they worked as hard, \(^7\) which assumes a special significance given that some of the series’ readers would have themselves been artisans.

\(^7\) ‘I was obliged to be industrious; whoever is equally industrious will succeed equally well’ (Forkel 1998: 459).
The industry of the Great Composers relative to the lay person also meant that the former could see a way to undertake many activities simultaneously (trope 3-F), hence accomplishing much in the course of their lives. In investigating their composers’ multifarious activities both within and beyond music (trope 8), the biographers revealed that they exhibited exceptional abilities aside from composition. Such discussions also demonstrated to readers that breadth of achievement was possible without comprising either quality of work or the meticulousness with which it was carried out, for they repeatedly remarked upon their subjects’ attention to detail. The number of composers who also enjoyed high-profile careers as performers (tropes 8-A and 8-B), for example, was sufficiently large that those who did not were handled with some unease (trope 8-C), particularly since many of the popular musical anecdotes about the Great Composers pertain to performance. (Some of the best-known examples were explored in Part I.) Discussions of conducting (trope 8-D) and music teaching (trope 8-E) are similarly unsurprising, not least given the educational context; though here again one can discern much tension where subjects either did not extend their activities into these fields or where their endeavours could not be viewed positively, such as Tchaikovsky’s nerves when taking up the baton or Bach’s impatience as a choirmaster.

The emphasis on literary endeavours (trope 8-F) such as music criticism and libretto-writing was particularly important in terms of widening the interest of the biographies, for their readers were doubtless themselves well-versed in literature, and many may have been led to consider matters such as synopses of stage works through attendance at public lectures on music appreciation. Lidgey offered a series of chapters outlining the theories advanced in Wagner’s prose writings, which were only just becoming available in the English language (Ellis 1892-9), as well as the plot
summarizes of his music dramas.\textsuperscript{8} Patterson similarly discussed Schumann’s music criticism at some length (1934: 135-48); indeed, the case was made so strongly that that there was some danger of his literary activities being seen to conflict with his musical ones (trope 8-G). Other biographers (8-F-1, 8-F-5) turned to their subjects’ correspondence in the absence of published material, doubtless a reflection of the epistolary culture that flourished in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Finally, the Great Composers were identified as being notable for their general intellect – knowledgeable on such matters as the classics, the arts, languages, current affairs, and so forth (tropes 8-H and 8-I) – in ways that would doubtless have been seen as exemplary.

**Strength through Suffering**

Success did not necessarily come easily to the Great Composers, despite their phenomenal industry (trope 4). As Peter Gay has observed with respect to Victorian life-writing, ‘Moralistic biographers of exemplary lives liked to dwell on obstacles overcome, perplexities resolved, temptations resisted or learned from. Their story would likely rise to a climax of historic triumphs… but it left little doubt that but for his genius, his flawless nature, or his exemplary piety, the great man would probably have failed’ (1996: 161). In this vein, the Master Musicians biographers held that great lives were characterized precisely by such obstructions (trope 4-A), and by the exemplary strength their subjects exhibited in facing and ultimately resolving them, as well as their unwavering commitment to their vocation. Crowest (4-A-1) and Lidgey (4-A-2) both claimed that respite from such turmoil came only with death, thereby demonstrating the extent to which their subjects’ lives were perceived to have been troubled; Williams

\textsuperscript{8} See Lidgey 1899: 95-117 (for a summary of Wagner’s art theories), 118-43 (for ‘Opera and Drama’ in particular), and 144-244 (for plot summaries of his stage works).
(4-A-5) observed that Handel’s struggles against misfortune actually had the effect of endearing him to the public. Consequently, it should come as no surprise that composers were seen to meet such barriers from childhood (trope 4-B), thus establishing early in the biography the ability to transcend boundaries that lesser subjects might have found insurmountable. Such hindrances included familial opposition to their early study of music or to their vocation (ironic given the emphasis placed on supportive families elsewhere in the Master Musicians biographies). Both Schubert (4-B-1) and Schumann (4-B-2) encountered parental obstruction, with the latter exemplifying dedication to his family in considering the possibility of foregoing his chosen career out of love for his mother. The troubles that both Bach and Handel endured in their youthful pursuit of music, each crystallizing around a myth of night-time study, were explored in Part I. Other childhood obstructions included problems of education being restricted or generally unavailable, especially in comparison to other Great Composers. Evans even described the young Tchaikovsky as ‘handicapped’ by the dearth of opportunities for him to study music, though he reportedly remained convinced of his vocation nevertheless (4-B-7).

One recurring theme was the poverty that composers experienced (and overcame) both during their formative years and throughout their life (trope 4-C). This was a common trope with a rich, pan-European history; Robert Winter (1993) has traced its appearance in Schubert biography back to the earliest texts, while Mozart biography has insisted upon it with such strength that only in recent years has it been significantly challenged, notably by Julia Moore (1989, 1992). Nonetheless, it served a specific function within the Master Musicians series as well, not least given the likely socioeconomic status of its target readership. Its demonstration of how composers prioritized pursuit of their art above improving their quality of life must have provided an inspirational model for the
late nineteenth-century autodidact for whom the accretion of knowledge inevitably
entailed sacrifice, doubtless without the monetary gain that would have made such
endeavours viable on purely financial grounds. The biographers of both Haydn (4-B-5)
and Brahms (4-B-6) related the poor families into which their subjects were born
directly to the limited education they received, again highlighting the importance of
self-teaching. Composers’ parlous finances also typically required them to undertake
jobs well below their calling, in order to make possible their ultimate achievements by
sustaining them while they engaged in the indefatigable study that apparently offered
the only path to true genius. Duncan (4-C-6) related the penury of Schubert’s childhood
to that experienced by his subject right up to his death. His claims that Schubert was
forced to accept low offers from music publishers in order to ameliorate financial
difficulty are mirrored by a number of other Master Musicians authors who noted that
composers including Mozart, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn were not shrewd in business
matters. The idea apparently arose sufficiently strongly that Hadden (4-C-9) considered
it necessary to address Chopin’s refusal to accept small publishers’ fees by portraying
the composer in a positive light, noting his commitment not to sell rights to works he
considered to be of inferior quality.

The trope of subjects’ rise to fame despite humble beginnings, and continued poverty,
served to divorce any perceived connection between artistic success and social status or
riches as potential short cuts to that success – an important point to establish given the
series’ likely working- and middle-class readership. Williams’s remark as to ‘the
distinction that comes from greatness of mind, as opposed to that which comes from
mere birth or social position or wealth’ (1935: 167) is especially instructive. The key
figure in connection with this idea is Haydn, who, according to Hadden (4-C-3), reaped
full enjoyment from childhood, notwithstanding the poverty in which he lived. We have
previously seen that the notion of the composer’s pride in his humble beginnings had a broader application within musical biography, for it arose strongly from the story of his visit to the monument built in his honour at Rohrau (myth 5-D). Nonetheless, the matter was particularly relevant to late Victorian and Edwardian England, in which professional musicians typically did not have roots in the highest echelons of society (see Ehrlich 1985).

Composers’ ability to overcome such adversity was linked not only to their determination to succeed but also to their greatness, which – recalling Peter Gay’s comments quoted above – was frequently portrayed as being directly related to the obstructions encountered (trope 4-D). Indeed, sometimes their genius was even seen as the cause of such hindrances, in accordance with its popular conception as sufficiently ahead of its time as to be misunderstood by the masses – an assumption that has only recently been significantly challenged in the field of music, notably by Hans Lenneberg (1980). Had the composers not been invested with such powers, it was supposed, their determination would surely have been undermined, and they would have abandoned the paths for which they were destined. The link between the two was confirmed by Duncan (4-D-2) in comparing Schubert’s success in surmounting obstacles to that of Beethoven, who was constructed as the greater composer (and, by extension, the greater person). Moreover, Lidgey (4-D-3), drawing on the stories that originate in Wagner’s own autobiographical writings and their interpretations, argued that although most would have been discouraged after so many setbacks, the opposite was true for his exemplary subject.9 Rather, Wagner’s ‘long series of disappointments’ not only prepared him

9 Of Wagner’s various autobiographical writings, the most important is Mein Leben, which was dictated to his wife intermittently in the years 1865-80 and published privately, entering the public domain only in 1911.
better for future ordeals, but encouraged him to pursue his virtuous ambitions even more steadfastly than before.

In other volumes of the series, the trope was extended: suffering not only enhanced determination, but increased creative prowess (trope 4-E). For example, Williams (4-E-1) observed that Handel, faced with the progressive failure of his operatic enterprises in the 1730s and being in debt and in bad health, turned his attentions instead to oratorio rather than giving up altogether. Read within the context of Victorian Britain, Williams’ comment contains an implicit value-judgement, since Handel’s oratorios had retained great currency in the decades following his death whereas his operas had fallen into complete obscurity. Handel was also noted for his ability to divorce his music, specifically his composition of *Messiah*, from troubles experienced in his life; his biographer even speculated (4-E-2) they might have brought about an added focus on composition. Elsewhere, composers’ misfortunes were presented as either the direct cause of attempts to improve themselves, or even as silver linings insulating them from other, potentially distracting activities. Patterson (4-E-3) suggested that Schumann’s maiming of his hand, the result of an attempt to improve himself as a pianist, should be ‘regarded as fortunate’; despite its obvious tragedy, he was thereafter forced to dedicate himself to composition. For Handel (4-E-4), the reverse held: his blindness impeded his compositional activity but, undeterred, he continued to perform. These instances are indicative of a common explanatory strategy in life-writing in general, that genius must also possess some kind of compensatory deficiency by way of counterbalance; its abundance in musical biography is doubtless due to the number of well-known examples amongst its greatest figures. Surely the most famous of all is Beethoven’s deafness, which Crowest (4-E-5) suggested was the necessary condition
for the composer’s true greatness, and without which he might never have attained the heights to which he rose – and not merely because he was forced to cease piano-playing.

**Love and Marriage: The Woman as Muse**

As Alison Booth (2006: 42) has recently shown, one of the ways in which Victorian biography celebrated women was through ‘working partnerships’ with men: Percy Bysshe and Mary Shelley, William and Elizabeth Gaskell, Robert and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle. However, while some such unions were exemplary in terms of the sanctity of marriage, one only need recall the adulterous relationships of G. H. Lewes and George Eliot – or, for that matter, Lord Byron’s numerous affairs – to note that others were not. That many of these figures were themselves central to nineteenth-century British literature, and to the biographical project in particular, makes the point all the more significant. The biographies of the Great Composers, whose love lives were to become a particular preoccupation of at least one of Crowest’s authors (Hadden 1913a), were similarly chequered in this respect. Nonetheless, Victorian ideals of love and marriage were pursued vigorously within the Master Musicians series, in keeping with a general ethic neatly summed up by Hadden in his entertaining advisory text *Are You Married?* published several years earlier: ‘Marriage is man’s natural state, and, when rightly lived, more profitable to both than single life can ever be’ (1894: 11).

Crowest’s biographers recognized a time in their subjects’ lives at which love, and perhaps even marriage, was inevitable (trope 5-A) – even when, as in the case of Haydn, factors such as his lack of money and the circumstances of his employment might reasonably have precluded this eventuality. That both Haydn’s marriage and that of Tchaikovsky were ultimately unsuccessful may provide the reason why their
biographers in particular portrayed the unions as having been predestined, rather than
founded on love. Hadden (5-A-1) resorted to social expectation as an explanatory
strategy, while Evans (5-A-2) cited the apocryphal story of Tchaikovsky’s feeling ‘the
hand of destiny’ owing to the similarity between his own life and the plot of *Eugene
Onegin*, which he was composing at the time. Such anticipation of marriage was
sufficiently pronounced as to warrant caution over those subjects who remained single
(trope 5-B), no doubt following Mozart’s famous remark that ‘a bachelor lives only half
a life’.

In observing that Handel was ‘twice nearly married’, but that on both
occasions his vocation presented a difficulty, Williams (5-B-1) drew on a
frequently-encountered strategy by which to explain the absence of a spouse: the
choosing of art over marriage. Crowest (5-B-2) instead explained Beethoven’s
bachelorhood with reference to his constantly being in love and his high number of
relationships with women, which in turn necessitated the caveat that his affairs were
‘always honourable’ (5-B-3). Another familiar ploy is found in the volumes on Chopin
(5-B-4) and Tchaikovsky (5-B-5), where claims are made that both of these subjects felt
an enduring love for their mother, over and above ‘ordinary filial devotion’, which
either precluded relationships with women of their own generation or led to their failure.

The point also arose from the popular construction of Clara Schumann as Brahms’s
surrogate mother, notwithstanding the apparent contradiction of such a relationship
existing between two people on first-name terms and who were separated in age by just
13 years. It was a view to which Erb (5-B-6) evidently subscribed; and given more
recent controversy, it is telling that the biographer was so keen to emphasize that their

---

10 Quoted by Hadden, 5-A-1. See Mozart to his father, 15 December 1781, in Anderson 1985: 783.
11 Of course, Brahms’s relationship with Clara Schumann represents dangerous biographical territory; see, for example, Reich 2001: 169-89.
love was platonic and to resolve their relationship into the pseudo-familial, this being the only way it could apparently be justified.12

Even if the ultimate outcome was not marriage, or even a relationship, the Great Composers were portrayed as being ideally suited to being in love precisely because of their musicality (trope 5-C). Moreover, according to the biographers, their creative prowess was actually enhanced by being in this state of mind. Hadden (5-C-2) even proposed that Chopin’s romantic interests might be found inscribed in his music, a claim that assumes an added significance given that endeavours to relate life and music so explicitly were rare in the Master Musicians volumes, which sought deliberately to segregate the two. The issue is pronounced in those cases in which love and music are directly aligned, where the woman in question was herself musical and the composer’s love for her was portrayed as having arisen through their shared art. The resulting union was perceived to be much stronger and more beneficial, as in Tchaikovsky’s love for Désirée Artôt (5-C-4), or that of Mozart for Aloysia Weber (5-C-5), whom Breakspear claimed led the composer to thoughts of writing an opera.

In an extension of the androcentric model explored above, various instances involved the portrayal of specific women as inspiring a composer to greater feats of creativity and heights of genius through the love that connected them. This notion, which I shall term the ‘muse paradigm’, received its fullest flowering in the exploration of the relationship between Schumann and Clara Wieck (trope 5-D), which would have found much resonance with other working partnerships idealized in Victorian biography. Patterson (5-D-1) presented their bond as having arisen through music itself, ‘rather through spiritual communion than by personal intercourse’. Correspondingly, their love was

12 See further, Erb 1934: 22, n. 1.
seen as strong, deep-rooted, and able to overcome the many troubles it encountered, not least fierce opposition from Clara’s father (5-D-2). In writing that ‘A more ideal union could scarcely be imagined than that of a creative and an executive artist, both of the first rank’, Patterson (5-D-5) praised the exemplary musical dynamic between the composer and his devoted wife in addition to their matrimonial bond. However, such a model also relegated Clara’s function to the passive reproduction of her husband’s creations, thereby marginalizing her own compositional ability; this was consonant with the British concert-going audience’s general perception of Clara as a popular pianist and performer of Schumann’s works. The biographer’s further observation that Schumann’s busiest period of musical activity (as editor and as composer) coincided with the first years of his married life exemplifies her portrayal of Clara not just as the person with whom Schumann attained happiness, but also as the one who enhanced her husband’s capacity for creativity. The view partly originated with Schumann himself, who once wrote to Clara that ‘You complement me as a composer, just as I do you. Each of your ideas comes from my soul, just as I owe all of my music to you.’

Patterson’s adaptation of this notion, however, was less even-handed; while she constructed the pair as artistically inseparable (5-D-7), she saw the inspiration for compositional genius as flowing primarily in one direction only. The point is evidenced by the metaphorical description of Clara as ‘a right hand to her husband’ – standard phraseology that also recalled the injury that ended Schumann’s career as a performer and required Clara to function in this role on his behalf.

Less pronounced instances of the muse paradigm are to be found elsewhere in the Master Musicians biographies (trope 5-E). Patterson (5-E-1) identified Henriette Voigt as an earlier example in Schumann’s life, again following a view expressed by the

13 Robert Schumann to Clara Wieck, 10 July 1839 (Fritsch and Crawford: II, 307).
composing himself. Breakspeare also drew upon the model in attempting to explain Mozart’s eventual marriage to Constanze Weber. This matter was the cause of much tension in biography, not because she was the sister of Aloysia (with whom Mozart was earlier in love) and was not herself especially musical, so much as because history has viewed Constanze rather unfavourably. That trope, like many within the composer’s biography, apparently originated with the Mozart family itself (see Landon 1989: 182-99), and withstood Constanze’s own implication in the shaping of life-writing on her husband: Niemetschek’s and Nissen’s biographies were written on her authority, while she personally attempted to suppress Schlichtegroll’s obituary (for which Mozart’s sister had been a key source) by buying up and destroying some 600 copies of the 1794 reprint. Certainly there was a danger that the stories of her well-intentioned attempts to restrict his work on the Requiem (myth 6-D) – by appealing to him to stop, taking the score away from him, arranging for friends to visit him unannounced when he needed breaks, and so on – could be interpreted as inhibiting his creative prowess. Breakspeare’s volume, however, was notably silent on this entire issue. In accordance with the muse paradigm, Breakspeare (5-E-2) claimed that Constanze was indeed an understanding wife and that she did herself possess some level of musicality; furthermore, she was apparently a talented raconteur, and she used this ability (albeit a non-musical one) as her way of inspiring Mozart’s genius (5-E-3). On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine how such storytelling could have benefited the composer more than it hindered him by providing distraction; and Breakspeare effectively acknowledged that the model could not fully hold for Constanze when he stated that she (like everybody) did not truly recognize her husband’s greatness (5-E-4). Lidgey similarly appealed to the notion in jointly justifying Wagner’s unsuccessful marriage to

14 In a letter to Henriette Voigt of 3 July 1834, Schumann wrote of ‘our spiritual and musical affinity’ (Herbert 1890: I, 46).
Wilhelmina (Minna) Planer and his subsequent union with Cosima von Bülow: since his former wife (like Constanze Mozart) apparently could not comprehend the genius of her attendant composer (5-E-5), it became necessary for him to seek out an alternative muse (5-E-6). That Cosima was herself the daughter of another Great Composer, Liszt, served to reinforce the paradigm. The irony here is that it was well-known that Wagner’s second marriage was hardly commendable, in that Cosima had left her husband Hans von Bülow, a good friend of Wagner’s, for him. Lidgey was evidently anxious not to be further detained on this issue, other than to claim that Wagner always spoke of Minna positively, was absolutely devoted to Cosima, and remained firm friends with Bülow himself.

The muse paradigm, then, could operate in the negative. The unsuccessful outcomes of two marriages, those of Haydn to Anna Maria Keller (trope 5-F) and Tchaikovsky to Antonina Ivanovna Milyukova (trope 5-G), were likewise seen as inevitable precisely because the women involved could not function as vessels for their composers’ genius—and, moreover, actively obstructed their creativity. As Hadden (1934a: 33) noted, Haydn’s initial wish was to wed the sister of his eventual wife, in which respect his story is strikingly similar to that of Mozart. This was a connection that the biographer did not, however, make explicit, perhaps since the latter’s marriage was more successful (as underlined by Breakspeare’s strained attempt to demonstrate that Constanze could partially function as muse to her husband). Hadden observed that there appeared not to have been much love at the centre of Haydn’s marriage from the outset (5-F-1), but that, in exemplary manner, he persisted in trying to make the union a successful one (5-F-2). In much the same vein, Hadden endeavoured to exonerate his subject from any wrongdoing: it was Anna Maria who was presented as having acted unreasonably and dishonourably (5-F-3). Hadden’s claim that the wives of geniuses were ‘frequently
insufferable’, owing to tensions connected with the abilities of their husbands, has little credibility when compared with other instances both offered by the Master Musicians biographies and commemorated within Victorian biography more widely. Even in the present case, the author acknowledged that Haydn’s genius was of little concern to his wife, as illustrated by the apocryphal story of her abuse of his manuscripts as well the composer’s oft-quoted remark that it did not matter to her whether he were a cobbler or an artist.15 According to Hadden, Haydn’s wife even tried to turn him against his fellow musical genius Mozart (5-F-4), his relationship with whom was revealed in Part I to be of the utmost significance to musical biography. Haydn and his wife separated, but the composer was portrayed as having exhibited commendable behaviour at all times: Hadden observed that he continued to provide for her, even selling his house to meet her need for money (5-F-5). Moreover, Hadden attempted (with only partial success) to construct two alternative females in his subject’s life – both musicians with whom he worked – as alternative vessels for his genius. The first was Luigia Polzelli, whom Hadden described as a ‘second-rate vocalist’ (1934a: 59); herself unhappily married, she turned out to be no better for the composer than his own wife (5-F-7). The other was a mysterious widow, Rebecca Schroeter, whose affair with Haydn was presented as having arisen from the tuition she received from him (5-F-8). Hadden justified Haydn’s extramarital liaisons through the observation that his loveless marriage caused him to seek out companionship elsewhere (5-F-6), and it is certainly significant that the latter relationship took place in England, during the final, greatest point of Haydn’s career.

Evans also portrayed Tchaikovsky’s handling of his failed marriage as impeccable. He claimed not only that the composer was concerned not to ascribe blame to (or speak negatively of) his wife, but also that the fundamental problem was not Antonina herself.

15 Griesinger recorded that Haydn had once made this comment to him (Gotwals 1963: 16).
so much as the fact that she made it impossible for him to compose (5-G-3).\(^{16}\) In this respect, the case of Tchaikovsky differs from that of Haydn, whose wife was overtly constructed as the source of the failure in the marriage as well as being obstructive towards her husband’s genius. Nonetheless, the notion of Tchaikovsky’s wife inhibiting rather than enhancing his creativity both accounted for this failure and provided the reason why other females in the composer’s life (as with Haydn’s) were appropriated as muses. One such character was his mother, whose role in the composer’s biography has already been mentioned; to earlier comments I might usefully add that, as Gary Thomas (1994: 165) has recently identified, love for the mother was a strategy frequently employed by biographers to explain the absence of female relationships in the lives of male homosexual subjects.\(^{17}\) In his account of her death, Evans (5-B-5) was careful to identify that a deceased female could nevertheless continue to act as the vessel for Tchaikovsky’s genius and thereby influence his music. In an exceptional attempt to draw overt connections between the life and the works, Evans explored the issue with reference to the brief appearance of the Russian Requiem in the composer’s Sixth Symphony, which also assumes relevance in relation to his own death (see Evans 1935: 6). Another important figure within Tchaikovsky biography was Nadezhda von Meck, whose patronage enabled the composer to devote himself to his art. Significantly, this financial support commenced at around the time of the episode of his marriage, therefore providing another example of muse paradigms simultaneously operating both positively and negatively.

\(^{16}\) On Tchaikovsky’s perceived difficulty in engaging in work during his brief period with his wife see, for example, Tchaikovsky to Meck, 28 July 1877 (Meck 1993: 30).

\(^{17}\) Whether Evans, writing in the early 1900s, knew of Tchaikovsky’s sexual orientation is a matter for speculation; he was certainly reticent over particular aspects of the composer’s marriage and death.
Particular females also came into view at crucial junctures in the texts as rhetorical signifiers of the ascending genius of the composers with whom they were associated (trope 5-H). Two of the clearest examples include the fact that Tchaikovsky believed he was writing his Fourth Symphony for Meck (with whose benefaction it is inextricably associated),¹⁸ and the surprise appearance of Clara Schumann at the first performance of Brahms’s *Ein deutsches Requiem*. Evans (5-H-1) wrote that the Fourth Symphony marked Tchaikovsky’s transition to composing undeniably great works; Erb (5-H-2) similarly claimed that the Requiem represented some of the best music ever written, indicative of Brahms’s new compositional maturity. The fact that Meck and Clara Schumann were both relatively invisible characters within these texts sets in relief the significance of their sudden rise to prominence in connection with two works of profound importance to the developing genius of their attendant composers. In this respect, the condition imposed by Meck that she should never meet the composer who benefited from her patronage is most convenient; despite her importance to Tchaikovsky’s life, she actually made very few appearances in his biography.

In connection with this broad line of enquiry, and in keeping with the general emphases on domestic propriety and on ancestry and lineage in the Victorian Period, the biographers were also preoccupied with the family (trope 6). Certain composers were extolled for their idealized domestic relationships (trope 6-A), especially in cases in which their loved ones were themselves significantly musical, or when (as with Bach and Schumann) works were composed expressly for their benefit. Williams (6-A-2) claimed that Bach’s wider family was very close-knit (though it is difficult to see how the meeting of his relatives just once a year demonstrated a particularly significant ‘clan

---

¹⁸ As Evans observed, Tchaikovsky frequently referred to the work in such terms in letters to Meck (Meck 1993: *passim*). The score famously carries the dedication ‘To my best Friend’.
feeling’). Similarly, Breakspeare observed the ‘loving regard’ in which Mozart held the musical members of his immediate family (6-A-3), namely his father and sister, even calling upon this reason to present his resignation from his post at Salzburg in a positive light (6-A-4). Patterson’s romanticization of Schumann’s union with his wife Clara (trope 5-D) was reflected in her description of the composer’s fondness for and devotion to their children (6-A-5), and Stratton similarly argued that Mendelssohn’s exemplary familial relations showed his character ‘at its best’ (6-A-6).¹⁹

In some cases it was necessary to find composers a surrogate family in order to demonstrate exemplary domesticity (trope 6-B). The biographers of Beethoven and Brahms, for instance, explored how their subjects cared for others: the former adopted his nephew following the death of his brother, which enabled Crowest to demonstrate further the laudability of his character since Karl was held to have been troublesome and unworthy of his attentions (6-B-1).²⁰ Brahms, meanwhile, supported Schumann’s family from the time of the latter’s last illness (6-B-2). Both he and Beethoven were also explicitly identified to have overseen their own households upon the deaths of their respective fathers (6-A-7, 6-A-8), thus underlining Victorian notions of the domestic patriarchy.²¹ Likewise, Hadden noted the obligation felt by Haydn to provide for various relations who were not part of his nuclear family (6-B-3), in addition to his estranged wife (5-F-5). In Haydn’s biography as well as that of Brahms, indications were offered as to their general devotion to women and children – those being the constituents of a family – by way of implying an analogy with the domestic role they might have assumed had circumstances been different (6-B-4, 6-B-6). The attitudes of

¹⁹ The significance to biography of Mendelssohn’s special relationship with his musical sister will be explored in a subsequent section.
²⁰ Beethoven’s relationship with his nephew, like that of Brahms and Clara Schumann (for which, see n. 11), is a hazardous area of his biography. See, for example, Solomon 1977.
²¹ In view of Brahms’s construction as the surrogate son of Robert and Clara Schumann, it is instructive to compare quotations 6-A-8 (on his own family) and 6-B-2 (on the Schumanns).
both subjects towards children was implicitly related to their own poverty-stricken formative years, while such stories as the latter’s predilection for tin soldiers, even as an adult, serve to suggest that his inherent understanding of children would have made him an excellent father.

**Death as Apotheosis**

Death is an inevitable episode in any biography of a historical subject, and one whose crucial function in relation to the whole has already been explored at length in Part I. Recalling that discussion, and given the ways in which the Victorians delighted in a romanticized, whitewashed form of death scene, one might expect these episodes to have been particularly elaborated in biography of this era and for the misfortune of the subject’s demise to have been emphasized over its unpleasant realities. Musical biography was particularly distinctive in this respect since within its relatively small set of great protagonists, a disproportionate number met with an early death. In addition to offering another instance of the tradition of the genius ‘balanced’ by physical deficiency, the trope of the short-lived Great Composer would have resonated with other nineteenth-century British heroes celebrated for having been taken before their time; the field of literature, for instance, yields Keats, Shelley, Byron, Jane Austen, and the Brontë sisters. The Master Musicians authors revelled in the tragedy of the untimely demise of certain subjects (trope 7-A), especially when they had both died unusually young and been exceptionally productive, thus employing their gifts to the full in the short time available to them. An early death also afforded biographers ample opportunities for counterfactualist digressions. Hadden, for example, opened his volume on Chopin with an extensive lamentation on the fact of so many great artists’ having died young, in which he speculated as to how history might have been different had they been granted more years, or had certain long-lived artists died earlier (1934b: 1; cf.
Patterson, 7-B-4). Evans (7-A-3) even appealed to this paradigm in writing about Tchaikovsky, for whom its application was less justified: his death was indisputably premature, but it did not occur at an age that was ‘young for a great composer’ (as the biographer contended) when compared to Schubert, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Chopin, or even Schumann. Indeed, Beethoven himself lived less than four years longer than Tchaikovsky, yet suggestions that he died young are few and far between.

Just as composers’ creative prowess was portrayed as having become stronger as a direct result of misfortunes experienced in the course of their life (trope 4-D), so it was presented as having been ultimately responsible for their untimely deaths (trope 7-B). In their relentless efforts to bring their genius to fruition and to employ their gifts fully, the Master Musicians composers had correspondingly exhausted themselves, an idea that Part I demonstrated to have arisen strongly from the earliest accounts of the story surrounding Mozart’s Requiem (myth 6-D). Although they were portrayed as being unusually resilient in terms of the strains they suffered – their labours and industry, and their fight against opposition – the series’ protagonists were, fundamentally, only mortal. The concept received fullest application with Mendelssohn and Schumann, both of whom engaged in a variety of activities in addition to composition that took their toll on them physically. Drawing implicitly on the Romantic notion of genius as manifested in feminine men, the inspiration that brought about composers’ (male) acts of creation was considered to have progressively exhausted their frail, sensitive (i.e. feminine) bodies. That this ideal of genius as androgynous was subsequently taken up by Virginia Woolf (1929: 145-57), herself following the lead of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, places it at the centre of early twentieth-century biographical and feminist theory. In terms of the Master Musicians authors, the point is confirmed in that Stratton’s and Patterson’s words (7-B-3, 7-B-4) are virtually identical: both wrote of the sword wearing out the
scabbard prematurely by its overuse (possibly an allusion to a line from Byron’s poem ‘So we’ll go no more a’roving’, with which the biographers may well have been familiar from the well-known song setting by Maude Valérie White of 1888), a metaphor whose clear Freudian overtones are unlikely to be missed by the present-day reader. The irony is that while certain composers were indeed popularly viewed as feminine men at the time, Chopin being the most obvious example, the later nineteenth century conversely insisted upon the masculinity of several others, including Beethoven and Wagner (see, for example, Gay 1993: 103).

Composers’ early deaths were linked not just to their greatness, but also to the fruits of this genius in terms of the extent of their corresponding activities and output (see 7-A-1), which served to resolve some of the tension over certain subjects’ having lived longer than others (trope 7-C). Breakspeare (7-C-1) suggested how Mozart’s life might have been lengthened – albeit becoming nowhere near as productive, nor marked by such greatness – had his genius lain ‘semi-dormant’, rather than being recognized and rapidly developed from childhood. In contrast, Hadden justified Haydn’s claim to greatness, despite his relative longevity, through reference to the relative security and peace in which much of his life unfolded (7-C-2). Part I has revealed the extent of the tension surrounding Haydn’s longevity (particularly given the premature demise of his greatest contemporary), as exemplified by the number of tales that have the flavour of death scenes. Nonetheless, the matter was particularly significant to British biography: Hadden demonstrated his subject to have taken full advantage of the length of his life by developing his genius in new and important directions even in his advanced years, culminating in the two visits to England undertaken around the age of 60 (7-C-3).
Whether short-lived or not, composers were portrayed as having kept active until the bitter end, in testimony to their unwavering commitment to their art and the industry with which it was realized. Seemingly ignoring both their own suffering and the troubles unfolding around them, they remained entirely focussed on music and on their studies (trope 7-D). Hence Handel was presented as continuing his work despite physical and mental illness (7-D-1), Bach as labouring through his ‘hours of greatest suffering’ (7-D-2), and Mozart as remaining entirely focussed on music in his final year (7-D-3, 7-D-4). Beethoven was prevented by his doctors from composing during what was to be his final illness; nonetheless, rather than merely waste his time, he kept himself occupied by studying the music of Schubert and Handel (7-D-6; see also myth 2-G). The question is therefore raised as to whether composers were working at their usual standard during their periods of infirmity, especially if they were still actively producing music. Hadden, who described Chopin as ‘a painful spectacle, the picture of exhaustion’ (1934a: 128) by 1847, two years prior to his death, recounted endless stories of the measures taken to compensate for his frailty (: 111, 128, 130). If such examples suggest that composers refused to accept that their end was near, the matter was explicitly true of Brahms: he famously requested not to be told of the severity of the illness that caused his demise, and this ignorance seemingly enabled him to continue his activities – walking, concert-going, entertaining visitors, and so on – despite his suffering (7-D-7).

The emphasis placed by the biographers on the hard work undertaken by composers from childhood to death, in accordance with the Protestant work ethic, led to the charting of their genius as evolving progressively throughout their lives (trope 3-G). This model, which I term the ‘paradigm of continual development’, was of major consequence for the opportunities it afforded to relate the life and the works, as later
discussions will explore. Doubtless the notion was influenced by Victorian
preoccupations with evolutionist theories, which had received application to music
history through the writings of C. Hubert H. Parry (who was particularly influenced by
Herbert Spencer’s concept of ‘social Darwinism’), notably in his agenda-setting book
The Art of Music (1893). Parry’s earlier Studies of Great Composers (1886) was an
important source for several of the Master Musicians authors, and he had also taught
Duncan during his time at the Royal College of Music. The paradigm of continual
development further served to demonstrate that composers had steadily brought their
gifts perfectly to fruition in the course of their lives (a point suggested most clearly by
Breakspeare, 3-G-2), as opposed, for example, to a childhood talent that failed to
blossom, or early success achieved in a career that declined thereafter. Accordingly,
many of the subjects were presented as instinctively knowing that death was imminent
(trope 7-E). The implication, which received fullest voice in Duncan’s speculation as to
the reasons for the productivity of Schubert’s final year (7-E-5), was that composers’
perceived awareness of their own mortality spurred them on to one final outburst of
creativity, in their anxiety to give their very last to the world. The emphasis that
Breakspeare (7-D-2) placed on Mozart’s working unceasingly throughout 1791, in stark
contrast to his relatively fruitless previous season (on which, see Breakspeare 1902: 81),
may also be read in this light. Likewise, Crowest observed that the ageing Beethoven,
physically ill and isolated from his friends (7-E-3), nevertheless composed with
‘increased vigour’ (7-E-4), for it was this activity upon which (according to the
biographer) his life now depended.

22 Significantly, Parry’s text was republished in enlarged form three years later as The Evolution of the
Art of Music. Grove’s Dictionary, to which he was a major contributor, served as a useful
developing-ground for his application of evolutionist theories to music history.
These points yield the corresponding implication that the last year (or period) of composers’ lives was that in which they necessarily enjoyed their fullest success or produced their greatest music (trope 7-F). In view of the relation of this concept to that of the early death, two of the clearest examples are provided by the volumes on Schubert (7-F-1) and Mozart (7-F-2). Their creative powers were explicitly portrayed as being at their height in their final months, resulting in the production of some late masterpieces, as well as leading Duncan to make the far-reaching claim that Schubert experienced ‘the full vigour of body’ in his final year. The paradigm held regardless of the length of the subject’s life, as demonstrated by the case of Handel, whose final year was said to be his ‘most prosperous’ ever (5-F-3). Nor was the model invalidated by instances in which infirmity precluded substantial composition towards the end of the life: Patterson (5-F-4) asserted that the apotheosis of Schumann’s genius was reached just before his descent into the illness that terminated his artistic career. However, despite the tragedy of composers’ illnesses and premature deaths (not to mention the paradigm of continual development), the biographers were adamant that had they lived longer, their powers would not have evolved further. Hence Stratton (7-B-2), for example, claimed that Mendelssohn could perhaps have attained greater heights not had he been granted a longer life, but had his activities been less varied, thus permitting him to dedicate more time to composition. The notion, which was essentially a consequence of the paradigm of continual development, enabled the authors to conclude their account of their subjects’ lives when they were at their peak, rather than dying old, forgotten, and separated from their greatest output by a period of many years, or (even worse) having fallen from grace altogether. It even served to prepare for this outcome – as well as to divert attention from its unseemly physical aspects – in that having reached the zenith of the protagonist’s powers, the sole episode that logically remained to be recounted was that of the inevitable demise.
One potential drawback of this paradigm was that it precluded any suggestion that composers’ genius might have been greater had they lived longer. That may account for the only real resistance to the model, which occurs in the volume on Chopin: Hadden not only stated that this subject did not exhibit development of his creative genius as did other composers (3-G-9), but also suggested that a longer life would have led to the production of greater music (trope 7-I). In making these assertions, the biographer actually contradicted himself, since the latter presupposed that the composer’s genius would indeed have evolved given more time. And as if to make the point more strongly, Hadden called into question whether the same might not be true of other composers such as Schubert, Mozart, and even Haydn, the subject of his other Master Musicians volume. His partial rejection of the life-shapes that were otherwise standard within the series may have been an attempt to strengthen Chopin’s claim to greatness, given that his level of musical activity (in terms of performance as well as composition) was not nearly as high as that of other subjects, even short-lived ones. But it also served the more crucial purpose of aiding Hadden’s construction of Chopin as standing apart from the other composers – an idea that received ample voice elsewhere in the monograph and served to justify his inclusion within the set.

**Death and the Maiden: The Woman as Muse (bis)**

We have seen above that specific women, invariably loved ones of some description, made appearances at defining moments of the life story as signifiers of subjects’ creativity. By way of a prelude to revisiting this model one final time, I should perhaps note that in interpreting their writings as subscribing to an androcentric model, I do not wish to imply that the biographers were especially insensitive to women. The reality was often quite the opposite, as best exemplified in the paper ‘Woman in Relation to Musical Art’ that Stratton presented to the Musical Association in 1883, in which he
The Master Musicians Series:
Life and Character

seemed to admit the possibility for female creative genius within (and beyond) music in ways largely unparalleled for its time. His central premise was that ‘If woman in the vast sphere of work open to her – physical and intellectual – has achieved greatness in every department where her faculties have been fully developed and had free play… then there is no reasonable ground for assuming that she cannot excel in any art under the like conditions’ (: 115). Stratton’s paper also incorporated an extensive list of hundreds of women composers and their works, which even at the author’s death remained possibly the most comprehensive yet compiled (The Musical Times 1906: XLVII/dcclxii, 552). Nor was this an isolated endeavour within the collective output of the Master Musicians authors. Crowest’s Phases of Musical England (1881) included a dedicated section on women and music (: 262-87), and the chapters on Schumann’s relationships with women in Patterson’s Master Musicians monograph (1934: 87-107) and Hadden’s later book Composers in Love and Marriage (1913a) both demonstrate a notable focus on female characters within musical biography. Rather, their recourse to the muse paradigm simply followed tendencies found elsewhere in European musical biography (often originating with the composers themselves), here appropriated to suit the strongly patriarchal society of the Victorian Period, its obsession with evolutionist theories, and the previously-discussed biographical notion of the working partnership.

At the same time, the muse paradigm cast female characters in a rather different role from that found elsewhere in nineteenth-century European literature, such as the redemptive role of the Faustian ewig Weibliche; more locally, it also deviated from the trend in late Victorian fiction towards portraying musical women as dangerous characters, recently explored by Phyllis Weliver (2005).

Given the previously-discussed connections between the height of protagonists’ genius and their passing, it is unsurprising that these otherwise marginal females also
resurfaced towards the end of the lives of their associated composers. Just as their musical exertions were portrayed as having brought about death, so their female muses were seen to have contributed, in a fundamentally positive way, to their demise. One such case is provided by Mendelssohn (trope 5-I), whose musically-gifted sister Fanny was cast in the role of vessel for his genius.\(^\text{23}\) Stratton was quick to observe her ‘exceptional talent’ (1934: 9) for the performance of music in her childhood. His description of the pair as ‘bound by the ties of art as well as blood’ (5-I-1) implied a strong and special union over and above that between the average brother and sister, and eminently consistent with the muse paradigm. The latter conjecture is confirmed by his portrayal of the siblings as inseparable and as holding shared artistic aims (5-I-2), which strongly recalls Patterson’s construction of Robert and Clara Schumann (trope 5-D). The imposition onto Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn of the dynamic of male creative genius enhanced by a female performer also denied the latter’s own compositional abilities, just as it had sidelined those of Clara.

Of greater relevance to Mendelssohn biography, however, was Fanny’s death in May 1847 while engaged (significantly) in a musical act, namely the leading of a choir rehearsal. Stratton (5-I-3) noted that Mendelssohn was profoundly affected by her passing, which was presented as directly precipitating his final, greatest period of creation – bringing forth a number of compositions including the celebrated String Quartet in F minor, Op. 80, his last major work – prior to his own end just a few months (and pages) later. Moreover, in this and several other instances, the demise of the muse was portrayed as having precipitated that of her associated composer (trope 5-J). Stratton (5-J-1) stated that his subject’s own death was directly caused by the shock at

\(^{23}\) On the musical relationship between Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn see, for example, Citron 1984; see further, Kimber 2002b and Citron 2004.
learning of that of his sister, following the view put forward by Lampadius in his early
volume on Mendelssohn (1865: 150). In much the same manner, Erb (5-J-2) concurred
with Brahms’s own belief that his final illness was caused by his anxiety to attend the
funeral of Clara Schumann. The latter connection is made stronger by the biographer’s
further speculation that the shock over her death (like that experienced by Mendelssohn)
contributed both to its onset and severity. That Frankfurt was the focal point of the
events that were seen to have caused the deaths of each of these subjects adds to the
already striking similarity between the two stories.

This standard plot is inverted in the cases of Tchaikovsky and Chopin. According to
Evans (5-J-3), Tchaikovsky was extraordinarily pained by the decline in the attention
paid to him towards the end of his life by Meck: her monetary backing of the composer
ceased, as did the correspondence between them. Evans wrote that his subject was so
profoundly troubled by this turn of events that in his final days he held Meck constantly
in his thoughts, even as he lay feverish on his death-bed. Though Meck outlived
Tchaikovsky, she had faded from his life and so precipitated his demise; and Evans’s
observation (5-J-4) that she herself died very shortly after receiving news of
Tchaikovsky’s passing suggests that the composer’s death brought about that of his
muse, rather than the other way around. Meck differed from all the other females under
present discussion in that she had neither artistic nor (pseudo-)familial ties to the
composer to whom she was allied, her support for Tchaikovsky’s creative activities
being entirely financial rather than artistic or moral. In addition, of the two women
portrayed as vessels for Tchaikovsky’s genius, his mother was already dead; thus
Meck’s death only after that of the composer neatly preserved the balance between
them.
Chopin’s associated females and his demise were discussed with greater unease (trope 5-K). Despite his endeavours to resist standard biographical paradigms, Hadden evidently subscribed to the correlations between association with an artistic partner, inspiration derived from her, and ultimate passing, perhaps because these themes were already too thoroughly ingrained into Chopin biography to be evaded. He noted, for example, that his subject had been inspired to work by his amorous feelings for Konstancja Gladkowska (5-K-1), which he compared to Berlioz’s celebrated passion for Harriet Smithson (1934b: 40). However, this love was unrequited, which caused Chopin’s health to deteriorate and hence, in the biographer’s words, ‘marked him out for an early death’ (5-K-2). Later in the life story, Hadden quoted Chopin as having himself observed, of the rumours that he and Jane Stirling (another attendant female) were to be joined in matrimony, that ‘she might as well marry death’.24 Hadden appeared strongly to reject the popularized connection between the composer’s demise and that of his relationship with George Sand (5-K-4), perhaps in accordance with his stated endeavour to adhere to facts rather than follow the previous biographical scholarship he referred to as ‘the sentimental gush which has been so largely written about Chopin’ (1934b: vii). Nevertheless, he did acknowledge the link between the two events that had been suggested by earlier Continental biographers such as Wilhelm von Lenz (5-K-4), who claimed that ‘Chopin did not die of consumption. He died of a broken heart’ (Lenz 1983: 56). The effect of the trope is heightened by Sand’s reappearance in the Chopin volume near the moment of the protagonist’s death, despite not actually being permitted to see him (5-K-6), as well as mention of the financial support covertly given by Stirling to the dying protagonist (Hadden 1934b: 129-30).

24 Adolf Gutmann, who attended Chopin constantly in the period prior to his death, told Frederick Niecks that Chopin had spoken these words to him ‘one day when he was ill’ (Niecks 1888: II, 292).
That this instance does not entirely conform to the standard model (with the possible exception of Tchaikovsky and Meck) is evident from the fact that the cause of Chopin’s death was seen to be the end of the friendship with, rather than the life of, his associated female. Moreover, Sand posed a direct challenge to the muse paradigm, since she was herself a creative genius (albeit of a literary, rather than musical, variety) rather than a mere executant. While the appearance of such a figure may well have generated little tension within literary biography by the late nineteenth century, especially in Britain, it was problematic in the present musical context (trope 5-L). Questions were correspondingly raised as to which of the pair functioned as muse and which as genius, especially as Hadden hardly presented in a positive light Sand’s perceived tendency to drain her male attachments of both life and creativity (5-L-4). The issue was resolved in Hadden’s volume by explicitly reversing the couple’s gender roles, thereby continuing a trend that was well established by the time of writing and which had originated, insofar as biography is concerned, with Liszt’s life of Chopin (1852). Hadden’s construction of the composer as effeminate (trope 5-M) related Chopin’s womanliness to his physical frailty, which the biographer claimed was a defining feature of creative genius (5-M-9). Hence Chopin’s poor health was invoked both as proof of his mental (rather than physical) strength and heroism (5-M-7) and as an explanatory strategy for any problematic areas of his life that recourse to his nationality failed to resolve (5-M-8). It is as if his gendering as feminine was necessary precisely because his story could not be made to fit the paradigms of (masculine) musical biography. Hadden additionally linked Chopin’s effeminacy to his musical endeavours, in the frequent references to the salon venues in which he played, his onstage demeanour and ‘dandy’ dress, his relatively quiet tone, and even his ‘small delicate feminine hand’ (1934b: 153). The composer was

On the issue of Chopin and his gendered music, and the critical responses it elicited, see Kallberg 1996.
thus portrayed as exhibiting both male and female characteristics as far as his music was concerned, most explicitly in Hadden’s discussion of the polonaise (5-M-3). Sand’s parallel construction as masculine (5-L-2) resolved the problem of her exhibiting genius and preserved the heterosexuality of her relationship to Chopin at the same time as allowing the latter to function, androgynously, as his own vessel.

**Religion as Artistic Motive**

The Master Musicians series aimed not only to provide an outline of composers’ lives, but also a more general assessment of their musicality and their character. While these endeavours may be true of much biography, the present series is distinctive for making such discussions key components of its texts, which (as noted) typically followed the tripartite structure of life story, evaluation of the subject as a person, and a concluding survey of the works. The explorations of musicality have been assimilated into previous sections and will be further investigated in the following chapter; those of the character remain to be addressed here. It is in these discussions that reflections of the target audience may be especially evident, for every age has its particular preoccupations. Late twentieth-century biographies, for instance, might include detailed assessments of their subjects’ sexuality wholly absent from the life-writing of previous epochs. Similarly, religion was a notable theme in biography throughout the nineteenth century and across Europe. The trope assumes even greater significance within the context of Victorian Britain, however, given the increasing awareness that only a relatively small proportion of the population regularly attended church (despite strong encouragement in the form of missionary work and incentives including the offer of education, membership of a church society, and potentially also charitable support), coupled with the rising popularity of evolutionist theories that were at variance with Biblical creationism.
Crowest’s biographers were therefore understandably preoccupied with issues of religion (trope 9), and by notions that composers should have lived in accordance with Christian principles (it did not seem to matter to them that none were Anglican, and some were not even Protestant). Their particular fascination with religion doubtless reflected their own faith, since several held church posts as organist while others produced significant quantities of sacred music; even the number of composers represented by the completed series has clear (and surely intentional) Judeo-Christian significance. According to his entry in *Grove’s Dictionary*, Williams received much of his early education from Rev. F. A. Radcliffe, Rector of Milston, ‘whose influence contributed, in no small degree, to foster his love of music’ (Maitland 1904-10b: 526); Hadden’s volume on Haydn bears the dedication ‘To The Rev. Robert Blair, D. D. in grateful acknowledgment of many kindnesses and much pleasant intercourse’.

Additional origins may be found in the beliefs overtly held by a number of the subjects themselves. Notably, Bach and Haydn were both devout Christians, who habitually signed their scores – even those of secular works – with religious phrases such as ‘Soli Deo Gloria’. The musical genius exhibited by the Great Composers was considered to be a divine gift that had been bestowed upon them, reflective of a higher calling; Haydn reportedly said that ‘I know… that God has favoured me, and recognize it thankfully’ (Gotwals 1963: 56; cf. Hadden 1934a: 161). They were therefore viewed as having worked in the service of God, both in furthering their abilities and in their general activities (trope 9-A). Williams, for example, noted Bach’s profound interest in religion (9-A-1) and his importance in the history of the Lutheran church (1934: 107), while both he and Haydn were explicitly portrayed as composers whose musical activities were essentially driven by their faith (9-A-2, 9-A-3).
The premise of genius as a divine endowment allowed the biographers to claim some degree of Christian motivation for subjects who did not overtly follow a religion, such as Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, and possibly also Chopin; Duncan even described Schubert’s vocation as a ‘divine call’ (2-C-5). While it might seem that pursuit of such an avenue represented somewhat shaky ground given the threat posed to the Church in Britain precisely because low numbers of people were active worshippers, it is likely that many of the series’ readers had, at one time or another, been members of a church who benefited from the educational benefits that came with it. The authors turned particularly to the composers’ sacred output as evidence of religious intent (trope 9-B), especially where none was otherwise apparent. Great works on devotional themes, such as the Requiems of Brahms and Mozart, Handel’s Messiah, Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis, and (by extension) Haydn’s The Creation, were hence given added weight, while Duncan (9-B-6) even claimed that Schubert’s sacred output was on a par with the music of Bach and Beethoven. The paradigm of continual development is again invoked, as several biographers commented upon the fact of their subjects’ having turned to the composition of religious works late in their lives, thus further demonstrating the relative greatness accorded to sacred music in comparison to its secular counterpart. Indeed, Schumann himself wrote that ‘It must always remain an artist’s highest aim to direct his efforts to sacred music’, while Handel is quoted as having said that ‘sacred music was best suited to a man descending in the vale of years’ (M[arshall] 1878-90: 651).

By reinforcing righteous Christian virtues, the authors also extrapolated their subjects’ moral beliefs from their writings, including correspondence, and from the exemplary

26 Schumann to Lieutenant Strackerjan, 13 January 1851 (Herbert 1890: II, 129; see also Patterson 1934: 173).
27 On Handel’s lately-held religious beliefs, see Schelcher 1857: 363-4.
way in which they conducted their lives (trope 9-C). This practice made explicit the connection between subscription to religious ideals and general demonstrations of behaviour considered righteous (whether undertaken in the name of God or not), and highlighted the biographers’ agenda of providing moral education for the middle- and working-class readership.28 Patterson (9-C-3), for example, claimed that in selflessly promoting contemporaries above himself in his music criticism, Schumann acted in accordance with Christian virtues; the religious overtones of accounts of the ‘Neue Bahnen’ episode itself have previously been seen in Part I (myths 3-A and 8-B). Crowest’s appropriation of Beethoven’s correspondence to demonstrate that the composer lived as a Christian (9-C-2) is especially revealing given that the biographer also noted that his letters offered no explicit indications that would confirm this claim (9-C-4). Additional justification for those composers who were not overtly religious came from subscription to the anti-Marian view that considered too strict an adherence to doctrine to be negative, in apparent antithesis to the tacit conducting of one’s life virtuously. Hadden (9-C-7), citing Liszt’s testimony that Chopin ‘held his faith without calling attention to it’, described the composer as ‘refreshingly like the normal sensible man, who shrinks from being too closely catechized’ – and it is deeply ironic that the biography of a Catholic composer, held to have been written by an author who subsequently took minor orders in the Catholic Church, should be appropriated in Protestant England to anti-Roman ends.29 Drawing on the same notion, Lidgey (9-C-8) justified Wagner’s attacks on Christianity – which in any case were implicitly

28 The emphasis that the authors placed on the sanctity of marriage and related matters may be read in a similar light.

29 Liszt wrote that ‘Chopin was sincerely religious and attached to Catholicism, but he held his faith without calling attention to it, and never touched upon this subject. It was possible to be acquainted with him a long time without knowing what were his religious views’ (1912: 137-8).
anti-clerical and anti-Catholic, rather than anti-religious as such – as being essentially
directed toward hypocrisy and dogma.30

**Exemplary Citizenship**

Even when not explicitly related to religious virtues, the biographers considered their subjects to serve as models for the lay reader in terms of the exemplary conduct they exhibited in their everyday lives (trope 10). The hard work and determination through which they were presented as having pursued their goals, their navigation of the obstacles encountered on the path to success, and their laudable relationships with romantic attachments and their own family, may all be read in this light. The authors were also keen to demonstrate that the general behaviour of the Great Composers was not at variance with a particular, idealized set of late Victorian sensibilities and ideals.31 Their lives were thus exalted for their demonstrations of faultless morals, and of selfless consideration for others before themselves (trope 10-A). Williams (10-A-2) even connected artistic greatness directly to moral excellence in writing of Bach as the epitome of both within his celebrated genealogy. Enquiries into the general ethics observed by composers often took a speculative form that hinged on the argument that supposedly no suggestions to the contrary had arisen despite the detailed scrutiny of their lives. Indeed, in their efforts to construct their subjects as exemplary, several of the Master Musicians authors made claims so strong that they could hardly be accepted in view of known facts. Breakspear’s assertion (10-A-6) that Mozart was upright in all his actions, for example, contradicted both his acknowledgement elsewhere of the composer’s faults, and other of his unattractive characteristics that the biographer

---

30 On Wagner’s views on religion see, for example, Wagner 1892-9c (esp. 26-9) and Wagner 1892-9e.
31 Of course, the implications of many of the themes explored in the following discussion inevitably extend beyond the series’ original turn-of-the-century British context, given the overlap with societies of other times and places as to what was considered to be dignified conduct.
neglected, such as his notorious use of obscene language. Other instances of praiseworthy citizenship demonstrated by composers included their lack of prejudice towards others. Erb’s comment (10-A-7) that Brahms treated all people as equals irrespective of social standing is particularly telling given the series’ middle- and working-class audience, suggesting that its subjects were on a par with its readers and giving agency to the former as real people to whom the latter could relate. According to the biographers, their subjects would even show goodwill and consideration towards those who had wronged them, rising above the ‘petty jealousies’ that were exhibited by lesser composers (trope 10-B) and feeling pleased for them when they achieved success, even if it meant that they had themselves been disappointed as a result. The implication here is that not only were they greater musicians than their competitors, but they were also better people.

Given the strongly hagiographical vein in which Victorian biography was written, it is unsurprising that the Master Musicians authors drew upon a variety of strategies by which to approach areas of their subjects’ lives that were perceived as being less than commendable. Not unexpectedly, many of these devices derived their explanatory force from the composers’ greatness, thereby reinforcing their positive qualities by way of masking the negative ones. A common ploy, for example, was to identify perceived defects in subjects’ personalities as the necessary evils by which they became capable of attaining greatness, and that their weaknesses were manifestly outweighed by their virtues (trope 10-C). Stratton (10-C-3) not only trivialized Mendelssohn’s imperfections in this manner, but also claimed that his subject suppressed them, in exemplary fashion, in order to present to the world an exclusively positive exterior. Composers were also portrayed as alienated from wider society by virtue of their genius, which, as noted, was popularly held to be a phenomenon misunderstood within its own time and place. That
served to rationalize their uneasy relationships with strangers and lay people (trope 10-D), and the shy, reserved demeanour of Schubert (10-D-3) and Schumann (10-D-1) in particular. Their construction as standing apart from the rest of humanity was reflected in the shortcomings in their physical attributes, described by Duncan (10-D-4) as the ‘personal attractions which go so far towards reconciling genius with the outside world’; for example, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert were all below average height.

If the biographers were to succeed in endorsing composers’ lives as models from which readers could learn, then suggestions that they were afflicted with human vices served to demonstrate that the lay person could indeed relate to them. Ironically, in several instances, the authors appealed directly to their subjects’ humanity by way of explanation of perceived faults in their character (trope 10-E). In a further indication of the biographers’ aims to provide moral education for the average reader, they were thereby enabled to cast judgement on the composers’ conduct. This strategy proved especially valuable when they could resort to the explanation that the behaviour they exhibited was perfectly acceptable during their own day (trope 10-F), hence providing further demonstration of the texts as a reflection of the sanitized values of the target reading communities. One obvious example that remains the source of some tension today was the frequent use of bad language in late eighteenth-century contexts, to which I have already alluded; curiously, in the original Master Musicians series, this proved more of an issue in Haydn’s biography (10-F-1) than Mozart’s. In such instances, the authors could provide the necessary indications to readers as to how properly to conduct themselves without compromising the notion of the exemplary life, since their subjects’ actions were presented as ostensibly giving no cause for alarm. Erb’s comments (10-F-3) on the matter related exclusively to the childhood of great figures, before their
genius had fully matured, and at which time (temporary) flaws in their character were more understandable.

When all else failed, and the biographers were forced to admit poor behaviour on the part of their subject, they nevertheless endeavoured to portray them positively through allusion to their greatness (trope 10-G). Of several examples that could be cited, Crowest’s skilful interweaving of mention of Beethoven’s sometimes unwarranted conduct seamlessly among liberal references to his virtuous manner and his heroic status (10-G-1) is particularly indicative. A final strategy was to refer to extenuating circumstances beyond the composers’ control (trope 10-H), indicating that the exceptional nature of the situation meant that subjects were not acting as they ordinarily would, and implying that their conduct might have been worse had they not been such great people. Lidgey (10-H-2) even invited direct comparison with the reader: writing of Wagner’s tribulations of the early 1860s (his isolation, bad health, financial troubles, the withdrawal of Tannhäuser and Tristan, and the opposition he faced from the public and the Press), he remarked, ‘Let those who would lift the finger of scorn pause to consider whether, under such conditions, they would have exhibited one-tenth of the moral courage that Richard Wagner showed.’

High Artistic Ideals: Modesty, Generosity, Selflessness

Another sense in which the composers represented ideal role models for the late Victorian and early Edwardian reader was in the extreme modesty (trope 11-A) that they were consistently portrayed as demonstrating – even though they were possessed of phenomenal gifts. According to the biographers, it was this quality that allowed them

32 On the disappointments experienced by the composer in the early 1860s, see further, Lidgey 1899: 45-53.
to find contentment with a life of relative simplicity (11-A-1, 11-A-4), as well as apparently causing them to be oblivious to their own greatness (11-A-3, 11-A-6). Patterson (11-A-5) even identified the trait to be a marker of the ‘highest genius’. The composers were constructed as being so humble that claims were frequently made that they did not enjoy the public recognition they received (trope 11-B), and that they actively shied away from calling attention to their extraordinary abilities. That this theme remained relevant to late nineteenth-century communities is demonstrated in its being particularly associated with Brahms, who was described as finding public displays of gratitude to be ‘exceedingly distasteful’ (Erb 1934: 52) and as having little respect for immodest artists (11-B-4). The Great Composers were portrayed as having little desire to incite hero-worship through self-promotion: Brahms had no more need to perform his own works at recitals (11-B-5) than Schumann had to use his editorship of the *Neue Zeitschrift für Musik* to publicize his, as I shall discuss in due course. In the same vein, the humility of such figures as Handel (11-B-1) and Haydn (11-B-6) supposedly prevented them from employing their genius solely to obtain public popularity and financial rewards, indicating to the reader that such gifts were to be used responsibly rather than abused for personal gain.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that Erb’s remarks as to Brahms’s aversion to conceit and self-aggrandizement represented an implicit criticism of Wagner, who famously maintained a poor relationship with Brahms and, moreover, whose immodesty generated much tension within Lidgey’s volume (trope 11-C). In providing an extensive justification for Wagner’s egotism, Lidgey indicated that his intentions were noble rather than purely selfish. Drawing heavily on the composer’s published views, Lidgey claimed that he strove to use his art to unite the German people and to educate them in their national musical legacy (11-C-1, 11-C-2); his lack of humility was thus necessary
in order to present himself as the role model for the greater good of society. Lidgey thereby asserted that Wagner’s loyalty indeed ultimately lay with his art, and that suggestions to the contrary merely represent ‘the tragedy of a noble man misunderstood by the very men he lived only to raise to higher and purer ideals’ (11-C-6). Lidgey employed a similar strategy to justify Wagner’s involvement with politics, which he wrote interested the composer only insofar as it enabled him dutifully to improve conditions for art by way of benefiting humanity at large (11-C-8). This theme therefore yields another example of the tension previously encountered in Part I between politics and art, and of attempts made within musical biography to keep the two separate.

Other composers were similarly portrayed, albeit with more modesty, as having drawn on their exceptional powers only for the honourable reasons of the furthering of art and humanity, and the pursuit of their own high ideals (trope 11-D). We have already seen that they were presented as demonstrating unwavering commitment and determination, despite the obstacles they encountered, to the realization of the greater purpose with which their lives were apparently invested; the trope also underlined the biographers’ previously-mentioned endeavours to establish a musical canon that did not merely adhere to fashionable repertories that would have been more lucrative to their originating composers. In this respect, the Master Musicians subjects were seen to have differed from lesser contemporaries, whose burdens were much less heavy (11-D-1) and who sought more immediate profit from their art (11-D-2); they were similarly undeterred by initial criticism, since history was to be their judge (11-D-4). As a joint consequence of their modesty and their idealistic aims, several were portrayed as content to seek employment in posts beneath their genius, so long as these

33 On Wagner and politics see, for example, Arblaster 1992: 147-91, esp. 148-52.
circumstances permitted them to further their art in the directions that would ultimately benefit humanity (trope 11-E). The authors used this notion to justify why Haydn (11-E-1), and to a lesser extent Mozart (11-E-2), endured being treated as little more than servants. These examples surely facilitated the working-class readers’ identification with such great figures as well as indicating that to posterity, money was certainly not all that mattered – emphatically so, since many of the composers’ perceived financial problems could surely have been alleviated had they turned to more popular markets for their music.

The issue was most widely exploited by Williams, who wrote at length of Bach’s willingness to work humbly below his station, and of what the biographer perceived (11-E-3) as a total failure on the part of his employers to acknowledge the composer’s incomparable greatness. While many of the notions discussed thus far were problematic on grounds of anachronism, the matter is particularly pronounced in this instance. Nonetheless, Williams’s portrayal of the composer’s situation served to justify his notorious disputes with the authorities, and to suggest that the blame lay entirely with the latter; these clashes would, of course, have been considered somewhat less than exemplary within a late Victorian context (and, as discussion of myth 1-B demonstrated, many others too). Williams further sought to account for Bach’s contentment to labour in relative obscurity with reference to his devout religious beliefs (trope 11-F), arguing that celebration of the glory of God, rather than recognition or wealth, was sufficient reward for him (11-F-4). Ironically, one Great Composer for whom it was particularly difficult to claim that he had spent his life working towards high artistic ideals rather than for personal gain was Bach’s greatest contemporary, and Williams’s other Master Musicians subject (trope 11-G). The unease surrounding Handel in this respect was compounded given the series’ late Victorian context because
he had accrued his substantial fortune primarily in England, where he remained an iconic national hero. He was defended primarily with reference to his copious generosity, specifically the support he gave to a variety of charities (11-G-1). That Williams extolled Handel especially for the compassion he showed towards widows and orphans is itself significant, recalling previous discussions, given that he had no family. In addition, the biographer was keen to point out that far from being wealthy for his entire life, Handel suffered his fair share of debt and perilous finances but nevertheless continued to contribute to charitable causes (11-G-3); and that as he rebuilt his fortune, he was able to donate more money and to become more closely involved (11-G-4). The end, therefore, abundantly justified the means.

In keeping with the Victorian ethic of generosity towards fellow humans, other biographers offered similar examples of their subjects’ making provision for those in need of support (trope 11-H). Crowest, for example, discussed Beethoven’s open-handedness even during difficult times when he did not have much money himself (1899: 21-2). One recurring theme was the endeavours undertaken by the composers to improve standards of music and the working conditions for the musician. Another was the assistance that they offered to colleagues and junior contemporaries in respect of those obstacles with which (as discussed) they had themselves contended alone. In his anxiety to prove that the point was true of Brahms, Erb actually contradicted himself, writing firstly that he would not receive musicians who sought to visit him (11-H-7), then claiming just pages later that he was happy to dispense advice to them (11-H-8). This tension may have been the brought about by Brahms’s having himself famously been the beneficiary of early recognition by Schumann (myths 3-A and 8-B), albeit with negative consequences as well as positive ones.
Undoubtedly, Schumann was the subject most significant for his altruistic support and promotion of fellow artists (trope 11-I), not least given that some of his most important music criticism was available in English translation by the time of the Master Musicians series (Schumann 1877-80b). Schumann’s provision of a forum in which contemporary composers and their works might be discussed without prejudice was presented by Patterson as a major improvement to the music scene (11-I-1), and one that demonstrated his genuine interest in those who had not yet established themselves. Of the great contemporaries whom he brought to public attention, including Chopin and Berlioz (Schumann 1988b and 1988c) as well as Brahms, the most significant in connection with this trope was his rediscovery of Schubert in the late 1830s, for Patterson noted that it was made amidst the personal difficulties he was then experiencing (11-I-5). The exemplary nature of his apparently selfless actions is highlighted by Patterson’s insistence that he was not motivated by personal profit of any kind, that he only rarely took the opportunity to discuss his own works, and that he himself had received little assistance at the start of his career.

This exhaustive analysis of the ways in which the lives and characters of the Great Composers were constructed within the original Master Musicians series has identified a nexus of paradigms characterized by consistency and robustness across a number of different authors and volumes. As indicated, some reflected pan-European concerns extending as far back as a century or more; others, conversely, were more local to late nineteenth-century Britain, with its preoccupations with lineage and ancestry, the Protestant work ethic, exemplary morals and behaviour, and evolutionist theories. However, as the above discussions abundantly show (and recalling that none of the series’ twelve subjects was English in origin), all had been adapted for the purpose of
enforcing a particular set of sanitized values sanctioned by the ideological undercurrents of Victorian educational biography as self-improvement. A great deal of tension is hence discernible in those many instances in which the composers’ lives did not quite match these rather specific ideals, for too great an inclination in either direction could apparently generate unease: the biographers’ discussion of their subjects’ religious beliefs, for instance, suggested that those who did not overtly possess such convictions might have been as problematic to handle as any for whom they were too strongly held. Other tropes have revealed the particular significance of the role accorded to female characters within the volumes, which will be further explored in the concluding chapter of Part II.

As discussed at the outset, the above study has maintained a focus upon the biographical paradigms that operated within the Master Musicians volumes, in accordance with the structure adopted by their authors themselves. The following chapter seeks to complement this analysis with a second study focussing on those paradigms more explicitly associated with the music, hence ultimately enabling an assessment of the intersections between the two.
Questions of the relationship between the life and the works are among the most vexed in modern biographical theory. As noted, the Master Musicians series was pioneering for contriving to separate the two into dedicated sections, resulting in a set of interconnected texts that brought extended discussion of the music into the realm of full-length biography. Maynard Solomon (2001: 600) has identified the series as emblematic of the early twentieth-century trend in musical biography towards combining a critical assessment of the works with an outline of the life. It was, after all, fundamentally an educational project; and, like other notable Victorian biographical series such as John Morley’s edited ‘English Men of Letters’, its purpose was not just to convey to the lay reader the life story of the subjects but also to teach them how to understand their works (see Gay 1996: 184). An important precedent in musical literature was the biographical dictionary, not least Grove’s Dictionary (itself a valuable source for the Master Musicians authors) given the division of its articles on composers into sections concerned with the life and those concerned with the works. A further correspondence between the two approaches is seen in Crowest’s volume, which centralized Beethoven’s symphonies (complete with musical excerpts from the various movements) within its general survey of the composer’s output, thereby significantly resembling Grove’s recently-published monograph _Beethoven and his Nine Symphonies_ (1896). As music criticism written for the lay person, another precursor was the programme note, which at the time often entered into much analytical detail including musical quotations. In the nineteenth century, programme notes were especially associated with British concert life, and were therefore an important aspect of the specific education available to the Victorian music-lover; Evans’s subsequent activity in
the field has already been noted. That one of the leading writers of programme notes in
the late Victorian Period was none other than Grove himself provides a direct link to the
heart of nineteenth-century English musical biography.

Despite the imposition of this rather artificial division between life and music, however,
many points of contact existed between the ways in which the two were discussed
within the Master Musicians volumes. The authors’ critical treatment of their subjects’
works is evidently of sufficient importance to the agenda of the series, as well as to the
wider history of musical biography, to warrant detailed scrutiny as part of this case
study. The previous chapter revealed that the composers were portrayed as having
laboured unceasingly in pursuit of their art, irrespective of the troubles they encountered
and the misery they experienced, all of which is redolent of an attempt to divorce the
works from the life. At the same time, we encountered a number of suggestions
(notably in connection with the muse paradigm) that their music did reflect events
concurrent with its composition. As trope 17-A demonstrates, the authors offered
various other indications that such wider relationships did indeed exist; Evans (17-A-5)
evén proposed that a time would come when the life of a subject would be unimportant
compared with the works. In addition, some of the volumes (those on Schumann and
Brahms, for example) contain significant overlap between biographical discussions and
those on the music, perhaps to cater for readers who wished to read only one portion of
the text.

As discussed in the introduction to Part II, the biographers aimed to provide as
comprehensive an exegesis as possible of the subject’s output, rather than merely

1 See, for example, trope 7-D, on subjects’ efforts to continue their activities in their periods of
suffering prior to death; see also Breakspeare’s remarks in quotation 17-A-6.
concentrating on the music that would have been known to the concert-going public of the time. They were mindful, too, of the availability of more detailed literature to which interested parties could be referred; for example, Williams (1935: vii) noted that he had not entered into detailed exploration of Handel’s works and that readers could instead consult the more comprehensive texts by Chrysander (1858-67), Schœlcher (1857), and Rockstro (1883). Exploration of the music is likewise limited in Williams’s other volume, on Bach, which perhaps indicates the composer’s importance to pedagogy relative to performance at the time; in revising the original, Eric Blom made various expansions, notably to the rather incomplete section on the instrumental works (1934: 147-50). The amount of space devoted to the music, and the number and range of pieces explored, therefore varied from volume to volume, with the decision appearing ultimately to rest with individual contributors. The biographies on Mendelssohn, Haydn, Chopin, and Brahms essentially confined discussion to a single chapter written in the vein of an introductory music appreciation text, with more extended comments on individual pieces wound into the biographical narrative instead. The others surveyed different works or genres in turn, typically proceeding chronologically, either over the course of a number of chapters or within a single, extended section under the heading of ‘The Musician’ (or, in the volume on Schumann, ‘The Musician and Writer’). The teleology of the composer’s life was consequently often implicit in the structure of the biographer’s explorations of the music, especially when key works were discussed in succession or intertwined with the life story. Nonetheless, the adoption of such widely different formats, with little consistency as to the balance between life and works, suggests that a rigid pattern was not imposed upon the volumes; a greater level of standardization came only with Blom’s revival of the series.
Discussions on individual works ranged from a couple of descriptive sentences to sections spanning several pages, written in the manner of analytical programme notes and including such celebrated works as Mozart’s Requiem and Haydn’s *The Creation*; some, such as Wagner’s major music dramas, were so substantial as to warrant dedicated chapters.² The music was described in broad terms appropriate to the lay reader, generally avoiding technical description though with some reference to instrumental resources, significant melodic themes, and occasionally also harmony and formal structure. Contextual information about works’ genesis, first performances, and initial reception was often provided, as were plot summaries in the case of operas, ballets, and programmatic instrumental works. Musical quotations were commonly included, though they are almost wholly absent in those volumes by Lidgey, Williams, Stratton, and Hadden.

In the analysis that follows, I start by considering how the biographers negotiated their subjects’ vast output given the context of a relatively concise monograph. I then investigate a number of the other preoccupations that emerge strongly from their discussions of the music, and the ways in which they relate to the biographical paradigms identified in the previous chapter, in order more fully to understand the place of the works within the life in the Master Musicians volumes. This line of enquiry ultimately invites reconsideration of the musical canon that resulted from the series, drawing on some of the findings of Part I.

The Implied Hierarchy of Musical Genres

As the biographers and reviewers alike were acutely aware, the size of the volumes greatly limited possibilities for the exploration both of individual works and of subjects’ entire output. Yet it was also essential, given the weight placed on the Protestant work ethic and the importance of demonstrating that the composers had indeed employed their gifts to the full, to provide sufficient evidence both of the extent and the greatness of their music. The authors therefore needed to strike a balance between discussing their subjects’ general output (to indicate that they had composed widely during the course of their career) and examining individual works (to explain in detail their particular importance and to make them more accessible to the reader). Hence they praised their subjects for the variety of their output, as well as the heights they attained, in a number of different categories of works (trope 13-A). However, since biography’s limited scope necessarily leads to an emphasis upon its subjects’ grandest creations, the Master Musicians authors deemed the large-scale pieces to provide the most substantial evidence of a composer’s genius (trope 13-B). While they were more likely to have been those that enjoyed enduring public fame, there is a certain irony in that public performances of the massive monuments of art would have been expensive to mount and were thus relatively infrequent. Indeed, the time was such that famous large-scale works often came to be known to autodidacts, concert-goers, and music-makers in arrangements for more readily available resources such as piano duet and brass band. As Stratton (13-B-2) indicated with respect to Mendelssohn’s *Songs without Words*, the works most widely performed in their original form were, for purely practical reasons, often the smaller-scale works – the very repertoire that biography did not typically celebrate as illustrative of its creators’ greatness. The point is indicative of the wider tension between competing musical canons that served different functions, upon which scholars such as Joseph Kerman (1983) and William Weber (1999) have remarked.
In the case of the Master Musicians series, which consciously avoided dwelling on fashionable repertories at the expense of lesser-known music, in-depth examinations of individual works primarily encompassed such genres as symphonies and stage works (notably opera), as well as miscellaneous large-scale music including Masses, oratorios, and Requiems. When faced with sets such as Beethoven’s symphonies, to choose a clear-cut example, it was feasible for the biographer to explore each individually rather than merely considering them *en masse*, given the small numbers of works involved. After all, there is a limit to how many works akin to (say) a Wagnerian music drama anybody could realistically produce in his or her lifetime, which correspondingly enhances their monumentality and their importance to biography. Patterson’s description of opera as ‘generally the crowning ambition of the composer’ (1934: 167) may have reflected her own preoccupations more than those of her subject, but her point nonetheless stands. The discussion of small numbers of analogous works held the added advantage of its being relatively straightforward to chart a pattern of increasing greatness across the whole, according to the paradigm of continual development. Given the instrumental resources required for such substantial compositions, it is telling that a number of biographers claimed that their subject was responsible for giving birth to the ‘modern’ orchestra (trope 13-C): the accomplishment was attributed successively to Beethoven (13-C-1), Haydn (13-C-2), Mozart (13-C-3), and Wagner (13-C-4), while Mendelssohn and Schubert received credit for having made significant developments (13-C-6).

To a lesser extent, there was also space for biographers to discuss major chamber works in some detail. This category was dominated by the string quartet, which Duncan described as ‘a form of composition admittedly most difficult of all’ (1934: 155). However, other works, such as songs, piano pieces, instrumental sonatas, and even
minor orchestral pieces, which were generally less substantial than the genres considered so far, could only be explored either by being grouped together or (if detail was essential) by a single piece taking centre stage. For instance, in Breakspeare’s volume, Mozart’s single Goethe setting (‘Das Veilchen’) accounts for approximately half of the section devoted to the songs (1902: 222-7). This issue has parallels in literary biography, in which it is often much more realistic to engage in individual discussion of each of the subject’s novels than of the smaller, more numerous forms such as poems, though the latter are more easily managed if they are somehow gathered together, such as in a collected anthology. Similarly, it would have been impossible for Duncan to have surveyed every one of Schubert’s songs (as distinct from his song cycles) given the size of the Master Musicians volumes, whereas it was feasible to examine each of his symphonies.3

An added problem of writing about smaller works was that the groups into which they were necessarily divided were often arbitrary, arising either from medium, genre, date of composition, or published collection. However, they might have been otherwise devoid of the homology, cohesion, and general sense of progression from one constituent to the next that would facilitate their discussion as a set. Thus the authors made mention of certain widely-composed corpuses only to discount them as being unrepresentative of the heights of their subjects’ greatness in relation to works to which further space was devoted. Breakspeare, for instance, seemed rather dismissive towards Mozart’s piano sonatas (1902: 113-6), which, on the face of it, were surely important not just for their wider historical significance but also because contemporary music lovers and pianists were doubtless familiar with at least some of them, since they had

3 Compare Duncan’s discussion of Schubert’s songs (1934: 118-41), in which the three cycles plus ‘Erlkönig’ figure prominently, with his systematic exegesis of the symphonies (: 164-85).
been published in Britain by this time. Dealing with the entire corpus in under three
pages, the biographer noted that ‘it is not to these works that we should turn… if it were
a question of demonstrating the full and concentrated force of the composer’s genius’
(114). This line of enquiry functioned to the detriment not just of certain genres, but
also of those composers whose output crystallized around such smaller-scale works,
notably Chopin (trope 13-D). In a lengthy justification, Hadden noted that the nature of
Chopin’s genius was such that his musical materials were amenable only to the piano
(13-D-1), that the instrument was Chopin’s ‘native tongue’ (13-D-3), and that he was
‘deficient in virility’ (13-D-2). The latter points follow an established tradition of
explaining Chopin’s works with recourse to his nationality and (more importantly) his
gendering as feminine, which was traditionally aligned with smaller musical forms.4

Biography’s necessary privileging of certain works over others thereby reinforced a
canonic hierarchy of genres, headed by symphonies, operas, and other large-scale
(predominantly religious) works, followed by string quartets and other chamber music,
with more widely-composed categories – songs and piano works among them –
sidelined. Since only a sample of pieces could be examined in detail, the Master
Musicians authors also offered general assessments of their subjects’ musicality and
compositional abilities. It is these broader discussions (rather than those on specific
works) that are particularly valuable to the following analysis, for they gave rise to
sweeping generalizations that reveal much about the biographers’ preoccupations
regarding the music. For example, only wider evaluation of the concept of musicality as
it applied to specific subjects enabled the authors to explore the underlying reasons for
their claims to greatness over a multitude of other, lesser composers, many of whom

4 See, for example, Kallberg 1992b. In emphasizing large-scale works over smaller forms, the genre of
musical biography thereby also privileged male composers above female counterparts whose musical
activity lay primarily in the latter domain.
had likewise produced such monumental works of art as symphonies and operas. The incorporation of the lesser-known music alongside the most celebrated works also helped to legitimize the former to the reader, ultimately facilitating the establishment of a historically-significant canon.

**Great Music versus Popular Idioms**

Previous discussion has identified the series as being distinctive for its endeavours to bring to the attention of the British lay reader music of enduring importance, over and above that immediately fashionable with the public. Notions explored at the end of the preceding chapter of the composers’ foregoing possible fame and fortune in order to pursue greatness in music – in contrast to lesser counterparts who simply pandered to contemporary taste – consequently resurface in discussions relating specifically to the music (trope 14-A). Hence Patterson wrote that Schumann did not concern himself with musical ostentation and ‘ethereal fireworks’ (14-A-1), and Erb claimed that Brahms always strove for the very highest ideals (14-A-2) and lacked the popular appeal even of Haydn, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Wagner (1934: 115). In turn, the case was stated particularly strongly for Wagner, who felt keenly the impact on his career of the popular trends that Lidgey described as the ‘prostitution of art to the ends of individual display and personal aggrandizement’ (14-A-3).

As discussed, Handel proved problematic because he had written music that responded to the demand for public entertainment, thereby earning a substantial fortune (trope 14-B). By way of response, Williams anachronistically contrasted Handel’s popular idioms with Bach’s academic ingenuity within the context of both of his monographs. Such ideas are hardly specific to Victorian Britain; for example, Katharine Ellis (2005: 209-40) has identified analogous manifestations in comparisons of the two composers
within the context of nineteenth-century France. Nonetheless, that Handel was particularly dear to the English would have given biographers such as Williams an additional incentive to cast the composer in a positive light. By evaluating the careers of his two subjects at corresponding times in their lives (14-B-1, 14-B-2) and comparing their music (1935: 63-4) – specifically, two sets of variations written on the same chord progression, the concluding chaconne from Handel’s second set of *Suites de pièces pour le clavecin* (1733) and Bach’s *Goldberg Variations* (1741) – Williams endeavoured to demonstrate that the composers’ ideals were actually not so far removed from each other (14-B-3, 14-B-4). His opinion was that Handel simply furnished the public of his day (rather than that of the future) with great music, enriching pre-existing operatic forms through his genius (14-B-5, 14-B-6). His conclusion, indeed, was that the major difference between his two subjects was simply one of finance (14-B-7). Williams even noted that although Handel’s music had never gone out of fashion, his works had at one time been considered less popular – and, by implication, were therefore greater – than those of lesser contemporaries such as Bononcini (1935: 76-9).

Handel aside, the Master Musicians biographers held that not only did the Great Composers refuse to write music that merely conformed to popular taste, but that they also had little sympathy with those who did. We have previously seen that, in exemplary fashion, the subjects apparently did not begrudge their lesser contemporaries the success that came with writing music for immediate public entertainment. Instead, according to the biographers, they simply disassociated themselves from populist composers because they misused the great art of music (trope 14-C). Particular issue was taken with Meyerbeer, not because of Schumann’s opinion on the composer
Wagner’s objection to Meyerbeer centred around the superficiality of his music rather than the man himself was used to justify two difficult corners of his subject’s life: his ungrateful attitude towards a fellow artist who had supported him during his time in Boulogne in 1839; and, by extension, his anti-Semitism, since Lidgey made explicit the connection with Meyerbeer’s Jewish heritage. Another set of composers who drew fire from the Master Musicians biographers was the nineteenth-century Italian operatic school; that the assault was led by the editor himself seemed particularly damning in light of his earlier work on Cherubini and Verdi. The polarization that Crowest sought to establish between Beethoven and Rossini (14-C-5) was especially significant in view of the latter’s enduring popularity in turn-of-the-century Britain, coupled with his exclusion from the series itself.

Given the fashion for constructing exemplary lives as having overcome hurdles, both within the Master Musicians series and in Victorian biography in general, the Great Composers’ initial success was seen to have been compromised by the prevalence of such superficial music (trope 14-D). Williams (14-D-1) followed Crowest’s lead in claiming that Bach was disadvantaged to a greater extent than Beethoven since his public was smaller (a comparison whose validity is extremely limited), while Duncan (14-D-2) described Schubert as ‘ten times more gifted’ than Rossini. Brahms was especially celebrated for not having departed from his lofty ideals in order to achieve more immediate success (14-D-3); doubtless the particular need to champion him in this respect was due to the relatively short length of time between the composer’s death and the appearance of the original series. According to Erb (14-D-4, 14-D-5), the ultimate

---

5 Notably, Schumann wrote a blistering article on Meyerbeer (1988d) for the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik in 1837. See further, his letter to Ferdinand Hiller of 15 January 1850 (Herbert 1890: 125).

6 Wagner’s seminal essay is ‘Das Judenthum in der Musik’ (1892-9d).
result of Brahms’s refusal to compromise his artistic integrity was music of much
greater value than the shallow works of lesser contemporaries, but which only slowly
received due recognition. However, the Great Composers were seen to have suffered not
just from their music’s being ‘beyond the fashion of the hour’, to use the words of one
author (Williams 1934: 105), but also from the consequently long period before their
reputations were widely established (trope 14-E). The traditional belief that genius was,
by its very nature, not fully acknowledged in its own day was variously employed to
justify the limited recognition accorded to Schumann (14-E-1), Tchaikovsky (14-E-2),
and Brahms (14-E-3) in their own lifetimes. Recalling the series’ aim to provide both
musical and moral education for British autodidacts, the implication was that to listen to
and comprehend works by such composers would elevate one’s intellectual, if not also
social, status.

**Originality as a Marker of Greatness**

The biographers held that only by transcending the artistic fashions of the day in this
manner could truly original music result. This notion intersects with their conception of
the Great Composers as being ahead of their times, and as having taken their art in new
directions; it also reflected wider Victorian preoccupations with originality. The unease
surrounding variation form (trope 15-A), which was deemed unoriginal for its being
typically based on a pre-existing tune given an essentially formulaic treatment, is
indicative. The increasing levels of ostentatious embellishment that often resulted
ensured its popularity as a means of entertaining the public, in which guise it had
doubtless been encountered by many of the series’ readers. For the same reason, it was
abhorrent to the biographers: Breakspeare (15-A-1) described the genre as ‘necessarily
inferior’, while Patterson (15-A-2) remarked that it could be ‘trivial’ and a ‘mere volley
of fireworks’. However, while variation form could indeed give rise to crowd-pleasing
music that embraced virtuosity for its own sake, it could also yield works of the uppermost rank. Hence claims were made that such music by Mozart (15-A-1), Schumann (15-A-2), Brahms (15-A-4), and others was nevertheless resourceful, imaginative, and illustrative of genius.

In the context of British biography of this era, the concept of originality referred to uniqueness rather than necessarily implying innovation. James Fitzjames Stephen famously wrote that ‘Originality consists in thinking for yourself, not in thinking differently from other people’ (1873: 48); that he was the brother of Leslie Stephen and the uncle of Virginia Woolf places his viewpoint near the heart of the Victorian and Edwardian biographical project. It is also closely echoed in the Master Musicians series, for instance in the discussion of Mendelssohn’s perceived lack of innovation as compared with other Great Composers: to Stratton (15-B-5), Mendelssohn’s claim to originality (and to the advancement of art) hinged entirely on his composition of ‘new beauties’ using established musical forms. At the same time, the authors were aware of their subjects’ place in the historical development of music, and their indebtedness to predecessors and contemporaries (trope 15-C). This issue assumes an increased significance given that each volume formed part of a closely-associated series, and will receive further discussion towards the end of this chapter. Its importance to notions of originality, as most forcefully expressed by Breakspear (15-C-2, 15-C-5), was that the contributions made by geniuses were seen to surpass by far the ideas they inherited, and that they therefore produced much greater art within existing traditions.

Originality was a particularly well-developed trope in Haydn biography, stemming from the composer’s reportedly expressing the belief that his isolation from the wider artistic world, while in service of the Esterházy family, forced him to write music that was free
from external influence.\textsuperscript{7} Hadden employed a similar idea in discussing his other subject too, by anachronistically suggesting (15-B-2) that Chopin’s remoteness from the heart of the canon ensured the uniqueness of his music. Given Hadden’s proposition (3-G-9) that Chopin exhibited little of the development so clearly charted in the lives of other Master Musicians subjects, it was especially important to demonstrate that his work avoided duplication and remained original. Thus he wrote that each of over fifty mazurkas Chopin produced throughout his mature career is novel in its own way, citing the opinions of such authorities as Schumann, Lenz, and Liszt in support of his assertion (1934b: 193). There was, however, a danger that that such overstated claims to originality could potentially negate a composer’s admissibility to a given musical canon on the grounds that the works were too far removed from its fields of activity. Here the tensions surrounding Chopin were particularly evident, for Hadden contradicted himself in his efforts to explain his exact relationship with other composers: he firstly wrote that Chopin’s absorption of his precursors’ music was so thorough that the resultant music was original (15-C-7), and then stated just two pages later that the composer approached the musical canon from the outside and so never conformed completely (15-C-8). Ironically, Hadden had himself drawn upon the opinion of a predecessor, Sir Henry Hadow, at this juncture.\textsuperscript{8}

The emphasis placed on originality created various problems when subjects had demonstrably failed in this capacity, such as when they had plagiarized from other composers or borrowed from their own works. Despite its inherent anachronism, at least in the context of the series’ eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century composers,

\textsuperscript{7} Griesinger famously quoted Haydn as having said of this period of his life that ‘I was set apart from the world, there was nobody in my vicinity to confuse and annoy me in my course, and so I had to become original’ (Gotwals 1963: 17); see further, Bauman 2004.

\textsuperscript{8} Hadow had written in an essay on Chopin that ‘We hardly think of him as marking a stage in the general course and progress of artistic History, but, rather, as standing aside from it, unconscious of his relation to the world, preoccupied with the fairyland of his own creations’ (1893-5: II, 169).
instances of plagiarism were frowned upon by the Victorian Period and were hence fundamentally at variance with the notion of the exemplary life. Self-borrowing was similarly problematic because originality required novelty in comparison to (any) music previously written, and because the recycling of old works was a short cut that betrayed the spirit of the work ethic so precious to the biographers. The British context of the Master Musicians series compounded these tensions because, as Peter Burkholder (2001: 26) has noted, modern preoccupations with originality in the arts first emerged in England. In addition, the subject whose notorious practices occasioned the most extensive justification on this issue was Handel (trope 15-D), closely followed by Haydn; both were composers whom the country held dear. Writers on music from the early nineteenth century to the present have been fixated with the former’s borrowings: one major study, Sedley Taylor’s The Indebtedness of Handel to Works by Other Composers (1906), was contemporary with the Master Musicians series. While Williams did not attempt to disguise that Handel was not as strikingly novel as other composers – as discussed, he was presented as having written music to furnish the needs of his own day – he nevertheless claimed that his subject possessed ‘a colossal genius for original composition’ (1935: 173). Indeed, the principal explanation the biographer offered (15-D-1, 15-D-3, 15-D-4) was that Handel did not merely copy the music of other composers, but greatly improved it through his own genius and creativity, to the extent, Williams asserted, that the works he thereby produced were effectively original.9 In contradiction, his second line of defence (15-D-2, 15-D-3) attempted to rationalize Handel’s plagiarisms by offering an argument that has been thoroughly rehearsed in Handel studies: that such procedures, though considered dishonourable within more modern contexts, were both widespread and acceptable in the eighteenth century when

9 In the revised volume, Blom (drawing on the scholarship of Edward J. Dent) offered another, related explanation: that Handel enjoyed making improvements to the work of others (Williams 1935: 196-7).
the status of ownership of a given piece of music was different. Williams even showed (15-D-7) that Bach similarly re-used material from other composers’ works, citing an instance in which Bach may have pilfered from Handel (1935: 51-2). Though much truth lay behind this reasoning, Handel’s plagiarisms could not in fairness be compared to such traditions as writing fugues or variations on themes by other composers, nor to Handel’s adaptation of existing works to meet with specific performance conditions (15-D-8). That the biographer’s multi-faceted discussion came across as a staunch defence of a practice that an early twentieth-century British readership would have deemed immoral is confirmed by one reviewer’s cynical observation that ‘we doubt whether [Williams] could name any other composer who acted in a similar manner… Handel’s greatness saves him from the condemnation which would be passed on a composer of lesser fame.’

Added confirmation of this point is to be found in the resonance of Williams’s views with those put forward in later volumes of the series (trope 15-E), in which similar claims were made as to the prevalence of such procedures in the composers’ own time. Alternatively, in order to preserve notions of originality, perceived instances of borrowings in the works of other subjects could instead be explained with reference to notions of coincidence, or of shared musical material used inevitably (and legitimately) by a number of different composers – neither of which therefore constituted actual theft. Hadden’s justification of perceived plagiarisms in Haydn’s works (15-E-1) is notably replete with contradiction. Admitting that Haydn tacitly ‘purloined wholesale’ from other composers, and that such borrowings were ethically sound in his time, the biographer then suggested that he would surely have made due acknowledgement had he purposefully used somebody else’s music. He concluded that Haydn’s actions were
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therefore unintentional, and that somebody of his stature would not need to draw upon external sources for his material. Evans’s discussion of Tchaikovsky’s self-borrowings (15-E-3), meanwhile, is illustrative of the tension surrounding the practice for its lack of originality. The biographer claimed that his subject’s genius allowed him to manipulate old music to different contexts, the implication being that new music nevertheless resulted.

Spontaneity and Intellectualism

This emphasis on the concept of originality and its application to artistic work also raised questions as to the extent to which the Master Musicians subjects adhered to convention, based on the premise that genuinely original music would not merely follow pre-existing rules. The biographers consistently subscribed to an assumption that seems rather anachronistic: that the Great Composers transcended theory in the pursuit of their creative endeavours, whereas second-rate composers simply applied the principles of harmony and counterpoint successfully (trope 16-A). The ability to surpass convention became an important means by which the genius of composition was separated from the lesser talent of technical competence (16-A-1, 16-A-2). That the latter was felt to lead to music that was formulaic and shallow rather than expressive and animate is demonstrated in the particular tension surrounding the use of contrapuntal techniques, whether by Bach (16-A-3), Mozart (16-A-4), or even Brahms (16-A-5). Such unease over counterpoint has quite some history behind it and was by no means confined to Britain (see, for example, Leech-Wilkinson 2002, Garratt 2002, Ellis 2005); nonetheless, in the present context it intersected with concerns that were more specifically Victorian. Accordingly, creativity and intellectual ingenuity were perceived by Crowest’s biographers as symbioses rather than antitheses, for true genius was seen to be able to reconcile theory with art; Williams even claimed that the greater the level
of contrapuntal skill Bach’s music displayed, the more emotive it became. Another
genre that proved problematic for one of the biographers was the étude, given its
pedagogical purpose; Hadden (16-A-6) thus took pains to explain to the reader that
Chopin had raised the genre to the level of art.\textsuperscript{11} Indeed, the biographers indicated that
such was their subjects’ prioritization of imagination above form that they were even
prepared to violate music-theoretical rules in the pursuit of their own creative instincts
(trope 16-B). The notion has its origins in stories related by Griesinger (Gotwals 1963:
56) and Ries (Wegeler and Ries 1987: 76) of the adverse reactions of Haydn and
Beethoven respectively when their compositions were criticized for containing parallel
fifths. Its application with the present context of late Victorian educational biography
was both positive and negative. Such comments as Patterson’s (16-B-3, 16-B-4) that
Schumann derived his own principles of composition might suggest the promotion of
self-teaching. However, the corresponding implication that the path to true genius did
not lie with the textbooks – Hadden even wrote that theory should be dictated by
practice (16-B-6) – may not have conveyed quite the right message to the turn-of-the-
century British autodidact.

The tensions between expression and intellectual endeavour in music were sufficiently
pronounced for the biographers to need to choose one over the other; they collectively
came down heavily on the side of the former (trope 16-C). Great composition was
therefore presented as a spontaneous endeavour rather than the product of extensive
intellectual labour, deriving from the heart and soul rather than the mind; several
authors even drew explicit parallels with extemporization (trope 16-D). While this was a
concern that arose across Europe in the nineteenth century – for example, Katharine

\textsuperscript{11} A number of modern studies (notably Samson 2003) similarly engage with the genre of
nineteenth-century étude for its musical, rather than merely pedagogical, value.
Ellis (1995) has discussed parallel manifestations in France – its relevance in the present context lies in its giving rise to a number of contradictions in terms of the more specifically Victorian life-paradigms discussed in the previous chapter. If great music poured impulsively from the soul, then its composers would need to subject neither themselves nor their works to prolonged periods of development, which was inconsistent with the industrious labour that the biographers saw as being necessary to realize creative genius. Conversely, if they spent considerable time bringing their abilities to fruition, as demanded by the Protestant work ethic that underpinned the volumes, they could hardly be said to have produced music spontaneously. The matter was further problematized by the emphasis placed in popular biography on speed of composition, given the prevalence of tales such as that Handel wrote *Messiah* in just 22 days, that Wagner more or less finished *Der fliegende Holländer* in seven weeks, or that Mozart’s last three symphonies were completed in around two months.¹² Schubert biography in particular teemed with engaging (and mostly fabricated) anecdotes about how the composer penned ‘Hark, Hark, the Lark’ on the back of a bill of fare in a beer-house garden, once wrote eight songs in a single day, and even supposedly failed to recognize his own work when it was shown to him two weeks after its composition.¹³

These various conflicts gave rise to substantial unease in explorations of the compositional methods of the Master Musicians subjects, especially in those cases where acts of creation were marked either by laboriousness or by facility – for emphasis in either direction presented difficulty. The former came to be epitomized by Beethoven (trope 16-E) and the latter by Mozart (trope 16-F), discussion upon whom is indicative of the wider debates that took place within the volumes on Schubert (trope 16-H) and a

¹³ Many of these stories are recounted in Duncan 1934: 105-8. On their refutation, see Brown 1958: 328-34.
number of other centrally-canonic figures (trope 16-I). That the issue seemed to crystallize around these two composers may have been due to their having been focal points for the developing understanding of artistic genius as articulated in musical writings of the last two centuries, as a recent philosophical study by Peter Kivy (2001) has identified with reference to a broad alternation between what the author terms the concepts of the ‘possessed’ (the ‘natural’ genius who receives ideas directly from above and who therefore performs acts of creation with apparent ease) and the ‘possessor’ (one who studiously learns and hence ‘owns’ genius, being thus empowered to reproduce and reconfigure it). The tension surrounding the methods by which composers produced their music, meanwhile, extends back as far as the advent of modern musical biography itself: as Karen Painter observed in her comprehensive investigation of the ideologies that underlay the initial accounts of Mozart’s acts of composition, ‘The central problem for the early biographers remained how to reconcile the [Protestant] work ethic they wished to ascribe to Mozart with the lore of his compositional facility’ (2002: 201). Since Painter’s study was conducted exclusively on early German-language texts on Mozart, comparison with the views expressed in a much later, inter-related biographical series (and one whose editor contributed the volume on Beethoven) reveals both that these conflicts subsequently spread across Europe and that they remained prominent in composer life-writing over a century later.

What is particularly interesting about the ways in which this problematic area of musical biography was approached within the Master Musicians volumes is that, perhaps due in part to the editor’s guiding hand, both Breakspear and Crowest drew comparisons between their subjects in order to demonstrate that their apparently different compositional approaches were not so far removed from one another (trope 16-G). Crowest justified Beethoven’s famously prolonged compositional labours with
reference both to his phenomenal abilities as a pianist and to the notion that the full power of his creativity took time to develop (16-E-1). At the same time, he invoked ideas of spontaneity by portraying his subject as having received his musical materials through his wanderings in the countryside (16-E-2), his imagined communion with God (9-A-6), and so forth; that these tropes were widespread within Beethoven biography calls into question the extent to which Kivy’s model of the composer as ‘possessor’ of genius might stand up to detailed scrutiny. For Crowest, Beethoven differed from other composers only in the extent to which these materials underwent development within the pages of his sketchbooks (16-E-3, 16-E-4) (major scholarly work on which had commenced with Gustav Nottebohm’s studies of the 1860s and 1870s); and he was praised, understandably given the series’ educational context, for the patience and consideration with which he painstakingly derived music of only the best quality from the fruits of his inspiration (16-E-5, 16-E-6). Conversely, as one might expect in popular biography, Breakspeare’s accounts of Mozart at work were positively novelized in places (for example, 16-F-1), suggesting – more in line with Kivy’s notion of genius as ‘possessed’ – that the composer committed ideas to paper immediately they came to him. However, the biographer also indicated (16-F-3) that Mozart’s vast and varied output was not merely the result of this phenomenal rapidity but also of an unceasing industriousness more consistent with the Protestant work ethic. While acknowledging the apparent spontaneity of Mozart’s music, then, Breakspeare also stated that the composer considered his works carefully, and with an intellectual rigour equal to Beethoven’s (16-G-1). Crowest likewise emphasized the similarities between their methods, observing that both elaborated their musical ideas through mental effort; as he claimed, ‘the methods of working of these two great composers… are not really far separated after all’ (16-G-2).
Absolute Music

In keeping with widely-held notions of the later nineteenth century as to what constituted great music, the biographers insisted upon such idealized European aesthetics as autonomy and especially absolute music (trope 17-B), the relationship of which to contemporary philosophical thought has been comprehensively discussed by Carl Dahlhaus (1989). That the genre of biography draws connections between the life and the works almost by definition is generally problematic to the concept of absolute music, which hinges on the exaltation of those works ostensibly devoid of external reference. This matter may account for the unease with which the two were related by the biographers (trope 17-A), which was itself augmented by the series’ idiosyncratic separation of the life and the music. The perceived relationship between absolute music and canonic centrality was particularly evident in the series: Crowest (17-B-1), following Wagner’s famous view (for which, see below), held that Beethoven ‘fulfilled all that was possible in the domain of absolute music’, while Erb (17-B-2) stated that Brahms was second only to Beethoven in this field. Breakspeare, whose earlier writings revealed a notable preoccupation with musical aesthetics, declared his subject to have been the greatest composer of autonomous music (17-B-3).

Inevitably, programme music was considered an inferior form (trope 17-C). While this view may be traced back through much of nineteenth-century Europe, it assumed renewed currency within the context of the Master Musicians series owing to its authors’ preoccupations with originality and spontaneity, not to mention its obvious synergies with the much stronger British traditions of literature. Just as had been the case in much Continental music criticism of the time, special justification was needed in those instances in which works could not easily be seen to fit into the bracket of absolute music (trope 17-C), notably when they involved genres that lay close to the
heart of the musical canon. One obvious example was Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony, tension surrounding which had earlier been articulated by the likes of Schumann (1988c: 84-5) in his famous article on Berlioz’s *Symphonie fantastique*. The work neatly illustrates the problem that programme music presented to the Master Musicians project, in that Crowest’s claim (17-C-1) that its descriptive element derived not from the mimicry of specific sounds but from the attempt to invoke certain emotions in the listener neither accords with the piece itself nor indeed with his later description of its movements (1899: 176-8). Evans was similarly keen to reclaim Tchaikovsky’s symphonies as absolute music and to rescue them from the programmes that had been fabricated by earlier music critics, with which a turn-of-the-century British readership might have been familiar.14 This endeavour was particularly important given the composer’s own view that ‘When I write a programme symphony I always feel I am not paying in sterling coin, but in worthless paper money.’15 Of the series’ authors, only Patterson (17-C-3) attempted to defend her subject’s more pictorial works for their originality, rather than to claim that they did not actually constitute descriptive music at all.

The privileging of absolute music also led to the biographers’ viewing with suspicion the genres with which it could not be associated, notably opera, bringing Wagner’s uneasy situation within the musical canon very much to the fore. In his defence, Lidgey (17-C-5, 17-C-6; cf. Crowest, 17-B-1) did little more than summarize the composer’s own views as to his continuation of the work of Beethoven, specifically his Ninth Symphony, which Wagner interpreted as proof that the full potential of absolute music

14 In addition to quotation 17-C-2, which refers to Tchaikovsky’s First Symphony, Evans dismissed the possibilities as programme music of the composer’s Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Symphonies (1935: 111, 117-8, 120, and 121-2).

had already been reached and that to combine it with the written word was the logical future course for the art.\textsuperscript{16} Nonetheless, genres that were not musically self-contained were valuable to the biographers for another reason, given the frequency with which the limited success of specific works was justified with reference to extra-musical factors over which their subjects would have had no control. Claims that an opera was unsuccessful because of the shortcomings of its libretto were particularly common (trope 17-D), notably in the cases of Schubert (17-D-1), Tchaikovsky (17-D-2, 17-D-3), and to some extent Mozart (17-D-5). Conversely, other biographers accounted for the limited contributions to the genre of Beethoven (17-E-1), Mendelssohn (17-E-2), and Schumann (17-E-3) by claiming that no libretto of suitable quality was available. Erb’s reference to Brahms’s concern that it was not artistic for music merely to accompany drama (17-E-4), in discussing why he wrote no opera, is surely to be read as another of the biographer’s thinly-disguised criticisms of Wagner. The rhetoric also had some limited application outside opera (trope 17-F); the moderate quality of the songs of both Haydn (17-F-2) and Mozart (17-F-3), for instance, was rationalized with reference to the generally mediocre texts available to them. For the biographers, steeped in strong national literary traditions, it was evident that only greatness of text could yield greatness of music.

**The Austrogermanic Hegemony of a Self-Referential Canon**

That the Master Musicians series is particularly fascinating within the context of Victorian biography for its focus on primarily Austrogermanic subjects, and corresponding invisibility of English ones, has already been noted. The biographers’ privileging of great art above popular repertories, their collective adherence to German

\textsuperscript{16} See Wagner 1892-9a (esp. 126-8); Wagner 1892-9b, *passim*. On this issue see further, Kropfinger 1991.
musical aesthetics, and their repeated rejection of the Italian populist school may go some way to explaining this emphasis, especially given that only one of its ten authors had significant musical connections to Germany. Within the resulting canon, various comparisons were set up between lesser Austrogermanic figures and their greater compatriots, reflecting their reception in turn-of-the-century Britain. For example, the music of Schubert – which, as noted in Part I, was still in need of promotion in the late Victorian Period, the efforts of George Grove and others notwithstanding – was frequently related to that of Beethoven or Mozart (and sometimes also Haydn), and said to anticipate Brahms. More revealing was Stratton’s attempt to align Mendelssohn with the ‘classical’ composers that had come before him (trope 18-A), rather than with less historically important, and non-Austrogermanic, contemporaries such as Berlioz, Chopin, and Liszt, whom he felt actually damaged Mendelssohn’s reputation by their temporal proximity (1934: 155). As I discuss in the conclusion to Part II, Mendelssohn was particularly cherished by nineteenth-century England, in ways that arguably exceeded his broader significance to narratives of music history. But the composer who appeared to require trumpeting the most – at least at the time of the original Master Musicians series, and particularly in view of the biographer’s American standpoint – was Brahms, whose comparisons with Beethoven (and, to a lesser extent, Bach) by German critics such as Hans von Bülow are widely known. Erb extended this tradition in associating Brahms’s music with an array of Austrogermanic predecessors (trope 18-B), writing that he gained his command of counterpoint from Bach and inherited the musical ideas and forms of Beethoven (18-B-3, 18-B-4), inflected with the subsequent Romanticism of Schubert and Schumann. Erb also endeavoured to establish Brahms as Beethoven’s successor (just as Patterson had portrayed Schumann as a musical descendant of Bach) in the parallels frequently drawn between their works, including their chamber music (18-B-5, 18-B-6) and violin concertos (18-B-7).
The series’ emphasis on subjects of Austrogermanic persuasion also raises the question of the strategies adopted in respect of the two who were not. While Chopin’s nationality reinforced his separation from the other Master Musicians subjects and underscored his canonic marginality, as previously investigated, Tchaikovsky could feasibly have instead been situated within a separate national tradition that included such figures as ‘The Five’ and the Rubinsteins (trope 18-C). However, Evans claimed that Tchaikovsky’s music had little in common with that of his artistic compatriots (18-C-1) and that his attempts to compose in Russian idioms ultimately resulted in failure (18-C-2), but that he conversely achieved success when writing works indebted to such composers as Beethoven (18-C-3) and Mozart (18-C-4). He also suggested, with reference to Tchaikovsky’s songs, that his subject’s greatness derived from this very fusion of the German and the Eastern European (18-C-5): essentially, he was an outsider with a particular understanding of the inside. The notion recalls Hadden’s arguments on Chopin (15-C-8) for its establishing a case for originality on the basis of different nationality. However, the portrayal of Tchaikovsky is particularly noteworthy given that Evans was well-known for his promotion of Russian music and his eschewing of the German, but that despite these sympathies, he apparently felt that the best means of championing Tchaikovsky within early twentieth-century British communities lay in emphasizing the similarity of his music to the Austrogermanic masterworks and shunning the Russian school.

The biographers’ collective efforts to endorse their twelve subjects – and only those twelve – as the composers with the strongest claims to being placed at the forefront of music history resulted in the development of a canon that was internally cross-referenced in a number of different ways (trope 19). Readers who approached the constituent volumes as a complete collection might have taken this inter-relation as a
legitimization of the inclusion of the twelve figures, strengthening the canon’s cohesion and reinforcing its closed status such that to have added another composer, or to have subtracted one from the group, might have weakened the set overall (much like the curious appearance of a biography on Brahms some twenty-five years after the original publication of the Great Musicians series). Not only were its subjects compared to one another, but their positive opinions of one another were also exploited (trope 19-A), which proved particularly valuable given the emphasis the authors placed on great art’s being slow to receive widespread acknowledgement (trope 14-E). The broader significance to musical biography of the recognition of a younger composer by a senior contemporary was demonstrated in Part I with reference to a number of different stories; the trope becomes doubly valuable within the context of a unified series, not least given the importance of Mendelssohn to the Bach revival (Stratton 1934: 38-41) or the discovery of Schubert’s music by Schumann and others (19-A-6, 19-A-7). By way of giving added weight to the high regard in which specific Great Composers held others, several biographers claimed that assessments of one artist by another were rarely constructive but often hostile (trope 19-B). While a certain amount of rationalization was offered in instances where composers had themselves been adversely criticized (trope 19-C), such as Mendelssohn’s views of Chopin (19-C-1) and Beethoven (19-C-3), the authors unsurprisingly kept quiet concerning any negative comments made by their own subjects. Stratton’s praise of Mendelssohn (8-F-7, 8-F-8) for never having worked as a music critic, on the grounds that composers’ views of one another are too often erroneous and unimportant, would therefore seem to contain a veiled justification for somewhat less exemplary behaviour.

Part I also investigated the significance to musical biography of the tradition of Great Composers’ being grouped into pairs; the above analysis enables re-assessment of this
phenomenon within the context of a biographical series, and of the paradigms identified as consistently appearing within its volumes. In particular, these couplings may now be seen as founded not just on subjects’ lives having temporally overlapped, but also on the contrasts they provided in terms of the preoccupations of the biographers (at least some of which are so fundamental that they may also be considered general concerns of music history and criticism). The first such coupling among the twelve Master Musicians subjects, Bach and Handel, has already received discussion. The next, Haydn and Mozart, provided a valuable contrast between genius that evolved slowly and uneventfully across a long, stable life and one that developed at a phenomenal rate from prodigious childhood to premature death; in this respect, Mozart’s untimely demise actually helped to restore the proportions of a biography set awry by his precocious formative years. The third pairing, Beethoven and Schubert, encapsulated similar debates about laborious compositional methods developed over a long life versus facility of writing music in the context of a shorter one. There are other points of comparison here, too: where the former was most celebrated for large-scale symphonic works that (at least towards the end of his life) met with great public success, for example, the latter was best known for the smaller song forms initially confined to semi-public artistic spheres. While the lives of these three ‘couples’ largely preceded nineteenth-century attempts at canon formation, the last was arguably a direct result, being a consequence of the so-called ‘War of the Romantics’ and the emergent debates as to which of Wagner and Brahms epitomized the next logical stage in the development of music after Beethoven. Their pairing was therefore founded on the latter’s being a chief exponent of absolute music, whereas the fame of the former derived from stage works.
These couplings therefore reflected paradigms primarily concerned with points of musical style and categorization. Nevertheless, as they were established on chronological grounds, the biographers inevitably also sought correspondences between the lives of each pair. However, as Part I has discussed, only with Haydn and Mozart (trope 19-D) was this endeavour readily justifiable; and even in this case, the two composers were apparently concerned to maintain distance from one another professionally, for the elder famously once remarked (according to Griesinger) that ‘Where Mozart is, Haydn cannot appear!’ (Gotwals 1963: 56). The absence of such associations among the other established composer couplings was profoundly inconvenient to musical biography: Bach and Handel definitely never met; Beethoven and Schubert, as we saw in Part I, were barely if at all acquainted; and Brahms and Wagner had an acrimonious relationship. The present context of a unified series that sought to establish a musical canon compounds these tensions, not least given the special circumstance of the same author’s being responsible for the volumes on both Bach and Handel. Perhaps for this reason, and particularly given Williams’s observation that ‘it is customary to compare the two musical giants’ (1934: 106), this pairing appeared to pose the greatest problem (trope 19-E). Aside from their being born just a month apart and the various junctures at which they nearly crossed paths, their biographies yield few opportunities to draw connections other than the similarity of the childhood myths of secret night-time study (myths 1-A and 4-A), and the blindness for which they were treated by the same oculist, John Taylor, in their final years (19-E-6). While these episodes, each potentially eyesight-related, enabled biographers to discuss the two composers in tandem conveniently both at the start and the end of their texts, there remained few more tangible correspondences to be explored between them. The relative frequency with which Williams compared their music, including Handel’s
Messiah and Bach’s Passion music (1935: 185), was doubtless offered by way of compensation.

The remaining pairings will be explored in less detail since they reflect the standpoints of different authors (albeit with a mediating general editor), and because some have already been addressed in Part I. In view of that discussion, it should come as little surprise to the reader that the coupling of Beethoven and Schubert likewise presented substantial difficulties to their biographers (trope 19-F), particularly given the emphasis placed elsewhere in the series on the inter-related nature of its canon and on senior geniuses’ seeking out and identifying the potential of younger counterparts. Duncan’s allusion (19-F-3) to the unrealized possibilities for an ‘ideal friendship’ between the two is indicative of the widespread belief that Great Composers should have formed strong, mutually beneficial relationships with one another. As Part I (myths 2-B and 5-B) has shown, this was an assumption that did not hold for Beethoven and Haydn (trope 19-G), a partnership for which Hadden claimed inevitability since they were the two greatest living composers following the death of Mozart (19-G-1) (but prior, of course, to the emergence of Schubert as a ‘foil’ to Beethoven). It was also roundly contradicted by the notorious example of Brahms and Wagner (trope 19-H), justification for which was provided in the Master Musicians series exclusively (and rather one-sidedly) by Erb, for whom, as noted, implicit criticisms of Wagner underlay several of his discussions in praise of Brahms. Conversely, in Lidgey’s biography of Wagner, which had appeared some years earlier, mention of Brahms is conspicuous by its total absence. While Patterson endeavoured to append Schumann to this bipolarization, situating him musically on the side of Brahms as against Wagner, his lack of an obvious pairing (at least in terms of the Master Musicians series) was a source of tension within her biography (trope 19-I) that even led her to speculate how his life might have been
enriched, for example, had Schubert lived longer (19-I-3). We may infer from this unease that the practice of establishing connections between the lives and music of such pairs was deeply ingrained in biography by this time.

As Part I has demonstrated, correspondences between a given subject and other Great Composers were often drawn at pivotal junctures in the biography, in a similar manner (on the face of it) to the muse paradigm. For example, several received input from senior contemporaries at the outset of their adult career, hence providing recognition at a time when they were otherwise largely unnoticed. Given the analogy to the muse paradigm, another situation in which ancillary composers (even ones who were themselves no longer alive) suddenly rose to prominence in the texts occurred as subjects were approaching their deaths (trope 19-J). In addition to the instances discussed in Part I, Hadden’s claim that Chopin’s demise was ‘a beautiful death, beautiful as that of Mozart, beautiful as his own music’ (19-J-6) was more specific to the Master Musicians series, and was particularly revealing for two reasons. Firstly, it is extremely difficult to see how either Chopin’s death or that of Mozart could be considered ‘beautiful’, and his description surely served to romanticize his subject’s unpleasant demise – even as he overtly rejected the fanciful accounts of Abbé Jełowicki and others (1934b: 135-7) – to avoid offending Victorian sensibilities. Secondly, and more importantly, Hadden’s words suggest an attempt to continue a trend encountered in other biographies, notwithstanding the fact that the death of this composer could not be made to fit the mould.

17 Hadden would have been aware of the unpleasant realities of Chopin’s death if only from the accounts quoted in Frederick Nieck’s biography, one of which (taken from Charles Gavard’s reminiscences of Chopin’s final months) reported the composer’s face to have been ‘quite black from suffocation’ in the hours immediately prior to death (Niecks: II, 321). Nonetheless, it is possible that Hadden’s description was inflected by the nineteenth-century romanticization of tuberculosis suffers as physically beautiful, even erotic, given their typical appearance with pale skin flushed red (see Hutcheon and Hutcheon 1996: 36-9).
A number of similar instances may be found in which the connections drawn between the subject and another Great Composer are so tenuous that they amount to little more than name-dropping (trope 19-K). No doubt this procedure functioned to legitimize the inclusion of less established figures within the context of a close-knit biographical series, since it occurred with some frequency at the very beginning of some of the later monographs. Brahms again provides a valuable example: Erb’s volume opened by noting that the composer was born in the same city as Mendelssohn (19-K-1), stating elsewhere on the same page that his father had come to Hamburg hoping to join an orchestra in which Handel had once played (19-K-2). Duncan’s comment that the mothers of Beethoven and Schubert had both worked as cooks (19-K-3), again on the first page of his biography, is notable for its attempt to establish yet another vague connection between the two composers (especially as the comparison is drawn explicitly with Beethoven’s mother rather than, say, Haydn’s). Nor are these strategies limited to the outset of a text; Hadden’s observation that Chopin’s second visit to England commenced on the same day as Mendelssohn’s first visit 19 years earlier (19-K-5), for instance, seems to contribute little to his subject’s life story other than to draw a telling parallel with a contemporary composer who met with much greater success in the country for which the biography was originally written. In an extension of this point, certain ancillary characters that appeared within the biographies were introduced via reference to Great Composers (in addition to the subject) with whom they were associated (trope 19-L), thereby legitimizing the presence of these more minor figures within the biography and re-inscribing the musical canon in the process. For example, Hadden (19-L-2) reported that Countess von Thun was ‘associated with Gluck, Mozart and Beethoven’ in addition to Haydn, and Duncan (19-L-3) noted that Schubert’s acquaintance Matthäus von Collin was the brother of somebody linked with Beethoven’s music.
This inherently self-referential approach to musical canonicity served to create a sense of consistency and to validate the series’ predication of music history upon what was, at face value, a small and markedly disparate set of composers. (The case of Chopin alone reveals the importance of being constructed as holding a unique yet imperative place within wider historical contexts.) As a result, the volumes made frequent recourse to notions of extended artistic families, with subjects’ fellow artists described as ‘brothers’, their precursors as ‘fathers’, and their followers as ‘sons’ (trope 19-N), thereby recalling Victorian preoccupations with the family, emphasizing the subjects’ musical pedigree, and enforcing male hegemony. One prominent example was located in the overlap between Bach’s pupils and his sons (19-N-1); another, previously noted, was Brahms’s situation within the Schumann family; a third was the relationship between Haydn and Mozart (19-N-2, 19-N-3), especially since the former was referred to as ‘Papa Haydn’ throughout Breakspeare’s biography. In charting the (broken) lines between the various subjects of the Master Musicians volumes, the biographers inevitably found it necessary to identify the contributions of other composers, including Gluck, Weber, and C. P. E. Bach. The latter was deemed particularly important (trope 19-O) for providing the crucial connection between J. S. Bach and the Viennese Classical School (notably Haydn), not least given the familial link. Where the preoccupations of the biographers required their consideration, similar allusions were made to other composers, including those who achieved transitory fame by writing music in popular styles (Meyerbeer and the Italian operatic school have already been mentioned) as well as various English figures discussed in the conclusion to Part II. Mention was often made of less historically-significant characters merely to dismiss them by way of privileging specific Great Composers, as with Tchaikovsky and his Russian contemporaries. One extended example of this strategy is Duncan’s comparison of the music of Schubert with that of more minor song composers of the period.
(including Zumsteeg, Zelter, and Reichardt) in order to substantiate his subject’s genius (1934: 118-22).

Thus the very reasons for which lesser figures were raised, peripherally, in the first instance also served to efface them from an essentially ‘top-down’ conception of music history, in which the status of Great Composers was confirmed by the contemporaries and intervening links whom they far surpassed. Nevertheless, given that the original Master Musicians series was limited (for whatever reason) to just twelve volumes, certain great musical personages were inevitably marginalized, though their importance was acknowledged. In addition to those discussed elsewhere, notably Verdi and Rossini, three composers deserve special mention since it is instructive to speculate as to their exclusion. The first is Palestrina, whom the biographers held to represent the very beginnings of modern Western art music – Breakspear described him as ‘the great reformer’ from whom ‘we may date the *Naissance* strictly of modern art’ (1902: 135) – and whose historical significance was therefore considered primarily pedagogical rather than more mainstream. In contrast, the second, Berlioz, was presumably downplayed owing to his non-Austrogermanic nationality and his status as a leading exponent of programme music. The last, Liszt, presented a notable problem not just for his Hungarian roots and his descriptive musical works, but also because much of his fame derived from his activities in performance and transcription, both of which the biographers deemed subordinate to original composition. All three received dedicated volumes in subsequent expansions to the series (Coates 1938, Elliot 1938, Beckett 1956), with that on Palestrina generating particular interest among reviewers. Other composers added in the initial stages of the series’ revival (1934-40) included Gluck, Weber, and Verdi (Einstein 1936, Saunders 1940, Hussey 1940); a monograph on Rossini did not appear until much more recently (Osborne 1986).
Paradoxically, the processes of considering minor figures led not to a more inclusive view of music history within the original Master Musicians series, but to its canon’s being closed off. Dichotomies between the Great Composers and lesser contemporaries were constructed within extra-canonic contexts, with separate hierarchies assembled within the canon itself by way of legitimizing those subjects displaced from its heart. So limited was the available cultural space that biographers sometimes found it necessary to challenge the canonic status of other central composers in order to create sufficient room for their own. Despite the synergies explored elsewhere between Haydn and Mozart, for example, Hadden’s volume endeavoured to construct the former as the immediate precursor to Beethoven, to the uneasy marginalization of the latter (trope 19-P). Indeed, the musical canon appears to have offered a sufficiently small number of figures of the very highest rank to render viable a biographical project such as the Master Musicians series: one that operated on an individual basis (and involved a number of different authors) yet apparently subscribed with notable consistency to a set of paradigms associated both with the life and the works. The stage is now fully set for consideration of the wider relationships between those two sets of paradigms, as well as for further evaluation of the significance of the series’ Victorian context in light of the analyses offered in the last two chapters.
As we have seen, the initial twelve volumes of the Master Musicians series served to establish a musical canon of wider historical significance through a set of consistently-deployed paradigms that drew heavily on the prevalent ideologies and preoccupations of the communities of readers for which they were originally written. But since the biographies so strongly reflected late Victorian ideals, not to mention the (often uneasy) reception of their subjects in turn-of-the-century England, they quickly became dated. This point was strikingly apparent by the time of the series’ revival in the 1930s by Eric Blom, whose first task as the new editor was to republish volumes on the original twelve composers in 1934-5. While new biographies of Beethoven, Wagner, and Mozart were written by Marion M. Scott (1934), Robert L. Jacobs (1935), and Blom (1935) respectively, the remaining nine volumes were merely revised by the editor (or, in the case of Evans’s *Tchaikovsky*, by the original author). Though some softening of critical tone was made in the case of composers who had since become more widely established than thirty years previously (notably Brahms and Tchaikovsky), Blom seemed much more concerned with the emendation of matters of fact and prose style than with updating the outdated views and interpretations expressed by the earlier biographers. While he felt that the originals were simply too valuable to be abandoned altogether – for the tradition in musical biography of revising older works was well established by this time – he also argued that ‘It is not an editor’s duty to interfere with an author’s opinions, as distinct from… statements of fact’ (Hadden

---

1 Blom also considered, but ultimately rejected, the possibility of his writing new volumes on Mendelssohn and Bach.
1934b: 187, n. 1). For this reason, the reviewers of the revised volumes repeatedly condemned the archaic portrayal of the subjects they offered, and even the outmoded form of biography they embodied. One critic complained of ‘thirty-year-old opinions lying cheek by jowl with lately acquired wisdom which disproves them’; another that ‘The editorial use of [new] information corrects the original so far as facts are concerned; but it cannot affect the general view of an author who formed his conception of the composer and wrote his life on data now seen to be incomplete, and sometimes even misleading.’ Blom’s own description of one such monograph as ‘something of a period-piece, a relic of an age still capable of a romantic outlook’ (Patterson 1934: xii) would seem to have wider application.

However, the original biographies had not only been tailored to the readership of a specific time, but also that of a particular place. The series was simultaneously published in London and New York owing to Dent’s entrepreneurial agenda to market his books on both sides of the Atlantic, and hence it secured a readership in North America as well as Britain; presumably, the texts were also disseminated to the various colonies and dominions of the British Empire. Nevertheless, their primary audience resided in Britain, notably England; this was, after all, an age that endeavoured to impose a single national identity upon a very diverse range of backgrounds. While some of the biographers had studied abroad, all but one were active in the British Isles, Erb’s unique national status being principally apparent in his consideration of

---

2 Cf. Blom’s prefaces in Duncan 1934: vii-viii and Williams 1934: ix-x. Blom’s adopted policy is particularly surprising given that Jack Westrup, who contributed to the series under Blom in the 1930s and later himself became editor, wrote of him that ‘As an editor he was punctilious, even to the point of overriding the views of his contributors’ (1980: 801).


4 In the ensuing discussion, I follow the lead of scholars such as Alain Frogley (2003: 241, n. 1) in not attempting to separate the deeply entwined terms ‘British’ and ‘English’.
American, as well as English, responses to his subject in the final chapter of his monograph (for example, 1934: 114-5). A reviewer for *Nation* summed up the series’ geographical bias succinctly in commenting that ‘A new volume on Handel seems hardly to supply a long-felt want, yet while Handel remains the greatest of “English” composers, books on him will continue to pour from the London press’.\(^5\) This endeavour did not, however, merely take the form of supplying information about the reception enjoyed by composers and their works in that country, though there was some limited discussion in that area.\(^6\) Indeed, various reviewers, especially those of the staunchly English *Musical Times*, felt that the biographies did not meet expectations in this respect. One made the general claim that ‘the value of the series… would be increased… were [it] to contain an appendix giving dates, places, and conductors of first performances of the composers’ works in England.’\(^7\) Instead, the volumes were made relevant to the country in ways that focussed more immediately on subjects’ lives, rather than on the subsequent history of their music.

Though none of the twelve protagonists of the original series were of English descent, there were nevertheless important correspondences to be drawn between these composers and the country itself. England was presented as having afforded them opportunities and support, not least when they had been neglected by their native land: as trope 19-M reveals, Vienna received particular criticism for its perceived ill-treatment of no fewer than five of them. In addition, Lidgey noted that England ‘show[ed] great interest’ in his subject by holding a Wagner Festival comprising a series


\(^6\) See, for example, Breakspeare 1902: 209-10 (on Mozart’s operas) and Evans 1935: 179-82 (on Tchaikovsky’s orchestral music).

of concerts in 1877 (1899: 69), thereby rescuing a scheme that had failed in Germany at a time when the composer’s career was also at a low point owing to the financial failure of the Bayreuth Festival Theatre project. (Unsurprisingly, Lidgey omitted to mention that the demand for such a series had been considerably overestimated and its projected scope had to be dramatically reduced, so the financial gain for the composer was much less than anticipated.) Crowest observed that in response to news of Beethoven’s fame reaching the country in 1817, Thomas Broadwood sent him a gift of a grand piano, and the London Philharmonic Society bought several of his compositions and encouraged him to visit in a professional capacity, an offer repeated in 1823 (1899: 27, 32).

Moreover, Crowest identified that England provided the dying Beethoven with the financial assistance unforthcoming from sources closer to home: as he lay on his death-bed, unable to compose and consequently falling further into debt, he appealed to the London Philharmonic Society, who, to their ‘great credit’, granted him money ‘at the earliest possible moment’ (: 41-2). Consequently, according to Ferdinand Hiller’s account of the composer’s death (quoted in Crowest 1899: 43), Beethoven regarded the English people as his friends.

Such offers were portrayed as arising as a direct result of the nation’s recognition of the genius of these figures, which could even take place when no actual contact existed between the two. Duncan acknowledged that Schubert, who never visited England, was nonetheless known there by the time of his death; that his music was published and performed in the country thereafter; and most importantly, that English scholars (notably George Grove and Arthur Sullivan) made substantial contributions to his rediscovery (1934: 111-5). Patterson referred to Schumann’s strong, albeit unrealized, ‘hankering’ for England (1934: 51): not only was his music performed in this country, but it had also found favour with the reigning monarch. Her observation that on leaving
Vienna in 1839, the composer was said to have ‘thought seriously of crossing the water to settle permanently in England’ (: 34), further indicated that the country was one of the most alluring places for a Great Composer. One exceptional character was Brahms, who, in Erb’s words, ‘never visited England although often pressed to do so’ (1934: 77). The explanations offered by the biographer included that Brahms could not speak English well, and that he found the culture too formal – neither of which reasons precluded comparable activities by other Master Musicians subjects. Probably the greatest tension surrounded Brahms’s refusal of the offer of a doctorate from Cambridge University in 1877. Erb’s claim that his subject apparently did not care for honorary degrees and had no desire to compose the customary new work was at variance with Brahms’s acceptance just a few years later of a similar accolade from the University of Breslau, for which he wrote the *Academic Festival Overture* (1934: 56, 58-9). Mozart’s associations with England were similarly downplayed in Breakspeare’s biography (1902: 12-6, 33-4), probably because they were connected primarily with his childhood and with acts of performance.\(^8\)

English primacy was important: instances where the country had identified musical genius were presented as occurring in advance of similar recognition received elsewhere. This evidence of the sophisticated nature of England’s cultural tastes seemed to function as a means of compensating for the shortage of major composers of its own. Hence Evans observed that the London Philharmonic Society invited Tchaikovsky to England for performances of various of his works, in the late 1880s and again for what was to be his last concert tour in 1893, when (unlike Brahms) he accepted an honorary doctorate from Cambridge University (1935: 49-50, 52). More significantly, he claimed that the fact that Tchaikovsky’s music met with greater success in England than in all

\(^8\) On the various links that may be made between Mozart and England, see Jenkins 1998.
countries apart from his own (trope 12-A) offered ‘a convincing refutation of the charge… that we are an unmusical nation’ (12-A-2), as compared with France, America, and even Germany. The mention of France is especially notable given Evans’s affiliation with the country (where he had been partly educated in his youth) and with its modern music. It was also the nation most repeatedly chided within the Master Musicians volumes for its musical philistinism (trope 12-B), based on the poor reception accorded to such figures as Mendelssohn (12-B-1) and Wagner (12-B-2) in addition to Tchaikovsky (12-B-3). As previously discussed, the biographers also refuted the contributions of Italy, another country prominent on the nineteenth-century music scene, in a number of different ways; but as a nation, France appeared to be a particular target, perhaps owing to its proximity to England.

Stratton similarly demonstrated that England, rather than Germany or France, was the first country to provide Mendelssohn with the public exposure to which his genius entitled him (trope 12-C). His observation that Mendelssohn turned initially to England upon leaving Berlin (12-C-1) clearly recalls Patterson’s previously-cited words on Schumann’s departure from Vienna. Stratton explicitly suggested that the composer would not have achieved such success and recognition had it not been for England, which he described as ‘the scene of Mendelssohn’s greatest triumphs’ (12-C-2). He held that the country offered Mendelssohn an appropriate platform both for performances of his own works, notably Elijah (12-C-5), and for the revival of Bach’s repertory (12-C-4) that was so important both to him personally and to the musical canon more generally. Stratton was also keen to show, through systematically citing references to Mendelssohn in English periodicals prior to 1829, that the country both knew of the composer and acknowledged his greatness prior to his earliest visit (1934: 20-3). He even suggested that England was more devastated than Germany on Mendelssohn’s
death, the composer having been ‘revered perhaps more than anywhere else’ in the former country (: 134).  

Hadden’s version of this notion was more extended (trope 12-D): Haydn’s two journeys to England represent his only excursions abroad, and he was received if anything a little too warmly, his greatness abundantly recognized. Even the Royal Family was said to have welcomed him, thus compensating for its apparent neglect of other Great Composers, notably Beethoven (12-D-4). Haydn did not visit England until his later years, and the country was therefore portrayed as having provided him with additional possibilities for bringing his genius to fruition, in line with what I have called the paradigm of continual development. Hadden’s words suggested that the limitations placed on the composer in his feudal service actually prevented his reaching the highest levels of his genius, which he attained only in the liberating climate of England’s more advanced economy (12-D-5, 12-D-6). He also claimed that the fact that musical England did not at the time possess native creative genius of Haydn’s calibre was the very reason for the country’s recognition and fervent support of such greatness in foreigners (12-D-3), a suggestion mirrored by Stratton on Mendelssohn (12-C-1). At the same time, however, the volumes did include some positive mention of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English composers, including Arne, S. S. Wesley, and Sterndale Bennett. Notable among these allusions is the letter of recommendation written by Mendelssohn in support of Sterndale Bennett’s application for a professorial post at Edinburgh University (Stratton 1934: 106-7), which testified to his worth and anticipated future developments on the music scene in England.  

For Stratton’s exploration of English endeavours to commemorate the composer, see Stratton 1934: 179-80.

On Haydn’s flattering but over-enthusiastic reception on the part of the English, see Hadden 1934a: 73-6.

The letter (dated 17 December 1843) was first published in Grove 1878-90: II, 283.
Patterson’s volume made no mention of Schumann’s somewhat less flattering opinions of the same person (Schumann 1988e).

The dearth of English Great Composers in the canonical period encompassed by the Master Musicians series was an issue addressed principally in the biography of Handel (trope 12-E), the subject whose connections to the country were the strongest and the most long-lasting. Of course, Handel differed from the other composers under discussion in that rather than merely visiting England, he lived there for most of his adult life, and indeed took British citizenship in 1727. Nevertheless, his foreign origins could not be denied, and as comparison of the articles on Handel (M[arshall] 1878-90: 652) and Mendelssohn (G[rove] 1878-90b: 293) in Grove’s *Dictionary* reveals, the biographical rhetoric by which the naturalized composer was claimed for England was not so far removed from that for an indisputably German subject. Williams – who, as the only Master Musicians biographer to have enjoyed a musical education in Germany, might have had particular sympathy for the country’s art – invoked the figure of Handel in one additional respect, situating him between Purcell and the English Musical Renaissance in order to explain the apparent break in the country’s musical tradition (1935: 205-8). Specifically, he argued that his subject was so great that his ‘overpowering grandeur and strength… struck a blow at native English productivity’, owing to his inescapable and far-reaching influence (12-E-2). In claiming that the English school of composition was thereby ‘nipped in the bud’ by Handel (12-E-3), Williams attempted to explain away the aridity of the country’s musical scene for some time thereafter, as well as speculating that a revitalization of its compositional activity was imminent.12 Such arguments have to be viewed in the light of Continental

---

12 The original text (Williams 1901: 233-8) is much longer than the revised version, by which time much of Williams’s speculation was redundant.
European examples where traditions of composition survived greater figures than
Handel – Brahms, for example, famously felt that he lived in the shadow of
Beethoven\textsuperscript{13} – and given that Williams was writing at a time when it was still fairly
standard for British composers to undertake their training in Germany. And in fairness,
the biographer continued by acknowledging that there may have been no English school
of composition in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries even had Handel not
settled in the country (12-E-4). Nonetheless, he also asserted that the reverse might so
easily have been the case: drawing on the trope of the tragedy of the premature death,
Williams argued that had Purcell lived long enough to secure a musical lineage via
pupils, England’s compositional scene could have been so rich that there would actually
have been no room for Handel (12-E-5).

Through their authors’ endeavours to make their subjects relevant to a late Victorian
readership, then, the Master Musicians biographies represent to some extent an
appropriation of the Great Composers for England by virtue of their connections with
the country. The same was true of their music (trope 12-F). Certain works were valued
for having been written specifically for England, such as Haydn’s ‘London’
Symphonies (12-D-7), which came to epitomize the composer’s vast output in the genre
he is universally recognized as having established, as well as his late English-language
choral works \textit{The Creation} and \textit{The Seasons}.\textsuperscript{14} In other instances, significant musical
corpuses were justified with reference to existing English traditions, especially when
their texts or plots required rationalization for their unintelligibility to the target
readership. For example, Breakspeare attempted to explain the apparent inanity of

\textsuperscript{13} Brahms reportedly once told the conductor Hermann Levi that ‘I will never compose a symphony!
You have no idea how it feels to one of us when he continually hears behind him such a giant.’
\textsuperscript{14} Hadden also drew upon a direct connection with Haydn’s great precursor in England in repeating the
apocryphal idea that Handel’s oratorios, specifically \textit{Messiah}, provided the inspiration for \textit{The
Creation} (1934a: 116-7).
Mozart’s comic operas, as perceived from a late nineteenth-century English perspective, through analogy with the greatly celebrated national traditions of Shakespeare and Gilbert and Sullivan operetta (12-F-1). He also provided a lengthy comparison of the standard texts used in the composer’s Latin Masses with the liturgy of the Anglican Church – which, of course, was largely identical except for the different language – in order that anti-Roman feeling might not discourage the listener (12-F-4). Breakspeare’s comments followed a long history of uneasy reception of Mozart’s church music in Britain on religious grounds;\textsuperscript{15} conversely, the Catholic music of Haydn (12-F-5) and Tchaikovsky (12-F-6) was simply discounted as being of little interest to the Protestant English reader. As a final example, Duncan, by way of resolving the difficulty surrounding the absence of explicit associations with the country in the case of Schubert, appropriated his subject’s song-settings to translated texts by renowned British poets including Scott and Shakespeare (12-F-8), to which the author might have been particularly attracted since he was himself a composer of songs to texts by the nation’s great writers.\textsuperscript{16}

Although the Master Musicians authors collectively followed formats that separated life and works, there were, as noted, nevertheless many points of intersection between biographical paradigms and those that featured in discussions of the music. We have seen, for instance, that the paradigm of continual development functioned at the biographical level to aid the construction of subjects as exemplary by revealing endless hard work as the only laudable means by which to achieve success and to bring one’s gifts to fruition. But it was similarly invaluable, especially given the biographers’

\textsuperscript{15} See, for example, Rachel Cowgill’s forthcoming study of the early British reception of Mozart’s Requiem.

\textsuperscript{16} See Duncan 1934: 130-5, on Schubert’s settings of poems by British writers, and on English translations of the texts of his songs originally written in German.
practice of discussing their subjects’ works by genre, as a strategy by which to chart stylistic evolution according to a teleological model, and this matter invites one last evaluation of the paradigm in light of the totality of previous discussions. For as well as fostering the historical unilinearity upon which biography is ontologically dependent, the paradigm allowed the authors to explain the relative greatness of specific works to their target non-specialist readership without resorting to technical language, through relating them to the stage of life at which they were composed.

An added emphasis was correspondingly given to subjects’ later output, and to their final works in particular, as reflecting the fullest flowering of their genius (trope 7-G). Both Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony and Schumann’s late sacred works (specifically, his Mass and Requiem) are described as ‘swan songs’ (Evans 1935: 52; Patterson 1934: 173); the reception of the enigmatic former work, indeed, is inextricably tied to the composer’s untimely demise (7-G-2). The notion was especially convenient to the biographers when it served to reinforce some of their other preoccupations, such as correspondences to England (a point already considered with respect to Haydn) and matters of religion. Handel’s move from (secular, Italian) opera to (sacred, English) oratorio not only marked a late change of direction in his career, but also led to the fullest realization of his genius, resulting in the celebrated Messiah which, to borrow Williams’s words, was ‘a household word with all English people, whether music-lovers or not’ (12-F-7). Oratorio would have been particularly revered by the Master Musicians biographers not just for its virtuous, religious content – as against the genre of opera, which the Victorians held to be more morally dubious – but also because many such works were ideal for performance by amateur musicians (such as might well have been reading the volumes) as part of the British choral tradition.

17 On Handel’s Messiah, see Williams 1935: 185-91.
Stratton likewise celebrated Mendelssohn’s *Elijah*, another iconic oratorio, and one that held personal significance for the Birmingham-based biographer for its representing the ‘greatest glory’ of the city’s Musical Festival, which had given its première in 1846 (1934: 120). More importantly, according to Stratton, the work represented the ‘crowning effort’ that left the composer ‘weak and broken’ (7-H-4). Hadden made a similar claim of Haydn’s *The Seasons* (7-H-5), following a remark made by the composer himself and reported by both Griesinger and Dies (Gotwals 1963: 40, 159). The Requiems of Mozart and Schumann were both late works; though Brahms’s *Ein deutsches Requiem* was not, it nonetheless represented a turning-point in the composer’s career. And, as Part I has shown, fascination with Mozart’s Requiem within the particular context of biography has been compounded by the rapid development of an elaborate mythology surrounding the work and its mysterious commission (myth 6-D; Breakspear 1902: 144-55).

The Master Musicians biographers also amply exploited the irony that several last works were on themes of death (trope 7-H), and that these masterpieces might therefore be seen to have heralded their subjects’ demise. The point is most explicit in the aforementioned Requiems (7-H-1, 7-H-2), and in Schubert’s melancholic *Winterreise*. Duncan’s statement that ‘the end was not yet’ (7-H-3), justified via the remark that Schubert’s work on his song cycle had not finished, is especially telling. Other such works are inextricably connected to the demise of their creator, especially when the composer believed that death was impending (trope 7-E). Mention of Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony has been made above, and Part I has shown that a performance of *The
Creation, Haydn’s last major sacred work, was typically embroidered as a pseudo-death scene within biography (myth 5-D; Hadden 1934a: 134-5).

The issue of religion was also important to the paradigm of continual development for another reason, for it was related to Protestantism in terms of the work ethic. The notion would have been essentially contradicted by many (Marian) Continental texts of the later 1800s, which privileged more immediately-inspired compositional genius (see, for example, Ellis 1995). And, as an important study by Linda Colley (1992) has shown, the Protestant religion was a key agent in the establishment and enforcement of distinctly British identities – as against those of, for example, Catholic France – in the eighteenth as well as the nineteenth century, and notwithstanding the regional and local variation discussed by David Hempton (1996). While Britain was by no means the only Protestant area of Europe, it was distinctive for the degree of unity it exhibited as compared with, for instance, Germany prior to 1871; nor were evolutionist theories, which doubtless fuelled the emphasis on the paradigm of continual development within English biography, a particular preoccupation for Continental reading communities.

Indeed, the paradigm is especially significant to my study for the pronounced application it received within musical biography, not least given its implicit relation to the obstructions that composers were portrayed as having endured, without respite, throughout their lives, and which correspondingly strengthened their artistic powers.

This biographical trajectory departs from standard nineteenth-century life-shapes, in which subjects were presented as having encountered an initial struggle in early adulthood following which they attained their ultimate aims, leading to a sustained period of success and distinction. As Paula Backscheider has written with reference to the monomyth theorized by Joseph Campbell, many biographies follow the stereotypical plan of ‘youth [a]s a preparatory period, early and middle adulthood
induction and struggle to attain specific, individual goals, and mature adulthood and old age as full achievement and later consolidation and appreciation of success’ (1999: 103). The trials faced by the protagonists of musical biography were therefore much more marked and prolonged than for those in other fields, while tropes such as the prodigious childhood and the premature death did not accord with traditional models either. It was as though the practice of grafting the lives of foreigners onto the existing Victorian mould, as demonstrated in the preceding analysis, also required biographers to overstate the case for the validity of the Great Composers as subjects.

The figures at the heart of the musical canon were, of course, predominantly Germanic; and although English biography had previously circumvented this potential problem by emphasizing either native composers or those currently in fashion in the country, the Master Musicians series necessarily considered those of wider historical importance – hence the need to construct associations with England via other means. The former trends date back to the origins of modern music history and biography in this country: John Mainwaring’s volume (1760) on the naturalized Handel is understood to have been the first full-length composer biography in any language; the classic early histories by John Hawkins (1776) and Charles Burney (1776-89) possess a strong English bias; and John Sainsbury’s milestone biographical dictionary (1825) claimed as its *raison d’être* the perceived inadequacy of Continental counterparts in the treatment of British musicians.¹⁹ In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, English biography fostered national personages in such centrally-canonical works as the *Dictionary of National Biography* (1885-1900), to which Hadden was a contributor, and the ‘English Men of Letters’ series (1878-1919). The trend was similarly discernible in their

¹⁹ See Sainsbury’s editorial preface (1827: I, i-iii). Henry George Farmer (1931) has since demonstrated this claim to have been unjustified.
counterparts in the field of music, notably Grove’s *Dictionary of Music and Musicians* (1878-90), whose English bias (in terms both of content and scholarship) has recently been explored by Jeremy Dibble (2001). That the original Master Musicians authors were complicit in the ideology of biography as a celebration of the nation is evident in that Hadden contributed to the former dictionary, while Evans and Williams wrote articles for the latter from its second edition (Maitland 1904-10). In addition, Crowest had written extensively on British music and musicians including his books *Phases of Musical England* (1881), *The Dictionary of British Musicians* (1895), and *The Story of British Music* (1896), while his 1897 biography of Verdi gave particular emphasis to the composer’s English connections. Hadden’s monographs of Handel and Mendelssohn (1888a, 1888b) were conceived as the earliest volumes in a projected but unrealized set of ‘Biographies of Great Composers’, and were still current at the time of the Master Musicians series, having been reprinted in 1904. The series of articles that Evans was later to contribute to *The Musical Times* (1919-20) were hailed as ‘a landmark in the progress of British music’ (Myers 1945: 105), and represented the pinnacle of his promotion of modern British composers that also led to articles in *The Musical Quarterly* (1919a, 1923a) and a second series for *The Musical Times* (1944-5). Stratton had earlier defended English music in the same journal (1881); more strikingly, given the position subsequently adopted by the Master Musicians series, his co-authored *British Musical Biography* claimed that ‘A country is musical only by the music it produces for itself, not by what it takes from others’ (1897: i).

The same tendency to commemorate native heroes through biography may be seen in other countries in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a period witnessing the

---

20 W. S. Rockstro had published biographies on the same two composers just years earlier (1883, 1884), the latter for the Great Musicians series.
emergence of distinct national schools across Europe.\textsuperscript{21} In addition to widespread disillusionment with international lexical projects, nationalism was doubtless a driving force behind the proliferation of regional musical dictionaries, which led not only to Sainsbury’s English publication but also to those of Dlabač on the Czech lands (1815), Sowiński on Poland (1857), and Vasconcelos on Portugal (1870), to name just a few. And where nineteenth-century Austrogermanic biographers supported the composers at the centre of the musical canon on national grounds – the portrayals by Forkel (1802) and Spitta (1873-80) of Bach as a hero for the Lutheran German people being obvious examples – others were similarly promoted for different countries, such as the construction of Chopin and Moniuszko as exemplars of a Polish school of music.\textsuperscript{22} In France, the renowned ‘Les musiciens célèbres’ series, which commenced publication in 1905 under the editorship of Élie Poirée, encompassed such figures as Hérold, Boïeldieu, and Félicien David alongside those of broader historical recognition including Beethoven and Mozart, as well as the great national heroes Gounod, Rameau, Lully, Bizet, and, of course, Chopin and Berlioz (the former by the editor).\textsuperscript{23} French writers had also worked in their own ways to defend their country’s musical reputation in light of complaints such as those of Mendelssohn (for example, Jullien 1877: 65-136), and to uphold it in ways that were overtly nationalistic and demonstrably averse to German composers (and, to a lesser extent, Italian ones, excepting those assimilated into French culture; see, for example, Ellis 2001). Comparable biographical trends in England by no means focussed exclusively on the pre-canonical native genius of Purcell and others, the musical traditions of the English Church, and the naturalized foreigner Handel. As Marian Wilson Kimber (2002a) has recently shown, mid- to late

\textsuperscript{21} On this point see, for example, Samson 2001a.
\textsuperscript{22} See Pekacz 2006b on the former, and Murphy 2001 on the latter.
\textsuperscript{23} Respectively, Pougin 1906, Lassus 1908, Brancour 1910, d’Indy 1911, Bellaigue 1907, Hillemacher 1905, Laurencie 1908, Prunières 1910, Gauthier-Villars 1911, Poirée 1907, and Coquard 1909.
nineteenth-century biographers held Mendelssohn to be a quintessential English gentleman, while David Gramit (1993) has demonstrated that even Schubert was recast in a more suitably Victorian light.

The absence of English protagonists among the greatest subjects for musical biography – a problem unknown to biographers of British novelists, painters, and playwrights, for example – therefore presented a substantial difficulty for a venture such as the Master Musicians series, written not only in a distinctly Victorian vein, but also within a general environment of nationalist feeling and contemporaneous with the English Musical Renaissance. Indeed, the very reason for the series’ revival in the 1930s, according to Dent’s son Hugh, was the recognition of the revitalization of musical culture in England and the increasing appreciation of classical music, coupled with the continuing interest in the lives of the great (Dent and Dent 1938: 280). While its subsequent expansion included acclaimed volumes on Purcell (Westrup 1937) and Elgar (Reed 1939), it did not celebrate national personages to anything approaching the same extent as analogous Dent ventures such as the English Men of Science series. No doubt partly for this reason, musical biography has frequently extended into the domain of literature – which was not only conveniently mainstream, but also possessed much stronger British traditions – in that various of its subjects were active in that area too, and that many of their major works contain literary aspects as well as musical ones. The Master Musicians series incorporated discussion of the multitude of prose writings of Wagner and the music criticism of Schumann, as well as other literary endeavours among the Great Composers; and a notable amount of space was devoted to such works as the music dramas of Wagner, the operas of Mozart, and the operas and ballets of
Tchaikovsky, proceeding largely by way of plot summary.\textsuperscript{24} I shall return to this point in the following chapter.

The traditional predication of music history on a small number of Great Composers – a ‘top-down’ conception that (as discussed) lends itself perfectly to biography, especially when volumes are collected into series – meant that there existed much less room for minor figures in its canons relative to those of a discipline such as literature.\textsuperscript{25} Correspondingly, hegemonies have been more strongly enforced in music than elsewhere, as exemplified by the relative invisibility of women among composers.

By the end of the nineteenth century, as noted, the presence of female creative genius in literature was impossible to ignore, yet women remained inadmissible to musical canons internationally.\textsuperscript{26} The point was reinforced in biography through the establishment of the muse paradigm, which effectively denied female composers, such as Clara Schumann, the potential for musical creation.\textsuperscript{27} At the same time, it functioned as a signifier denoting the relative greatness of individual works, and its associated biographical tropes additionally underlined the domination of society by the patriarchy, through their emphasis on such issues as marriage and domestic propriety.\textsuperscript{28}

Significantly, the only notable resistance to these notions in the Master Musicians series, found in the volume on Chopin, was brought about by the prominence in the composer’s biography of a female creative genius. I have already noted Hadden’s

\textsuperscript{24} See, respectively, Lidgey 1899: 144-244, Breakspeare 1902: 155-210, and Evans 1935: 57-92 and 96-103.

\textsuperscript{25} I have elsewhere (Wiley 2004a) explored this idea at greater length.

\textsuperscript{26} See, for example, Spencer 1986 (on female novelists) and Citron 1993 (on women in/and the musical canon).

\textsuperscript{27} While subscribing to the muse paradigm, Patterson explored the compositional activities of Clara Schumann in as much detail as she apparently felt able (see Patterson 1934: 31, 102). She did not, however, have the benefit of Litzmann 1913.

\textsuperscript{28} I am indebted to Katharine Ellis for the observation that this presentation of genius and exemplary domesticity may itself be specifically English, being very different from the model put forward by Continental European writers (such as Diderot, Balzac, and Wagner) for whom it was considered acceptable for male protagonists to neglect their family in the service of great art.
separation of this subject from the other Great Composers of the set (including, for the most part, Haydn), based on his departures from standard life-paradigms. It is surely no coincidence that Chopin was similarly detached in terms of his musical output (having composed small-scale works for piano almost exclusively) and his connections with England. Hadden stated that Chopin and his music were known only to a select few in the country at the time (1934b: 116-7, 126), and that the composer left disappointed with his reception by the English, whom he felt to have been an unintelligent people (: 127). These were ideas that were hardly in accordance with the picture of the nation painted in other volumes; the author’s personal agenda may here have been at variance with that of the series, for he was more preoccupied with the composer’s visit to Scotland in 1848 (1934b: 117-27), a subject he had recently explored elsewhere (1899a: 109-15). Indeed, the separation implicit in Hadden’s writings between his native land and England was quite distinctive for its time since Scotland otherwise tended simply to be subsumed within the notion of a supra-national Britain.

In attempting to establish just such a canon, rather than merely writing about those composers of more immediate interest to the reading public, it became even more important for the Master Musicians authors to produce monographs that explicated the relevance of their subjects to their intended audiences. Perhaps it is true of all biographical endeavours, especially when the historical significance of their protagonists is not firmly recognized at the time of writing, that they represent an appropriation of those figures and their works for the communities for which the texts have been produced. But in the case of the Master Musicians series, this practice of appropriation additionally responded to the problems surrounding both the apparent infertility of England’s own musical tradition and the consequent contention that the country was ignorant in such matters. Indeed, it seems likely that the strength of
connections to England, and continued popularity in that country, provided much of the reason for the relative greatness accorded to such figures as Handel, Mendelssohn, Haydn, and perhaps also Tchaikovsky within the series and its correspondent canon; it may also have influenced the order in which its constituent volumes appeared. Moreover, by demonstrating that England was sufficiently culturally sensitive to have recognized musical greatness in specific individuals, as well as to have nurtured their genius when other nations would not, the biographies served to promote the image of a surrogate national tradition in which foreign composers would flourish. The project embodied by the Master Musicians series may therefore be read not only within the context of late Victorian sensibilities, but also against the backdrop of the emergent revitalization of music as a truly English institution.
CONCLUSION

The preceding studies have demonstrated the ways in which the paradigms of musical biography have operated at a specific point in time, as well as identifying their development in myths that have unfolded over larger periods. In my conclusion, I shall provide a preliminary examination of the wider significance to modern biographical and hermeneutical scholarship of the conceptual issues raised thus far, having already hinted at the recent perpetuation of historical predispositions (such as tension over the relationship between Haydn and Beethoven) at various points in Part I. The latter section of Part II, meanwhile, explored how the genre came to enforce the nineteenth-century aesthetics whose domineering influence has plagued scholarly thought up to the present time; this chapter will commence by investigating the very same tendencies implicit within its life trajectories and myths. Departing from this standpoint, I shall assess the broader implications of some of the most widespread paradigms identified in this study – including the paradigm of continual development, the trope of the ‘great last work’, the muse paradigm, and the trope of social ascent – and of the most extensive mythologies, namely those of Mozart’s Requiem and of the many tenuous associations constructed between Beethoven and Schubert. I also seek to situate within the context of the findings of this thesis some of the most significant biographical debates that have taken place within the discipline in recent years, given current trends towards contextual considerations of music coupled to the closing of the gap between the genre of biography and the world of academia. I thereby assess the extent of the present-day continuation of the cultural work performed by the hitherto largely unaddressed assumptions of musical biography that were viewed historically in Parts I and II of this thesis.
Ultimately, my purpose is to question whether modern musicology has unwittingly ‘fallen into’ a form of engagement with biography that perpetuates certain of its long-standing tendencies, and tentatively to suggest that we might endeavour to be more critically sensitive in the future. Thorough investigation of the effects of the lingering preoccupations of musical biography within the discipline, and proposition of potential solutions, are obviously rather more wide-ranging than the scope of this study permits. As such, the following discussion should be considered only an initial and rather incomplete response to much broader questions for which more rigorous examination is now overdue; it does not, for example, attempt to propose new theoretical models to be adopted henceforth by musical biography, and the reader should not look for such answers here. As Jolanta Pekacz noted in the introduction to Musical Biography: Towards New Paradigms – which, despite the volume’s subtitle, is somewhat limited in its discussion of the implications to future scholarship of the findings of its various (largely historical) case studies – the first stage in activating new directions for musical biography must be a detailed re-evaluation of the assumptions that have traditionally underpinned the genre (2006a: 8). Nevertheless, in order to lay the foundations for subsequent research of this nature, some reference will be made to areas of music history not otherwise encompassed by my work, such as the composers of the early twentieth-century generation who inherited these biographical tendencies. This chapter therefore pursues two different facets of the legacy of musical biography: firstly, the migration of its paradigms sideways into the life-writing of other composers, by way of investigating their spread and dissemination; and secondly, their deep-rootedness in scholarship on previously-considered subjects to the present time, in order to assess their longevity.
One question needs to be addressed at the outset, and that is the implication of the authors within their work. The need to know the writer in order to understand the text (whether in terms of general trends or more locally-sensitive issues) has been a recurring issue throughout Parts I and II; cross-hatching the lives of the Master Musicians authors, for instance, proved to be as illuminating as cross-hatching the lives they wrote. It is an issue that emerges time and again in literature on both the theory of biography and the philosophy of history; personal interest is very often a key motivating factor for the pursuit of a particular biographical endeavour, with writers frequently finding themselves identifying more and more with their protagonist(s) as their work progresses. The phenomenon extends as far back as the first canonical biography, Plutarch’s *The Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans*, in which the author wrote, ‘It was for the sake of others that I first commenced writing biographies… but I find myself proceeding and attaching myself to it for my own; the virtues of these great men serving me as a sort of looking-glass, in which I may see how to adjust and adorn my own life’ (quoted in Backscheider 1999: 149-50). While on one level, this is simply another instance of the life’s being reflected in the work (an issue with which biographical theorists and practitioners alike are acutely familiar), it has recently assumed a more ideological angle as trends in humanities disciplines towards epistemic inclusivity have admitted discussions of aspects of biography on an unparalleled scale within musicology, some of them doubtless over-compensating in their attempt to redress past imbalances. Personal identification with the subject would certainly help to explain, for instance, Elizabeth Wood’s interest in Ethel Smyth or Philip Brett’s in Britten, both centralizing issues of gender and sexuality.¹ Indeed Brett, in the watershed text *Queering the Pitch*, openly admitted that his approach to scholarship had been to

¹ On the former see, for example, Wood 1987, 1993, 1994, 1995a, and 1995b; various essays pertaining to the latter have been published collectively as Brett 2006.
study ‘the music of my own tribes’, namely, ‘the English and homosexuals’ (1994: 15). There are doubtless many enlightening perspectives that (say) a gay scholar can offer in providing a gay interpretation of a given composer or work, and my own feeling is that it is both problematic and potentially offensive to subscribe to the essentialist argument that a particular writer has adopted the position they have simply because of their sexuality, nationality, or political persuasion. Nonetheless, there certainly exists the possibility that such scholarship develops personal or ideological underpinnings, with the result that particular composers and works might, through revisionist reading, become either appropriated for specific sociopolitical factions or rehabilitated within them. One clear example is the debate over Schubert’s sexuality that caused such a fracas less than two decades ago, and to which I shall turn in the course of this chapter. Without wishing to pre-empt later arguments, authorial preoccupations are very much apparent among its principal contributors; Lawrence Kramer (1993: 4) described Andreas Mayer’s early dismissal (1992) as having an ‘obvious and chilling’ political agenda, while James Webster (1993: 93) suggested social and political agendas on both sides, represented by Susan McClary as endorser and Rita Steblin as rebuttalist. The major changes that have taken place within musicology in recent decades mean that the time is surely ripe for a thorough reconsideration of the politics of identity in current scholarship, one that would better enable researchers to theorize their own positions and readers to interpret their work in that light. While scope does not permit me to centralize this issue in the following text, it has at least been borne constantly in mind.

That musical biography came to enforce nineteenth-century tenets of musical thought, as well as being complicit in their perpetuation within musicology, was inevitable.

2 Similarly, in light of the debate, it is difficult not to read Steblin’s later article ‘Schubert’s relationship with women’ (1998) in this vein.
considering the backdrop against which it emerged. Not only did the genre develop in tandem with nineteenth-century musical aesthetics, but the importance to the biographical project of pioneering musicologists such as Chrysander and Spitta places it close to the heart of the modern origins of the discipline (see, for instance, Pekacz 2004: 47-9). One illuminating example of the phenomenon is provided by the demonstration in Part I that some of the most celebrated myths of musical biography that were originally on aspects of performance subsequently evolved into stories concerning composition, thereby insisting upon the aesthetic of the work-concept.\(^3\) Judging from the earliest documented sources, the young Mozart’s accurate memorization of Allegri’s *Miserere* from little more than a single hearing (myth 6-A) derived at least some of its value as an illustration of his perfectly capturing the nuances of the performing practice of the Sistine Chapel, rather than for the mere recollection of the notes themselves; while the story of Bach’s extemporization of a six-part fugue for King Frederick the Great of Prussia in 1747 (myth 1-E) was reinterpreted in at least one major biography so as to present it as a version of the piece subsequently written down as part of his *Musikalisches Opfer*. As noted, such transformations doubtless reflected the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century aversion to improvisation as against the stability of the composed text. The irony, however, is that the consequences of the intervention of the work-concept in these myths are variable: the recasting of Bach’s extemporization of ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’ as being conceived in advance of performance (myth 1-D) permitted its portrayal as a positive, premeditated act of homage to Reinken, whereas Mozart’s initial belief that the young Beethoven played him a previously-memorized piece rather than a genuine improvisation (myth 2-A) was clearly negative. The related aesthetic of the *Fassung letzter Hand* received similar enforcement through various

\(^3\) On the musical work-concept and on historical tensions between music as performance and music as text, see, for example, Goehr 1992, Talbot 2000, and Samson 2003.
anecdotes in which subjects insisted upon the perfection of their score as originally composed, most famously in Mozart’s claim to Emperor Joseph II (myth 6-B) that *Die Entführung aus dem Serail* contained exactly as many notes as were musically necessary. Yet analysis of the development of this myth has not only determined that there may have been some foundation for the Emperor’s criticism, but has even uncovered the presence in early biographies of indications that Mozart might have agreed with him.

Some of the most important paradigms of musical biography are themselves emblematic of the elitist criteria of its corresponding canons, such as androcentricity and Austrogermanic hegemony. The significance of the muse paradigm to the exclusion of women as composers has already received comment. The paradigm of continual development that received extended discussion in Part II, on the other hand, implicitly endorsed the great Germanic heroes of the musical canon while allowing little room for the nineteenth-century Italians that perhaps posed its clearest threat. Verdi, for example, died an octogenarian, having produced music in a popular idiom for the majority of his life rather than ultimately turning to artistic endeavours considered more noble (unlike Handel, who was redeemed by his late adoption of oratorio); while Rossini’s early retirement from full-time composition would hardly have been judged exemplary according to the paradigm. And, as previously discussed, the intervention of the politics of nationality gave rise to interpretations of Emperor Joseph II’s remark concerning *Die Entführung* that enforced the superiority of German opera over that of the supposedly jealous Italians with whom the criticism had originated; while Bach’s defeat by default of Louis Marchand in 1717 (myth 1-C) came to be appropriated to demonstrate German musical supremacy over its Latin counterpart.
As Part II has revealed, the aesthetic that musical biography came to insist upon most emphatically was that of absolute music. Indeed, Wagner’s implication in the origination of and discourse surrounding the concept, as Dahlhaus (1989) has discussed, provides a direct link to nineteenth-century biography and autobiography. That may go some way to explaining why extraordinary measures were taken within the genre in an attempt to divorce art, and its corresponding artists, from any external referents that might have been seen to render impure its autonomy. One pertinent example is that of the tension created over explicit involvement in politics by such composers as Beethoven and Wagner. In the latter case, as we saw in Part II, these activities were justified through viewing them as a means to a musical end, in that Wagner’s political pursuits assumed the ultimate aim of collective improvement of the plight of the artist. For Beethoven, by contrast, this issue crystallized around a specific work, the composer’s Third Symphony, in terms both of his intentions in apparently writing a piece on the subject of a great political figure, and of the resultant meaning of that music. We have seen that the story of the cathartic removal of the symphony’s dedication (myth 2-C) functioned to sever this link, thereby detracting from its interpretation as a mere description of Napoleon the man or a reflection of Beethoven’s own ideological persuasion.

That such separation between art and politics would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, for a biographer to establish in the case of a figure such as Verdi is an additional indicator of the relative canonic status of these composers. The fact of Verdi’s music being famously subjected to government censorship to ensure its suitability for public consumption on religious and political grounds even invites speculation as to the composer’s own position with respect to patriotism and Risorgimento nationalism, and the extent to which he may have consciously intended
his works as social comment for or against the state.\textsuperscript{4} This line of enquiry may also help to explain more recent controversies in Shostakovich biography that have crystallized around possible subtexts in his Fifth Symphony (and the reasons for the suppression of the Fourth prior to its première) that came to a head in the 1990s in the debate between Ian MacDonald (1990: 120-34, 1998) and Richard Taruskin (1995). Tension has again arisen because consideration of the life and music of Shostakovich, like that of Verdi, simply cannot ignore politics; in this instance, the crucial question is whether his music was composed as an obedient servant of, or in defiant but subtle opposition to, the prevailing regime. While definitive answer is clearly impossible, the subject is clouded by conflicts between Shostakovich’s claims at the time of composition of the Fifth Symphony and those made in the autobiography written towards the end of his life (Shostakovich 1979). The latter may of course be interpreted in either of two diametrically opposed ways, either as a retrospective desire to set the historical record straight or a dishonest attempt to change the course of the composer’s reception; hence it was quickly denounced by the Soviet government as having been fabricated by his amanuensis Solomon Volkov, while Western scholars such as Laurel Fay (1980) also called its authenticity into question. Recalling the above discussion of personal and political agendas, authorial position has clearly been paramount in this instance; the Soviet authorities, for example, would doubtless have been greatly undermined by the proposition of this new view of Shostakovich, and anxious to reclaim him as one of their own. However, the constituency of the various factions embroiled in the dispute is more complex than straightforward geographical delineation would suggest. For instance, Western scholars such as Christopher Norris (for example, 1982b) and Malcolm Barry (1989) are clearly unconvinced by the revisionist view of Shostakovich and instead prefer alternative explanations. Conversely (and at least partly due to

\textsuperscript{4} On this issue see, for example, Rosselli 2001 and Arblaster 1992: 91-145.
changing political climates), many of the contributors who sought systematically to
defend Shostakovich’s memoirs in Ho and Feofanov’s edited volume *Shostakovich
Reconsidered* (1998) are Soviet-era Russians, who have found both allies and opponents
among Western commentators.

Another composer who lived in some fear of persecution for the deviation of his beliefs
from those imposed by the authorities was William Byrd, a Catholic living and working
in Protestant England at a time of great religious upheaval (see, for example, Kerman
1994a). As we have seen, biographers would under normal circumstances have been
very receptive to subjects who both held firm religious beliefs and employed their gifts
in the service of the Church (Bach and Haydn are both paradigmatic examples); but this
particular instance concerns politics as much as it does religion. Byrd’s works
demonstrably took the form of political protest,⁵ as he provided music for himself and
the recusants (rather than for the wider religious community) in the form of Latin
motets and notably in his two *Gradualia* volumes of Catholic liturgical settings (1605,
1607). In addition to his musical activism, the composer may have been politically
involved in other ways too; but the authorities showed leniency towards him, and he and
his family survived repeated allegations of recusancy towards the end of the Elizabethan
Era. Nevertheless, the issue became the source of much unease in Byrd biography,
explicable in the fact that it is extremely difficult to portray the intentions that underlay
his Latin music as exemplary (or, conversely, to claim any level of religious motivation
for his smaller repertory of English music). Moreover, as the publication of the
*Gradualia* both enabled and sanctioned Catholic worship through music, Byrd was
directly responsible for opening up the possibilities for many others to resist the

⁵ Craig A. Monson (1997) has identified links between Byrd’s motets and the words and themes
expressed elsewhere by recusants.
Protestant state in this manner; he was even accused of ‘seducing’ others away from the Anglican Church in 1605.

An additional irony presents itself when one considers that music’s specialist nature necessarily limited the scope for discussion within biography of the composers’ works and achievements, particularly in relation to their life, in terms meaningful to its general readership. Any biographical project that aimed to promote the historical significance of its subjects, thereby to state their case for inclusion within the musical canon, would necessarily have striven to be accessible to as wide a target audience as possible, requiring that technical description be kept to a minimum. Part II has explored the emphasis within the Master Musicians series on the more mainstream and readily-understood discipline of literature; works that incorporated explicitly extra-musical content could be easily discussed in terms that made them more accessible to the lay reader through such means as stage descriptions and plot summary. However, the aesthetic of absolute music idealized the very pieces that are ostensibly free from such external reference, and which therefore resist verbal exegesis. Thus the works considered the greatest of all by virtue of their autonomy were also the most difficult to discuss (and thereby canonize) within literature written for a broad, non-specialist readership. Conversely, the biographical cards were stacked in favour of composers whose music relied upon such literary elements as libretti, notably those of the populist school of nineteenth-century Italian opera that the Master Musicians biographers seemed collectively to repudiate. In an attempt to circumvent this issue with respect to absolute music, there has been a strong tradition in literature on music, still very apparent in the present time, of supplying stories to fit a given work (whether related to the composer’s life or not) in order to explicate its meaning by way of verbal analogy. This practice can lead to problems further along the path towards canonization,
however, when fabricated programmes become sufficiently known that they compromise claims as to the autonomy of a particular piece, as we saw in Evans’s biography of Tchaikovsky with respect to the composer’s later symphonies.

Given that biography is founded on the provision for the reader of fresh insight into the works of its subjects through exploration of their lives, it would seem actively to encourage the drawing of connections between the two, particularly when the former yield descriptions or synopses that admit direct comparison with the latter. Some such parallels may be defensible – it is difficult, for instance, not to find echoes of Britten’s own feelings for young boys in the plot of *Death in Venice* – while others are surely over-reaching, such as reading reflections of Tchaikovsky’s sexuality in the literary stories associated with *Romeo and Juliet* or *Eugene Onegin*. The practice is still very apparent in composer life-writing today, enhanced by the present trend towards so-called ‘critical biography’ which explicitly aims to relate life and works (and which would seem more appropriate to, say, literary biography than to its musical counterpart).

Of the many critics who have drawn attention to the fallacy of the assumption that one should be mirrored in the other, the point is perfectly encapsulated by Joshua Kosman, who (at the risk of taking his remarks out of context) commented that “‘Susanna’ no more suggests that Handel was celibate than ‘Messiah’ suggests he was the Redeemer, or the Royal Fireworks Music that he was a Roman candle’ (quoted in Thomas 1994: 183). Such transliterations of music into words do allow explicit links between the two to be constructed, but potentially only at the expense of one of the aesthetics most fundamental to musical thought. Thus, as Part II has demonstrated, alternative strategies have developed in order to explain (for the purposes of texts written for a general readership) the relative greatness of specific musical works in relation to the composer’s life. Some of these were locally-sensitive; for instance, within the context of biography
written primarily for readers in England, one marker of greatness came in the form of any connection (however tenuous) that could be established with that country. Others possessed a more general application in terms of overlap between different times and places, such as the use of the muse paradigm as an indicator of genius and the added significance with which music on religious themes (broadly interpreted) was invested.

By far the most important device in this respect, however, was the paradigm of continual development. This model was of major consequence for the opportunities it afforded to relate biographical and stylistic histories according to the crude principle that ‘later’ meant ‘greater’. It was also invaluable to music criticism more widely as an interpolatory device, in the many instances where more precise information about specific repertories was lacking. For example, while it is universally accepted that Haydn wrote in excess of a hundred symphonies, the actual music of many of them long remained unknown (indeed, a large number continue to be excluded from the standard concert repertory). And even if this corpus of works had been familiar in its entirety to the reading public of, say, one hundred years ago, it would not have been feasible – at least, not within the context of biography – to have discussed each of its constituents at sufficient length to do justice to them all. The paradigm of continual development enabled authors to sidestep these problems by making sweeping statements about quantities of music composed over significant spans of the subject’s life. Neither writer nor reader required much knowledge of these works; all that was needed was reference to a few examples, held, by virtue of the teleology upon which the paradigm insisted, to be representative of the evolution of the whole at a given point in time. In addition, such strategies led to the implication of smooth, unilinear progressions throughout such sets as Haydn’s symphonies, thus providing a generalistic, distorted view of the repertory. Another historical misrepresentation introduced by this approach is that it hinged on
strict alignment between any numbers assigned to the works and the order in which they were chronologically composed, a matter additionally problematized by different systems of numbering that are sometimes concurrently in use (for instance, in the symphonies of Dvořák). It was doubtless similar preoccupations on the part of writers on music that led to such past assumptions as that of Bach’s Leipzig cantatas’ being composed in a steady stream throughout his time in the city, rather than in an intense creative period in the first few years of his tenure as Cantor, as Alfred Dürr (1957) has since definitively demonstrated. This supposition, together with the frequently-encountered trope of religious music as becoming especially important towards the end of composers’ lives, gives added weight to Joseph Kerman’s suggestion (1985: 52; cf. Pekacz 2004: 52) that Spitta’s miscalculations in establishing the chronology for Bach’s chorale cantatas represented wishful thinking in order that the biographer might present his subject’s career as having culminated with the genre most explicitly associated with Lutheranism.

In a similar vein, in the absence of knowledge as to the exact time at which specific works were produced, writers have often been led into the realm of conjecture based on evidence of stylistic evolution, with varying degrees of success. This entire line of enquiry is thoroughly confused by the fact that the dates that composers themselves supplied for their works (on their manuscripts and elsewhere) are sometimes unreliable, an issue brought to the fore by such modern scholarship as that of Maynard Solomon on the ardent revisionist Charles Ives (Solomon 1987; see also Swafford 1996). A more conservative dating for Ives’s works would suggest that the musical characteristics they exemplify were not as radical as previously supposed – thereby compromising his historical significance. However, in this particular instance the matter remains far from
resolved, as research by Carol Baron (1990) and Gayle Sherwood (1994, 1995) has viewed more favourably the chronology claimed by the composer himself.

The recent (and continuing) revisions to the dating of the works of a much earlier figure, Josquin des Prez, is even more telling. Josquin scholarship has always been plagued by undocumented lacunae in the composer’s biography, issues of authenticity and attribution, and the fact that the published sources shed little light on the matter. In consequence, single discoveries can sometimes influence our entire understanding of Josquin’s development as a composer, as well as the wider situation of his works within music history. The year of his birth, for example, has long been taken as c.1440, following the identification by Claudio Sartori (1956) of the composer with the ‘Josquin’ who was an adult singer active at the Cathedral in Milan from 1459 to 1472. But in the 1990s new information surfaced, notably as a result of the archival research of Lora Matthews and Paul Merkley (1994), indicating that this ‘Josquin’ was actually a different person from the composer. The previously-held belief that Josquin des Prez was born c.1440 seems never entirely to have convinced scholars, since little of his music was thought at the time to have been written much earlier than the 1490s, marking him out as a late developer as a composer, as well as strikingly long-lived. A revised birth date of c.1450 (as was believed prior to Sartori’s discovery), or even later, seems in any case more logical given both the chronology of his biography and some of the influences that shaped his stylistic evolution (see Fallows 1996). However, the absence of any demonstrable connection between Josquin and Milan created other problems, not least the difficulty of its reconciliation with the distinctly Milanese style of some of his music. Clarification came only later, again as a result of the work of Matthews and Merkley (1998): Josquin the composer was found to have been associated with Milan after all, but perhaps not until 1484. The dating of Milanese
motets such as his *Ave Maria*, believed (on the basis of watermarks) to have been copied c. 1476, has therefore required re-evaluation. Ironically, Joshua Rifkin’s exhaustive study (2003) has demonstrated that this work, though written later than previously thought, reveals that Josquin’s earliest firmly datable extant music is nevertheless notably mature in terms of its musical style. That is, of course, the exact opposite of the conclusion to which one might be led given assumptions rooted in the paradigm of continual development, hence necessitating resistance to suppositions of unilinear development. Nonetheless, this new light on the composer’s biography has forced Josquin scholars to undertake fundamental reconsideration of the chronology of his works (see especially Fallows 1999).

As we have seen, the paradigm of continual development ultimately gave rise to the trope of the ‘great last work’, privileged as the epitome of composers’ musical output and the fullest realization of their artistic genius. To the biographers, the production of such music ideally took place as close to their subjects’ death as possible, so as to highlight the link between the apotheosis of their creative prowess and their seemingly inevitable demise thereafter. The extensive story of Mozart’s Requiem (myth 6-D), continuing fascination with which is demonstrated by Peter Shaffer’s play *Amadeus* (1980) and the corresponding film (Forman 1984), is entirely characteristic; yet it would seem to provide the exception that proves the rule as far as the paradigm is concerned. Unlike other, later examples of great culminating works discussed in Part II, Mozart’s Requiem was representative neither of his overall compositional output nor of his mature style, nor is it even entirely his own creation in that the score was completed

---

6 For critical responses to the film, see Marshall 1997 and Lang 1997. Unfortunately, the issue of film biographies of composers lies outside the scope of this dissertation. A full-length study of the subject, Tibbetts 2005, has recently appeared; one ‘Music and Culture’ section of The Musical Quarterly (1997: LXXXI/ii, 170-209), edited by Michael P. Steinberg, was devoted to musical biopics and musicology in film.
by others following his death. That Mozart had written little church music in the preceding twelve years, as noted, ironically lends the Requiem an added significance; similarly, its status as unfinished has over time elicited substantial biographical, stylistic, and analytical interest on that count alone. However, rather than demonstrating the level of innovation and the zenith of the composer’s musical development befitting a great last work, the Requiem exhibits indebtedness to precursors extending back to the Baroque Period, as highlighted by Richard Maunder’s survey of models for the piece (1988: 74-94). While reference to earlier works and styles by no means precludes innovation (and the legacy of Baroque music is generally discernible in sacred music of the time), descriptions of the Requiem such as that offered by Rochlitz, that it was ‘among the most perfect that the most recent art has produced’ (6-D-2, italics added), are surely over-generous; Rochlitz elsewhere cited the Requiem as evidence of ‘how Mozart’s all-capable mind studied, valued, and fully understood the mind of that ancient contrapuntist’, J. S. Bach (Solomon 1991b: 28). Nohl (6-D-12) likewise made mention of Bach, and Jahn alluded to Mozart’s ‘familiarity with the orthodox church style’ (6-D-11), both in connection with this piece. Blom (6-D-15), indeed, offered an implicit response to the Requiem’s being an unusual candidate for the last-work phenomenon: he speculated that Mozart might have felt ‘that this mass for the dead [should] represent him as worthily in the domain of church music as the last opera, the last three symphonies and the last chamber music did elsewhere’. Implicit in Blom’s words is the notion that the trope might had been better served on musical grounds had the composer, for example, perished in Summer 1788 after producing three great symphonies in a two-month flood of creative activity (although it would doubtless have led to similar concerns expressed over the scholastic use of the four-note Fuxian motif in the ‘Jupiter’ Symphony’s finale). But ironically, had Mozart lived just a few more years, succeeding Leopold Hoffman as Kapellmeister at St Stephen’s Cathedral and
hence producing significant quantities of church music, history might instead be inclined to view the Requiem as a beginning rather than an end.

In this instance, unease arose because the historical significance of the work simply did not accord with its aesthetic significance, a discrepancy that was allowed to linger unaddressed within biography owing to its limited scope for discussion of the music itself. The question therefore arises as to the nature of the relationship between the music and the myth: whether the importance of the latter lies in the work’s apparently representing the crowning achievement of its composer, or whether the Requiem’s significance as Mozart’s *chef-d’œuvre* itself derives from the associated legend. This line of enquiry may help to account for the degree to which the mythology surrounding the Requiem has flourished, having survived both the general awareness of its contested authorship and the onslaught of alternative, potentially contradictory theories. Cliff Eisen (2006) has discussed the notable emphasis on the composer’s biography in the work’s early reception; William Stafford noted that the tale ‘conferred a special aura upon the Requiem, which is abundantly evident in nineteenth-century writing on Mozart’ (1991: 80). As the earliest example of the last-work phenomenon’s being applied to a single piece in the biographies of the Great Composers, it provided a prototype for a number of subsequent cases that, ironically, match the paradigm much more appropriately.

This generic trope provides the crucial intersection between the two most important paradigms isolated in the course of this study: those of continual development and the muse. The latter merits further exploration both for its continuing presence within

---

7 For a more general discussion of the uneasy relationship between historical and aesthetic elements in writings on music, see Dahlhaus 1983: 19-33.
musicology, and for the frequency with which it is encountered in composer biography. One example that has not previously been mentioned is that of Janáček’s association with Kamila Stösslová (see, for example, Chew 2003), the source of much unease for biographers since the composer was married at the time and Stösslová was 38 years his junior, both facts that are difficult to overcome given his passion for her. Their affiliation is nevertheless highlighted for its particular intersection of the two paradigms under discussion. It was coincident with the final, most productive twelve years of Janáček’s life, which resulted in some of his greatest music as well as his receiving the wide acclaim that he had previously failed to achieve; and in their voluminous correspondence (see Tyrrell 1994), Janáček himself frequently represented Stösslová as his source of inspiration. If the actual episode itself strongly accords with these biographical paradigms, the matter is heightened by the ways that writers have correspondingly insisted upon them. Discussions of the circumstances in which Janáček’s Sinfonietta (1926) was conceived, for example, tend not only to emphasize his being inspired by the fanfares performed by a military band in the park at Písek but also that Stösslová was with him at the time.

The muse paradigm remains inscribed in some of the most famous works in the Western canon, judging both from their historical significance and their continuing popularity among concert-goers. Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique was famously tied by its programme to the composer’s then unrequited love for Harriet Smithson; Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde was said to have reflected his love affair with Mathilde Wesendonck; overtones of Schoenberg’s burgeoning relationship with Mathilde Zemlinsky (conveniently, the sister of a minor composer, and subsequently his wife) have been read into the programmatic Verklärte Nacht, by virtue of the plot of the text upon which it was based; and the celebrated ‘Adagietto’ from Mahler’s Fifth Symphony was held by
the conductor Willem Mengelberg to have been a love letter to Alma Schindler, whom
the composer married soon thereafter. The latter suggestion would seem to be
certified by the allusions to *Tristan und Isolde* within the music itself, which have
generally been taken to relate to the synopsis of the opera; this discussion, however,
permits their additional understanding as an oblique reference to the genesis of the
earlier work as linked to the creative dynamic between Wagner and Wesendonck.
Indeed, my proposed reading makes greater sense of Mahler’s intertext than would a
mere comparison with the opera’s plot, given its limited parallels with the composer’s
personal circumstances.

Recent years have seen an increasing awareness that while some of the emergent
feminist trends within musicology, such as Marcia Citron’s study (1993), have served to
demonstrate the various ways in which women have historically been excluded from
mainstream music history, others have taken the alternative approach of working from
within. In particular, Susan McClary has famously challenged the very roots of the
discipline from the feminist perspective with reference to its greatest figures such as
Beethoven, Brahms, and Schubert (McClary 1991c, 1993b, 1994), with the ironic
consequence that the traditional canon has been re-inscribed as fiercely male-oriented.
Moreover, McClary’s deconstructive engagement with women has been primarily in
terms of figures such as Madonna (1991a), thereby marking a departure from canonic
traditions and timeframes (if not also from acts of composition) and precluding direct
comparison with her work on male composers. Hence biography remains complicit in
enforcing both musicology’s inherent androcentricity and the assumptions that have led

---

8 On wider issues of autobiography in Mahler’s Fifth Symphony, see also Barry 1993 and Floros 1993: 139-60.
9 McClary’s chapter on Madonna is possibly the best-known of several case studies of females in *Feminine Endings* (1991c), which also include Laurie Anderson and Janika Vandervelde. That said, Paula Higgins, in an important critique of the volume, asked ‘Where are the women in this “feminist” criticism of music?’ (1993: 187, italics in original).
to its fundamental reliance upon a select number of great heroes, and the muse paradigm continues to function culturally to this end. We have seen elsewhere in this study that the muse paradigm effectively denied women the possibility of artistic creation in music (as distinct from mere reproduction of these works in performance), while simultaneously linking them inextricably to such activities undertaken by their associated male geniuses. It is also responsible for the fact that certain women who happened to compose were not altogether written out of music history, principally owing to their strong associations with male counterparts. Such figures as Fanny Mendelssohn and Clara Schumann have, over time, been permitted to appear at the fringes of the musical canon, especially following its recent feminist deconstruction and expansion. However, the very fact of the inconsistency surrounding the names by which they have come to be known – the former by her maiden name, and the latter by her married name, so as to highlight their connections with famous male composers – alone indicates the basis upon which this token admission has been granted. It is similarly difficult not to come to the conclusion that the muse paradigm may be held accountable for general tendencies to discuss women in relation to men in music history; of all the examples so far cited, that of Nadezhda von Meck and Tchaikovsky is particularly noteworthy.

The canons of music – etymologically, the art of the muses – may therefore more usefully be opened up in terms of gender through explicit acknowledgement and critique of the muse paradigm, whose alarming stranglehold within the discipline has already been mentioned. This is indeed the approach taken by some modern studies, such as Ruth Solie’s reading (1992) of Schumann’s Frauenliebe und -leben song cycle with reference to the composer’s association with Clara and its influence upon his creative output. However, others merely continue to investigate women as muses to
their attendant composers. The paradigm may, for example, go some way towards accounting for the long-standing fascination with Beethoven’s ‘Immortal Beloved’ (‘unsterbliche Geliebte’). The identity of the unnamed person for whom the composer declared his intimate love in a single cryptic letter of 6-7 July 1812 (Anderson 1961: I, 373-6, possibly unsent) would not normally occasion such interest, especially given the extent to which unanswerable questions relating to minutiae pervade any biography. However, that the mystery figure could be seen to have functioned as muse to the composer may be responsible for the much greater significance accorded to this particular matter. Previous scholarship has argued for Antonie Brentano or Countess Josephine Brunswick-Deym as the most likely candidates, but has by no means laid the matter to rest. In recent years, the subject has again been fuelled by Bernard Rose’s fictionalized film (1994), which explores the composer’s relationship with various women, and Gail Altman’s book-length study (1996), in which previous theories are discussed and an alternative contender, Countess Anna-Marie Erdödy, is proposed. Since the muse paradigm is fundamentally heterosexist, it may also help to explain the continuing tension surrounding sexual difference in canonical composers, which has come to prominence in the more inclusive and liberated climate offered by the New Musicology. Overt exploration of homosexuality proves problematic to conventional musical biography in that it essentially undermines the muse paradigm, thereby limiting it if not declaring it altogether redundant. One case in point is Tchaikovsky, who, significantly, is the only composer investigated in the course of this study for whom the muse paradigm does not hinge on suggestions of love (of some kind or other) of the associated female, reinforced by Meck’s condition that the pair were never to meet. As


11 On the film’s shortcomings, see Lockwood 1997.
we saw in Part II, the paradigm factors into the composer’s death to the extent that Tchaikovsky biography employs sleight of hand to account for the exceptional demise of the subject before, rather than after, that of the attendant muse. The importance of the earlier event is seen in the identification of the composer’s Sixth Symphony as his great last work in that his passing is tellingly connected with its initially unenthusiastic reception, which became much warmer on the composer’s death. Moreover, the notorious ‘court of honour’ theory, which provides one explanation as to Tchaikovsky’s premature demise, centres on the issue of his homosexuality. According to this story, Tchaikovsky was sentenced by a committee of his peers to commit suicide in order to safeguard the reputation of the School of Jurisprudence, his alma mater, against an accusation connected to his sexuality being made public (Orlova 1981). The subject has since generated much scholarly debate, notably between David Brown and Alexander Poznansky, owing to the questionable nature of some of the elements of the story and the impossibility of establishing definitive answers. In connection with this line of enquiry, it is telling that an analytical study by Timothy L. Jackson (1995), which endeavoured to identify in Tchaikovsky’s music traits indicative of homosexuality, crystallized around works associated with the episode of the composer’s life in which the muse paradigm figures most prominently, especially the Fourth Symphony.

However, the issue of sexual difference that has recently taken musicology by storm is connected not with Tchaikovsky, but with Schubert, another composer whose untimely death may have been the result of his deviant sexual activity, in that he contracted

13 Cf. other studies that seek to investigate resonances of Tchaikovsky’s sexuality in his music, notably McClary 1991b: 69-79.
syphilis in his final years. Tchaikovsky’s homosexuality, although it has by no means always been openly discussed, has essentially been known from his own time, whereas that of Schubert is shrouded in uncertainty, muddied by problems of historicism, and the product of modern biographical scholarship. It was Maynard Solomon who first proposed the possibility in the 1980s and, though initially the discipline largely ignored his claims, once they had reached widespread musicological audiences they were fiercely contested for some time thereafter. In addition, as Philip Brett (1994: 15) and others have observed, Schubert was the more central of the two to the musical canon, and suggestions as to his engagement in same-sex erotic acts therefore struck much closer to its heart. Recent research by David Gramit (1993) and others has traced the trope of Schubert’s embodying an alternative construction on grounds of gender as having its origins in his positioning as feminine in relation to the masculine norm epitomized by Beethoven, in the writings of Schumann and Grove in particular. It has not, however, considered the extension and elaboration of the wider nexus of biographical stories that has sought to associate Schubert with Beethoven, discussed in Part I, nor the complicity of these very same authors in forming and perpetuating this mythology. We have seen that Schumann was responsible for connecting the two composers through his story of using of a steel pen found on Beethoven’s grave to write his historic notice on Schubert’s Ninth Symphony, which has become a myth in its own right. Grove, meanwhile, extended the mythology in various respects, most significantly in proposing that Schubert might have made two visits to the dying Beethoven in 1827 (myths 2-F and 7-B) where the witness testimonies possibly refer only to a single event,

14 It is generally accepted that Schubert did indeed contract syphilis in 1822 or 1823, and that this condition at least contributed to his early death, the exact cause of which has never been definitively established (see, for example, Sams 1980, Bevan 1998, McKay 1996: 319-31).
thus altering the subsequent trajectory of Schubert biography in particular. Indeed, within the context of the wider Beethoven/Schubert mythology, the points that these authors made about the gendered contrasts between the two composers are quite minor in relation to the extent of their biographical association in other directions.

The sheer magnitude of the web of stories that advance connections, however tenuous or unjustified, between these figures suggests that such hermeneutical essays as Susan McClary’s oppositional study of Schubert and Beethoven (1994) may have much broader foundation. Especially significant in connection with this point is the episode of the exhumation, which led to comparisons between the two composers on grounds of gender (and also of race) that simply would not have been brought about were it not for the adjacency of their graves – which, as we have seen, may have itself been the product of another of the myths. Most tellingly, as previously discussed, Breuning made an explicit connection between the different biological constitutions of the two composers – the ‘compact thickness’ of Beethoven’s and the ‘almost feminine thinness’ of Schubert’s – and the respective qualities of their works (1992: 116). In a discussion of the relationship between gender and broader biographical associations constructed between these two composers, mention should also be made of Philip Brett’s study (1997) that points towards Schubert’s four-hand piano works – and specifically, the second movement of the Sonata in C, D. 812 (‘Grand Duo’) – as exemplifying his homosexuality through his music. Brett’s reading would similarly seem to have a wider basis in the Beethoven/Schubert mythology, in which the piano duet is the one genre encountered time and again. Both Schindler’s story of Beethoven’s discovery of Schubert’s songs on his death-bed (myth 2-G) and Schumann’s notion of Schubert as feminine in relation to Beethoven originate in articles on Schubert’s piano duets, the former in an essay on Schubert’s Fantasie in F minor, Op. 103 (Schindler 1831) that
antedated the various editions of Schindler’s Beethoven biography, and the latter in a
critical notice on Schubert’s ‘Grand Duo’ (Schumann 1988f), which evidently
influenced Brett’s choice of case study. The work that Schubert famously called to
present to Beethoven in 1822 (myths 2-E and 7-A), the Variations on a French Air, Op.
10, was written for piano four hands; and Kreissle has indicated that both composers
became acquainted with the music of the other via the medium of the piano duet,
Schubert through practising four-hand versions of Beethoven’s symphonies (7-B-1),
and Beethoven through playing Schubert’s Op. 10 with his nephew (7-A-1). Whether or
not Schubert presented his score to Beethoven in person, the question remains as to
why, if such works can be said to represent the younger composer’s sexual difference
through music, this one was dedicated to the very person held to embody the
(heterosexual) masculine norm. The matter receives an added significance when one
considers that recent scholarship has revealed not only that Beethoven provided
something of a model for Schubert in terms of his early piano music (see, for example,
Rieppel 1998), but also that musical references to Beethoven permeate Schubert’s piano
duets in particular throughout his career, including the Fantasie in C minor (‘Grande
sonate’), D. 48, the Rondo in A, D. 951, and, ironically, the second movement of the
this reason that Philip Brett, who was entirely upfront about the Beethovenian link in
the ‘Grand Duo’, wrote that at the climax of the second movement – where his reading
becomes perhaps most sexually explicit of all – it is no longer possible to draw the
connection with Beethoven’s music:

Hands spread at opposite ends of the keyboard, the top slashing away percussively and
the bottom getting every ounce out of those inadequate hammers and aging strings on
my 1890s Broadwood, there is no teasing now… the brutal dissonance and hollow
timbre represent the sheer rage of the powerless subject who is hopeless, the
out-of-control moments that are never revealed, or the terrifying fantasy of their
revelation (‘Is this what would happen if I really let it all out?’) … Whatever it means,
this is a moment that, at any event, cannot be paralleled in the Larghetto of Beethoven’s
Second Symphony… (Brett 1997: 164, italics added)
The apparent omission on the collective part of the scholars who have contributed to the recent Schubert debate to address the wider nexus of stories by which the composer was connected with Beethoven has, therefore, actually resulted in its implication within this mythology. Consequently, the hotly-debated suggestion of sexual difference in the younger of the pair—however valuable it has proved in questioning some of musicology’s most fundamental assumptions—may inadvertently have become the latest biographical gambit by which these two composers are associated, thereby continuing the cultural work performed by the mythology into an era in which, as noted, the canon has been thoroughly re-inscribed. Indeed, Beethoven has been conspicuous by his presence from the beginnings of the modern discourse on Schubert and sexual difference. Solomon claimed that his hypothesis puts us in ‘a better position to understand why Schubert…failed to visit Beethoven’ (1989: 205); his suggestion that to view the composer in this manner uncovers ‘a heroic region in Schubert’s personality’ (: 206) seems to appeal to the rhetoric of heroism more usually associated with Beethoven (as a 1996 study by Scott Burnham has explored). And is it any accident that Solomon’s theory was originally proposed in an article that appeared just two years after he published an essay (1979) offering an extensive investigation of the relationship and possible points of contact between Beethoven and Schubert? Yet this is not the only new branch of the mythology that has emerged in recent years. Another was initiated by Otto Erich Deutsch’s claim (1946: 345) that Schubert was ‘certainly’ present at the première of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Acknowledging that Deutsch provided no basis for this assertion and that it is problematized by the lack of knowledge as to Schubert’s activities around the time of Spring 1824, Beth Shamgar (1989) has added further weight in favour of this possibility in two main areas. Firstly, there were various convergences between the circles of Beethoven and Schubert at that time, in terms of people independently associated with both; notably, two of Schubert’s
close friends were to sing in the choir for Beethoven’s concert (: 418-20). Secondly, Schubert’s piano duets composed in the months immediately after the concert contain various musical allusions to Beethoven’s symphonies: the ‘Grand Duo’ to the Second Symphony (as noted), and the Variations on an Original Theme in A flat, D. 813 to the Seventh Symphony (: 421-29, 431-2). The fact of such references seems plausible given Kreissle’s statement that Schubert practised Beethoven’s symphonies as piano duets; and Schumann remarked upon the similarities in his article on the former work, which he held (incorrectly, it is now believed) to have originally been conceived as a symphony.

On the one hand, Shamgar has sought to address a rather bold assertion made by a previous biographer in proposing a link between Beethoven and Schubert, but failing to offer any evidence in its support. On the other, however, her lines of enquiry merely reflect a continuing search for precisely the same kinds of vague connections between the two composers that have preoccupied biographers for over a century and a half, not least because, as Part I has shown, these myths have long been a convenient means for filling lacunae in Schubert’s life story. By way of conclusion, Shamgar cited the quotation in Schubert’s Ninth Symphony of the ‘Ode to Joy’ theme from Beethoven’s own Ninth Symphony as proof that the younger composer was acquainted with this piece through concert performance, since the score had not been published at the time (: 432-4). However, given that two members of his close social circle sang in the concert, the possibility should surely not be discounted that Schubert had some kind of access to the music, if not also to the score, through them (or that he had attended the work’s repeat performance, rather than the première). Nor did this particular mythological avenue come to an end here. Robert Winter, in his article on Schubert
written for the second edition of *The New Grove Dictionary*, expanded upon the attendance of Schubert at the première of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony as follows:

> Although instrumental music enjoyed a prestige below that of opera, Schubert may have been further stimulated in this direction by his attendance at the première on 7 May 1824 of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. …it was both Vienna’s and Schubert’s first opportunity to hear a new Beethoven symphony in more than a decade, and Schubert cannot have failed to be moved by the sight of the ageing composer having to be turned around for a bow. (Winter 2001: 668)

Thus Winter, however light-heartedly, included Schubert within a story that proved important within Beethoven biography (myth 2-D). As noted, the pathos invoked by this story originally functioned to detract attention from Beethoven’s less exemplary argument with the organizers of the concert; the supplanting of this story from its original biographical context conveniently removed its connection with the latter incident altogether. Furthermore, the practice of writing a junior canonical composer into an episode from which that character was originally absent has previously been encountered in connection with Beethoven; the story of Haydn’s last public appearance at a performance of *The Creation* in 1808 (myth 5-D) came to foreground Beethoven at the expense of Salieri. While biography has evolved considerably since the fanciful hagiography of the early to mid-nineteenth century, as has the musical canon, this instance demonstrates that even in scholarship of the last twenty years, attempts to correct the mistakes of past authors can sometimes merely alter the trajectory of an episode’s subsequent biographical elaboration (which phenomenon was previously observed historically in myth 1-B with Spitta’s straightening of Forkel’s error). Only

---

16 Another modern-day example is identified by Matthew Head (1999), who has noted that a recent revisionist Mozart biography (Solomon 1995), while endeavouring to expose one set of myths, merely ‘ushers in another’ (: 76) in their place. I regret that space has precluded me from pursuing this phenomenon in greater depth.
time will tell whether this new myth continues to develop along similar lines to those of its Haydnesque precedent.\textsuperscript{17}

The pairing of Beethoven with Schubert is undoubtedly the most pronounced instance in music history of an association between two Great Composers constructed on rather tenuous grounds, and the one for which the related mythology is the most extensive; but it is far from the only example on offer. Part II has demonstrated that the common-practice period insisted successively on the couplings of Bach and Handel, Haydn and Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert, and Wagner and Brahms, and that only one of these four groupings was easily justifiable on biographical and musical grounds. For the purposes of the present discussion, I might add that the post-Beethoven generation comprised another pair of pairs – Chopin and Liszt, and Mendelssohn and Schumann – and that the counter-canon of nineteenth-century Italian popularists was headed by Rossini and Verdi. Such historiographical practices may even partly account for the uneasy canonical status of figures such as Berlioz (already noted in the context of the original Master Musicians series), who did not have an obvious partner to act as his ‘foil’. Similarly, the grouping of Chopin and Liszt, the two Eastern European (and non-Germanic) composers most central to the musical canon, is surely no coincidence; and, though reasonable in that they were born just a year apart, and that both were piano virtuosi who made a substantial contribution to the repertory for their instrument, the pairing is more questionable in that one lived almost twice as long as the other.

Though the predication of the common-practice period upon composers grouped in pairs demonstrates the centrality of the practice to the musical canon and to musicology

\textsuperscript{17} The irony is that this entire mythic lineage, as with myth 1-B, has arisen from a single word penned by a previous biographer.
in general, it also had much broader application. Indeed, the history of Western art music has traditionally been written around such couplings, from Léonin and Pérotin (two of the earliest ever named composers) in the medieval period, to Boulez and Stockhausen in the present time; and within these widely-spaced temporal limits, many additional examples may be identified. Such pairings function rhetorically either to champion the lesser-known figure or to promote the two in tandem, leading ultimately to a ‘top-down’ conception of music history dominated by a relatively small handful of composers. The reality, however, is that while some proposed partnerships are indeed justified in terms of biography (for the reasons discussed in previous chapters), others are constructed primarily on the basis of fortuitous temporal and geographical correspondence, often hinging upon such tenuous yet convenient connections as the contemporaneous deaths of Palestrina and Lassus or births of Bach and Handel (but not, tellingly, Domenico Scarlatti). This time-honoured convention has therefore led to the grouping of composers who were essentially unrelated or even antithetical to one another in terms of their musical activities and preoccupations, and whose association is therefore of limited value to musicology. As the example of Beethoven and Schubert demonstrates, this general tendency owes much to the nefarious insistence upon binarism, and may therefore be seen as yet another one of the canons in Don Michael Randel’s proverbial musicological toolbox (1992: 19-20). In putting forward this view, however, I do not mean to imply that all studies that explore one figure in relation to another are fundamentally flawed. Much valuable new light may be shed on pairs of artists (especially when information is otherwise lacking) either by exploring parallels between their lives and their music, as in Peter Laki’s study (1996) of Franz Schmidt and Ernő Dohnányi from the Austrohungarian perspective, or by drawing on one figure

18 Other composer couplings include those of Dunstable and Dufay, and Tallis and Byrd at one end of the temporal spectrum, and Debussy and Ravel, Bartók and Kodály, and Schoenberg and Stravinsky at the other; doubtless many further examples could be adduced.
as a lens through which to bring the other into sharper focus, which is the approach taken in my own study of Virginia Woolf and Ethel Smyth (Wiley 2004a). My point is merely that certain couplings betray an unwitting indebtedness to enduring ideologies of musical biography.

If the pairing of composers enforced music history’s elitism with a given epoch, then other biographical paradigms perpetuated the same notion across wider temporal spans. Within the common-practice canon, one widespread trope that served this purpose was that of a set of composers having collectively exceeded the boundaries of the classes into which they were born, thereby progressively changing altogether the social status accorded to the artist. This concept functioned to promote the subjects as exemplary, especially when they were seen to have (for example) struggled in relative poverty rather than being too heavily reliant on the much easier option of patronage from aristocrats. It also advanced the notion that those who exhibited greatness were correspondingly invested with the power to change the course of history for the benefit of others. Bach’s life, for example, was played out in a string of ecclesiastical posts unbefitting of a genius of his calibre, yet towards the end of his career he sought a greater level of independence in order to pursue personal projects such as the *Clavierübung* volumes. However, the key figure in connection with this trope is undoubtedly Haydn, whose biography is traditionally framed in terms of a general progression from servant to (semi-)freelance composer. Part I has identified this notion in myths that attach to the end of his career (myths 5-C and 5-D) – which indicate a certain obligation to the musician on the part of aristocrats rather than the other way around – leading to his having provided for his own servants in the story of his death (myth 5-E).
Such developments in the paradigmatic career of a Great Composer opened up possibilities for the perceived total independence of Mozart, Beethoven, and beyond. This idea accounts for the tensions between Mozart and the Salzburg authorities, and his eventual resignation (which provided the crucial difference between Mozart and Bach, who famously clashed with his superiors but for whom freelancing was not an option). Yet such composers nevertheless remained indebted to aristocratic patronage in other ways, for example in terms of commissions and generous donations of money, which contradicted the overall sense of historical progression advanced by this trope. Thus several of the myths associated with Beethoven function to minimize the extent of his financial reliance on the nobility. We have already seen that the eventual dedication of the Third Symphony to Lobkowitz, in gratitude for his patronage, became buried in biography under the story of the removal of the original dedication to Napoleon (myth 2-C). Another well-known episode is the composer’s ill-mannered refusal to continue to entertain a gathering at the house of Count Browne when a young nobleman persisted in talking while he was playing a piano duet with Ries, in whose biographical reminiscence the story originated (Wegeler and Ries 1987: 80-1). Historiographically speaking, such behaviour (like that of Mozart on other occasions, discussed in Part I) represented neither appropriate conduct in the company of the very people to whom he turned for patronage nor the respect that was due to them; his initial response was reportedly to hurl the insult ‘I will not play for such swine’! In the same vein, tales of Beethoven’s relationships with various ladies of the court have functioned implicitly to provide alternative explanations for his association with those aristocratic families;¹⁹ it is surely significant that a number of the figures who have been suggested as the ‘Immortal Beloved’ are countesses.

¹⁹ For a concise summary by an early writer, see G[rove] 1878-90a: 169.
The long-standing trope of progressive social ascent is perpetuated in more recent scholarship such as Susan McClary’s post-Adornian reading of Bach’s Fifth Brandenburg Concerto (McClary 1987: 25-41; cf. Adorno 1967a). Among many other contextual points raised in the course of her article, McClary contended that the unexpected emergence of the harpsichord (the composer’s own instrument) as principal soloist in this concerto reflects the rising of the artist from the ranks of the servant analogous to the continuo player’s more usual supporting role. On one level, McClary’s study has broken much new ground within musicology for its resistance to the nineteenth-century aesthetics of absolute music and autonomy, specifically in interpreting elements of society in repertory traditionally held to be free from historical and cultural associations. On another, however, her research would seem to be indebted to a second set of nineteenth-century assumptions concerning the overall direction taken by composers of the generations that followed, anachronistically mirroring the triumph of their subversive struggle within society. Had music history taken an alternative course, then this piece would doubtless have been read quite differently.

In order to contribute to a greater understanding of musical biography, the approach taken by this thesis has been to examine texts on a number of different subjects comparatively rather than to concentrate on those of a single composer primarily or exclusively. We are thereby equipped to be able to determine the extent to which the tension surrounding certain issues, such as Beethoven’s relatively late development as a composer, arises from counterexamples in the biographies of other great figures (including, in this instance, Mozart and Schubert); while such phenomena as the unexplained emergence of Schubert in accounts of an important episode in Beethoven biography, discussed above, may now be seen to reflect Beethoven’s parallel placement within an analogous scene in Haydn’s life. It is ironic that biography, a genre
traditionally held to centralize a single person through the marginalization of all else, itself lives in the shadow of other major heroes of its associated discipline, even in the case of arguably the greatest subject of them all.\textsuperscript{20} The tropes that have evolved within musical biography therefore stem directly from elements found in some, but not all, of the lives of its protagonists, as though if a particular theme (such as a precocious childhood) figured prominently in the biographies of certain Great Composers, then it should be possible to tell it of others too. (At the same time, ironically, contradictory versions of the same story may peaceably co-exist within the singular trajectories of, for example, Beethoven biography as compared with that of Schubert.) However, as there is no one subject within musical biography who represents the yardstick against which all other composers are universally measured, some level of unease may be found in specific areas in the life-writing of any such figures.

Were further proof needed of the comparative nature of musical biography, I offer the following narrations, by Fétis, of the deaths of Mozart and Schubert respectively:

\begin{quote}
\ldots Mozart expira (5 décembre 1791), sans avoir accompli sa trente-sixième année. (Fétis 1860-5: VI, 238)\textsuperscript{21}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Une maladie de langueur le conduisit au tombeau, le 19 novembre 1828, avant qu[e Schubert] eût atteint sa trente-sixième année. (: VII, 515)
\end{quote}

While the similarity of the two formulations is itself notable, what is more interesting is Fétis’s observation that both composers died before reaching the age of 36. Although Mozart’s life was cut short less than two months from his 36th birthday, Schubert was just 31 years old at his death; to say that he died before reaching the age of 32 might therefore have been more appropriate. No historical reason for the apparent

\textsuperscript{20} For a discussion of the problems that emerge from this narrow approach to historical narrative, such as restricting our understanding of the wider contexts of the subject’s own life, see Peters 1995.

\textsuperscript{21} Cf. Choron and Fayolle 1810-1: II, 73.
miscalculation is evident, and Fétis otherwise cited Schubert’s dates correctly. One may reasonably infer, therefore, that Mozart’s untimely passing was firmly in the lexicographer’s mind as he wrote of the same episode in Schubert’s life and, by extension, that the trope of the tragic young death was brought to Schubert biography at least partly as a result of similarities implicitly drawn with that of Mozart.

By investigating thematically-related myths and paradigms in tandem rather than restricting discussion to a single figure, I have contributed new insights to biographical issues upon which much ink has already been spent, as texts on one composer often turn out to enrich our understanding of questions arising from those on another. Expansions to existing knowledge have been made possible by the conscious use of the oppositional nature of different composer biographies, which potentially permits a much more extensive exploration of such writings in terms analogous to collective biography but on a larger scale. Consideration of the Beethoven/Schubert mythology is again instructive, since two very different sets of stories emerge within the early biographies on the composers concerned, and the study of one of these groups of texts in isolation would therefore yield only a rather incomplete picture of the whole. Furthermore, one of the myths that serves to associate the two figures unfolds exclusively within biographies of Schumann – an unlikely occurrence, when taken at face value – rather than those of Beethoven or Schubert. A more inclusive, comparative approach to biography may even help to unravel some of the connections that have been buried under decades of re-writing composers’ lives. One case in point is the superficial similarity of two episodes told of subjects steadfastly refusing to alter their own scores at the request of performers (which notion itself betrays shades of the work-concept): firstly, that of Beethoven’s ignoring the complaints of the soloists Henriette Sontag and Caroline Unger that parts of his Ninth Symphony were unsingable; and secondly, that of
Schubert’s declining to alter some operatic music he had composed which its intended
ger, Nanette Schechner, apparently found too difficult. These stories exhibit other
imilarities aside from their content, as they were said to have taken place only two
ears apart, the former in 1824 and the latter in 1826. In addition, both were associated
ith prominent Vienna venues: Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony was premièred at the
ärntnertortheater, and Schubert reportedly composed his music and held rehearsals
ith Schechner in an attempt to obtain the position of assistant conductor at the adjacent
perial Opera House. In view of the extent to which the two episodes are analogous, it
comes as little surprise that both originate in the various writings of Schindler; what is
ore interesting is that the biographer actually drew explicit comparisons between them
(1958: 309-12), thus making apparent a link that has since been displaced. More
ecently, Maurice Brown has compellingly demonstrated the tale associated with
ubert to have been fabricated (1958: 238-9). Does the pair of stories therefore
epresent yet another fanciful attempt on Schindler’s part to establish an association
etween Beethoven and Schubert – a lost addition to the mythology that the majority of
quent writers, with the notable exception of Grove (1878-90c: 345), have
 overlooked?

The value of the comparative approach may be sufficient to raise a note of caution with
pect to potential inclinations within modern musicology towards working narrowly
ithin a strictly-defined field, such as a single composer or ten-year time period,
ithout taking fully into account the broader issues at stake. Certainly, the casting of the
orphorical net more widely would lead to a clearer understanding of the paradigms at
ork in traditional musical biography, and thus facilitate cultivation of the more
licitly self-aware outlook necessary for the discipline to cut loose from certain
sumptions and tendencies that have been allowed to accrue, essentially unquestioned,
over the decades. The impossibility of definitively determining the meanings of the
music in relation to (and beyond) the composer’s life will probably forever vex the
discipline, and in one respect such studies may therefore only ever assume the status of
an ‘exercise in musical hermeneutics’, to borrow Edward Cone’s term (1982); in any
case, the question of the relevance of biography to music analysis and criticism is
perhaps best left for another study. However, it is clear that in today’s academic
environment, in which interpretation and contextualization are favoured over positivism
and formalism, issues of biography – and of the relationship between a composer’s life
and music – cannot simply be ignored. It is, therefore, now more important than ever
that musicology as a discipline develop a critical, self-reflexive stance in relation to
musical biography. Otherwise, modern scholarship will remain indebted to its outdated
ideologies and will merely perpetuate the very nineteenth-century modes of musical
thought that it frequently aims to challenge.
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APPENDIX I:

MYTHOLOGY IN MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY
Myth 1-A: The Young Bach’s Copying his Brother’s Manuscript by Night

1 Johann Sebastian was not yet ten years old when he found himself bereft of his parents by death. He betook himself to Ohrdruff, where his eldest brother, Johann Christoph, was Organist, and under this brother’s guidance he laid the foundations for his playing of the clavier. The love of our little Johann Sebastian for music was uncommonly great even at this tender age. In a short time he had fully mastered all the pieces his brother had voluntarily given him to learn. But his brother possessed a book of clavier pieces by the most famous masters of the day – Froberger, Kerl, Pachelbel – and this, despite all his pleading and for who knows what reason, was denied him. His zeal to improve himself thereupon gave him the idea of practicing the following innocent deceit. This book was kept in a cabinet whose doors consisted only of grillwork. Now, with his little hands he could reach through the grillwork and roll the book up (for it had only a paper cover); accordingly, he would fetch the book out at night, when everyone had gone to bed and, since he was not even possessed of a light, copy it by moonlight. In six months’ time he had these musical spoils in his own hands. Secretly and with extraordinary eagerness he was trying to put it to use, when his brother, to his great dismay, found out about it, and without mercy took away from him the copy he had made with such pains. … He did not recover the book until after the death of his brother. But did not this very passion to improve himself in music and the very industry applied to the aforesaid book perhaps by coincidence provide the first basis for the cause of his own death? (Bach and Agricola, 299)

2 ...als er noch von seinem 10ten Jahre seine Eltern verlohr, zu seinem ältern Bruder Joh. Christoph, nach Ordruff, der daselbst Organist was und legte unter dessen Anführung den Grund im Klavierspielen. Schon in diesem zarten Alter vermogte ihm seine brennende Begierde zur Musik, daß er seinem Bruder, ein, durch kein Bitten zu erhaltendes Notenbuch von Frobergerschen, Kerlschen und Pachelbelschen Klavierstücken, heimlich entwendete und Nachts bey Mondenscheine, in Zeit von 6 Monaten, abschrieb, und so lange fleißigen Gebrauch davon machte, bis es sein Bruder inne wurde und ohne Barmherzigkeit wieder wegnahm. (Gerber 1, I, 86)

3 In the year 1695, when John Sebastian was not quite 10 years of age, his father died; he had lost his mother earlier. Being thus left an orphan, he was obliged to have recourse to an elder brother, John Christopher, who was Organist at Ordruff. From him he received the first instructions in playing on the clavier. But his inclination and talent for music must have been already very great at that time, since the pieces which his brother gave him to learn were so soon in his power that he began with much eagerness to look out for some that were more difficult. The most celebrated composers for the clavier in those days were Froberger, Fischer, John Casp. Kerl, Pachelbel, Buxtehude, Bruhns, Böhms, &c. He had observed that his brother had a book in which there were several pieces of the above-mentioned authors, and
earnestly begged him to give it to him. But it was constantly denied him. His desire
to possess the book was increased by the refusal, so that he at length sought for
means to get possession of it secretly. As it was kept in a cupboard which had only a
lattice-door and his hands were still small enough to pass through so that he could
roll up the book, which was merely stitched in paper, and draw it out, he did not long
hesitate to make use of these favorable circumstances. But, for want of a candle, he
could only copy it in moonlight nights; and it took six whole months before he could
finish his laborious task. At length, when he thought himself safely possessed of the
treasure and intended to make good use of it in secret, his brother found it out and
took from him, without pity, the copy which had cost him so much pains; and he did
not recover it till his brother’s death, which took place soon after. (Forkel, 425-6)

4 Ayant perdu ses parens avant l’âge de dix ans, il se rendit à Ordruff, auprès de son
frère aîné, Jean-Christophe Bach, qui y était organiste. Ce fut sous sa direction qu’il
commença à entrer dans la carrière musicale. Son penchant irrésistible pour l’art se
developpa dès cet âge tendre, avec une telle force, qu’il le porta à dérober à son
frère un livre de musique, renfermant plusieurs morceaux pour le clavecin, de
Froberg, Kerl et Pachelbel, qu’il n’avait pu obterir, malgré les instances les plus
vives qu’il avait faites à cet égard. Pendant six mois entiers, il profita du clair de lune
pour le copier et pour s’y exercer, jusqu’à ce que son frère, qui s’en était enfin
aperçu, lui retira impitoyablement ce livre, si précieux pour lui. (Choron and Fayolle,
I, 35)

5 In the year 1695, when John Sebastian was not quite ten years of age, his father died;
he had lost his mother at an earlier period. Being thus left an orphan, he was obliged
to have recourse to an elder brother, John Christopher, who was an organist at
Ardruff. From him he received the first instructions in playing on the clavichord.
But his inclination and talent for music must have been very great, since the pieces
which his brother gave him to learn were so soon in his power that he began with
much eagerness to look out for some that were more difficult. The most celebrated
composers for the clavichord in those days, were Froberger, Fircher, John Gasper
Kerl, Pachelbel, Buxtehude, Bruhn[s], Böhme [sic], &c. He had observed that his
brother had a book, in which there were several pieces of the above-mentioned
authors, and earnestly begged him to give it to him, but it was constantly denied, till
his desire to possess the book was so increased by refusal, that he at length sought
for means to get possession of it secretly. As it was kept in a cupboard which had
only a little door, and his hands were still small enough to pass through, so that he
could roll up the book, which was merely stitched in paper, and draw it out, he did
not long hesitate to make use of these favourable circumstances: but for want of a
candle he could only copy it in moonlight nights, and it took six whole months
before he could finish his laborious task. At length, when he thought himself safely
possessed of the treasure, and intending to make use of it in secret, his brother found
it out, and took from him, without pity, the copy which had cost him so much pains;
and he did not recover it till his brother’s death, which took place soon after.
(Sainsbury, I, 45)

6 Il était à peine âgé de dix ans quand il devint orphelin ; privé de ressources, il fut
obligé de chercher un asile auprès de son frère aîné, Jean-Christophe Bach, organiste
à Ordruff, qui lui donna les premières leçons de clavecin. Son heureuse organisation
pour la musique se manifesta bientôt, et la rapidité de ses progrès surpassa tout ce
qu’on pouvait espérer. Ne trouvant pas dans la musique qu’on lui faisait étudier de
difficultés qu’il ne pût vaincre en peu de temps, elle lui devint bientôt insuffisante.
Les compositeurs les plus célèbres de ce temps-là, pour le clavecin, étaient
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Froberger, Fischer, J.-G. de Kerl, Pachelbel, Buxtehude, Brunhs [sic], Bœhm, etc. Le jeune Bach avait remarqué certain livre qui contenait plusieurs pièces de ces auteurs et que son frère cachait avec coin; son instinct musical lui en avait révélé le mérite; mais, quelle que fussent ses instances auprès de son frère pour qu’il lui prêtât ce livre, elles furent toujours sans succès. Le désir de posséder ce trésor, devenu plus vif par le refus qu’il éprouvait, lui suggéra la pensée de chercher à se le procurer par la ruse. L’objet de ses souhaits ardens était renfermé dans une armoire, fermée seulement par une porte en treillis; les mains de l’enfant étaient assez petites pour passer à travers les mailles; il parvint à rouler le livre, qui était couvert seulement en papier, et à le tirer dehors. Bach résolut alors de le copier; mais ne pouvant y travailler que la nuit et n’ayant point de chandelle, il fut obligé de le faire à la clarté de la lune, et il s’écoula près de six mois avant qu cette pénible tâche fût remplie. Enfin il était en possession de cette copie qui lui avait coûté tant de peine, et il commençait à en faire usage en secret, lorsque son frère s’en apercut et la lui enleva sans pitié. Il ne put la recouvrer qu’à la mort de Jean-Christophe, qui arriva peu de temps après. (Fétis 2, I, 188)

7 …from his having made a collection of works by the most famous writers for the organ of [his] period, we may gather that [Johann Christoph Bach] strove to reach the highest level of his time. … An anecdote attaches to th[is] volume of organ music… which is significant as bearing on the instinct for learning of Sebastian Bach. The pieces which his elder brother put before him were quickly mastered and exhausted, as to their technical and theoretical difficulty; he demanded more difficult tasks and loftier flights. Still, pride of seniority made Joh. Christoph withhold this collection from the boy, who every day could see the object of his longing lying within the wire lattice of a bookcase. At last he stole down at night, and succeeded in extracting the roll of music through the opening of the wires. He had no light, so the moon had to serve him while he made a copy of the precious treasure. By the end of six months the work was finished – a work which none but the most ardent votary of his could ever have undertaken. But his brother soon discovered him with the hardly worn copy, and was so hard-hearted as to take it away from him. The perseverance of true genius, with which we shall at a later date still see Sebastian Bach striving after the end on which he had set his heart, is as evident in this story as the fact that he soon had no more to learn from his eldest brother. (Spitta, I, 186)

8 In his tenth year the parents both died, and Sebastian was left an orphan. He then went to live with his elder brother, Johann Christoph, at that time organist at Ohrdruff, and under his direction began the clavier, at the same time carry on his education at the Ohrdruff ‘Lyceum.’ The remarkable genius of the boy began at once to show itself. He could soon play all his lessons by heart and aspired to more advanced music. This impulse his brother it seems did not encourage. We are told that he possessed a MS. volume containing pieces by Frohberger, Pachelbel, Kerl, Buxtehude, and other celebrated composers of the day. This book became an object of longing to the young Sebastian, but was strictly withheld from him by his brother. Determined nevertheless to gain possession of the volume, the boy managed with his little hands to get it through the latticed door of the cupboard in which it was kept, and at night secretly copied the whole of it by moonlight, a work which occupied him six months. When the stern brother a[t] last discovered the trick, he was cruel enough to take away from the boy his hardly-earned [sic] work. (Grove 1, I, 114)

9 In January 1695, when he was not yet ten years old, his father died, and his eldest brother Johann Christoph, who was organist of St Michael’s Church at Ohrdruf and had married, now undertook to provide for him and educate him. Johann Christoph,
who had been a pupil of Pachelbel for three years, taught his younger brother the harpsichord. Sebastian soon mastered all the studies and pieces he was given to learn, and began to aspire to higher things. His brother had made a MS. collection of compositions by Froberger, Fischer, Kerl, Buxtehude, Pachelbel, Bruhns, Böhm, and others, and this book was eagerly yearned for by Sebastian. The MS. was kept in a book-case, shut in with a wire lattice-work, and his brother for some unknown reason denied him the use of it. Such was his zeal, however, that he managed to abstract it through the lattice-work, night after night, for six months, until he had copied the whole of it by moonlight! His pleasure in it was of short duration, for when he began to practise the music his brother discovered the copy, and was hard-hearted enough to confiscate it. No reason is assigned for his having done so… (WilliamsB, 21-2)

10 …Johann Jakob and Johann Sebastian [Bach]… attended the gymnasium [in Ohrdruf], and their brother [Johann Christoph] instructed them in music. Johann Sebastian was too zealous for his teacher. He asked the latter for a volume containing clavier pieces by Froberger, Kerl, Pachelbel and others. Being refused it, he dragged it with his tiny hands through the latticed door of the cupboard in which it was kept, and copied it out on moonlit nights. In six months the copy was complete. The brother heard of it, however, and took the copy from him. (Schweitzer, I, 99)

11 The only anecdote with any point in it which survives from these early times illustrates his eagerness to obtain the helpful guidance of the most famous masters of his craft. It is told that his brother John Christoph had a collection of the most valuable compositions by such men as Kerl, Froberger, and Pachelbel, which was kept locked up in a book-case with a latticed front; and that John Sebastian managed to extract the roll through the lattice-work and endeavoured to copy out its contents surreptitiously by moonlight; and that John Christoph found it out and took the collection away. The latter part of the story is superfluous, except as indicating a touch of human nature which might be interpreted in various ways; but the story itself is especially notable as the first recorded instance of the practice, which was characteristic of John Sebastian from first to last, of studying the works of men of undoubted ability in different branches of art, and gaining insight thereby into the methods and principles of art in order to apply them to the higher purposes which his finer insight and more richly endowed disposition suggested. (Parry, 30-1)

12 The precocity of his genius is illustrated by a story told in the Nekrolog [Bach and Agricola]. Behind the lattice of his brother’s bookshelf was a volume of clavier pieces by German masters. Refused permission to use it, Sebastian copied it out by moonlight and completed his task in six months. The achievement illustrates a habit which accompanied him through life. There is hardly any school of music accessible to him of which specimens do not exist in his careful manuscript. The exercise ruined his eyesight: but it proves him an omnivorous student at every period of his career, and in some measure explains the sureness with which he settled problems of form whose complexities had impeded his predecessors. (Grove 3, I, 156)

13 Whenever one thinks of Bach’s childhood the picture that thrusts itself uppermost in the mind is that of a boy secretly making a copy for himself of a manuscript volume of clavier compositions that his brother did not want him to know anything about, at the moment. The forbidden music was in a latticed bookcase. Sebastian found how to work it through the mesh. No artificial lights were available. But there were every month a number of bright moonlight nights. And on those nights Sebastian copied the music. His paper was probably plain paper that he ruled himself: he could take no printed music paper from what stock his brother had, and if he bought any in the
town news of the transaction would have come to his brother’s ears. Weeks and weeks were spent on the task, until in six months it was accomplished. It was really a most unwise undertaking, as any one who has tried to read even written or printed words in moonlight would at once say – as unwise as Schumann’s attempt to overcome the intractable third finger by a special piece of mechanism. And as Schumann ruined his finger, so Sebastian may have strained and weakened his eyes, thus preparing them for the blindness that came half a century later. And then Johann Christoph discovered what Sebastian had done and took the copy from him. // As one contemplates this, one lives again some of the anguish the boy must have suffered when the laboriously made transcript of the music was taken from him. …Sebastian was a child; and though the grief of children may be less lasting, while it does last it is often more intense than anything older people can experience. // Why did Johann Christoph deny his brother this music? It could not be that he was jealous of him. Rather would he be proud of him. Nor could it be that the music was something private that must be kept from the possibility of the rest of the world knowing about it; for the music was by well-known composers and was owned by scores of musicians, both professional and amateur. It must simply be that he had made a ruling, that Sebastian had disobeyed him and that disobedience must be punished. As for Sebastian, he wanted these works in order to know about them, to study them as examples of composition and to use them as models in his own experimental attempts at music-making; he could not want them to play, at least not yet, since if he played them his brother would hear him, and then alarum! (Grew and Grew, 10-2)

Myth 1-B: Bach’s Journey to Lübeck to Hear Buxtehude Play the Organ, 1705

1 While he was in Arnstadt, he was once moved by the particularly strong desire to hear as many good organists as he could, so he undertook a journey, on foot, to Lübeck, in order to listen to the famous Organist of St. Mary’s Church there, Diedrich Buxtehude. He tarried there, not without profit, for almost a quarter of a year, and then returned to Arnstadt. (Bach and Agricola, 300)

2 [In Arnstadt] war es eigentlich, wo er sich zu dem nachherigen großen Konponisten und Organisten bildete und zwar theils durch eigenen Fleiß und Nachdenken, theils durchs Studieren der Werke eines Bruhns, Reinkne und Buxtehude, und dann noch durch einen vierteljährigen Aufenthalt zu Lübeck, wo er den dasigen berühmten Organisten, Diedr. Buxtehude, belauschte. (Gerber 1, I, 87)

3 [At Arnstadt] he began most zealously to make use of the works of the organists at that time celebrated – whichever of them he could procure in his situation – to improve both in composition and the art of playing on the organ; and, to gratify his desire of learning, even made a journey on foot to Lübeck to hear Dieterich Buxtehude, Organist to St. Mary’s Church in that city, with whose compositions for the organ he was already acquainted. For almost a quarter of a year he remained a secret hearer of this organist, who was really a man of talent and much celebrated in his times, and then returned with an increased stock of knowledge to Arnstadt. (Forkel, 426-7)

4 Il y [à Arnstadt] parvint autant par son zèle et ses propres réflexions, que par l’étude suivie des ouvrages des plus grands maîtres, tels que Bruhn, Reinke et Buxtehude, et principalement par un séjour de trois mois qu’il fit à Lübeck, pour y étudier la manière du célèbre organiste Diedr. Buxtehude. (Choron and Fayolle, I, 35)
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5 [At Arnstadt], he began most zealously to make use of all the works of the organists at that time celebrated, and which he could procure in his situation, by which means he improved both in composition and the art of playing on the organ: further to gratify his desire of learning, he even made a journey on foot to Lübeck, to hear Diederich [sic] Buxtehude, organist to St. Mary’s church in that city, with whose composition he was already acquainted. For almost a quarter of a year he remained a secret hearer of this organist, who was really a man of talent, and much celebrated in his time, and then returned with an increased stock of knowledge to Ar[n]stadt. (Sainsbury, I, 45-6)

6 La proximité où il était [à Arnstadt] alors de Lübeck le détermina à faire plusieurs fois à pied le voyage de cette ville, pour y entendre le fameux organiste Diétricht Buxtehude, dont il admirait les œuvres. Le jeu de ce grand artiste eut pour lui tant de charme qu’il se décida à passer secrètement trois mois à Lübeck pour y étudier sa manière. (Fétis 2, I, 188)

7 …the supply of artistic experience and inspiration which he had brought with him from the towns of North Germany, had gradually been exhausted. He wanted to find himself free once more, and to enjoy the invigorating and refreshing intercourse with superior artists which he had been deprived of now for some years. …so, towards the end of October, 1705, after finding an efficient deputy, he petitioned for four weeks leave of absence. // His destination again lay northwards, being in fact Lübeck, the residence of Buxtehude. … His reason for choosing the late autumn season for his journey probably was that between Martinmas (November 11) and Christmas the famous “Abendmusiken,” or evening performances, were held in the Marien-Kirche at Lübeck, and he must have wished to hear them. Thus he had no time to linger on the way at Lüneberg or Hamburg, or anywhere else if he was to arrive in time; and the whole fifty miles must be made on foot. It is beyond all doubt that the venerable Buxtehude must have observed what a genius was here in blossom, and that an affinity in the artistic views of the two men must have bridged over the half-century of years between them, and have drawn them together. Once introduced into this new world of art, Bach soon could think of nothing else. His leave expired without his troubling himself about the matter; he had become indifferent to the place of Organist to the New Church at Arnstadt. Week after week passed by; he outstayed the allotted time – twice the time – three times. … When the year 1706 arrived, Bach gradually remembered that his home was not Lübeck but Arnstadt. … It was probably in the early part of February that Bach took leave of the venerable master whom he was never to see again… [and] by February 21, he had been for some days re-established in his lonely home in Thuringia. // On that day he received a citation from the Consistory. …a leave of absence extended from four weeks to sixteen outraged even their forbearance. In addition to this, the clerical authorities were not satisfied with Bach’s way of playing the service… (Spitta, I, 256-7, 263, 311-2)

8 In 1705 he obtained a month’s leave to visit Lübeck in order to make acquaintance with the organist Buxtehude and hear his famous evening performances on the organ during Advent. He seems to have considered his stay there of so much importance that he prolonged it for three months. This liberty, and his habit in accompanying the services of indulging his fancy to the disturbance of the congregation, drew upon his the disapprobation of the church authorities, but without interfering with his position as organist – a fact which proves that the performances of the young genius were already appreciated. (Grove 1, I, 114)
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9 Towards the end of 1705 Bach determined to go to Lübeck to hear and study the style of Buxtehude, one of the greatest organists then living. He found a deputy, and having obtained one month’s leave of absence, started on foot, on the journey of over 200 miles, with the object of arriving in time to hear the “evening performances” at the Marienkirche, which took place in November and December, which were peculiar to Lübeck, and which Buxtehude had worked up to a high pitch of excellence. …Bach outstaid his leave of absence by some three months, and on his return to Arnstadt in February 1706 received a “citation” to appear before the Consistory to explain his conduct. (WilliamsB, 28-9)

10 In October 1705 he was granted leave of absence [from Arnstadt] for four weeks, in order to go to Lübeck and hear the great organist Buxtehude. … We do not know whether he learned from Buxtehude only by hearing him play, or whether he had lessons from him. In any case the attraction of the master was so strong for him that he quite forgot the necessity of returning to Arnstadt. He stayed over Christmas and the New Year in Lübeck, and did not get back to Arnstadt until the middle of February, 1706. // On the 21st of that month he was summoned before the Consistory, to justify his having exceeded his holiday. (Schweitzer, I, 101)

11 …his ardour to extend the scope of his artistic mastery impelled him to make himself familiar with a master of higher gifts and stronger personality than he had ever hitherto met. Dietrich Buxtehude was at that time organist of St. Mary’s Church at Lübeck, and his personal pre-eminence was enhanced by the musical traditions of the town. … Lübeck was fifty miles from Arnstadt, but to John Sebastian the distance was of no account even if the journey had to be undertaken on foot, so great was the urgency of his desire to observe the greatest achievements in his line of art. So in October, 1705, he applied for leave of absence from his duties and betook himself on another pilgrimage similar to that of earlier years to Hamburg. But there unhappily the curtain of oblivion descends again, for not a word of any kind of evidence is known as to what he did at Lübeck or how he spent the passing days. No one even knows what were his personal relations with Buxtehude himself – all that is known is that the attraction was so great that he could not tear himself away, and that he long outstayed his leave. By which means he had at least the opportunity of hearing the Abend-Musik… in the year 1705, for it was not till February, 1706, that he finally set out to resume his work at Arnstadt. It is not surprising that the consistory of the church where he had treated his duties with such scanty respect were not pleased, and he was summoned to give an account of his doings and to explain, if he could, his neglect of his duties. (Parry, 45, 46-7)

12 According to the *Nekrolog*, the three players he most esteemed were Nikolaus Bruhns (1665-97), Johann Adaem Reinken, and Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707). Bruhns was dead; to Reinken Bach had already made pilgrimage; Buxtehude remained, old and inconveniently accessible at Lübeck, where, since 1668, he was organist of the Marien-Kirche and the most potent musical influence in North Germany, conducting the famous ‘Abendmusiken’ yearly between Martinmas and Christmas on a scale not usual elsewhere. It is probable that Bach, for whom music was primarily an adjunct to the service of God, desired especially to hear these performances. In Oct. 1705 he obtained a month’s leave, installed his cousin Johann Ernst… as his deputy, and set off on foot to his distant goal. Forkel, misinterpreting the *Nekrolog*, declares that Bach did not make himself known to Buxtehude. On the contrary, probably he took lessons from him, and valued the opportunity so highly that Arnstadt and his duties were forgotten. … Late in Jan. 1706 Bach took leave of Buxtehude, and in February, after four months’ absence, was again in Arnstadt. //
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The Lübeck visit is of high importance in the development of Bach’s genius: it powerfully stimulated him, especially to organ composition, introduced him to a mind touched by the poetic vision that filled his own, and provided him with models his art rapidly surpassed. But it immediately embroiled him with his superiors. (Grove 3, I, 157)

…Bach applied for leave of absence. With money saved in his frugal pocket, and obeying an imperative call, he proposed to visit Dietrich Buxtehude at Lübeck, whose brilliant technique, instrumental style, and mastery as organist and composer, urgently attracted him. The convenient presence of his cousin Johann Ernst eased his application by providing an efficient substitute, and leave of absence for one month was accorded in October 1705. Bach again took the long road to the north, a journey of 300 miles which the Nekrolog and Forkel declare him to have covered on foot, an improbable achievement in view of the time at his disposal. … Bach timed his departure from Arnstadt (October 1705) to permit attendance at the famous ‘Abendmusicen’ [sic] conducted by Buxtehude in the Marienkirche at Lübeck, which, though altered in character, had been in existence for at least a generation. … The Lübeck visit is of high importance in the development of Bach’s genius. … In frequent contact with Buxtehude he found a powerful stimulus and great example. His brother had taught him Pachelbel’s idiom, Böhm had added his own technique, and Buxtehude furnished a third ingredient to the crucible whence Bach’s originality emerged. … In this stimulating intercourse the weeks sped unheeded. November turned to December, December to January, before Bach set his face reluctantly homewards. … The congregation found instant opportunity to judge that their young organist, remote on his lofty seat, had returned with new virtuosity of disturbing power. Bach now accompanied the Chorals with an exaggerated freedom that closed the mouths of the congregation, groping blindly for the melody among his coruscations, or stupefied by the audacity of his improvisation between the verses. Remonstrance proving futile, authority was invoked, and on 21 February 1706 Bach again visited Schloss Neideck to confront the Consistorium. (Terry, 67, 68, 69, 70)

…at every point it can be seen that his achievement was the fulfilment of the ideas, ideals and efforts of the musicians of the Buxtehudean school. He was, indeed, the great son of that school, as he was the great son of the family of the Bachs. Those who created it bequeathed him a heritage; and when he went to Lübeck he entered into its possession. // It is said in the family records that Sebastian walked from Arnstadt to Lübeck. The towns are 225 miles apart on the map. By road they are anything up to 300 apart. If the traveller averaged thirty miles a day, he would use up twenty days of his leave on the double journey. His leave being four weeks, this would leave him only eight or ten days to do what he wanted to do in the north. // It is customary to say in books on Bach that ‘he timed his departure from Arnstadt to permit of his hearing the famous Abendmusiken of Buxtehude.’[1] If he did, he acted dishonourably by his employers. For the Abendmusik started the third Sunday in November, and Sebastian was due back at Arnstadt by then. He left well before the middle of October. He did not return until shortly before the middle of February. He was away, not four weeks, but sixteen. And it seems, from what happened on his return, that he had no communication with his church during that long period. Of course, he had left a deputy there, who is assumed to be Johann Ernst Bach, the cousin who succeeded him at the New Church. On that point it did not trouble him, since the claim of his art was his sole moral guide. … He was in the north some fourteen weeks. He could not sit about from service to service, waiting a week to hear the great man play. If Buxtehude grew interested in him and adopted him as a
free pupil for a while, the spell of time is still much extended. And within a month he would get from the old man’s art, even if heard only in the church services, all that it had for him except what was better gained from study of works in manuscript. Something additional must therefore have combined with his primary artistic need to go north, and kept his there. It was perhaps the idea, and the hope, that he might succeed Buxtehude. … On the 21st of the month [of February 1706] Sebastian was summoned before the consistory (the clerical board) to say who gave him leave of absence and where he had been for so long a time. (Grew and Grew, 40-1, 42, 44)

Myth 1-C: Bach’s Contest with Marchand at Dresden, 1717

1 The year 1717 gave our already so famous Bach a new opportunity to achieve still further honor. Marchand, the clavier player and organist famous in France, had come to Dresden… The Concertmaster in Dresden at the time, [Jean-Baptiste] Volumier, wrote to Bach, whose merits were not unknown to him, at Weymar, and invited him to come forthwith to Dresden, in order to engage in a musical contest for superiority with the haughty Marchand. Bach willingly accepted the invitation and journeyed to Dresden. Volumier received him with joy and arranged an opportunity for him to hear his opponent first from a place of concealment. Bach thereupon invited Marchand to a contest, in a courteous letter in which he declared himself ready to execute *ex tempore* whatever musical tasks Marchand should set him and, in turn, expressed his expectation that Marchand would show the same willingness – certainly a proof of great daring. Marchand showed himself quite ready to accept the invitation. The time and place were set, not without the foreknowledge of the King. Bach appeared at the appointed time at the scene of the contest, in the home of a leading minister of state, where a large company of persons of high rank and of both sexes was assembled. There was a long wait for Marchand. Finally, the host sent to Marchand’s quarters to remind him, in case he should have forgotten, that it was now time for him to show himself a man. But it was learned, to the great astonishment of everyone, that Monsieur Marchand had, very early in the morning of that same day, left Dresden by a special coach. Bach, who thus remained sole master of the scene of the contest, accordingly had plentiful opportunity to exhibit the talents with which he was armed against his opponent. And this he did, to the astonishment of all present. The King had intended to present him on this occasion with 500 thaler; but through the dishonesty of a certain servant, who believed that he could use this gift to better advantage, he was deprived of it… Bach willingly credited Marchand with the reputation of fine and very proper playing. Whether, however, Marchand’s Musettes for Christmas Eve, the composition and playing of which is said to have contributed most to his fame in Paris, would have been able to hold the field before connoisseurs against Bach’s multiple fugues: that may be decided by those who heard both men in their prime. (Bach and Agricola, 300-2)

2 The challenge which he received, and accepted, from the celebrated French organist, Marchand, at Dresden, is well known in Germany. Upon the arrival of Marchand in that city, after he had vanquished all the organ players of France and Italy, he offered to play, extempore, with any German whom the King of Poland could prevail upon to enter the lists against him; no one at Dresden had the courage to encounter so successful a champion, but an express being sent to Sebastian Bach, who was at that time a young man, and residing at Weymar, he came away immediately, and, like another David, vanquished this Goliath. It must not, however, be concluded from hence, that Marchand was a mean performer; it that had been the case, the victory
over him would have added nothing to the fame of his competitor. It was an honour to Pompey that he was conquered by Cæsar, and to Marchand to be only vanquished by Bach. (BurneyG, II, 81-2)

3 His son, Mr. John Christian Bach, now in London, who has furnished some of the anecdotes contained in this article, relates that... he had a trial of skill with Marchand, the famous French organist, and foiled him. The particulars of this contest are as follow[s]: Marchand being at Dresden, and having shewn himself superior to the best organists of France and Italy, made a formal notification that he was ready to play extempore with any German was willing to engage with him. Upon which the king of Poland sent to Weimar for John Sebastian Bach, who accepting the challenge of Marchand, obtained, in the judgment of all the hearers, a complete victory over him. (Hawkins, II, 853)


5 He had long been regarded with admiration and wonder, not only by amateurs, but by judges of the art, when, in the year 1717, Mr. Marchand, formerly much celebrated in France as a performer on the clavier and organ, came to Dresden, where he performed before the King and obtained such approbation that a large salary was offered him if he would engage in His Majesty’s service. Marchand’s merit chiefly consisted in a very fine and elegant style of performance; but his ideas were empty and feeble, almost in the manner of Couperin, at least as may be judged by his compositions. But J. S. Bach had an equally fine and elegant style and at the same time a copiousness of ideas which might perhaps have made Marchand’s head giddy if he had heard it. All this was known to Volumier, at that time Concertmeister in Dresden. He knew the absolute command of the sturdy young German over his thoughts and his instrument, and wished to produce a contest between him and the French artist in order to give his Prince the pleasure of judging of their respective merits by comparing them himself. With the King’s approbation, therefore, a message was at once dispatched to J. S. Bach, at Weimar, to invite him to this musical contest. He accepted the invitation and immediately set out on his journey. Upon Bach’s arrival in Dresden, Volumier first procured him an opportunity secretly to hear Marchand. Bach was not discouraged, but wrote to the French artist a polite note, formally inviting him to a musical trial of skill; he offered to extemporize upon the spot whatever Marchand should require of him, but requested the same readiness on his part. As Marchand accepted the challenge, the time and place for the contest were fixed, with the King’s consent. A large company of both sexes and of high rank assembled in the house of the Marshal, Count Flemming, which was the place appointed for the contest. Bach did not make them wait long for him, but Marchand did not appear. After a long delay, they at last sent to inquire at his lodgings, and the company learned to their great astonishment that Marchand had left Dresden in the morning of that day, without taking leave of anybody. Bach alone therefore had to perform and in doing so he excited the admiration of all who heard him; but
Volumier’s intention to show, in a sensible and striking manner, the difference between the French and German art was frustrated. Bach received on this occasion praise in abundance, but it is said that he did not receive a present of 100 Louis d’ors which the King had designed for him. (Forkel, 427-8)

6 En 1717[,] il défendit la supériorité de son nation contre le fameux organiste français, Marchand, auquel le roi de Pologne avait offert des appointemens fort considérables, s’il voulait rester à Dresde. La chose se passa, dit-on, comme il suit. Volumier invita Bach à venir à Dresde, et lui fournit l’occasion d’entendre Marchand, à l’insu de ce dernier. Bach, avec l’agrément du roi, offrit ensuite à Marchand une lutte publique dans la maison d’un des ministres du roi. Au jour fixé, Bach s’y rendit, et y trouva une assemblée nombreuse de personnes du plus haut rang de l’un et de l’autre sexe. On attendit long-tems, mais en vain, son adversaire, et l’on apprit enfin que Marchand était parti le même jour par la poste extraordinaire. Bach se fit alors entendre seul, et déploya toutes les ressources de son art. (Choron and Fayolle, I, 35-6)

7 He had long been regarded with admiration and wonder, not only by amateurs, but by judges of the art, when, in the year 1717, Marchand, formerly much celebrated in France as a performer on the clavichord and organ, came to Dresden, where he performed before the kind, and gained such approbation, that a large salary was offered him, if he would engage in his majesty’s service. Marchand’s merit chiefly consisted in a very fine and elegant style of performance; but his ideas were empty and feeble, almost in the manner of Couperin; so far at least as may be judged by his compositions. But J. S. Bach had an equally fine and elegant style, and at the same time a copiousness of ideas, which might perhaps have made Marchand’s head giddy, if he had heard it. All this was known to Volumier, at that time director of the concerts in Dresden. He knew the absolute command of the young German over his thoughts and his instrument, and wished to produce a contest between him and the French artist, in order to give the prince the pleasure of judging of their respective merits, by comparing them himself. With the king’s approbation, therefore, a message was sent to J. S. Bach, at Weimar, to invite him to this musical contest. He accepted the invitation, and immediately set out on his journey. Upon Bach’s arrival in Dresden, Volumier first procured him an opportunity secretly to hear Marchand. Bach was not discouraged, but sent a polite note to the French artist, formally inviting him to a musical trial of skill: he offered to play upon the spot, whatever Marchand should set before him, but requested the same readiness on his part. As Marchand accepted the challenge, the time and place for the contest was fixed, with the king’s consent. A large company of both sexes, and of high rank, assembled in the house of marshal count Flem[m]ing, which was the place appointed. Bach did not make them wait long for him, but Marchand did not appear. After a long delay, they at last sent to inquire at his lodgings, and the company learned, to their great astonishment, that he had left Dresden in the morning of that day, without taking leave of any body. Bach alone, therefore, had to perform, and excited the admiration of all who heard him: but Volumier’s intention, to show a sensible and striking difference between the French and German artist, was frustrated. Bach received on this occasion praise in abundance; but, it is said, he did not receive a present of a hundred louis d’ors, which the king had designed for him. (Sainsbury, I, 46-7)

8 …son talent [de Bach] était dans toute sa force et l’Allemagne retentissait du bruit de ses succès, lorsque Louis Marchand, célèbre organiste français, alors exilé de Paris, arriva à Dresde et charma toute la cour d’Auguste, roi de Pologne, par son jeu brillant et léger. Le roi offrit à cet artiste des appointements considérables pour le
It happened too, quite by chance, that Bach met at Dresden the French clavier and organ-player, Jean Louis Marchand, the private organist to the King of France, and organist also to the church of Saint Benedict at Paris. … He was highly gifted in qualities of technique, his art was thoroughly elegant, and he well knew how to turn these talents to the best account; but he was at the same time full of vanity, arrogance, and petty caprice. … Bach, it is true, did not play before the King, but he had ample opportunity [at Dresden] for making himself heard by artists and the friends of art; and a violent dissension arose as to which of the two was the greatest musician. One powerful party consisted of the court circle, for the King was very fond of French music; these took the side of Marchand, while most of the German artist forming the band stood up for Bach. The question finally resolved itself into a battle of opinions as to the greater or less value of French or German music on general grounds, and Bach was urged by his friends to challenge Marchand to a competitive performance. This he did after an opportunity had been contrived for him secretly to hear his antagonist play at court; he wrote to him declaring himself ready to go through any musical ordeal Marchand might choose to impose, provided only that he on his side would undertake the same. Marchand accepted the challenge; a musical jury was selected; the scene of the tournament was to be the salon of a powerful minister, probably of Count Flemming… Curiosity and excitement rose to a high pitch, and at the appointed hour a large and brilliant assembly of both sexes had met. Bach and the umpires were punctual, but Marchand came not. The company waited awhile; then the count sent to remind him of his appointment, and received in reply the information that he had set out that very morning by the fast coach, and had disappeared from Dresden. With certain prescience of defeat he had abandoned the field; Bach played alone. It is evident that Marchand must have heard him somewhere or other, and have convinced himself that the German musician was
An interesting event took place at this time. Bach used to make yearly tours for the purpose of giving performances on the organ and clavier. On his arrival at Dresden in the autumn of 1717 he found there a French player of great reputation named Marchand, whose performances completely carried away his hearers, though he had made many enemies by his arrogance and intolerance of competition. Bach was induced to send a written challenge to the Frenchman for a regular musical contest, offering to solve any problem which his opponent should set him, of course on condition of being allowed to reciprocate. Marchand agreed, in his pride picturing to himself a glowing victory; time and place were fixed upon, and a numerous and brilliant audience assembled. Bach made his appearance – but no Marchand: he had taken himself off that very morning; having probably found an opportunity of hearing his opponent, and no longer feeling the courage to measure his strength with him. (Grove 1, I, 115)

In the autumn of 1717 Bach made a journey to Dresden to hear the performances at the theatre, which was supported by Friedrich August I. There happened to be visiting Dresden a famous French organist and harpsichord player Jean Louis Marchand, organist at Versailles, and of several churches at Paris. He enjoyed an immense reputation as player and composer… Vain, arrogant, and conceited, the spoilt idol of French society, he came to Dresden, where his playing became much in favour at the Court… Soon after Bach’s arrival there arose a discussion among the artists as to which was the greater performer. The Court musicians took the part of Marchand, while the members of the orchestra, who were mostly Germans, preferred Bach. The matter ended in Bach’s being persuaded by his friends to write to Marchand, offering to go through any musical test that Marchand might suggest, on condition that he would undergo the same test. // The challenge was accepted; a date was fixed for a meeting… Bach and the jury arrived punctually, but Marchand did not appear. After a time he was sent for, when it was found that he had departed by express coach that morning from Dresden, certain, no doubt, of being defeated. Marchand seems to have heard Bach privately beforehand; while Bach was already familiar with Marchand’s works, and admired them much. … The news of Bach’s victory soon spread far and wide, and did much to enhance his already great reputation. (WilliamsB, 46-7)

Forkel tells us that he never mentioned voluntarily his musical contest with Marchand. The full details of that victory are well known. Marchand (1669-1732), court organist to the King at Versailles, and titular organist at several churches in Paris, had fallen into disfavour with his royal master in 1717, and had betaken himself to Germany. At the Dresden court his elegant style of playing made so good an impression that the King promised him an appointment. The idea of measuring the Frenchman and Bach against each other in artistic rivalry came from Volumier, the leader of the Court band. According to Forkel, Bach was summoned expressly for this purpose to Dresden by a message from the King. It is more probable, however, that he had gone to the Court to hear the famous artist and to learn from him, and that, being there, it occurred to his friends among the Dresden musicians to give Marchand – whose overbearing and vain-glorious character must have made him unpopular – a dangerous antagonist in the person of the simple Weimar conductor. Bach informed Marchand by letter that he was prepared to perform any musical task that he chose to set him, if he, on his side, would accept the same obligation. The whole company took the liveliest interest in the contest, which was to take place in
the house of the minister, Count Flemming. The invited audience, the referees, and Bach were there at the appointed time, but not Marchand. When they sent for him, they learned that he had left early in the morning in post haste. Bach accordingly had to play alone, which he did to the admiration of all. It is a curious fact that he received from the Court neither a gift nor an order for this affair. Forkel affirms that the King had intended him to receive a hundred louis d’or, but that they never reached him. They were probably intercepted by Court officials. … After his victory over Marchand in 1717 he was one of the celebrities of the fatherland. The German musicians were proud to be able to oppose a master of their own race to the French and Italian virtuosos. Let German musicians affect Italian ways if they would, in order to win a cheap renown, let the very existence of a German art be denied; the fact remained that there was such a thing, and that it had publicly triumphed over the other. (Schweitzer, I, 153-4, 177-8)

13 One of the most familiar episodes in his life, which is vouched for with sufficient consistency by several chroniclers, occurred about this time, and points to his great reputation as a clavier player. It seems that he journeyed to Dresden in the latter part of 1717, and that J. L. Marchand, the French composer and clavier player, was there at the time. Marchand’s reputation in Paris was very great, and it is evident that the amateurs at the Dresden Court also had a very high opinion of him; but John Sebastian’s powers were more or less known by this time, and it somehow was brought about that there should be some sort of an artistic contest between them. The embellishments of the story in point of detail, which are given by various narrators, are naturally rather the outcome of a desire to make it effective than to be exact; but on one point at least most of them concur, which was that time and place were agreed upon, and John Sebastian was ready, but not Marchand, who had taken an early departure from Dresden that very day. It was of course assumed that he had gauged the powers of his antagonist, and had foreseen defeat, and fled; and that view has met with general endorsement. The only points really worth notice are that Bach had by this time attained supreme pre-eminence as a clavier player as well as an organist, and that the zest with which the chroniclers report the story implies cordial admiration. (Parry, 101-2)

14 In the last months of his service at Weimar Bach was prominent in an event which gave him a national reputation. In the autumn of 1717, Jean Louis Marchand (1669-1732), organist to Louis XV., visited Dresden. Forkel supposes that Bach was specially summoned from Weimar to challenge the Frenchman. More probably he was already in Dresden to hear Marchand, whose compositions he admired… The idea of a contest between the two perhaps suggested itself to Jean Baptiste Volumier (1677-1728), probably a Spaniard by birth, Konzertmeister to the Dresden court. Bach agreed and undertook to play at sight whatever Marchand put before him, provided the Frenchman submitted himself to a similar test (details as to the conditions vary). Marchand agreed and the contest was appointed to take place in the house of Count Flemming, who had witnessed Handel’s triumphant descent upon the Saxon court some years before. Bach arrived at the hour appointed. Marchand, anticipating defeat, already had left the town. (Grove 3, I, 159)

15 The year 1717 blazed Bach’s name throughout Germany… his inveterate inclination to listen to other masters of his instrument carried him on to Dresden, where the distinguished French organist and clavier player, Louis Marchand, was winning the plaudits of its Court and public. …he was one of the eminent players of his generation and a composer whom Bach held in regard. … If the occasion presented itself, he was therefore fully competent to meet the Frenchman on his own ground.
Highly gifted and flattered by Paris society, Marchand was conceited, improvident, arrogant. ... F. W. Marpurg asserts that at one of [Marchand’s] recitals Bach was present by royal permission, and, after listening to Marchand, took his seat at the clavier and improvised variations on the theme the Frenchman had used. The Nekrolog unfolds in a more dramatic scene the tradition that survived in Bach’s family. According to this version, Jean-Baptiste Volumier, Concertmeister and Tanzmeister at the Dresden Court, whose sympathy, as a Latin, we should expect to have been with Marchand, summoned Bach from Weimar to confound the invader, and secreted him in a position whence he could judge Marchand’s abilities. That Bach had an opportunity to hear his rival before challenging him is probable; that he was summoned from Weimar to undo him is the gloss of legend. Probably the simultaneous appearance in Dresden of two distinguished players suggested a contest between them. Adlung, indeed, who professed to have the story from Bach, declares that the competition was devised to determine whether France or Germany could boast the better clavier player. Burney, whose narrative otherwise is full of errors, concludes impartially, ‘It was an honour to Pompey that he was conquered by Caesar, and to Marchand to be only vanquished by Bach.’ // The contest is detailed in substantial agreement by Johann Abraham Birnbaum, writing with Bach’s authority, and by Forkel, upon information supplied by Bach’s sons. Hitherto chiefly famous as an organist, Bach was incited to send a challenge to the Frenchman, proposing to play at sight any music put before him, provided his opponent submitted to the same test. Marchand accepted the wager, and a day and hour were arranged in the house of Count von Flemming, Bach’s patron in later years, who may be regarded as the contriver of the spectacular contest to which Dresden society was forthwith invited. Bach arrived at the appointed hour, and with the umpires and a large company awaited his opponent. Marchand did not appear, and a messenger dispatched to his lodging returned with the news that he could not be found. He had, in fact, left Dresden that morning in order, it was assumed, to avoid a contest in which he anticipated defeat. Bach thereupon performed alone and excited the admiration of his audience, who applauded his personal triumph, and, with less reason, concluded the inferiority of French to German art. Marchand’s defeat did not lessen the estimation of his countrymen, among whom he lived prosperous till his death at Paris in 1732. The substantial accuracy of the German narratives of the contest, made public after his death, does not appear to have been challenged in France, where, however, Marpurg’s version is preferred, according to which Bach challenged Marchand to a contest on the organ, after a public concert at which the two masters had already matched their powers on the clavier. (Terry, 110, 111-2)

16 In the September of 1717 he was in Dresden, which is more than a hundred miles from Weimar. Visiting the court there at that time was Louis Marchand, the most famous of living French players of organ and clavier. Two opposed camps arose in the place, one favour Marchand, one Bach. It was arranged that there should be a contest between the two great men, so that a jury of capable musicians and music-lovers might determine which was the better. It is not clear what was the form of the contest – whether it was to be extemporization, sight-reading, organ playing, clavier playing or any or all of those activities. In any event, Bach went to the contest, but Marchand did not. He had heard Bach at work after the meeting had been arranged. What he heard broke his pluck; and on the chosen day he slipped secretly out of the town at dawn. // This victory for German music was blazed throughout the land. As a result Bach’s fame [as performer] was extended to every quarter. (Grew and Grew, 69)
Myth 1-D: Reinken’s Recognition of Bach’s Musical Abilities, 1720

1 ...about the year 1722 [correctly 1720], he made a journey to Hamburg and was heard for more than two hours of the fine organs of St. Catherine’s before the Magistrate and many other distinguished persons of the town, to their general astonishment. The aged Organist of this Church, Johann Adam Reinken, who at that time was nearly a hundred years old, listened to him with particular pleasure. Bach, at the request of those present, performed extempore the chorale An Wasserflüssen Babylon at great length (for almost half an hour) and in different ways, just as the better organists of Hamburg in the past had been used to do at the Saturday vespers. Particularly on this, Reinken made Bach the following compliment: “I thought that this art was dead, but I see that in you it still lives.” This verdict of Reinken’s was the more unexpected since he himself had set the same chorale, many years before, in the manner described above, and this fact, as also that otherwise he had always been somewhat inclined to be envious, was not unknown to our Bach. Reinken thereupon pressed him to visit him and showed him much courtesy. (Bach and Agricola, 302)

2 Er that nun von [Cöthen] aus eine abermalige Reise nach Hamburg zum Organist Reinken, der nun beynahe 100 Jahr alt war, und leiß sich vor ihm in der Katharinenkirche, in Beyseyn des Magistrats und anderer Vornehmen, über zwey Stunden lang, auf der Organ hören. Der alte Reinke[n], der ihm mit Vergnügen zugehöret hatte, sagte am Ende: „ich dachte, diese Kunst wäre gestorben, ich sehe aber, daß sie in Ihnen noch lebt.“ (Gerber 1, I, 87-8)

3 ...he filled nearly six years [at Cothen], but during this time (about 1722) took a journey to Hamburgh, in order to perform on the organ there. His performance excited universal admiration. The veteran Reinken, then near a hundred years old, heard him with particular pleasure; and in regard to the chorale An Wasserflüssen Babylons &c., which he varied for half an hour in the true organ style, he paid him the compliment of saying: “I thought that this art was dead, but I see that it still lives in you.” Reinken himself had some years before worked out that chorale in this manner and had it engraved, as a work on which he set a great value. His praise therefore was the more flattering to Bach. (Forkel, 428)

4 Après son retour à Weimar, le prince d’Anhalt-Cœthen le nomma son maître de chapelle, place que Bach accepta : il s’y rendit encore la même année. De là, il fut un second voyage à Hambourg, pour y voir le célèbre Reinken, alors presque centenaire, et joua devant lui, pendant plus de deux heures, dans l’église de Sainte-Catherine. Le vieux Reinken lui dit, après l’avoir entendu : J’ai cru que cet art allait mourir avec moi, mais je vois qu’il vit encore en vous. (Choron and Fayolle, I, 36)

5 ...he filled nearly six years [at Cothen]; but during this time (about 1722) took a journey to Hamburgh, in order to perform on the organ there. His performance excited universal admiration. The veteran Reinken, then near a hundred years old, heard him with particular pleasure; and in regard to the chorus, “An Wasserflüssen Babylons,” which he varied for half an hour in the true organ style, he paid him the compliment of saying, “I thought that this art was dead, but I see that it still lives in you.” Reinken himself had, some years before, composed that chorus in this manner, and had it engraved, as a work on which he set a great value. His praise, therefore, was the more flattering to Bach. (Sainsbury, I, 47)

6 ...il fit un second voyage à Hambourg (vers 1722) pour y voir encore une fois Reinke, alors presque centenaire ; il y toucha devant lui l’orgue de l’église de
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Sainte-Catherine, et improvisa pendant plus d’une heure d’une manière si sublime sur le choral An Wasserflüssen Babylons, que le vieux Reinke lui dit avec attendrissement : Je croyais que cet art était perdu, mais je vois que vous le faites revivre. (Fétis 2, I, 189)

7 Johann Reinken was still living in Hamburg, and, in spite of his ninety-seven years, still officiated as Organist in the Church of St. Katharine with much energy and vigour. He was held in higher respect than any of his fellow officials in the city, not only by reason of his great age, but also on account of his distinction as an artist… What we learn of Reinken’s character is not, on the whole, favourable; he was not only conscious of his own merit, but vain, and jealous of other artists. … At an appointed hour the magistrate of the town, and many other important personages, met in St. Katharine’s Church to hear the stranger perform. He played for more than two hours, to the admiration of every one; but his greatest triumph was won by an improvisation on “An Wasserflüssen Babylon,” which he carried on for nearly half an hour in the broad, motett-like manner of the northern masters… Reinken came up to him, having listened attentively throughout, and said: “I thought this art was dead; but I perceive that it still lives in you.” Irrespective of the high recognition it conveys, there is more in this than mere self-conceit; …it is an evidence of his extraordinary mastery over the whole realm of form in music, that he could deliberately revert to it so promptly and so perfectly. … Reinken had seen, in its full and glorious bloom what Buxtehude had only noted in its bud – the genius of the man who was destined to reach the summit to which they had so successfully opened the way. (Spitta, II, 15, 16, 17)

8 He went to Hamburg to perform a new cantata… in November 1720. He found Reinken still playing the organ of St Catherine, though now ninety-seven years old. Reinken, though a very great artist, was vain, jealous, and it was a question how he would receive Bach. … When Bach came, an appointment was made, and he played for more than two hours, half an hour of which was occupied in a masterly improvisation on the chorale “By the waters of Babylon,” in motet style. After the performance, at which the chief men of the city were present, Reinken came to him, and saying, “I thought this art was dead, but I perceive that it still lives in you,” invited him to visit him, and treated him with every attention. Reinken’s praise was the more complimentary, because he himself had composed and published a very successful arrangement of the same chorale. (WilliamsB, 52)

9 [In 1720], Bach went to Hamburg and performed on the organ of St. Catharine’s church before Reinken, – who was then nearly a hundred years old – and a select company. The story is well known of how the old master of the organ went up to the younger one, who had just improvised for half an hour on the chorale “An Wasserflüssen Babylon”, and complimented him with the words: “I thought this art had perished, but I see that it still lives on in you.” The praise was all the more flattering inasmuch as Reinken himself had treated the same melody at length in a chorale prelude, of which he was not a little proud. (Schweitzer, I, 109-10)

10 In the latter part of this year 1720, also, another journey to Hamburg is recorded; when Bach came into contact with Johannes Reinken, the ancient organist of St. Katherine’s Church, for the last time. …some of the notabilities of the ancient town assembled to hear a performance by Bach, and Reinken himself came also. As he played for over two hours he must have given his auditors a variety of works, but what seemed to have impressed Reinken most of all was his performance on the subject of the chorale, An Wasserflüssen Babylon… The remark which Reinken is
said to have made to him, “I thought that this art was dead, but I see that in you it
still lives,” has rather more than average verisimilitude, and it suggests a fact that is
often overlooked. …John Sebastian is the pre-eminent example of the type of artist
who follows deeply rooted principles, without regard for the popular trend of taste
and style. His artistic instinct could not rest content with anything less than the
richest and most copious resources of art, and it was only in the polyphonic methods
of the North German organists [and not in the (more recent) Italian secular methods]
that he found adequate scope for the employment of the characteristic and vivid
details which were necessary for the full execution of his purposes. … [And]
Reinken was at that time no less than ninety-seven years old, so his experience of art
was exceptionally extensive… (Parry, 108, 109, 110-1)

11 …[Bach visited] Hamburg in the autumn of 1720. To Reinken, who was still active
there, Bach gave an improvisation upon the melody ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’ in
the Böhm-Buxtehude manner, which elicited a high compliment: ‘I thought this art
was dead; but I see that it survives in you,’ Reinken addressed the younger master.
(Grove 3, I, 160)

12 Arrived [in Hamburg] probably towards the end of October [1720], he sought out
Reinken to revive memories of his earlier discipleship, and to pay his respects to the
musical Nestor of his generation, who, twenty years old when Monteverdi died in
1643, lived till within ten years of Haydn’s birth in 1732, and in the interval
witnessed the Renaissance of which Bach and Handel were portents. According to
the Necrolog, Bach demonstrated his powers in the Catharinenkirche, ‘vor dem
Magistrate und vielen andern Vornehmen der Stadt.’ An official ceremonial is
improbable, and the event is more impressive if we picture the two masters alone in
the roomy loft… with Reinken at his side, Bach demonstrated his mastery of an art in
which the older man had once been pre-eminent. He chose the plaintive
sixteenth-century melody ‘An Wasserflüssen Babylon’, which Reinken also had
illustrated, extemporizing upon it in variation after variation till Reinken in
amaze[ment] declared, ‘I thought this art was dead, but I see it still lives in you.’
(Terry, 131, 132)

13 The most famous of [Bach’s] journeys from Cöthen is the one to Hamburg in 1720.
There he met Reinken again. At least seventeen years had gone by since the youth
Sebastian had met him before, walking the long stretch between Lüneburg and
Hamburg… Now the unknown youth was a performer famous throughout Germany,
and the veteran of seventy-eight was an almost mythological figure of nearly a
hundred – yet in harness still and functioning well. // Bach played to Reinken, who
sat in the church with some civic dignitaries who had come to honour the occasion.
He gave them one of his two-hour performances. And in it he paid homage to the art
of north German organ music, which he loved and respected so deeply, and from
which he had learnt so much. There is no documentary evidence, but it cannot
reasonably be disputed that the homage consisted in one instance of the G minor
Fantasia and Fugue. … The piece must have set the blood streaming more quickly
through Reinken’s ancient veins; and it must have drawn to a point for him all the
generations he had lived through, he himself and his fellows – the latter all dead
now. … More intimate still, by reason of a personal circumstance, was the homage
Bach paid in an improvisation on a chorale. In the years of his prime Reinken had
‘worked’ into what is called the north German grand fantasia the chorale ‘An
Wasserflüssen Babylon’. … It is motet-like of form: each line is abstracted and
treated individually, first in a fantasia on a subject constructed on the melody of the
line, and then, after this organic prelude, in clear and elevated solo. Such works were
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the organ symphonies of the day. Bach followed his model. His Grand Chorale Fantasia lasted a full half-hour. It was an improvisation, though no doubt thought out previously. If it had been written down, either before or after, we should – given survival of the manuscript – have had what we have not, that being an example from Bach of what these vast rambling pieces of musical architecture, in which corridor succeeds corridor, and hall hall, could come to in his culminating hands. When it was over, Reinken went to Bach and took his hand, and said: ‘I thought this art was long dead, but I see it lives in you.’ (Grew and Grew, 78, 79)

Myth 1-E: Bach’s Visit to the Court of King Frederick the Great at Potsdam, 1747

1 In the year 1747 he made a journey to Berlin and on this occasion had the opportunity of being heard at Potsdam by His Majesty the King in Prussia. His Majesty himself played him a theme for a fugue, which he at once developed, to the particular pleasure of the Monarch, on the pianoforte. Hereupon His Majesty demanded to hear a fugue with six obligato voices, which command he also fulfilled, to the astonishment of the King and the musicians there present, using a theme of his own. After his return to Leipzig, he set down on paper a three-voiced and a six-voiced so-called ricercar together with several other intricate little pieces, all on the very theme that had been given him by His Majesty, and this he dedicated, engraved on copper, to the King. (Bach and Agricola, 302-3)


3 His second son, Charles Philip Emanuel, entered the service of Frederick the Great in 1740. The reputation of the all-surpassing skill of John Sebastian was at this time so extended that the King often heard it mentioned and praised. This made him curious to hear and meet so great an artist. At first he distantly hinted to the son his wish that his father would one day come to Potsdam. But by degrees he began to ask him directly why his father did not come. The son could not avoid acquainting his father with these expressions of the King’s; at first, however, he could not pay any attention to them because he was generally too much overwhelmed with business. But the King’s expressions being repeated in several of his son’s letters, he at length, in 1747, prepared to take his journey, in company of his eldest son, William Friedemann. At this time the King used to have every evening a private concert, in which he himself generally performed some concertos on the flute. One evening, just as he was getting his flute ready and his musicians were assembled, an officer brought him the written list of the strangers who had arrived. With his flute in his hand, he ran over the list, but immediately turned to the assembled musicians and said, with a kind of agitation: “Gentlemen, old Bach is come.” The flute was now laid aside; and old Bach, who had alighted at his son’s lodgings, was immediately summoned to the Palace. … At that time it was the fashion to make rather prolix compliments. The first appearance of J. S. Bach before so great a King, who did not even give him time to change his traveling dress for a black cantor’s gown, must
necessarily be attended with many apologies. … But what is more important than
this is that the King gave up his concert for this evening and invited Bach, then
already called the Old Bach, to try his fortepianos, made by Silbermann, which stood
in several rooms of the Palace. The musicians went with him from room to room, and
Bach was invited everywhere to try them and to play unpremeditated compositions.
After he had gone on for some time, he asked the King to give him a subject for a
fugue in order to execute it immediately without any preparation. The King admired
the learned manner in which his subject was thus executed extempore; and, probably
to see how far such art could be carried, expressed a wish to hear also a Fugue with
six obbligato parts. But as not every subject is fit for such full harmony, Bach chose
one himself and immediately executed it to the astonishment of all present in the
same magnificent and learned manner as he had done that of the King. His Majesty
desired also to hear his performance on the organ. The next day, therefore, Bach was
taken to all the organs in Potsdam as he had before been to Silbermann’s fortepianos.

After his return to Leipzig, he composed the subject which he had received from the
King in three and six parts, added several intricate pieces in strict canon on the
subject, had it engraved, under the title of \textit{Musicalisches Opfer [Musical Offering]},
and dedicated it to the inventor. // This was Bach’s last journey. (Forkel, 429-30)

En 1747, il fit un voyage à Berlin, et eut l’honneur de se faire aussi entendre, à
Potsdam, devant le roi de Prusse. A cette occasion Frédéric lui donna lui-même le
thème d’une fugue, et lui demanda, après qu’il l’eut exécutée en maître, une autre
fugue à six voix, demande à laquelle Bach satisfit sur-le-champ au forte-piano,
d’après un thème qu’il s’était choisi lui-même. Après son retour à Leipsick, il
composa encore, sur le thème du roi, un \textit{ricercare} à trois voix, un autre à six voix, et
quelques autres chefs-d’œuvre, qu’il fit grave, et les dédia à Frédéric. (Choron and
Fayolle, I, 36)

His second son, Charles Philip Emanuel, entered the service of Frederic the Great in
1740. The reputation of the all-surpassing skill of John Sebastian was at this time so
extended, that the king often heard it mentioned and praised. This made him curious
to hear so great an artist. At first he distantly hinted to the son his wish, that his
father would one day come to Potsdam. But by degrees he began to ask him, directly,
why his father did not come? The son could not avoid acquainting his father with
these expressions of the king; at first however he would not pay any attention to
them, being in general too much overwhelmed with business. But the king’s
expressions being repeated in several of his son’s letters, he at length, in 1747,
prepared to take this journey, accompanied by his eldest son, William Friedemann.
At this time the kind had every evening a private concert, in which he himself
generally performed some concertos on the flute. One evening, just as he was getting
his flute ready, and his musicians were assembled, an officer brought him the list of
the strangers who had arrived. With his flute in his hand he ran over the list, but
immediately turned to the assembled musicians, and said, with a kind of agitation,
“Gentlemen, old Bach is come.” The flute was now laid aside, and old Bach, who
had alighted at his son’s lodgings, was immediately summoned to the palace. The
king then gave up his concert for that evening, and invited Bach to try his
forte-pianos, made by Silvermann, which stood in several rooms of the palace. The
musicians went with him from room to room, and Bach was invited everywhere to
play unpremeditated compositions. After he had gone on for a short time, he asked
the king to give him a subject for a fugue, in order to execute it immediately without
any preparation. The king admired the learned manner in which his subject was thus
executed extempore; and probably to see how far such art could be carried,
expressed a wish to hear a fugue with six obligato parts. But, as it is not every subject that is fit for such full harmony, Bach chose one himself, and immediately executed it, to the astonishment of all present, in the same magnificent and learned manner he had done that of the king. His majesty desired also to hear his performance on the organ. The next day, therefore, Bach was taken to all the organs in Potsdam, as he had before been to Silberman\’s forte-pianos. After his return to Leipsic, he composed the subject which he had received from the king, in three and six parts, added several artificial passages to it, in strict canon, and had it engraved under the title of "Musicalisches Opfer," (Musical Offering) and dedicated it to the inventor. This was Bach\’s last journey. (Sainsbury, I, 47-8)

6 ...son deuxième fils, Charles-Philippe-Emmanuel, entra au service de Frédéric II, roi de Prusse. La réputation de Jean-Sébastien remplissait alors toute l\’Allemagne ; Frédéric exprima plusieurs fois le désir qu'il avait de le voir, et voulut que son fils l\’engageât à venir à sa cour ; mais Bach, alors accablé de travaux, ne donna pas d\’abord beaucoup d\’attention aux lettres de Charles-Philippe-Emmanuel. Enfin ces lettres devinrent si pressantes, qu\’il se décida à faire ce voyage, et, en 1747, il se mit en route avec son fils aîné, Guillaume-Friedmann. Frédéric avait tous les soirs un concert où il jouait quelques morceaux sur la flûte : au moment où il allait commencer un concerto, un officier lui apporta, suivant l\’usage, la liste des étrangers arrivés à Potsdam dans la journée. Ayant jeté les yeux dessus, il se tourna vers les musiciens et s\’écria : Messieurs, le vieux Bach est ici. Aussitôt la flûte fut mise de côté, et le vieux Bach, sans avoir pu quitter ses habits de voyage, fut conduit au palais. Le roi, ayant renoncé à son concert pour ce soir-là, proposa à Jean-Sébastien d\’essayer les pianos de Silberman qui se trouvaient dans plusieurs salles du palais ; les musiciens les suivirent de chambre en chambre, et Bach improvisa sur chaque instrument qu\’il rencontra. Enfin il pria Frédéric de lui donner un sujet de fugue : il le traita de manière à faire naître l\’admiration parmi tous les musiciens qui étaient présents, quoiqu’il ne l’eût point préparé. Étonné de ce qu’il venait d’entendre, le roi lui demanda une fugue à six parties, demande à laquelle Bach satisfit à l’instant sur un thème qu’il s’était choisi lui-même. Frédéric désirait juger de son talent d’organiste : le jour suivant Bach improvisa sur toutes les orgues de Potsdam, comme il avait joué la veille sur tous les pianos de Silberman. Après son retour à Leipsic, il écrivit une fugue à trois parties sur le thème du roi, un ricercare à six, quelques canons avec l’inscription : Thematis regii elaborationes canonicae ; il y joignit un trio pour la flûte, le violon et la basse, et il dédia le tout à Frédéric, sous ce titre : Musikalisches Opfer (Offrande musicale). // Le voyage de Jean-Sébastien Bach à Berlin fut le dernier qu’il fit. (Fétis 2, I, 189-90)

7 In 1747, when already somewhat advanced in age, he received an invitation to Berlin to the court of Frederic the Great, where his son Emanuel held the post of cembalist, a fact which made the king desirous of hearing and seeing the great master himself. Bach accepted the invitation, was received with the utmost respect and kindness by the kind (April 7, 1747), had to try all the Silberman pianofortes and organs at Potsdam, and excited the greatest wonder by his improvisation on given and self-chosen themes. On his return to Leipsic he worked out the theme which the king had given him, and dedicated it to him under the title of ‘Musikalisches Opfer.’ (Grove 1, I, 115)

8 In 1740 Emanuel Bach had been made Capellmusiker and accompanist to Frederick the Great, and as the most important members of his band… were all personally acquainted with Bach, and some of them had been his pupils, the king must of course have frequently heard him spoken of. The tone in which this was done excited his
wish to see and hear the great artist himself. Emanuel sent word of this to Leipzig, but his father did not feel inclined to take the hint. It was not till the King became more and more urgent that he could make up his mind to set out, in May, 1747. He took Friedemann with him... It was the custom to give a State Concert every evening from seven to nine, in which the king himself performed as soloist on the flute. … Just as the king was about to perform his flute solo, a list was brought to him of the various strangers who had that day arrived. With his flute still in one hand, he glanced through the paper; he turned to the assembled band saying, with some excitement: “Gentlemen, old Bach is come!” His flute was laid aside, and Bach sent for at once to come to the château. …he was not even allowed time to put on his black Court-dress; he had to appear at once in his travelling costume… The king had several [of Silbermann’s pianofortes], and Bach was required to try them, and improvise upon them. On the following day Bach played the organ in the Church of the Holy Ghost, at Potsdam, before a crowded audience; but the king does not seem to have been present. However, he commanded his presence at the château again in the evening, and desired to hear him play a six-part fugue, that he might learn to what a pitch the art of polyphonic treatment could be carried; Bach was to choose his own theme, since every subject is not fitted for treatment in so many parts, and he won the king’s complete approval by his performance. (Spitta, III, 231, 232)

9 Bach from time to time made his journeys to various towns… As he advanced in years he gave up these journeys. The last he made was to the Court of Frederick the great at Potsdam in 1747. His son Emanuel had been capellmeister to Frederick since 1740; and the king had frequently, and always with more insistence, thrown out hints that he would like to hear the great artist. Bach being much occupied, and disinclined for travelling, did not accede to the king’s wishes until they amounted to a positive command. Then, taking Friedemann with him, he started for Potsdam, which he reached early in May. (WilliamsB, 86)

10 It happened that his son Philipp Emanuel had been appointed Kapellmeister in Frederick the Great’s musical establishment in 1740, and that with him were many musicians who had friendly relations with John Sebastian. So it came about that the great Frederick was moved by interest or curiosity to see and hear him, and he was ultimately induced to visit Potsdam in 1747. The King, when not engaged in affairs of state or leading his armies in battle, usually had a little domestic concert in the evening, when he himself played the flute. Bach arrived just when one of these functions was beginning, and Frederick seems to have been so eager to see him that he insisted upon his being fetched at once in his ordinary dress with all the marks of travel still upon him. However, he was not then called upon to perform, but was allowed to defer the manifestation of his powers till the next evening. The King himself gave Bach a subject on which to extemporise; but as he was most anxious to hear Bach extemporise a fugue in six parts, in view of the difficulty of the feat, Bach is said to have supplied his own subject for that particular exhibition. But in the “Musikalisches Opfer,” …the six-part fugue is on the same subject as the other works. It is true that Bach, as a compliment, may have specially written a six-part fugue on the King’s subject, but in that case he would most probably have made some allusion to it in the letter he sent to the King with the completed work… So on the whole the preponderance of evidence is in favour of Bach’s having extemporised both fugues on the King’s subject. (Parry, 514-5)

11 His son Carl Philipp Emanuel’s appointment to Frederick the Great’s service in 1740 drew Bach to a circle still more august. … In the spring of 1747, Potsdam being again accessible to a Saxon, Bach made a second journey thither, in response to
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repeated expressions of Frederick’s desire to receive him. It was the king’s custom to hold a private concert in the evening, himself playing the flute. On such an evening, when the musicians were at their desks, a chamberlain entered with a list of passengers newly set down by the coach. Frederick, running his eye down it, rose suddenly in some excitement. ‘Gentlemen, old Bach has arrived,’ he announced. A summons brought Bach from his son’s lodging in his travelling dress, having been forbidden time to put on his cantor’s black gown. High compliments were exchanged, the concert was abandoned, and, accompanied by the king and his musicians, Bach passed from room to room of the palace, trying Frederick’s new Silbermann pianofortes, and extemporising on them to the king’s admiration. At Bach’s invitation Frederick played him a subject to treat extemore. Frederick then asked for a fugue in six parts. Bach forthwith improvised one, and on his return to Leipzig developed Frederick’s interesting theme in a similar manner. Judiciously including a trio for flute, violin and clavier, he dispatched the gift to Frederick as a ‘Musikalisches Opfer,’ with a dedication (July 7, 1747) to ‘a sovereign admired in music as in all other sciences of war and peace.’ // The Potsdam visit was probably the last, as it was the most flattering and agreeable, of Bach’s professional perambulations. (Grove 3, I, 165)

12 …Bach revisited Berlin in the spring of 1747… the journey brought him into more august company, in circumstances recorded circumstantially [sic] by Forkel, whose, information, derived from Friedemann, is not on that account to be deemed impeccable. He declared his father to have been drawn northward by the urgent invitation of Frederick, into whose presence at Potsdam he represented him to have hurried, travel-stained and weary, direct from the coach. Most probably, Bach alighted from his carriage at Potsdam after but a short ride from Berlin, his presence there having reaching the king’s ears through Carl Philipp [Emanuel Bach], then in attendance upon his sovereign. Excepting those evenings on which the Opera House was open, a concert preceded the royal evening meal, the king himself selecting the programme… On Sunday, 7 May 1747, Bach arrived in Potsdam and was announced to the sovereign, already surrounded by his players. ‘Gentlemen, Old Bach is here,’ exclaimed Frederick; the concert was abandoned, and in its place the king invited his visitor to exhibit his skill on the new Silbermann claviers with hammer action recently installed in the palace. Accompanied from room to room by Frederick and his players, Bach tested them all and, to the king’s amazement, developed fugally a subject proposed by himself. The following day (Monday, 8 May) Bach gave an organ recital in the garrison church (Heiliger Geist-Kirche) at Potsdam, and in the evening, having been again summoned to the palace, astounded the king by improvising a six-part fugue. … Whatever Bach thought of Frederick’s musicianship, a subject on which Carl Philipp had definite opinions, he could not fail to be gratified at his reception by the foremost figure in Europe. …Frederick’s dominating personality, the excellence of the fugal theme propounded for improvisation, and a father’s desire to flatter a prince who could advance his son’s career, all invited Bach to recall himself to the memory of his royal host by an example of his skill. On his return to Leipzig… Bach developed the royal theme with his profoundest skill, tactfully added a Sonata for flute, violin, and clavier, and dispatched his manuscript to Berlin on 7 July 1747 as a ‘Musicalisches Opfer’… The Berlin visit was Bach’s last journey, and he regarded it as the culminating pinnacle of his career. (Terry, 252, 253, 255)

13 The next publication fell in 1747. It is the Musicalisches Opfer. The German word Opfer means, literally and generally, offering, or gift presented for a purpose. … The
work came into existence as follows: In May 1747 Bach was in Berlin, where Carl Philipp Emanuel then lived. Hearing that he was there, the king, Frederick the Great, invited him to Potsdam. Bach went to the palace, tried the king’s Silbermann pianos and played a good deal to him. The king gave him a fugal subject and asked him to extemporize a six-part fugue on it. Bach begged to be excused, since the subject was not suitable for such immediate treatment. He, however, extemporized a three-part fugue on the royal theme, and a six-part one on another theme of his own choosing. Then he told the king that when he got home he would write a six-part fugue on his subject and present it to him with his dutiful respects. But he did not do this on the instant. The task was a big one, and not to be hurried if it was to be successfully carried out. On the other hand, if his approach to the king was delayed, the king might forget all about the matter. Bach therefore made a kind of preliminary *Opfer*. He invented some puzzle canons on the subject, composed on it an extended canon above a free bass, and wrote out his extemporized three-part fugue. He had this music engraved, printed on fine paper and bound in tooled leather, and sent the book off to the king. … He then composed the six-part work. In addition, he wrote some more puzzle canons on the king’s subject, a perpetual canon for two solo instruments with clavier accompaniment and a four-movement sonata for flute, violin and clavier (Frederick was a flautist), all on the subject. These pieces were printed, and a copy was sent to Potsdam. Frederick certainly remembered Bach’s visit and spoke about it thirty years later. (Grew and Grew, 134-5)

**Composer 2: Beethoven**

**Myth 2-A: Beethoven’s Early Meeting with Mozart in Vienna, 1787**

1 *Beethoven* made a short stay at Vienna, in the year 1790, whither he had gone for the sake of hearing *Mozart*, to whom he had letters of introduction. *Beethoven* improvised before *Mozart*, who listened with some indifference, believing it to be a piece learned by heart. *Beethoven* then demanded, with his characteristic ambition, a given theme to work out; *Mozart*, with a sceptical smile, gave him at once a chromatic motivo for a fugue, in which, *al rovescio*, the countersubject for a double fugue lay concealed. *Beethoven* was not intimidated, and worked out the subject, the secret intention of which he immediately perceived, at great length and with such remarkable originality and power that *Mozart’s* attention was rivetted, and his wonder so excited that he stepped softly into the adjoining room where some friends were assembled, and whispered to them with sparkling eyes: „Don’t lose sight of this young man, he will one day tell you some things that will surprize [sic] you!“ (Seyfried, p. 4, first unnumb. fn.)

2 Dans l’hiver de 1786 à 1787 il fit une courte excursion à Vienne, pour y entendre Mozart, dont il aimait passionnément la musique, et pour qui on lui avait donné des lettres de recommandation. Sur ce qu’on lui en disait dans ces lettres, Mozart invita Beethoven à s’asseoir au piano, et celui-ci se mit à improviser ; mais le grand artiste l’écouta avec indifférence, persuadé que ce qu’il entendait était appris de mémoire. Piqué de ce dédain, le jeune homme pria Mozart de lui donner un thème. — « Soit, dit tout bas le maître ; mais je vais t’attraper. » Sur-le-champ il nota un sujet de fugue chromatique, qui, pris par mouvement rétrograde, contenait un contre-sujet pour une double fugue. Beethoven, bien que peu avancé dans la science, devina par instinct le piège qu’on lui tendait. Il travailla ce thème avec tant de force, d’originalité, de
veritable genie, que son auditeur, devenu plus attentif et confondu par ce qu’il entendait, se leva, et retenant sa respiration, finit par passer sans bruit, sur la pointe du pied, dans la piece voisine, ou il dit a demi-voix a quelques amis qui s’y trouvaient : « Faites attention à ce jeune homme ! Vous en entendrez parler quelque jour. » (Fétis 2, I, 301)

3 Mozart’s winter concerts, in 1786, were distinguished by the first production of some of the finest of his compositions, and it was at this time that Beethoven, then a youth just entering on his musical career, came on a visit to Vienna, where a few years after Mozart’s death he finally settled. He was introduced to the composer, and became for a short time his pupil. Seyfried, who has recorded some particulars of the interview, remembers that Mozart gave Beethoven a subject to extemporise upon, and while he was working it, said to some persons, who were standing near him in an adjoining apartment: “Listen to that young man; he will some day make a noise in the world.” (Holmes, 275)

4 Beethoven made his appearance in Vienna as a youthful musician of promise in the spring of 1787, but was only able to remain there a short time; he was introduced to Mozart, and played to him at his request. Mozart, considering the piece he performed to be a studied show-piece, was somewhat cold in his expressions of admiration. Beethoven remarking this, begged for a theme for improvisation, and, inspired by the presence of the master he reverenced so highly, played in such a manner as gradually to engross Mozart’s whole attention; turning quietly to the bystanders, he said emphatically, “Mark that young man; he will make himself a name in the world!” (Jahn, II, 346)

5 Wegeler does not refer to Beethoven’s short visit to Vienna in the spring of 1787, nor have I been able to learn much about it. But I may rely on the testimony of the young composer’s friends who affirm that he then met two men who deeply and indelibly impressed themselves on the sixteen-year-old boy’s mind: the Emperor Joseph and Mozart. The latter’s prophetic words about the young musician’s future, pronounced after Beethoven had improvised a fugue on a theme that Mozart had given him, ‘This young man will make a name for himself in the world,’ have been repeated in substance again and again, but we do not know exactly when and where the ‘Monarch of Music’ said them. Some claim it was when the Emperor, on the recommendation of the Elector Max Franz, summoned Beethoven to his apartments and listened to him in the presence of Mozart. (Schindler 3, 45-6)

6 …the youth, now sixteen, but passing for a year or two younger, visited Vienna, where he received a few lessons from Mozart… his stay was short, and… on his way home he was forced to borrow some money in Augsburg. (Thayer, I, 89)

7 Beethoven had come to Vienna in the winter of 1786-1787, and was received everywhere with open arms… who could have failed to be surprised and delighted at experiencing the magnificent talent of the exuberantly developing Beethoven, of whom even at that time the greatest genius of music [Mozart] had pronounced the prophetic words: “Watch him, he is going to make a name for himself in the world.” (Breuning, 31-3)

8 The well-known story of Beethoven’s introduction to [Mozart], when divested of the ornaments of Seyfried and others, stands as follows:—Mozart asked him to play, but thinking that his performance was a prepared piece, paid little attention to it. Beethoven seeing this entreated Mozart to give him a subject, which he did; and the boy, getting excited with the occasion, played so finely that Mozart, stepping softly
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into the next room, said to his friends there, ‘Pay attention to him; he will make a noise in the world some day or other.’ (Grove 1, I, 164)

9 …we find the Court organist of Bonn [Beethoven] with Mozart in Vienna in the spring of 1787. … When he was introduced to Mozart, the latter was rather cool in his praise of his musical performances, considering them pieces learned by heart simply for purposes of parade. Beethoven, thereupon, requested Mozart to give him a subject, that he might try his powers of musical improvisation. Charmed with the ability displayed in the execution of the task thus imposed on his young visitor, Mozart exclaimed: “Mark that young man! the world will hear of him some day.” Beethoven, however, received very little instruction from Mozart, who was so deeply engaged, just at this time, with the composition of his Don Giovanni, and so sorely tried by adverse circumstances, that he played very little for him, and could give him only a few lessons. Besides, Beethoven’s mother was now taken seriously ill, and after a few weeks he had to return home, where other blows of a hard fate awaited him. (NohlB, 10, 11)

10 In 1787… A great art step had been planned. Beethoven had decided to present himself in the musical capital of the world – Vienna. His patron, Elector Max Franz, favoured the scheme and generously provided the young musician with the necessary funds for the journey. Mozart resided at Vienna, and to come face to face with this master musician was the chief object of the visit. Mozart was Beethoven’s senior by fourteen years, and there was then a vast disparity in their reputations – a disproportion which was later on to be widely altered musically. // The initial interview between the two sons of art appears to have been distinctly formal, as, indeed was best, remembering the genius of the two musicians. Trustworthy details have not come down, although a good deal of fanciful colour has been thrown around the meeting. Mozart was not opposed to the introduction, but the onus probandi – the burden of proving his case – rested with Beethoven. Here is the accepted story: Mozart, sceptical of the power attributed to young Beethoven as an improvisatore, permitted him to play, but assuming that he had come armed with a prepared piece gave little heed to it. Beethoven seeing this requested Mozart to give him a theme upon which to extemporise. This took the shape of a fugue chromatique subject which contained the counter subject of a double fugue – a trap which the aspirant did not fail to detect. The boy Beethoven sat down excitedly, but played so effectively that Mozart stepped softly into the next room and whispered to his friends, “Pay attention to him, he will make a noise in the world some day.” Such was the independent verdict of the great Mozart – the then idol of the musical world, after watching with speechless wonder the winding up, amid a labyrinth of melodies, of the themes which he had given out to the great unknown from Bonn. (Crowest, 4-5)

11 In the late spring of 1787 Beethoven’s genius received a fresh impetus. He went to Vienna – whether sent by the elector or friends, or whether at his own expense is unknown – but he spent several weeks there, possibly even two or three months, and had a privilege that all succeeding generations must envy him – he met Mozart. … The story of the meeting with Mozart has often been told. Taken to visit the famous musician whom he so admired, Beethoven was asked by his hero to play to him. He obeyed. Mozart, thinking it ‘a show piece prepared for the occasion,’ praised it in rather a cool manner. Beethoven observing this, begged Mozart to give him a theme for improvisation. He always played admirably when excited. Inspired now by the presence of the master, he played in such a style that Mozart, whose attention and interest grew more and more, finally crossed to some friends in an adjoining room
and said vivaciously: ‘Keep your eyes on him; some day he will give the world something to talk about.’ // It seems likely that Mozart himself talked about the boy, and that it was through him that Haydn’s curiosity was roused to write to Artaria the publisher (in a letter from Esterház): ‘I should like to know who this Ludwig is.’ // Mozart gave Beethoven some lessons, and it is supposed they were in composition. They confirmed the lad in his love of that Mozartian style which influenced many of his early works. (Scott, 23-4)

12 …two outward events occurred in May [1787], one calculated to shake Mozart personally to his depths [the death of his father] and the other a linking-up of musical history, as he had the foresight to discern. It seemed little enough to begin with: merely the visit of a sullen-faced youth of seventeen with a thick Rhenish accent, who was introduced to him by some acquaintance. But Mozart, after a somewhat frigid reception of the unprepossessing lad, soon pricked up his ears on being played to on the pianoforte with a startling power and originality, and said to some other visitors in the next room that this young man had better be watched, for he would make a noise in the world before long. The young man did: his name was Ludwig van Beethoven. (Blom, 140)

13 Of Ludwig’s few weeks in Vienna the only extant data are comprised in a story told by Ignaz Seyfried, presumably from hearsay, for he was only ten years old in 1787. Ludwig, he reports, was improvising in the presence of Mozart and some friends. Mozart, judging that what he heard must have been prepared, spoke of it slightingly. Thereupon Ludwig asked Mozart to propose a theme and improvised upon it with such fluency that this time Mozart was impressed and foretold a great future for the young player. There is reason to believe, but no direct evidence, that Mozart gave Ludwig a few lessons in composition. (Grove 5, I, 532)

Myth 2-B: The Tuition Beethoven Received from Haydn, 1792-3 (see also 5-B)

1 Der vortresliche Churfürst von Köln schickte ihn 1792, unter dem Charakter seines Hoforganisten, auf seine Kosten nach Wien, um sich daselbst unter der Leitung des großen Haydn in der Setzkunst vollkommen zu machen. Bekanntlich that aber Haydn im Laufe des 1795sten Jahres eine zweyte Reise nach London, während welcher er dieses junge Genie der Aufsicht des erfahren Kontrapunktisten, Hrn. Albrechtsberger, übergab. (Gerber 2, I, 309)

2 In 1792, [Beethoven] was sent by the elector of Cologne, (whose attention had been attracted to his youthful genius) entirely at his expense, to Vienna, as court-organist, to study the theory of music under the celebrated J. Haydn. His instructor, however, on leaving Vienna for London two years after, intrusted [sic] his pupil, till his return, to the care of the learned Albrechtsberger. How much Beethoven was benefited by the instruction of such masters, is best known by his works. It may, however, be doubted, whether he was not, at this time, more distinguished for his performance than his composition. (Sainsbury, I, 69)

3 BEETHOVEN being now, tho’ quite a youth, capable of handling the organ with considerable skill, he was appointed (by the Archduke) successor to NEEFE, and received the title of Court-organist, together with the permission to make a prolonged stay at Vienna, free of all expense, in order to profit by the instructions of the celebrated JOSEPH HAYDN. This great master being, however, invited to conduct the performance of his own works in England, he entrusted BEETHOVEN to the care of the learned theorist ALBRECHTSBERGER, then director of the music at the Cathedral
of Vienna, and by him BEETHOVEN was first initiated into the mysteries of counterpoint. (Seyfried, 3-4)

4 Of all composers Beethoven thought most highly of Mozart and Handel, followed by [J.] S. Bach. If I found him with music in his hand, or if anything lay on his desk, it was sure to be a composition by one of these heroes. Haydn rarely got away without a few digs. Beethoven’s grudge here probably went back to earlier days. The following tale may account for one reason. Beethoven’s three trios (Opus 1) were to be introduced to the music world in a soirée at Prince Lichnowsky’s. Most of Vienna’s artists and music lovers had been invited, above all Haydn, whose opinion was anxiously awaited by everyone. The trios were played and caused a tremendous stir. Haydn, too, said many fine things about them but advised Beethoven not to publish the third one in C minor. This astonished Beethoven, since he considered it the best, and in fact to this day it is always found to be most pleasing and has the greatest effect. Haydn’s remark of course made an unpleasant impression on Beethoven, leaving him with a feeling that Haydn was envious and jealous and did not wish him well. I must admit that I did not really believe Beethoven when he told me this. I therefore later took the opportunity to ask Haydn himself about it. His answer confirmed Beethoven’s story in that he said he had not imagined that this trio would be so quickly and easily understood nor so favorably received by the public. … Haydn had wished Beethoven to put on the title page of his first works “Pupil of Haydn.” Beethoven did not want to do that because, as he said, he had had some instruction from Haydn but had never learned anything from him. (During his first stay in Vienna Beethoven had received some lessons from Mozart, but, he complained, Mozart had never played for him.) (Ries, 73-4, 75)

5 …he received permission from the Elector, Max Franz, to reside for a few years at Vienna, for the purpose of improving himself under the tuition of Haydn. In the year 1792, Beethoven went to Vienna, the central point of everything great and sublime that Music had till then achieved on the soil of Germany. Mozart, the source of all light in the region of harmony, whose personal acquaintance Beethoven had made on his first visit to Vienna in the winter of 1786-7, who, when he heard Beethoven extemporise upon a theme that was given him, exclaimed to those present, “This youth will some day make a noise in the world” – Mozart, though he had been a year in his grave, yet lived freshly in the memory of all who had a heart susceptible of his divine revelations, as well as in Beethoven’s – Gluck’s spirit still hovered around the inhabitants of old Vindobona – Father Haydn, and many other distinguished men in every art, and in every branch of human knowledge, yet lived and worked together harmoniously – in short, no sooner had Beethoven, then but twenty-two, looked around him in this favoured abode of the Muses… Beethoven, on his arrival at Vienna, knew nothing of counterpoint and very little of the theory of harmony. His imagination warm and active, his ear sensitive, and Pegasus ever ready, he composed away, without concerning himself about the indispensable scholastic rules. Such was the state of things, when he began to receive instructions from Haydn, and Haydn is said to have been always satisfied with his new scholar, because he permitted him to do as he liked; till the tables were turned, and the scholar became dissatisfied with the master, owing to the following circumstance:– // Among the professional men whom Beethoven knew and respected, was M. Schenk, composer of the music to the Dorfbabarier, a man of mild, amiable disposition, and profoundly versed in musical science. M. Schenk one day met Beethoven, when he was coming with his roll of music under his arm from Haydn. Schenk threw his eye over it, and perceived here and there various inaccuracies. He pointed them out to Beethoven, who assured him
that Haydn had just corrected that piece. Schenk turned over the leaves, and found the grossest blunders left untouched in the preceding pieces. Beethoven now conceived a suspicion of Haydn, and would have given up taking instructions from him, but was dissuaded from that resolution, till Haydn’s second visit to England afforded a fitting occasion for carrying it into effect. From this moment a coolness took place between Haydn and Beethoven. Ries heard Beethoven say that he had indeed taken lessons of Haydn, but never learned anything of him. … The conduct of Haydn in this case was variously construed, as he was known to be in other respects a conscientious man: but no certain motive can be alleged for it. M. Schenk continued to be from that time the confidential corrector of Beethoven’s compositions, even after Albrechtsberger had undertaken to give him instructions in counterpoint. Here I must record a remarkable fact which serves to characterise both these old friends. // Owing to Beethoven’s unsettled life, it was too frequently the case that for years he knew nothing about intimate friends and acquaintance[s], though they, like himself, resided within the walls of the great capital; and if they did not occasionally give him a call, to him they were as good as dead. Thus it happened, that one day – it was in the beginning of the spring of 1824 – I was walking with him over the Graben, when we met M. Schenk, then far advanced between sixty and seventy. Beethoven, transported with joy to see his old friend still among the living, seized his hand, hastened with him into a neighbouring tavern called the Bugle Horn, and conducted us into a back room, where, as in a catacomb, it was necessary to burn a light even at non-day. There we shut ourselves in, and Beethoven began to open all the recesses of his heart to his respected corrector. More talkative than he often was, a multitude of stories and anecdotes of long by-gone times presented themselves to his recollection, and among the rest the affair with Haydn; and Beethoven, who had now raised himself to the sovereignty in the realm of music, loaded the modest composer of the Dorfbarbier, who was living in narrow circumstances, with professions of his warmest thanks for the kindness which he had formerly shown him. Their parting, after that memorable hour, as if for life, was deeply affecting; and, in fact, from that day, they never beheld one another again. (Schindler 1, I, 37-8, 49-53)
d’avoir une explication pénible. Depuis lors il y eut plus que de la froideur entre Haydn et son ancien élève : en parlant l’un de l’autre, ils s’exprimaient presque toujours avec amertume. Interrogé par Ries sur ses rapports avec le père de la symphonie, Beethoven lui dit qu’il en avait reçu quelques leçons, mais qu’il n’avait rien appris de lui. (Fétis 2, I, 301-2)

Beethoven’s prime motive in travelling to Vienna was to further his musical studies under the direction of Joseph Haydn. To this end the Elector Max Franz continued to pay Beethoven his full salary as Chapel organist, which, though a modest sum, furnished him an assured allowance to meet his basic living expenses. … Besides the assurance of a steady income, the Elector had given Beethoven letters of introduction to various prominent persons in Vienna. … Apparently when Beethoven began his studies with Haydn, his knowledge of musical science was confined to thoroughbass. If he was able to improvise fugues or fugal passages on the piano at the age of sixteen – and we can infer from Mozart’s remarks quoted earlier that he was – this ability had been acquired through frequent playing of contrapuntal piano music added to a precocious talent for improvisation. Moreover, we know that Haydn had given up the systematic teaching of harmony long before 1792 because of his duties as Kapellmeister for Prince Esterházy in Eisenstadt, his continuous preoccupation with composition, and his advancing age. There was probably also a scarcity at that time of truly serious students. // Given these circumstances, it is not difficult to see why any true co-operation between teacher and pupil was doomed even before they met. The pupil was wrong for the teacher; first, because Beethoven was in thought and behaviour already too strictly dominated by his previous experience; secondly, because it was several years too late for him to start a formal course of advanced musical instruction; and finally, because of his apparent wilfulness and his unorthodox views. And the teacher was wrong for the pupil: theory and practice must be integral and inseparable components of mastery itself, and Haydn was out of practice as a teacher. Just as the most gifted mathematician cannot, without years of experience as a teacher, introduce the most able student to the principles of mathematics, so the most learned scholar of counterpoint who has no training as a teacher cannot hope to share with his pupil the secrets of his art. Add to all this an insufficiency of time for regular and systematic teaching, and we will see that the great and learned composer, though well-intentioned and able to give good advice in specific cases, was not a teacher in the strict sense of one who, with patience and devotion, leads his pupil step by step from the elementary to the advanced. Yet Beethoven was Haydn’s pupil – we know that this had been arranged by Beethoven’s patrons in Bonn – and we can infer that a certain musical superstition that besets us today was even then given credence (though there were no demigods then, and outstanding artists were not yet the object of idol worship). This superstition to which all amateur and many professional musicians adhered was the belief that a renowned composer possesses all knowledge and wisdom, and that there is no artistic period, let alone a particular writer, with whom he is not thoroughly and completely imbued; therefore it follows that he must be an excellent teacher. // But to get back to Haydn and Beethoven. One of Beethoven’s most favoured and respected musical contemporaries was Johann Schenk, the composer of the comic opera, Der Dorfbarbier (The Village Barber), which has enjoyed a great success and has been translated into almost all the European languages. Schenk was a gentle, good-natured man and a competent teacher. One day Schenk met Beethoven as he was coming, with a notebook under his arm, from a lesson with Haydn. Schenk looked at the notebook and noticed a number of mistakes. When he pointed these out, Beethoven
answered that Haydn had just corrected that exercise. Schenk turned back through the book and found many more uncorrected violations of the rules of counterpoint. Beethoven immediately became suspicious that Haydn was not being honest with him. He decided then and there to break with his teacher, though he was persuaded to wait until Haydn’s approaching second journey to England (January 1794) should afford a convenient excuse. From that day on, however, it was Schenk who corrected Beethoven’s exercises and who was in fact his teacher, though Beethoven continued to take his notebooks to Haydn. One can only imagine with what reluctance he went, and it is not surprising that their relationship deteriorated from that moment. // It was Schenk himself who told me of these events. … One day in the spring of 1824 when Beethoven and I were walking across the Graben, we encountered Schenk. Beethoven was overjoyed to see once more the old friend of whom he had heard nothing for several years. He clasped Schenk’s hand and drew him into a nearby tavern, the Jägerhorn. He led him to a back room which had to be lighted even in broad daylight, and, to avoid being disturbed, closed the doors; then he began to pour out his heart. After he had bewailed his misfortunes for a time, he remembered the events of the years 1793-4 and burst out laughing to think how they had fooled Haydn, who never once had guessed what was going on. It was from this conversation that I first learned of the strange relationship between Beethoven and Schenk. Beethoven, then at the very peak of his genius, profusely thanked Schenk, who only had a meagre income from his compositions… for being such a good teacher and devoted friend. Their leave-taking at the end of this memorable hour was moving… According to Ferdinand Ries… Haydn’s advice against the publication of the C minor trio after hearing all three played at the home of Prince Lichnowsky aroused in Beethoven the suspicion that Haydn was envious and jealous of him. We know that during most of 1794 and 1795 Haydn was in England. The fact of his absence from Vienna does not tally with the publication date of these trios nor with the remark attributed to him. If in answer to a question from young Ries about the statement he explained that he believed the public would neither understand nor respond favourably to the trio, the remark that Beethoven misunderstood may be dismissed from our minds. Anyone who knows Haydn’s own trios, however, will be astonished at this reaction. For my own part, I can only think that this was merely one of the many unfortunate misunderstandings that marked the course of Beethoven’s life. (Schindler 3, 48, 52-3, 55, 70)

8 The memorandum book has a few entries which relate to Haydn. … These notes simply confirm what was known from other sources, namely, that Beethoven began to study with Haydn very soon after reaching Vienna and continued to be his pupil until the end of the year 1793. They indicate, also, that the scholar, whatever feelings he may have indulged towards the master in secret, kept on good terms with him, and that their private intercourse was not confined to the hours devoted to lessons in Haydn’s room in the Hamberger house… “It is certain,” says Schindler, “that Beethoven’s knowledge of the science of harmony at the time when he began his study with Haydn did not go beyond thoroughbass.” The correctness of this opinion of Schindler may be safely left to the judgment of the reader. The fact seems to be that Beethoven, conscious of the disadvantages attending the want of thorough systematic instruction, distrustful of himself and desirous of bringing to the test many of his novel and cherished ideas, had determined to accomplish a complete course of contrapuntal study, and thus renew, revise and reduce to order and system the great mass of his previous scientific acquirements. He would, at all events, thoroughly know and understand the regular that he might with confidence judge for
himself how far to indulge in the *irregular*. … [This view] explains, also, how a young man, too confident in the soundness of his views to be willing to alter his productions because they contained passages and effects censured by those about him for being other than those of Mozart and Haydn, was yet willing, with the modesty of true genius, to shut them up in his writing-desk until, through study and observation, he could feel himself standing upon the firm basis of sound knowledge and then retain or exclude, according to the dictates of an enlightened judgment. // Beethoven, however, very soon discovered that also in Haydn, as a teacher, he had “not found that excellence which he supposed he had a right to expect.” Ries remembered a remark made by him on this point: “Haydn had wished that Beethoven might put the word, ‘Pupil of Haydn,’ on the title of his first works. Beethoven was unwilling to do so because, as he said, though he had had some instruction from Haydn he had never learned anything from him.” Still more in point is the oft-repeated story of Johann Schenk’s kindness to Beethoven, related by Seyfried in Gräfer’s and Schilling’s lexica and confirmed by Schindler… The relations between Haydn and his pupil did not long continue truly cordial; yet Beethoven concealed his dissatisfaction and no break occurred. Thoughtless and reckless of consequences, as he often in later years unfortunately exhibited himself when indulging his willfulness, he was at this time responsible to the Elector for his conduct, and Haydn, moreover, was too valuable and influential a friend to be wantonly alienated. So, whatever feelings he cherished in secret, he kept them to himself, went regularly to his lessons and… occasionally treated his master to chocolate or coffee. It was, of course, Haydn who took the young man to Eisenstadt, and, as Neefe tells us, he wished to take him to England. (Thayer, I, 150-2, 154)

9 With Haydn he seems never to have been really cordial. The old man’s neglect of his lessons embittered him, and when after hearing his first three Trios, Haydn, no doubt in sincerity, advised him not to publish the third, which Beethoven knew to be the best, it was difficult to take the advice in any other light than as prompted by jealousy. True he dedicated his three Pianoforte Sonatas (op. 2) to Haydn, and they met in the concert-room, but there are no signs of cordial intercourse between them after Beethoven’s first twelve months in Vienna. In fact they were thoroughly antagonistic. (Grove 1, I, 168)

10 In March 1790, Haydn, on his journey to London, passed through Bonn, and was presented to the orchestra by Maximilian Francis, in person. He returned in the summer of 1792, and as Mozart had died in the meantime, nothing was more natural than that Beethoven should apply to the greatest living musician for instruction. The Elector assisted him; and we may divine how the young musician’s heart must have swelled, now that he had entered the real wrestling-place in his art, from what, as we stated before, he said to his teacher Neefe: “If I ever become a great man,” &c. But what was there that is not expected from such a person? Waldstein expressed the “realization of his long contested wishes,” by writing in Beethoven’s album: “By uninterrupted industry, thou wilt acquire the mind of Mozart from the hands of Haydn.” …his own constant endeavour was to be the creative artist that, as he became more firmly convinced every day, he was born to be. His studies under Haydn, then under Schenk, with whom the readers of the Life of Mozart are familiar from his connection with the opera of the *Magic Flute*, afterwards under the dry-as-dust Albrechtsberger, the teacher of counterpoint, and even under Mozart’s deadly enemy, Salieri – were earnestly and zealously pursued, as is evident from what he has left after him. But even now his mind was too richly developed and his fancy too lofty to learn anything except by independent action. Ten of Beethoven’s
works date from the time he lived in Bonn; but, during his first sojourn in Vienna, compositions flowed in profusion from his pen, and we cannot but suppose that the germs of many of these last were sown during the period of his virtuosoship in Bonn. (NohlB, 23-5)

11 The Elector, awakened to a sense of the exceptional talent of young Beethoven, had ordained that he should repair to Vienna to complete his musical education. He was fortunate enough to engage the attention of Haydn… Beethoven remained two years only with Haydn, as in 1794 the “Father of Symphony” left Vienna for his visit to England. There is reason to fear that Beethoven did not regret the parting. The ambitious student, with a world of musical ideals struggling within him, smarted under a sense of inattention from his master. If Schenk’s testimony is to be trusted this discontent was well grounded. Gelinek had discovered Beethoven and arranged that Schenk should meet him privately at his house, so as to help Beethoven with his counterpoint. The corrected exercises arising out of Schenk’s assistance Beethoven copied and submitted as his own work to Haydn. The whole ruse soon exploded, however, to the annoyance of all concerned. An excuse, if it is to be allowed, may be found for Haydn’s neglect when it is remembered that he was himself a hard pushed man, busy with his plans for visiting England, and that he was receiving but eight groschen – about 9½ d. – for each lesson. // It is extremely difficult to account for Haydn’s behaviour, however, when he first heard Beethoven’s Opus I. – the three Trios for pianoforte, violin and violoncello… These were played at Prince Lichnowsky’s, in the presence of Haydn and most of the amateurs and artists of Vienna. Haydn advised deferring the publication of the C minor Trio as being “music of the future,” not suited for the taste of the musical public of that time. This advice gave offence, and was attributed by Beethoven to envy and jealousy on the part of Haydn. (Crowest, 7-8)

12 By the autumn of 1792 the plan had become settled that Beethoven should go to Haydn in Vienna, with leave of absence on a salary granted him by the elector. … He had begun his lessons under Haydn on arrival in Vienna; they continued for over a year, Haydn showing his pupil more kindness than biographers have been willing to admit. That the lessons were not a success and that relations were strained between the two men supports my statement, since Beethoven seldom accepted obligations with a good grace. We know from a letter of Beethoven’s own that Haydn took him for a long visit to Prince Esterházy’s country seat at Eisenstadt in the early summer of 1793, a most useful trip for a young man making his way. Haydn also wished to take him to England. The latter project fell through, and Haydn departed in January 1794… leaving Beethoven free to betake himself openly to the famous pedagogue, Albrechtsberger, just as, sub rosa, he had already gone to Schenk in search of stricter tuition. … Beethoven was bound to be a difficult pupil, for his work, though far advanced in some directions, was very backward in others, a result of his haphazard training in Bonn. This had to be corrected. The amount of elementary counterpoint he ground through before passing on to fugue would horrify modern students, but Beethoven wanted it, and knew he wanted it. Funny as it seems, like Satan reproving sin, his complaint against Haydn was that the lessons were too slack! // It is no use employing a razor to chop wood! Haydn was a great composer, not a pedagogue. The mistake lay in expecting him to give Beethoven’s unplastic technique the heavy malling it needed before it could become an obedient tool. But in free composition Haydn may well have been one of those best teachers who make pupils do things for themselves. Judged by that criterion he succeeded brilliantly with the ‘Grand Mogul,’ as he called Beethoven. But Beethoven refused point-blank to be named his
pupil. ‘Though I had some instruction from Haydn, I never learned anything from him,’ said he. // He did owe much to Haydn. Any one can see it who compares their compositions. If in matters of form and style Beethoven’s early music was modelled on that of Mozart, Haydn was the starting-point for some of his boldest harmonic strokes, even in his mature work. Too much has been written of the differences and not enough of the debts between the two men. Admit that Beethoven was impatient and suspicious of Haydn’s advice over publication; admit that Haydn was self-complacent and displeased by Beethoven’s arrogance what does the affair amount to when a couple of anecdotes crystallize the worst and best of it? (Scott, 33, 38, 39)

13 The purpose of Beethoven’s journey [to Vienna] was technical study. He was a competent composer in the monodic sonata style; and, as we shall see in the event, he had no special call to transfer his interest to fugal and other contrapuntal styles. But he would know by natural insight and by experience that practice in the elements of counterpoint opened the way to ease, style and propriety in any branch of composition. He was soon at work with Haydn, a musician for whose genius he had a deep and lasting respect. But the teaching did not prosper; Haydn was lackadaisical (Beethoven himself is our witness) and Beethoven was an earnest young man in a hurry. Master and pupil seem to have parted some time before Haydn’s journey to England early in 1794. The two greatest musicians of the time remained on good terms, but at a distance. Haydn’s nickname for Beethoven, “The Great Mogul”, hunts at an amused tolerance of his former pupil’s forceful and unamenable ways. In his dissatisfaction Beethoven went to another master, Albrechtsberger, a distinguished authority on contrapuntal and sacred music who had been court organist for twenty years. … In 1793-94 he also studied under the composer and theorist Johann Schenk. (Grove 5, I, 535)

Myth 2-C: The Removal of the Dedication of Beethoven’s Third Symphony to Napoleon, 1804

1 In 1802 Beethoven composed his Third Symphony (now known as the *Sinfonia eroica*) in Heiligenstadt… When he was composing, Beethoven frequently had a certain subject in mind, even though he often laughed at and inveighed against descriptive music… In this symphony [Beethoven’s Third Symphony] Beethoven had thought about Bonaparte during the period when he was still First Consul. At that time Beethoven held him in the highest regard and compared him to the greatest Roman consuls. I myself, as well as many of his close friends, had seen this symphony, already copied in full score, lying on his table. At the very top of the title page stood the word “Buonaparte” and at the very bottom “Luigi van Beethoven,” but not a word more. Whether and with what the intervening space was to be filled I do not know. I was the first to tell him the news that Bonaparte had declared himself emperor, whereupon he flew into a rage and shouted: “So he too is nothing more than an ordinary man. Now he also will trample all human rights underfoot, and only pander to his own ambition; he will place himself above everyone else and become a tyrant!” Beethoven went to the table, took hold of the title page at the top, ripped it all the way through, and flung it on the floor. The first page was written anew and only then did the symphony receive the title *Sinfonia eroica*. Prince Lobkowitz later bought this composition from Beethoven for his own use… (Ries, 67, 68)
It was not till the autumn of 1802 that his state of mind had so far improved as to permit him to resume a plan which he had formed of doing homage to Napoleon, the hero of the day, in a grand instrumental work, and to set about its execution. But it was not till the following year that he applied himself in good earnest to that gigantic composition, known by the title of "Sinfonia Eroica," which, however, in consequence of various interruptions, was not finished till 1804. … The original idea of that Symphony is said to have been suggested by General Bernadotte, who was then French ambassador at Vienna, and had a high esteem for our Beethoven. So I was informed by several of his friends. … In his political sentiments Beethoven was a republican; the spirit of independence natural to a genuine artist gave him a decided bias that way. Plato’s “Republic” was transfused into his flesh and blood, and upon the principles of that philosopher he reviewed all the constitutions in the world. He wished all institutions to be modelled upon the plan prescribed by Plato. He lived in the firm belief that Napoleon entertained no other design than to republicise France upon similar principles, and thus, as he conceived, a beginning would be made for the general happiness of the world. Hence his respect and enthusiasm for Napoleon. // A fair copy of the musical work for the first consul of the French republic, the conqueror of Marengo, with the dedication to him, was on the point of being despatched through the French embassy to Paris, when news arrived in Vienna that Napoleon Bonaparte had caused himself to be proclaimed Emperor of the French. The first thing Beethoven did on receiving this intelligence was to tear off the title-leaf of this Symphony, and to fling the work itself, with a torrent of execrations against the new French Emperor, against the “new tyrant,” upon the floor, from which he would not allow it to be lifted. It was a long time before Beethoven recovered from the shock, and permitted this work to be given to the world with the title of “Sinfonia Eroica,” and underneath it this motto: “Per festegiare il sovvenire d’un gran uomo.” I shall only add that it was not till the tragic end of the great Emperor at St. Helena, that Beethoven was reconciled with him, and sarcastically remarked, that, seventeen years before, he had composed appropriate music to this catastrophe, in which it was exactly predicted, musically, but unwittingly – alluding to the Dead [sic] March in that Symphony. (Schindler 1, I, 87-8, 89-91)

Le temps où Beethoven conçut le plan de cet ouvrage [la troisième symphonie] remonte à 1804. Il était certainement bon Allemand et attaché de cœur au gouvernement de l’Autriche ; mais comme poëte, comme homme d’imagination, il n’avait pu s’empêcher d’admirer le génie de Napoléon ; il se l’était représenté comme un héros républicain, et la puissance réunie en lui an désintéressement, à l’amour pur de la patrie et de la liberté, en faisaient à ses yeux l’homme modèle des temps modernes. C’est dans ces dispositions qu’on assure qu’il commença à écrire sa symphonie héroïque, il était décidé à lui donner le nom de Bonaparte, quelque danger qu’il y eût à le faire dans un pays où ce nom devait rappeler des temps d’humiliation. Il voulait la dédier au premier consul de la république française : déjà sa dédicace était écrite. On dit encore que le seconde morceau de cet ouvrage était achevé, et qu’il n’était autre que le colossal début du dernier mouvement de la symphonie en ut mineur, quand un de ses amis entrant un jour dans le cabinet de Beethoven, et tenant un journal à la main, lui annonça que le premier consul venait de se faire nommer empereur. Stupéfait, Beethoven garda le silence, puis il s’écria : « Allons, c’est un ambitieux comme tous les autres. » Il prit sa partition, en déchira la première page et la jeta à terre. Sa pensée changea alors de direction : à l’héroïque mouvement, il substitua la marche funèbre qui forme aujourd’hui le second morceau
The ambassador of the French Republic to the Austrian court was at that time General Bernadotte, who later became King of Sweden. His salon was frequented by distinguished persons of all ranks among whom was Beethoven, who had already expressed great admiration for the First Consul of the Republic. The suggestion was made by the General that Beethoven should honour the greatest hero of the age in a musical composition. The idea soon became a reality which the master, having battled with his political scruples, gave to the world under the title of *Sinfonia Eroica*. // Beethoven’s admiration for Napoleon was not based so much on that general’s countless military victories as on his success in bringing, within a few years’ space, political order out of the chaos of a bloody revolution. And the fact that this new order was founded on republican principles, even if they were not dictated by the First Consul himself, could only raise Bonaparte and the new régime in Beethoven’s estimation. For Beethoven already held strong republican sympathies, personally inclined as he was towards unimpeded freedom and independence. His belief in democratic constitutions probably arose, too, from his assiduous study of the writings of Plutarch and Plato, which surely nourished republican political thought, though the republics they described resembled the order that became established in France in nothing but name. … The fair copy of the score, with the dedication to the First Consul of the French Republic inscribed simply ‘Napoleon Bonaparte’ on the title-page, was ready to be given to General Bernadotte, who was to send it to Paris, when the news reached Vienna that Napoleon had allowed himself to be proclaimed Emperor of the French. It was Count Lichnowsky and Ferdinand Ries who brought the news to Beethoven. No sooner had the composer heard it than he seized the score, tore out the title-page and, cursing the ‘new tyrant’, flung it on the floor. // When one considers the distance between the capitals of Austria and France, it is understandable that Napoleon’s ascent to the throne should come as such a surprise, for the Viennese could have had no knowledge of the preceding plebiscite or of the fact that, according to the most recent guarantees, every act of the state had to be put into effect immediately, just as happened forty-eight years later. // It was a long time before the friends of the democracy-loving composer were able to calm his righteous anger, but finally his passions gave way to quieter reflections on what had occurred. In the end he consented to the publication of the work under the title *Sinfonia Eroica* with the sub-title ‘Per festeggiare il souvenire d’un grand Uomo.’ Yet fully two years passed before the actual publication of the symphony. // The admiration that Beethoven had felt for Napoleon was, however, no more; it had changed into hatred, and not until the emperor met his tragic end on St. Helena was the composer able to forgive him. … But he was able to joke sarcastically about this earth-shaking event and his change of heart. He pointed out, for example, that he had already composed the music appropriate to such a catastrophe, namely the Funeral March in the *Eroica*. He went even further in describing the symbolism of this movement, for the theme of the middle section in C major was supposed to represent a new star of hope in Napoleon’s reversed fortunes (his return to the political stage in 1815), and finally the great hero’s powerful decision to withstand fate until, at the moment of surrender, he sinks to the ground and allows himself to be buried like any other mortal. (Schindler 3, 111-2, 115-6)
5 ...the real absorbing occupation of the whole winter [of 1803-4] must have been the completion of the Bonaparte Symphony. At length the work was done, a fair copy was made, the outside page of which contained the words ‘Napoleon Bonaparte...... Louis van Beethoven,’ and it lay on the composer’s table for the proper opportunity of official transmission to Paris. On May 3 the motion for making Napoleon emperor assed the Assembly, and on the 18th, after his election by plébiscite, he assumed the title. The news must have quickly reached Vienna, and was at once communicated to Beethoven by Ries. The story need not be given here in detail. In a fury of disappointment and with a torrent of reproaches he tore off the title page and dashed it on the ground. At some future time it received the new name by which we know it, and under which it was published – ‘Sinfonia eroica per festeggiaire il sovvenire d’un gran uomo’ – but this was probably an afterthought, and the cover of the MS. now in the Bibliothek at Vienna... [was] an intermediate title. (Grove 1, I, 183)

6 Bernadotte, who was sincerely devoted to Napoleon, and who must have felt himself drawn still more closely to Beethoven, because of his enthusiasm for the general, suggested to him the idea of celebrating the exploits of his hero by a symphony. Beethoven so informed his amanuensis, Schindler, in 1823, and his account is corroborated by other facts, that such was the first impulse to the composition of the Eroica. ... The first movement of the Eroica describes the most varied events in the life of such a hero with a fulness of episode almost destructive in its form. In its climax, the real work of the hero is seen; the old order of things is heard crumbling and falling to pieces in its powerful and terrific syncopations and dissonant chords, to make place for a new existence, one more worthy of human beings. But, at the close of the movement, the victorious hero exultingly yokes the new order of things to his chariot. ... Bonaparte’s history also suggested the rhythm of the sublime and solemn step of the funeral march; for, since the days of Cæsar and Alexander, no man had stepped as did he through the spaces of the existing order of things. But Beethoven’s poetic fancy soared even now far beyond the reality that surrounded him. ... It is not Napoleon, therefore, who is here interred. It is not Napoleon for whom mankind weeps in the tones of this funeral march. It is the ever-living, ever-awakening hero of humanity, the genius of our race, that is solemnly borne to the grave to the rhythm of this wonderful march... The two last movements of the work do not convey so powerful an idea of heroic action. Was it that his powers of imagination flagged, or that the change in Napoleon’s career made him disgusted with the hero? We know that when, in the spring of 1804, the copy of the symphony was finished – the title, proudly and characteristically enough bearing only two names, “Buonaparte” at the top and “Luigi van Beethoven” at the bottom – and Beethoven heard of Napoleon’s elevation, he said: “Can it be that he is no more than an ordinary man? Now he, like others, will trample all human rights under foot, serve only his ambition and become a tyrant.” He tore the title page in two, threw the work on the floor, and did not again look at it for a long time. When it appeared in 1806, it was under the name of the Sinfonia Eroica, “composed to celebrate the memory of a great man.” It was dedicated to Prince Lobkowitz... (NohlB, 39, 53-5)

7 It is anything but difficult to realise why Beethoven should have admired the first Napoleon. Both the soldier and musician were made of that sturdy stuff which could, and did defy the world; and it is not strange that Beethoven should have desired in some way – and he knew of no better course than through his art – to honour one so characteristically akin to himself, and who at that time was the most prominent man in Europe. Beethoven began the work in 1802, and in 1804 it was completed, with [the title ‘Sinfonia Grande “Napoleon Bonaparte”’]. // This was copied, and the
original score dispatched to the ambassador for presentation, while Beethoven retained the copy. Ere the composition could be laid before Napoleon, however, the great general had assumed the title of Emperor. No sooner did Beethoven hear of this from his pupil Ries than he started up in a rage, and exclaimed: “After all, then, he’s nothing but an ordinary mortal! Here is a tyrant the more! He will trample the rights of men under his feet!” Saying which he rushed to his table, seized the copy of the score, and tore the title-page completely off. From this time Beethoven abhorred Napoleon, and never again spoke of him in connection with the symphony until he heard of his death in St Helena, when he observed, “I have already composed music for this calamity,” evidently referring to the Funeral March in the symphony. (Crowest, 99-100)

8 …Beethoven spent the summer [of 1803] at Baden and Unter-Döbling, hard at work on the *Eroica* Symphony. The first suggestion of a symphony on Napoleon had come from Bernadotte in 1798, while Napoleon was still First Consul. Beethoven admired him then, likening him to the great Roman consuls. Now he fused this ideal with his own belief in the musician as hero and benefactor of mankind. … Beethoven was already in an overstrung condition when [in 1804] the news was brought in by his pupil, Ries, that Napoleon had proclaimed himself emperor. A copy of the full score of the *Eroica* was on the table. Beethoven flashed up in anger, crying out: ‘Is he then, too, nothing more than an ordinary human being? Now he too will trample on all the rights of man and indulge only his own ambition. He will exalt himself above all others, become a tyrant!’ (Which is exactly what did happen.) ‘Beethoven,’ continues Ries, ‘went to the table, took hold of the title-page by the top’ – it contained the names ‘Buonaparte’ at the head and ‘Luigi van Beethoven’ at the foot – ‘tore it in two and threw it on the floor,’ thus sundering himself from Bonaparte for ever. (Scott, 52-4)

9 In May 1804 the “Eroica” Symphony leaps into the story with the famous incident of the title-page. Beethoven himself is witness that the work was associated in his mind with the First Consul, whose military victories were spreading the banner of freedom over oppressed Europe. One day when Ries and another were in Beethoven’s rooms, and a copy of the Symphony lay on the table, the news came that Napoleon had declared himself emperor. Angrily Beethoven tore off the title-page bearing its dedication to the great liberator: “Now he too [the words are reported by Ries] will trample on all the rights of man and indulge only his ambition”. (Grove 5, I, 542)

**Myth 2-D: Beethoven and the First Performance of his Ninth Symphony, 1824**

1 The Concert took place on the 7th of May, 1824. The house was filled to overflow. The gross receipts were 2220 [sic] florins; of which, subtracting 1000 for the theatre and 800 for the copying, there remained for Beethoven 420 florins. Every box was crammed, with the single exception of the Emperor’s, which remained empty, although Beethoven had gone in person, in my company, to make the invitations to all the members of the Imperial family then in Vienna, and some of the illustrious personages had promised to attend. When the time came, however, the Emperor and Empress were on a journey, and the Archduke Rudolph was in Olmütz; so that our great master was obliged to shift without the countenance of the Imperial court. … The master… was not even sensible of the tumultuous applause of the auditory at the close of the Symphony, but was standing with his back to the proscenium, until Mademoiselle Ungher, by turning round and making signs, roused
his attention, that he might at least see what was going on in the front of the house. This acted, however, like an electric shock on the thousands present, who were struck with a sudden consciousness of his misfortune; and, as the flood-gates of pleasure, compassion, and sympathy were opened, there followed a volcanic explosion of applause, which seemed as if it would never end. // This success, such as had never been witnessed in those venerable halls of art, induced the speculative manager of the theatre to propose a repetition of the new works [of the concert’s original programme], (with the exception of four numbers of the Mass,) securing, before-hand, to Beethoven 500 florins Vienna currency… The manager offered to take on himself all expenses, but claimed all the surplus receipts. Discouraged by the small profit of the first concert, (420 florins, paper currency,) Beethoven, for a long time, would not agree to this, but was at length necessitated to comply. In the latter part of the month of May, accordingly, the repetition took place in the imperial assembly-rooms… The pecuniary result of these manifold exertions was, that the manager had the pleasure of paying 800 florins towards the expenses, as the house was not half full, and that Beethoven, deeply vexed at this unexpected result, declined at first to accept the 500 florins guaranteed to him, and was with much difficulty at last prevailed upon to take the money. The most complete ill humour took possession of him, so that he was no longer accessible to any one, and it was increased by the gossiping tittle-tattle of certain persons, who put it into his head that he had been cheated at the first concert, and thus excited his suspicions, especially against me. At a dinner, which he gave a few days afterwards to the two directors of his concert, Messrs. Umlauf and Schuppanzigh, and to me, in the Prater, he could no longer restrain his anger, but declared that he had been informed that I, in conjunction with the manager, M. Duport, had defrauded him. It was in vain that our two companions endeavoured to convince him that, as every piece of money had passed through the hands of the two cashiers of the theatre, and their accounts of the receipts exactly corresponded, a fraud on either side was out of the question: he refused to retract his charge, and I consequently withdrew immediately, in company with M. Umlauf, and did not see Beethoven again till the month of November, when he called upon me at the theatre in the Josephstadt, where I was acting as music-director, and begged that what had passed might be forgotten. // This occurrence may serve to show what it was to be Beethoven’s friend, and to keep on good terms with him only a single year. How much friendship, how many sacrifices, what an entire self-denial, did it not require to submit to be daily exposed to the most malicious calumnies, and even to the most dishonourable accusations! (Schindler 1, II, 17-8, 25-6, 27-8)

2 The performance [of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony] was to take place on 7 May. … All the seats in the house were filled. Only one box remained empty: the Emperor’s although the master and I had gone in person to present an invitation to all the members of the imperial family, and some had promised to come. The Emperor and Empress were not in residence, and Archduke Rudolph was still at Olmütz. // The gross receipts were 2,200 florins WW. The expenses were as follows: 1,000 florins to the theatre management and 800 florins for copying the parts, so that there remained for Beethoven a sum of 420 florins, some of which had still to be paid out for minor expenses. No one but the poor mathematician Beethoven could be surprised at this result, considering the conditions that had been imposed in advance. When he learned the outcome of the concert, he was utterly dejected. … As for the musical success of this memorable evening, it could be favourably compared to any event ever presented in that venerable theatre. Alas! the man to whom all this honour
was addressed could hear none of it, for when at the end of the performance the audience broke into enthusiastic applause, he remained standing with his back to them. Then it was that Caroline Unger had the presence of mind to turn the master towards the proscenium and show him the cheering crowd throwing their hats into the air and waving their handkerchiefs. He acknowledged his gratitude with a bow. This set off an almost unprecedented volley of jubilant applause that went on and on as the joyful listeners sought to express their thanks for the pleasure they had just been granted. … This brilliant success and the public’s loud clamour prompted the money-loving manager to propose a repetition of the musical celebration. The master was guaranteed 500 florins CM (1,200 florins WW)… Beethoven was reluctant to have a repetition because of the first evening’s miserable intake, but at last circumstances forced him to accept the proposed programme with only a few modifications. // The concert took place at noon on 23 May in the Great Redoutensaal. … And what was the financial success of the 23 May concert compared to that of the 7th, which we already know? The hall was not even half full, for the bright sun had lured the music-lovers out of doors. The theatre registered a deficit of 800 florins WW, and even the applause was weak in relation to the number of people in the audience. Deeply pained at this unexpected rebuff, Beethoven at first refused the 500 florins he had been guaranteed, and consented to accept them only after the most urgent entreaties. …. Beethoven felt under obligations to Umlauf, Schuppanzigh, and me for the trouble we had taken. To express his thanks, he proposed a dinner at the tavern ‘Zum wilden Mann’ in the Prater a few days after the second concert. He appeared with stormy countenance, accompanied by his nephew. He was the reverse of cordial; everything he said was biting and critical. We all expected some sort of outburst. As soon as we had sat down he launched into a discourse on the financial outcome of the first concert, accusing the manager, Duport, and me point-blank of conspiring to cheat him. Umlauf and Schuppanzigh attempted to prove to him the impossibility of any fraud, reminding him that every coin had passed through the hands of both theatre cashiers, that the reports agreed exactly, and that his nephew had, at the insistence of the apothecary-brother and contrary to all custom, stayed with the cashiers as a sort of inspector. Beethoven, however, stuck to his accusations, adding that he had been informed of the fraud by reliable sources. I waited to hear no more. As quickly as possible Umlauf and I departed, and Schuppanzigh, after having received a few volleys on his ample person, soon followed. We repaired to the tavern ‘Zum goldenen Lamm’ in Leopoldstadt to resume in peace our interrupted meal. The furious master was left to vent his spleen on the waiters and the ceiling beams and to eat the elaborate meal alone in the company of his nephew. (Schindler 3, 279, 280, 281-2, 290-1)

3 … the concert took place in the Kärnthnerthor theatre on May 7 [1824]. The programme consisted of the Overture in C – ‘Weihe des Hauses’ – the Kyrie, Credo, Agnus and Dona, of the Mass in D, in the form of three hymns, and the 9th Symphony. The house was crowded, and the music, especially the Symphony, excited the greatest enthusiasm. It was on this occasion that the affecting incident occurred of the deaf composer being turned round by Mlle. Ungher that he might see the applause he and his music were evoking. But financially the concert was a failure. The use of the theatre, including band and chorus, cost 1000 florins, and the copying 800 more, but the prices remained as usual, so that the net result to Beethoven was but 420 florins, or under £40. Well might he say that ‘after six weeks of such discussion he was boiled, stewed, and roasted. ’ He was profoundly distressed at the result, would eat nothing, and passed the night in his clothes. The concert,
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however, was repeated on the 23rd at noon, the theatre guaranteeing Beethoven 500 florins. On the second occasion all the Mass was suppressed but the Kyrie; the trio ‘Tremate’ and some Italian solos were introduced; the Overture and Symphony remained. The result of this was a loss to the management, and furnishes a curious trait of Beethoven’s character. He could not without difficulty be induced to accept the guaranteed sum, but he invited Schindler, Schuppanzigh, and Umlauf to dinner, and then accused them in the most furious manner of having combined to cheat him over the whole transaction! This broke up the party; the three faithful friends went off elsewhere, and Beethoven was left to devour the dinner with his nephew. (Grove 1, I, 197)

4 The performance was to occur on the 7th of May. … The boxes were all soon taken, and many seats were sold at a premium. … The house was crowded to overfullness. Only the Court box was nearly empty, on account of the Emperor’s absence. … In one of the accounts of it that have come down to us, we read: [“]…At one place – where the kettle-drums so boldly take up the rhythmic motive alone – the second movement of the Symphony was totally interrupted by the applause; the tears stood in the eyes of the performers; Beethoven, however, contrived to wield the bâton until Umlauf called his attention to the action of the audience by a motion of his hand. He looked at them and bowed in a very composed way.” At the close the applause was greater still. Yet, strange to say, the man who was the cause of it all again turned his back to the enthusiastic audience. At this juncture, the happy thought occurred to Unger to wheel Beethoven about towards the audience, and to ask him to notice their applause with their waving of hats and handkerchiefs. He testified his gratitude simply by bowing, and this was the signal for the breaking forth of a jubilation such as had scarcely ever before been heard in a theatre, and which it seemed would never end. … And now, what of the pecuniary success of the performance? It was measured by about one hundred and twenty marks. The expenses attending it had been too great. Besides, regular subscribers, entitled to their seats in boxes, did not pay a farthing for this concert. The Court did not send in a penny, which, however, they were wont not to fail to do on the occasion of the commonest benefits. When Beethoven reached his home, Schindler handed him the account of the receipts [and Beethoven broke down]. (NohlB, 138, 139-40)

5 …the Mass [in D major], or the major part of it, was produced with the “Ninth” Symphony at the Kärnthnerst Theatre. This was on May 7th 1824, for which event we have to thank his friends Lichnowsky, Schindler, and Schuppanzigh. The scores aroused unbounded enthusiasm, albeit the concert was a failure; and when it was repeated on the 23rd, with little better result, Beethoven so roundly abused his friends, whom he had invited to dine with him, that they rose up hurried out of the room, and left Beethoven and his nephew to eat the dinner. … The [Ninth] Symphony was first performed, after but two rehearsals… when a tremendous ovation was accorded to Beethoven – the Viennese seemingly having awakened to the manner of man he was. So great was the applause that the police were called in to quell an enthusiasm that was feared would end in a disturbance. It was a wretched performance… (Crowest, 29, 200)

6 The theatre was crowded in every part except the imperial box; that was empty. … The performance [of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony] was far from perfect. There was lack of a homogeneous power, a paucity of nuance, a poor distribution of lights and shades. Nevertheless, strange as the music must have sounded to the audience, the impression which it made was profound and the applause which it elicited enthusiastic to a degree. At one point in the Scherzo, presumably at the startling
entry of the tympani at the *ritmo di tre battute*, the listeners could scarcely restrain themselves, and it seemed as if a repetition then and there would be insisted upon. To this Beethoven, no doubt engrossed by the music which he was following in his mind, was oblivious. Either after the Scherzo or at the end of the Symphony, while Beethoven was still gazing at his score, Fräulein Unger, whose happiness can be imagined, plucked him by the sleeve and directed his attention to the clapping hands and waving hats and handkerchiefs. Then he turned to the audience and bowed. …

The financial results of the concert fell far short of Beethoven’s expectations. The gross receipts were 2200 florins in the depreciated Vienna money, of which only 420 florins remained after paying the cost of administration and copying; and against this pitiful sum some petty expenses were still chargeable. Beethoven was not only disappointed; he was chagrined and thrown into a fuming ill-humor. He invited Schindler, Umlauf and Schuppanzigh to dine with him at the restaurant “Zum wilden Mann” in the Prater. The composer came with his nephew; “his brow was clouded, his words were cold, peevish, captious,” says Schindler. He had ordered an “opulent” meal, but no sooner had the party sat down to the table than the “explosion which was imminent” came. In the plainest terms he burst out with the charge that the management and Schindler had cheated him. Umlauf and Schuppanzigh tried to convince him that that was impossible, as every penny had passed through the hands of the two theatre cashiers, whose accounts tallied, and that though it was contrary to custom, his nephew acted on behalf of his brother as comptroller. Beethoven persisted in his accusation, saying that he had his information from an entirely credible source. Thereupon Schindler and Umlauf abruptly left the room. Schuppanzigh remained behind just long enough to get a few stripes on his broad back and then joined his companions in misery. (Thayer, III, 165-6, 167)

7 Beethoven was now going forward with the great ninth Symphony, his setting of Schiller’s *Ode to Joy*. By February 1824 it was complete. On 7th May it was performed for the first time at a grand concert organized by Beethoven at the request of thirty of his friends. On the evening every one attended – except the imperial family. Even poor Zmeskall, now bedridden, was carried there in a sedan chair. For once the Viennese recognized an historic occasion. They went wild with excitement, and it was in that tumult that Fräulein Unger, the singer, suddenly saw that Beethoven heard nothing, and gently turned him round to the audience. // All his friends had co-operated to make the concert a success, yet the money results were poor. The composer was bitterly disappointed and did not hesitate to say he had been cheated. Few scenes in his life are more repellent than that in which, having invited Umlauf, Schuppanzigh and Schindler to dine with him at a restaurant, he abused them and the laws of hospitality by levelling the most insulting charges at them. Yet later his penitence was so genuine that – as usually happened – he won them back. (Scott, 81-2)

8 It can hardly be doubted that the first performance of [Beethoven’s] ninth Symphony was, by any modern standard, slovenly and crude to the last degree; and it is indeed a puzzle to know what musical Vienna could have made of this elaborate and advanced music at the first onset. The written record tells us, not of a bewildered concert audience, but of an adoring throng that broke into wild applause, until suddenly it was realized that not a sound of it was reaching him [Beethoven]. The story is that either at the end of the Symphony or – as is more likely – at the end of the scherzo, Beethoven remained wrapt in his thoughts facing the players, and only when somebody turned him round did he know what was happening. Two days later Beethoven invited Umlauf, Schuppanzigh and Schindler to dine with him at a
restaurant. The financial result of the concert had been disappointing, and Beethoven was convinced that he had been swindled. In spite of proofs of good accountancy he accused the management and his associates of cheating him. Umlauf and Schindler left the room; and presently Schuppanzigh followed them, leaving the growling bear to finish his meal in the company of Karl. Thus the great event has given the world two anecdotes, the one exalted, the other incredibly mean. (Grove 5, I, 554)

Myth 2-E: Schubert’s First Reported Visit to Beethoven, 1822 (see also 7-A)

1 It went badly with Franz Schubert when in 1822 he brought to the master the variations for four hands that he had dedicated to him. The shy young artist, lost for words, found himself in a very uncomfortable situation, despite Diabelli’s bringing him, introducing him, and expressing for him his sentiments for the master. The courage that had stayed with him right to the master’s house abandoned him at the sight of the monarch of the arts. And when Beethoven expressed his wish that Schubert himself wrote down the answers to his questions, Schubert’s hand was paralysed as if held in a vice. Beethoven went through the manuscript that had been brought to him and came upon an error in harmony. He pointed it out to the young man in a kindly manner, adding that it was no deadly sin. But Schubert, perhaps as a consequence of this encouraging remark, lost his composure entirely. Once out in the street again, he was able to pull himself together and scolded himself roundly. But he never regained the courage to present himself to the master again. (Schindler 3, 375)

2 It seems, too, that it was no more than a strange reserve which led up to another incident that has been much discussed – namely the fact of Beethoven and Schubert being in Vienna for years without becoming acquainted with each other. The composer of the *Erl King* was a born Viennese – Beethoven was not… Both were accustomed to dine at the same restaurant, but never spoke – probably because the younger musician and worshipper was afraid to approach the other. In 1822, however, they came into contact in a characteristic fashion. Schubert had composed his “Variations on a French Air,” op. 10, and desired to dedicate them to him alone whom he “admired and worshipped.” An interview was arranged and Schubert accompanied by the publisher Diabelli (for he was too nervous to go alone) called on Beethoven. He was at home, and received young Schubert with the abundant cordiality which he was able to extend when it pleased him to do so. As Beethoven was too deaf to hear, the accustomed carpenter’s pencil and sheet of paper were thrust into Schubert’s hands that he might write what he had to say. This so unnerved the young man that he could not write a word; but the “Variations” were produced, with their dedication. Of course Beethoven examined them, and ere long came across a passage which made him frown. Schubert instantly caught the expression of the face, and fearful of what he expected was coming, suddenly lost all control, rushed from the room and was in the street in a trice. But Beethoven kept the “Variations” and often played them. To Schubert’s credit let it be said that to his dying hour he preserved a complete affection for Beethoven. The king of song always implored to be buried by his side, and as he lay on his death-bed talked only of Beethoven in his wanderings. (Crowest, 84-5)

3 Quite… inaccurate is a statement of Schindler’s touching a meeting between Schubert and Beethoven in this year. Schindler’s story is to the effect that Schubert, accompanied by Diabelli, went to Beethoven and handed him the variations for pianoforte, four hands, which he had dedicated to him; but that Schubert was so...
overwhelmed at the majestic appearance of Beethoven that his courage oozed away and he was scarcely able to write the answers to the questions which were put to him. At length, when Beethoven pointed out a trifling error in harmony, remarking that it was “not a mortal sin,” Schubert lost control of himself completely, regained his composure only after he had left the house, and never again had courage enough to appear in Beethoven’s presence. As opposed to this, Heinrich von Kreisle, Schubert’s biographer, adduces the testimony of Joseph Hüttenbrenner, a close friend of Schubert’s, who had it from the song composer himself that he had gone to Beethoven’s house with the variations, but the great man was not at home and the variations were left with the servant. He had neither seen Beethoven nor spoken with him, but learned with delight afterwards that Beethoven had been pleased with the variations and often played them with his nephew Karl. Now, had Schindler been an eyewitness of the scene which he describes, he would have mentioned the fact; but he was not yet living with Beethoven. (Thayer, III, 79)

The circumstances of Schubert’s visit in that year [1822] are told in obscure and contradictory accounts. Schubert came with the set of “four-handed pianoforte variations dedicated to Beethoven”; whether he was received or not received is still a question. It seems certain, however, that Beethoven afterwards came to know some of Schubert’s songs and said “Truly in Schubert stirs a divine spark!” It is reported, equally obscurely, that Schubert came to see Beethoven during the last illness. (Grove 5, I, 553)

Myth 2-F: Schubert’s Reported Visit(s) to the Dying Beethoven, 1827 (see also 7-B)

1 Several people appear to have come in and out during the last few days to look once more at the departing composer. Amongst these Schubert is said to have remained a long time, and to have been recognised by Beethoven, though he failed to understand the signs made by the dying man. He left the room at length deeply moved. (Grove 1, I, 200)

2 Friends, including Schubert, called and visited the bedside [of the dying Beethoven], but it was too late – the end was at hand. (Crowest, 42)

3 Concerning the last few days of his life the Conversation Books provide absolutely no information. There is no record of the visit of Schubert to the bedside of the dying man… (Thayer, III, 298)

4 Stephan von Breuning, his wife and his son Gerhard…, Schindler, Holz, Dr. Malfatti (now stiffly reconciled to his old friend), were among [the] visitors [to the dying Beethoven], and once Franz Schubert came, moved almost beyond speech by the sight of the dying master. (Scott, 84, 85)

Myth 2-G: Beethoven’s Studying of Schubert’s songs on his Death-Bed, 1827

1 …As the illness, from which Beethoven finally died after four months of suffering, made his usual mental activities impossible from the outset, it was necessary to think of a distraction for him which was suited to his intellect and his inclination. In this way it came about that I put in front of him a collection of Schubert’s songs and vocal works, about 60 in all, many of which were then still in manuscript. This was done not merely with a view to providing him with a pleasant way of passing the time, but also to give him to opportunity of getting to know the real Schubert, so that
he might form a more favourable opinion of him, having been made suspicious by those excessive enthusiasts, who probably also misled other contemporaries in the same way. The great master, who previously had not known five songs by Schubert, was amazed at the number of them and simply could not believe that at that time (February 1827) Schubert had already written over 500. But if he was amazed at their number, he was utterly astonished when he got to know their content. For several days on end he simply could not tear himself away from them and he spent hours every day over “Iphigenias Monolog”, “Grenzen der Menschheit”, “Die Allmacht”, “Die junge Nonne”, “Viola”, the “Müller-Lieder” and others as well. With delighted enthusiasm he called out repeatedly “Truly, in Schubert there dwells a divine spark!” – “If I had this poem, I would have set it to music too!”, and so it went on with most of the poems, whose subject matter and contents as well as Schubert’s original treatment of them he could not praise highly enough. In the same way he could not understand how Schubert had the leisure to “set to work on such long poems, some of which contain ten others”, as he put it. … What indeed would the great master have said had he seen, for example, the Ossian songs, “Die Bürgschaft”, “Elysium”, “Der Tauscher” and other great works, which have just recently been published. – In short, the respect which Beethoven acquired for Schubert’s talent was so great that he now also wanted to see his operas and pianoforte works; but his illness had already developed to such an extent that he could no longer satisfy this wish. Nevertheless he still often spoke of Schubert and prophesied “that he will still make a great stir in the world” and, at the same time, expressed regret at not having got to know him earlier. – Should anyone doubt the truth of this fact, I am prepared to place before him the written conversation with Beethoven concerning it, which I still preserve, just as I do a number of others by various enthusiasts, who would blush for shame were I to face them with them now. (SchindlerS, 307-8)

2 How greatly did Beethoven admire the genius of Franz Schubert! But it was not until he was on his death-bed that he had a complete perception of that talent, which the representations of certain persons had previously caused him to underrate. When I made him acquainted with Schubert’s Ossians Gesänge, die Bürgschaft, die junge Nonne, Grenzen der Menschheit, and some other productions of the same composer, he exclaimed, with deep emotion:– “Truly Schubert is animated by a spark of heavenly fire!” (Schindler 1, II, 172)

3 The doctors prohibited any writing but suggested some light reading. …since he knew only a few of the compositions of Franz Schubert, whose talent the adoring public had already made suspect, I took the opportunity of laying before him some of the greater songs calculated to give the master much pleasure, such as Die junge Nonne, Die Bürgschaft, Der Tauscher [sic], Elysium, and the Ossianische Gesänge. He expressed his opinion of the songs in these words: ‘Truly there is a divine spark in this Schubert’. At that time only a few of Schubert’s works had been published. (Schindler 3, 321)

4 He now [late 1826] made acquaintance with some of Schubert’s songs for the first time, and was delighted with them – ‘Truly Schubert has the divine fire,’ were his words. (Grove 1, I, 199)

5 The new year (1827) found the master still confined to his bed. He had improved sufficiently to transact business, write letters, study Schubert’s songs for the first time… (Crowest, 41)
6 ...the account given by Schindler is probably correct in the main. ... It is likely that the remark, “Truly, the divine spark dwells in Schubert,” as Schindler quoted it in his biography, came more than once from Beethoven’s lips. Luib heard Hüttenbrenner say that one day Beethoven said of Schubert, “He has the divine spark!” Schindler’s article in the “Theaterzeitung” was a defense of the opinion which he had expressed that Schubert was a greater song-composer than Beethoven, and for this reason it may be assumed that it was a little high-pitched in expression. Beethoven knew a little about Schubert, but not much... (Thayer, III, 298, 300)

7 Beethoven was brought in December 1826 to the sick-bed from which he never rose. After being tapped for dropsy three times, he recovered sufficient vitality to need mental occupation. Amongst other works about sixty Schubert songs, some still in manuscript, were brought in by factotum Schindler. This musical offering contained the Mill Songs, The Young Nun, Iphigenia, Viola and Bounds of Mankind. Beethoven was surprised and deeply moved: he gave the songs repeated study. According to Schindler, ‘not once but many times, Beethoven said: “Truly this Schubert has the divine fire” and “Had I come across this poem I should have set it.”’ The older composer was amazed that ‘Schubert was able to set a song of such length that it seemed to contain ten other songs.’ The present writer has not seen a satisfactory explanation of this last remark reported by Schindler. Maybe Beethoven, whose art was the construction of huge edifices from an economy of short, pregnant materials, wondered at Schubert’s lavishness, at the ‘profuse strains of unpremeditated art,’ the unending spate of melodic invention. It is not legend that Beethoven uttered words either actually as reported by Schindler or else to similar effect, for he asked to be shown some operatic and keyboard compositions by Schubert, and declared that ‘he would make a great stir in the world.’ For this information and for a corroborating account of Schubert’s visits to the dying man we have the testimony of Anselm Hüttenbrenner, who is regarded as pretty reliable. Before this year Beethoven had met only some four or five of Schubert’s songs, and he was astonished to learn that at least five hundred existed. (Hutchings, 74)

Composer 3: Brahms

Myth 3-A: Schumann’s Early Recognition of Brahms, 1853 (see also 8-B)

1 Liszt, Joachim, et d’autres artistes renommés exprimèrent l’étonnement qu’il leur avait inspiré en termes admiratifs, et Robert Schumann, dans un excès d’enthousiasme qui sans doute était le précurseur du dérangement de sa raison, écrivit dans le 18ème numéro du 39e volume de la nouvelle gazette musicale de Leipsick (Neue-Zeitschrift für Musik), un article extravagant dans lequel il affirmait que Brahms est le Mozart du dix-neuvième siècle. De pareilles appréciations, à l’aurore de la vie d’un artiste, sont toujours sans valeur ; il faut que la carrière été remplie pour que la critique ait la mesure du talent et du génie. (Fétis 2, II, 53)

2 [Brahms] was introduced to Schumann at Düsseldorf in 1853, and so impressed that great composer with his extraordinary powers that he wrote an article about him in the ‘Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,’ in which, with the earnestness of a prophet, he pointed him out as the hero of the immediate musical future. In consequence of this Brahms at once became an object both of general attention and sceptical opposition. ...[Brahms] appears as the climax of modern musical thought, standing, as it were, upon the shoulders of Schumann, whose artistic eye... recognised the younger
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[3] Brahms went to Düsseldorf in October, 1853, with an introduction from Joachim to Robert Schumann. ... Schumann's enthusiasm at the first chords Brahms struck on the piano, an enthusiasm which increased with every fresh hearing, has been repeatedly described; he believed most confidently that he saw in this young man the ideal whose advent he had so long awaited. In an article in the “Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,” entitled “New Paths,” he announced this new appariition to the musical world. His words have been frequently quoted... The moment seems now to have come when we may judge the truth of these prophetic words, which at the time of their utterance no one but an artist of Schumann’s own standing was in a position to do. It is easy to understand how they helped to determine the young artist’s resolution and future development, so that he ever remained a devoted friend to the great master, and after his death kept an equally warm affection for his widow and family. (Deiters, 6, 9-10)

[4] Schumann, der, wie aus seinen Briefen an Karl Debrois van Brunck hervorgeht, mit dem Gedanken spielte, sein Domizil nach Wien zu verlegen, war noch im Amte, als Johannes Brahms Ende September 1853 bei ihm vorsprach. ... Größeren Glauben verdient die von Schubring geschilderte Szene am Klavier: Schumann ließ, hingerissen von der Genialität des Brahms’schen Vortrags, den Ankömmling nicht zu Ende spielen, sondern unterbrach ihn mit den Worten: „Das muß Klara hören,” lief hinaus, holte seine Frau herbei und sagte: „Hier, liebe Klara, sollst du Musik hören, wie du sie noch nicht gehört hast: jetzt fangen Sie das Stück noch einmal an, junger Mann!“ ... Der Eifer, mit welchem Schumann bestrebt war, dem schüchternen, ungeschickten Jungen den Eintritt in die Welt zu erleichtern, hat etwas von der Liebe eines Vaters, der für seinen Sohn all das erhofft, was er selbst nicht erreichen konnte. ... Am 13. Oktober meldet er Joachim, er habe angefangen, seine Gedanken über den [„]jungen Adler[“] zu sammeln und aufzusetzen; er wünscht ihm bei seinem ersten Flug über die Welt zur Seite zu stehen und zeigt unter demselben Datum Dr. Härtel an, daß binnen kurzem ein mit seinem Namen unterzeichneter Aufsatz über den jungen Johannes Brahms in der „Neuen [sic] Zeitschrift für Musik“ erscheinen werde. ... Der vielberufene Aufsatz schmückte am 28. Oktober die erste Seite der Zeitschrift (Nr. 18 des neununddreißigsten Bandes), ist „Neue Bahnen“ betitelt und mit R. S. unterzeichnet. ... Schumann las denn... prophetischen Blicks die Flammenschrift des Genius, der zur rechten Zeit erschien war, um die in der Auflösung begriffene deutsche Musik vor dem gänzlichen Verfall zu bewahren. Es wurde ihm sofort klar, daß er von Brahms keinen Zuwachs zu seiner „Schule“ erwarten durfte. ... Schumann sah nicht den brauchbaren Propagandisten, den berufenen Apostel in ihm, sondern geradezu den erwarteten Messias. ... Der großmütige warmherzige und neidlose Schumann wußte, was er zu tun hatte, und so ergriff er, zum letztenmale, die beiseite gelegte Feder des Schriftstellers, um den Genossen seiner Kunst und dem Publikum den Gesalbten des Herrn anzukündigen. ... Dieser Artikel wirkte wie ein Blitz aus heiterem Himmel. (Kalbeck, 120, 121, 122, 130, 131, 133)

[5] ...Brahms paid Joachim a visit of some weeks’ duration at Göttingen, at the end of which Joachim gave him two letters of introduction. One was to Liszt, and it had the strange result that on the strength of the scherzo, op. 4, Liszt adopted Brahms as an adherent of the most advanced school of modern music. The second introduction was to Schumann, in Düsseldorf, and was an event of the utmost importance in the life of Brahms and in the history of music. Schumann was so strongly impressed with the...
works that were then completed (apparently those now known as op[p]. 1-6, together with a violin sonata, a trio, and a string quartet), that he not only wrote in the most enthusiastic terms of Dr. Härtel, recommending the new compositions to his notice with a view to publication, but inserted in the Neue Zeitschr. für Musik a memorable article entitled ‘Neue Bahnen.’ It is impossible to overestimate this emphatic recognition of the younger by the older composer, or to gauge its importance in Brahms’s career. As a natural result of the article there was a paper war over Brahms apropos of a performance of his sonata in C and the scherzo, which he played at Leipzig, Dec. 17, 1853. The publication of the music already referred to, which was soon followed by the appearance of op. 8, the B major trio, and opp. 9 and 10, piano pieces, was a more satisfactory consequence of the incident. From this time until the master’s death every new composition of his was the subject of immediate discussion, of course not always friendly… (Grove 2, I, 383)

Late in September he went with his precious letter [of introduction] to Düsseldorf, Joachim having previously called Schumann’s attention to Brahms’ works. … Brahms found at once that welcome and appreciation which were so characteristic of the Schumanns. Despite the difference in their ages, they soon fell into the habit of calling each other by their Christian names. The Schumanns were in the habit of giving weekly “parlour musicales,” where each person present was expected to play or sing for the entertainment and edification of the assemblage. It was at one of these gatherings that Brahms was introduced to the Düsseldorf musical circle. Naturally, much listening had made them somewhat sceptical as to the young débutant, but Brahms, by his masterly rendition of Schumann’s “Carnival,” melted their icy reserve and called forth enthusiastic applause from the company, while Schumann kissed him on the cheek. … Schumann’s enthusiasm had found expression in the now famous article, “Neue Bahnen” (New Paths), which appeared [on] October 28 [1853], in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik (No. 18 of that year)… The sensation which Schumann’s article created was profound, and Brahms at once became the object of general attention and much sceptical opposition. Schumann was not always so fortunate in his prophecies as in this case; hence his very enthusiasm was the cause of distrust in some quarters. … the opposition thus aroused at first proved a real obstacle in his way, but the “Neue Bahnen” eventually contributed much to his success. // Schumann had built great hopes on Brahms: there is no doubt that he had felt that Brahms would consummate his (Schumann’s) work. (Erb, 13, 14, 15-6, 20)

Several accounts, agreeing in essential points, have been given by Dr. Schübring and others of Brahms’ first acquaintance with Schumann. After some preliminary conversation, the master desired his visitor to play something of his own. Scarcely was the first movement of the C major Sonata concluded, when he rose and left the room, and, returning with his wife, desired to hear it again. And as Johannes had played it three months previously to the amazement and delight of Joseph Joachim, so he now played it to the amazement and delight of Robert and Clara Schumann; and when he had finished one movement these two great artists bade him play another, and at the end of that, another, and still desired more, so that when, at length, the performance was at an end their hearts had gone out to him in affection, whilst in his the first link had already been forged of that chain of love by which he soon became bound to the one and the other till the end of both their lives. … The passionate admiration quickly conceived by Brahms for the character and genius of Schumann, which was intensified by the recollection of his past misconception of the great composer’s art, was returned in appropriate measure. Schumann became every day fonder of his young friend, and inclination united with conviction to strengthen
the strong first impression he had received as to the extra-ordinary nature of his gifts. … On October 28 [1853] Schumann’s article appeared in the *Neue Zeitschrift für Musik*. … Its contents were so unexpected, and their influence on Brahms’ career was so far-reaching… Such was the proclamation by which Schumann, carried away by the impulsive generosity of his nature, designed to facilitate the entrance into the jealous musical world of the composer of twenty, whose gifts had not been tested by the publication of a single composition, whose name was hardly known to rumour. … In sober truth, Brahms’ worst enemy could scarcely have weighted him with a heavier mantle of immediate difficulty. It made his name an easy subject of ridicule to those who would in any case have been inclined to regard a new-comer with incredulity; it drew upon him the sceptical attention of others who might have been prepared to receive him with indifference or indulgence; it was calculated to awaken extravagant expectations in the minds of some whom it disposed to be his friends. (May, I, 118-9, 122, 126, 127-8)

8 Brahms had sent Schumann a number of his early compositions in 1850, when Schumann was at Hamburg; but the older master was then too busy to open the parcel. When he did make up his mind to go over from Mehlem, where he had been staying almost ever since his departure from Weimar, he was welcomed at once by the Schumanns, whose expectations had been aroused by Joachim. When Brahms sat down to the piano to play one of his compositions to Schumann, the latter interrupted him with the words, “Clara must hear this,” and he told his wife, when she came into the room, “Here, dear Clara, you will hear such music as you never heard before; now, begin again, young man!” They kept Brahms to dinner, and received him into their intimacy. To Joachim Schumann wrote the memorable words, “This is he that should come” – words which, with the equally famous article, *Neue Bahnen*, claimed for Brahms a place in the royal succession of the great German composers. The article was all the more powerful since Schumann broke in it his four years’ silence as a critic. It was not an altogether unqualified benefit to Brahms, seeing that it naturally aroused much antagonism both among the many musicians who did not yet know Brahms’s compositions, and also among the few who, knowing them, did not like them. (MaitlandB, 7-8)

9 Joachim was anxious that [Brahms] should seek out Schumann, who had been fired by Joachim’s account and was eager to meet him. But Brahms hesitated. Shyness and modesty held him back, he could not forget the fate of the unfortunate package he had sent Schumann in 1850… When he left Mehlem, late in September, he went straight to Düsseldorf and knocked at the door of Robert Schumann. // Schumann had long been expecting him, welcoming him with enthusiasm and after the first greetings were over led him to the piano. Brahms started to play his C major Sonata, but he had not got far when Schumann stopped him in great excitement, exclaiming: ‘Clara must hear this!’ A moment later he led his wife into the room. ‘Now, my dear Clara,’ he said, ‘you will hear such music as you never heard before; and you, young man, play the piece from the beginning.’ …the audience consisted of the leading composer in Germany and the famous pianist who was his wife. Piano pieces, songs, chamber music followed one another. Johannes was asked to stay, and his visit was prolonged from day to day and from week to week. … The Schumanns were simple middle-class folk, sincere, earnest, friendly. In their house Johannes found such a home as before he had scarcely imagined, and in its benign atmosphere his reserve melted and he talked freely of himself, his plans and his dreams. As for the Schumanns, their diaries during this period are filled almost entirely with references to ‘the young eagle,’ as Schumann called him. How high were the hopes that the
elder composer entertained about the younger may be seen in a phrase he used in a
letter to Joachim written soon after Brahms’s arrival: ‘This is he that should come.’
… Schumann was insistent that [Brahms] should publish his music, and had written
to Breitkopf & Härtel at Leipzig, preparing the way; and Johannes now set about
giving his compositions the final touches. He was thus engaged when he first saw
Schumann’s famous article ‘Neue Bahnen’ (‘New Paths’). Schumann had said
nothing about it to Johannes, who now read with amazement one of the most
astonishing eulogies a young man of twenty has ever received. … ‘Neue Bahnen’
made one thing quite certain: Brahms could not be ignored. The youth whose virtues
had been acclaimed in such a language by such a champion had got to be taken
seriously by every musician in the German-speaking countries. This, no doubt, was
what the generous Schumann intended. But he may not have realized to what a
severe test he was committing his protégé. No ordinary excellence would be
expected from the subject of such a panegyric. It could be justified only by merit of
an altogether exceptional kind. Furthermore Johannes would have to reckon with the
jealousy of every young composer who resented to prominence thus suddenly
achieved by an upset and regarded Schumann’s intervention as an unfair advantage
for his rival. Nor were the Liszt faction likely to pass over Schumann’s pointed
omission of all reference to them. Their hostility was certain. (Latham, 12-4, 15)

…[Brahms] presented himself at the Schumanns’ house in Düsseldorf. // Schumann,
who had already heard about him from Joachim, received him with great kindness,
and he rapidly became and intimate friend of the family. Both the Schumanns were
enthusiastic about his composition, and Robert wrote a highly laudatory article on
him for the ‘Neue Zeitschrift für Musik’. Brahms left Düsseldorf towards the end of
the year and, largely owing to Schumann’s recommendation, his three pianoforte
Sonatas, the scherzo in E₃ minor and two sets of songs were published at Leipzig.
(Grove 5, I, 870-1)

Composer 4: Handel

Myth 4-A: The Young Handel’s Practising Secretly on the Clavichord

1 From his very childhood HANDEL had discovered such a strong propensity to
Music, that his father, who always intended him for the study of the Civil Law, had
reason to be alarmed. Perceiving that this inclination still increased, he took every
method to oppose it. He strictly forbad him to meddle with any musical instrument;
nothing of that kind was suffered to remain in the house, nor was he ever permitted
to go to any other, where such kind of furniture was in use. All this caution and art,
instead of restraining, did but augment his passion. He had found means to get a little
clavichord privately convey’d to a room at the top of the house. To this room he
constantly stole when the family was asleep. He had made some progress before
Music had been prohibited, and by his assiduous practice at the hours of rest, had
made such farther advances, as, tho’ not attended to at that time, were no slight
prognostics of his future greatness. (Mainwaring, 4-6)

2 From the time that Handel began to speak he was able to sing, or at least to articulate
musical sounds; and as he grew up, his father, who almost from the time of his birth
had determined him for the profession of the law, was very much concerned to find
in the child such a strong propensity to music, as was at one time or other likely to
thwart his endeavours for his welfare. To prevent the effects of this growing
inclination, he banished from his house all musical instruments, and by every method in his power endeavoured to check it. As yet Handel, an infant under seven years of age, having never been sent, as most of the German children are, to the public schools, where they learn music as they do grammar, had no idea of the notes or the method of playing on any instrument: he had, perhaps, seen a harpsichord or clavichord, and, with the innocent curiosity of a child, may be supposed to have pressed down a key, which producing a sound, affected him with pleasure; be this as it may, by the exercise of that cunning, which is discoverable very early in children, Handel found means to get a little clavichord conveyed into a room at the top of his father’s house, to which he constantly resorted as soon as the family retired to rest; and, astonishing to say! Without any rules to direct his finger, or any instructor than his own ear, he found means to produce from the instrument both melody and harmony. (Hawkins, II, 856)

3 …in his early childhood, [Handel] discovered such a passion for Music as could not be subdued by the commands of his father, who intended him for the profession of the law. // He had made a considerable progress in this art, by stealth, before he was allowed a master; but at seven years old, his father finding it impossible to fix his attention to anything but Music, for which he seemed to have been endowed by nature with very uncommon propensities and faculties, he placed him under Zachau, organist of the cathedral church of Halle… (BurneyA, 2)

4 All vocations, be they ever so strong, do not invariably lead to something great: frequently they become abortive; often, after casting a supernatural light for a time, they are suddenly extinguished, or at best never surpass mediocrity. Nevertheless, all great artists come into the world with a vocation which manifests itself, in their earliest years, in a remarkable, imperious, and irresistible manner. George Frederic Handel was such a one. His father, who was a surgeon, and was sixty-three years old when this child first saw the light, determined to make a lawyer of him; but Nature had resolved to make him a composer, and the struggle between Nature and the father commenced at the very cradle of the future author of The Messiah. Scarcely had he begun to speak, when he articulated musical sounds. The doctor, who was the son of Valentin Handel, a master coppersmith, was terribly alarmed when he discovered instincts of so low an order in his eyes. He understood nothing of Art, nor of the noble part which artists sustain in the world; he saw in them nothing but a sort of mountebank, who amuse the world in its idle moments. “Music,” said he, “was an elegant art and a fine amusement; yet, if considered as an occupation, it had little dignity, as having for its subject nothing better than mere pleasure and entertainment.” Uneasy, and almost ashamed at the inclinations of his son, the father of Handel opposed them by all possible means. He would not send him to any of the public schools, because there not only grammar but the gamut would be taught him; he would not permit him to be taken to any place, of whatever description, where he could hear music; he forbade him the slightest exercise of that nature, and banished every kind of musical instrument far from the house. But he might as well have told the river that it was not to flow. Nature surmounted every obstacle to her decree. The precautions taken to stifle the instincts of the child served only to fortify by concentrating them. He found means to procure a clavichord, or dumb spinet, and to conceal it in a garret, whither he went to play when all the household was asleep. This fact, incredible as it may appear, is positively affirmed by Mainwaring, and both Hawkins and Burney also attach credit to it. Although the clavichord was a sort of square box, which was placed upon a table, we must at least suppose that either the nurse or the mother of the child were his accomplices, and that he had acquired
certain ideas upon the subject before music was forbidden him. However that may have been, Nature is said to have been his first teacher. Without any guidance, finding out everything for himself, and merely by permitting his little fingers to wander over the key-board, he produced harmonic combinations; and at seven years of age he discovered that he knew how to play upon the spinet. If all this be not true, we must recognize in it one of those extraordinary fables in which the poetic imagination of the Middle Ages loved to conceal extraordinary truths. (Schœlcher, 3-4)


6 Dès son enfance Haendel eut un goût si passionné pour la musique, que son père, qui le destinait à la jurisprudence, bannit de chez lui tout instrument de musique, et ne négligea rien pour éteindre ce penchant. Cependant, poussé par un instinct
irrésistible, le jeune Händel, aidé d’un domestique, réussit à placer une petite épipette dans une chambre haute, et, quoiqu’il ne connût pas une note de musique, il parvint à jouer de cet instrument par ses études persévérantes pendant la nuit, tandis que sa famille se livrait au repos. (Fétis 2, IV, 177)

His father, a surgeon, who was sixty-three years of age when this son was born, knew nothing of Art, and regarded it as a degrading pursuit, or, at best, as an idle amusement. Determined to raise his son in the social scale, he thought to do so by making him a lawyer, and to this end he strove in every way to stifle the alarming symptoms of musical genius which appeared almost in infancy, while he refused even to send the child to school, lest there, among other things, he should also learn his notes. In spite of this, some friendly hand contrived to convey into the house a dumb spinet (a little instrument in which the strings, to deaden their sound, were bound with strips of cloth); – it was concealed in a garret, where, without being discovered, the boy taught himself to play. (Grove 1, I, 647-8)

Georg Friedrich was a born Musician; and scarcely waited for his emancipation from the nursery to begin the practice of his Art. His earliest delight was a mimic Orchestra of toy Drums and Trumpets, Horns, and Flutes, and Jews’-harp. For a time, the kind old surgeon bore patiently with this childish fancy; but, finding that it was rapidly developing itself into a passion, he grew more anxious with regard to its probable effect upon the future of the young enthusiast, whom he had determined to educate for the legal profession, and sternly forbade the practice of any kind of Music whatever. He ‘would have no more such jingling,’ he said: ‘henceforth, all houses in which Music was practised must be avoided.’ This was a sore trouble to the child. In all other matters he was docile and obedient; but, without his beloved Music he could not live, and against this cruel prohibition he rebelled. By means of some friendly help, the nature of which has not transpired, he managed to obtain possession of an Old Clavichord. This he smuggled into an unoccupied garret, constructed in the roof of the house; and here, beneath the storks’ nests, he practised, at night, while the rest of the family slept. And he was able to hear good Music, too, sometimes. On certain evenings in the week, it was (and still is) the custom to sing or play a Choral on the tower of the Liebfrauenkirche. To this performance the little virtuoso listened with rapture; no doubt endeavouring to reproduce the sweet strains of Nun ruhen alle Wälder, Wo Gott der Herr nicht bei uns hält, Vater unser im Himmelreich, and other pious hymns, on his darling Clavichord; and, as subsequent events sufficiently proved, making extraordinary progress both in executive power and artistic expression, though unable to obtain any instruction whatever, save that afforded by his own true natural instinct. It was a happy time; and the stolen practisings did good service as a preparation for greater things. (Rockstro, 8-9)

Music began to attract the child’s attention from his earliest years. In the nursery his only toys were trumpets, drums, flutes, and anything that produced musical sounds. For a time this caused amusement, but it soon began to be serious. … The father, wishing to raise his son in the social scale, did all in his power to quench this terrible trait in his character. Since music was taught in the grammar schools, the boy was not allowed to attend them: he was prevented going to any place where music was performed: all instruments were banished from the house, and the boy was forbidden ever to touch them, or to enter any house where “such kind of furniture” was in use. The case appeared so desperate that some suggested cutting off his fingers. // But, though prevented from learning instruments, the boy was bound at any rate to hear music. Chorales were played every evening on the tower of the Liebfrauen Church; the chorale and cantata would be heard by him when attending divine worship; and
the father could not stop the music which at Halle, as in every other German town, was weekly performed in the streets by the choirs and town musicians. … Hence the boy could not entirely be deprived of the satisfaction of the strongest desire of his nature. Moreover he had from childhood a naturally obstinate character; and, just as in after-life he surmounted obstacles which would have crushed most men, so in early childhood the opposition he encountered seems to have had the effect of making him more determined than ever. A story is usually accepted as true, that by some means he managed to convey to a garret a small clavichord before he was seven years of age, and there he taught himself to play while the household was asleep, or too occupied to notice what he was doing. The story is not impossible. The clavichord was of various sizes, and the smaller kinds were extremely portable. Pretorius gives a picture of an “octave clavichord” which must have been very small indeed, and Mersennus speaks of one two and a half feet in length by only one-third of a foot in breadth. These small instruments were used by nuns when practising in their cells, their very weak tone not penetrating the walls; and it does not seem impossible that a determined boy of six years old should be able to smuggle such a clavichord into the house, and to use it without being found out. (WilliamsH, 7-9)

According to Mainwaring, therefore, the future composer “from his very childhood discovered such a strong propensity to Music, that his father, who always intended him for the study of Civil Law, had reason to be alarmed.” His alarm took the practical shape of consigning to the flames all the musical toys, drums, trumpets, and so forth, with which the boy had filled his nursery. George Frederick himself was packed off to school, although he cannot very well have been more than five or six years old. However, in spite of parental sternness, he was not altogether severed from his beloved music. He contrived, with the aid of an amiable relative, possibly his mother or the aunt Anna who we learn from the baptismal register was his godmother, to smuggle a clavichord – doubtless one of the miniature sort which could be carried under the arm – into a garret at the top of the house. Thither in the stillness of the night the tiny boy would creep and practise to his heart’s content, while the rest of the household was wrapt in slumber. No better instrument for these nocturnal concerts could have been devised than the clavichord, with its sweet muffled tone, which is barely audible a few yards from the instrument itself. From early association the clavichord should have been dear to Handel, – as dear as it undoubtedly was to Bach, – yet he seems to have written nothing for it, at any rate nothing has survived. (Streatfeild, 3-4)

It was not entirely his fault that the barber-surgeon [Handel’s father] strove to exterminate, as he might some rank weed, the first interest in music which showed in his son. The Handel pride was considered a God-given gift above music; it had found its birth in a great record of honourable men, and it was not going to slip into the mire of common huckstering of sounds and noises if the old barber-surgeon could help it. Aunt Anna, when she cast aside neutrality and threw all the weight of her sympathies to the child in whom the first knowledge of melody was dawning, who took him to the Liebfrauenkirche that he might listen to a wonderful organ on Sundays, and brought him back again, was risking a great deal in what she did. Had her lack of neutrality been revealed, it is certain that she would not have been tolerated for very long in the Handel household. In aiding this child to understand the meaning of music to the soul, in cultivating that new-born creed in him, she was hiding a secret sin. It is certain that the barber-surgeon did not know, and equally certain that his wife, Dorothea, did not know that the saintly Anna was leading a double life. If she did smuggle in the clavichord for the child, which the biographers
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will insist upon, then she was a woman of still greater daring than history has ever credited her with possessing. The barber-surgeon was weary of hearing the various choirs sing daily sacred airs in chorus manner and in parts under the conductorship of a Praefectus at stated hours in front of the citizens’ houses. They were a sort of public nuisance in the Schlamm, the melancholy nuisance familiar in our Christmas waits. Daily repetition may well have urged a certain decision in his mind when thinking about his son: “If that boy ever shows the first inclination towards music or noises disguised as such, I will kill it.” And all the while that delightful old maid in his house, Aunt Anna, was deceiving him, tolerating little George Frideric, if she did not actually encourage him, in this awful vice. Tremendously proud of his rebellion in her secret soul no doubt. Trammelled about as they were by the fussation and importance of the barber-surgeon in the Schlamm House, it is so easy to see how it all happened. Probably if there had been no Aunt Anna there might have been no Westminster Abbey for George Frideric, though it is hard to believe that a soul so strewn with melody would have failed to find its destined and appointed place. (FlowerH, 22-3)

Handel showed his inclination for music at a very early age, with such insistence indeed that his father forbade him to touch any musical instrument. There is a well-known story of his contriving to smuggle a clavichord into a garret without his father’s knowledge in order to practise on it while the rest of the family were asleep, but for this tale Mainwaring is our only authority. It is very probable that old Handel was irritated by the sound of his son’s early efforts and regarded music as a waste of time; his wife may perhaps have encouraged the child’s obvious abilities, taking care that he made music only in some part of the house where he would not disturb his father. (Dent, 12)

Myth 4-B: Handel’s Discovery by the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels

While he was yet under seven years of age, he went with his father to the Duke of Saxe-Weisenfels. His strong desire to pay a visit to his half-brother, a good deal older than himself, (for we have before observed that he was the issue of a second marriage) and at that time valet de chambre to the Prince, was the occasion of his going. His father intended to have left him behind, and had actually set out without him. He thought one of his age a very improper companion when he was going to the court of a Prince, and to attend the duties of his profession. The boy finding all his solicitations ineffectual, had recourse to the only method which was left for the accomplishment of his wish. Having watched the time of his father’s setting out, and concealed his intention from the rest of the family, he followed the chaise on foot. It was probably retarded by the roughness of the roads, or some other accident, for he overtook it before it had advanced to any considerable distance from the town. His father, greatly surprised at his courage, and somewhat displeased with his obstinacy, could hardly resolve what course to take. When he was asked, how he could think of the journey, after such a plain refusal had been given him; instead of answering the question, he renewed his intreaties in the most pressing manner, and pleaded in language too moving to be resisted. …at the Duke of Saxe-Weisenfels… it was not easy to keep him from getting at harpsichords, and his father was too much engaged to watch him so closely there as he had done at home. He often mentioned to his friends, this uncontroulable [sic] humour of his son, which he told them he had taken great pains to subdue, but hitherto with little or no success. … It was observed with reason, that where Nature seemed to declare herself in so strong a manner, resistance
was often not only fruitless, but pernicious. Some said, that, from all the accounts, the case appeared so desperate, that nothing but the cutting off his fingers could prevent his playing; and others affirmed, that it was a pity any thing should prevent it. Such were the sentiments and declarations of the Doctor’s friends in regard to his son. It is not likely they would have had any great effect, but for the following incident, which gave their advice all the weight and authority it seems to have deserved. // It happened one morning, that while he was playing on the organ after the service was over, the Duke was in the church. Something there was in the manner of playing, which drew his attention so strongly, that his Highness, as soon as he returned, asked his valet de chambre who it was that he had heard at the organ, when the service was over. The valet replied, that it was his brother. The Duke demanded to see him. // After he had seen him, and made all the inquiries which it was natural for a man of taste and discernment to make on such an occasion, he told his physician, that every father must judge for himself in what manner to dispose of his children; but that, for his own part, he could not but consider it as a sort of crime against the public and posterity, to rob the world of such a rising Genius! // The old Doctor still retained his prepossessions in favour of the Civil Law. Though he was convinced it was almost become an act of necessity to yield to his son’s inclinations (as it seemed an act of duty to yield to the Prince’s advice and authority) yet it was not without the utmost reluctance that he brought himself to this resolution. He was sensible of the Prince’s goodness in taking such notice of his son, and giving his opinion concerning the best method of education. But he begged leave humbly to represent to his Highness, that though Music was an elegant art, and a fine amusement, yet if considered as an occupation, it had little dignity, as having for its object nothing better than mere pleasure and entertainment: that whatever degree of eminence his son might arrive at in such a profession, he thought that a much less degree in many others would be far preferable. // The Prince could not agree with him in his notions of Music as a profession, which he said were much too low and disparaging, as great excellence in any kind entitled men to great honour. And as to profit, he observed how much more likely he would be to succeed, if suffered to pursue the path that Nature and Providence seemed to have marked out for him; than if he was forced into another track to which he had no such bias; nay, to which he had a direct aversion. He concluded with saying, that he was far from recommending the study of Music in exclusion of the Languages, or of the Civil Law, provided it was possible to reconcile them together: what he wished was, that all of the might have fair play, that no violence might be used, but the boy be left at liberty to follow the natural bent of his faculties, whatever that might be. // All this while he had kept his eyes steadfastly fixed on his powerful advocate; and his ears were as watchful and attentive to the impressions which the Prince’s discourse made upon his father. // The issue of their debate was this: not only a toleration was obtained for Music, but consent for a master to be employed, who should forward and assist him in his advances on his return to Hall. At his departure from Weisenfels, the Prince fill’d his pockets with money, and told him, with a smile, that if he minded his studies, no encouragements should be wanting. (Mainwaring, 2-4, 7, 8-13)

2 The father of Handel had a son by his former wife, who was valet de chambre to the duke of Saxe-Weissenfells, and by the time that Handel had nearly attained the age of seven years, he had determined on a journey to see him: his intention was to have gone alone, but Handel having a strong desire to see his half-brother, pressed to be taken with him; his father refused, and accordingly set out by himself; the boy, however, contrived to watch when the chaise set off, and followed it with such
resolution and spirit, as to overtake it; and begging with tears to be taken up, the
tenderness of a father prevailed, and Handel was made a companion in the journey.
Being arrived at the court of the duke, Handel being suffered to go about the
apartments, could not resist the temptation to sit down to a harpsichord wherever he
met with one. One morning he found means, when the service was just over, to steal
to the organ in the duke’s chapel, and began to touch it before the people were
departed; the duke himself was not gone, and hearing the organ touching in an
unusual manner, upon his return to his apartments enquired of his valet what stranger
was at it, and was answered his brother; the duke immediately commanded him to be
sent for, as also his father: it is needless to repeat the conversation between them, for
it terminated in a resolution in the father to yield to the impulse of nature, and give
up his son to the profession of music; and accordingly on his return to Halle he
placed him under the care of Frederich William Zachau, a sound musician, and
organist of the cathedral church of that city. (Hawkins, II, 856)

3 It was in the following manner that the poor father discovered his defect:– He had,
by a former marriage, a son, who was valet-de-chambre to the reigning Duke of
Saxe-Weisenfelds. He wished to go and visit him; and George, who was then seven
years old, and who was not acquainted with this brother, begged of his father to take
him with him. When this was refused, he did not insist, but watched for the moment
when the coach set off, and followed it on foot. The father saw him, stopped the
coach and scolded him; when the child, as if he did not hear the scolding,
recommenced his supplications to be allowed to take part in the journey, and at last
(thanks to that persistance which predicted the man of energy which he eventually
proved to be) his request was granted. When they had arrive at the palace of the
Duke, the boy stole off to the organ in the chapel as soon as the service was
concluded, and was unable to resist the temptation of touching it. The Duke, not
recognizing the style of his organist, made inquires; and when the trembling little
artist was brought before him he encouraged him, and soon won his secret from him.
The Duke then addressed himself to the father, and represented to him that it was a
sort of crime against humanity to stifle so much genius in its birth. The old doctor
was greatly astonished, and had not much to answer; the opinion of a sovereign
prince must have had, moreover, a great influence over the mind of a man who
judged of musicians as we have already seen. He permitted himself to be convinced,
and promised, not without some regret, to respect a vocation which manifested itself
by such unmistakable signs. Handel was present, his eyes fastened upon his powerful
protector without losing a word of the argument; never did he forget it, and for ever
afterwards he regarded the Duke of Saxe-Weisenfelds as his benefactor, for having
given such good advice to his father. On his return home, his wishes were gratified…
(Schœlcher, 4-5)

4 Eine Reise nach Weißenfels sollte weiteres offenbaren. Der Vater hatte dort beim
Herzoge zu thun. Sein Sohn wollte mitgenommen sein, um den Neffen Georg
Christian, nicht den Halbbruder wie allgemein erzählt wird, zu besuchen; aber der
Vater schlug es ab. Der Reisewagen setzte sich in Bewegung, der Knabe sah leider,
daß für ihn kein Platz bereitete wurde: da machte er in der Noth und in der Eile einen
neue Plan. Er wußte sich so zu halten, daß ihn Niemand beachtete, und dann lief er
zu Fuße hinterdrein bis er endlich den Wagen wieder einholte. Den Vater setzte der
Streich in Erstaunen, die Strafpredigt begann. Aber der kühne Trotz lag nur in der
That, das Mitkommen durchzusetzen, er war plötzlich gebrochen, also sich der Vater
vernehmen ließ. Die Vorwürfe erwiderte der Knabe mit Bitten und Flehen, weinte
heftig, wollte es auch nie wieder thun, aber sollte ihn doch nur mitnehmen, und
Il n’avait pas atteint sa huitième année lorsqu’il accompagna son père à la cour du duc de Saxe-Weissenfels, où il avait un frère consanguin, valet de chambre du prince. La liberté qu’on lui avait laissée de se promener dans le palais lui faisait trouver des clavecins dans diverses pièces des appartements; rarement il résistait à la tentation d’en jouer lorsqu’il était sans témoins; mais un matin, le service de la chapelle étant commencé, il alla se placer à l’orgue, et le fit résonner. Bien des fautes se faisaient remarquer dans ce qu’il y jouait, mais au milieu de ces irrégularités on distinguait une certaine originalité et un goût d’harmonie peu commun. Le duc envoya son valet de chambre pour s’informer de ce qui se passait, et celui-ci vint l’en instruire, en ajoutant que le jeune improvisateur était son frère. Saisi d’étonnement, le duc fit venir près de lui Haendel et son père, et insista pour qu’on renonçât à faire de cet enfant un docteur en droit, et pour qu’on développât ses heureuses dispositions par une bonne éducation musicale. (Fétis 2, IV, 177)

When he was seven years old, his father set out on a journey to visit a son by a former marriage, who was valet-de-chambre to the Duke of Saxe Weissenfels. George begged to be allowed to go too; his request was denied, but, with the persistence of purpose which characterised him through life, he determined to follow the carriage on foot, and actually did so for a considerable distance, a proceeding which resulted in his getting his way. At Weissenfels he was not long in making friends among the musicians of the Duke’s chapel, who gave him opportunities of trying his hand on the organ. One day, after the service, he was lifted on to the organ stool, and played in such a manner as to surprise every one, and to attract the attention of the Duke, who, on making enquiries, found out the state of the case, and sent for both father and son. He spoke kindly to the latter; to the former he represented that such genius as that of his son should be encouraged. The reluctant surgeon yielded to these arguments, and from that time the little Handel was emancipated. (Grove 1, I, 648)

Of all this [Handel’s secret practising on the clavichord] the unsuspecting father remained profoundly ignorant, until his attention was drawn to the subject by an event as singular as it was unexpected. It happened, about this time, that he was summoned to the Court of Sächse-Weissenfels, where his grandson, Georg Christian Händel, held the appointment of valet-de-chambre in the household of the reigning Duke, a prince of high intellectual culture, and a liberal patron of Art. The child, who had, no doubt, heard the music at Weissenfels deservedly praised, was most anxious to participate in the delights of so tempting a journey; and, finding that he could by no amount of persuasion obtain permission to accompany his father, conceived the bold idea of running after his carriage, which he followed successfully until it reached a convenient halting-place. Though extremely angry at this act of disobedience, Meister Görge had not the heart to offer any farther resistance to the entreaties of his little one, whom he permitted, when the first outburst of his wrath was over, to occupy the much-coveted vacant seat in his coach. The tired little feet found rest at last; but the kind-hearted surgeon’s change of purpose proved fatal to the success of his long-meditated scheme. Georg Friedrich was not born to be a lawyer. // On arriving at the Castle, the child made immediate friends with some members of the Duke’s Kapelle, who admitted him to their rehearsals, and took him, on Sunday, into the Organ-loft, where, after the conclusion of the Service, the Organist lifted him upon the stool, and permitted him to play upon the finest instrument he had as yet had the happiness of touching. The Duke listened attentively to the performance; and, struck with its style, enquired the name of the player. ‘It is the little Händel, from Halle, my grandfather’s youngest son,’ said
Georg Christian, to whom the question was addressed. Thereupon, the Duke summoned both father and son into his presence, filled the pockets of the latter with money, and discoursed so eloquently to the former upon the duty of encouraging the natural bias of his son’s extraordinary genius, that the good Chirurgus yielded at last to the power of princely persuasion, and, without actually giving up his original intention of educating his child for the law, promised that he would, at least, offer no farther opposition to the free exercise of his natural gifts. // It would have been unfair to expect more than this; nor did the Duke desire more. And, in granting this much, the father ran but little risk with regard to the general education of his son, who worked as industriously at his books as he did at his Music, and made such rapid progress in every branch of learning, that we are fully justified in believing him to have possessed one of those master minds which never fail to distinguish themselves, whatever position in life their owners may be fated to occupy. Had he been, by nature, a Musician only, he would never have filled the place he now holds in the history of Art. (Rockstro, 9-11)

But whether the story [of the clavichord] is true or not, there is no doubt that by the age of seven Handel was able to astonish men by his extraordinary musical powers. // A half-brother of George Frederic was at this time valet de chambre to the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels, whose court was known for its good music, and old Georg proposed to go and visit him. The child begged hard to be taken, but was refused permission. The journey of some forty English miles from Halle was made by post-chaise, and young Handel, determined to go, ran after the carriage till it was well away from Halle. His father discovered him, and severely scolded him. The boy answered with tears and passionate entreaty to be taken into the chaise; and, as it was too far to send him back alone, he was taken in, while his father found some means of informing the mother of the escapade, in order to relieve her anxiety. Arrived at Weissenfels, the boy managed to get into the chapel, and was allowed to play the voluntary at the conclusion of the service. The Duke heard him, made enquiries who he was, and had the boy and his father brought before him. Then he turned to the old surgeon, talked seriously to him about the importance of the art of music: then went on to say that though every parent had naturally a right to choose the profession he thought his son would do well in, yet in his opinion it would be no less than a sin against the commonweal to deprive the world of so much genius, by preventing the boy from following a profession for which nature had so evidently marked him out. // He was far from urging that the musical studies of anyone should be followed to the detriment of other things, but that it was possible to combine them with other studies; his wish was only that, in the choice of a profession, no violence should be done to the natural bent of the character. He then filled the boy’s pocket with money, and promised him a reward if he minded his studies. The Duke urged that music should at least be tolerated, and that the boy should be given a competent teacher. // The poor father did not know what to answer: he said nothing for and nothing against the proposal. He had desired that nature should follow her course; but his chief wish always lay in the direction of the law. (WilliamsH, 9-10)

At Weissenfels, some forty miles from Halle, occupying a subordinate position in the household of Duke Johann Adolf, dwelt George Christian, a grandson of old George Handel of Halle, sprung from his first family, and a full ten years older than his little half-uncle George Frederick. Thither, in spite of his seventy odd years, George Handel proposed to go to visit his grandson, and to pay his respects to the Duke. Boylike, his little seven-year-old son wanted to go too, and, in the words of Mainwaring, “finding all his solicitations ineffectual, he had recourse to the only
method which was left for the accomplishment of his wish,” that is to say, he ran after the chaise as well as he was able, contrived to get picked up when he was too far from Halle to be sent back alone, made his peace with his father, and drove to Weissenfels in triumph. At Weissenfels the stars in their courses fought his battles for him. His astounding precocity won the hearts of all the musicians in the Duke’s orchestra, and the Duke, who happened to hear the boy playing the organ in the chapel one day after service, talked seriously to his father about devoting him to the musical profession. Old Handel stood out as firmly as he could in favour of a legal career, but the Duke was too much for him. Doubtless the precedent of Schütz was quoted, who had died at Weissenfels some twenty years before. Schütz had begun life by studying law, but ere long had yielded to the seductions of music, with such results as even the obstinate old surgeon could scarce cavil at. In the end he gave way, and promised that his boy should be allowed to study music when he got home again. He kept his word… (Streatfeild, 5)

As surgeon at the Weissenfels Court the father of the child Handel travelled there at regular intervals by coach. And it was one of these journeys which decided the question of music for this child for all time. That Weissenfels journey was a divine accident or a premeditated act of equal inspiration. George Frideric Handel was at this time between seven and nine years old, but how it came about that he went with his father to Weissenfels there is nothing to show. Historians declare that he ran after the coach in which his father was travelling and overtook it! One can scarcely imagine a boy, even of nine years of age, being able to overtake a coach, slothful as the coach must have been on the bad roads. Others declare that the coach broke down, and the boy, following on foot, came upon the benighted barber-surgeon unawares, and cried so piteously to be taken that his father had perforce to bundle him into the vehicle. This story, like the other, is probably more fragrant with romance than veracity, for no child would follow a coach blindly in the hope that it would break down. The probability is that the barber-surgeon left the house at the Schlamm with the child on the coach beside him. … He may have promised the boy the treat of a journey to Weissenfels; or it is even possible that out of his own vanity – which was superb – he decided to take this child of his late years to the Court for show purposes, since his cleverness in his craft had made him a persona grata there. It is difficult to believe that he would have taken his child to Court without some definite permission, for ceremony reigned supreme, and a presumption of this kind might have produced a crisis which the barber-surgeon could ill afford to risk. In any case the child was taken and lodged with the barber-surgeon’s nephew, Georg Christian Handel, who was engaged as valet-de-chambre at the palace. // At Weissenfels the child immediately took possession of the affections of many, for he was intelligent beyond his years. Georg Christian, interested no doubt in his small relative, took him into the chapel. After that the child would go to the chapel for rehearsals, until the organist began to recognise the quaint little wondering figure. One day the organist seated the child at the instrument, and was astounded to find that he had some instinctive knowledge of music. // It was a Sunday service which was the means of drawing the Duke’s attention to the child Handel. On this occasion the boy was allowed to attempt a voluntary at the end of the service. To a child something under nine, a modern organ would have been unmanageable, but the instrument in question was small, and the small fingers found melody and played. // In the chapel the Duke listened. The notion of this child seated at what was in comparison a mighty instrument, amused him. He had more than average discernment where music was concerned, and he sent for the boy and his father.
When the barber-surgeon took George Frideric to Weissenfels he had no suspicion of what was going to happen. The Duke in his remarks was brief and to the point. This child, he declared, had abnormal gifts; he had never known a child play in such a cultured manner before. He must be trained. // In vain the barber-surgeon expostulated as energetically as he dared. He intended the child for the law, and no minor talents must defeat what the doctor believed to be the boy’s destiny. But to ignore gifts like these in a child was to fly in the face of God, the Duke declared. He produced some money and filled George Frideric’s small pocket with it. Whatever passions rose in the surgeon’s breast, he lost by this incident the battle for his son’s future. There was nothing left for him to say. The Duke insisted that the child be taught music, and to decline or break the command would have meant risking his post at the Court. And he was a prudent man, ready, when someone greater than himself so demanded, to sacrifice even his own inclinations. He took George Frideric back to Halle and put him into the hands of Zachow, the organist at the Liebfrauenkirche, for his musical education. (FlowerH, 28-30)

11 During this [childhood] period he must often have accompanied his father to Weissenfels on visits occasioned by the latter’s position there as court surgeon. … While at Weissenfels the boy had the opportunity of trying the chapel organ. The Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels, noticing his ability, made representations to the father in favour of George Frederic being given a musical education. The elder Handel so far altered his original plan as to arrange that his son should take lessons with Zachau, the organist of the Liebfrauenkirche at Halle, these lessons to run concurrently with his general education at the Grammar School. (Grove 3, II, 505)

12 [Handel] was between seven and nine when his father took him to Weissenfels, where he was required to attend on the Duke. It is quite probable that the child may have been taken there several times, especially as a relative of his was in regular service in the Duke’s establishment. One day he was allowed to play on the organ in the palace chapel; the Duke happened to hear him, made enquiries as to who the player was, and at once urged on the father the duty of having him properly trained for the musical career. // Old Handel remained obstinate; he was determined that his son should have a liberal education and become a lawyer. By his own efforts he had raised himself to a position of some distinction and affluence; it was only natural that he should wish his son to enter on life with better advantages than he himself had enjoyed. He at any rate followed the advice of the Duke so far as to place the boy under the musical tuition of Friedrich Zachow, the organist of the Lutheran church at Halle. (Dent, 13)

13 Somewhere about his seventh or eighth year George Frideric accompanied his father to the court of Weissenfels. There, with a precocity not uncommon to the children of elderly parents, he proposed to the duke his intention of becoming a musician. The duke sensibly advised that self-expression should find its natural outlet under competent guidance. Handel was put, therefore, under that of Zachau, organist of the Liebfrauenkirche. At the same time his general education proceeded classically and conservatively at the Lutheran Gymnasium, a grammar school. (Young, 5-6)
Appendix I: Mythology in Musical Biography

Composer 5: Haydn

Myth 5-A: The Last Meeting of Haydn and Mozart, 1790 (see also 6-C)

1 Mozart said to Haydn, at a happy meal with Salomon, “You will not bear it [his journey to England] very long and will probably soon come back again, because you are no longer young.” “But I am still vigorous and in good health,” answered Haydn. He was at that time almost fifty-nine years old, but he did not find it necessary to conceal the fact. Had Mozart not hastened to an early death on December 5, 1791, he would have taken Haydn’s place in Salomon’s concerts in 1794. (Griesinger, 22-3)

2 When Haydn had settled … his household affairs, he fixed his departure and left on December 15, 1791 [sic (actually 1790)], in company with Salomon. Mozart on this day never left his friend Haydn. He dined with him, and said at the moment of parting, “We are probably saying our last farewell in this life.” Tears welled from the eyes of both. Haydn was deeply moved, for he applied Mozart’s words to himself, and the possibility never occurred to him that the thread of Mozart’s life could be cut off by the inexorable Parcae within the following year. (Dies, 121)

3 [Haydn’s] last hours in Vienna were enlivened by the company of Mozart, who had come to see him off. He too had been invited to London in 1786, and had only declined in deference to his father’s wishes. His father was now dead, and Salomon promised him a speedy opportunity of making up for lost time. Too late again – in less than a year Mozart’s eyes were closed in death. (Grove 1, I, 709)

allein – der beste, der rechtlichste Freund hatte ihm verlassen – -- sein liebes Auge sollte ihn nie mehr wiederssehen – ! (Pohl, II, 250-1)

5 Haydn] had always greatly revered Mozart. … “Oh, Papa,” exclaimed Mozart, when he heard of Haydn’s intention to travel [to England], “you have had no education for the wide, wide world, and you speak too few languages.” It was feelingly said, and Haydn knew it. “My language,” he replied, with a smile, “is understood all over the world.” Mozart was really concerned at the thought of parting with his brother composer, to whom he stood almost in the relation of a son. When it came to the actual farewell, the tears sprang to his eyes, and he said affectingly: “This is good-bye; we shall never meet again.” The words proved prophetic. A year later, Mozart was thrown with a number of paupers into a grave which is now as unknown as the grave of Molière. Haydn deeply lamented his loss; and when his thoughts came to be turned homewards towards the close of his English visit his saddest reflection was that there would be no Mozart to meet him. His wretched wife had tried to poison his mind against his friend by writing that Mozart had been disparaging his genius. “I cannot believe it,” he cried; “if it is true, I will forgive him.” It was not true, and Haydn never believed it. As late as 1807 he burst into tears when Mozart’s name was mentioned, and then, recovering himself, remarked: “Forgive me! I must ever weep at the name of my Mozart.” (Hadden, 78-9)

6 Even Mozart was against the plan [for Haydn to visit England], though he himself had been promised an engagement by Salomon for the following season and had just refused an offer from the director of the Italian Opera to come to England in 1791; perhaps he still hoped that something would turn up in Vienna. In any case he felt that such expeditions were all very well for a man of the world like himself, but quite another matter for his unsophisticated old friend who, he urged, knew too little of the great world and too few languages. Haydn imperturbably replied: ‘But all the world understands my language.’ // The day of departure came – 15th December 1790. Haydn had spent his last day with Mozart; both were strangely shaken at the parting and shed tears. Mozart, desperately anxious for his friend’s safety, cried out: ‘I fear, father, that this will be our last farewell.’ It might have been a flash of that obsession with death that was to give such sinister meaning in his eyes, six months later, to the strange commissioning of the Requiem. But the sudden dread that clutched at his heart cast no prophetic shadow on the older man as he set forth on the journey, not towards death but towards an undreamed-of intensification of creative vitality – ‘the last of life, for which the first was made.’ (Hughes, 63-4)

Myth 5-B: The Tuition Beethoven Received from Haydn, 1792-3 (see also 2-B)

1 Haydn left London towards the end of June 1792, and travelled by way of Bonn – where Beethoven asked his opinion of a cantata… In Dec. 1792 Beethoven came to him for instruction, and continued to take lessons until Haydn’s second journey to England. The relations of these two great men have been much misrepresented. That Haydn had not in any way forfeited Beethoven’s respect is evident, as he spoke highly of him whenever opportunity offered, usually chose one of Haydn’s themes when improvising in public, scored one of his quartets for his own use, and carefully preserved the autograph of one of the English symphonies [No. 4 (B flat)]. But whatever Beethoven’s early feeling may have been, all doubts as to his latest sentiments are set at rest by his exclamation of his death-bed on seeing a view of
Haydn’s birthplace, sent to him by Diabelli – ‘To think that so great a man should have been born in a common peasant’s cottage!’ (Grove 1, I, 711)

2 ...he prepared for his journey [from London] to Vienna, planning to arrive there at the end of July [1792]. He altered his intended route, and gave up a visit to Berlin, where he had been warmly invited by King Frederick William II., in order to meet Prince Anton Esterhazy at Bonn. A meeting here of more interest to us was that with Beethoven, who submitted a cantata to Haydn, which the latter warmly praised, encouraging the young composer to continue his studies, and probably then making arrangements for receiving and instructing him in Vienna, whither the Elector was on the point of sending him. All who know Beethoven’s life know that these lessons, which extended over the first year of his residence in Vienna, were practically a failure, and that Haydn’s influence on Beethoven, though undoubtedly very great, was the indirect one resulting from the attraction always exerted upon genius by genius, to which Beethoven was perhaps more susceptible than any other composer. In truth, Haydn had grown a little above giving lessons in counterpoint, even to a young Beethoven. His London fame had preceded him to Vienna, and he found himself the idol of society. His time was occupied by engagements of many kinds, and it cannot be denied that he neglected his pupil (he was paid, by the way, about 9½d. an hour for the lessons), who had recourse to Schenk, a well-known composer, for additional instruction. The division between Haydn and Beethoven gradually widened. Haydn abandoned the intention he had once formed of taking the young musician with him to England, and Beethoven, with characteristic impatience and want to tact, refused to call himself Haydn’s pupil, and lost no opportunity of making irritating remarks hurtful to the old man’s vanity. In after-years these unworthy feelings disappeared, and Beethoven’s later sentiments are proved by his exclamation already quoted... on being shown a view of Haydn’s birthplace. (Townsend, 102-3)

3 Beethoven, then a young man of twenty-two, was still living with his people in the Wenzegasse, but already arrangements had been made by the Elector for his paying a somewhat lengthened visit to Vienna in order to prosecute his studies there. Since the death of Mozart, Haydn had become the most brilliant star in the musical firmament, and it was only natural that the rising genius should look to him for practical help and encouragement. It so happened that the Elector’s Band, of which Beethoven was a member, gave a dinner to Haydn at Godesberg. The occasion was opportune. Beethoven submitted a cantata to the guest of the evening which Haydn “greatly praised, warmly encouraging the composer to proceed with his studies.” ...the fact of Haydn’s approval would make it an easy matter to discuss the subject of lessons, whether now or later. Beethoven did not start for Vienna until November, and it appears that immediately before that date some formal communication had been made with Haydn in reference to his studies. ... When the young artist arrived in Vienna, he found Haydn living at the Hamberger Haus, No. 992 (since demolished), and thither he went for his lessons. From Beethoven’s own notes of expenses we find that his first payment was made to Haydn on December 12. The sum entered is 8 groschen (about 9½d.), which shows at least that Haydn was not extravagant in his charges. // Beethoven’s studies were in strict counterpoint, and the text-book was that same Gradus ad Parnassum of Fux which Haydn had himself contended with in the old days at St Stephen’s. How many exercises Beethoven wrote cannot be said, but 245 have been preserved, of which, according to Nottebohm, Haydn corrected only forty-two. Much ink has been wasted in discussing the relations of these distinguished composers. There is no denying that
Haydn neglected his young pupil, but one may find another excuse for the neglect besides that of his increasing age and his engrossing occupations. Beethoven was already a musical revolutionist: Haydn was content to walk in the old ways. The two men belonged almost to different centuries, and the disposition which the younger artist had for “splendid experiments” must have seemed to the mature musician little better than madness and licentious irregularity. … Haydn’s opinion of Beethoven’s future was not so dogmatically expressed; but he must have been sorely puzzled by a pupil who looked upon even consecutive fifths as an open question, and thought it a good thing to “learn occasionally what is according to a rule that one may hereafter come to what is contrary to rule.” It is said that Haydn persisted in regarding Beethoven, not as a composer at all but as a pianoforte player; and certainly Beethoven regarded Haydn as being behind the age. That he was unjust to Haydn cannot be gainsaid. He even went so far as to suspect Haydn of wilfully trying to retard him in his studies, a proceeding of which Haydn was altogether incapable. For many years he continued to discharge splenetic remarks about his music, and he was always annoyed at being called his pupil. “I never learned anything from Haydn,” he would say; “he never would correct my mistakes.” When, the day after the production of his ballet music to Prometheus, he met Haydn in the street, the old man observed to him: “I heard your music last night; I liked it very well.” To which Beethoven, alluding to Haydn’s oratorio, replied: “Oh! dear master, it is far from being a creation.” … It is hardly necessary to say who comes out best in these passages at arms. Yet we must not be too hard on Beethoven. That he recognised Haydn’s genius as a composer no careful reader of his biography can fail to see. As Pohl takes pains to point out, he spoke highly of Haydn whenever opportunity offered, often chose one of his themes when improvising in public, scored one of his quartets for his own use, and lovingly preserved the autograph of one of the English symphonies. That he came in the end to realise his true greatness is amply proved by the story already related which represents him as exclaiming on his death-bed upon the fact of Haydn having been born in a common peasant’s cottage. // In the meantime, although, Beethoven was dissatisfied with his profess under Haydn, there was no open breach between the two. It is true that the young musician sought another teacher – one Schenck, a well-known Viennese composer – but this was done without Haydn’s knowledge, out of consideration, we may assume, for his feelings. That master and pupil were still on the best of terms may be gathered from their having been at Eisenstadt together during the summer of 1793. In the January of the following year Haydn set out on his second visit to England, and Beethoven transferred himself to Albrechtsberger. (Hadden, 110-4)
verstanden hätten, wenn sie nicht von der Ersprölichkeit ihres Beisammenseins überzeugt gewesen wären. (Pohl-Botstiber, III, 60-1, 67-9)

5 [Haydn’s] route accordingly lay once more through Bonn. The Elector Maximilian had already left for Frankfort, but the orchestra, delighted to have Haydn to itself, gave him a festive breakfast at Godesberg, and young Beethoven snatched a favourable moment to show him a cantata of his and ask his advice about his further career. Haydn may have heard Mozart speak four years earlier of the seventeen-year-old Rhinelander who had visited him in Vienna and startled him by the power and originality of his keyboard improvisation; in any case he probably heard something of his story from Salomon after their break of journey at Bonn on their way to England. Impelled by the merits of the cantata and his own unfailing interest in the young – especially where, as in this case, there was a poverty and family responsibility to reckon with – Haydn offered to take Beethoven on as a composition pupil as soon as he could obtain the necessary leave of absence from the elector. … Beethoven arrived in Vienna in November [1792]… Haydn taught him for a nominal fee of about ninepence a lesson, and let his independent pupil work off his sense of obligation by taking him out to coffee. // Beethoven soon grew restive. It is often a characteristic of great power that it desires to be set exacting tasks, to be subjected to the discipline, the asksis that formed the Greek athlete, gave its name to the asceticism of Christian spirituality, and will always be an essential part of the athlete’s training, whether physical, mental or spiritual. Beethoven wanted to be put through a course of strict counterpoint: Haydn left his grammatical errors uncorrected. Haydn was no disciplinarian. He had given himself just such a training, and might have been expected to see the need of it; but again, it often happens that those who have attained mastery by being hard on themselves are almost too gentle with others. Besides, he freely confessed that in a choice between correctness and what satisfied his ear he ‘would rather let a small grammatical howler stand.’ Soon Beethoven was taking counterpoint lessons, unknown to Haydn, first from Schenk, then from Haydn’s old friend Albrechtsberger. His concealment was probably due to his anxiety not to hurt or offend Haydn, who was not only a valuable connection but also a good friend who took a steady, if sometimes puzzled interest in his queer pupil. He took Beethoven with him to Eisenstadt, thereby securing him the patronage of the Esterházy family, which resulted, years later, in the commissioning of the Mass in C by Prince Nicholas II, Haydn’s fourth, last and lest congenial master. When, just before he set out once more for England, Beethoven dedicated to him his three Trios, Op. 1, and Haydn advised him to withhold from publication the third of the set, in C minor, Beethoven, whose nature had a suspicious streak, smelt jealousy in the advice. But, apart from the fact that Haydn was singularly free from that particular fault, it was unthinkable that he, in the security of an international reputation, could have imagined he had anything to fear from a composer thirty-eight years his junior. He had seen, however, what the incomprehension of the imperial capital had done to Mozart, and must have been genuinely anxious lest Beethoven – to whom financial success was essential – should label himself irrevocable as a ‘difficult’ composer with his first published work. (Hughes, 85, 86-7)

Myth 5-C: Haydn’s Visit to his Monument at Rohrau, 1795

1 Haydn oftentimes repeated that he had become famous in Germany only by way of England. The worth of his works was recognized, but that public homage which conspicuous talent usually enjoys came only quite late. …he had the pleasure of
hearing, after the return from his first journey to England, that a monument to him
had been set up in his birthplace Rohrau. The donor was Karl Leonhard Count von
Harrach, who had erected in his tasteful garden at Rohrau on a charming knoll with
the waves of the Leitha rippling around. The inscriptions on the monument—a
four-sided column on which rests a musical trophy—are by the Abbé Denis.
(Griesinger, 36)

2 It could not fail that while Haydn was acquiring such signal fame during his first stay
in England, this fame should create the greatest sensation in Haydn’s fatherland.
…every cultivated man pronounced the name Haydn with a tone that revealed a
feeling of national pride. // The imperial chamberlain and privy councilor, Karl
Leonard Count von Harrach, proprietor of the domain of Rohrau (Haydn’s
birthplace), decided to erect there a monument to our Haydn. (Dies, 161)

3 Il trouva l’Allemagne instruite enfin de tout ce qu’il valait, ou plutôt elle commença
de le manifester. Pendant le dernier voyage d’Haydn à Londres, le comte de Harrach
lui avait fait ériger un monument à Rohrau. (Le Breton, 17-8)

4 Im folgenden Jahre überreschte ihn der Graf Carl Leonhard von Harragh mit einem
Monumente, welches er in seinem mit Geschmack angelegten Garten zu Rohrau,
einem Dorfe 7 Stunden von Wien, Haydns Geburtsorte, auf einem anmuthigen Hügel
dem Künstler zu Ehren hatte aufstellen lassen. Es bestehet in einer vierckigen
Gäule, worauf eine musikalische Tropäe ruhet, und enthält zunächst unter dieser,
außer 2 Notentafeln mit Haydnschen Kompositionen auf Worte, die dem Orte und
der Absicht angemessen find, auch noch weiter unten 2 gröbere Tafeln, auf deren
einer die Worte eingegraben find: „Dem Andenken Joseph Haydns, des
unsterblichen Meisters der Tonkunst, dem Ohr und Herz wetteifernd huldigen,
gewidmet von K. L. Gr. v. Harragh. Im Jahr 1793.“ Und auf der andern: „Rohrau gab
ihm das Leben im Jahr 1732 den 1. April, Europa ungetheilten Beyfall.“ (Gerber 2,
II, 541-2)

5 Haydn left London August 15, 1795, and travelled by way of Hamburg, Berlin, and
Dresden. Soon after his return a pleasant surprise awaited him. He was taken by
Count Harrach and a genial party of noblemen and gentlemen, first to a small
peninsula formed by the Leitha in a park near Rohrau, where he found a monument
and bust of himself, and next to his birthplace. Overcome by his feelings, on entering
the humble abode, Haydn stopped down and kissed the threshold, and then pointing
to the stove, told the company that it was on that very spot that his career as a
musician began. (Grove 1, I, 713)

6 During the summer of 1793 [sic (actually 1795)] Haydn visited his birthplace, hazed
with tender emotion on the spot which was hallowed by the memories of his parents’
love, bent down and kissed the threshold their feet had so often crossed, and audibly
expressed the gratitude due to them for those lessons of industry and rectitude which
had never faded from his mind. The occasion of Haydn’s visit to Rohrau was the
inauguration of a monument erected in his honour by Count Harrach, in one of the
most beautiful glades of his park. It consisted of a square pillar surmounting three
stone steps, with an inscription on each side, and supporting a bust of Haydn in
marble. (Townsend, 103)

7 Soon after his return [from England] he was surprised to receive an invitation to visit
his native Rohrau. When he arrived there he found that a monument, with a marble
bust of himself, had been erected to his honour in a park near his birthplace. This
interesting memorial consists of a square pillar surmounting three stone steps, with
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an inscription on each side. The visit was productive of mingled feelings to Haydn. He took his friends to see the old thatch-roofed cottage, and, pointing to the familiar stove, still in its place, modestly remarked that there his career as a musician began—a reminiscence of the now far-away time when he sat by his father’s side and sawed away on his improvised fiddle. (Hadden, 123-4)


9 Haydn’s second homecoming was more of an event that his first. The honour paid him in England had—as he said himself—made his own countrymen take notice of him. Besides, the London symphonies had been introduced to Vienna and were captivating the Viennese as completely as they had captivated the London public; the ‘Surprise’ Symphony in particular had caught on and was becoming almost hackneyed. A few months after his return, in the autumn of 1795, he was able to see that this recognition had been given a tangible and unusual form two years earlier by Count Harrach, son of his father’s overlord, who had erected a monument in his honour on a picturesque spot on his estate where a sharp curve of the river Leitha turned a corner of the park into a promontory. Haydn drove out to Rohrau, with the Count’s three brothers and a party of friends and admirers, to see the monument, and visited his old home, where, overcome with emotion and the strength of old and tender associations, he fell on his knees and kissed the threshold. Perhaps some of his relations came to see him thus honoured—simple working people of whom he was so little ashamed that he used to invite them all to a yearly dinner at the best inn at Bruck, and send them away with a gift of money and an invitation for the following year. (Hughes, 95)

Myth 5-D: Haydn’s Last Public Appearance at a Performance of The Creation, 1808

1 After a long interval Haydn was again seen in a public gathering on March 27, 1808, to receive gratitude and honor for his artistic activity of many years. It was the day when a society of music lovers concluded their concerts in the University Hall with a performance of The Creation using Carpani’s Italian text. Haydn, accompanied by many noble Viennese friends of art, was brought with the sound of trumpets and timpani to an easy chair in the middle before the orchestra. Sitting between his adored Princess Esterházy and several artistic ladies, surrounded by artists, pupils, gentlemen and ladies of the highest rank, and an extremely numerous company from cultivated society, Haydn received from all who could get near him the sincerest proofs of high esteem, of tender solicitude for his weak old age, and of joy that it was
permitted him to live to see this day. German stanzas by Collin and an Italian sonnet by Carpani in praise of Haydn were distributed among the audience; Salieri had undertaken the direction of the music, and the performance was excellent. // At that place which is imperceptibly prepared, and which suddenly surprises one, progressing with the brightest and most splendid harmonies: “And there was light!”, the audience as usual broke into the loudest applause. Haydn made a gesture of the hands heavenward and said, “It comes from there!” For fear that a storm of emotions too long continued might endanger the health of an old man, he allowed himself to be carried away in his chair at the end of the first part. He took leave with streaming eyes, and stretched out his hand in blessing to the orchestra. (Griesinger, 48-9)

2 On March 27 [1808] was one of the greatest honors Haydn had till then experienced. … The Society of Amateur Concerts gave, under the sponsorship of the Supreme Steward, Prince von Trauttmannsdorf, on March 27 the last concert of the year in the University Hall, and thought to conclude most fittingly with Haydn’s Creation. Carpani had supplied a masterly Italian translation of the text. Haydn was ceremoniously invited to the celebration, at which he was to be the foremost guest, and his health as well as the bright weather permitted him by good fortune to appear at the performance. Prince Esterházy was at court on the day, but sent a carriage to Haydn’s house in which Haydn drove slowly to the hall. On his arrival here, he was received by some of the great members of the nobility. The crowd was very large, so that a military guard had to see that order was kept. Now Haydn, sitting on an armchair, was borne along aloft, and at his entrance into the hall, to the sound of trumpets and timpani, was received by the numerous assemblage and greeted with the joyful cry, “Long live Haydn!” He had to take his place next to the Princess Esterházy. Next to him on the other side sat Fräulein von Kurzbeck. The greatest nobility of that place and from afar had chosen their places in Haydn’s vicinity. It was much feared lest the weak old man catch cold, so he was obliged to keep his hat on. // The French Ambassador, Count Andreossy, appeared to notice with pleasure that Haydn was wearing on a ribbon in his buttonhole the gold medal presented to him, in consideration of The Creation, by the Concert des Amateurs in Paris, and said to him, “You should receive not this medal alone but all medals awarded in the whole of France.” // Haydn thought he felt a little draft, which the persons sitting near him noticed. Princess Esterházy took her shawl and put it about him. Several ladies followed this example, and Haydn in a few moments was smothered in shawls. // This festive ceremony was celebrated by Herr von Collin in German and by Carpani in Italian verse. The songs of the two poets were presented to the much-moved old gentleman by the Baroness von Spielmann and Fräulein Kurzbeck. He could no longer control his feelings; his sore-pressed heart sought and found relief in an outburst of tears. // He had to take a bracer of wine to restore his fainting spirits. Despite this Haydn remained in such melancholy humor that he had to go away at the end of the first part. His departure overpowered him altogether: he could barely speak and could express only with intermittent, weak words and gestures his deepest thanks, and his warmest wishes for the well-being of the assembly of musicians and of their art in general. Deep emotion was to be read in every face, and tearful eyes accompanied him as he was borne off all the way to the carriage. (Dies, 177-8)

3 Pour terminer le cours de [s]es concerts, la Société [de Vienne] fit entendre la Création (le 27 mars 1808). On obtint d’Haydn qu’il y paraîtrait, quoiqu’il ne fût pas sorti depuis deux ans. Quand on sut sa promesse, tout ce qui, dans Vienne, a le sentiment de la musique, désirait l’y voir. Deux heures avant qu’il arrivât, la salle était
pleine : au centre, un triple rang de sièges était rempli par les premiers hommes de l’art, tel que Salieri, Girowetz, Hummel etc. ; un fauteuil plus distingué attendait Haydn, qui ne se doutait pas qu’on s’occupât de lui d’une manière particulière. // A peine le signal de son approche est donné ; qu’un même sentiment se communique à toutes les ames, comme par un mouvement électrique : on se lève, on se presse à l’entrée, on s’exhausse pour l’apercevoir plus tôt, et les regards restent attachés sur la porte par laquelle il doit entrer. La princesse d’Esterhazy, à la tête de beaucoup de personnes d’une grande naissance ou d’une haute réputation, fut le recevoir jusqu’au pied de l’escalier. L’illustre vieillard, porté sur un fauteuil, parvint au siège qui lui était réservé, au milieu des acclamations, des vivat auxquels se mêlait l’éclat des trompettes et de tous les instrumens. La même princesse qui l’avait précédé prit place à sa droite, et l’auteur des Danaïdes à sa gauche. Quand il fut assis, deux dames lui remirent, au nom de la Société, un sonnet italien de Carpani, et un poème allemand de Collin. // Son fauteuil était entouré du grand maître de la cour (prince Trautmannsorf [sic]), du Mécène généreux de la musique (le prince Lobkowitz) et d’ambassadeurs étrangers. Un des hommes les plus qualifiés lui baisait la main qui avait écrit tant de chefs-d’œuvres. Mais Haydn, si simple, si modeste, si sensible, et qui n’avait pas pu prévoir cette scène triomphale, accablé de bonheur et de sa faible vieillesse, ne prononçait que des mots entrecoupés : « Jamais, disait-il, je n’ai rien éprouvé de pareil…… Que je meure en ce moment…… j’entrerai en bienheureux dans l’autre monde !…… » // Au même instant le signal est donné par Salieri qui dirigeait l’orchestre ; Kreuzer au clavecin, Clément premier violon, MM. Weinmüller, Radichi et l’élite des amateurs, commencèrent, avec une expression qui ne se retrouvera jamais, l’exécution du plus bel ouvrage d’Haydn. On peut imaginer, mais non décrire le sentiment qui rendit cette exécution incomparable. Chaque talent, chaque virtuose fut supérieur à lui-même ; chaque auditeur éprouva une émotion qu’il n’avait jamais ressentie. Mais Haydn, ne pouvant point exprimer, ne pouvant plus soutenir ce qu’il sentait, y suppléait par des larmes, levait encore les mains au ciel pour y porter sa reconnaissance. // Le sentiment exquis qui avait dirigé cette fête, avait prévu ce qu’elle pourrait coûter à l’existence du vieillard, et ses porteurs parurent à la fin du premier acte. Il leur fit signe de s’éloigner, pour ne pas causer de dérangement ; mais on le pressa de se retirer, et il fut reporté en triomphe, comme il était entré, avec cette différence d’émotion, qu’on l’avait vu paraître avec un transport d’allégresse, et que chacun croyait lui dire le dernier adieu, au moment où il quittait la salle. Arrivé à la porte intérieure, il ne put qu’étendre les bras sur l’assemblée, comme pour la bénir, et un pressentiment de deuil y remplaça le tendre enthousiasme. (Le Breton, 27-9)
vecchio autore di questa divina opera vi volle intervenire a onta del’età cadente, e volle per così dire congedarsi in quel giorno dagli amici, dal pubblico e dalla sua orchestra. 


Circondato dai grandi, dagli amici, dagli artisti, dai poeti e dal bel sesso; ascoltando le lodi di Dio, da lui stesso immaginate, e le lodi proprie confuse con quelle della divinità, il buon vecchio ha dovuto credersi in cielo, e noi stessi a giudicarne dalla dolcezza de’ sentimenti e della musica dovemmo crederlo al pari di lui. 

Avvenne che il cavalier Cappellini, medico di prima sfera, s’avvedesse che le gambe dell’Haydn non erano bastantemente coperte. Appena ne fece egli moto che i più vaghi schals [sic] delle più belle dame abbandonarono i delicati petti, ed involsero i piedi dell’amato vecchio. Io credo che quelle gentili persone avrebbero portato il loro tenero zelo sino a rinnovare quel giorno l’esempio della carità romana, se il medico ne avesse accennato il bisogno. In sul finire della prima parte, Haydn che aveva pianto più volte risentendo la sua musica e gli effusi applausi di cui veniva onorata, sentissi debole, e chiese di ritirarsi anche per non dipartirsi dal suo regime consueto. Interrogato come trovata avessa la sua creazione, rispose sorridendo: = sono quattro anni che non l’ho intesa, . . . . e non c’è male = sollevarono allora la sedia su cui sedeva, due robusti atleti, e fra i saluti, gli applausi e le acclamazioni di tutta la sala s’avviò l’armonico trionfatore verso la scala; ma giunto alla porta del salone fe’ segno di fermarsi. Ubbidiscono i portatori, ed egli voltosi verso il pubblico, lo ringrazia co’ gesti della usatagli accolienza, indi guardando colla massima espressione l’orchestra, ecco che alza gli occhi, volge le mani al cielo, saluta i suoi figli e piangendo li benedice. 

Ho visto in mia vita molte feste e molti spettacoli; ma nessuno che valesse più di questo. // Fui pregato ore prima di fare stans pedi in uno un sonetto da distribuirsi nella sala. Il feci e ve lo mando, non perché sia bello, ma perché piacque. … Anche il celebre Collin, il miglior tragico vivente d’Alemagna, ed altri poeti tedeschi fecero dei versi in questa occasione, e tutto fu quel giorno ripieno di gloria, d’amore e d’allegria. (Carpani, 242-5, 246)

5 Im J. 1808 wurde auf dem Universitätssaale zu Wien, zum 20sten und letzten freyen Liebhaberkonzerte, seine Schöpfung aufgeführt. Und schon warteten bis 1500 Personen sehnllich auf den Anfang, als Haydn selbst, der seit Jahren schon seine
beautiful voices of Madame Frischer, of Berlin, Messrs. Weitmüller and Radichi. More than fifteen hundred people were present. The poor old man insisted, notwithstanding his weakness, upon once more seeing that public assembled for whom he had laboured so much. He was conveyed in his arm-chair into the magnificent saloon, where every heart was affected. The princess Esterhazy, and Madame de Kurtzbeck, the friend of Haydn, met him. The flourishes of the orchestra, and still more the agitation of the spectators, announced his arrival. He was placed in the middle of three rows of seats, occupied by his friends and the principal persons at Vienna. Before the music began, Salieri, the director of the orchestra, came to receive Haydn’s orders. They embraced; Salieri then hastened to his place, and, amidst the general emotion of the assembly, the orchestra commenced. The effect produced by this sacred music, added to the sight of its great composer on the point of quitting this world, may be conceived. Surrounded by the nobility of Vienna and by his friends, by artists, and by lovely women, whose eyes were all fixed on him, listening to the praises of God, which he himself had imagined, Haydn bid a glorious adieu to the world and to life. // So much glory and love frequently caused him to weep, and he found himself much exhausted at the conclusion of the first act. His chair was then brought in, and as he was about to leave the concert-room, ordering those who carried him to stop, he first bowed to the public, and then turning to the orchestra, with real German feeling, he raised his hands to heaven, and with tears in his eyes, blessed the former companions of his labours. (Sainsbury, I, 351-2)

8 L’idée de la perte prochaine d’un si grand homme occupait tous les musiciens et amateurs de Vienne ; ils résolurent de lui donner un dernier témoignage de leur profonde vénération, en exécutant sous ses yeux la Création, avec la traduction italienne de Carpani. Cent soixante exécutants se réunirent à cet effet chez le prince de Lobkowitz. … Environ quinze cents personnes étaient réunies dans la salle. Le vieillard, malgré sa faiblesse, fut apporté dans un fauteuil au milieu de cette foule émue par sa présence et par l’objet de la fête. La princesse Esterhazy et madame de Kur[z]beck, ancienne élève de Haydn et son amie, allèrent au-devant de lui : des fanfares annoncèrent son entrée dans la sale. On le plaça au milieu de trois rangs de sièges destinés à tout ce qu’il y avait d’illustre à Vienne. Salieri, qui devait diriger l’orchestre, vint avec émotion presser les mains du vieux maître, qui l’embrassa : bientôt après, l’orchestra commença au milieu de l’attendrissement général. Environné de grands personnages, dit Carpani, d’artistes, de femmes charmantes dont les yeux étaient fixés sur lui, écoutant les louanges de Dieu que lui-même avait trouvées dans son cœur, Haydn fit dans cette mémorable séance un bel adieu au monde et à la vie. // Le médecin Capellini, homme d’un rare mérite, placé près de Haydn, vint à remarquer que les jambes de l’artiste célèbre n’étaient point assez couvertes ; à peine en a-t-il dit un mot à ses voisins, que les plus beaux châles vinrent entourer et réchauffer les pieds du vieillard. Ému par tant de gloire et de témoignages d’attachement, Haydn sentit ses forces s’affaiblir. On enleva son fauteuil ; mais au moment de sortir de la salle il fit arrêter les porteurs, reménça le public par une inclination ; puis, se tournant vers l’orchestre, par une idée tout allemande, il leva les mains au ciel, et, les yeux pleins de larmes, il bénit les dignes interprètes de son génie. (Fétis 2, IV, 261)

9 The series of [Liebhaber] concerts closed with the famous one of March 27th, at which in honor of Haydn, whose 76th birthday fell on the 31st, his “Creation” with Carpani’s Italian text was given. It is pleasant to know that Beethoven was one of those who, “with members of the high nobility,” stood at the door of the hall of the university to receive the venerable guest on his arrival there in Prince Esterhazy’s
coach, and who accompanied him as “sitting in an armchair he was carried, lifted high, and on his entrance into the hall was received with the sound of trumpets and drums by the numerous gathering and greeted with joyous shouts of ‘Long live Haydn!’” (Thayer, II, 116)

After a long seclusion Haydn appeared in public for the last time at a remarkable performance of the ‘Creation’ at the University of March 27, 1808. He was carried in his armchair to a place among the first ladies of the land, and received with the warmest demonstrations of welcome. Salieri conducted. At the words ‘And there was light,’ Haydn was quite overcome, and pointing upwards exclaimed, ‘It came from thence.’ As the performance went on his agitation became extreme, and it was thought better to take him home after the first part. As he was carried out people of the highest rank thronged to take leave of him, and Beethoven fervently kissed his hand and forehead. At the door he paused, and turning round lifted up his hands as if in the act of blessing. (Grove 1, I, 715)

Once more, and for the last time, after several years of seclusion, Haydn appeared in public, and the occasion is a sufficiently memorable one to be narrated in some detail. On the 27th of March, 1808, the Society of Amateurs in Vienna gave as their last concert for the season a performance of Haydn’s “Creation,” with Carpani’s Italian text. The composer received a pressing invitation to be present, and his health being better than usual he felt himself able to undergo the fatigue, particularly as Prince Esterhazy sent his carriage to conduct him to and from the hall of the University, where the concert was given. Haydn’s entrance was announced by a burst of trumpets and drums and by the loud cheers of the audience. He was carried to an arm-chair placed in front of the orchestra, next to the seat occupied by Princess Esterhazy. Here he found himself surrounded by his most distinguished artist friends and pupils, and by nobles and ladies, who all received him with every mark of honour and esteem. Salieri conducted what all acknowledged to be an excellent performance. At the burst of music which accompanies the words, “And there was light!” the audience could no longer contain their enthusiasm, and applauded long and vehemently. Haydn, much overcome, pointed upwards and exclaimed, “It came from thence!” His excitement became so great that it was thought well to take him home at the conclusion of the first part. As he was carried out, his friends flocked round to take leave of him, among them Beethoven, who stooped to kiss his hands and forehead. At the door he bade his bearers pause and turn towards the orchestra. Then, lifting his hands as if in the act of blessing, he took his last, long farewell of his beloved “children” and of his still more beloved art. (Townsend, 116-7)

Once only [in his final years] was he drawn from his seclusion. This was on the 27th of March 1808, when he had appeared in public for the last time at a performance of “The Creation” at the University. The scene on this remarkable occasion has been described by many pens. Naumann, writing of it, says that “such an apotheosis of the master was witnessed as has but few parallels,” and this is no exaggeration. The performance, which was under the direction of Salieri, had been arranged in honour of his approaching seventy-sixth birthday. All the great artists of Vienna were present, among them Beethoven and Hummel. Prince Esterhazy had sent his carriage to bring the veteran to the hall, and, as he was being conveyed in an arm-chair to a place among the princes and nobles, the whole audience rose to their feet in testimony of their regard. It was a cold night, and ladies sitting near swathed him in their costly wraps and lace shawls. The concert began, and the audience was hushed to silence. When that magnificent passage was reached, “And there was light,” they burst into loud applause, and Haydn, overcome with excitement, exclaimed, “Not I,
but a Power from above created that.” The performance went on, but it proved too much for the old man, and friends arranged to take him home at the end of the first part. As he was being carried out, some of the highest of the land crowded round to take what was felt to be a last farewell; and Beethoven, forgetting incidents of early days, bent down and fervently kissed his hand and forehead. Having reached the door, Haydn asked his bearers to pause and turn him towards the orchestra. Then, lifting his hand, as if in the act of blessing, he was borne out into the night. (Hadden, 152-3)


14 The [following] story belongs to 1808, and is the last moment at which history shows Haydn and Beethoven together. Haydn, old and helpless, had been taken to the gala performance of the Creation at the university. Intensely moved by the music and his reception, he was being wheeled out at the end of the first part. The nobility thronged around him with praise and greetings. Beethoven came among them and, stooping, fervently kissed Haydn’s hand and forehead. By now he was great enough to be humble. (Scott, 40)
15 [Haydn] was to know one last moment of glory. On 27th March 1808, as the last of a series of subscription concerts, a performance of The Creation was arranged in the beautiful hall of the old university, and he was persuaded to come. The three soloists were from the Court Theatre, Salieri conducted and the violinist Clement, now a grown man, led the orchestra. A fanfare of trumpets sounded as he was carried into the hall, poems of homage were presented to him and, as he shivered a little, Princess Esterházy put her wrap around his shoulders; other noble ladies followed suit till he was swathed like a cocoon in shawls. The performance began; at the great C major blaze of ‘And there was light’ the audience, as usual, broke into applause; in the midst of it he was heard to say, with trembling hands uplifted: ‘Not from me – it all comes from above.’ He was clearly too overwrought to sit through the entire performance, and was taken away at the interval. All knew that this was the end and crowded round him to say a last good-bye; Beethoven knelt among them to kiss his forehead and hands. As he reached the door he signed to his bearers to stop. With wordless gestures he thanked the company; then, ‘turning to the orchestra with an expression impossible to describe, he suddenly raised his eyes and hands heavenwards and blessed his children with tears.’ (Hughes, 106-7)

Myth 5-E: Haydn’s Death in the Midst of War, 1809

1 Without being in any real sense ill, Haydn nevertheless felt more every day that old age was an illness in itself, and that nature was inexorably asserting her rights to his body. A spark of life so faintly glimmering was threatened by every ordinary occurrence, so events like those that the war in the spring of 1809 brought to Austria worked all the more injuriously on him. // Haydn loved his fatherland and his royal family with deepest loyalty. As often as warm weather and his strength permitted, he was taken, in the last two years of his life, to his innermost room for the sole purpose of playing his song Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser! on the pianoforte. The Austrian defeats in Bavaria, which resulted in retreated, caused Haydn much sorrow. “This unfortunate war is bringing me ever closer to the grave!” he often repeated, with tears in his eyes, and it took many efforts to quiet him even a little. … The following more intimate particulars of Haydn’s last hours are an extract from letters of trustworthy correspondents. // On May 10 in the morning a French army corps pushed on to the Mariahülf line, which is not far from Haydn’s dwelling. They were just getting him out of bed and dressing him when four case shots fell, violently rattling the windows and doors of his house. He called out in a loud voice to his alarmed and frightened people, “Don’t be afraid, children; where Haydn is, no harm can reach you!” But the spirit was stronger than the flesh, for he had hardly uttered the brave words when his whole body began to tremble. // From this hour on, physical weakness grew. Still Haydn played his Emperor’s Hymn daily, and on May 26 even three times in succession, with an expressiveness at which he himself was amazed. On the evening of the same day headache and chill overtook him; they put him to bed early and called the doctors. Their help was fruitless. The patient lapsed into a state of total exhaustion and painless stupor in which, however, he gave signs of consciousness and perception even a few minutes before the end, which came on May 31 early in the morning toward one o’clock. … Haydn received his last visit on May 17. It was from a French army captain, Italian by birth, who wanted to speak to him. When the servant told him his master was lying in bed, the captain begged that he might at least be permitted to see through the keyhole the man he esteemed so highly. Haydn, who was informed of this, had the officer come in. Enthusiastically
the soldier described the feelings that Haydn’s nearness gave to him, and the great pleasure that he owed to the study of his works. At Haydn’s request he sang at the clavier in a neighboring room with great perfection the aria from _The Creation, Mit Würd’ und Hoheit angethan_ [In Native Worth and Honor Clad]. Haydn was deeply moved, the officer not less so, they embraced one another, and parted amidst the warmest tears. In a trembling and quite illegible hand the captain wrote down his name. Provided I deciphered it correctly, it was Clement Sulemy. … Should he still be alive, he can boast of having been the last to give Haydn a few happy moments through music. (Griesinger, 49-50, 51)

2 … that moment in the war when French troops entered the suburbs of Vienna, with all its attendant circumstances, passed sentence on the life of this unforgettable man. Those events made him ripe for nearing death. Haydn’s dwelling lay near the outer limits of the suburb Gumpendorf. On May 10 [1809] in the morning at about seven o’clock a cannon shot fell on the boundary, the unexpected loud thunder of which startled Haydn so greatly that he would have fallen to the floor without the quick support of his people. Haydn was seized with a violent trembling. Unfortunately three more shots resounded one right after the other, increasing Haydn’s convulsive trembling and generally aggravating the state of alarm. Nevertheless, the old man summoned all his powers and, straining his voice unnaturally, called out in fearful tones, “Don’t be afraid, children! Where Haydn is, nothing can happen.” // The servants then put him to bed and took care to call the doctor, who tried by appropriate means to counteract the ill effect, with such success that Haydn was able to get up the same day and resume his accustomed routine. Even in the fearful night of May 11/12, in which the city was bombarded with howitzer fire, he remained fairly calm, but there was about him a certain melancholy that never left him in the following days. He seemed to wish to forget his sorrows at the pianoforte. Every day towards midday he sat down to the instrument and played his favorite piece, _Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser!_ // He received visits from several French officers. On May 26 a captain of hussars in the French service named Sulimi visited him while he was taking his midday rest. Haydn received him, contrary to his habit, in bed. The Captain, a great admirer of Haydn, admitted that he sang himself, and to give Haydn proof of it, he sang the tenor aria from the second act of _The Seasons_. Haydn admired the stirringly beautiful voice but still more the virtuosity of the singer, who opened the way to Haydn’s heart by the true expression of the song, and moved him so much that he wept. Hardly had the Captain finished singing the aria and approached the bed when Haydn, desiring to embrace him, drew him down and covered him with countless kisses. Both men became so emotional that they were seized with a violent trembling… The following day, the very day indeed on which Haydn took to his bed, he had his servants gather around him and played to them in exaltation the Emperor Hymn. … it was the last time he felt the presence of the Muse, who was seen to take eternal leave of her darling. Haydn left the pianoforte, sat down at [the] table, ate a light meal, but afterwards felt so tired out that he had to go to bed. … Three and a half days [later] – and Haydn was no more! On May 31, shortly after midnight, he departed this life. … About six weeks before Haydn’s death, he had his will read over to his servants, in the presence of the witnesses, and then asked them whether they were satisfied with its provisions or not. The good people were surprised by their master’s kindness. They saw their futures secured, and thanked him for it with tears in their eyes. (Dies, 192-4)

3 Le 26 mai il toucha encore, à trois reprises, sur le piano qu’on avait proportionné à sa faiblesse physique, mais avec une expression étonnante, un air national de sa
composition, sur ces paroles: *Gott er halte [sic] den Kaiser!* qui sont une parodie du chant royal des Anglais, *God save the King*. Cet air qu’Haydn chantait tous les jours dans les dangers de sa Patrie, il l’appelait *sa prière*. Ce fut pour lui le chant du cygne; car, dans la soirée même du 26, il tomba dans un affaissement presque semblable à la mort, et dont il ne revint que quelques minutes avant d’expirer, vers une heure du matin, le 31 mai 1808. (Le Breton, 29, n. 1)

4 Già vi dissi ch’ egli era decaduto moltissimo in salute anche prima di entrare nel settantottesimo anno, che fu l’ultimo di sua vita. Ciò nullamenoveva la sua mente di quando in quando de’ lucidi intervalli, ne’ quali si risvegliava qualche scintilla dell’’antico fuoco, e gli veniva raminga qualche idea. Si strascinava allora al cembalo, ma appena postevi su le mani, insorgevano le moleste vertigini, e dolente doveva ritornarsene alla sua seggiola, dove il *rosario* veniva a dargli l’unica sua consolazione. // Riapertasi la guerra fra l’Austria e la Francia, e sparsasi voce dei primi disastri degli austriaci presso Ratisbona, *Haydn* affezionatissimo alla sua patria, divenne agitato melanconico, impaziente. Ad ogni ora domandava notizie. La passione aveva ritese le sue fibre ; parea quasi ringiovanito. Questo dispendio affrettato delle residue forze vitali doveva anche per fisica ragione accelerargli la morte. = Questa disgraziata guerra mi ammazza, = diceva egli bene spesso al suo servo ed alla fida ancella, ed affrettando il passo verso il cembalo, con quel filo di voce che gli era rimasto, intuonava il suo = Dio salvi Francesco, = e tutto acceso nel viso, e colla lagrime agli occhi lo cantava più volte. // Il giorno 10 di maggio i francesi arrivano alle linee di Vienna ; quattro palle d’obizzo cadono nelle vicinanze della casa di *Haydn*. Le due persone che lo servivano, atterrite ed ansanti corrono a lui. In vederle prese da tale spavento, il vuon vecchio fa forza a se stesso, agli anni, al dolore, e dice con animo altero = di che temete ? Dov’è *Haydn*, nessun disastro può arrivare. Acchetatevi. = Ma appena proferite queste parole, lo sorprende un tremito convulsivo, e conviene portarlo a letto. All’indomani però alzossi di nuovo, e stava sufficientemente bene, di modo che più volte al giorno potè sfogare il suo dolore colla sua favorita canzone, ch’ era il canto del cigno moribondo. // Il giorno 26 le forze cominciarono a mancargli ; pure fattosi portare al cembalo, colla voce più forte che poteva ricantò per ben tre volte di seguito il suo solito = Dio salvi Francesco ; = il che finito, cadde in una specie di sopimento, e fu posto a letto. Chiamato il medico, lo trovò in quello stato di marasmo senile che non conosce speranze né rimedj. Ricuperò per altro i sensi e si mantenne svegliato di mente sino alla morte, che accadde il giorno 31 verso la mattina, contando *Haydn* settantasette anni e due mesi di vita. (Carpani, 260-2)

5 Endlich nöthigt mich die traurige Pflicht, diesem Artikel auch den Todestag unseres verehrten, unvergeßlichen *Haydn* noch beyzufügen. Von einem Jahre zum andern verzögerte der Krieg die Ausgabe dieses Werks, bis er durch seine Schrecknisse endlich auch Haydns wohlverdiente Ruhetage abkürzte. Haydn starb in seinem Hause zu Wien, am 31. May 1809, Morgens gegen 1 Uhr, nachdem er 77 Jahre und 2 Monate in rühmlicher Thätigkeit verlebt hatte. Als nächste Veranlassung seines Todes, bey seiner Schwäche, werden vier Kartätschen-Schüsse angegeben, welche, indem man ihm am 10. May des Morgens so eben aus dem Bette half, um ihn anzukleiden, die Fenster und Thüren seines Hauses heftig erschütterten. (Gerber 2, 594-5)

6 …il s’était extrêmement affaibli avant d’entrer dans la soixante et dix-huitième année de sa vie, qui en a été la dernière. Il s’approchait de son pano, les vertiges paraissaient, et ses mains quittaient les touches pour prendre le *rosaire*, dernière consolation. // La guerre vint à s’allumer entre l’Autriche la France. Cette nouvelle
Before Haydn had entered his seventy-eighth year, he was become extremely infirm. It was the last of his life. The moment he went to the piano-forte, the vertigo returned, and his hands quitted the keys to have recourse to his rosary which was his last consolation. War broke out between France and Austria; this intelligence troubled Haydn, and exhausted the remains of his strength. He every moment inquired what news there was, went to his piano, and with a feeble voice sang, "God save the Emperor." // The French armies advanced rapidly, and on the night of the 10th of May, having reached Schönbrunn, about half a league distant from Haydn's little villa, they fired, the next morning, fifteen hundred cannon-shot, only a hundred yards from his house, upon Vienna, that town so much beloved by him. He pictured it to himself destroyed by fire and sword. Four bombs then fell close to his house, when his two servants, with terror depicted in their countenances, ran to him; the old man, by an effort, rose from his arm-chair, and with a dignified air, cried, "Why such alarm! know that, where Haydn is, no evil can happen." But this exertion was beyond his strength; a convulsive shivering prevented him from adding more, and he was immediately conveyed to his bed. On the 26th of May, he was almost completely exhausted; notwithstanding, he had his piano moved towards him, and sung three times, with as loud a voice as he could, "God save the Emperor." // They were his last words. At his piano he became insensible, and expired on the morning of the 31st, at the age of seventy-eight years and two months. (Sainsbury, I, 352)
alors, se lève de son fauteuil, et dit, plein d’animation : *Pourquoi cette terreur ?*  
*Sachez qu’aucun mal ne peut arriver là où se trouve Haydn.* Cependant une agitation convulsive l’empêche de continuer : on le porte dans son lit. Le 26 mai sa faiblesse était extrême ; néanmoins, s’étant fait porter à son piano, il chanta trois fois avec ferveur : // Dieu, sauvez François ! // Ce furent ses derniers accents. Encore assis à son piano, il tomba dans une espèce d’assoupissement, et enfin il s’éteignit le 31 mai, vers le matin, à l’âge de soixante-dix-sept ans et deux mois. (Fétis 2, IV, 261-2)

9 To one who loved his country so deeply, it was a sore trial to see Vienna twice occupied by the enemy – in 1805 and 1809. The second time the city was bombarded, and the first shot fell not far from his residence. In his infirm condition this alarmed him greatly, but he called out to his servants, ‘Children, don’t be frightened; no harm can happen to you while Haydn is by.’ The last visit he received on his death-bed (the city being then in the occupation of the French) was from a French officer, who sang ‘In native worth’ with a depth of expression doubtless inspired by the occasion. Haydn was much moved, and embraced him warmly at parting. On May 26, 1809, he called his servants round him for the last time, and having been carried to the piano solemnly played the Emperor’s Hymn three times over. Five days afterwards, at one o’clock in the morning of the 31st, he expired.  
(Grove 1, I, 715-6)

10 Haydn’s peaceful life was destined to end in the midst of war and war’s alarms. Twice, in 1805 and 1809, he saw Vienna occupied by the French invaders. The trial was too much for his loyalty and for his personal devotion to his emperor and his prince. “This miserable war has cast me down to the very ground!” he would often say with tears, and no consolation that his friends could offer him sufficed to soften the blow. In 1809 the city was bombarded, and a cannon-ball fell close to Haydn’s dwelling. His servants were assisting him to rise and dress, and seeing their alarm to be greater than his own, he collected all his strength and exclaimed in a loud and firm voice, “Do not be afraid, children! no harm can happen to you while Haydn is here.” Overcome by the effort, he fell into a violent fit of trembling, which left him weaker than before, and it soon became evident to those around him that the master’s days were numbered. The last visit he received was on May 17th from a French officer, who sang “In Native Worth” to him with so much expression that Haydn was deeply moved, and embraced him warmly at parting. The fact is significant, as proving once more that art has no enmities, and that music speaks that language of the heart which, as Haydn himself said, “is common to all the world.” On the 26th of May he called his servants round him and was carried from his bed to the pianoforte. He then solemnly played the Emperor’s Hymn three times over, and bade them lay him down again. He scarcely spoke after, and in five days, at about midnight on the 31st of May, 1809, quietly breathed his last.  
(Townsend, 117-8)

11 Next year Vienna was bombarded by the French, and a cannon-ball fell not far from Haydn’s house. He was naturally much alarmed; but there is no ground for the statement, sometimes made, that his death was hastened by the fright. On the contrary, he called out to his servants, who were assisting him to dress: “Children, don’t be frightened; no harm can happen to you while Haydn is here.” But his days were numbered. “This miserable war has cast me down to the very ground,” he would say, with tears in his eyes. And yet it was a French officer who last visited him on his death-bed, the city being then actually occupied by the enemy. The officer’s name is not given, but he sang “In native worth” with such expression that Haydn was quite overcome, and embraced him warmly at parting. On May 26 he seems to have felt that his end was fast approaching. He gathered his household
around him, and, being carried to the piano, at his own special request, played the Emperor’s Hymn three times over, with an emotion that fairly overpowered himself and all who heard him. Five days later, on the 31st of May 1809, he breathed his last. (Hadden, 153-4)


13 In the following year, 1809, the war again flooded Austria and for the second time engulfed Vienna itself. … On 11th May the French began to bombard the city (Beethoven, to whose diseased hearing the noise was a torment, was wrestling with the ‘Emperor’ Concerto in a cellar, his head muffled in pillows). Four shots fell close to Haydn’s house as he was getting up. Above the crash and the vibration his terrified servants heard his voice ring out: ‘Don’t be frightened, children, where Haydn is no harm can come to you.’ // But the shock had done its work. He was seized with a violent fit of trembling, and from that day could no longer walk unaided. The French, chivalrous and respectful as always, posted sentries at his door, and a young French officer, Sulémy by name, called and asked to be allowed to sing to him. He sang ‘In native worth’ from The Creation, with moving beauty, and his tears flowed with those of the dying old man as they embraced across the barriers of war. // Slowly and steadily he grew weaker and failed to respond to stimulants. He would creep to the pianoforte and play the Emperor’s Hymn to comfort himself; on 26th May he played it three times over, with so much depth of expression that he
himself wondered at it. That evening he felt worse and asked to be helped to bed. He never left it again. (Hughes, 107-8)

Composer 6: Mozart

Myth 6-A: Mozart’s Memorization of Allegri’s Miserere, 1770


2 From Florence, father and son travelled to Rome, arriving there in Easter week. Here Mozart had ample opportunity of hearing many masterpieces of noble church music, performed at this solemn season in celebration of the world’s Redemption. In the forefront was the famous Miserere, which was sung by the choir in the Sistine Chapel on the Wednesday and Friday of that week. This is considered to be a supreme example of noble and sublime choral singing and the non plus ultra of musical art; so much so that, according to the story narrated in the Nekrolog, papal musicians were forbidden to make a copy of it under penalty of excommunication. // This gave Mozart the idea of listening attentively and then of writing it down from memory when he reached home. It was an unexpected success; he took the manuscript with him again on the Friday when there was another performance, so that he could make any corrections or fill in any omissions. // Soon word of his achievement spread through Rome, occasioning great excitement and admiration, particularly when he sang it at a concert in the presence of Christophori, the castrato singer who had sung it in the Chapel. Mozart’s triumph was completed by Christophori’s praise. Anyone aware of the great art required for this complex choral music for so many voices will certainly be amazed at this achievement. What musical memory and what knowledge of composition he must have had to be capable, not only of understanding, but at the same time of memorising such a work! To be able to do so must have entailed greater powers than are found in the majority of artists. (Niemetschek, 26-7)

3 …il arriva à Rome dans la semaine sainte [en 1770]. Le mercredi soir, il se rendit avec son père à la chapelle Sixtine, pour entendre le célèbre Miserere [par Allegri], dont il était défendu, sous peine d’excommunication, de donner ou de prendre copie. Prévenu de cette défense, il écouta si bien, qu’en revenant chez lui, il nota la pièce entière. Le vendredi-saint, on l’exécuta une seconde fois : il tint, pendant l’exécution, la musique manuscrite dans son chapeau ; ce qui lui suffit pour y faire quelques corrections. Cette anecdote fit beaucoup de bruit à Rome. Il chanta ce Miserere dans un concert, en s’accompagnant du clavecin ; et le premier sopraniste qui l’avait
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4 Mozart et son fils se rendirent à Rome pour la semaine sainte. On pense bien qu’ils ne manquèrent pas d’aller, le soir du mercredi saint, à la chapelle Sixtine, entendre le célèbre Miserere. Comme on disait alors qu’il était défendu aux musiciens du pape, sous peine d’excommunication, d’en donner des copies, Wolfgang se proposa de le retenir par cœur. Il l’écrivit, en effet, en rentrant à l’auberge. Ce Miserere étant répété le vendredi saint, il y assista encore, en tenant le manuscrit dans son chapeau, et y put faire ainsi quelques corrections. Cette anecdote fit sensation dans la ville. Les Romains, doutant un peu de la chose, engagèrent l’enfant à chanter ce Miserere dans un concert. Il s’en acquitta à ravir. Le castrat Cristofori, qui l’avait chanté à la chapelle Sixtine, et qui était présent, rendit, par son étonnement, le triomphe de Mozart complet. // La difficulté de ce que faisait Mozart est bien plus grande qu’on ne s’en imaginait d’abord. Mais je supplie qu’on me permette quelques détails sur la chapelle Sixtine et sur le Miserere. (Stendhal, 308-9)

5 He arrived at Rome in the Passion-week, and on the Wednesday evening went with his father to the Sixtine chapel to hear the celebrated Miserere; a composition which it had been prohibited either to give or take a copy, on pain of excommunication. Aware of this prohibition, the boy listened so attentively, that on his return home he noted down the whole piece. On Good-Friday the same Miserere was again executed. Mozart was again present, and, during the performance, held his musical manuscript in his hat, by which means he was enabled to make the necessary corrections. This anecdote created a great sensation in Rome. Soon afterwards, Wolfgang was requested to sing this Miserere at a concert, accompanying himself on the harpsichord. The first soprano, (Cristofori) who had sung it at the chapel, was present, and, acknowledged with surprise, that Mozart’s copy was both complete and correct. The difficulty of this undertaking was much greater than may be imagined. (Sainsbury, II, 189)

6 …il n’avait que quatorze ans, et deux auditions du Miserere d’Allegri lui suffirent pour écrire de mémoire ce morceau célèbre dont il était défendu de donner des copies… (Fétis 2, VI, 226)

7 Arriving in Rome in the Holy Week [1770], they hurried to the Sistine Chapel, to hear the “Miserere” at matins, and approached the pope, who was waiting on the poor at table, so nearly as to be quite close to him. The scene is graphically described by the father, and represents the young musician in a situation of some difficulty, but rescuing himself with the happiest self-possession. … The difficulty of putting down in notes the music performed by a double choir, abounding in imitation and traditional effects, of which one of the chief is characterised by the absence of a perceptible rhythm, is scarcely conceivable. Hence the wonder at the unexampled theft of the “Miserere” of Allegri. Mozart accomplished his task in two visits to the Sistine Chapel. He drew out a sketch on the first hearing, and attended the performance a second time on Good Friday, having his MS. in his hat for correction and completion. It was soon known at Rome that the “Miserere” had been taken down, and he was obliged to produce what he had written at a large musical party, where the Musico Christoferi [sic], who had sung in it, confirmed its correctness. The generous Italians were so much delighted that they forgot to call upon the pope to excommunicate the culprit. (Holmes, 65-7)

8 They arrived in Rome about midday on Wednesday in Holy Week, amidst a storm of thunder and lightning, “received like grand people with a discharge of artillery.”
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There was just time to hurry to the Sistine Chapel and hear Allegri’s Miserere. It was here that Wolfgang accomplished his celebrated feat of musical ear and memory. It was the custom on Wednesday and Friday in Holy Week for the choir of the Pope’s household to sing the Miserere (Ps. 50), composed by Dom. Allegri, which was arranged alternately for a four- and five-part chorus, having a final chorus in nine parts. This performance was universally considered as one of the most wonderful in Rome; the impression made by it in conjunction with the solemn rites it accompanied was always described as overpowering. “You know,” writes L. Mozart, “that this celebrated Miserere is so jealously guarded, that members of the chapel are forbidden, under pain of excommunication, to take their parts out of the chapel, or to copy or allow it to be copied. We have got it, notwithstanding. Wolfgang has written it down, and I should have sent it to Salzburg in this letter, were not our presence necessary for its production. More depends on the performance than even on the composition. Besides, we must not let our secret fall into other hands, ut non incurramus mediate vel immediate in censuram ecclesiae.” When the performance was repeated on Good Friday, Wolfgang took his manuscript with him into the chapel, and holding it in his hat, corrected some passages where his memory had not been quite true. The affair became known, and naturally made a great sensation; Wolfgang was called upon to execute the Miserere in presence of the Papal singer Christofori, who was amazed at its correctness. L. Mozart’s news excited consternation in Salzburg, mother and daughter believing that Wolfgang had sinned in transcribing the Miserere, and fearing unpleasant consequences if it should become known. “When we read your ideas about the Miserere,” answered the father, “we both laughed loud and long. You need not be in the least afraid. It is taken in quite another way. All Rome, and the Pope himself, know that Wolfgang has written the Miserere, and instead of punishment it has brought him honour. You must not fail to show my letter everywhere, and let his Grace the Archbishop know of it.” (Jahn, I, 119-21)

9 In Rome, Mozart writes down from memory Allegri’s celebrated Miserere, which was given in the Holy Week in the Sistine Chapel by the Papal choir. (NohlM, I, 35)

10 The travellers reached Rome in Wednesday in Holy Week, and went straight to the Sistine Chapel to hear Allegri’s celebrated Miserere, when Wolfgang gave the well-known proof of his ear and memory, by writing down the entire work, after one hearing, merely correcting one or two passages during the repetition on Good Friday. … This feat made a great sensation. (Grove I, II, 383)

11 At the Sistine Chapel they listened to the performance of Allegri’s “Miserere” – a piece highly venerated, and jealously preserved, no copy of it being allowed. “But we have it all the same,” triumphantly remarks Leopold: Wolfgang having, in his wonderful memory, retained every note of the sacred dirge, as he heard it, committing the whole to paper forthwith. On Good Friday a second visit to the Chapel was made, in order to put right whatever errors or omissions had happened to be made. This feat astounded the good folk of Rome, and the leaders of the papal choir would have made it as “warm” as possible for the daring youth – some indeed talking of “sin” and “sacrilege,” – had not Leopold, with some amount of explanatory and apologetic correspondence, smoothed down matters. (Breakspeare, 34)

12 Es war gerade noch Zeit genug, um in die Sixtinische Kapelle zu eilen und des Miserere von Allegri zu hören. Und hier legte Wolfgang jene viel berühmte Probe seinen Gehörs und treuen Gedächtnisses ab. Er schrieb nämlich das berühmte
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…they wished to be in Rome for Holy Week. After a journey in wretched weather, during which they found but the most miserable inns to eat and sleep in, they arrived on Wednesday, 11th April, just in time to hear the famous _Miserere_ by Allegri in the Sistine Chapel. The work was supposed to be the exclusive property of the papal choir, and although it was not true that copies of it were never given to other churches, certain conventions of performance were carefully kept a secret, so that Metastasio, on hearing the work in Vienna, after having been deeply impressed by it in Rome, declared that it had fallen flat. But Wolfgang was not to be thus put off: he sat down and wrote out the whole work, which was in four and five parts, with a final nine-part chorus, from memory immediately after the service. (Blom, 52)

Myth 6-B: Mozart’s Defending _Die Entführung aus dem Serail_ to Emperor Joseph II, 1782

1 …he composed the well-known and much-loved operetta _Die Entführung_ in the year 1782. // It created a great stir; and the cunning Italians soon realised that such a man might be a menace to their childish tinkling. Jealousy now reared its head with typical Italian venom. The monarch, who at heart was charmed by this deeply stirring music, said to Mozart nevertheless: ‘Too beautiful for our ears and an extraordinary number of notes, dear Mozart.’ ‘Just as many, Your Majesty, as are necessary’, he replied with that noble dignity and frankness which so often go with great genius. He realised that this was not a personal opinion, but just a repetition of somebody else’s words. (Niemetschek, 32)

2 Lorsque Mozart composa, en 1782, par ordre de l’empereur Joseph, _l’Enlèvement du Sérail_, et que cet ouvrage, reçut l’accueil le plus distingué, les Italiens ne doutèrent pas un moment que le génie naissant de ce jeune artiste ne fit tort à leurs compositions, en général vides et futilles. Quelque charmé que fût l’empereur d’une musique dont l’effet était aussi frappant, il lui dit cependant : « Trop beau pour nos oreilles ! c’est trop beau, mon cher Mozart : il y a et terriblement de notes ! » – « Majesté, répondit Mozart : précisément autant qu’il en faut ! » – L’empereur ne se fâcha pas de cette répartie vive et franche d’un artiste, à qui le faste des grandeurs n’en imposa jamais. (Cramer, 60-1)

3 The Emperor Joseph loved Mozart, and had made him his maître de chapelle. He liked to think himself a dilettante. His tour in Italy had given him an inflated idea of the superiority of Italian music over all other kinds, and some Italians whom he had at his court carefully nurtured this prejudice, which was not without foundation.
Foreign musicians who were in Vienna spoke of Mozart’s first attempts with more jealousy than justice; and the Emperor was easily swayed by the opinions of these professors. One day when he had just heard the rehearsal of a comic opera which he himself had commissioned from Mozart (*L’Enlèvement du sérail*), he said to the composer: “My dear Mozart, that is too beautiful for our ears; there are many too many notes in it.” – “I beg Your Majesty’s pardon”, Mozart replied very drily, “there are precisely as many notes as are needed.” The Emperor appeared somewhat embarrassed by this reply; but when the opera was performed, he praised it very highly. // But Mozart himself was later less content with his work; he made many corrections and cuts in it. Later, when playing at the clavier one of the areas which had been most applauded, he said: “That’s all right for the music-room, but there’s too much verbiage for the theatre. When I wrote it, I took pleasure in what I was doing, and found none of it too long.” (Suard, 498-9)

4 L’*Enlèvement du Sérail* fut représenté en 1782. Joseph II dit à Mozart : *C’est trop beau pour nos oreilles, et prodigieusement de notes. – Précisément ce qu’il faut,* répondit l’artiste. (Choron and Fayolle, II, 73)

5 “*L’Enlèvement du Serail*” was performed in 1782. Joseph II. remarked to Mozart, “It is too grand for our ears; there are a prodigious quantity of notes.” “That is precisely the thing,” replied the young artist. (Sainsbury, II, 192)


7 L’empeure Joseph II… n’avait de goût que pour la musique italienne… Cependant, l’empereur n’aimait pas, au fond, cette musique [de *l’Enlèvement du Sérail*], trop forte pour son oreille, et toujours il y eut quelque réticence dans les éloges qu’il accordait à celui que les artistes plaçaient au-dessus de tous les musiciens de l’Europe. *Cela est trop beau pour nos oreilles,* disait-il à Mozart en parlant de *l’Enlèvement du Sérail* ; en vérité, j’y trouve trop de notes. – *Précisément autant qu’il en faut,* répondit le musicien. (Fétis 2, VI, 233)

8 The Italian opera composers residing at Vienna, among whom may be reckoned Salieri, Righini, Anfossi, Martini, &c., the last, indeed, a Spaniard by birth but by education an Italian, were any thing but pleased at the prospect of having, from time to time, such an antagonist in the field of dramatic composition [as Mozart]. Accustomed to the supremacy of their countrymen in all matters connected with the lyric drama, and enjoying, as it were, an ancient right of superiority on the stage of Vienna, they listened in jealous alarm to the excellence of the new master; and for the future omitted nothing which the spirit of intrigue could suggest to frustrate his expectations, and to destroy at once both his profit and his fame. Through their credit with the ladies of the court, and by this channel with the Emperor Joseph himself, they possessed unfortunately but too many means of obtaining their end. When Mozart heard from the mouth of the emperor, the remarkable criticism on his new
opera, “Too many notes, my dear Mozart,” and replied at once with frankness and independence, “There are just as many, please your majesty, as there should be,” he was perfectly aware from what quarter that opinion had emanated. The most active and inveterate against Mozart of all the Italian clique was Salieri. (Holmes, 217-8)

9 Kaiser Joseph had attained the object of his ambition; the German opera was established; but he scarcely seemed to appreciate the importance of the movement thus set on foot. His criticism on the “Entführung” – “Too fine for our ears, and an immense number of notes, my dear Mozart!” (referring, no doubt, to the accompaniment, which was also found fault with by Dittersdorf as overpowering the voices) – is indicative of his taste. Mozart’s spirited answer, “Just as many notes, your majesty, as are necessary,” was worthy of an artist. Generally speaking, the opera received unmitigated praise. (Jahn, II, 212)

10 This universal recognition [of Die Entführung] caused his soul to soar still higher, and his spirit acquired a fresh impetus. The Emperor Joseph, who had very little idea of what he had called forth on this occasion, said, ‘Much too fine for our ears, dear Mozart; and what a quantity of notes!’ To which the artist boldly replied, ‘Just as many notes as were necessary, your Majesty!’ He had become fully conscious of the strength of his abilities. (NohlM, II, 50)

11 The imperial Joseph does not appear to have been a very delicate critic in art matters. “Too fine for our ears, my dear Mozart, and there are too many notes in your score,” he observed. “Just the exact number required, not one more nor less, your majesty,” returned Mozart. (Breakspeare, 64)

12 The music [to Die Entführung] was thought very novel and daring, particularly by the emperor [Joseph II], who prided himself on his solidly conservative tastes and told Mozart that the score was too good for Viennese ears and contained too many notes; to which the composer politely but firmly replied that he had put in exactly as many as were required. (Blom, 115)

Myth 6-C: The Last Meeting of Haydn and Mozart, 1790 (see also 5-A)

1 …[1790 saw] Salomon’s arrival in Vienna, for the purpose of engaging Haydn and Mozart for his London concerts. Had not death intervened, Mozart would have succeeded Haydn in London, and, doubtless, have also produced his twelve grand symphonies for Salomon’s concerts. With this change of life in prospect, the interest in the Berlin scheme was probably weakened. // Now came his separation from Haydn – the man to whom habit and sympathy had strongly attached him, and who was, so to speak, an artist-father. It was a grievous trial, and Mozart, in his declining health, saw in it only evil omens – disaster and death. At the parting he was much agitated, and shed tears. “I fear,” said he, in bidding Haydn adieu, “that we see each other for the last time;” – a presentiment but too fatally confirmed. (Holmes, 322-3)

2 It was not until the Kapelle was broken up, on the death of Prince Nicolaus in 1790, that Haydn took up his abode in Vienna; and in December of the same year Salomon persuaded him to undertake the journey to London. Mozart agreed with others of Haydn’s friends in considering this expedition a great risk, and drew his attention to the difficulties he was sure to encounter as an elderly man, unused to the world, amidst a strange people whose language he did not understand. Haydn replied that he was old, certainly, (he was then fifty-nine), but strong and of good courage, and his language was understood by all the world. Mozart spent the day of Haydn’s
departure with him, and as they took leave he was moved to tears and exclaimed: “We are taking our last farewell in this world!” Haydn himself was deeply moved, thinking of his own death, and sought to console and calm Mozart. (Jahn, II, 351)

3 How welcome then to our Maestro must have been an offer made to him by the violinist Salomon of London to come there shortly. I. P. Salomon, a native of Bonn, had already engaged his old friend Haydn for his concerts, on terms considered brilliant in those days – the death of Prince Esterhazy having set Haydn free. After Haydn’s return, Mozart was to come on the same conditions. The parting of these two noble-minded men was very affecting. The ‘old papa’ was the only artist in Vienna who thoroughly understood our Maestro, and whose intentions towards him were good. Mozart, as well as Haydn’s other friends, thought his journey a very rash undertaking, and pointed out the difficulties a man so advanced in years, and unused to the great world, must encounter among a foreign people, whose language even he did not understand. Haydn, however, said it was indeed true that he was old, being 59; but he was still active and full of energy, and his language was understood all over the world. On the day of his departure Mozart never left his side. He dined with him, and when the hour of farewell arrived, Mozart melted into tears, saying, ‘We must now bid each other a last farewell in this life!’ Haydn also was deeply affected, but thought of his own death, which, as a man so much older, seemed nearer; but he sought to pacify and console his friend. Mozart’s presentiment, however, proved right. While still in London, Haydn received intelligence of the Maestro’s death, and shed many bitter tears. (NohlM, II, 260-1)

4 Soon after his arrival in Vienna, Mozart had to take leave of his best friend, for Salomon, the impresario, had come in person to carry Haydn off to London. With a heavy heart he said good-bye to the only artist who understood him thoroughly and honestly wished to see him prosper. They were never to meet again. (Grove 1, II, 393)

5 [Following a journey to Frankfurt], Mozart reached Vienna just in time to bespeak papa Haydn, before the veteran composer set forth upon his journey to England. The younger artist, fearful of the difficulties of travel and the wide world for one so advanced in years and unaccustomed, told the old man of his solicitude, adding, “And you speak too few languages, papa!” To which Haydn replied, “But my language, as you know, is understood the world all through!” Their parting was a tearful one, in the middle December of this year 1790: “I fear, my good father, we are saying our very last Good-bye to each other!” And so, indeed, it proved to be. For some time, previously to this, Wolfgang had felt a strong presentiment of his approaching, early death. (Breakspeare, 82)

Myth 6-D: Mozart’s Requiem, 1791

1 The story of his last work, the Requiem... is as obscure as it is strange. // Shortly before the coronation of Emperor Leopold, even before Mozart had received the order to travel to Prague, a letter without signature was brought him by an unknown messenger, which with many flattering remarks contained an enquiry as to whether he would be willing to undertake to write a Requiem Mass. What would be the cost, and how long would it take to complete? // Mozart, who never made the least move without his wife’s knowledge, told her of this remarkable request, and at the same time expressed a wish to try his hand at this type of composition, the more so as the higher forms of church music had always appealed to his genius. She advised him to
accept the offer. He therefore replied to his anonymous patron that he would write a Requiem for a given sum; he could not state exactly how long it would take. He, however, wished to know where the work was to be delivered when ready. In a short while the same messenger appeared again, bringing back not only the sum stipulated but also the promise, as Mozart had been so modest in his price, that he would receive another payment on receipt of the composition. He should, moreover, write according to his own ideas and mood, but he should not trouble to find out who had given the order, as it would assuredly be in vain. // In the meantime he received a very flattering and advantageous offer to write the opera seria [La clemenza di Tito] for the Coronation of Emperor Leopold in Prague. … Just as Mozart and his wife were getting into the travelling coach, the messenger appeared like a ghost and pulled at her coat. ‘What about the Requiem?’ he asked. Mozart excused himself on account of the necessity for the journey, and the impossibility of informing his anonymous patron; in any case it would be the first task on his return, and it was only a question whether the stranger could wait so long. The messenger seemed to be quite satisfied. // While he was in Prague Mozart became ill and was continually receiving medical attention. … On his return to Vienna he at once started on his Requiem Mass and worked at it with great energy and interest; but his indisposition increased visibly and made him depressed. His wife realised it with misgivings. One day when she was driving in the Prater with him, to give him a little distraction and amusement, and they were sitting by themselves, Mozart began to speak of death, and declared that he was writing the Requiem for himself. Tears came to the eyes of this sensitive man: ‘I feel definitely’, he continued, ‘that I will not last much longer; I am sure I have been poisoned. I cannot rid myself of this idea.’ // This speech fell like a load on his wife’s heart. She was unable to console him, or to convince him that his melancholy imaginings were without foundation. As she felt that he was on the verge of a serious illness, and that the Requiem was getting on his over-sensitive nerves, she called in the doctor, and took the score of the composition away from him. // His health actually improved somewhat, and he was able to finish a small cantata, which had been ordered by a Society for celebration. The splendid way in which it was performed and the applause it received gave his energies a new impetus. He became more cheerful and repeatedly expressed the wish to continue and finish the Requiem. His wife could no longer find an excuse for withholding his music. // This hopeful state of affairs was but short-lived; in a few days he became despondent once more, weaker and more listless, until he sank back in his sick-bed from which, alas, he never rose again. // On the day of his death he asked for the score to be brought to his bedside. ‘Did I not say before, that I was writing this Requiem for myself?’ After saying this, he looked yet again with tears in his eyes through the whole work. This was the last sad sight he had of his beloved art, which was destined to become immortal. // Soon after his death the messenger arrived and asked for the composition in its incomplete state, and it was given [to] him. From that moment onwards Mozart’s widow never saw him again and never found out anything, either about the Requiem or by whom it had been commissioned. The reader can imagine that no trouble was spared in trying to find the mysterious messenger, but all efforts and attempts proved in vain. (Niemetschek, 41-4)

2 One day, as he sat lost in his melancholy fantasies, a carriage arrived and a stranger announced himself. He was shown in. An elderly, serious, stately man, of very dignified appearance, known neither to Mozart nor his wife, entered. The man began: // ‘I come to you as the messenger of a very distinguished man.’ // ‘From whom do you come?’ asked Mozart. // ‘The man does not wish to make himself known.’ // ‘All
right – what does he want of me?’ // ‘Someone has died who was very dear to him and who will remain eternally so; he desires each year to celebrate the day of that person’s death, and he asks you to compose for him a Requiem for that purpose.’ // Mozart was deeply affected by this speech, by the shadow of mystery that was cast over the entire matter, by the solemnity with which the man spoke, by his own present frame of mind, and he promised to undertake the commission. The man continued: // ‘Work with all possible diligence: the man is a connoisseur.’ // ‘So much the better.’ // ‘There are no time restrictions.’ // ‘Excellent.’ // ‘How long will you require?’ // Mozart, who was rarely in the habit of calculating time and money, replied: // ‘About four weeks.’ // ‘I shall return at that time and fetch the score. How much do you want as your fee?’ // Mozart answered him lightly: // ‘A hundred ducats.’ // ‘Here they are’, said the man; he placed the money on the table and departed. Mozart once again remained sunk in deep thought, did not hear what his wife said to him, and at last asked for pen, ink, and paper. He immediately began to work on the commission. With each measure his interest in the matter increased; he wrote day and night. His body could not endure the strain, and several times he collapsed in a faint from his labours. All exhortations to moderate his work were fruitless. After several days his wife took him to the Prater. He remained constantly quiet and turned inward. Finally he could deny it no longer – he was certain that he was writing this work for his own funeral. He could not rid himself of this idea; he worked, therefore, like Raphael on his Transfiguration, with the constant sense of his approaching death, and, like him, he himself made this declaration. And he spoke very curious thoughts about the unusual appearance and commission of this unknown man. If one tried to talk him out of these, he would fall silent, unconvinced. … Ailing greatly, he travelled to Prague. The abundance of work stimulated the powers of his mind once again and focused them upon one point. The many diversions reanimated his courage, his senses were brightened to an easy gaiety – the little lamp flamed up once more before its brightness was extinguished. But these very efforts debilitated him and he was ever sicker when he returned to Vienna, and now, completely satiated with the pomp and wastefulness, he was ravenous to take up the interrupted work on his Requiem. The four weeks, which he himself had specified, had in the mean time fled by, and hardly had he returned when the strange man appeared once more. // ‘I have not been able to keep my word’, said Mozart. // ‘I know that’, was the answer, ‘You were right not to bind yourself. How much more time do you need?’ // ‘Another four weeks – the work has become ever more interesting to me; it has led me much further than I had originally desired.’ // ‘Very good. In that case you must also receive a greater payment. Here are another hundred ducats.’ // ‘Sir, who has sent you?’ // ‘The man wants to remain unknown.’ // ‘Who are you?’ // ‘That is unimportant. In four weeks I will be with you once again.’ // With that he departed. Mozart tried to take note of where he went; but the people who were sent after him were either too careless or they were misled. In brief, they didn’t succeed. Now Mozart was firmly convinced (I must confess this) that the man with the noble demeanour must have been an unusual being, one who stood in close connection with the world beyond, or who had been sent to him to announce his death. He decided now very seriously to establish a worthy monument to his name. With this idea in mind he kept on working and it is hardly any wonder that he brought such a perfect work to completion. During this work he often was overcome by lassitude and fainting spells. Even before the four weeks were over, he was finished, but he had also passed away. // From this work one can see that Mozart, like so many other great men, was unable to find a place for himself during his lifetime. It was he who sought to raise up religious music, which is presently
debased, to where it belonged – on the throne above all other music. In this field he became the leading artist in the world – for those who have heard his last work, according to the unanimous judgement of all connoisseurs, even those who are not particularly fond of Mozart, place it among the most perfect that the most recent art has produced. (Rochlitz, 32, 33-4)

3 Un jour, tandis qu’il était assis, absorbé dans ses idées lugubres, une voiture s’arrête à sa porte, et on lui annonce un étranger. Un homme d’un certain âge et de grande apparence, que ni lui ni sa femme ne connaissaient, entre d’un air imposant. « Je viens, lui dit-il, de la part d’une personne de grande distinction…… » « De qui ? » reprend Mozart…… « Je ne puis vous le dire, » répond-il ; [«] elle ne veut pas être connue. » – [«] Eh bien, M’, que veut-elle de moi ? » – [«] Elle a perdu une personne qui était très-chère et qu’elle n’oubliera jamais ; elle voudrait célébrer annuellement le jour de sa mort, d’une manière convenable et solennelle, et désirerait qui vous lui fissiez un Requiem. [»] – Mozart fut singulièrement frappé du mystère que l’inconnu mettait à cette visite, et dont l’objet avait tant de rapport à l’état actuel de ses sensations. Cela fit le plus grand effet sur son esprit ; il consentit sur-le-champ à la demande de l’étranger. Celui-ci ajouta : « travaillez-y avec tout le soin possible, car celui qui m’envoie est un très-grand connaisseur. – « Tant mieux ! » – « On ne vous fixe aucun temps ; » – « A vous en faudrait-il ? [ » ] – Mozart qui calculait rarement son temps, répondit : « J’y mettrai à peu près un mois. » – « Bon ! je reviendrai alors chercher la partition. Combien demandez-vous pour vos honoraires ? [ » ] – « Cent ducats ! » répondit Mozart sans grande réflexion. – « Les voilà ! dit l’étranger ; » il mit la somme sur la table et disparut. Enseveli dans ses idées sombres, Mozart ne fit aucune attention aux observations de sa femme sur cette avventure [sic], au bout d’un quart-d’heure il demanda plume, encre et papier ; et se mit à l’ouvrage. A chaque mesure son intérêt semblait augmenter ; il travailla jour et nuit. Son corps ne pouvait suffire à cette fatigue ; plusieurs fois pendant cette compositions il tomba en faiblesse. Tout ce qu’on put lui dire pour modérer son ardeur, fut inutile ; la seule chose que son épouse put obtenir, fut de l’engager à faire une petite promenade en voiture au Prater. Il était toujours muet et renfermé en lui-même. Enfin, il finit par se mettre tout de bon dans l’esprit, qu’en travaillant à cet ouvrage, il composait l’hymne de ses propres funérailles. Il ne quittait point cette idée ; et travaillait à cet ouvrage, comme Raphaël absorbé dans le sentiment de sa mort prochaine, croyait exprimer sa propre transfiguration, en peignant celle du Sauveur. Il s’abandonnait aux imaginations les plus singulières sur la mission de cet inconnu, qu’il regardait comme un être fantastique. Quand on s’efforçait de lui faire entendre le contraire, il se taisait ; mais il restait dans sa persuasion. … Mozart était parti pour Prague avec une santé très-délabrée. La multiplicité de ses travaux avait exalté toutes les facultés de son ame, et en avait redoublé l’activité. Les distractions avaient ranimé son courage ; il avait presque repris son ancienne gaieté ; mais ce fut la dernière lueur d’un reste de vie sur le point de s’éteindre. Affaibli d’ailleurs, par l’excès du travail, il revint à Vienne plus malade que jamais, et lassé de l’éclat et du luxe des spectacles. Il se remit, avec une énergie presque incroyable, à terminer son Requiem.

Le temps qu’il avait fixé était écoulé ; il ne faisait qu’arriver à Vienne quand l’inconnu revint chez lui. – « Je n’ai pas pu vous tenir ma parole, » lui dit Mozart. – « Je le sais… Vous avez bien fait de ne pas vous y asservir ; mais quel terme mettez-vous désormais à votre travail ? » – « Encore un mois ; ce travail est plus que jamais intéressant pour moi, et je m’y livrerai avec plus d’ardeur que je n’ai encore fait jusqu’ici. » – « Bien ; mais alors il vous faut un nouveau témoignage de reconnaissance ; voici encore cent ducats. » – « Mais…, M’, vous me cacherez donc
toujours quel est celui qui vous envoie ? » – « La personne veut rester inconnue. » – « Eh bien ! que êtes-vous donc vous-même ? » – « Ceci importe encore moins à l’objet dont il s’agit. Dans un mois, je reviendrai vous trouver. » – Là-dessus le voilà parti ! On fit suivre l’inconnu pour voir où il se rendrait ; mais ceux qui se chargèrent de ce soin y mirent de la négligence, ou furent déroutés. Mozart ne put rien savoir, et il demeura plus que jamais persuadé que cet homme lui venait de l’autre monde, et que c’était l’ange de sa mort. Cette idée l’exalta encore plus, et l’aiguillonna pour ériger à sa mémoire un monument immortel, il poursuivit sa tâche. On ne s’étonnera plus qu’il ait produit un chef-d’œuvre. Cependant, tout en travaillant il s’affaiblissait, et déclinait visiblement. Au bout du mois, il avait terminé l’ouvrage, mais en même temps fourni sa carrière.... il était dans le tombeau ! // En étudiant cet admirable ouvrage, on s’apercevra [sic] peut-être que Mozart, comme tant d’autres hommes célèbres, pendant toute sa vie a été hors de sa véritable destination. C’était bien à lui qu’il appartenait de donner un nouvel éclat à la musique la plus sublime, je veux dire à celle qui s’occupe à célébrer dans nos temples les grandeurs de Dieu et les mystères de la religion ; genre presqu’entièrement perdu pas la dégradation et l’abâtardissement de l’art. C’était le champ où, d’après le sentiment unanime des connoisseurs, même des détracteurs de ses composition théâtrales, il a brillé dans tout son lustre, et qu’il a laissé un monument, qui est le dernier effort et le chef-d’œuvre de la musique moderne. Il existe de lui des Antiennes d’un temps antérieur ; mais il n’en faisait pas grand cas, et il disait quelquefois qu’il était à désirer qu’on les oubliât. Je donnerais volontiers ici une analyse de ce Requiem qui fait tant d’honneur à Mozart, et que l’on peut regarder comme le chant de cygne de ce grand homme… (Cramer, 51-3, 56-8)

4 [Mozart’s] health, by nature delicate, grew weaker from day to day. The nervous irritability which was part of his constitution, grew worse owing to the excesses of work and pleasure into which he alternately threw himself; for he knew not how to be moderate in the one, nor in the other. The melancholy to which he was subject became habitual; he sensed his approaching end, and it was with terror that he saw it draw near. A rather strange event occurred which accelerated in a distressing manner the effects of this mournful disposition. // One day when he was plunged in his melancholy reveries, he heard a carriage draw up at his door; a stranger was announced who asked to speak to him. He was shown in; it was a rather elderly man who gave every appearance of being a person of distinction. “I have been commissioned”, said the stranger, “by a very illustrious gentleman, to seek you out.” – “Who is this man?”, Mozart broke in. – “He wishes to remain anonymous.” – “Well then, and what does he want?” – “He has just lost a person who was very dear to him, and whose memory will be eternally precious to him. He wishes each year to celebrate the anniversary of the death of this person with a solemn service, and he asks you to compose a Requiem for this service.” Mozart felt himself deeply stirred by this discourse, by the grave tone in which it was spoken, by the air of mystery which seemed to envelop this whole occurrence; the state of his mind strengthened still further these impressions. “Put all your genius to this task; you are working for a connoisseur of music.” – “So much the better.” – “How long will you require?” – “Four weeks.” – “Good, I will return in four weeks. What price do you put on your work?” – “One hundred ducats.” – The stranger counted them out on the table and disappeared. // Mozart remained for a few minutes plunged deep in thought; then he suddenly called for a pen, ink and paper, and despite his wife’s remonstrances, he began to write. This frenzy of work continued for several days; he worked day and night, and with an ardour that seemed to grow as he continued. But his body could
not keep pace with this effort. He fell down one day in a faint, and was obliged to suspend work. Shortly after, his wife seeking to distract him from the sombre thoughts that occupied him, Mozart said to her abruptly: “So much is certain: it is for myself that I am writing this Requiem. It will serve for my own funeral service.” Nothing could distract him from this idea; he continued to work at this Requiem, as Raphael worked at his painting of the Transfiguration, equally obsessed with the idea of his [approaching] death. // Mozart felt his strength grow less with each day, and his work made slow progress; the four weeks he had asked for having passed, he saw the stranger coming into his house one day. “I have not been able to keep my word”, said Mozart. – “Do not worry,” said the stranger; “how much longer do you need?” – “Four weeks. The work has inspired me with more interest than I had expected, and I have made it much longer than I had intended.” – “In that case it is fair to increase the honorarium. Here are a further fifty ducats.” – “Sir,” said Mozart, ever more astonished, “who are you?” – “That does not concern us here. I shall return in four weeks.” Mozart at once sent one of his servants to follow this extraordinary man, and discover where he lived; but the servant returned to report that he had not been able to discover any trace of the stranger. // Poor Mozart became obsessed with the thought that this stranger was no ordinary mortal being, that he for sure had dealings with the other world, and that he had been sent to him to announce his approaching end. He worked with still greater ardour at his Requiem, which he regarded as the most lasting monument to his talent. During this work, he several times fell prey to alarming fainting-fits. Finally, the work was completed before the four weeks had expired. The stranger returned at the appointed time. Mozart was no more. // All Germany regards this Requiem as this composer’s masterpiece. (Suard, 499-501)

5 Mozart mourut le 5 décembre 1792 [sic (actually 1791)], sans avoir atteint sa trent-sixième année; mais infatigable jusqu’au tombeau, il créa dans les derniers mois de sa vie ses trois chefs d’œuvre: la Flûte enchantée, la Clémence de Titus, et un Requiem, qu’il eut à peine le temps d’achever. // Il avait entrepris la composition de son Requiem à la demande d’un inconnu. Un jour qu’il s’entretenait à ce sujet avec sa femme, il lui avoua qu’il était persuadé que c’était pour lui-même qu’il le travaillait, ajoutant qu’il croyait qu’on l’avait empoisonné. Sa femme, désolée de ne pouvoir dissiper une si funeste impression, parvint à lui soustraire sa partition. Il parut se remettre un peu. La partition lui fut rendue, et bientôt après, il retomba dans sa mélancolie. Le jour de sa mort, il fit apporter le Requiem sur son lit. N’avais-je pas raison, s’écria-t-il, quand j’assurais que c’était pour moi que je composais ce Requiem ? et des larmes s’échappèrent de ses yeux. C’était le dernier adieu qu’il faisait à son art. Après sa mort, l’inconnu se présenta, reçut le Requiem, et on n’en a eu depuis aucune nouvelle ; mais la veuve avait conservé la partition. (Choron and Fayolle, II, 73-4)

6 Und nun nur noch ein Paar Worte von dem sonderbaren Vorgange, der zum Daseyn dieses Requiem die Gelegenheit gab, und der mehrmals, zwar in manchen Nebendingen etwas verschieden, in der Hauptsache gleichlautend, erzählt wird. Mozart erhielt nämlich, kurz vor Kaiser Leopolds Krönung, durch einen unbekannten Boten einen Brief ohne Unterschrift, worin ihm die Komposition einer Seelenmesse aufgetragen wurde, mit den Fragen, um welchen Preis und binnen welcher Zeit er sie zu liefern gedächte? Mozart antwortete, er wolle zwar das Requiem für 100 Dukaten verfertigen, könne aber keine gewisse Zeit bestimmen; er wünschte also zu erfahren, wo er die Partitur hinschicken solle? Sogleich erschien der Bote wieder, zählte ihm die geforderten 100 Dukaten nicht nur, sondern versprach auch bey dem Empfange des Werks noch eine beträchtliche Zugabe. Uebrigens sollte
The death of this great genius took place on the 5th of December, 1792 [sic (actually 1791)], when he had not attained his thirty-sixth year. Indefatigable to the last, he produced in the concluding few months of his life, his three chef-d’œuvres, “The Enchanted Flute,” “Clemenza di Tito,” and a “Requiem,” which he had scarcely time to finish. … A single incident accelerated the effect of [Mozart’s] fatal presentiment, and as this incident was the occasion of his composing his famous Requiem, one of his chef-d’œuvres, we shall enter into minute details concerning it. // One day when Mozart was plunged into a profound reverie, he heard a carriage stop at his door. A stranger was announced, who begged to speak to him: a middle-aged man, well dressed, and of a noble and imposing appearance, was then shown in. “I am commissioned, sir,” said he, addressing Mozart, “by a person of rank, to call on you.” “Who is that person?” interrupted Mozart. “He does not choose to be known,” replied the stranger. “Very well; what does he wish?” “He has just lost a friend who was very dear to him, and whose memory he must eternally cherish; and intending to celebrate her death by a solemn service every year, wishes you to compose a Requiem for the occasion.” Mozart was much struck at the grave manner and tone of voice in which this address was pronounced, and with the mystery which appeared to envelope this adventure. He promised to compose the Requiem. The unknown continued: “Exert all your genius in this work; you will labour for a connoisseur in music.” “So much the better.” “How long will you require to do it?” “A month.” “Very well; I will return in a month. How much will you charge for the work?” “A hundred ducats.” The unknown counted them immediately on the table,
and disappeared. // Mozart remained plunged for some moments in profound reflection; then suddenly demanded a pen, ink, and paper, and notwithstanding the remonstrances of his wife, began to write. This rage for composing continued several days; he wrote almost the whole day and night, with increasing ardour as he advanced; but his health, already feeble, could not long support this enthusiasm, and one morning he fell senseless on the floor, which obliged him for a time to suspend his labours. Two or three days after, his wife endeavouring to divert his attention from the melancholy ideas which possessed it, he replied quickly, “I am persuaded that I am composing this Requiem for myself; it will do for my funeral service.” Nothing could dispel this idea from his mind. // As he continued his work, he felt his strength diminishing from day to day, whilst his score advanced slowly. The month he had requested being expired, the stranger one day suddenly reappeared. “I have found it impossible,” said Mozart, “to keep my word.” “It is of no consequence,” replied the stranger. “How much more time do you require?” “A month. The work has become more interesting than I imagined, and I have extended it to a much greater length than I had at first intended.” “In that case it is right to augment the price; here are fifty ducats more.” “Sir,” said Mozart, more astonished than ever, “who are you, then?” “That has nothing to do with the subject; I shall return within the month.” Mozart immediately called one of his servants and desired him to follow this extraordinary man, and find out who he was; but the awkward servant returned, saying he could not trace his steps. // Poor Mozart now took it into his head that the unknown was not a being of this world, and that he had been sent to warn him of his approaching end. He applied with greater diligence than ever to his Requiem, which he looked upon as the most lasting monument of his genius. During this labour, he frequently fell into alarming fainting fits. At length the work was finished before the month was quite expired. The unknown returned at the stated time, and claimed the Requiem – Mozart was no more! // The day of his death he desired the Requiem might be brought to him. “Was I not right,” he said, “when I assured you I was composing this Requiem for myself?” and tears escaped from his eyes. It was his last farewell to his art: his widow has preserved the score. (Sainsbury, II, 193-4, italics in original)

C’est ici que se place une anecdote rapportée par Chr. Fr. Cramer dans une brochure écrite à Vienne en 1797, et publiée en français à Paris, en 1801, sous le titre : Anecdotes sur W. G. Mozart. Il résulte de son récit qu’un étranger mystérieux se présente un jour chez l’illustre maître, lorsque déjà sa santé lui inspirait de vives inquiétudes, et lui avait demandé la composition d’une messe de Requiem, qu’il avait payée généreusement d’avance, sans vouloir dire son nom ; que plusieurs fois le même personnage s’était représenté à l’improviste pour recevoir la partition du Requiem, et que Mozart, frappé de l’idée de sa mort prochaine, avait cru voir, dans ces apparitions, des avertissements du ciel. Le conseiller de Nissen qui, longtemps après la mort de ce grand homme, épousa sa veuve, rapporte le fait d’une manière plus simple et plus naturelle. Suivant sa version, Mozart travaillait à la Flûte.
magique lorsqu’il reçut une lettre anonyme par laquelle on le chargeait de composer une messe de Requiem, en l’invitant de fixer le prix de son ouvrage et d’indiquer le jour où son travail serait terminé. Étonné de cette étrange demande et du mystère dont on l’enveloppait, Mozart consulta sa femme qui lui conseilla de répondre par écrit qu’il consentait à faire ce qu’on lui demandait, sans pouvoir toutefois fixer le moment où le travail serait terminé, et qu’il en fixait le prix à certaine somme. Peu de temps après, le messager qui avait apporté la première lettre revint, et nonseulement il remit au compositeur la somme demandée, mais il ajouta qu’une augmentation considérable de salaire serait payée quand le Requiem serait achevé. Il ajouta que Mozart pouvait travailler à loisir, mais qu’il ne fallait pas chercher à connaître le nom de la personne qui demandait cette composition. Absorbé dans de sombres réflexions, Mozart n’écouta pas les observations de sa femme sur cette aventure singulière. Déjà il était préoccupé de la composition du Requiem demandé ; il se mit immédiatement au travail, et y déploya tant d’activité, qu’il aurait épuisé le reste de ses forces, si un autre objet important ne fût venu le distraire de ce triste sujet d’occupation. … Après avoir terminé ce travail [la Clémence de Titus, la Flûte magique] en si peu de temps, il se remit à la composition de son Requiem, et finit par se persuader qu’il venait de recevoir un avertissement du ciel, et qu’il travaillait à son hymne de mort. Rien ne put le distraire de cette idée funeste, qui acheva d’abattre le reste de ses forces. Sa femme, alarmée de sa sombre mélancolie et de sa faiblesses, voulut le reposer et le distraire ; elle le conduisit au Prater [une promenade de Vienne] en voiture, par une belle matinée d’automne. Ce fut là que Mozart lui découvrit le secret de son âme sur le Requiem : « Je l’écris pour moi-même, dit’il en pleurant ; bien peu de jours me restent à vivre ; je ne le sens que trop. On m’a donné du poison ; rien n’est plus certain. » Il est facile d’imaginer quel fut le serrement de cœur de la pauvre femme. Rentrée chez elle, elle envoya chercher le médecin qui fut d’avis d’enlever au malade sa fatale partition. Mozart s’y résigna, mais sa tristesse s’en augmenta. Néanmoins quelques jours d’un repos forcé lui procurèrent du soulagement. Le 15 novembre, sa situation fut assez bonne pour qu’il pût écrire une petite cantate (l’Éloge de l’amitié) qu’on lui avait demandée pour une loge de francs-maçons dont il était membre. En apprenant que l’exécution avait été bonne et que le morceau avait eu du succès, il se sentit ranimé. Il redemanda alors la partition du Requiem. Le croyant hors de danger, sa femme n’hésita pas à la lui rendre. Mais bientôt toutes ses douleurs physiques et morales repartirent avec plus d’intensité, et cinq jours après la fête maçonnique, il fallut le porter sur son lit, d’où il ne se releva plus. …Mozart s’écria : Eh quoi ? c’est à présent qu’il faut mourir ! Mourir, lorsque enfin je pourrais vivre heureux ! Quitter mon art, lorsque délivré des spéculateurs sur mon travail et soustrait à l’esclavage de la mode, il me serait loisible de travailler selon les inspirations de Dieu et de mon cœur ! Quitter ma famille, mes pauvres petits enfants, au moment où j’aurais pu mieux pourvoir à leur bien-être ! M’étais-je trompé en disant que j’écrivais le Requiem pour moi-même ? Il Quinze jours s’écoulèrent dans de grandes souffrances, où les médecins reconnaissent les symptômes d’une inflammation du cerveau. Sa foi, qui avait toujours été vive et sincère, conduisit Mozart à une parfaite résignation. Il eut le pressentiment de son dernier moment, car Sophie Weber, sa belle-sœur, étant venue demander de ses nouvelles dans la soirée du 5 décembre, il lui dit : Je suis bien aise [sic] de vous voir ; restez près de moi cette nuit ; je désire que vous me voyiez mourir. Elle essaya de lui donner quelque espérance. Non, non, dit-il, je sens que tout est fini. J’ai déjà le goût de la mort sur la langue. Restez : si vous n’étiez pas ici, qui assisterait ma Constance ? Sophie courut avertir sa mère, et revint presque aussitôt. Elle trouva Süssmayer debout près du lit de son maître : il soutenait de ses mains la partition du…
And now comes one of the most curious incidents in his life. Early in August, the composer was one day surprised by the entrance of a stranger, who brought him a letter without any signature, the purport of which was to inquire whether he would undertake the composition of a requiem, by what time he could be ready with it, and his price. The unknown expressed himself on this occasion in a manner as flattering as it was mysterious. Mozart, who was never accustomed to engage in any undertaking without consulting his wife, related to her the singular proposition made to him, adding, that he should much like to try his hand in a work of that character, as the elevated and the pathetic in church music was his favourite style. She advised him to accept the engagement; and he accordingly wrote an answer, stating his terms for the composition, excusing himself from naming the precise time of its completion, but desiring to know where it should be sent when finished. In a few days the messenger returned, paid twenty-five ducats, half the price required, in advance, and informed the composer that as his demand was so moderate, he might expect a considerable present on completing the score. He was to follow the bent of his own genius in the work, but to give himself no trouble to discover who employed him, as it would be in vain. On the departure of the stranger he fell into a profound reverie; then, suddenly calling for pen, ink, and paper, began to write. … Just as Mozart and his wife were entering their travelling carriage for Prague, the stranger who had brought the commission for the requiem suddenly re-appeared. “How will the requiem proceed now?” he inquired. Mozart excused himself on account of the necessity of the journey, and the impossibility of giving intelligence of it to his anonymous employer; but expressed his determination to make the work his first care on his return. This assurance gave satisfaction, and they separated. … On taking leave of the circle of his acquaintance at Prague he was unusually affected, and shed tears, for it was with a strong presentiment of his approaching death, and that he should see them no more. … When confined to his house… the thought of his approaching end would strike him with melancholy. It was in this state of mind that he worked at the “Requiem,” partly at home, but more frequently at the Laimgrube in Trattner’s garden. Schack and Süssmayer were much with him during the progress of this work; and it was his custom as soon as he had finished a movement to have it sung, while he played over the orchestral part on the pianoforte. His application to the “Requiem” was accompanied by unusual silence and dejection; he was, in fact, brooding over one idea till it assumed a character of monomania. He thought, though he did not confess it, that he had been poisoned. In the hope of distracting him from his melancholy, his wife engaged his most intimate friends to call, as if by chance, at times when, after many hours’ application, he ought naturally to have thought of resting. Though pleased with their visits he did not cease writing; they talked and endeavoured to engage him in the conversation, but he took no interest in it; they addressed themselves particularly to him: he uttered a few inconsequential words, and pursued his occupation. // One fine day in the autumn his wife drove him to the Prate. As soon as they had reached a solitary spot, and were seated together, Mozart
began to speak of death, and said that he was writing this “Requiem” for himself. She tried to talk him out of these gloomy fancies, but in vain, and his eyes filled with tears as he answered her, “No, no, I am but too well convinced that I cannot last long. I have certainly been poisoned. I cannot rid myself of this idea.” // Shocked to hear him talk thus, yet unable herself to persuade him how groundless were his suspicions, or to administrate effectual consolation, she determined to consult a physician; and with his approbation the score of the “Requiem” was taken away. This, for a time, had a good effect; the removal of the work which so fatally excited his imagination, caused a sensible improvement in his health… He now [after the composition of Das Lob der Freundschaft] entreated to have his “Requiem” restored, that he might complete it as soon as possible, and his wife, no longer seeing any objection, complied. … With the “Requiem” his former illness returned. About the 21st of November his hands and feet began to swell, he was seized with sudden sickness, and an almost total incapacity of motion. In this state he was removed to the bed from which he never rose again. During the fourteen days in which he lay thus, his intellectual faculties remained unimpaired; he had a strong desire for life, though little expectation of it, and his behaviour was generally tranquil and resigned. But sometimes the singular concurrence of events at this juncture, and the thought of the unprotected condition of his wife and children overpowered him, and he could not restrain passionate lamentations. … Throughout his illness music was still a subject of the greatest interest to him. The “Requiem” lay almost continually on his bed, and Süssmayer was frequently at his side receiving instructions as to effects, the production of which by an orchestra he could never expect to superintend personally. One of his last efforts was an attempt to explain to Süssmayer an effect of the drums in the “Requiem;” he was observed in doing this to blow out his cheeks, and express his meaning by a noise intelligible to the musician. // At two o’clock on the same day, which was that of his death, he had been visited by some performers of Schikaneder’s theatre, his intimate friends. The ruling passion was now strongly exemplified. He desired the score of the “Requiem” to be brought, and it was sung by his visitors [sic] round his bed;—himself taking the alto part. Schack sang the soprano, Hofer, his brother-in-law, the tenor, and Gorl the bass. They had proceeded as far as the first bars of the Lacrymosa, when Mozart was seized with a violent fit of weeping, and the score was put aside. Throughout this day he was possessed with a strong presentiment of the near approach of death, and now gave himself up, relinquishing every hope that he had hitherto occasionally cherished. His physicians, indeed, thought unfavourably of his case from the first, and one of them, Dr. Sallaba, some days previously, had pronounced him beyond all human aid. It is remarkable that Mozart, notwithstanding the religious principles in which he had been educated, and which it is believed he always preserved, made no application for spiritual aid in this extremity; nor did the priests offer to bestow the last sacraments of their church upon the dying man. As he had not solicited their attendance, they left him to depart without the viaticum. … Thus died Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, at the age of thirty-five years and ten months. (Holmes, 338-9, 342, 344-5, 346, 347-8, 349)
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gave him great satisfaction, since he had long wished to try his powers once more on this species of composition, and to produce a work that both friends and foes might admire and study after his death. The innovations in church music introduced by the Emperor Joseph had been swept away by his successor, and the services of the Church were once more performed after the old fashion. Mozart was anxious therefore to impress upon the Emperor Leopold II., as the supreme arbiter, his familiarity with the orthodox church style, and the present seemed a favourable opportunity for the purpose. After consultation with his wife he announced his readiness to undertake the commission, but without fixing a term for its completion, and naming as his price 50 (some say 100) ducats; whereupon the messenger again appeared, paid the stipulated sum, and promised an addition on the delivery of the finished work. Mozart was enjoined to compose the Requiem according to his own will and pleasure, and to make no endeavour to discover his mysterious patron, an endeavour which would certainly prove in vain. // It is now proved beyond doubt that Count Franz von Walsegg of Stuppach was the patron in question, and that he ordered the Requiem in memory of his late wife, Anna Edlen von Flammberg; the mysterious messenger was his steward Leutgeb [sic]… Count Walsegg was a zealous lover of music, a good flautist, and a moderately good violoncello-player… But he was also ambitious to figure as a composer. He used to order quartets from different composers, always anonymously and with the offer of handsome payment; these he would then copy with his own hand, and have the parts written out from this score. … This explains the mysterious origin of the Requiem. He rewrote Mozart’s score, gave the parts to be copied from his duplicate (with the title of “Requiem composto del Conte Walsegg”), and himself directed the performance of it on December 14, 1793. … Before Mozart had set himself in earnest to this task, he received in the middle of August a fresh commission which brooked of no delay. A festival opera was to be performed at the approaching coronation of Leopold II. as King of Bohemia in Prague. The subject chosen was Metastasio’s “Clemenza di Tito,”… After making all preliminary arrangements, Mozart set out for Prague. As he was in the act of stepping into the travelling-carriage with his wife, the mysterious messenger appeared, and touching his wife on the arm, asked how it would fare with the Requiem now. Mozart excused himself by alleging the necessity of his present journey, and the impossibility of acquainting his unknown patron with it, and promised that it should be his first work on his return if the delay were granted him; with this the messenger declared himself satisfied. … No sooner was the “Zauberflöte” completed and performed than Mozart set to work with restless eagerness upon his still unfinished Requiem. His friend, Jos. von Jacquin, calling upon him one day to request him to give pianoforte lessons to a lady who was already an admirable performer on the instrument, found him at his writing-table, hard at work on the Requiem. … Other friends remembered afterwards how engrossed he had been in his task up to a very short time before his death. The feverish excitement with which he laboured at it increased the indisposition which had attacked him at Prague. Even before the completion of the “Zauberflöte” he had become subject to fainting fits which exhausted his strength and increased his depression. … It was in vain that his wife, who had returned from Baden, sought to withdraw him from his work and to induce him to seek relief from gloomy thoughts in the society of his friends. One beautiful day, when they had driven to the Prater, and were sitting there quite alone, Mozart began to speak of death, and told his wife, with tears in his eyes, that he was writing his Requiem for himself. “I feel it too well,” he continued; “my end is drawing near. I must have taken poison; I cannot get this idea out of my mind.” Horrified at this disclosure, Frau Mozart sought, by every
possible argument, to reason him out of such imaginations. Fully persuaded that the assiduity with which he was working at the Requiem was increasing his illness, she took the score away from him and called in a medical adviser, Dr. Closset. // Some improvement in Mozart’s state of health followed, and he was able to compose a cantata written by Schikaneder for a Masonic festival (623 K.), which was finished November 15, and the first performance conducted by himself. He was so pleased with the execution of this work, and with the applause it received, that his courage and pleasure in his art revived, and he was ready to believe that his idea of having taken poison was a result of his diseased imagination. He demanded the score of the Requiem from his wife, who gave it to him without any misgiving. The improvement, however, was of short duration, and Mozart soon relapsed into his former state of melancholy, talked much of having been poisoned, and grew weaker and weaker. His hands and feet began to swell, and partial paralysis set in, accompanied by violent vomiting. … During the fortnight that he was confined to bed consciousness never left him. The idea of death was ever before his eyes, and he looked forward to it with composure, albeit loath to part with life. … The Requiem, too, was constantly in his mind. While he had been at work upon it he used to sing every number as it was finished, playing the orchestral part on the piano. The afternoon before his death he had the score brought to his bed, and himself sang the alto part. Schack, as usual, took the soprano, Hofter, Mozart’s brother-in-law, the tenor, and Gerl the bass. They got as far as the first bars of the Lacrimosa when Mozart, with the feeling that it would never be finished, burst into a violent fit of weeping, and laid the score aside. … [Later that day, Sophie Haibel] found Süssmayr at Mozart’s bedside in earnest conversation over the Requiem. “Did I not say that I was writing the Requiem for myself?” said he, looking at it through his tears. … Late in the evening the physician arrived, having been long sought… He told Süssmayer in confidence that there was no hope, but ordered cold bandages round the head, which caused such violent shuddering that delirium and unconsciousness came on, from which Mozart never recovered. Even in his latest fancies he was busy with the Requiem, blowing out his cheeks to imitate the trumpets and drums. Towards midnight he raised himself, opened his eyes wide, then lay down with his face to the wall, and seemed to fall asleep. At one o’clock (December 5) he expired. (Jahn, III, 286-7, 288, 352-4, 355, 356, 357)

12 There is no doubt that in this case Mozart’s endeavour to get a permanent appointment [as assistant Kapellmeister at St Stephen’s Church] was prompted by his bias towards sacred music, which he had always loved. By his intimate acquaintance with the high art of Sebastian Bach, and, still more, by the impulses of his own spirit, these feelings were even more strongly awakened within him. What a joyful impression then must have been made on him when, some months, later, in July, the ‘Zauberflöte’ being inscribed by his own hand in the catalogue as nearly finished, a most unexpected order arrived to write a Requiem. One day an unknown messenger appeared – a tall, haggard man, dressed in grey, with a sombre expression of countenance – a most singular figure, quite calculated to make a strange impression. This man brought Mozart an anonymous letter, in which, after a very flattering recognition of his artistic productions, he was asked for what sum he would undertake to write a mass for the dead, and in how short a time it could be completed. Mozart consulted his wife about the proposal, without whose advice he never took any step of importance, and declared that such a commission was most welcome, for he longed to write something in this style, and to compose a work which, after his death, might be studied both by his friends and foes. The limits set to
Church music by Joseph II. had been abolished. Constanze agreed with her husband, and the more willingly as, on account of her health, a considerable expense was likely to ensue, and such a prospect of emolument was most welcome. He, therefore, declared himself ready to accept the offer, but declined fixing any precise time for the completion of the work. The sum he demanded was 50 ducats. The same messenger shortly returned, paid the sum in advance, and promised an additional payment when the Requiem was completed; he likewise instructed him to write the music entirely according to his own mood and humour, and to spare himself the trouble of trying to discover the name of the person who gave him this commission, as all such attempts would certainly be quite fruitless. // We now know that this singular messenger was the steward of Count Walsegg, and that it was he who ordered the Requiem. The Count was a zealous musician, and had the weakness to wish to pass for a composer. In the January of this year, his wife died, and he was anxious to have a Requiem performed in honour of her obsequies. He made a mystery of the commission, in order that, by transcribing the score, he might claim the work as his own. This he actually did; but as Mozart did not finish the work, and yet a complete score was sent to Count Walsegg, a violent controversy arose as to the genuineness of this work, both as to portions of it and the whole, which was only put an end to by the discovery of the facts we have stated. Many romantic fables were current about the mystery attached to this occurrence; but, commonplace as it proved to be, it was of vast importance to Mozart’s work. He wrote it with all the force of mystery dwelling on his mind, which at that time was almost exclusively engrossed with those conceptions that stretch far beyond the grave. The conviction of an early death dwelt deep and unquenchable in his soul. … His soul was entirely absorbed by heavenly things. He then undoubtedly believed that a message from above called on him to undertake a work in which it was his duty, by means of his art, to speak from his heart, and with all the powers of his mind, of those subjects which soar far beyond an earthly existence. The same singular combination of horror and joy now seized his faculties which no doubt assails men at the hour when they are about for ever to quit their corporeal being. Mozart loved life – to whom had it ever offered brighter things? – but for years past he had begun to withdraw from it, and though his nature might at times shrink from the end, which has its terrors for every mortal creature, yet his inmost heart was calm and at rest, when he thought of life eternal, which was to him an absolute certainty. These convictions were impressed on his soul in all their strength, and he regarded the Requiem as the peculiar mission of his life. … Mozart set to work at once, and time was so precious to him, that he could scarcely make up his mind to visit his dear Constanze in Baden. But, as not infrequently happens, when he was in the full tide of work (and it is astonishing how prolific Mozart was in the last years of his life), a new and important commission arrived [La clemenza di Tito], which promised both fame and money. … In the middle of August, Mozart set off on his journey. Constanze, as usual, was to go with him, though her little boy Wolfgang was only a few weeks old. At the moment when Mozart and his wife were about to get into the carriage, the mysterious messenger in grey suddenly came up to the carriage, and, plucking Constanze’s dress, enquired about the progress of the Requiem. Mozart excused himself by the absolute necessity of this journey, and the impossibility of acquainting an unknown person with his proposed absence; but said that after his return the Requiem should be his first care, if a delay till then could be granted him; with this, the messenger seemed satisfied. Mozart, however, again regarded the mysterious apparition as a warning from the Higher Powers that he must not delay his life-work, only a short time yet remaining to him on earth. … [After a period in which other works took priority, h]e was
[again] working at the Requiem. He begged that he might have some time to himself, as he had a work on hand which it was imperative on [sic] him to complete, and which he had much at heart. Until it was finished he could think of nothing. His friends afterwards remembered always finding the Maestro at his writing-table during those days, and invariably absorbed in his labours, which occupied him uninterruptedly till his death. Indeed, so engrossed was his soul by this work, that he paid no attention to the symptoms of illness that he had never got rid of since his return from Prague. On the contrary, his restless excitement, frequently prolonged far into the night, decidedly increased. When completing the last numbers of the ‘Zauberflöte,’ he sometimes sank back exhausted in his chair, and was seized with short swoons. This did not however deter him from working, though it might have served as a warning; but he knew that the course of the wheels rapidly hurrying him into the valley of death could no longer be checked. Yet no one observed any unusual depression in his mood. … As his physical exhaustion gradually increased, a melancholy mood seized him, which soon fully mastered his mind. Constanze saw his condition with ever-increasing anxiety, and endeavoured by every possible persuasion to keep him from his labours, and to cheer him by society. But even when with others, he continued reserved and dejected, giving absent answers. His soul was occupied with other things, and it was only when seated at his writing-table that his sadness of heart seemed to be elevated into that state of sacred earnestness in which man, when he most deeply feels his perishable nature, draws near the Eternal in greater purity. Only by glorifying this higher boon which he had almost grasped did he find joy and peace. // Constanze tried the effect of the charms of nature which formerly revived him so greatly – she drove out with him constantly. On one bright November day they went together to the Prater, and when sitting in pleasant solitude under the lofty trees, their scanty foliage already announcing the decay of nature, Mozart began to speak of death. His failing faculties were engrossed by no other image. With tears in his eyes, he said, ‘I well know that I am writing this Requiem for myself. My own feelings tell me that I shall not last long. No doubt someone has given me poison. I cannot get rid of this thought.’ The frailty of his bodily frame, the relaxation of every organ, in less excited moments he must have known to be caused solely by the extraordinary strain on his faculties to which they had been exposed during his whole life. In such sad moments, however, they seemed to him to be the effect of some deadly drug administered by foes or envious artists, in order to get rid of his rivalry. … Constanze was alarmed to the uttermost at these words of her husband’s, and eagerly strove to banish such an illusion from his mind and to soothe him. She begged him to give her the score of the Requiem, for she knew that this work only increased his weakness, and applied to Dr. Closset for advice. The absolute rest he enjoined invigorated Mozart so much that he was able to write a cantata, ‘Das Lob der Freundschaft,’ for a Masonic festival, the words by Schikaneder, and to direct the performance himself on November 15. The admirable manner in which this work was given, which strikingly reflects the sublime condition of Mozart’s soul in those days, cheered him in some degree, and the approbation of his friends reminded him once more of his godlike powers. He again took courage and felt pleasure in his labours, and declared that his idea as to being poisoned was entirely the result of illness, now happily passed away. He desired his wife to give him back the score of the Requiem, which she did without hesitation, and he worked at it zealously. // But Jahn, whose biography of Mozart here and everywhere rests on sure information and tradition, says that the improvement in his health was of short duration. A few days afterwards his sad mood returned, and he once more spoke of being poisoned, while his strength failed more and more. Towards the end of
November he went, as he often did of an evening, into the Silberne Schlange, and sat down beside the landlord, the faithful Deiner, and conversed with him. … But when Deiner went there next day he found Mozart in bed… From that day he never left his bed. His hands and feet soon began to swell, and violent sickness came on. During the fourteen days that his illness lasted, he never became unconscious, nor did his patience and sweet temper ever give way. He knew that he must die; but for this he had long been prepared. … When [on 4 December 1791] the doctor arrived, late at night, he told Süssmayr confidentially that all hope was at an end. Towards midnight Mozart started up, his eyes fixed; his head then gently sank back, and he seemed to fall asleep; at one o’clock in the morning he was dead. (NohlM, II, 277-80, 281, 293-6, 297, 302-3)

In July [1791], while hard at work, he received a visit from a stranger, who, enjoining secrecy, commissioned him to write a Requiem for an unknown individual. The price (50, or according to some, 100 ducats) was fixed, and Mozart set to work with the more ardour for having composed no church-music since the mass of 1783. Again he was interrupted by an urgent invitation from the Estates of Bohemia to compose an opera for the approaching coronation of Leopold II. at Prague. Mozart was on the point of stepping into the travelling carriage when the mysterious messenger suddenly stood before him, and asked what had become of the requiem. Touched and distressed by the question, Mozart assured the man that he would do his best on his return; and so saying departed… [Following the composition of ‘La Clemenza di Tito’ and the staging of ‘Zauberflöte’.] Mozart now hoped to be able to devote his whole time to the Requiem, but his late exertions and excitement had proved too much for him, sorely tried as he was in other respects. Fainting fits came on, and he fell into a state of deep depression. His wife tried in vain to raise his spirits. During a drive in the Prater, he suddenly began to talk of death, and said with tears in his eyes that he was writing the Requiem for himself. ‘I feel certain,’ he continued, ‘that I shall not be here long; some one has poisoned me, I am convinced. I cannot shake off the idea.’ By the advice of his physicians, his terrified wife took the score away from him, and he rallied sufficiently to compose on Nov. 15 a cantata ([K.] 623) for his Lodge to words by Schikaneder. He even conducted the performance himself; but the improvement was of short duration, and he took to his bed. … When the hour for the theatre arrived, he would follow in imagination the performance of the ‘Zauberflöte,’ and the Requiem continued to occupy his mind. On Dec. 4 he had the score brought to him in bed, and tried a passage, singing the alto himself, while his brother-in-law Hofer took the tenor, and Schack and Gerl from the theatre the soprano and bass. When they got to the first few bars of the Lacrimosa, it suddenly came home to him that he should never finish it, and he burst out crying, and put away the score. In the evening Süssmayer came in, and he gave him some directions about the Requiem, with which his thoughts seemed constantly occupied, for even while dozing he puffed out his cheeks as if trying to imitate the drums. Towards midnight he suddenly sat up with his eyes fixed; then he turned his head on one side, and appeared to fall asleep. By one o’clock in the morning of Dec. 5, 1791, his spirit had fled. (Grove 1, II, 393-4)

The musical composition [of Die Zauberflöte] was proceeded with steadily until the middle of July – when interruption was caused by two different happenings. One day, as Mozart was at work on his score, there presented himself to the busy artist a person – a complete stranger – described as “a tall, haggard-featured man, in a grey dress.” He sought to enquire the composer’s fee for a new and original Requiem. Mozart, at length – his wife urging “business” – stated his price; and fifty ducats
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(about £20) was handed over (in advance part-payment) by the mysterious visitant, to clinch the bargain. But it was made a condition, that the composer should make no attempt to discover the identity of his unknown patron, – the “stranger” himself confessing to being but an intermediary. All that the composer could gather was, that the work was to be performed at an In Memoriam celebration of the deceased wife of the incognito patron. The lady’s death had occurred in the January previous; and it was doubtless in view of the forthcoming “Anniversary,” that Mozart dated his score “1792.” The latter thereupon left the mystified master. The peculiarly secretive manner of the commissioner, with the gloomy suggestions of the subject commissioned, made in all a deep impression upon Mozart’s mind, already tinged as it was with sad presentments and dark forebodings. A kind of superstitious awe surrounded gradually his reflections upon the strange visitor and his errand. A curious commingling of depression of soul with an exaltation of creative spirit and fantasy set in; and the intensification, as the days went on, of this morbid state, betoken the existence of some lurking, deep-seated germs of physical disorganisation. … [Following the composition of La clemenza di Tito, t]he “Requiem” was now to occupy Mozart’s undivided attention. But the mental clouds had greatly thickened and overspread, since the demi-fiasco of “Tito” at Prague. His wife walked out with him, at times, in the pleasant Prater gardens. Occasionally he would give way to uncontrollable emotion, and, seating himself, burst into tears. “I shall not be with you much longer,” he exclaimed to his wife; “I believe someone has poisoned me… I cannot get rid of the idea.” His doctor (Closset) attends; and he gets a little better, and is able to pen a short piece – a Cantata – for the use of his masonic brethren. But by the second week in November, a change for the worse takes place: his hands and feet are considerably swollen, and there is much vomiting. On the 28th November, so far developed is his malady that Doctors Closset and Sallaba meet for consultation. All the time, Mozart’s mind is ever busy: watch in hand he would, at the proper hours, follow in spirit the performance of his Zauberflöte at the distant theatre. And the Requiem is pursued, till at length a day arrives when the pen at last falls from the enfeebled fingers, and the end comes very quickly. // It is two o’clock in the afternoon of the 4th December (1791). Sophie Haibl – his sister-in-law – is affectionately tending the dying man – Constance, the wife, being ill, too, at the time. And there is Franz Süßmeyer – most clever, assiduous, and loving of pupils – in attendance by the bedside. Schack, Hofer and Gerl (the original Sarastro) – “Zauberflöte” artistes and friends of the composer – are also with him, and they have been singing the Requiem movements. The beautifully pathetic Lacrymosa is reached. Mozart’s score is hastily put aside, and a fit of passionate weeping overtakes him. “Did I not say,” he remarks to Süßmeyer, “that I was writing this for my own requiem!” In the evening he lost consciousness; and about one o’clock A.M. of the 5th December (1791) the master “divine” passed away. (Breakspeare, 86-7, 88-9)

15 It was in July that the curious event occurred. One day a gaunt stranger dressed in grey presented himself at Mozart’s lodging with an order to compose a Requiem. It was to be called for at an appointed time and bought at a generous price, on condition that the composer should not tell a soul about this commission and the conditions under which it had been offered [to] him. The transaction was in reality quite simple. The caller was the steward of a certain nobleman, Count Franz von Walsegg, who dabbled in music, wished to bestow a great work on the world as his own and, lacking the required invention and skill, conceived the idea of buying it ready-made from an acknowledged master, not realizing or little caring that its very
excellence would make it impossible for any one with the slightest discernment to take him for the author. But to Mozart, who was probably far from well at the time and may have been in a feverish state when the stranger called, the incident seemed charged with the most sinister import. It threw him into a state of acute depression and foreboding. He set to work on the *Requiem* in a frame of mind in which, to judge by its music, a kind of febrile exaltation and fascination were uppermost. … In October, when Constanze was once more at Baden, this time with her sister Sophie, Mozart resumed his work on the *Requiem*. Not knowing that another would claim the credit for it, and perhaps with some obscure feeling that this mass for the dead must represent him as worthy in the domain of church music as the last opera, the last three symphonies and the last chamber music did elsewhere, he feverishly lavished all his inspiration on this task. He had days of terrible dejection on which he could not work, and when he did he was sometimes interrupted by fainting fits. Dread premonitions haunted him… When Constanze returned from Baden she found him strange, melancholy and rapidly weakening. She did her best to keep him from work, but he returned to the *Requiem* again and again in a sort of terrified desperation. In his fevered state he began to believe that he had been poisoned, a suspicion that may well have been confirmed by his inability to account for his illness by any natural causes. … He still tried to work at the *Requiem*, discussed it with Süssmayr and asked his friends to hold little rehearsals for him, singing in four parts with keyboard accompaniment. But on 4th December, just as they were beginning the ‘Lacrymosa,’ he broke down. Some kind of partial paralysis set it. A priest was called to administer extreme unction. The *Requiem*, however, occupied him almost to the last. Even after he had said his last farewell to his family and to the world its strains still seemed to haunt him, and he tried to sing them. Towards midnight he turned to the wall, as though inclined to go to sleep. The first hour of 5th December 1791 had nearly run its course when Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart breathed his last, not quite thirty-six years of age. (Blom, 159-60, 163-4, 165)

**Composer 7: Schubert**

**Myth 7-A: Schubert’s First Reported Visit to Beethoven, 1822 (see also 2-E)**

1 For thirty years consecutively were two immortal masters of music breathing the atmosphere of the same city. During a period of seven years Schubert, already famous, lived in close proximity to Beethoven, his senior by twenty-seven years, without either coming into anything like close personal relationship. Schubert, in his early years, had the deepest reverence for Beethoven… Beethoven was difficult of access, and probably, until the day when the Variations for four hands by Schubert (Op. 10), with the dedication on the title-page, came into his hands, had taken little notice of the composer of the ‘Erl-King.’ … As regards the Variations here mentioned, Anton Schindler alludes to their presentation… Beethoven’s biographer, who is now dead, must be held answerable for the correctness of this episode, with all its rather improbable details, so humiliating to Schubert. It should be stated, however, that a gentleman still living at Vienna, an intimate and trusted friend of Schubert’s (Herr Josef Hüttenbrenner), shortly after the presentation of his musical work, heard from Schubert’s own mouth, that he certainly visited Beethoven, but that he was not at home, and that Schubert entrusted his Variations to the care of the housemaid, or man-servant, and consequently that at that time he neither saw and still less spoke to Beethoven. Hüttenbrenner remarks, further, than Schubert
subsequently heard with great pleasure of Beethoven’s enjoying these Variations, and playing them frequently and gladly with his nephew Carl. (Kreissle, I, 260-2, 263-4)

2 With Beethoven Schubert had as yet [1822] hardly exchanged words. And this is hardly to be wondered at, because, though Vienna was not a large city, yet the paths of the two men were quite separate. Apart from the great difference in their ages, and from Beethoven’s peculiar position in the town, his habits were fixed, his deafness was a great obstacle to intercourse, and, for the last five or six years, what with the lawsuits into which his nephew dragged him, and the severe labour entailed by the completion of the Mass in D, and of the Sonatas ops. 106, 109, 110, and 111 – works which by no means flowed from him with the ease that masses and sonatas did from Schubert – he was very inaccessible. Any stranger arriving from abroad, with a letter of introduction, was seen and treated civilly. But Schubert was a born Viennese, and at the time of which we speak, Beethoven was as much a part of Vienna as St. Stephen’s tower, and to visit him required some special reason, and more than special resolution. // A remark of Rochlitz’s in the July of this year shows that Schubert was in the habit of going to the same restaurant with Beethoven, and worshipping at a distance; but the first direct evidence of their coming into contact occurs at this date. On April 19, 1822, he published a set of Variations on a French air as op. 10, and dedicated them to Beethoven as ‘his admirer and worshipper’ (sein Verehrer und Bewunderer). The Variations were written in the preceding winter, and Schubert presented them in person to the great master. There are two versions of the interview, Schindler’s and J. Hüttenbrenner’s. Schindler was constantly about Beethoven. He was devoted to Schubert, and is very unlikely to have given a depreciating account of him. There is therefore no reason for doubting his statement, especially as his own interest or vanity were not concerned. It is the first time we meet Schubert face to face. He was accompanied by Diabelli, who was just beginning to find out his commercial value, and would naturally be anxious for his success. Beethoven was at home, and we know the somewhat overwhelming courtesy with which he welcomed a stranger. Schubert was more bashful and retiring than ever; and when the great man handed him the sheaf of paper and the carpenter’s pencil provided for the replies of his visitors, could not collect himself sufficiently to write a word. Then the Variations were produced, with their enthusiastic dedication, which probably added to Beethoven’s good humour. He opened them and looked through them, and seeing something that startled him, naturally pointed it out. At this Schubert’s last remnant of self-control seems to have deserted him, and he rushed from the room. When he got into the street, and was out of the magic of Beethoven’s personality, his presence of mind returned, and all that he might have said flashed upon him, but it was too late. The story is perfectly natural, and we ought to thank Beethoven’s Boswell for it. Which of us would not have done the same? Beethoven kept the Variations and liked them; and it must have been some consolation to the bashful Franz to hear that he often played them with his nephew. Hüttenbrenner’s story is that Schubert called, but found Beethoven out; which may have been an invention of Diabelli’s to shield his young client. (Grove 1, III, 336)

3 When Schubert met Beethoven for the first time is problematical. It is attributed to this period, but we have only the evidence of Schubert’s friend Schindler for a story which Hüttenbrenner afterwards denied. Often the composers had sat in the same beer-house, the old master surrounded by his circle of friends; the young one timid and aloof. Beethoven, the rugged and distant figure, now quite deaf, knew nothing of a young star rising on the horizon to follow him in full blaze. They had told him
frequently about Schubert, but he did not heed. Why should he heed? A hundred heralded stars had been announced to him, all of them to disappear into the murk of mediocrity. Schindler declares that Schubert, accompanied by his rapscallion publisher, on one occasion called at Beethoven’s house with a copy of the Variations which he had dedicated to the master. So flurried was Schubert in the presence of a genius to whom he had given the devotion of a life that, when Beethoven pointed out certain technical errors in the manuscript and asked Schubert to write down the answer to his criticism, Franz was paralysed with fear. His brain failed to think; his pencil to write. He did not set down a word. Not till he reached the street did he recover himself. Romance could not have shaped the story of that meeting more truly to its own ethics. But Hüttenbrenner destroyed the romance with a prosaic rejoinder. He declared that he accompanied Schubert to Beethoven’s house when Schubert wished to present the copy of the Variations, that Beethoven was out, so he left the manuscript with the maid, like a tradesman delivering a parcel! Schindler, always a person of romantic mind, is probably wrong, since he was not there. Hüttenbrenner, who was on intimate terms with both composers, is the more reliable recorder. (FlowerS, 114-5)

The year 1822 saw the composition of the B minor Symphony and the Wanderer Fantasy: both works were written in the late autumn. It was also the year in which Schubert came into contact with both Beethoven and Weber. I find it difficult to account for the fact that Beethoven and Schubert had not met before. True, these were the years of Beethoven’s complete deafness and increased desire for solitude; and shyness, except among the Moonshine friends, was one of Schubert’s chief traits. … But there were several influential people in Vienna who knew both great men and must surely have mentioned the one to the other sufficiently to have made their mutual acquaintance a mere matter of time. One such friend, Schindler, gives the disappointing story of their meeting which is accepted by Grove. … Kreissle, unlike Grove, will not accept this story, though he gives no other reason for his doubt than his opinion that the details seem to him improbable, and that Josef Hüttenbrenner was told by Schubert himself that Beethoven was not at home when he called and so the Variations were left with a servant. Naturally Schubert would refrain from passing on the humiliating account given by Schindler, true or not. Hüttenbrenner further adds that ‘Schubert subsequently heard with great pleasure of Beethoven’s enjoying the Variations and playing them frequently with his nephew Karl.’ Considering the disparity in the composers’ ages and temperaments, the circles in which they were most happy and the fact that Beethoven was entirely deaf, one can surely accept Schindler’s account of the formal meeting, of an approach on Schubert’s part which must have seemed more ambitious even if organized by others or actuated only by motives of hero-worship: one can accept it, moreover, even were it proved that the two had met unofficially before – say at the Gasthaus, as we are led to believe by Rochlitz, who had come to Vienna specially to make the acquaintance of Beethoven. (Hutchings, 47, 48)

The Zseliz Variations were published in Apr., as Op. 10. Schubert took a copy to Beethoven, then living in the Josefstadt, intending to present it in person. There are irreconcilable accounts of the visit; the truth is probably, as J. Hüttenbrenner says: that Beethoven was out, and the Variations were left with a servant. All that is certain is that Beethoven often played the work with his nephew and approved of it. (Grove 5, VII, 548)
Myth 7-B: Schubert’s Reported Visit(s) to the Dying Beethoven, and his Toast to Beethoven after his Funeral, 1827 (see also 2-F)

1 Schubert was familiar enough with Beethoven’s works, more especially with his Symphonies, which he heard played at concerts and practised himself as pianoforte duetts; but Beethoven had taken very little trouble about Schubert’s performances – an act of omission which may perhaps be well excused in Beethoven. Absorbed in the composition of his profound works for the orchestra and chamber, he had neither time nor inducement to pay attention to Schubert’s Lieder, which were only just now beginning to emerge into public notice. // It was not until the close of his life that he learned to know more faithfully the compositions of one who looked up to his as his ideal; and as Jean Paul, who was greatly attracted by Schubert’s genius, and found in his declining years of blind old age a consolation in Schubert’s Lieder, and asked for the ‘Erl-King’ only a few hours before his death, so did Beethoven also, in the last days of his life, study Schubert’s songs, which up to that time had been almost entirely unknown to him. Schindler alludes to these circumstances… Some time before this fatal event, Schubert, Josef Hüttenbrenner (who vouches for the truth of this episode), and the painter Telscher (the latter intending, unobserved, to sketch in his album the features of the great master), came to Beethoven’s house and stood a long time around the sick bed of the dying man. Beethoven, who had been beforehand informed of the names of his visitors, fixed his motionless eye upon them, and made signs with his hand which they failed to understand. Schubert, most deeply moved, then left the room with his companions; and this, his last visit, may probably have been the first Schubert ever paid to Beethoven, as several of Schubert’s most intimate friends, who are still living, cannot remember any more than a chance interview between the two composers. // Schubert followed Beethoven to the grave, accompanied by Franz Lachner and Josef Randhartinger. On returning from the funeral he and his friends went to a tavern, ‘the Mehlgrube;’ there he filled two glasses with wine, and emptied the first to the memory of him they had just followed to the grave, but the second to the memory of that man of the three who should be the first to follow Beethoven – never suspecting that he himself would be the man, and that, too, in the year following. His often-expressed wish to rest in a grave by Beethoven’s side was granted him. (Kreissle, I, 265, 267-9)

2 Immediately after the burial an event full of foreboding took place. Franz Schubert, Benedict Randhartinger, and Franz Lachner went to the inn “Zur Mehlgrube” on the Neue Markt. They ordered wine, and Schubert raised his glass with the toast: “To the memory of our immortal Beethoven!” and when the glasses were emptied, he filled his glass again and cried out: “And now to the first of us to follow Beethoven!” And he was a prophet of his own death: on November 19, 1828, that musical genius died, of whom Beethoven said on his deathbed: “Truly, Schubert has the divine spark.” And now, five graves to the side, and above his great exemplar, he too found the resting place he had hoped for, in his feverish wanderings, “next to Beethoven.” (Breuning, 112)

3 …the news that Beethoven was in danger spread through Vienna. The great musician got back to his rooms in the Schwarzspanierhaus from his fatal expedition to Gneixendorf in the first week of December, became very ill, and during January was tapped for the dropsy three times. Then Malfatti was called in, and there was a slight improvement. During this he was allowed to read, and it was then that Schindler, a zealous Schubert-propagandist, took the opportunity to put some of Schubert’s songs into his hands. He made a selection of about 60, in print and MS., including
‘Iphigenie,’ ‘Grenzen der Menschheit,’ ‘Allmacht,’ ‘Die junge Nonne,’ ‘Viola,’ the ‘Müllerlieder,’ etc. Beethoven up to this time probably did not know half a dozen of Schubert’s compositions, and his astonishment was extreme, especially when he heard that there existed at least 500 of the same kind. ‘How can he find time, said he, to set such long poems, many of them containing ten others?’ i.e. as long as ten separate ones; and said over and over again, ‘If I had had this poem I would have set it myself’; ‘Truly Schubert has the divine fire in him.’ He pored over them for days, and asked to see Schubert’s operas and PF. pieces, but the illness returned and it was too late. But from this time until his death he spoke often of Schubert, regretting that he had not sooner known his worth, and prophesying that he would make much stir in the world. Schubert was sure to hear of these gratifying utterances, and they would naturally increase his desire to come into close contact with the master whom he had long worshipped at a distance. It is possible that this emboldened him to visit the dying man. He seems to have gone twice; first with Anselm Hüttenbrenner and Schindler. Schindler told Beethoven that they were there, and asked who he would see first. ‘Schubert may come in first’ was the answer. At this visit perhaps, if ever, it was, that he said, in his affectionate way, ‘You, Anselm, have my mind (Geist), but Franz has my soul (Seele).’ The second time he went with Josef Hüttenbrenner and Teltscher the painter. They stood round the bed. Beethoven was aware of their presence, and fixing his eyes on them, made some signs with his hand. No one however could explain what was meant, and no words passed on either side. Schubert left the room overcome with emotion. In about three weeks came the end, and then the funeral. Schubert was one of the torch-bearers. Franz Lachner and Randhartinger walked with him to and from the Cemetery. The way back lay by the Himmelpfortgrund, and close by the humble house in which he had drawn his first breath. They walked on into the town, and stopped at the ‘Mehlgrube,’ a tavern in the Kärnthnerthorstrasse, now the Hotel Munsch. There they called for wine, and Schubert drank off two glasses, one to the memory of Beethoven, the other to the first of the three friends who should follow him. It was destined to be himself. (Grove 1, III, 346-7)

4 More than one visit was paid by Schubert to the bedside of the dying master [Beethoven]. The first seems to have been in the company of Anselm Hüttenbrenner. They were announced by Schindler, who asked which of the friends was first to be admitted. “Schubert may come first,” was Beethoven’s reply. And afterwards, when they were together, he added, “You, Anselm, have my mind, but Franz has my soul.” On another occasion, Josef Hüttenbrenner and Teltscher the painter were with him. The dying man looked fixedly at the three friends and made some signs which were wholly unintelligible, and Schubert was so overcome with emotion that he had to withdraw. At the funeral, on March 29, Schubert acted as one of the thirty-eight torch-bearers who preceded the coffin. … Returning with Lachner and Randhartinger from the funeral ceremony at Währing, Schubert entered the Mehlgrobe tavern and called for wine. There he drank to the memory of the great man whom they had just seen laid in his resting-place. A second glass was then drunk to the first of the assembled friends who should follow. Alas! it was Schubert himself. (Duncan, 61)

5 Early in March [1827] the news of Beethoven’s condition spread through Vienna. … The great life that lay in jeopardy surely called for effort, every effort that would stay the departure of its soul for a single hour. Anselm Hüttenbrenner took to the stricken giant some of Schubert’s songs – The Young Nun, The Miller Songs, Omnipotence and several others. Beethoven fingered the pages carefully. It was a gift that brought pleasure to a few of the last days of the dying master. Hüttenbrenner had discovered
the real Schubert for him. // “Truly in Schubert lives the divine fire!” Beethoven exclaimed. // In those last days Schubert is said to have visited Beethoven twice. When on one occasion Hüttenbrenner announced him, and asked who should come into the room first, Beethoven replied: “Let Schubert come first.” And then when they were together beside the bed he said: “You, Hüttenbrenner, have my heart; Schubert has my soul.” … Schubert was one of the thirty-eight torch-bearers who saw Beethoven to the Währing cemetery. … On the way home, Schubert, Randhartinger and Lachner stopped at the Mehlgreube Gasthaus and drank wine. Schubert raised his glass and exclaimed: “To him we have just buried!” Then he refilled his glass, and, raising it again, said: “To him who will be the next!” // Unknowingly he had drunk to himself. (FlowerS, 169-70)

6 Beethoven’s condition soon became so serious that it was impossible to follow up his request to see Schubert’s pianoforte works or operas; but Hüttenbrenner tells how he and Schubert called to see Beethoven about eight days before his death. Schindler announced them and asked which of the two men should be brought in first; Beethoven said: ‘Let Schubert come.’ It is said that a further visit was made by Schubert, along with Josef Hüttenbrenner and the painter Teltscher, but Beethoven could only stare at them and make with his hand some signs which they were unable to interpret. At the funeral on 29th March Schubert had an honoured place as torchbears with the finest and most prominent artists of Vienna either around him or sharing the same ceremonial duty… On the way home from the funeral Schubert, Schwind and Schober met at the ‘Castle of Eisenstadt’ tavern to talk chiefly of Beethoven. At another inn Schubert is said to have proposed two healths, the first to the great man they had just seen buried, the second unconsciously to himself – ‘To him who shall be next.’ // However much we accept or reject of the details of the alleged meetings between the two great musicians, it is certain that only Beethoven’s death prevented his expressed recognition and close following of the younger man’s musical achievements. And there is every sign that had Schubert lived a little longer he would have enjoyed honours beyond his own city. (Hutchings, 74-5)

7 In Mar. of this year [1827] Beethoven, for the first time, became aware of Schubert’s true quality. The older composer, ill and near to death, was given by Anton Schindler some sixty of Schubert’s songs to look at. He spent the long hours on his sick-bed reading these songs, some still in manuscript, containing such masterpieces as ‘Die junge Nonne’, ‘Die Allmacht’ and ‘Grenzen der Menschheit’, besides the lyrics of the ‘Schöne Müllerin’. He was entranced by the songs and exclaimed many times (if we are to believe Schindler): “Truly in Schubert there is a divine spark”. He wanted to see the composer’s pianoforte works and operas, but became too ill to do so. Schubert, in the company of the Hüttenbrenners, visited the dying Beethoven on 19 Mar., and for the first and last time the two men, who had lived for years as strangers in the same city, met for a brief moment. A week later Beethoven died and was buried in the Währing cemetery. Schubert was one of thirty-six torch-bearers in the funeral procession. (Grove 5, VII, 554)

**Myth 7-C: The Use of Lyrics Beethoven Had Intended to Set, for Schubert’s Schwanengesang**

1 Rellstab had come to Vienna in the year 1825, from an ardent wish to see Beethoven, and to induce him to set one of his opera librettos, of which he had a dozen in store and fit for use. But having learnt from Beethoven’s intimate friends that over-reading
did not agree with him, Rellstab carried off not only his copies of the librettos, but also what he thought the best and choicest of his small lyrical poems, each carefully and neatly written out, to the composer… Rellstab received the manuscript after Beethoven’s death, at the hands of Anton Schindler, who had laid the poems aside, and apart from Beethoven’s artistic relics. Some of the songs were marked with pencil notes; these were the songs which Beethoven liked best, ‘and which he then handed over to Schubert to set to music,’ as he felt too ill to do so himself. Schubert accordingly set them to music before the poems appeared in print. (Kreissle, II, 133, 134-5)

2 Schubert had been much touched by Schindler’s efforts to make Beethoven acquainted with his music, and after the great master’s death the two gradually became intimate. Schindler had possession of many of Beethoven’s papers, and Schubert used to visit him in familiar style, to look over them. Those which specially attracted him were the poems and dramas sent in at various times for consideration; amongst others a bundle of some 20 anonymous lyrics [afterwards found to be by Rellstab] which Beethoven had intended to set, and which therefore attracted Schubert’s particular notice. He took them away with him, and in two days brought back the Liebesbotchaft, Kriegers Ahnung, and Aufenthalt [of Schwanengesang], set to music. This account, which is perfectly natural and consistent, and which Mr. Thayer allows me to say he sees no reason to question, has been exaggerated into a desire expressed by Beethoven himself that Schubert should set these particular songs; but for this there is no warrant. (Grove 1, III, 349)

3 Schindler’s efforts to introduce his [Schubert’s] music to Beethoven – late, almost too late, as these were – had wrought a deep impression on him, and we find him visiting Schindler and looking over the Beethoven papers, etc., in Schindler’s possession. Among these was a bundle of anonymous lyrics – some twenty – which Beethoven had intended to set to music. Naturally these attracted Schubert’s attention, and he carried some of them home, returning two days later with three of the poems clothed with song. They are now known to be by Rellstab… (Duncan, 152)

4 The [Schwanengesang] songs originated in Schindler’s discovery of a number of poems by Rellstab among the effects of the dead Beethoven. The Master had carefully marked those which he intended to set, and had put them away to await the day when freedom from other work would allow him to embark upon their composition. It is said that on Beethoven’s death they were returned to Rellstab, who in turn sent them to Schubert. The other story – and that more probable – is that Schindler gave the poems to Schubert, who took them away in order to study them more closely. When he gave them back on the day following he had already set two of them. (FlowerS, 194-5)

5 Thirteen songs of the cycle published posthumously as ‘Schwanengesang’ were composed in Aug. [1828.] The first seven are to poems by Rellstab; Schindler records that he found them among Beethoven’s posthumous papers and handed them to Schubert. (Grove 5, VII, 557)

**Myth 7-D: Schubert on His Death-Bed Observing Beethoven’s Absence, 1828**

1 The next day, Tuesday [18 November 1828], he was very restless throughout, trying continually to get out of bed, and constantly fancying himself in a strange room. That evening he called Ferdinand on to the bed, made him put his ear close to his mouth,
and whispered mysteriously ‘What are they doing with me?’ ‘Dear Franz,’ was the reply, ‘they are doing all they can to get you well again, and the doctor assures us you will soon be right, only you must do your best to stay in bed.’ He returned to the idea in his wandering – ‘I implore you to put me in my own room, and not to leave me in this corner under the earth; don’t I deserve a place above ground?’ ‘Dear Franz,’ said the agonised brother, ‘be calm; trust your brother Ferdinand, whom you have always trusted, and who loves you so dearly. You are in the room which you always had, and lying on your own bed.’ ‘No,’ said the dying man, that’s not true; Beethoven is not here.’ So strongly had the great composer taken possession of him! An hour or two later the doctor came, and spoke to him in the same style. Schubert looked him full in the face and made no answer; but turning round clutched at the wall with his poor tired hands, and said in a slow earnest voice, ‘Here, here, is my end.’ At 3 in the afternoon of Wednesday the 19th Nov. 1828 he breathed his last, and his simple earnest soul took its flight from the world. He was 31 years, 9 months, and 19 days old. There never has been one like him, and there never will be another. (Grove 1, III, 354)

2 “I entreat you,” says [the dying Schubert], “to put me in my own room, and do not leave me in this corner under the earth. Do I not deserve a place above ground?” To this, poor Ferdinand, at his wits’ end how to smooth his troubled pillow, replies, “Dear Franz, be calm and trust your own Ferdinand, whom you have always trusted, he who loves you so dearly. You are in your own room, which you have always had, and you are lying in your own bed.” But “No,” says Franz, “that cannot be true, for Beethoven is not here.” // So strangely did the departed spirit of his brother-musician seem to haunt his memory in these last hours. A little later, Schubert seems to have realised that the hand of death was indeed upon him… (Duncan, 76-7)

3 He seemed to sleep. Hours passed. Presently consciousness returned once more, and Schubert’s eyes opened. More struggle, the desperate struggle of a fear-driven creature. In his imagination they were burying him alive! // “Put me in my own room,” Schubert cried. “Don’t leave me in this corner under the earth. Do I not deserve a place above the ground?” // “You are in your own room,” Ferdinand assured him, “and lying on your own bed.” // “It is not true!” came the swift denial. “No, Beethoven is not lying here!” // One can only surmise what was passing over his deranged mind. They were burying him, and Beethoven who was dead was not here. Mysterious confusions and terror drove him to fresh struggle. (FlowerS, 205-6)

4 Sentences muttered during the last three days of [Schubert’s] life are variously reported (‘What are they doing with me?’ ‘I implore you to put me in my own room, and not to leave me in this corner under the earth’), but are of no significant value, though Beethoven’s name was mentioned. (Hutchings, 85)

Composer 8: Schumann

Myth 8-A: The Pen Found by Schumann on Beethoven’s Grave, 1839

1 In spite of his disappointment with the Viennese public, and the many difficulties caused by the censorship, he did not relinquish the idea of bringing out the Neue Zeitschrift in Vienna until the spring of the next year, 1839, when, seeing that the case was hopeless, he came back to Leipzig. He brought two treasures home with him; one was the score of Schubert’s Symphony in C major… The other treasure was a steel pen, which Schumann, who dearly loved anything that savoured of
sentimental mysticism, found lying upon the grave of Beethoven in Währing
cemetery, and which he kept, regarding it as a portent of unusual good, and using it
on very special occasions, as for instance when writing the score of the Symphony in
B flat, and the notice of Schubert’s C major Symphony for the Zeitschrift.
(MaitlandS, 24-5)

2 It was very natural that, with his enthusiastic admiration for Schubert, he should take
pains to follow out the traces of that master, who had now been dead just ten years.
He visited the Währing cemetery, where Schubert is buried, divided by a few
intervening graves from Beethoven. On the tomb of the latter a steel pen was lying;
this Schumann took possession of, and being always fond of symbolical associations
and mystic connections, used on very special occasions. With it he wrote his
Symphony in B♭ (op. 38), and the notice of Schubert’s C major Symphony, which is
found in the ‘Zeitschrift’ for 1840. (Grove 1, III, 395)

3 Another little episode – we may even so characterise it, for Schumann himself, with
all the romantic superstition of his poet’s nature, is greatly stirred by it – was the
finding, upon visiting the graves of Beethoven and Schubert in the Vienna
churchyard, of a steel pen on the last resting-place of the former! With this
Schumann afterwards wrote his own B flat Symphony – as if to propitiate his
creative muse – as also the critical notice of Schubert’s C major Symphony, already
referred to, after the Leipzig performance. …it may be noted that this faculty which
many great minds possess of treasuring “inconsidered trifles” with a history “for
luck,” as the observance of happy anniversaries, habits of commencing and finishing
important tasks on “fortunate days,” and so on, had a strong hold upon Schumann.
We have already seen how he looked upon a programme which the hand of
Moscheles had touched as a “sacred relic,” preserving it for years. Similarly we
perceive him, close upon his thirtieth birthday, clinging with reverent affection to,
and using, as it were a potent charm, a little rusted pen that his fancy probably
suggested may have been dropped by Schubert on Beethoven’s grave. Such things
staid folk may criticise as childish and foolish. To scientists of the twentieth century,
however, there is nothing past belief in the transference of an electric current from
the animate to the inanimate, and vice versà. The “bump of veneration” may yet be
proved rational enough in its apparent vagaries. (Patterson, 40-1)

4 And [Schumann] enriched his own possessions by returning with a small, rusty steel
pen which he found on Beethoven’s grave in the Währing cemetery, where both
Beethoven and Schubert were buried. (Chissell, 49)

Myth 8-B: Schumann’s Early Recognition of Brahms, 1853 (see also 3-A)

1 The close of 1853 brought two joyful events to Schumann… In October he met
Johannes Brahms, whom he had himself introduced to the musical world as the
“Messiah of art” by an enthusiastic recognition of his merits in the columns of his
journal. (Wasielewski, 195-6)

2 A letter of introduction was brought to Schumann from Joseph Joachim,
recommending to his notice a young composer of whose powers the writer had
formed the highest opinion. The bearer of the letter was no other than Johannes
Brahms, and the reception which he got from Schumann, as soon as his works had
been seen, must have far exceeded the most sanguine hopes of the aspiring
composer. At once Schumann recognized the surpassing capabilities of the young
man, and wrote to Joachim these words, and nothing more: “Das ist der, der kommen
musste” (“This is he who was wanted to come”). In defence of his new friend’s qualifications as a composer, Schumann returned for the last time into the world of letters, and published in the periodical with which he had been so intimately connected an article entitled “New Paths” (“Neue Bahnen”), which is certainly one of his most remarkable writings. In it Schumann seems to sing his “Nunc Dimittis,” hailing the advent of this young and ardent spirit, who was to carry on the line of great composers, and to prove himself no unworthy member of their glorious company. The concluding sentence of the article, which contained the composer’s last printed words, is not a little remarkable, for it gives fullest expression to that principle which had always governed his own criticisms, and which is in the highest degree valuable for all criticism: “In every age there is a secret band of kindred spirits. Ye who are of this fellowship, see that ye weld the circle firmly, that so the truth of Art may shine ever more and more clearly, shedding joy and blessing far and near.” (MaitlandS, 42-3)

3 The dissatisfaction induced in [Schumann’s] mind by the events of the autumn of 1853 was however mitigated partly by the tour in Holland… and partly by another incident. It happened that in October a young and wholly unknown musician arrived, with a letter of introduction from Joachim. Johannes Brahms – for he it was – immediately excited Schumann’s warmest interest by the genius of his playing and the originality of his compositions. In his early days he had always been the champion of the young and aspiring, and now as a matured artist he took pleasure in smoothing the path of this gifted youth. Schumann’s literary pen had lain at rest for nine years; he now once more took it up, for the last time, in order to say a powerful word for Brahms to the wide world of art. An article entitled ‘Neue Bahnen’ (New Paths) appeared on Oct. 28, 1853, in No. 18 of that year’s ‘Zeitschrift.’ In this he pointed to Brahms as the artist whose vocation it would be ‘to utter the highest ideal expression of our time.’ He does not speak of him as a youth or beginner, but welcomes him into the circle of Masters as a fully equipped combatant. When before or since did an artist find such words of praise for one of his fellows? It is as though, having already given so many noble proofs of sympathetic appreciation, he could not leave the world without once more, after his long silence, indelibly stamping the image of his pure, lofty, and unenvious artist-nature on the hearts of his fellow men. 

// So far as Brahms ws concerned, it is true that this brilliant envoi laid him under a heavy debt of duty, in the necessity of measuring his productions by the very highest standard; and at the time Schumann was supposed to have attributed to Brahms… gifts which he did not actually possess. Twenty-eight years have passed and we now know that Schumann’s keen insight did not deceive him, and that Brahms has verified all the expectations formed of him. His intercourse with the young composer (then 20 years old), in whom he took the widest and most affectionate interest, was a great pleasure to Schumann. (Grove 1, III, 403-4)

4 Although the year 1853 was saddened by periods of mental depression and unmistakable signs of failing health, yet it was not altogether without its times of cheer and brightness. The tour to Holland, in company with his gifted wife, was very gratifying and encouraging to the composer. Another event, which, for the time, roused Schumann, was his meeting with and recognition of the genius of Brahms. This is the more remarkable as Johannes Brahms, being then only a youth of twenty, might naturally have appeared but an apprentice in musicianship to the matured master. But Schumann did not regard his junior fellow-artist in this light. Joachim had sent Brahms to him with a letter of friendly introduction. Schumann then heard Brahms play, and was powerfully struck, as much with the young man’s ability as an
executant as in regard to his gifts as composer. With that keen insight of critical appreciation which he had shown in regard to Chopin, Berlioz and others, Schumann recognised in the youthful aspirant those qualities which were destined to make Brahms the man of mark among his fellow-musicians that he became. Consequently, with all that noble liberal-mindedness and freedom from bias and envy which so eminently characterised him, the elder tone poet at once hailed in the younger a brother bard fully equipped rather than one who had yet his badge of honour to win.

…for some considerable time after this memorable meeting, Schumann’s letters are full of a wonderful enthusiasm about young Brahms. After a silence of about nine years… the musician again assumed the rôle of critic, and wrote a remarkable article, entitled “Neue Bahnen” (New Paths), to introduce Brahms to the public. This essay appeared in the Neue Zeitschrift of 28th October 1853, the day after the last Düsseldorf concert which poor Schumann was able to conduct – though clearly in failing health – in its entirety. Ever generous and active in giving a helping hand where real merit or earnestness displayed itself, our Master Musician exerted himself successfully in obtaining an introduction to, and good terms for his works from, the famous music publishers, Messrs Breitkopf & Härtel (of Leipzig), for the youthful composer. Thus, almost with the expiring spark of that wonderful ardour and energy which so characterised his life exertions, Schumann bestirred himself to aid another to gain a footing upon the slippery ladder of fame which he himself had mounted so bravely, almost unaided and unappreciated. (Patterson, 85-7)

5 The story of the appearance on the scene of Brahms is well enough known. Joachim had given him an introduction to Schumann, who notes on September 30, 1853, “Hr. Brahms from Hamburg”; next day, “Visit from Brahms (a genius).” And he wrote two lines “in prophetic style” to Joachim: “This is he who should come.” … On October 8 Schumann began the famous essay Neue Bahnen, four days later he read it aloud to three friends, and sent it to Joachim for his opinion… The essay was published before the month was out, in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, October 28, 1853 – Schumann’s last essay, a unique recognition and a prophecy still being fulfilled. The Diary itself must be read for the account from the Schumann side of the wonderful brotherhood that ensued. (Niecks, 284, 285)

6 Throughout these [professional] difficulties and the moments of panic caused by his health Schumann was sustained by the love and sympathy of his wife and family, his own compositions and perhaps more than anything by the friendship of Joachim and Brahms. …it was Joachim’s introduction which brought Brahms to the Schumann’s house on 30th September 1853. With remarkable perception Schumann at once realized that the compositions of this young man of twenty gave promise of exceptional genius, and as well as writing to Dr. Härtel, the Leipzig publisher, he also wrote an enthusiastic article, ‘Neue Bahnen,’ for the Neue Zeitschrift, after a period of nine years away from that paper, to ‘assist the young eagle in his first flight through the world.’ Brahms, shy and uncouth, responded to the older man with affectionate respect, and his devotion to Clara still smouldered in his heart when he died. (Chissell, 80-1)

7 On 30 Sept. the Schumanns were visited by Joachim’s new friend, the twenty-year-old Brahms, who at once made a profound impression as composer and pianist; Schumann promptly expressed his enthusiasm in an article (written 9-13 Oct.) entitled ‘Neue Bahnen’ and published in the ‘Neue Zeitschrift für Musik’ on 28 Oct. Brahms stayed at Düsseldorf until 3 Nov., and his visit coincided almost exactly with Schumann’s last period of creative activity… (Grove 5, VII, 621)
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Myth 8-C: Schumann’s Belief that he had Received a Musical Theme from Schubert and Mendelssohn, 1854

1 The auricular delusions again appeared. He imagined that he heard a tone, which pursued him incessantly, and from which harmonies, ay, whole compositions, were gradually developed. Spirit-voices were heard whispering in his ear, now gentle, now rude and reproachful. They robbed him of sleep for the last two weeks of his wretched existence. One night he rose suddenly, and called for a light, saying that Franz Schubert and Mendelssohn had sent a theme which he must write out at once, which he did, in spite of his wife’s entreaties. During his illness, he composed five piano variations on this theme. This was his last work. (Wasielewski, 197)

2 Dans les mois de janvier et de février 1854, ses hallucinations arrivèrent à leur plus grande intensité. Souvent il croyait entendre sans relâche un son fixe qui, se combinant avec d’autres plus fugitifs, formait des harmonies et des modulations ; phénomène nerveux qui n’est pas sans exemple dans les affections produites par le ramollissement du cerveau. Schumann prétendait être aussi en relation avec des esprits qui lui faisaient des révélations. Quelquefois il se précipitait hors du lit, au milieu de la nuit, pour écrire, disait-il des thèmes de mélodies que les ombres de Schubert et de Mendelssohn venaient de lui chanter. (Fétis 2, VII, 529)

3 As in the case of Hoffmann, the images with which he had once played, at last exerted a gloomy constraint upon his imagination. He lost the spell with which to exorcise them, and so fell an irretrievable prey to their mad measures. Soon, forgetting his finite limits, he felt himself in communion with the spirits of the departed. Schubert and Mendelssohn, as he fancied, sent him a theme upon which Wasielewski states that he wrote five variations. Then the lucid intervals in which he was aware of his sad state, became less and less frequent, and the most loving care could not longer withhold him from his terrible fate. (Reissmann, 227-8)

4 …his mental condition assumed the gravest aspect, and he became a prey to almost unintermittent melancholy. Beside the old delusion of a persistent musical note always audible, there appear to have been hallucinations of a more vivid kind. On one occasion he was under the impression that Schubert and Mendelssohn had visited him and had given him a musical theme, which he wrote down, and upon which he set himself to write variations. These were never finished, but it is not a little curious that almost immediately after the tragic circumstance which compelled his friends to place him under medical restraint, he resumed the task of composing on this same theme with renewed energy. Schumann’s own variations have never been published, but the theme which originated in so curious a manner has been used by Brahms for a set of four-hand variations, and published as his op. 23. (MaitlandS, 43-4)

5 By degrees delusions grew upon him [during his final illness], and he fancied that he incessantly heard one particular note, or certain harmonies, or voices whispering words of reproof or encouragement. Once in the night he fancied that the spirits of Schubert and Mendelssohn brought him a musical theme, and he got up and noted it down. … He wrote some variations for the piano on the theme revealed to him by Schubert and Mendelssohn, but they were his last work, and remained unfinished. (Grove 1, III, 404)

6 Ere long, fits of terrible depression would seize Schumann. Sometimes he fancied he heard the incessant sounding of one note; on other occasions strange harmonies haunted him and distracted his rest and peace. One night he dreamed that the spirits
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of Mendelssohn and Schubert appeared to him and gave him a theme. He afterwards tried to work up the subject thus mysteriously given, but he never completed this, practically his last, composition. (Patterson, 88-9)

7 The painful story [leading up to Schumann’s 1854 suicide attempt] is told very fully in the Diary and bears no re-telling. To summarize it very briefly – the symptoms of February 10, though intermittent, increased for about a week and were followed by intense melancholy and delusions, first of good, then of evil spirits. On February 17 he rose from bed to note down a theme which, he said, the angels had sent him. On the 26th he suddenly begged to be taken to an asylum, and calmly collected all the things he wished to take with him. He was persuaded to go to bed. Next morning he woke in a state of profound melancholy and was working at his variations of the theme… (Niecks, 287)

8 On the night of 10th February the darkness arrived. For a week Schumann’s tired mind had no peace: from a solitary note which thrummed through his head there grew strange music ‘more wonderful and played by more exquisite instruments than ever sounded on earth.’ During the night of the 17th he jumped out of bed to write down a theme which the angels had sent him. Then the heavenly voices turned to voices of demons, and it was not long before he knew that his fears had turned to hideous reality. He begged to be taken to an asylum, but the next day was calm enough to work on the variations of his mystical theme. (Chissell, 82-3)

9 On 10 Feb. [1854] Schumann recorded “very strong and painful aural affection”; this was repeated the next night and grew worse the following day; he now had the illusion of “wonderfully beautiful music” constantly sounding in his head. There was little respite, and in the night of the 17th he rose and wrote down a theme in Eb major which he said the angels had sung to him, actually an echo of the slow movement of the violin Concerto; on the 18th and 19th the angels were replaced by devils in the form of tigers and hyenas who threatened him with hell, though sometimes the angel voices brought comfort. This state lasted for a week, though in lucid intervals he was able to write two business letters and to compose five variations on the Eb theme. (Grove 5, VII, 621-2)
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APPENDIX II:

THE MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES, 1899-1906
THE MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES, 1899-1906: APPENDIX OF TROPES AND QUOTATIONS

Trope 1: Music and/or Genius as Inherited from (Male) Ancestors

Trope 1-A: Music and/or Genius as a Family Trait

1 Of no other composer [than Bach] can it be said that his forefathers, contemporary relations and descendants were all musicians, and not only musicians, but holders of very important musical offices… All his descendants, to the number of over sixty were, with only two or three exceptions, musicians. (Williams, *Bach*, vii, 2)

2 [Leopold Mozart] was an admirable violinist and in the course of time he was made orchestral director. As a composer he was most industrious… All the time [he] assiduously prosecut[ed] his musical studies… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 2)

3 In the life of Felix Mendelssohn… there is much that can only be explained by heredity, those qualities transmitted from generation to generation. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 1)

Trope 1-B: Problems with Notions of Music and/or Genius as Hereditary

1 Music is not hereditary, else we should scarcely speak of it as a gift. The Bach family, the Mozarts, Couperins, Scarlattis and other instances of apparently inherited musicianship are doubtless but the exceptions which prove the rule. We are now speaking of music as it displays itself in a master musician, in other words of a creative musical genius. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 1)

2 Neither of Schumann’s parents was musical in the usually accepted meaning of the term. His father, however, seems to have favoured Robert’s love for music, and it is certain that he procured him the best musical instruction that could be obtained in Zwickau. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 3)

3 For a non-musician, [Mendelssohn’s father’s] insight into the art was wonderful. He detected at once the weak spot – did one exist – in his son’s compositions at a first hearing… to the last he was the best friend and admirer that Felix could have had or desired to have. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 7)

4 Theories of heredity and the origin of genius find but scanty illustration in the case of Haydn. Unlike the ancestors of Bach and Beethoven and Mozart, his family, so far as the pedigrees show, had as little of genius in their composition as the families of Shakespeare and Cervantes. In the male line they were hard-working, honest tradesmen, totally undistinguished even in their sober walk in life. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 4)
Trope 1-C: (Musical) Genius as Exhibited by the Male Lineage and Merely Latent in Females

1. The daughters of Sebastian showed a less positive musical talent than their brothers. (Williams, *Bach*, 19)

2. …if hereditary influences play any part whatever in the genius of Tchaikovsky, they must be traced on the mother’s side. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 1)

3. Even the popular idea that genius is derived from the mother does not hold in Haydn’s case. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 4-5)

Trope 2: The (Creative) Musical Genius as Precocious Child

Trope 2-A: Mozart as Child Prodigy

1. Rumours… had begun to flow far and wide of the phenomenal musical ability of the boy [Wolfgang], especially… what seems to have specially delighted the imperial audience was the boy’s playing of the harpsichord with the keys covered, and his ingenious manipulation of the instrument with one finger, and so forth. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 6, 8)

2. So great had been the universal wonderment at the boy’s performances that many persons were inclined to take up an attitude of sceptical inquisition… [But] there was no question, either of the boy’s extraordinary genius, or of the general good faith of the Mozart family. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 15, 16)

3. In the musical atmosphere [generated by his artistic family] the inborn talent of an eager, impressionable child, would naturally become quickly aroused… it is not long ere we find little Wolfgang – with possibly some slight promptings by papa, in respect of formal treatment – making an independent essay at the composition of such agreeable little pieces. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 3)

4. For a composer so young the ideas [of Mozart’s earliest published compositions] are remarkably original, while the formal treatment is ingenious and perfect. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 12)

Trope 2-B: Other Subjects as Musically Precocious in Childhood, and thus Turning to Composition

1. Music began to attract [Handel’s] attention from his earliest years. In the nursery his toys were trumpets, drums, flutes and anything that produced musical sounds. For a time this caused amusement, but it soon began to be serious… Composition came very rapidly to him… (Williams, *Handel*, 6, 10)

2. As a boy, Johannes [Brahms] arranged marches and other popular music… and even tried his hand at original compositions. (Erb, *Brahms*, 3)

3. Very few details have come down to us about [Haydn’s] earlier years and those we have refer almost wholly to his musical precocity. It was not such a precocity as that of Mozart, who was playing minuets at the age of four and writing concertos when he was five; but just on that account it is all the more credible. … Precocious [young composers] no doubt were; but precocity often evaporates before it can become
genius, leaving a sediment of disappointed hopes and vain ambitions. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 6)

4 [Schubert] began to compose at an extremely early period… (Duncan, *Schubert*, 3)

5 Not one of the giants of music did anything like [Mendelssohn’s *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*] at the same age. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 166)

6 …[Beethoven] was a child with pronounced musical ability… from this time his artistic progress was very marked. His talent for composition increased… (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 2, 3)

7 [Chopin] was no baby composer, writing scores and extemporizing sonatas and concertos before he had cut his first tooth. But he took to the piano almost as soon as he could walk – as if, in short, it were by natural destiny. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 8)

**Trope 2-C: Childhood as Indicative of the Destiny of the Great Composer**  
(Marshalling Notions of Inevitability)

1 …[Handel] was destined to become known to the whole civilised world… (Williams, *Handel*, 5)

2 … [Bach] naturally had no other thought than to follow the family profession. (Williams, *Bach*, 22)

3 There was never any doubt as to [Brahms’s] becoming a musician. From early childhood he learned everything his father could teach him, read everything he could lay hands on, practised with undeviating enthusiasm, and filled reams of paper with exercises and variations. The soul of the child went out in music. (Erb, *Brahms*, 5)

4 …there can be little doubt that it was [Wagner’s] association with [his stepfather, Ludwig Geyer,] which implanted so strong a love of the stage in his small stepson, however much the lad may have owed his genius to heredity. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 2-3)

5 [Schubert] had made up his mind to follow music, devoting his whole time. Nothing should come between him and the divine call. No man ever stepped forward to face his destiny more light-heartedly… Schubert had decided to go in for music, to live for it and by it. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 10, 15)

6 That music rather than either law or literature was very strongly in the mind of Schumann at this time [his student days in Leipzig] there can be little doubt. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 8)

7 Like the knights-errant of the old days of chivalry, [Chopin] had only the vaguest notion of his ultimate destination [upon leaving Warsaw]. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 51)

**Trope 3: Diligent Hard Work throughout Composers’ Lives as Leading to Success and Greatness**

**Trope 3-A: The Great Composers’ Formative Years as Spent Engaged in Hard Work**

1 Even in his boyish days [Wagner’s] mind was occupied with the study of masterpieces, whether of music or literature; his aims were ever towards high ideals. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 9)
2 [Brahms] played scales long before he knew the notes, and great was his joy when at the age of six he discovered the possibility of making a melody visible by placing black dots on lines at different intervals, inventing a system of notation of his own before he had been made acquainted with the method which the musical world had been using for some centuries. (Erb, Brahms, 5)

3 …[Tchaikovsky] was only four and a half years old [when his brother and cousin began to receive instruction from a governess], and it was not intended to give him his first lessons until later; but he was so upset, and begged so pitifully to be allowed to join the others, that no further objections were made. … He studied with great facility, and as the work expected of him consequently did not absorb all the time at his disposal, he soon occupied himself with the piano. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 3)

4 The young Mendelssohn and his sister were, according to Stratton, well-educated and hard-worked, arising at five in the morning (Sundays excepted) to this end. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 9)

**Trope 3-B: Great Composers as Working Indefatigably throughout Their Lives**

1 From early youth Handel was, like his great contemporary [J. S.] Bach, an indefatigable worker… [Handel was] gifted with so extraordinary a power for work… (Williams, Handel, 11, 68)

2 It was [Brahms’s] habit to work indefatigably, but with no haste or impatience. All his life he is said to have written a contrapuntal exercise each day. His assimilative faculty was enormous. (Erb, Brahms, 92)

3 Haydn carried out his private studies with the greatest assiduity. (Hadden, Haydn, 22)

4 …the fact of his practically competing the entire work [The Marriage of Figaro] within the short space of the remaining six or seven weeks of the year [1785] speaks sufficiently of the ardour with which [Mozart] must have gone about his work. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 168)

5 Wagner himself worked with all his energy [to raise funds for the theatre at Bayreuth]. (Lidgey, Wagner, 62)

6 [Handel] took immense pains in preparing his concertos for performance: every key of his harpsichord was by constant practice hollowed out like the bowl of a spoon. (Williams, Handel, 170)

7 While in Heidelberg [at university (1829), Schumann] practised seven hours a day, and those who then heard him play [the piano] speak in the highest terms of his technique and interpretation. (Patterson, Schumann, 10)

8 Like Mozart, when he began to write, Handel worked [on Messiah] at white heat to the end… (Williams, Handel, 189)

9 Day and night did the indefatigable worker [Beethoven] occupy himself with the score [to the Missa Solemnis], until his devotion to his task was looked upon as something more than extraordinary. Never before had a composer seemed so wholly abstracted with a task, a struggle with the elements of composition which really alarmed those who were cognizant of what was happening. (Crowest, Beethoven, 28)
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Trope 3-C: Genius as Being Achieved Through Relentless Dedication and Hard Work (Day and Night, in a Strict Routine)

1. …[Bach] devoted unremitting study [to composition] and at the same time worked with enormous industry day and night to improve his technique on keyboard instruments. (Williams, *Bach*, 25)

2. The world has seen many an instance of genius without industry, as of industry without genius. In Haydn the two were happily wedded. He was always an early riser and long after his student days were over he worked steadily from sixteen to eighteen hours a day. He lived strictly by a self-imposed routine… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 147-8)

3. Nor did [Beethoven] half learn his art. A more industrious, painstaking, earnest student never breathed – one who, instead of hazarding short cuts to perfection – a system which too many students alas! resort to only too hopelessly – Beethoven laboured away at his studies as if heaven and earth depended upon his industry. …[Beethoven’s] whole artistic life affords a grand model for every earnest student plodding on towards some high aim. There never was a more genuine worker. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 120, 54)

4. Haydn desired above all things quiet for his work… He wanted his mornings for composition, and if visitors must see him they would have to wait until the afternoon. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 75, 76)

5. [Brahms’s] morning hours were regularly devoted to work… he was usually up before five in the morning. (Erb, *Brahms*, 64, 69)

6. Morning work was without doubt Schubert’s settled occupation. This, in a great measure, helps to explain the extreme lucidity and healthiness of his compositions – true children of the sun, every one of them. … Schubert’s daily habits were simple and almost monotonous in their regularity. He was an early riser, and it was his custom to begin the day with composition – pursued half-dressed or even in bed… or with experimental extempore playing of ideas which were afterwards to be jotted down. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 23, 86)

7. When he was not at the pianoforte, the whole of Beethoven’s morning, from the earliest dawn till dinner-time, was employed in the mechanical work of writing; the rest of the day was devoted to thought and the arrangement of his ideas. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 136)

8. [Handel’s] only recreation [(]before he was blind[)] was to visit picture galleries; every other hour of the day, and, judging from the prodigious rapidity with which he produced his works, most of the night also, were given up to the most strenuous labour. (Williams, *Handel*, 152)

9. Concurrently… with his theoretical studies Chopin was labouring hard in the improvement of his pianistic technique. He had an instrument in his bedroom and would often get up during the night to do a spell of practice or to try the effect of some particular combination which had been engaging his thoughts. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 13)

Trope 3-D: The Importance of Self-teaching to the Great Composers

1. Handel was always seeking to perfect himself in his art. Wherever he found anything worth learning he set himself diligently to learn it. Except for the few years he
studied under Zachau he was his own teacher, simply observing and assimilating all that he could learn from the works of his predecessors and contemporaries. (Williams, *Handel*, 48)

2 …young Mozart… busied himself with the violin. …he appears to have occupied himself therewith, more or less secretly, until a considerable proficiency [wa]s attained, and he [wa]s able still further to astonish the home circle. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 5)

3 [Bach] was practically his own teacher. (Williams, *Bach*, 122-3)

4 …as a pianist[, Chopin] considered himself self-taught. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 65)

**Trope 3-E: Great Composers’ Achievement through Dedication and Unremitting Effort**

1 ‘Any one,’ said Bach, ‘could do as much as I have done if he worked as hard.’ And this capacity for hard work is perhaps not the least among the many remarkable characteristics of the man. (Williams, *Bach*, 21)

2 Schumann… won his pace on Parnassus by the sheer devotion and poetry of his nature. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 1)

3 Haydn… toiled upwards in the night, while less industrious mortals snored. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 14)

4 There is no inexplicable secret in the vast scope and character of Beethoven’s muse, nor is it difficult to account for its remarkable ascendancy over the minds of men. Beethoven was a great artist and a tremendous worker, while his whole life and soul were in his art. That he was a born genius with [a] wonderful wealth of ideas and creative faculties is admitted, but these would not have made him the greatest of the great composers save for other gifts which he exercised and developed to the full. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 119-20)

**Trope 3-F: The Great Composers as Furthering their Own Studies in Addition to Other Duties, without Compromising their Attention to Detail**

1 [Bach] devoted the whole of his available time to self-improvement, in spite of the great demands made on him by his duties [at Lüneburg]. (Williams, *Bach*, 24)

2 In his home life Schumann was a pattern of all that was active and methodical. He was a marvellously busy man. Composition, piano playing, writing for the *Neue Zeitschrift*, his large correspondence, as well as reading, of which he was particularly fond, occupied a full day. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 124)

3 Like most great inventive minds, Schumann had a keen sense of detail – one might almost call his faculty in this respect a womanly one for minutiae. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 116)

4 …[Haydn legendarily possessed] unboylike fastidiousness and his undoubted neatness in later years… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 31)
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Trope 3-G: Great Composers’ Creative Genius as Developing Progressively Throughout Their Lives (The ‘Paradigm of Continual Development’)

1. It was a slow unfolding genius, properly and naturally developed, that led up to that wondrous aggregation – Beethoven – the master. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 121)

2. Of Mozart, more truly perhaps than of almost any other musician, may it be affirmed that his powers developed steadily from first to last. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 93)

3. …as a true artist [Mendelssohn] remained a student to the end of his life. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 38)

4. …[Haydn] aimed at constant improvement, and although he had no definite object in view, he ‘raised the standard of symphony-writing far beyond any point which had been attained before’. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 154)

5. …like the symphonies, [Haydn’s sonatas] are all of historical value as showing the development not only of the form but of the composer’s powers. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 156)

6. …Tchaikovsky’s almost morbid self-depreciation, by the dissatisfaction with which, as a truly conscientious artist, he viewed his past achievements, conscious always of the desire to do better. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 137)

7. Although certain of Tchaikovsky’s earlier works, the *Romeo and Juliet* Overture for example, revealed the touch of a master hand, one can safely say that it was only within more recent times that… he had found himself, and the last three Symphonies, or better still, the last two, foreshadowed a period of creative enthusiasm of the highest type. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 53)

8. Although a comparatively brief period separates the third and fourth Symphonies, this division represents the passing from the creation of merely good musicianly symphonies to that of works to which unquestionably the term ‘great’ must be applied. The fourth, fifth and sixth Symphonies belong to the giants of music. They look down from a pinnacle upon their predecessors… (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 112)

9. To trace the influences which helped to form Chopin’s style as a composer for the keyboard is almost futile. [Chopin’s] style was his own from the beginning. …in the first of the Chopin compositions we recognize the peculiarities of the Chopin manner. Practically there was no development… [Unlike other great creative artists,] Chopin presents no such study of evolution. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 176, 177)

Trope 4: Greatness as Exemplified by the Overcoming of Obstructions to Success (and Corresponding Determination)

Trope 4-A: The Great Life as Characterized by Obstacles that are Ultimately Overcome

1. With no other of the great masters was the clash of life so keen and so sustained [as with Beethoven]. Boyhood, early manhood, and middle age were each marked by consuming troubles and toil, which death alone ended. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 52)

2. The ways of [Wagner’s] life were cast in stormy places; his whole existence was one long struggle; even the day of his death was clouded by disillusion. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 77)
That much of [Schumann]’s romanticism, and the hyper-sensitiveness that amounted almost to melancholy, were due to the influence of his mother’s disposition has been alleged. But the boy seems also to have inherited from his father that ardent determination to win his way in his chosen pursuits in spite of drawbacks, and so the morbid side of his temperament showed itself as a rule balanced by the enthusiasm and ambition of his artistic nature. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 2-3)

[Schubert’s] dogged determination to succeed was not to be broken. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 29)

…it was not at all in keeping with [Handel’s] character to give in to misfortune… Handel had a constitution of iron… Handel’s misfortunes brought about a reaction in his favour. The public admired his courage and the strength of his character. (Williams, *Handel*, 142, 126, 127)

**Trope 4-B: The Overcoming of Obstacles Faced by the Great Composer in Childhood (including Familial Opposition)**

1 …[Schubert’s] father… seems to have tried to break him of the habit of composing… (Duncan, *Schubert*, 11)

2 [Schumann’s mother] has been blamed for opposing her son Robert in his desire to make music his profession; and it was certainly out of respect to her wishes that he entered upon his beloved calling only after the first glow of youth was past. …out of filial duty, he came near sacrificing himself and his art. Such as calamity was mercifully prevented, however. Love and genius, instead of opposing each other, made a compromise. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 2)

3 …[Handel] had from childhood a naturally obstinate character; and, just as in after-life he surmounted obstacles which would have crushed most men, so in early childhood the opposition he encountered seems to have had the effect of making him more determined than ever. A story is usually accepted as true, that by some means he managed to convey a small clavichord before he was seven years of age, and there he taught himself to play while the household was asleep, or too occupied to notice what he was doing. … It does not seem impossible that a determined boy of six should be able to smuggle [a small, quiet] clavichord into the house and to use it without being found out. … But whether the story is true or not, there is no doubt that by the age of seven Handel was able to astonish men by his extraordinary musical powers. (Williams, *Handel*, 7-8)

4 [Bach’s] brother had made a MS. collection of compositions… [which] was kept in a bookcase, shut in with a wire lattice-work, and his brother for some unknown reason denied him the use of it. Such was his zeal, however, that he managed to abstract it through the lattice-work, night after night, for six months, until he had copied the whole of it by moonlight. (Williams, *Bach*, 23)

5 [Haydn] was a poor youth. He had never received any regular tuition such as Handel received from Zachau, Mozart from his father or Mendelssohn from Zelter. He had to pick up his instruction as he went along… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 30)

6 [Brahms’s] education was necessarily somewhat limited owing to the straitened circumstances of the family… In early youth the boy Johannes began to collect a library. Money not being plentiful, he bought many of his books from the second-hand dealers… (Erb, *Brahms*, 3, 6)
In those days the opportunities of hearing classical music in St. Petersburg were rare, and when a symphony concert took place it was frequently given by an orchestra of amateurs playing without rehearsal, so that, in order to become acquainted with the German masterpieces, the student had to purchase them. That was before the time of cheap editions, and works which are now within the reach of the more modest purse, necessitated then an important outlay, which placed them beyond the young composer’s reach. … It is therefore not surprising that young Tchaikovsky’s musical knowledge at this date was not much more than that of a semi-cultured amateur. … In spite of being thus handicapped he appears to have had absolute confidence in his own future… (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 8, 9)

**Trope 4-C: Poverty as an Obstacle to the Great Composer (From Childhood, Throughout Life)**

1. [Brahms] grew up… amid the poorest surroundings… The rooms of the family were dark and damp, and their fare must at times have been very meagre… (Erb, *Brahms*, 3, 4)

2. It was indeed a poor home into which Haydn had been born; but tenderness, piety, thrift and orderliness were there, and probably the happiest part of his career was that which he spent in the tiny, dim-lighted rooms within sound of Leitha’s waters. In later life, when his name had been inscribed on the roll of fame, he looked back to the cottage at Rohrau with a kind of mingled pride and pathetic regret… he never felt ashamed of his lowly origin. On the contrary, he boasted of it. He was proud, he said, of having made something out of nothing… he retained a fond memory of his birthplace. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 3)

3. [Haydn] had now finally made up his mind that he would be a composer; but he saw clearly enough that, for the present, he must work, and work, too, not for fame, but for bread. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 18)

4. …the miserable hack work [Wagner] had on hand, his sole regular means of subsistence. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 25)

5. [Brahms] had to continue playing at the low sailors’ haunts and to eke out his earnings by giving cheap lessons and arranging popular music for the piano or for brass bands. This hack work continued for what must have seemed a distressingly long time… (Erb, *Brahms*, 8)

6. As a boy [Schubert] had scarcely food enough; he was short of music paper to write upon; for years he had no rooms of his own; he was unable to take proper holidays owing to lack of means; last of all, there was not sufficient estate to pay for his funeral. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 91)

7. …throughout the final period of Schubert’s life, there is every indication that he was in constant need of money. Most of the prices paid him by the publishers were little short of ridiculous… he was obliged to accept any offer from music publishers, and his transactions, in which his modesty was usually taken full advantage of by the grasping publishers, were with few exceptions hopelessly foolish. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 62, 91)

8. The payments for [Mozart’s] musical work – the publisher’s terms, generally considered – were, as a rule, inadequate and uncertain. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 240-1)
9 [Chopin] has been mildly censured for the tradesman-like way in which he stuck out for his prices with the publishers. But this at least should be remembered to his credit, that he never asked the publishers to pay him for compositions which he deemed unworthy of his powers. (Hadden, Chopin, 111)

**Trope 4-D: Genius as Directly Related to Obstructions Encountered, which in turn Strengthen that Genius**

1 …it is only in the rarest cases that the publisher can afford to play the philanthropist to young genius. His business is – as he must perforce conceive it – to get hold of marketable stuff; and it must be remembered that in 1831 the style of music which the public demanded was not Chopin’s style. It was the public, not the publisher, who was to blame. Still, one regrets that Chopin should have met with this rebuff on the verge of his entry into the world. It probably helped to embitter him for the future… (Hadden, Chopin, 54)

2 A Beethoven might have overcome all obstacles, but Franz’s was the nature to submit to the inevitable. … Where Beethoven barely succeeded, Schubert could scarcely hope to win his way. (Duncan, Schubert, 42, 109)

3 Early in 1834 [Wagner] returned to Leipzig, and encountered the first of the long series of disappointments which would have damped the ardour of most men. …[instead,] the reverses and disappointments he experienced served but to strengthen his character, and to enable him to face without flinching the far greater trials that lay before him. … in the days when success seemed impossible, he never relaxed his efforts, but strove manfully on to express that of which the expression seemed to be a duty both to himself and mankind at large. … So far from being discouraged, he was spurred on to redoubled energy. (Lidgey, Wagner, 10, 16, 22, 31-2)

4 Although at twenty Brahms had already suffered much and gone through hard times, his genius was none the worse for the experience… already he jealously reserved a part of each day for composition, always happy, no matter what his hardships, when he could pour out his soul in music. He always did as well as he could even the most distasteful labour, so that he learned much in the school of adversity, and his character ripened early. (Erb, Brahms, 9)

**Trope 4-E: Misfortune as Actively Strengthening Genius**

1 The public had in reality become indifferent to opera. … [After unsuccessful opera seasons,] Handel bravely struggled on… Handel was not to be beaten. Finding that operas no longer attracted the public, he gave regular performances of oratorios… he now resolved to try his fortune with oratorio… (Williams, Handel, 124, 120, 124, 107)

2 Handel wrote Messiah in the very midst of his misery and bankruptcy. The ‘things of this world’ seemed to have no effect on the workings of his genius, or it is possible that they drove him to concentrate his powers more than ever on his lofty subject. That he was deeply moved by it is well known. (Williams, Handel, 189, italics added)

3 Accident and adversity are often spoken of as blessings in disguise. In the case of Schumann the experiment which led to his maiming his hand and so effectively
putting a stop to his career as a virtuoso must be regarded as fortunate. Thus was an executant balked on the very threshold of his career. But thus also was an emotional tone poet turned perforce to that very channel of output in which he could find most congenial scope for expression of the wondrous thoughts which burned within him. …having parted company with one aim in life, he immediately turned his attention to another branch of musicianship. (Patterson, Schumann, 16, 17)

4 He was at first quite overwhelmed by his misfortune [losing his sight]… but Handel soon recovered sufficient courage to play his concertos from memory, and afterwards extempore. (Williams, Handel, 151)

5 The dreadful burden of deafness Beethoven carried thenceforth with him to the grave – providing in this way an analogy to the case of the sightless tone-poet Handel… Beethoven was one of the strong men of the earth. He staggered under his heavy load, but it did not break him down. Great man that he was he girt himself anew and took fresh courage. Denied two aspects of his art-calling, he applied himself to the one sphere alone left him with a force and energy that was little short of miraculous. Stirred, as if by a spell of sheer desperation, he launched forth score after score of ever-increasing magnitude and grandeur. The creative faculty of the master-musician broke all restraints, and for the first time in Beethoven’s great career we witness the matured strength of the giant composer asserting itself in a character and degree which, but for the awful certainty that had settled upon him, might never had been demonstrated. (Crowest, Beethoven, 16-7)

Trope 5: Woman as Signifier of Genius (The ‘Muse Paradigm’)

Trope 5-A: Love and/or Marriage as Inevitable

1 [Haydn’s] salary from Count Morzin was only twenty pounds with board and lodging; he was not making anything substantial by his compositions; his teaching could not have brought him a large return. Yet he must needs take a wife, and that too, in spite of the fact that Count Morzin never kept a married man in his service. ‘To my mind,’ said Mozart, ‘a bachelor lives only half a life.’ It is true enough… (Hadden, Haydn, 32)

2 …[Tchaikovsky] set to work upon Tatiana’s ‘letter scene,’ [from Eugene Onegin] which had an extraordinary fascination for him. About the same time he had received a long letter, containing a passionate declaration of love, signed Antonina Ivanovna Milyukov. … The analogy of the situation [to the plot of Eugene Onegin] affected him so much that he called upon her. … Fatalist as he was, he thought he felt the hand of destiny, and eventually he declared himself willing to marry her. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 38-9)

3 Chopin fell in love, as the average man does, because he could not help it. (Hadden, Chopin, 39)

Trope 5-B: Problems with Great Composers who Never Successfully Married

1 Handel was twice nearly married; on the first occasion the mother of the lady objected to her daughter marrying a ‘mere fiddler.’ … On another occasion he had wished to marry a lady of means and position, who, however, made it a stipulation that he should give up his profession. He remained single. (Williams, Handel, 165)
2 …though perpetually in love, Beethoven, as we have seen, never married – an unaccountable matter, considering his views of the wedded state, and remembering that his extraordinary musical power, and striking, though far from handsome, personality attracted women… Despite his exterior, he was much encouraged by the other sex, whether high-born or low. … Few great men have proved less insensible to the charms of the fair sex, and even if his vast genius, through that most impressive and subtle medium of all art, failed to touch every hear, Beethoven’s notions of love were still sufficiently exciting to arouse the least impressionable of his tender acquaintances and correspondents. His flights of romance were positively astonishing… [But h]is loves were too many, and his protestations too profuse, to prove effective anywhere… There can be no doubt… that he was an impetuous suitor, ready to construe an acquaintance into a more serious bond on the slenderest ground… [therefore] can it be wondered at that Beethoven never married[?] (Crowest, Beethoven, 70, 71, 75)

3 In the main, authorities concur in Beethoven’s attachments being always honourable. … With all his attachments and his associations with fair and noble women… not a single suggestion of liaison or scandal has been charged to Beethoven. (Crowest, Beethoven, 75, 113)

4 George Sand declared that [Chopin’s mother] was [his] ‘only love.’ In one of his own letters Chopin calls her the ‘best of mothers.’ She seems to have been an ideal mother… (Hadden, Chopin, 5)

5 In June 1854… Alexandra Andreievna succumbed to an attack of cholera… It is safe to say that Peter never entirely recovered from the shock. His affection for his mother had been something more than the ordinary filial devotion: it was a veritable passion, and her early demise… was probably the primary cause of the morbid depression and pessimistic vein which overshadows so much of his work. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 5-6)

6 Brahms regarded Clara as the noblest of her sex… Their friendship was most intimate and beautiful. Brahms loved her with almost filial devotion, they always addressed each other by their Christian names, and in every way their relations were practically those of mother and son, for he was his senior by more than thirteen years… They worked for each other, and no doubt loved each other in a strictly platonic way. It is here, probably, that one must look for the real reason why Brahms never married. (Erb, Brahms, 21-2)

**Trope 5-C: Great Composers’ Musicality as Rendering them Suitable Candidates for being in Love, which in turn Enhanced their Creative Prowess**

1 No man, certainly… was ever better equipped for this happy condition [of being in love] than he who had just given to the world the “Eroica” symphony, the “Appassionata” Sonata, the Fidelio opera and other such immortal scores. It was not [Beethoven]’s lot, however, to enjoy the full realization of what ‘love’ is. This was denied him, a circumstance which, to one who has brought so much peace and harmony into this world, can only be deplored. (Crowest, Beethoven, 20-1)

2 …undoubtedly… [Chopin] did find that it ‘harmonized the soul’ to have some Dulcinea always in his head… it was good for him that he did fall in love… if we read close enough into Chopin’s compositions I have no doubt we should see his loves mirrored there… (Hadden, Chopin, 39-40)
3 The precocious young artist [Mozart]… fell in love for the first time [in 1771]… Of course, this sentimental attack was bound to be of short duration, and it left no marks; … he would doubtlessly… be adding to that life-experience which would eventually profit his art. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 39)

4 In December [1868] [Tchaikovsky’s] enthusiasm for [Désirée Artôt] as an artist developed into love for her as a woman, and he began to contemplate matrimony. … It is quite possible that she was the greatest love of his life… (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 27, 31)

5 [Aloysia Weber] had an exceedingly fine voice; … Wolfgang the susceptible was soon over head and ears in love with his fair art-associate, and quickly formed the notion of writing an opera purposely for her, and of bringing out the same on the Italian stage. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 51)

**Trope 5-D: The ‘Ideal Union’ of a Male Creative Musical Genius and His Female Muse (as Exemplified by Schumann and Clara)**

1 … rather through spiritual communion [for Clara was away on tour] than by personal intercourse, arose in the emotional musician’s heart his life’s strong devotion to Clara Wieck. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 29)

2 As far as the lovers themselves were concerned in their devotion towards and trust in each other, the courtship of Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck seems to have been an ideal one. But they were destined to suffer much from parental opposition to the match, in the form of the persistent refusal of Clara’s father, Friedrich Wieck, to give his sanction to their union. … The trials of the lovers were, indeed, severe. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 32, 40)

3 [Schumann’s love for Clara was] something stronger and deeper than all else in the life of the composer… [he] was faithful to her through years of trouble and unrest, through absence, and through trials of all kinds. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 100)

4 Theirs was no rash and hasty love match which, upon marriage, was to end in speedy disillusion through want of comprehension of each other’s temperaments. On the contrary, we see, even in their courtship period, the growth between them of that tender affection, deep solicitude and determination to bear and forbear which alone constitutes the love that is deathless, and that soul’s devotion which outlives the most ardent protestations of passion. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 104-5)

5 That the marriage of the two young musicians [Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck] was a supremely happy one none can doubt. A more ideal union could scarcely be imagined that that of a creative and an executive artist, both of the first rank, whose aims were of the highest and whose artistic sympathies tended to the advancement of piano music in its noblest and most poetic aspects. We are not surprised, then, to find that the opening years of Schumann’s married life mark the most active, as the most varied, period of his musical output and editorial labours. In 1840, his marriage year, having previously confined his attention almost exclusively to piano music, he bursts into ecstatic song. Over a hundred *Lieder* belong to this period, all of them charming, and in the opinion of many representing Schumann… in his happiest and most spontaneous vein. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 42)
6 …[under] his great love for Clara Wieck… [Schumann] undoubtedly poured forth the noblest achievement of his genius… All her ideas came as if from his own soul, even as he ascribed his musical inspiration to her. (Patterson, \textit{Schumann}, 61, 31)

7 That Schumann looked upon his wife as rather part of himself than a separate identity is apparent. …in Clara he possessed a willing and able medium whereby his musical thoughts could best obtain a hearing. Thus was this noble woman a right hand to her husband – devoted, earnest, conscientious, highly gifted and yet wonderfully simple-minded and womanly. (Patterson, \textit{Schumann}, 105)

\textbf{Trope 5-E: Other Great Composers as Inspired by their Female Muse}

1 [Henriette Voigt] entered thoroughly into the musical and poetic yearnings of the young [Schumann]… the composer referred to the spiritual and musical affinity that existed between them… (Patterson, \textit{Schumann}, 87)

2 [Constanze Weber] made a sympathetic mate for Wolfgang… Although not brilliantly endowed, as Aloysia was, she could play and sing, and had a gift and \textit{penchant} for inventing stories… (Breakspear, \textit{Mozart}, 62, italics in original)

3 [Mozart rapidly wrote the Overture to \textit{Don Giovanni}] in the company of his wife (who, we are told – according to her customary manner – kept her husband’s part-attention engaged with her entertaining storiettes, \textit{à la Scheherazade} [sic])… We are led to suppose that Constance sustained her \textit{rôle} of novelletist throughout: if so, we hardly know which excites most wonderment, – the duality of Mozart’s powers of mental concentration, or the compositional \textit{tour de force} contained in the total achievement of the “Don Giovanni” overture in a single night. (Breakspear, \textit{Mozart}, 72, 73, italics in original)

4 …Constan[z]e (like the world at large) discovered her first husband’s real greatness when it was too late… (Breakspear, \textit{Mozart}, 239)

5 [During his period of early struggles in the 1840s, Wagner’s] greatest comfort was the touching devotion of his wife, and, although in later years lack of mutual sympathy drove them asunder, Wagner, up to the time of her death, always spoke of her with affection. The union was unfortunate. Minna Wagner had not the power to understand her husband’s genius: it is hardly to be wondered at – few people then had. (Lidgey, \textit{Wagner}, 21-2)

6 Soon after Minna’s death, Cosima, the wife of Von Bülow and daughter of Liszt, left her husband in favour of Wagner. In 1870 they were married. Further dwelling upon this question is outside the biographer’s province. It is sufficient to state that in his second marriage Wagner found a wife who could understand and sympathize with him, and that he bears frequent testimony in his letters to his love for and devotion to her. The matter can well rest here… the two men ever remained fast friends. (Lidgey, \textit{Wagner}, 57, 58)

\textbf{Trope 5-F: The Problem of Haydn’s Failed Marriage to Anna Maria Keller, and Possible Alternative Muses for the Composer}

1 There does not seem to have been much affection on either side to start with; but Haydn developed that he had really begun to like his wife and would have come to entertain a stronger feeling for her if she had behaved in a reasonable way. It was,
however, not in Anna Maria’s nature to behave in a reasonable way. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 33)

2 For a long time he tried making the best of it; but making the best of it is a poor affair when it comes to a man and woman living together, and the day arrived when the composer realized that to live entirely apart was the only way of enduring a union that had proved anything but a foretaste of heaven. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 34)

3 It has been said that the majority of women married to men of genius are so vain of the abilities of their husbands that they are frequently insufferable. Frau Haydn was not a woman of that kind. As Haydn himself sadly remarked, it did not matter to her whether he were a cobbler or an artist. She used his manuscript scores for curling papers and underlays for the pastry and wrote to him when he was in England for money to buy a ‘widow’s home’. He was even driven to pitifully undignified expedients to protect his hard-earned cash from her extravagant hands. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 33-4)

4 [Haydn’s] wretched wife had tried to poison his mind against his friend by writing that Mozart had been disparaging his genius. ‘I cannot believe it,’ he cried; ‘if it is true, I will forgive him.’ It was not true, and Haydn never believed it. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 70)

5 The sum paid to Haydn at this date [his early Esterház period] was not large, as we should now consider it, but it would have been sufficient to free him from financial worry but for the extravagance and bad management of his wife… His wife, we must remember, was making constant calls upon him for money… [he] had to sell his house to provide for his wife until his return. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 54, 55)

6 The absence of love at home, as we all know, often encourages love abroad. Haydn liked to have an occasional flirtation, as ardent as might be within the bounds of decorum. Sometimes, indeed, he exceeded the bounds of decorum, as in the case of which we are now compelled to speak [that of Luigia Polzelli]. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 59)

7 [Luigia Polzelli] does not seem to have been happy with Polzelli [her husband], and Haydn’s pity was roused for her… The pity, as often happens in such cases, ultimately ripened into a violent passion… but Signora Polzelli was clearly an unscrupulous woman. She first got her admirer into her power and then used her position to dun him for money. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 59, 60)

8 …Haydn fell under the spell of the charming widow [Rebecca Schroeter]. There is no account of their first meeting; but it was probably of a purely professional nature… lessons sometimes cover a good deal of love-making, and that was clearly the case with Haydn and Mrs. Schroeter. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 93)

**Trope 5-G: The Problem of Tchaikovsky’s Failed Marriage, and his Wife Antonina Ivanovna Milyukov’s Portrayal as Actively Obstructing his Creativity**

1 As far as worldly wisdom can judge, a marriage entered upon under such circumstances was bound to end in failure. From the very first day it was evident that grave circumstances had caused him to regret the step he had taken… Life together proved altogether intolerable, and before the end of [September 1877] … he left suddenly for St. Petersburg… He arrived there is a state of absolute collapse, and… had a nervous attack which ended in his being unconscious for forty-eight hours. The
followed a week of high fever… [and] the doctors… decided that a complete change was necessary to restore his health… (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 39-40)

2 The circumstances which brought about this crisis in [Tchaikovsky]’s life are such that one does not like to discuss them at any length. Rumours of various kinds have been circulated in and out of Russia, reflecting on the character and morality now of the husband, now of the wife, but nothing has transpired which affords them the slightest foundation. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 40)

3 Tchaikovsky, if his own later writings are to be believed, was most anxious to exonerate his wife from all blame and to ascribe the tragedy to the perversity of fate, which had thrown together two utterly incompatible natures. When he complains, it is not of his wife, but of his inability to work in her presence… under the unfortunate circumstances, the only possible solution was the separation which according took place… beyond complaining of mutual incompatibility, Tchaikovsky never to the day of his death permitted himself to speak with harshness of the lady who was his life, and she, on her side, declares in her reminiscences that ‘Peter was in no way to blame.’ (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 40, 41)

Trope 5-H: The Appearance of a Muse as Signifier of the Genius of the Associated Composer

1 The chief event of the year 1868, if not the most important of his whole life to Brahms, was this performance [of the German Requiem] in Bremen Cathedral on Good Friday, 10th April… His father came from Hamburg especially to hear the Requiem, and Brahms’s cup would have been full but of one thing. ‘Only Madame Schumann will now be wanting; but I shall miss her presence sadly,’ he had been heard to say. The word was communicated to her, and she came from Baden-Baden to surprise him, walking into the cathedral on his arm on the day of the performance. … The effect of the performance was overwhelming, and it became evident at once that the Requiem ranked among the loftiest music ever given to the world. … Brahms had now reached his full growth. The struggle for acknowledgement was over, the victory won, and he was henceforth regarded as the greatest living German composer, with the possible exception of Wagner. (Erb, Brahms, 41, 42, 45)

2 …as the work [Tchaikovsky’s Fourth Symphony] progressed, and he gradually became inwardly convinced that he was surpassing all his previous attempts, his delight at the fact that he should do so in the very work he was writing for Mme von Meck knew no bounds. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 112-3)

Trope 5-I: The Female Muse as the Harbinger of the Composer’s Own Death (as Exemplified by the Bond Between Felix Mendelssohn and His Sister Fanny Hensel)

1 …the peculiar relationship between Felix [Mendelssohn] and Fanny Hensel, for the two were bound by the ties of art as well as blood. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 139)

2 The blow [Fanny’s death] was terrible to Mendelssohn, for his sister had, artistically, been his second self. The two had been inseparable, had shared each other’s confidences, artistic aims and ambitions. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 129)

3 Many of the greatest creations in musical art have been wrung from the heart in time of keenest suffering: so Mendelssohn’s Quartet in F minor, Op. 80, written at
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Interlaken, which has a depth of expression, a sad passion not found in his earlier works of the same class. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 129-30)

**Trope 5-J: The Death of the Muse as Direct Cause of that of the Attendant Composer**

1. Scarcely had he arrived at Frankfort, when – all too abruptly – [Mendelssohn] received the news of his sister Fanny’s death. With a shriek he feel senseless to the ground. His own death was directly caused by this sad event, for his physician stated that there was a rupture of a blood-vessel in the head at the moment of this sudden shock. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 129)

2. On 20th May 1896 came what proved to be Brahms’s death-blow: Clara Schumann passed away[.]. When he received the news he hastened at once to Frankfort to be present at the funeral, and it was to ‘a fit of anger’ at missing a train… that he attributed the illness which eventually proved fatal. This was an affection of the liver… Undoubtedly the shock of Clara Schumann’s death had much to do both with bringing it on and with its fatal issue. (Erb, Brahms, 73)

3. Towards the end of [1890] Tchaikovsky was much grieved by the gradual cooling of the interest Mme von Meck took in him. Some little while previously he had heard that her financial position was not as brilliant as it had been. …as he himself had reached what in the case of so modest a man was real affluence, the acceptance of the yearly stipend preyed upon his mind, and eventually the arrangement came to an end. Unfortunately, so did their correspondence… and the composer felt deeply hurt that this should be so. On his death-bed, even in the height of fever, the name of Nadezhda Filaretevna was perpetually on his lips. Like most sensitive men, he was prone to dwell upon his grief until it assumed in his mind extraordinary proportions. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 50-1)

4. Mme von Meck… had become very delicate in the last few years, and was passing into a decline which led to her death two months after she received the news of that of Peter Ilyich. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 51)

**Trope 5-K: Problems of Chopin’s Muses, Especially in Connection with Death**

1. The lady who now became the object of [Chopin’s] devouring passion bore the name of Konstancja Gladkowska. … There was nothing but Chopin’s indecision and timidity to prevent him… from seeking an introduction… But this was just one of the Chopin characteristics. Chopin loved, but had not the courage to tell the beloved one. He put his passion on paper, he played it, but speak it he could not. Music was indeed to him the ‘food of love.’ … That he was very seriously in love with Konstancja Gladkowska… there is no reason to disbelieve. (Hadden, Chopin, 40-1)

2. The regrettable thing is that [the episode with Konstancja Gladkowska] should have affected Chopin’s health… already the people of Warsaw had marked him out for an early death. (Hadden, Chopin, 49)

3. It was said, not unnaturally, that [Jane Maxwell Stirling] was in love with [Chopin], and the rumour got abroad that they were to be married. One day, when Chopin was ill, he remarked to a favourite pupil: ‘They have married me to Miss Stirling; she might as well marry death.’ (Hadden, Chopin, 119)
4 The general opinion is that [Chopin’s] end was hastened by the estrangement [from George Sand]. … Lenz avers that Chopin really died of a broken heart. It is not necessary to go so far. Chopin’s early death was in any case physically inevitable. At the most it can be said that the George Sand affair undermined his feeble health. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 106)

5 In 1847 came, as we have seen, the rupture with George Sand, after which we march slowly and sadly to the end. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 111)

6 …there was, further, the detestation in which many of Chopin’s friends held George Sand, and their conviction, right or wrong, that she had wrecked his life. …so George Sand was excluded [from the sick-room]. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 132)

**Trope 5-L: Tension over the Geniuses of Chopin and his Potential Muse George Sand**

1 [George Sand was] the woman who more than any other influenced [Chopin’s] life. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 81)

2 Probably no two such opposites were ever drawn to each other as Chopin and George Sand. Not only in character but in physical constitution they were as dissimilar as could well be imagined. We have already gathered some notion of what Chopin was – neurotic, tender as a woman, dreamy, slim of frame, fragile. Contrast this with George Sand. Liszt speaks of her as an Amazon, a *femme héroïque*, who was not afraid to expose her masculine countenance to all suns and winds. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 86)

3 [Given her characteristics, including] the daring of so many things that others of her sex neither knew or dared, we have surely a character so diametrically opposed to the character of Chopin that we may well wonder at the two names being associated in one of the most mysterious affairs of the heart to which nineteenth-century romance gave birth. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 88)

4 The quarrel itself was inevitable – or at least if not a quarrel, a radical change in the relationships of the pair. In the first place, George Sand’s coarse tastes must have clashed at every point with Chopin’s. … George Sand was a cormorant, quite unfit as a mate for a man like Chopin. … In the second place, it was George Sand’s way to close one ‘romantic’ valve abruptly while opening, or preparing to open, another, She cast her admirers aside, like a squeezed orange, when she had exhausted their emotional and psychological ‘possibilities.’ (Hadden, *Chopin*, 104)

**Trope 5-M: Chopin’s Construction as Effeminate and (by Extension) Androgynous**

1 Chopin was, like many other geniuses, a bundle of contradictions. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 146)

2 The chief feature of his style, his delicacy of tone, has been remarked upon in the course of the biography. In a very small measure it may have been traceable to his frail physique. … We must, however, remember that it was quality of tone not quantity that he sought. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 161)

3 The Chopin of the popular ideal – the feverish, feminine Chopin of a thousand drawing rooms – is here [in the polonaise]; but there is here also a Chopin of the masculine gender, who puts into these energetic rhythms a vigour and a boldness that must arouse the sleepiest indifference. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 192)
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4 …his platform bow… reveals a certain mixture of innocent vanity and girlishness which was characteristic of Chopin. Pretty lace collars and deportment – these were to him things of ‘good report,’ upon which he loved to dwell. (Hadden, Chopin, 49)

5 Some writers have thought it necessary to apologize for [Chopin] on the score of his dandyism; indeed, there is a sort of superstitious belief that genius is wanting to itself unless it goes dishevelled and down-at-heel. But a dandy is at least less offensive to his neighbour than a sloven… [and] bravery of dress has often accompanied bravery in action… there is nothing to surprise as if in art also a certain daintiness of taste in form and colour is associated, as it was in Chopin’s case, with a certain delicacy of workmanship. (Hadden, Chopin, 143)

6 The general effeminacy of his character was remarked upon by all who knew him intimately, and is insisted upon by most of his biographers. He was undoubtedly effeminate. … Chopin’s effeminacy was in part constitutional, in part the natural outcome of the coddling and the flattery which were bestowed on him all through his career. (Hadden, Chopin, 145)

7 It has been hinted that Chopin was a coward [for not joining the uprising against the Russians in Warsaw]. He was nothing of the kind: he was ‘psychically brave,’ but his constitution was not equal to the demands of physical heroism. Nature had given him genius, but had denied the muscle. … The material was hardly in him for fighting the battle of life, let alone the battle of nations. (Hadden, Chopin, 55)

8 …the state of [Chopin’s] health explains everything – at least everything that is not otherwise accounted for by his retiring nature and his sensitive Slav temperament. It explains his comparatively few public appearances, and it explains his restriction in the matter of creative output. (Hadden, Chopin, 107)

9 Some of the finest things in art and literature have been done by people who were in more or less delicate health. … Invalidism has been the motive, or at any rate the marked accompaniment, of a great deal that is effective and even charming in art and literature. (Hadden, Chopin, 173)

Trope 6: The Importance of Family

Trope 6-A: Great Composers as Exemplary for their Devotion to their (Immediate) Family

1 Wagner’s ideal of life was the Family. …all [members] are united by the supreme bond of Love. Their actions are dictated by no selfish spirit, no self-interest mars the happy union; each member is free, and his obedience (which is dictated only by Love) to the head of the little community necessarily results in the mutual well-being… In such a family the individual has perfect freedom, insomuch as his every action is prompted by love for the common weal. (Lidgey, Wagner, 82)

2 The clan feeling was very strong [in the Bach family]. It was a family custom to meet together… once a year and to spend a day in friendly intercourse. … the various members of the Bach family clung together… (Williams, Bach, 20, 79)

3 [Mozart] seems ever to have preserved this loving regard for father and sister. The former had always been the confidential friend and mentor, as well as the devoted parent; …on the whole the Mozart kin-intercourse appears to have partaken of quite
an ideal character – or, at any rate, if was of a kind certainly rare enough. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 246, 247)

4 …[Mozart] felt himself bound in honour to apply for his own discharge [from Salzburg], if only in protest against the scurvy treatment accorded his father. His application… betokened the young man’s tender solicitude for the parents who had so lovingly and anxiously reared and cared for him. In his letter he declares his earnest desire to make some return for these kindnesses, while at the same time making some provision for the future of himself and sister. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 49)

5 That Schumann made an exemplary son and ideal lover and husband there can be little doubt… [he] never failed, as a father, to find delight in the family circle. … No father could have been prouder of, or more deeply devoted to, his children than was Schumann; … he was never so happy as when in the society of his gifted wife and his children, of whom he was extremely fond. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 106, 107, 126)

6 In his domestic relations [Mendelssohn’s] character was seen at its best. He was a good son, an affectionate brother, a loving husband and father. … That Mendelssohn was happy in his married life was evident to all who knew him. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 138, 139-140)

7 The keynote of [Beethoven’s] whole character may be touched in the brave step he took when his unhappy father died. He gathered the reins and kept things together – working with might and main to preserve the humble home. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 54)

8 After his father’s death [Brahms] supported his stepmother, and also his brother Fritz… (Erb, *Brahms*, 90)

**Trope 6-B: Great Composers’ Devotion to their Distant and/or Surrogate Family**

1 No episode in Beethoven’s remarkable career presents us with such a picture of his kindness of heart, the real, inward, natural being – the man at the core – as that afforded by his passionate, loving concern for the well-being of the only person, bound by blood ties, who ever became dependent upon him – his nephew Carl. Surely no parent ever possessed, or exercised, a more solicitous concern for an only son, and it must, indeed, have caused many a grievous pang to the great-hearted man to behold this unworthy prodigal descending to depths of degradation from which it had been this uncle’s object, for years, to raise him far above. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 80)

2 As soon as Brahms heard of Schumann’s collapse, early in March 1854, he hurried at once to Düsseldorf, remaining almost constantly with Clara Schumann during the master’s illness; and… he spent some time arranging Schumann’s library. In fact, Schumann’s affairs in general were in a state of confusion, and Brahms quietly set to work straightening them out… In the dark hours of her grief, Brahms was the energetic friend and counsellor and defender of Clara Schumann, who was often sorely pressed and in need of a faithful adviser… it fell largely upon Brahms to act as comforter. (Erb, *Brahms*, 18, 21)

3 …[Haydn] had to meet the pressing demands of various poor relations… He had many needy relations always looking to him for aid, and their claims were seldom refused. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 54-5, 143)
4 [Haydn] liked the company of ladies, especially when they were personally attractive. That he was never at a loss for a compliment may perhaps be taken as explaining his frequent conquests… Of children he was passionately fond, a fact which lends additional melancholy to his own unhappy and childless home life. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 142)

5 [Luigia Polzelli] had two sons, and the popular belief of the time that Haydn was the father of the younger is perpetuated in several of the biographies. Haydn had certainly a great regard for the boy, made him a pupil of his own and left him a small sum in his first will, which, however, he revoked in the second. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 60)

6 [Brahms] was devoted to children – a child himself when with them… He had a special sympathy with the children of the poor… He would stop anywhere in the street to speak with children, and when he became known to them they would follow him about in groups… (Erb, *Brahms*, 87, 88)

**Trope 7: Great Composers’ Final Period as Apotheosis of Their Genius Prior to Death**

**Trope 7-A: The Young (yet Productive) Death as Tragedy**

1 …life, in all true reckoning, is counted not by years but by actions. Chopin’s life was brief, but it failed not of its purpose. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 2)

2 …as we reckon up the brief years of his life – no more than thirty-one – the part seems bleaker and the cup more bitter. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 67)

3 …the greater aspect of the tragedy calls us. Tchaikovsky, at the time of his death, was but fifty-three years old – young for a great composer. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 52)

**Trope 7-B: The Early Death as an Indicator of Genius Brought Rapidly to Fruition**

1 With less call upon his vital powers, Mendelssohn might have lived longer; but it was in the blood, this unceasing energy and devouring passion for work, and the spark of life burnt itself out by the time middle age was reached. It was an [sic] heritage from his grandfather. … [Mendelssohn,] whether he knew it or not, was broken and worn, at thirty-seven. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 25, 124)

2 Few artists were so many-sided in the manifestation of their genius as Mendelssohn. Perhaps it was his versatility that prevented his reaching the highest pinnacle of art. Then it has to be considered that all he achieved was in the space of thirty-eight years, his life, moreover, being one of constant action and excitement. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 152)

3 …[1846] seems to have been the most active period of [Mendelssohn’s] busy life; but it could not last, for already the sword was wearing out the scabbard. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 116)

4 The creative musician is strangely constituted. The music that is within, while it inspires, often burns and sears. The brilliant, flashing steel may even wear out the scabbard before its time. When coupled with romanticism, and unsalted by the sterner qualities of giant endurance such as Bach and Handel possessed, music often rends soul from body long before the ‘threescore years and ten.’ It is strangely
pathetic to mark that three of the greatest composers whom the world has ever seen – Mozart, Schubert and Mendelssohn – died young. If Haydn and Gluck lived to be old men, Weber and Chopin passed away on the threshold of their prime. Schumann saw but his forty-sixth year. His fruition – owing to circumstances which were unavoidable – was late. Scarcely did he reach his maturity period when blight fell upon the golden harvest-field. (Patterson, Schumann, 80-1)

5 [In the 1840s,] the great strain of creative exertion in two departments – that of editor and composer – was beginning to tell upon [Schumann’s] sensitive and highly strung nature which, in its ceaseless mental output, was doubtless overstraining energies more mercurial than robust. Not that Schumann had suffered much of the wear and tear of the artist’s life. (Patterson, Schumann, 48)

**Trope 7-C: The Long Life as Representing Genius Nurtured under More Serene Conditions**

1 Possibly, but for his rare father, the young Mozart might have remained all his days in Salzburg – a musician of genius, certainly, but with that genius unquickened by travel and contact with the art and the life of the greater world without the archiepiscopal bounds. We may fancy, perhaps, a Mozart with semi-dormant genius, content with the routine of the priestly court, composing a mass or a march at the command of his employer, living maybe to a comfortable old age, but leaving only at the last some piles of manuscript work, the outcome of obscure years… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 22)

2 With the doubtful exception of Bach, no composer of the first rank ever enjoyed a more tranquil career… [Haydn’s] was a long, sane, sound and, on the whole, fortunate existence. …he lived out all his life. (Hadden, Haydn, 1)

3 The years were beginning to weigh upon him. He was bordering on threescore, and a long journey in those days [to England] was not to be lightly undertaken. (Hadden, Haydn, 69)

**Trope 7-D: Great Composers’ Activity as Continuing Until the Very End, Even when Facing Death**

1 [Handel] continued to work till the very end. … As his health deteriorated, Handel suffered increasingly from fits of terrible depression. … He lost his great appetite; yet he worked on. (Williams, Handel, 152, 153)

2 In [1748] the enormous strain [Bach] had all his life put upon himself began to take its effect. Although of unusual strength, the work had worn out his body. The weakness gradually increased, and pains began to trouble him, yet he could not believe that he was near his end. …he continued to work, even through his hours of greatest suffering. (Williams, Bach, 91, 92)

3 …[in 1791] the composer would appear to have determinedly put aside – at any rate, during the prolonged moments of composition – his worldly anxieties, and to have pursued his art with all the greater intensity and concentration of thought. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 83)

4 All the time [during his final illness], Mozart’s mind is ever busy: watch in hand he would, at the proper hours, follow in spirit the performance of his *Zauberflöte* at the
distant theatre. And the *Requiem* is pursued, till at length a day arrives when the pen at last falls from the enfeebled fingers, and the end comes very quickly. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 89)

5 …Schubert spoke of a new libretto for an opera when lying on his death-bed. …[he] talked of his ardent wish for a good opera libretto. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 66, 67)

6 The new year (1827) found the master [Beethoven] still confined to his bed. He had improved sufficiently to transact business, write letters, study Schubert’s songs for the first time[,] pore over a forty-volume set of Handel… and finally look into his own affairs… He wanted to compose… but the doctors refused to let him. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 41)

7 Brahms at first made light of his illness… but as the disease became more serious, he requested of his physician and attendants not on any account to tell him anything unpleasant; so that the hopelessness of his condition was kept from him, and he probably never knew until the end that he could not recover… Though suffering, he took his daily walks almost to the last, and less than a month before his death he attended a concert… (see Erb, *Brahms*, 73, 74)

**Trope 7-E: Great Composers as Instinctively Aware of their Coming Death**

1 But the end was nearing – the end of his letter – the end of his work. He speaks of its getting dark already. Did the eyes of the seer perceive a greater darkness before him than that of the fading of mortal daylight? May not the shadow of the gloom that already brooded over him, and was fated to find its dispersion only in death, already have been overclouding the mental vision of the poet-musician? (Patterson, *Schumann*, 119)

2 For some time, previously to [Mozart’s farewell to Haydn in December 1790], Wolfgang had felt a strong presentiment of his approaching, early death. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 82)

3 Now, towards what proved, only too truly, to be the closing years of his life, Beethoven began to have misgivings. Fearful and gloomy thoughts took possession of him and these, with his naturally morose and serious disposition he aggravated, until he weaved them into really frightful pictures on which his mind dwelt persistently. … Beethoven’s apprehensions concerning his condition of health … were by no means without foundation: on the contrary, the presentiment of a speedily approaching end, which took possession of him so completely, proved to be the fore-shadow of an actual fact. The indifferent state of his health which had always more or less troubled him, and which had long kept him a ‘subject’ of the doctors, grew worse, until in the winter of 1824 there were decided indications of serious stomach troubles. The situation, too, was rendered worst from the fact that he had fallen out with his physicians – as indeed he fell out with everybody… All this while the burden of a slowly-breaking constitution lay on the master’s mind. …the master, despite his many complainings, may have imagined that he alone knew the terrible secret to the uttermost. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 31, 32-3, 34)

4 Still [Beethoven] would not give up work – rather he applied himself to composition with increased vigour… Incessant work and a resolute were the mainstays upon which the great existence now depended. …he laboured on unceasingly. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 33, 34-5)
5 There is but little record of Schubert’s doings in 1828 [his last year], apart from composition, which so fully engrossed him. He perhaps found himself driven to it by the inner consciousness that he was as yet undelivered of his best message to his fellow-men, or it may be that the creeping shadows of that long night which was so soon to close in on his labours spurred him on to his most strenuous endeavours. (Duncan, Schubert, 61)

**Trope 7-F: The Final Year or Period of Composers’ Lives as Their Greatest (in Terms both of Success and Quality of their Work)**

1 The year 1828, Schubert’s last, saw him at the height of his powers, and... apparently in the full vigour of body and mind. … In so short a life as that of Schubert, the shadow of death falling preternaturally soon, the powers of his mind and imagination were at their height, if we may judge by the compositions of this final year… All the songs [of Schwanengesang] are masterpieces, though some are more significant than others. (Duncan, Schubert, 60, 139)

2 The year 1791 opened drearily enough for our composer: [Mozart] was not, alas! destined to live this year through, nor were the overhanging, gloomy clouds to lift for even a bright spell; but within the few months of life remaining to him, the great artist was to concentrate, while impelled by a feverish, almost demonic energy of creation, the sum-total of his many-sided power upon the wresting production of certain works which were to ever constitute, not so many “masterpieces” merely, but rather the very microcosmic embodiment of the entire art, in its most ideal capacities of human soul-expression, and in the most perfect synthesis of its many widely-varying types of purely formal beauty. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 83-4)

3 The season [of 1759] was the most prosperous [Handel] had ever had. (Williams, Handel, 153)

4 [Schumann] appeared to reach the zenith of his creative powers in the year 1849, which was perhaps the most prolific of all as far as varied styles of composition went. That date also represents… the opening of the last few years of his all too short life, when the vivid brain became overwrought and the grand powers were obscured by their very intensity which… was to lead to a sad shattering of nerves and premature decay. (Patterson, Schumann, 65)

**Trope 7-G: The Importance of the Last Works of a Great Composer**

1 The last works of a man of genius lay claim to an exceptional amount of attention, though they are not of necessity the things he will be remembered by. (Duncan, Schubert, 139)

2 …at the first performance [of Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony] the work fell flat, but this did not shake the composer’s conviction that he had written the greatest of his works. … His illness and death… followed with such tragic suddenness… at the second performance, which took place at [his] memorial concert… the listeners were carried away by their emotions to a degree which has seldom been witnessed at a symphony concert. It was as though the nature of the work then dawned upon them and literally appalled them. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 122, 123)
Trope 7-II: A Great Composer’s Last Work as a Portent of Death

1 One day, as Mozart was at work… there presented himself to the busy artist a person – a complete stranger… [who] sought to enquire the composer’s fee for a new and original Requiem. … The peculiarly secretive manner of the commissioner, with the gloomy suggestions of the subject commissioned, made in all a deep impression upon Mozart’s mind, already tinged as it was with sad presentments and dark forebodings. A kind of superstitious awe surrounded gradually his reflections upon the strange visitor and his errand. A curious commingling of depression of soul with an exaltation of creative spirit and fantasy set in; and the intensification, as the days went on, of this morbid state, betoken the existence of some lurking, deep-seated germs of physical disorganisation. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 86-7)

2 That Schumann, like Mozart, should have written a Requiem when entering the Valley of the Shadow, is a strange and pathetic coincidence. (Patterson, Schumann, 173)

3 [Schubert’s] great weakness had driven him to his bed of the 14th [November 1828], but the end was not yet, as we find him sitting up and correcting the proofs of his Winterreise songs. The occupation was a melancholy one, but Müller’s gloomy poems, echoed back by his own tragic muse, found an apt setting in the surroundings of death. … It is said to have been one of his last occupations correcting and revising their publication. (Duncan, Schubert, 67, 137)

4 Elijah… was Mendelssohn’s crowning effort, and the strain it put upon his powers, with the disturbing influences subsequent to its production and revision, left the composer weak and broken. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 160)

5 [Haydn] appears to have started on [The Seasons] with great reluctance and with considerable distrust of his own powers; but once fairly committed to the undertaking, he entered into it with something of his old animation… The work proved almost as successful as The Creation. Haydn was enraptured with it, but he was never really himself again. As he said, it gave him the finishing stroke. … Haydn never really recovered from the strain which that last great effort of his genius had entailed. (Hadden, Haydn, 126, 127, 128)

Trope 7-I: Tension over Chopin’s Genius as not Exhausted by the Time of his Death

1 No doubt there are cases in which an earlier death would have prevented disastrous mistakes; but I am not with those who regard a man’s life as necessarily complete at whatever age he died. It is an insanity of optimism to delude ourselves with the notion that we possess the best possible works of genius consigned to the grave before its time. When genius is shown by fate for one brief moment and withdrawn before its spring has merged into the fruitful fullness of summer, we must simply… bow in silence to the law of waste that rules inscrutably in nature. (Hadden, Chopin, 1-2)

2 …in the case of Chopin it is at least reasonable to assume that length of years, extending, let us say, to the Davidic limit of threescore and ten, would have strengthened and expanded his genius and resulted in a series of works which would have secured him a place among the composers whose names we are accustomed to
distinguish by the epithet ‘great.’ But these are vain speculations. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 2)

3 Probably Mendelssohn and Mozart… with longer lives, would have equalled without surpassing the works which we possess from their pens. On the other hand, Schubert’s achievement can hardly be regarded as complete… (Hadden, *Chopin*, 2)

4 Haydn’s genius was not appreciably waning [towards the end of his life]… To Griesinger… he said that he had by no means exhausted his genius… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 127, 146)

5 …Mozart, cut off while yet his light was crescent, is known to posterity only by the products of his early manhood. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 1-2)

**Trope 8: Great Composers as Using Their (Musical and Other) Gifts to the Full**

**Trope 8-A: Great Composers as Performers**

1 That Bach had no equal in Germany as an organ player was soon admitted on all sides. (Williams, *Bach*, 66-7)

2 It was held by some that Mendelssohn was greater as an executant than as a composer, and the accounts of his playing indicate genius of no common order. It is, of course, a matter of difficulty to assess at their true value performances on the organ or piano of a century or so ago. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 170)

3 As a pianist [Brahms] attained first rank. He was a virtuoso of great power and brilliant technique. His execution of Bach, especially the organ works on the piano, was unrivalled among his contemporaries. He played not so much to the listeners as for himself, appearing as if inspired, his great technique being always a secondary consideration. … His playing was supremely artistic, powerful and again exquisitely tender, always spirited… (Erb, *Brahms*, 104, 20)

4 At the pianoforte Beethoven seemed a god… (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 132)

5 That Mozart’s style as a performer upon [keyboard] instruments was as ideally perfect, in all musical aspects, and… as technically “advanced” as we can well imagine, there seems to have been a universal *consensus* of opinion, both on the part of connoisseurs… and on that of the musical “public at large”… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 110-1, italics in original)

6 …for the earlier half of his career, at any rate… [Mozart’s] exhibitions, as a solo violinist, were undoubtedly accepted (popularly) as on a virtuosity-par with his pianistic displays… Wolfgang’s technical skill upon the violin was of that advanced order which would – apart from his piano and composition – justly have secured him lasting recognition, as one of the best *virtuosi* of his time, had he so preferred it. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 243-4, italics in original)

7 Mozart – like J. S. Bach before him, and both Beethoven and Mendelssohn after him – established an early fame as a *virtuoso* of the first order, independently of the renown strictly made in his capacity of composer. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 109, italics in original)
Trope 8-B: Great Composers as Having Reformed Performance Technique

1. [Mozart] appears to have aimed at a beautiful neatness and precision of touch; while the “bound” or legato manner of fingering was developed by him… Beethoven, as a pianist, followed in all essential respects the Bach-Mozartean “school”… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 111)

2. …the pianoforte ‘school’ of that time was totally insufficient for [Chopin’s] requirements, and necessity, the mother of invention, led him gradually on to those experiments in tone and technique which so revolutionized the practice of the keyboard and resulted in the development of a new style. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 14)

3. …Chopin devised a system of fingering for himself, a system arising out of the peculiar demands of his own music. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 9)

4. [Bach] invented a peculiar form of fingering for keyboard instruments in order to increase his facility, and his use of the pedals rose to unheard-of heights. … He was very ingenious in his use of the stops and of artistic combinations… Bach devoted an immense amount of labour to making his fingers independent and equal in strength. He could perform trills with all fingers equally well and play melodies at the same time with the other fingers. (Williams, *Bach*, 44, 158)

5. [Bach] became an expert in questions of organ construction, and was often called upon to give his opinion in this respect. …his knowledge of everything to do with the art and practice of music was astounding. He was intimate with every detail of organ construction; he not only tuned but quilled his own harpsichords, and… he invented new instruments. (Williams, *Bach*, 44, 81)

6. The movement in favour of the now universal ‘equal temperament’ for keyed instruments had already begun in Germany, but had not yet reached England, and in order to enlarge the range of keys available, Handel caused four out of the five sharps to be doubled… It is not impossible that had Handel been as scientific a musician as Bach, he would have adopted equal temperament, and thus saved the duplication of sounds. … Handel, like Bach, felt the limitations of unequally tempered keyed instruments. (Williams, *Handel*, 149, 179)

Trope 8-C: Problems of Composers who Did Not Perform

1. The musician in Schubert was chiefly manifested in his works, for though a gifted singer and violinist in his schooldays, and a good pianist in later life, neither as performer or conductor, nor in any branch of executive art, did he achieve any measure of fame. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 104)

2. With regard to Schumann’s pianoforte playing Jansen gathered a few records which remind one a little of the executive gifts of Chopin, allowing for the fact that accident had impaired the hand of Schumann. … [Dörrfel’s] description of Schumann’s playing… reminds one forcibly of the tales that are told of Bach’s improvisations in the shadows of St. Thomas’s. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 131, 133)

3. Of all contemporary artists Chopin gave the fewest concerts… (Hadden, *Chopin*, 139)

4. …[Chopin was] unsuited by temperament for leading the kind of life that Liszt and Moscheles and other wandering heroes of the keyboard were leading… the Chopin temperament was incompatible with the excitement of the public concert room. It
shone on the keyboard only in private, among friends and admirers. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 77, 162)

5 In private [Chopin] always created something like a sensation, but the delicacy of his tone and his general style were not so suitable for the concert room. … His style was excellent for the drawing-room, but it prevented his making an effect with the public. His indifferent health may have had something to do with the dislike he entertained of the crowd. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 76, 161)

6 The world lost nothing by Chopin’s dislike of the concert platform, and Chopin himself lost only a little of the world’s material rewards. If he had played more in public it might have served as an advertisement for his compositions, to speak profanely, but in that case he would almost certainly have written less. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 77)

**Trope 8-D: Great Composers as Conductors (of Varying Abilities)**

1 As a conductor, indeed, he was worthy to rank among the finest the world has produced. Intimate knowledge of the scores [to] be interpreted, exact appreciation of the effect desired by the composer, added to the personal magnetism without which all other gifts count for little, enabled him to get results from his orchestra such as only the most highly gifted conductors can obtain. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 29-30)

2 As a conductor Mendelssohn was among the first of his time. He brought discipline into the orchestra. There was a personal magnetism about him when at the conductor’s desk that secured fine results. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 173-4)

3 As a conductor Brahms was most inspiring, leading with firmness and authority, and spurring on those under his baton to their best efforts. (Erb, *Brahms*, 105)

4 Great composers have not always been great conductors, but Haydn had a winning way with his band and generally succeeded in getting what he wanted. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 78)

5 Haydn was naturally at a great disadvantage with an English orchestra by reason of his ignorance of the language. … Of English he was almost entirely ignorant until he came to London in 1791… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 78, 142-3)

6 Great composers – or for the matter of that – composers generally – do not make good conductors, and Beethoven was no exception to the rule. Unlike Mendelssohn, who could conduct and had the rare temper to win forces and infuse them with his spirit – Beethoven ruled and commanded his players as a drover does his herd, and as deafness and quickness of temper overtook him he grew more overbearing, exacting and extravagant. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 138-9)

7 …conducting was far from being Schumann’s forte. … He was too sensitive and too poetical to bend his imagination to the mechanical part of beating time. … neither his health nor his nerves could, for any continued length of time, stand the physical and mental strain which falls upon one who wields the baton with real success. … Schumann, we are further told, was incapable of going over difficult portions bit by bit until all was perfect. … he never trusted himself to make a long speech or to enter into details as to how such and such a passage should go. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 68)

8 [In February 1868, Tchaikovsky] made his first appearance as conductor at a charity concert… he timidly walked on to the platform with bowed head as if trying to hide
between the desks… When he reached the conductor’s stand he looked quite
desperate. His composition had entirely escaped his memory, and he could not even
see the score. … Peter Ilyich himself declares that a feeling came over him that his
head was going to drop from his shoulders and that he ought at once to put the stick
down and hold it on. It was ten years before he could so far overcome his dislike of
conducting as to assume responsibility again for an orchestral performance. (Evans,
Tchaikovsky, 24)

9 Rightly or wrongly [Tchaikovsky] had always assumed that his intense nervousness
utterly disqualified him from ever handling the conductor’s baton, and certainly his
tentative efforts in this direction earlier in his career had not been encouraging, but…
he discovered, greatly to his own astonishment, that it was quite possible for him to
control an orchestra. He did not become a great conductor, even of his own works…
but it is recorded that his interpretation fell little behind the standard set by the great
professional conductors. …whereas formerly it was only with the greatest difficulty
he could be induced to step on to a platform, he [now] accepted invitations to
conduct his own works with what in him could almost be termed alacrity… (Evans,
Tchaikovsky, 45, 50)

Trope 8-E: Great Composers as Teachers

1 …[Chopin] gave lessons regularly, and what is more, appeared, unlike Schubert, to
relish giving them. He taught for at least eight months of the year, and was always
fully occupied. His pupils adored him. (Hadden, Chopin, 153)

2 Brahms had a great talent for teaching… It seems that he would have been willing to
establish an advanced school of composition at the Vienna Conservatorium… (Erb,
Brahms, 91)

3 It is said that Handel’s power of teaching singers was at least equal to his power of
composing music for them, and that every singer, however famous, improved
immensely under his guidance. …[Handel] knew more about the voice than most
singing masters… (Williams, Handel, 141, 173)

4 Something more than creative genius was obviously required to direct the music of
an establishment of this kind. A talent for organization, an eye for detail, tact in the
management of players and singers – these qualities were all indispensable to the
performance of duties such as Haydn had undertaken. That he possessed them we
may fairly assume from more than one circumstance. In the first place, his employer
was satisfied with him. He raised his salary, listened attentively to all his
suggestions, and did everything that he could to retain his services. In the second
place, his band and singers were sincerely attached to him. They saw that he had
their interests, personal and professional, at heart, and they loved him like a father.
(Hadden, Haydn, 53-4)

5 It is probable that, like most creative minds, he found the art of instruction ill-suited
to his temperament and inclination. It is one thing to know by instinct – and it is thus
that genius knows – but quite another matter to impart such knowledge to the
ordinary learner. … It was the old story of the inability of genius to give an
explanation for its raison d’être. The thoughts of great creative minds are often too
depth words. Thus… the composer is seldom the best teacher. He knows, but
cannot tell why or how much he knows. (Patterson, Schumann, 51, 68)
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6 [Bach] was too much engaged in composition to take any interest in training [the Arnstadt choir], and it was in any case not good enough for him... As a choirmaster Bach seems [generally] to have been a failure. He was far too irritable to be able to control boys, and the task was evidently extremely distasteful to him. (Williams, *Bach*, 33, 95)

7 Bach’s fine playing naturally attracted many pupils. ...A strong feeling for the dignity and value of art was spread by his pupils, who for the most part attained to important positions in their profession. ... All authorities agree as to Bach’s wonderful capacity for teaching... (Williams, *Bach*, 49, 97, 98)

8 Though [Bach] was sympathetic in the extreme with those who were in earnest in matters of art, it is very clear that he had not the tact and patience required for elementary teaching... He reserved his teaching for those who could really profit by it... (Williams, *Bach*, 95, 97)

9 As a teacher he was scarcely in his element, though those of his pupils who have recorded their experience speak of him with affectionate regard and even enthusiasm. ... Mendelssohn can hardly be taken seriously as a teacher. ... In short, Mendelssohn lacked the plodding patience and self-restraint so essential to the true teacher. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 152, 174, 175)

10 One is scarcely surprised to discover that [Schubert’s] patience was severely tried [whilst teaching at the school of St Anna, 1813-6]. His sister Theresia says that Franz was actually severe and bad-tempered with his pupils... (Duncan, *Schubert*, 11)

Trope 8-F: Great Composers as Possessing Literary Gifts

1 The great musicians have expressed their grandest sentiments, not only through their music, but in the language of their mother tongue; and among those who have thus spoken, none stands out in bolder relief than Beethoven. ... A perusal of his “Letters” will show the master to possess the best qualities of a correspondent, with a thorough knowledge of his country’s, and not a little English, literature... (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 93-4)

2 [Of t]he occasional poetical exercises of our musician [Schubert]... Schumann remarked... that, though they betray an unpractised hand, they still show a poetical aptitude and bias... (Duncan, *Schubert*, 89, 91)

3 As literary productions Chopin’s letters disappoint even moderate expectations; but when they deal with his travels they at least serve to show that he was an intelligent and keen observer. ... As a letter-writer Chopin was without distinction. We prize the letters of Mendelssohn and Berlioz, but Chopin’s letters do not show any real literary quality. ... They prove that he had considerable humour... but there is much romantic, incoherent nonsense... He was certainly a bad correspondent... (Hadden, *Chopin*, 21, 150)

4 ...[Mendelssohn’s] sketches and water-colour paintings were far above the usual amateur level. In those days it was a very uncommon thing for a musician of distinction to be remarkable for scholarship, but now the case is different; still, Mendelssohn’s literary attainments were more than respectable, and he could turn a verse with the best. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 148-9)
Mendelssohn’s letters, indeed, belong to literature, and that of a very high description. They will outlive some of his musical compositions. … His letters form an enduring monument to his literary power… (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 17, 149)

Schumann was a great and gifted letter-writer. In his epistles, rather than in speech, he poured forth his heart. … The marvel was that one so active with his thought and pen in matters of great moment, and one who, really within but a limited period of healthful activity, managed to write such a number of works in such varied forms, found time for the voluminous correspondence. (Patterson, Schumann, 81, 115)

Though Mendelssohn was outspoken even to rashness in his younger days, and spare no one whose work offended him, it was criticism of the irresponsible order: he ever joined the body of composer-critics. And he was quite right, for the business of the composer is composition, not criticism. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 176)

Art is subjectivity. Music is the universe. The creative artist sees or imagines the universe through his own individuality and cannot view it from the standpoint of another. Hence composers of strong individuality are not the best judges of the work of their contemporaries. Musical history abounds with instances of the erroneous and unjust estimate formed by one composer of another. … What one composer thinks of another is really of little artistic importance. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 178)

**Trope 8-G: The Problem of Competition between Schumann’s Literary and Musical Gifts**

1 …had music not had a stronger claim on him, he could have won a niche in the poet’s corner of his country. (Patterson, Schumann, 148-9)

2 As a critical writer of eminence he must always occupy a worthy place in German literature… Schumann’s opinions of many matters, as embodied in his writings, are of the highest worth and utility. (Patterson, Schumann, 145, 148)

3 …it is significant that some of the best and freshest of his works were composed during the years 1835 to 1844 – his period of full responsibility in connection with the Neue Zeitschrift. That the musical world lost little from him through his devotion to a literary activity may thus be accepted without much demur. There are some natures which work best when forging ahead at full pressure. (Patterson, Schumann, 141-2)

4 Far from fettering his musicianship, then, the authorship of Schumann was one of the many channels through which his poetic wealth of imagery found an outlet. … Schumann the writer may be said to have strengthened the hands of Schumann the musician, though certainly not through advertising his own wares. (Patterson, Schumann, 141, 142)

5 …had Schumann not had a literary as well as a musical training, he could not thus have learnt how to write for the general public. So we would again emphasize that the many-sidedness of Schumann’s education comes out best in his literary work. (Patterson, Schumann, 144-5)

**Trope 8-H: The Great Composer as General Intellectual**

1 …[Mozart’s] intellectual outfit altogether… we are inclined to rank very much higher than that of certain other “master-musicians”… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 235)
In discussing Beethoven – the Musician – we must get beyond the music and realise the rare personality who made it – a man of great mind and views, one who would have stood out among men wherever he walked in life, though undoubtedly it cannot be said that he missed his vocation! Beyond his naturally grand mind and intellect he harmonised himself with his contemporaries, and so attuned his faculties that the language of Homer and Plutarch, and the classics of ancient Greece was [sic] as vivid to him as that of Klopstock or Schiller, or still more, that of his friend and collaborateur Goethe. (Crowest, Beethoven, 120)

[At school, Wagner] evinced a great liking for Greek… he plunged with avidity into Greek, Latin, Mythology, and Ancient History, translating the first twelve books of the Odyssey out of school hours. He began writing verses… Shakespeare, also, was not neglected… (Lidgey, Wagner, 4)

[Handel] was well read and had a competent knowledge of Latin, English, French and Italian, besides his own language. … When excited his language was most amusingly polyglot. (Williams, Handel, 166)

Haydn habitually spoke in the broad dialect of his native place. He knew Italian well and French a little, and he had enough Latin to enable him to set the Church services. (Hadden, Haydn, 142)

Our young hero [Mozart] – now in his fourteenth year – also occupied himself assiduously with the study of Italian. The next musical campaign was to be opened on Italian ground, and great preparations were made all throughout the year [1769] for the important tour… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 29-30)

At one time it almost seemed as if Nature had intended [Mozart] for a mathematician. We read of him covering walls, tables, etc., with figures and numerals, but once the musical art exerts its fascination, we hear little or nothing more of the early excursions into the drier domains of absolute science. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 4)

During his first year [of study at the Convict School] Schubert acquitted himself creditably enough, but after that his musical faculty began to assert itself so undeniably that his other studies were cast in the shade, or neglected. (Duncan, Schubert, 7)

The young musician [Chopin] passed his final examination at the Lyceum in 1827. At this examination he did not make any great mark, and for a very good reason. He was now devoting himself more and more to music, less and less to general study. (Hadden, Chopin, 18)

Haydn was not highly educated and does not seem to have taken much interest in anything outside his own profession. (Hadden, Haydn, 142)

**Trope 8-1: The Great Composer as ‘Sane on All Subjects’ (as Exemplified by Brahms)**

Brahms was sane on all subjects. He not only had clear ideas and firm principles in all concerning art and literature, but in other fields he showed insight and keen discrimination. An attentive observer of current events, he took an active interest in all the phenomena of life, natural, artistic and even industrial. … His themes of conversation seemed inexhaustible. He was a voluminous reader on all subjects…
greatly admired and respected most of the contemporary literary and artistic masters of his country… (Erb, Brahms, 82)

2 Brahms was a man of clear ideas and firm principles, not only in all that concerned art and literature, but also in other fields of thought. His intellectual horizon was wide, his mental vision clear and healthy, his judgment sane on all subjects; therefore it is not to be wondered at that he was no visionary in his art theories. (Erb, Brahms, 93)

3 …every one was stimulated by Brahms’s active mind, for he was always in excellent spirits, and his themes of conversation seemed inexhaustible. He was an attentive newspaper reader and observer of important political events… (Erb, Brahms, 67)

Trope 9: The Importance of Religion

Trope 9-A: The Great Composer as Devoted to God through the Divine Gift of Music

1 [Bach] managed to collect a by no means contemptible library of music and theological books; for in his simple piety he took great interest in religious questions. … If he happened to be away from home… on a Sunday, he would make a point of attending the church service. (Williams, Bach, 82, 80)

2 The prevailing characteristics in Bach’s compositions are intense earnestness of purpose and, in his church music, a deep religious feeling… The one idea of the composer was the religious effect to be obtained by the highest efforts of art devoted to the service of God. (Williams, Bach, 105, 114)

3 Closely, indeed inseparably, connected with this exalted idea of his art was [Haydn’s] simple and sincere piety. He was a devout Christian who looked upon his genius as a gift from God, to be freely used in His service. His faith was never assailed with doubts; he lived and died in the communion of the Catholic Church… (Hadden, Haydn, 146)

4 …[Schubert was] endowed… with some of heaven’s rarest gifts… (Duncan, Schubert, 42)

5 No one who studies the biography of Schubert can fail to observe that he, if any one ever did, lived a dual life. His outward demeanour was that of an ordinary mortal – shy, awkward and retiring; his inner habitation was with the immortals. Heaven was in his mind. (Duncan, Schubert, 95-6)

6 That Beethoven excelled as a composer of Sacred music requires no demonstration. It could hardly have been otherwise with a musical genius of such exalted order, whose mind was ever impressed and controlled by the sense of an Omnipotent Unseen on and in Whom he placed his whole dependence. His simple, earnest faith found vent in many a letter and many an utterance, but nowhere is his sincerity and chaste mind better reflected than throughout his music – whether the sacred or secular. (Crowest, Beethoven, 203-4)

7 To [Brahms] art was something sacred, worthy of his highest effort and noblest purpose. (Erb, Brahms, 103)
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8 Of Chopin’s religion it is possible to say little more than that he was reared in the Roman Catholic Church, and that he died, as we have seen, confessing her faith. (Hadden, Chopin, 152)

Trope 9-B: Great Composers as Religious, as Exemplified in their Works

1 Certainly the Masses breathe forth a piety and deep feeling which none but a devout man could offer. Pure, lofty, beautiful sentiment informs these works as certainly as it does the sacred compositions of Bach, Beethoven or Handel. (Duncan, Schubert, 74)

2 …[Mozart’s Requiem was the] supreme creation of the master, with which his fame will for ever be identified, perhaps more closely… that with even any of the other “masterpieces” from the same inspirational source. … we may fitly regard the Requiem as one of the grandest works of the musical art. It is, indeed, questionable if any composition, whether of the classic or modern schools, could be regarded as excelling it; certainly no work of its own particular type has ever vied successfully with it as a perfect specimen of combined sublimity and charm. Practically, Mozart herein has “achieved the impossible.”… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 144, 153)

3 The German Requiem is undoubtedly the greatest achievement of modern sacred music in Germany, if not in the world. (Erb, Brahms, 121)

4 [In Messiah, t]he highest ideals of the Christian religion are here set forth and enhanced by music which in its strength, its sincerity and its entire fitness to the subject appeals to learned and unlearned with equal force. The massive choruses, the powerful solos and recitative in which the highest skill of composer and performer are called forth, drive home to every hearer the truths of religion more powerfully than the finest oratory can do. (Williams, Handel, 189)

5 By Beethoven, [the Missa Solemnis] was regarded as his greatest and most successful work; and truly it is one of the grandest and most profound art compositions ever created. (Crowest, Beethoven, 29)

6 The sacred music of Schubert has many great qualities which not only make it worthy of the services of the church for which it was primarily intended, but also entitle it to rank with the great works of Bach, Handel and Beethoven. (Duncan, Schubert, 142)

7 It is not without significance that the devotional form of the Mass attracted [Schumann] during his last few years of activity. … It is curious to note that towards the close of his career Schumann turned his attention to sacred music. In this he resembled many great composers; witness Handel’s and Haydn’s oratorios, as indeed the similar famous works of Mendelssohn and Gounod, composed within view, one might say, of their death. (Patterson, Schumann, 172-3)

8 It was fitting that some part of Schubert’s last year should be devoted to the composition of sacred music. We have now to describe his masterpiece in this department. The Mass in E flat major will rank with the finest compositions of its class. Its place lies between the C major mass of Beethoven and that same master’s stupendous Mass in D major. (Duncan, Schubert, 144-5)

9 The subject [of The Seasons] was probably not very congenial to Haydn, who, as the years advanced, was more and more inclined towards devotional themes. (Hadden, Haydn, 126)
Trope 9-C: The Great Composer as Religious, as Extrapolated from Their Writings and General Conduct

1 It is impossible to study Wagner’s works without being struck by the singularly deep religious feeling by which they are pervaded. The broad basis of his religion was the emancipation of the human race… To him the doctrine that Jesus preached was Love… such an ideal society as he pictured could not be brought into existence without the support of a strong religious basis… (Lidgey, Wagner, 85, 86)

2 …if it be urged that this great man [Beethoven] – so far as music is concerned the greatest the world will ever see – would have figured better with some regard for precise pious formulae, he must be his own defender through his life and letters. Judging by the latter there was not much amiss. The tone of his correspondence throughout is that of the high-minded, thoughtful Christian – not priest-ridden man. (Crowest, Beethoven, 113-4)

3 [Schumann] was ever ready to esteem others better than himself, and thus practised one of the noblest as well as the most difficult of Christian virtues. …in his generous preference of others to himself in the case of gifted contemporaries he put in practice one of the noblest of Christian precepts. (Patterson, Schumann, 109, 127)

4 In religion Beethoven was a Roman Catholic. He was baptised in the faith of that Church… To what extent he was a strict and devout soldier of the Church has not transpired. We hear little or nothing of this either in his correspondence or from the testimony of others. On the surface we must account him as belonging to no church – one of that large percentage of men whose good lives are not measured by their servitude to religious procedure and method; and certainly his temperament was not that of one prone to devotional rule and practice. He had, in fact, no formal religion, no established creed, no profession of faith. …[but] he believed in God. God was about him everywhere – not of the teachings of others, but of his own innate convictions. He saw the Deity in everything… (Crowest, Beethoven, 111)

5 [Schubert’s] philosophy of life does not seem to have been fixed by any very hard and fast rule. Creation of music was his first and last care, and to this everything had to give way. In the full exercise of his splendid faculties, he knew he was doing right. Nothing else mattered. This is the simple explanation of his conduct, as it appears to us. Of his religion little or nothing is known. (Duncan, Schubert, 74)

6 Deeply religious in an inexpressive way, [Brahms] was in faith a liberal Protestant, but was ever careful not to wound the sensibilities of those with whom he came in contact. (Erb, Brahms, 83)

7 Liszt says [Chopin] was ‘sincerely religious,’ but that he held his faith without calling attention to it… In this he was refreshingly like the normal sensible man, who shrinks from being too closely catechized. (Hadden, Chopin, 152)

8 [Wagner’s] diatribes were directed not so much against Christianity itself as against dogma. He saw how much so-called religion was but an empty sham, a comfortable spiritual emollient; and, in his impetuous haste, he fiercely denounced the selfish spirit which aims at its own individual welfare at the expense of the common good of humanity at large. It was hypocrisy which he hated… (Lidgey, Wagner, 90)
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Trope 10: The Great Composers as Morally Exemplary for their Behaviour

Trope 10-A: The Behaviour of the Great Composers as Exemplary

1 Nature had moulded Beethoven one of her noblest sons… He lived and worked not so much for himself as for others, because he felt instinctively that he should do so, and moreover that he was designed for that end. … Beethoven was as much a good citizen, a sterling fellow, kind relation and friend, as he was a great musician. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 49, 54)

2 The lofty artistic and moral standard which permeated the whole of the numerous members of the Bach family seems to have culminated in the subject of this sketch. (Williams, *Bach*, 22)

3 The purity of [Chopin’s] life and character has never been called into question. He shrank from coarseness of all sorts as a child would shrink from the embrace of an ogre. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 144)

4 …no breath of scandal bedimmed the shining brightness of [Mendelssohn’s] character… Mendelssohn’s whole life has been laid bare to the world, and few artists have borne the scrutiny so well… (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 138, 169)

5 …not a breath of suspicion has ever been raised against [Beethoven] for overindulgence either in eating or drinking. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 77)

6 …[Mozart], throughout his too brief life, showed in all his actions and sentiments that Dame Nature had formed him the “true gentleman” as well as the genius… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 48)

7 [Brahms] was infinitely good-natured, met everybody on an equality, was modest, never aggressive, and a good listener. … With Brahms politeness and even kindliness did not cease with a certain rank or class… It was his habit to think well of every one if he thought of him at all. (Erb, *Brahms*, 19)

8 …[Mendelssohn] was all kindness to those of his friends who happened to be disabled in any way. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 143)

9 No man was, in fact, more ready to perform a good deed [than Haydn]. … He was himself upright and honest in all his dealing. And he never forgot a kindness… He was absolutely without malice: there are several instances of his repaying a slight with a generous deed or a thoughtful action. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 143, 144)

Trope 10-B: Great Composers as Not Jealous of the Success of (Lesser) Counterparts

1 …Handel seems to have been above the petty jealousies of the time. (Williams, *Handel*, 106)

2 A kindness of heart and a total absence of professional jealousy characterized Haydn throughout his whole career… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 43)

3 Generous beyond belief, Schubert had not the least taint of malice or weariness in his nature… He could leave out self from all estimates of others and their works. If he failed to obtain a post, as indeed he invariably did, the winner was sure of a good word. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 73)
…Schumann could fully enter into and take a pride in the attainments of others… he was quite free from any spirit of envy or bias whatsoever. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 112)

**Trope 10-C: The Weaknesses of a Genius as Outweighed by their Strong Qualities**

1 Beethoven was one of the embodiments of the regular and irregular in human nature which, marked by strong characteristics – not necessarily good ones – go to make up the striking figures of history. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 48)

2 Wagner had weaknesses – it is useless to attempt to disguise the fact – but his good qualities more than atoned for them. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 141)

3 [Mendelssohn] had his faults, though the glamour of his personality hid them from his friends. …there are spots on the sun, though rarely visible to the naked eye. The blemishes in the character of Mendelssohn were but superficial; they did not touch the deeper nature of the man. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 138, 147)

**Trope 10-D: Great Composers as Alienated from Wider Society by their Very Genius**

1 [Schumann] seems himself to have been fully conscious that his silence was often misunderstood and unfavourably commented upon… At such times the outward world only existed for Schumann insomuch as it chanced to form part of his dreams. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 123, 121)

2 …Mendelssohn, though so genial in disposition, could adopt a very stand-off attitude with strangers and was not easily to be approached at all times. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 140)

3 [Schubert possessed] a shyness which is scarcely paralleled among great men… Reserve was Schubert’s most prominent characteristic. He could certainly have said with Beethoven: ‘No mortal man hath lifted my veil.’ The inner life of Franz Schubert was screened from all inquisitive eyes. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 35, 72)

4 Nature, so prodigal of her gifts of brain and heart, seems to have given [to Schubert] but sparingly of these personal attractions which go so far towards reconciling genius with the outside world. Like Mozart, Schubert was of insignificant appearance, his stature barely reaching to five feet one inch. Stout of figure, with rounded shoulders, fleshy arms and thick, short fingers… Schubert had but small physical aids to the battle of life. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 71)

5 The skeleton of [Beethoven] proved him to be 5 ft. 5 in. high so that like many of the world’s greatest men, he was below medium stature. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 50)

6 In stature [Haydn] was rather under the middle height, with legs disproportionately short, a defect rendered more noticeable by the style of his dress, which he refused to adapt to the changes of fashion. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 139)

7 Physically Brahms was a fine specimen of a man. …it is evident what a striking figure he made. …his portrait had been selected as the type of the Caucasian race in a standard work on ethnology. (Erb, *Brahms*, 76, 77, 40)
Trope 10-E: Great Composers’ Humanity as Explanation for Weaknesses

1 Handel was just as human as any other man. …faults in manners are not confined to great geniuses. (Williams, *Handel*, 171)

2 [Chopin] would have been more than human if he had not occasionally lost his temper, but he ‘always softened at once if the culprit showed any symptoms of distress.’ (Hadden, *Chopin*, 153)

3 After all, Wagner was but human. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 44)

Trope 10-F: Historicism and Genius as Explanations for Perceived Ill Behaviour

1 Like all gentlemen of the first half of the eighteenth century, [Handel] was in the habit of swearing a great deal. Later writers have professed to be much shocked by this ‘profane’ habit, quite forgetting that what we call ‘bad language’ was as general a habit in conversation as the ‘slang’ which has taken its place at the present day. It is not at all impossible that writers of the end of the twentieth century may be as much shocked by the ‘slang’ and ‘bad English’ of the nineteenth as modern writers are by Handel’s perfectly harmless ‘bad language.’ (Williams, *Handel*, 160)

2 Genius seldom does anything in the expected way. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 139)

3 [Brahms] was a playful, cheerful, boy, healthy and normal, without a trace of the aberrations which so often characterize the childhood of genius. (Erb, *Brahms*, 4)

4 [Handel’s] temper was, like that of most musicians, very irritable and not improved by the unworthy treatment he received from his enemies. But, except in one instance, he is not known to have borne ill-will against those with whom he had differences. (Williams, *Handel*, 160)

Trope 10-G: The Portrayal of Great Composers’ Weaknesses with Reference to their Greatness

1 At times wonderfully considerate for others, there were occasions when [Beethoven’s] behaviour was ill-advised, ungenerous and uncalled-for to a degree. No one of the great masters of music was ever blessed with a finer intellect, or possessed keen mental perception or higher motive than Beethoven; yet, when regarding him as the man apart from the musician, it is impossible to leave the subject with a quite satisfactory impression that we have been in the company of a real hero among men. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 56-7)

2 It is often alleged against [Wagner] that he was inconsistent; but a more careful study of his writings will show that the apparent inconsistencies which, without doubt, are to be found, were really due to the courage with which he did not hesitate to confess previous errors. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 79)

3 Wolfgang had a naturally cheerful, pleasant manner in his conversation and address, though at times, when points of art were in question, he was apt to be somewhat brusque in his reply to an inept or incorrect statement. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 38-9)

4 The little great man was inclined, we mark, to be somewhat peppery, at times! (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 78)
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Trope 10-H: Factors Beyond the Control of Great Composers (including Illness) as Explanation for their Conduct

1 Much of the gloominess and abstractedness of Beethoven may be charitably set down to those periods of inward working out of musical ideas, whether indoors or out. Then there was his early deafness which, while it incommoded him at every turn in his artistic labours, caused him also perpetual mental reflection and misery. Add to this his general bad health, a suggestion of hereditary taint, and constant dependence upon medical men more or less skilful; his slowly wearing stomach disease – which eventually killed him – the sum of these considered and it is little surprising that he engendered a vile temper that gave him chronic dyspepsia, which, in its turn, reflected itself in his features and taciturn and bearish moods. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 52-3)

2 In Vienna [Wagner] was alone in every sense. His wife [Minna] had returned to her family in Dresden[,]… the art life of the giddy capital had nothing in common with his high and earnest aims. His health was bad; his cherished “Ring” he hardly then expected to live to complete, much less to see performed; black despair had fastened on him. Let those who would lift the finger of scorn pause to consider whether, under such conditions, they would have exhibited one-tenth of the moral courage that Richard Wagner showed. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 52-3)

Trope 11: The Great Composers as Selflessly Pursuing High Ideals and Modestly Working in the Service of their Art

Trope 11-A: Great Composers as ‘Modest in the Extreme’

1 Brahms’s modest and winning manner charmed every one. … Naturally modest and unassuming, [Brahms] was ever happiest amid simple surroundings, himself living, in the main, a life of Spartan simplicity… (Erb, *Brahms*, 19, 83)

2 Modesty – that universally appreciated gift, so rarely bestowed by the gods on the children of song – was Schubert’s undoubted heritage. He could leave out self from all estimates of others and their works. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 73)

3 …[Tchaikovsky] rarely if ever belie[ed] in the excellence of his own work… (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 99)

4 Early in 1885… Tchaikovsky at last found a country house to suit his temperament. … His establishment there was quite modest. …his own tastes were as simple as possible. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 43)

5 [Schumann possessed] that spirit of modesty which is only found in the highest genius… No man was really more modest that he. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 56, 144)

6 [Bach] never cared himself to blame, or hear others find fault with, his fellow-musicians. … He was modest in the extreme, and never seemed to know how much greater he was than all the musicians he was fond of praising. (Williams, *Bach*, 79)
Trope 11-B: The Great Composers as Disliking Public Recognition of their Gifts

1. [Handel] had a true artist’s horror of exhibiting his powers as a mere curiosity. (Williams, *Handel*, 172)

2. Schubert’s absolute dislike of praise is another marked characteristic. Any mention of his own merit seems to have had the effect of making him shrink into himself, if indeed he did not turn his back on the offender. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 74)

3. [Brahms] hated to be made much of, avoiding, if possible, all public demonstrations and sometimes even those privately arranged by his friends. (Erb, *Brahms*, 84)

4. Self-importance especially among fellow-artists disgusted him, and when obliged to endure it he could be blunt almost to rudeness. (Erb, *Brahms*, 80)

5. …[Brahms’s] custom of playing but few of his own works [at his recitals]. (Erb, *Brahms*, 39)

6. [Haydn’s] modesty has often been insisted upon. Success did not spoil him… At the same time, while entirely free from presumption and vanity, he was perfectly alive to his own merits and liked to have them acknowledged. … Like a true man of genius… he enjoyed distinction and fame, but carefully avoided ambition. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 145)

Trope 11-C: Tensions over Wagner’s (Apparent) Immodesty and Egotism

1. The inception of the Bayreuth Festival Theatre was dictated by no mean motives of self-aggrandizement or even self-glorification. Wagner by no means considered himself the arch-priest of the art he advocated… But he did feel, and feel with all the intensity of a true priest, that his efforts might result in the awakening of the slumbering German nation to a sense of artistic truth, in the dawning of an era when from the silent hill of Bayreuth there might radiate an influence which should unite a new Germany in one loving bond of artistic brotherhood. He believed that all that was wanted was the force of example, and he knew, too, that he alone was the man who was ready to set it. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 64)

2. …[Wagner] counted his life spent if only he could induce his own countrymen to regard Art as something by which mankind could be brought to the leading of a truer and more beautiful life. … Wagner’s mission was to restore the German people their lost heritage; to show them what they had let slip away and how to regain it; to unite all Germans into a great nation through the instrumentality of Art. …his whole life was devoted single-heartedly to furthering the regeneration of the human race… [Wagner believed] that the great aim of human existence should be man’s regeneration. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 71, 87, 141, 143)

3. In few words, Wagner’s life was the outcome of a faith that humanity could be led towards the highest ideals only by the agency of Love, and that no one could better further that consummation than the true Artist. … With Wagner Art is the absolute term in the equation of Life. Life should be beautiful, and that end cannot be attained or even approached without the assistance of the most perfect products of Art. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 77, 78)

4. [Wagner’s] real nature was so simple that it was easily misunderstood. Art was to him the essence of all that was noble and beautiful – a thing to be kept holy and unsullied; his whole aim was to bring forth work that should satisfy his highest
ideals: his enemies saw in the conscientiousness nothing but overweening vanity. 
(Lidgey, Wagner, 46-7)

5 After the failure of “Tannhäuser” in 1845, [Wagner] wrote that he saw but one single possibility before him – to induce the public to understand and participate in his aims as an artist. It would have been easy enough for the composer of “Rienzi” to have tickled the public ear with operas such as it loved, had he been so minded; but Wagner’s ideals were not to be satisfied by the creation of what were to him meaningless nothings. (Lidgey, Wagner, 86)

6 Wagner’s [supposed] vanity and egotism [was really] the tragedy of his life, the tragedy of a noble man misunderstood by the very men he lived only to raise to higher and purer ideals. (Lidgey, Wagner, 63-4)

7 …there can be no doubt that no one ever has estimated, or, indeed, ever will estimate, the true value of Wagner’s art better than he did himself. He know his work was good; with the unfailing insight of genius he was his own severest critic… He has often been chidden for vanity and arrogance; it would be more just to praise the single-mindedness which led him to uphold his ideals in the teeth of opposition well-nigh fanatic in its venom. (Lidgey, Wagner, 22)

8 In Politics as such [Wagner] took little interest; but it seemed to him that the condition of things in matters artistic which he so much deplored was directly the outcome of the causes which inspired political unrest in those troubled days, and it was therefore his duty, as an artist, to lift up his voice also in protest. … His entrance into the political arena had been prompted by the conviction that the future of art was dependent upon a better order of things. … He was then beginning to thresh out the theories with which his name will always be associated, and this excursion into politics was the first active step in the process. It was to him essential that the public taste should be purified, and to that end a necessary preliminary was the destruction of a corrupt government and a luxuriously selfish aristocracy, as being two of the greatest obstacles to the artistic development of a free nation. He believed that art was the birthright of the people – the Folk. By them it had been originated; from them it had been snatched by the luxurious few. (Lidgey, Wagner, 81-2, 86-7, italics in original)

Trope 11-D: The Great Composers as Determined and Committed to their High Artistic Ideals

1 Throughout [his life] [Beethoven] was firmly impressed with the conviction that he could – as he did – do everlasting work, and in more ordinary matters sustain great burdens, and carry the heaviest everyday loads of life, even of relationship, which weak men make it their study to refuse and shirk. This symptom of true greatness was perfectly natural. …[Beethoven possessed] an extraordinary high sense of life’s mission… (Crowest, Beethoven, 49, 121)

2 Handel had a remarkable combination of talents: the loftiest enthusiasm, the highest ideals were in him joined with an unusual talent for business, a combination rarely to be found in musicians. // Earnestness of purpose is essential in the making of a great composer, and it is just this that is too often lacking among those musicians whose highest aim is to become doctors of music, and who have little conception that music in its highest sense can, if properly used, profoundly affect the well-being of a community. (Williams, Handel, 207-8)
Of his calling and opportunities as an artist [Haydn] had a very high idea. … With this high ideal was combined a constant effort to perfect himself in his art. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 145, 146)

A man of strong personality, oblivious to criticism or censure, unmindful even of the praise of friends, [Brahms] was eminently capable of carrying out his plans to their ultimate conclusions and awaiting results, striving ever without digression for his ideal. He created to the best of his ability, then let his creations stand or fall on their own merits, unmindful of the reception accorded them. (Erb, *Brahms*, 79)

**Trope 11-E: Great Composers as Content to Work in Jobs that ‘Did Not Require a Genius’, in Wider Pursuit of their Art**

1 Dependence was in the order of nature, and a man of Haydn’s good sense was the last in the world to starve and fret because his freedom to practise his art and develop his powers was complicated by a sort of feudal service. … Haydn had no self-pity: why should we pity him? (Hadden, *Haydn*, 40)

2 …how humiliating were the circumstances with which Mozart had often to contend, in the pursuit of a mere livelihood, but which he had to accept if he were not to cast himself out of the existing frame of artistic operation and things altogether. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 229)

3 The [Leipzig] authorities never, from first to last, recognized that they had one of the world’s greatest geniuses to deal with; in fact they did not require a genius: all they asked was that their cantor should be able to carry out the church music in a respectably conventional manner. …[they] showed a complete ignorance of the value of their cantor’s work. …they had no conception of the greatness of the man they had to do with. (Williams, *Bach*, 69-70, 73, 76)

4 …the [Leipzig] council merely required hack-work of [Bach]… which could probably have been equally well done by an inferior musician… (Williams, *Bach*, 74)

5 [Bach] was in reality not suited to be a mere accompanist – his genius was too great to be tied down to the formal notes sung by the congregation, and a far lesser man would have suited this kind of work better. …his extemporized or written accompaniments are artistic, but quite impracticable. (Williams, *Bach*, 123)

**Trope 11-F: Great Composers’ Lowly Careers Enabling them to Further their Own Genius and Pursue their High Ideals (as Exemplified by Bach and his Religious Motivation)**

1 We find in [Bach] little of that desire for applause, for recognition, which is usually one of the strongest motives in an artist. He was content to labour as few men have laboured, for long years in remote corners of Germany, simply for art, and art alone. His greatest works never saw the light of publication during his lifetime: he seemed to compose just because he obeyed the inward spirit of genius which drove him onward… (Williams, *Bach*, 21)

2 …[Bach] was solemnly installed [at Arnstadt] and exhorted to industry and fidelity in his calling, and to act as an honourable servant and organist before God, the authorities and his superiors. (Williams, *Bach*, 27)
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3 ‘The sole object of all music,’ said [Bach], ‘should be the glory of God and pleasant recreation,’ and the ‘glory of God’ was the mainspring of every action of his simple and pious life. (Williams, Bach, 21)

4 An organist is not often highly paid; but modern organists may well be astonished at the meagreness of the salary for which the greatest of their predecessors was content to work. … [Bach] was, says Forkel, far too deeply interested in his art and his home life to enrich himself by travelling and exhibiting his powers, though he might, especially at the time in which he lived, have easily become wealthy by so doing. He preferred a quiet, homely life and unbroken work at his art, and was contented with his lot. The ‘glory of God,’ not fame, was his object. (Williams, Bach, 36, 83)

Trope 11-G: The Problem of Handel’s Wealth Achieved through his Music

1 …every charitable work interested [Handel]… That he was overflowing with compassion towards the unfortunate is shown by the numerous performances he gave in the cause of charity, even when he was himself in difficulties. He had deep sympathy with widows and orphans. (Williams, Handel, 136, 159)

2 Handel… took an opportunity of visiting Halle [in 1716]. Zachau [his composition teacher] was dead, his widow in very poor circumstances and her son a ne’er-do-well. He made a point of sending her remittances from time to time in repayment for the kindness he had received from her husband, and he would have done the same for a more worthy son. (Williams, Handel, 61)

3 Handel… came forward at a time when he was himself in monetary distress to help others who were more unfortunate [in establishing the ‘Fund for the support of Decayed Musicians and their Families’, 1738], and sank all his differences with Greene, Arne, Pepusch and others in the cause of charity. How nobly he continued to support the ‘Fund’ for the rest of his life will appear in the course of this hist[or]y. (Williams, Handel, 130)

4 When his fortune increased [Handel] was enabled to give more in charity and to give his services more frequently in the same cause. (Williams, Handel, 152)

Trope 11-H: Great Composers as Particularly Generous (Especially towards Other Musicians), Even Despite their Own Misfortunes

1 Generous, beyond even the most indulgently-drawn limit, [Mozart] was to his friends – and even to the merest acquaintances – throughout his career. He was, moreover – but as perhaps a logical consequent – served some despicably shabby tricks, in return, betimes. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 236)

2 [At Mühlhausen, Bach] as quickly as possible made a good collection of music and had it performed, paying for it out of his own pocket. He also made efforts to improve the choir and orchestra. (Williams, Bach, 37)

3 Money was not forthcoming to pay professional musicians… Bach therefore got hold of the more gifted of his pupils and taught them instruments, and many of them became accomplished artists. (Williams, Bach, 75)

4 Of [Bach’s] hospitality, particularly towards artists, we have special mention; no musician passed through Leipzig without visiting him. (Williams, Bach, 79)
5 Of [Haydn’s] generosity and his kindness to fellow artists there are many proofs. … No man was, in fact, more ready to perform a good deed. … A brother artist in distress was sure of help; talented young men found in him a valuable friend, equally ready to give his advice or his gold, as the case might require. That he was sometimes imposed upon goes without saying. (Hadden, Haydn, 143-4)

6 Many anecdotes could be told of his kindness to young musicians and of his courtesy to brother artists. … To the young artist he was ever willing to lend a helping hand. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 141, 142)

7 Naturally Brahms received many visits from conductors, young composers, lady pianists and the like. By years of experience he had acquired the art of turning them away without letting them touch the piano. (Erb, Brahms, 87)

8 It will be seen that Brahms was glad to advise and help young musicians and paid great attention to the smallest details in criticizing, even to the musical handwriting. (Erb, Brahms, 92)

Trope 11-I: Schumann’s Promotion of Other Composers (including his Music Criticism) as Selfless

1 …no themes appeared of such burning import [to Schumann and his musical friends] as the decadence of music of the day… and the weakness and servility of criticism… To remedy these abuses it was proposed to start a musical paper which, with unbiased honesty and independence, might bring about a better state of public opinion and improve not only music itself, but the status of its foremost exponents. Thus originated the idea of the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik… (Patterson, Schumann, 19-20)

2 …Schumann [was] always true to the underlying principle of his own life – that disinterested generosity which was ever ready to give a helping hand to the young and unknown, and to encourage talent and genius, especially in days of struggle and misunderstanding. This had been his aim all along in the Neue Zeitschrift, and he had had more than one beneficent scheme in his head to help composers in their dealing with publishers and theatrical managers. (Patterson, Schumann, 67)

3 No feature is so praiseworthy in the disposition of Schumann as his kindly tolerance of, and deep interest taken in, the work of young students and artists. Few men in his exalted and independent position would have taken the trouble to notice beginners in the art of composition who sought his advice, or have set himself the task of answering their letters at length and giving them valuable gratuitous advice. Yet this Schumann did over and over again, never wounding his correspondents with the coldness or rebuke which their temerity doubtless often deserved, but ever entering into their thoughts and aspirations with the devotion of a friend and at times almost of a father, invariably softening criticisms and corrections of style and workmanship with words of kindly encouragement and most helpful counsel. (Patterson, Schumann, 113-4)

4 [Schumann was e]ver generous and active in giving a helping hand where real merit or earnestness displayed itself… No trait, indeed, of Schumann’s character is so notable and admirable as his respect and modest admiration for the work of fellow-artists and composers. His appreciation of contemporaries was keen and enthusiastic, and his critical estimate of their work of lasting, and in many cases
prophetic, value. His early recognition of Chopin, Berlioz, Brahms and others is well known. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 76, 109)

5 It is particularly praiseworthy of Schumann that at this particular time [1839] – personally a very trying and anxious one for him – he should have spared no pains to kindle an interest on behalf of a brother artist [Schubert] who had died so young and almost without honour in his own land. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 35)

6 In Schumann Mendelssohn had an admirer and champion as sincere as he was devoted and enthusiastic. … Even apart from his esteem for Mendelssohn the composer, there existed a real personal affection of the part of Schumann for his brother in musicianship. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 110)

7 In his kindness to young and unknown musicians he was acting as one who does good apart from any desire of return or public applause. … That Schumann used his press influence for others, to the almost utter exclusion of himself, is evident to any careful reader of his essays. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 127, 140)

8 With that keen insight of critical appreciation which he had shown in regard to Chopin, Berlioz and others, Schumann recognized in the youthful aspirant those qualities which were destined to make Brahms an outstanding figure among his fellow-musicians. With all that noble liberal-mindedness and freedom from bias and envy which so eminently characterized him, …Schumann bestirred himself to aid another [Brahms] to gain a footing upon the slippery ladder of fame which he himself had mounted so bravely, almost unaided and unappreciated. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 75, 76)

9 The sensation which Schumann’s article created was profound, and Brahms at once became the object of general attention and much sceptical opposition. …the ‘Neue Bahnen’ eventually contributed much to [Brahms’s] success. // Schumann had built great hopes on Brahms: there is no doubt that he had felt that Brahms would consummate his (Schumann’s) work. (Erb, *Brahms*, 17)

**Trope 12: Great Composers as Appropriated for the English, and as Indicating the Nation’s Cultural Awareness**

**Trope 12-A: Tchaikovsky’s Music as Instantaneously Successful in England**

1 [Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony] gained an instantaneous hold on the [English] public. It is not too much to assert that not within a generation had a piece of pure orchestral music caused such a stir. Every one who could hold a pen wrote about it, and still the public could not learn enough. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 180)

2 The introduction of Tchaikovsky’s orchestral music into this country… offers a convincing refutation of the charge so often raised against us that we are an unmusical nation. Our appreciation of Tchaikovsky has been at the same time prompter and warmer than that of any non-Russian country. For many years Germany eyed him with suspicion; his American tour was more or less a succès d’estime; to this very day he is unaccountably underrated in France. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 104)
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Trope 12-B: French Philistinism, in Comparison to English Musical Awareness

1 Felix [Mendelssohn] was not happy in the musical atmosphere of Paris; he missed the sincerity of German art and was horrified at the ignorance of the French musicians, who knew nothing of the masterpieces of the great Germans, and believed Bach to be a mere old-fashioned wig stuffed with learning. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 29)

2 …Wagner was ever intensely German, and the misery he had undergone in his fruitless struggle for fame in the French capital had wakened a longing to return to his own country, to appeal to his own countrymen. (Lidgey, Wagner, 26)

3 In Paris, to all outward appearances, [Tchaikovsky] was… warmly welcomed [in 1887]… Unfortunately the Paris musical public is fickle, and Tchaikovsky never succeeded in gaining as firm a fold on it as some of his compatriots, such as Rimsky-Korsakov and Borodin. The intense nationalism of these composers appealed to the French public more vividly than Tchaikovsky’s eclecticism, and his reputation there never reached the height to which it attained in other countries, notably our own [England]. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 49)

Trope 12-C: England as ‘the Scene of Mendelssohn’s Greatest Triumphs’

1 The decision to visit London first [on leaving Berlin] was a compliment to England, a country that – whatever its treatment of its own artist children – has always extended the hand of friendship to the stranger. … London life suited Felix exactly, so he said. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 41, 46)

2 …England was to be the scene of Mendelssohn’s greatest triumphs… (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 20)

3 [In 1829] Felix Mendelssohn had, through the [London] Philharmonic Society, been placed before the world in a manner worthy of his genius. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 45)

4 …it deserves to be placed on record that Birmingham was the first festival centre to present the music [of Bach] so dear to the heart of Felix Mendelssohn [in 1837, under his own direction]. // This festival was an important event in the life of Mendelssohn, and his references to it show that he appreciated it. He says that he never had such brilliant success… He created a most favourable impression in Birmingham and made many a friendship that lasted throughout life. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 85, 86)

5 The Birmingham Musical Festival has given to the world more than one masterpiece, but the year 1846 is still looked upon as the epoch of its greatest glory [for its performance of Elijah]. … Locally ‘Elijah year’ is still a landmark. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 120)

Trope 12-D: England as the Site of Haydn’s Late and Greatest Success

1 [On his effective dismissal from the service of the Esterházy family (1790),] Haydn embraced the opportunity to carry out a long-meditated project and paid the first of his two visits to London. With these we enter upon a new epoch in the composer’s life, and one of great interest to the student and lover of music. (Hadden, Haydn, 65)
2 ...Haydn left Austria only to make those visits to England which had so important an influence on the later manifestations of his genius. (Hadden, Haydn, 1)

3 Haydn came to England in 1791. It may occur to the reader to ask what England was doing in music at that time and who were the foremost representatives of the art. ... Not one of its English composers – not even Arne – is a real personality to us like Handel or Bach or Haydn or Mozart. ... When Haydn arrived there was, in short, no native composer of real genius, and England was ready to welcome with special cordiality an artist whose gifts were of a higher order. (Hadden, Haydn, 66-7)

4 [The Prince of Wales’s] courtesies to Haydn may perhaps be allowed to balance the apparent incivility shown to Beethoven and Weber, who sent compositions to the same royal amateur that were never so much as acknowledged. (Hadden, Haydn, 76)

5 But the narrow limits of the Esterházy audience and the numbing routine of the performances were against his rising to the top heights of his genius. // It was only when he came to write for the English public that he showed what he could really do with the matter of the symphony. (Hadden, Haydn, 155)

6 Some geniuses flower late. It was only now, by his London Symphonies and his Creation, that Haydn’s genius blossomed so luxuriantly as to place him with almost amazing suddenness among the very first of composers. There is hardly anything more certain than this, that if he had not come to London he would not have stood where he stands to-day. The best of his symphonies were written for London and it was London that set him to work in what was for him practically a new direction, leading to the production of an oratorio which at once took its place by the side of Handel’s masterpieces. (Hadden, Haydn, 116)

7 [Haydn’s London Symphonies,] so far as his instrumental music is concerned, are the crowning glory of his life work. They are the ripe fruits of his long experience and mark to the full all those qualities of natural geniality, humour, vigour and simple good-heartedness which are the leading characteristics of his style. (Hadden, Haydn, 155)

Trope 12-E: Handel’s ‘Overpowering’ Greatness as Having Stymied Subsequent Native English Music

1 Handel left no pupils to carry on his work. ... Having assimilated and made his own all the important features in the music of his forerunners... he stood absolutely alone; there were no musicians who could approach him in England, and he had no successors. He had imitators, naturally, by the score: composers who could catch the tricks of his style and make a momentary reputation thereby. This, however, is the case with all great composers... (Williams, Handel, 205)

2 ...it is just [Handel’s] overpowering grandeur and strength that struck a blow at native English productivity, from which it only began to recover in the latter half of the nineteenth century. English music was practically all Handel or Handelian: our cathedral composers were influenced by him and our audiences would listen to no music made in England except the oratorios of Handel and works modelled on them which could not compete with the Saxon’s music that the English nation had made its own. (Williams, Handel, 206-7)

3 The recovery from the blow dealt at English music began with the appearance of Sterndale Bennett, who for a time stood alone; he was followed by Sullivan and then
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by a number of younger composers, with Parry and Stanford as leaders of a new movement. After a lapse of nearly a century and a half from the death of Purcell, the English school of composition, begun by him and nipped in the bud by Handel, began to show signs of again coming to life. (Williams, Handel, 207)

4 …there are doubtless many who will say that even if Handel had not appeared, or had remained in Germany, we should have had no great school of English composers during the eighteenth and part of the nineteenth centuries. It is after all doubtful whether the English composers who succeeded Handel, even if they had the advantage of constant production of their works, would have been sufficiently in earnest to carry on Purcell’s work. (Williams, Handel, 207)

5 It is not impossible that had Purcell lived he might have founded, through pupils, an English school, and that there would have been no place for Handel in England. (Williams, Handel, 208)

6 …however much Handel may or may not be responsible for the dearth of English composers of the first rank during a century and a half, there is no doubt that the English nation as a whole owes an enormous debt of gratitude to him for the masterly way in which he compelled them to accept and assimilate the grandeur and beauty of his music. (Williams, Handel, 208)


1 It is a pity that so much Mozartean work [in the opera buffa tradition] should have been handicapped by such a frivolous libretto… doubtless the habitués of the Italian opera, in the last century, found the same rollicking, side-splitting fun in the wooden buffooneries of these plays as the English public of the last decade or two have so relished in their Gilbert cum Sullivan, or as the Elizabethan amateurs of the theatre must have equally enjoyed in the japes of their Shakespearian clowns. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 203, 211-2)

2 The intensely scrappy nature of [the plot to Vakula the Smith] will not escape the reader, and to most Englishmen its general purport will appear not far removed from nonsense. It is only one who has learned to appreciate the beauties which Russian poets understand so well how to hide in the naïve guise of a fairy story who will see through the chaos and realize what could be done with that material by a great poet and a great composer. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 65)

3 …it must be pointed out that the ballet occupied a totally different position in Russia from that which it held here. … It was in no way considered more derogatory to the dignity of a composer, as it then was in Western Europe, to busy himself with the production of a good ballet than to devote his energies to opera. The audience also was as keen a judge of one as of the other, and the music of a Russian ballet had to be of a quality which renders impossible any comparison with the ballet music then tolerated in England. The production of a new ballet in St. Petersburg was as important an event as the production of a new opera. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 96)

4 There are doubtless certain of our readers, not guiltless perhaps of a little religious prejudice, and strongly objecting to most things of a “Roman” savour in matters of church practice, who may yet learn with a certain surprise the fact that by far the greater portion of the recognised “text” of the Mass is identical (save that the words
are in Latin) with passages in their own Anglican service-book. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 139)

5 …while it is true that Haydn’s masses have kept their place in the Catholic churches of Germany and elsewhere, it is impossible, to English people at any rate, not to feel a certain incongruity, a lack of that dignity and solemnity, that religious sense, which makes our own church music so impressive. We must not blame him for this. He escaped the influences which made Bach and Handel great in religious music. The church to which he belonged was no longer guided in its music by the principles of Palestrina: it was affected by secular and operatic influences, and although Haydn felt himself to be thoroughly in earnest, it was rather the ornamental, decorative side of religion that he expressed in his lively music. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 157)

6 Tchaikovsky’s concerted vocal music is mostly religious, and as it is especially written for the services of the Orthodox Church, it possesses few features likely to be of interest to the reader. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 178)

7 *Messiah* towers above all the other oratorios of Handel’s in the estimation of the English people. … *Messiah* is a household word with all English people, whether music-lovers or not… (Williams, *Handel*, 189, 190)

8 Britons cannot but view with especial pride and satisfaction those of Schubert’s song which were called into being by their own poets. A medium was employed, it is true, for Schubert knew nothing of the English tongue. He nevertheless hoped the songs would reach this country. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 130)

9 The ‘unintelligible jargon’ which disfigures Haydn’s immortal work [*The Creation*] has often formed the subject of comment. Its libretto stands to the present day as an example of all that is jejune and incongruous in words for music. …it is a matter for wonder how, for more than a century, English-speaking audiences could listen to the arrant nonsense with which Haydn’s music is associated. …it owes its very uncouth verbiage largely to the circumstance that it was first translated from English into German and then retranslated back into English to fit the music. …the best libretto in the world could not but have suffered under such transformations… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 117, 118)

**Trope 13: The Necessity for Great Composers to have Produced Large-scale forms and in a Variety of Genres**

**Trope 13-A: Substantial Contribution to a Variety of Genres as an Indication of Greatness in Music**

1 The importance and value of Schumann’s work in [various] branches of musical art cannot be dismissed summarily. …this calls for sincere admiration of his fertility in output, as of the immense expenditure of inventive thought and unceasing exertion which the vast and varied catalogue of his musical works display. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 163)

2 It is Schubert’s proud boast – a posthumous one, it is true, for pride held no place in his life – that he has enriched almost every department of music with a masterpiece. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 187)
3 As a musician Brahms attained first rank in every department toward which he directed his energies, and his activities included practically every field of musical endeavour, except dramatic composition. (Erb, *Brahms*, 102)

4 Haydn has been called ‘the father of instrumental music’… there is hardly a department of instrumental music in which he did not make his influence felt. This was emphatically the case with the sonata, the symphony and the string quartet. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 152)

**Trope 13-B: The Privileging of Large-Scale Musical Forms as the ‘Highest Test of Genius’**

1 [Schubert’s last symphony] is by common consent regarded as his supreme achievement in instrumental music, and if long and sustained compositions are the highest test of genius, Schubert has here shown himself worthy to rank with Mozart and Beethoven as a master of the greatest musical form. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 175)

2 …[Mendelssohn’s] reputation was not enhanced by these smaller works [*the Songs without Words*], and musicians have at times lamented their excessive popularity, considering that public taste has been diverted from the larger and more important forms of composition… (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 168)

**Trope 13-C: The Importance of Influence in the Development of the Orchestra**

1 Beethoven… developed orchestration in a manner akin to his great genius – so much so that he must be credited as the maker of to-day’s orchestra. … It is such radical modifications as these that only the genius can detect and carry out. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 215)

2 …[Haydn] established the basis of the modern orchestra. … The names of Mozart and Haydn ought to be coupled together as the progenitors of modern orchestral colouring. But the superiority must be allowed to attach to Haydn, inasmuch as his colour is the more expansive and decided. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 2, 160)

3 Though Haydn had performed a pioneer’s – and a *giant* pioneer’s – work in the building-up and consolidation of the orchestra and an orchestral style and formation of the music therefor, it was yet Mozart who left the orchestra the organically-perfect instrument, in all main essentials, as we recognise it to-day; and to Mozart even Haydn himself owed much of his later development. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 129, italics in original)

4 Wagner’s influence of modern music has been so potent that there is a danger of its being overlooked. … Nowadays… [e]verybody employs the Wagnerian orchestra, and will continue to do so until a greater genius arises. But that genius has yet to be born. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 139)

5 …Mendelssohn did not leave the orchestra as he found it… As an orchestral writer Mendelssohn ranks with the highest: he had the technique of the art at his finger-ends. He came into the rich heritage left by Beethoven and Weber, a heritage he handed on still richer to his successors. …it was in dividing the string parts that Mendelssohn opened the way for the wonderful effects of Liszt, Wagner and others. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 157, 164, 165)
Strange that Mendelssohn and Schubert, unknown to each other, were working in the same direction – adding grace and lightness to the orchestra, giving fuller scope to the woodwind, inventing enchanting combinations… It is tolerably certain that Schubert never saw or heard any of Mendelssohn’s music, and it was not until 1838 that Schumann recovered the great C major Symphony of Schubert, which Mendelssohn produced at the Gewandhaus concerts in March 1839, long after he had formed his own style in orchestral scoring. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 165)

Trope 13-D: The Problem of Chopin’s Musical Genius as Limited to the Piano and to Small-Scale Works

1 …Chopin’s genius was so essentially a genius of the piano. … His thoughts… depended greatly upon the clothing given them on the keyboard and on the peculiar genius of the instrument. They could never have been heard to advantage in orchestral guise. The delicate embroideries, the pedal effects, the broken arpeggios and scale passages, are all quite unsuited to orchestral work and totally unfitted for orchestral treatment. Chopin always thought in terms of the piano: he had no orchestral sense and comparatively little orchestral technique. In his two concertos the piano is everything; the orchestration is… crude and absolutely unorchestral. Deficiency of technique, it must be insisted, does not account entirely for this: the main reason is that Chopin’s ideas themselves were not orchestral. (Hadden, Chopin, 14, 181-2)

2 It is a subject of remark with all writers on Chopin that he never once attempted choral composition and such of the larger forms of his art as the symphony, the overture and the opera. By some critics this is regarded as a reproach. It is really no reproach. Chopin knew his own craft and kept to it. … It is all but certain that as a composer of opera Chopin would have been a total failure; it is entirely certain that if he had attempted the symphony he would have altogether overstepped the bounds of his genius. His genius was essentially lyric-elegaic, not epic, nor even truly dramatic. As his character was deficient in virility, so his muse must have broken down under a big undertaking. (Hadden, Chopin, 181)

3 If Chopin was small in great things he was great in small things. He was a composer for the piano and for the piano alone. His style is suited to it and to no other instrument whatever. He cannot be arranged, as most of the great masters, from Handel to Wagner, have been arranged. Divorce him from the keyboard and you rob him of his native tongue. (Hadden, Chopin, 182)

4 In these things there are compensations. Had Chopin been a great master of the orchestra, it is more than probable that his piano music would not have been the unique product it is. If one may dare say it, even Beethoven was often too orchestral in his piano music. Brahms’s heavy chords in the lower register of the piano have been intended as an attempt at certain orchestral effects, but the attempt cannot be called successful. Liszt, too, had sever[e] limitations: the larger works which he essayed proved that he lacked the technical training necessary to develop in a natural way. (Hadden, Chopin, 182)

5 …those composers who have reached the highest level of perfection in writing for the piano have mostly been men who have had difficulty in sustaining that level in other branches of music. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 169)
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Appendix II: Great Music and Popular Forms as Antithetical

Trope 14-A: The Great Composers as Striving for the ‘Highest Ideal of Artistic Excellence’ rather than Capitulating to Popular Fashions

1 [Schumann] certainly did not write for the flashy concert vocalist, nor yet for the ostentatious prima donna. … if fair trouble is taken to master difficult passages, there is nothing really unsingable about his music. … as with the piano, so with the voice: the composer depends more upon effects obtained in the medium range than upon deep drum rolls and ethereal fireworks on the keyboard… Schumann was too much in earnest to fetter himself with the fashion of his own or any time. (Patterson, Schumann, 176)

2 No composer wrote and thought habitually on a higher plane [than Brahms]. Therein lay both his strength and his weakness. … The highest ideal of artistic excellence was ever his goal, and under no consideration would he make any concessions to popular taste. … even when writing for the people, or using their [folk] songs as the basis for his compositions, the highest artistic treatment was accorded them; so that… [even] the most commonplace themes… passed through a process of treatment that transmuted them into works of art of the highest order. (Erb, Brahms, 115, 116)

3 …[Wagner] was beginning to learn the lesson that the true artist is out of place amongst the giddy and fashionable throng which men call “the World.”… The dominant note of his character at this time was, nevertheless, one of revolt: revolt against the prostitution of art to the ends of individual display and personal aggrandizement. He was beginning to realize his own powers, and to recognize his destiny in the artistic world. (Lidgey, Wagner, 21, 22)

4 Handel, like all musicians of the first rank, looked upon his art as something higher than a mere amusement and recreation. (Williams, Handel, 165)

Trope 14-B: The Problem of Handel’s Popular Status in Comparison to that of Bach (his Great Contemporary)

1 After early childhood the ways of the composers were widely different. While Bach was painfully acquiring the technique of his art… Handel was playing the violin and harpsichord in the German opera… (Williams, Bach, 106)

2 At the age of twenty-one Handel went to Italy and remained there three years, studying and successfully composing operas for the Italians… At twenty-one Bach was organist of a small and unimportant German town, still working hard to improve his technical powers in every direction. (Williams, Bach, 106-7)

3 Handel… knew his public and knew them so well that he wrote works which not only became popular at once, but have never ceased to be popular. Bach either did not know or did not care to please his public, and wrote far above their heads, so that for a time after his death he was forgotten entirely: only when Mozart, and afterwards Mendelssohn, became acquainted with the wonders of his genius did the public, almost against their will, begin to appreciate what a giant had been on the earth in those days. (Williams, Bach, 107)

4 …it must always be remembered that Handel was not, like Bach, writing exactly as his genius drove him, and caring little for whether he pleased his hearers or not, as
long as he reached his own lofty ideal. Handel also had the highest possible ideal, but it was to attract the public by the very best music they were capable of appreciating. (Williams, *Handel*, 184)

5 Handel, in his operas, was essentially a man of his own times. He made no effort to advance the art; he simply took the forms he found ready-made and adorned them with all the beauty and solidity he was capable of producing, which far surpassed the operatic efforts of his contemporaries. He did not anticipate future developments: his effort was to attract his own public by the best possible art that he could give them. (Williams, *Handel*, 181)

6 Handel was not a reformer like Gluck and Wagner. He took the opera as he found it and simply embellished it by means of his great genius. He was content to work on the forms that he found established… (Williams, *Handel*, 176)

7 The nature of these two great artists, who had so much in common in their lofty view of the profession they were called upon to exercise, differed essentially in money matters. Bach was satisfied with a bare living wage, sufficient to maintain himself and his numerous family [sic]… Handel earned and saved many thousands of pounds, which he devoted to the highest possible uses – the furtherance of the art of music and the relief of the unfortunate. (Williams, *Handel*, 72)

**Trope 14-C: Great Composers’ Rejection of Popular Counterparts**

1 …in Schumann’s estimates of his contemporaries, the aims of the man as much as the output of the musician were taken into account. That Meyerbeer wrote for the populace and for the whim of the moment, rather than in accordance with the higher dictates of classical art, disturbed the righteous mind of the critic [Schumann] whose ideals were ever of the loftiest and who… held up the finger of just scorn to all that savoured of time-serving or paltry display. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 112)

2 Schumann ever went by motive rather than achievement. That Meyerbeer could write Italian, German and French operas, as the fashion of the moment demanded one or another variety from his facile pen, was enough for one who strenuously opposed work done for gain or fame in which he considered that art was relegated to a secondary place. Many people will commend Schumann for taking this stand. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 146)

3 [Wagner] saw that Meyerbeer’s aim was merely to please the public, not to evolve an artistic creation for its own sake, and he knew from experience that the only form of art which that public appreciated was that in which charlatanism predominated. The public of Wagner’s day loved to be dazzled and surprised by novel effects, and Meyerbeer was just the conjurer to provide them. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 116)

4 Wagner has often been very severely criticised… for what are termed his subsequent strictures on Meyerbeer. He has been held up to execration as a model of base ingratitude, a man devoid of feelings almost of common honour. …Wagner’s displeasure was directed against the artist and not the man in “Das Judenthum in der Musik” – a distinction which makes all the difference. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 19, italics in original)

5 About this time [the early 1820s] Rossini appeared on the horizon of musical Europe. Speedily his fame spread to every quarter of the Continent, and there was scarcely a capital which was not swept by this brilliant musical meteor. [But] Beethoven stood
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unmoved – unconcerned. And, with what prophetic instinct we may credit Beethoven if we regard the musical reputations and values of the two composers today! Undismayed and unalterable the Vienna master pursued his deep ponderings in the very depths of theoretical research and invention – pouring forth his fancies and deductions in page after page of the “Choral” Symphony and other colossal works marking the closing years of the great musician’s career. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 29-30)

Trope 14-D: The Pursuit of Art Music by Great Composers as the Source of Hindrance to Success

1 Bach, like Beethoven, suffered from the influx of a superficial kind of music which so easily captivates an unthinking public. … Bach, however, was in a worse position than Beethoven, for he lived and worked in a small circle of German towns, and predominantly in the domain of church music. (Williams, *Bach*, 105-6)

2 Schubert most probably looked upon opera as a possible way of gaining a living. The wonderful success of the gifted Rossini could not but awaken hope in the heart of our luckless but ten times more gifted Franz. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 28)

3 Brahms’s chief musical sin in the eyes of the world is his uncompromising earnestness, his unwavering loyalty to his ideals. A little elasticity of conscience, relaxation of vigilance and lowering of standards, and the people would have felt more at home; and possibly Brahms would at once have been heralded far and wide as the Great Master upon whom the mantle of Beethoven had fallen. (Erb, *Brahms*, 119-20)

4 [Brahms’s] concertos and sonatas for various instruments are of surpassing merit, though as a rule none but artists of established reputation make use of them, if for no other reason than that he sacrificed effect to artistic perfection. For there is no display of virtuoso tricks, no tinsel, no padding – all is solid tissue, demanding sterling musicianship and, in most cases, enormous technique – with no appeal to the gallery to call forth salvos of applause. But for musical worth and expressiveness they are well worth a dozen of the more brilliant, applause-evoking concert-pieces. (Erb, *Brahms*, 121)

5 [Brahms’s piano works] are still not as popular with concert players as they should be, because they lack the superficial brilliancy of effect which would make them instantaneously successful. It is evident that this had a great deal to do with their slow growth in popularity. (Erb, *Brahms*, 109)

Trope 14-E: Delayed Recognition of Composers and their Music as a Marker of Artistic Greatness

1 It has been alleged by those who, perhaps, did not take the trouble to look beneath the surface that Schumann was comparatively obscure in his lifetime. It may have seemed so because he was ahead of his times. His work represents, in truth, a step forward in the progress of poetic musicianship… (Patterson, *Schumann*, 177-8)

2 Now, after the lapse of years, when [a work’s] great beauties have obtained the fullest recognition, it might perhaps seem strange that these could have escaped any one at the time, but experience shows us that those compositions which proceed from the pioneers of music and are landmarks of progress rarely met with prompt
Appreciation, even though their lofty aim and artistic merits be obvious. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 118)

3 Undoubtedly the appreciation of Brahms was at first, and still to a great measure remains, a matter of the chosen few, the inner circle of the musically elect who can comprehend his message. (Erb, *Brahms*, 116)

4 After Handel’s death his fame, as is normally the case, increased enormously. (Williams, *Handel*, 158)

**Trope 15: The Problem of Notions of Originality in Great Music**

**Trope 15-A: Tensions over Originality in Variation Form**

1 Variations upon given themes, then and for a long time to come, ranked among the best approved and best cultivated form of composition. But no writer… seems ever to have excelled Mozart (not Beethoven himself, indeed) in respect to the originality, tastefulness, and varied device of the constructions of this genre. … All Mozart’s ingenuity, however, could not avail to lift this art-form out of its necessarily inferior rank. By its very formal conditions the “variation” style can hardly admit of any great originality of idea, or intensity of feeling and expression: it remains one of the lighter, more *playful* provinces of art-construction… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 18, italics in original)

2 In the treatment of variations, as in all other work, [Schumann] was original, and showed how little influence his predecessors’ or contemporaries’ methods really had upon him. He brings out the resources of the piano in ways scarcely dreamed of before and hardly rivalled since. Nor, under his pen, is the variation ever trivial or a mere volley of fireworks. Display of any kind, indeed, he strenuously avoids. …in this branch of his work, the many-sidedness of Schumann’s genius shows itself. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 161)

3 [In his *Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann*, Op. 9.] Brahms already fixed the character of the variation form he henceforth adopted, in which he seeks after an entirely new creation in each variation, while retaining the harmonic scheme of the theme. Beethoven and Schumann had both made use of the same principle their later variation cycles. (Erb, *Brahms*, 17)

4 …[Brahms] rescued [variation form] by his masterly treatment from the disrepute into which it had fallen. …the entire metamorphosis which the variation form underwent in his hands is one of his greatest contributions to the progress of musical form. (Erb, *Brahms*, 8, 120)

**Trope 15-B: Originality as a Marker of Greatness in Music**

1 Thus is [Schumann] the true poet and genius – ever moulding his materials after a pattern of his own rather than the models of others. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 157)

2 Of all the great masters … [Chopin] is the one who shared the most originality from the start. Handel, Beethoven, Haydn, Schumann, Schubert, Mendelssohn – in the tentative works of all these one can clearly discern the influence of their predecessors. … From the first Chopin struck out on his own path. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 177)
3 It is a positive miracle how he could write these fifty-six works [the mazurkas] without in some way repeating himself. …there is something new to be found in each. (Hadden, Chopin, 193)

4 A composer to be great must live with his fellows and open his soul to human influences… But [Haydn’s] originality was that of an active mind working upon material already stored, and the store had to be replenished in occasional excursions, all too few, from the palace. (Hadden, Haydn, 42)

5 …Mendelssohn was faithful to the traditions of the past. He was no innovator, no epoch-maker, no man with a mission to regenerate the world; but an artist, to make music, and to make it on the lines of the great masters. He accepted their works as models, but he was no slavish imitator. … He did not interfere with the accepted order of things. He added new beauties to forms recognized as the models for all time. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 152-3, 176)

Trope 15-C: Great Composers as Indebted to Forerunners and Contemporaries

1 …if every young composer who adopts the tricks of his model is to be charged with caricature, few can hope to escape. The truth is, of course, that every man’s style, whether in music or in writing, is a mingled yarn of many strands, and it serves no good purpose to unravel it, even if we could. (Hadden, Haydn, 25)

2 In musical craft, Gluck was a mere amateur compared with Mozart – even at this stage [the early 1780s]; but that Mozart’s later works owe a great deal of their perfected dramatic expressiveness and style to the pioneership of Gluck there can be no question. Herein we learn to recognise the truth, that even the greatest genius in art can never be thought of as independent of leading and direction in matters of aesthetic principle, expression and form. In none of these respects has any composer shown himself to be an absolute innovator, owing naught to his forerunners… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 58, italics in original)

3 …it is well to declare at once that Mozart – with all his precocity and phenomenal genius – did not reach the apogee of his power without owing something to his forerunners in the several departments of composition. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 92)

4 It is very certain, for one thing, that Beethoven, – original and powerful as he would doubtless have declared himself, among whatever possible conditions – would have been a very different, and by far more rudimentary, Beethoven, devoid of his early exemplar [Mozart]. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 16, italics in original)

5 It would be a wrong view of musical history, and of Mozart’s position therein, to place him as a “link” merely – however important – in the chain of art development… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 94)

6 As a symphonist Brahms ranks among the greatest. … No composer so mindful of tradition introduced so many innovations of melody and harmony and rhythm… As a symphonist Brahms lived up to the highest traditions of the art. Original in details of treatment, he accepted the general form of the symphony as developed by Beethoven. (Erb, Brahms, 107, 120)

7 No doubt, if it were worth while attempting the task, one might make [Chopin] out a debtor in certain small details. … But this can be accepted only in the most general way, as one would accept the statement that Beethoven was indebted to Bach… Chopin fed upon those who had gone before him, but the assimilation was so perfect
that… his music shows no more… its original constituents… His obligation to Hummel and to John Field have often been insisted upon, but I think this can only apply to the very earliest of his compositions. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 177)

8 …Chopin approached our Western key system from outside and never wholly assimilated himself to the method of thought which it implies. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 179)

**Trope 15-D: The Problem of Handel’s Plagiarisms and Self-borrowings**

1 Handel has frequently been accused of appropriating the musical ideas of others to his own use – of stealing them, in fact. …[he] was in the habit of appropriating whole sections of oratorios, operas, etc., by other composers, altering the words, rescoring and generally improving the music with all the effects his genius was capable of and then incorporating it into his own oratorios, operas, etc., without any acknowledgement. (Williams, *Handel*, 52, 192-3)

2 …if we look into the matter closely we shall see that these thefts were perfectly compatible with the spirit of the age. Property in literary works was not recognized. Every publisher, every performer, was practically at liberty to make what use he could of a composer’s works. … We have seen that many of [Handel’s] compositions were pillaged, as a matter of course… The law would not have protected him, and it had probably never occurred to any one at that time that such things should be a matter of legislation. … Everyone used everyone else’s compositions as he liked. No one ever thought until the beginning of the nineteenth century that wrong was being done. (Williams, *Handel*, 194-5)

3 Handel, following a practice of his day, did not merely copy out the music of others: he made it the basis of far richer and more effective music than they could do. He adapted it to other words, rescored it to a great extent and so made it his own. (Williams, *Handel*, 195)

4 It is evident… that some twenty years after Handel’s death his practice of borrowing was noticed without comment. … it is undeniably proved that Handel did borrow largely from other composers without acknowledgement; that what he borrowed he practically made his own by the exercise of his genius; and that it never once occurred either to him or to any of his friends or enemies that in so doing he was acting dishonourably. (Williams, *Handel*, 196)

5 Handel was recognized among his contemporaries as a man of the highest honour and integrity… If this practice [of borrowing] had been recognized as theft, what a splendid chance there would have been for Handel’s numerous enemies. They could have brought an indictment against him of being unable to compose music for himself and appropriating the labours of others. (Williams, *Handel*, 194-195)

6 Handel not only made use of the works of other composers, but availed himself of any sources that might be useful. For instance, some of his songs were suggested by the notes of street criers… (Williams, *Handel*, 171)

7 Handel, like Bach, constantly borrowed from his own earlier works… This was a common habit in those days. Another apparently recognized practice was the use of fugue or variation subjects or ground basses, by whomsoever composed, as the basis of new compositions. No one seems to have objected. (Williams, *Handel*, 192)
8 Handel spared no pains in altering, rewriting and adapting his works to varying times and circumstances. No work was ever complete and finished; nearly every new performance saw it provided ‘with additional and alterations.’ …he looked upon all performances as ‘entertainments’ of a high order which must be varied to suit the particular singers and each particular public. (Williams, *Handel*, 198)

**Trope 15-E: Problems of Borrowings by other Composers**

1 Haydn purloined wholesale from brother composers and said nothing about it. The artistic morality of Haydn’s age was different and, knowing his character as we do, we may be perfectly sure that if he had of set purpose introduced into any of his compositions music which was not his own he would, in some way or other, have acknowledged the debt. This hunting for plagiarisms which are not plagiarisms at all but mere coincidences – coincidences which are and must be inevitable – is fast becoming a nuisance, and it is the duty of every serious writer to discredit the practice. The composer of *The Creation* had no need to borrow his melodies from any source. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 114-5)

2 There is a fugal *motif* in this Kyrie [of Mozart’s Requiem]… which has been used by Bach and Handel, not to speak of other composers. It may well be viewed as “common (fugal) property.” There can be no question of plagiarism here… (Breakspear, *Mozart*, 154-5)

3 …Tchaikovsky saw no artistic objection to retaining such material as he thought worthy to survive and subsequently using it for a totally different purpose. … The composer’s genius was, of course, at all times sufficient to enable him to bend his material to his purpose of the moment… (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 58)

**Trope 16: Tension Between Notions of Spontaneity and Intellect as the Source for Great Composition**

**Trope 16-A: Learned Skill and Musical Expression as Demarcating Great Composers from Merely Talented Counterparts**

1 …as is usually the case with the talent which stops short of genius, [Werner]… was inclined to look down upon Haydn as an interloper, unskilled in that rigid counterpoint which was the heaven’s law of the old-time composer. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 43)

2 …Martin, with other operatic composers in rivalry with Mozart – such as Sarti, Paisiello, and Salieri – possessed a high degree of talent in lyric composition… but their merits are of the technical, superficial, *attainable* order, not revelatory of the musical *soul*, as are those of Mozart. The writers mentioned are now only names to us… (Breakspear, *Mozart*, 68, 69, italics in original)

3 [Brahms’s] mind ran naturally to polyphony… yet with all his perfection of art, the effect was not that of technique as an end, but as the vehicle for the promulgation of his musical ideas. Hence his music was not dry bones, but the living, breathing product of a lavish imagination. (Erb, *Brahms*, 108-9)

4 It might appear that [Bach’s compositional ingenuity] is merely a display of learning and contrapuntal skill, but a close examination of Bach’s most elaborate works will
reveal the fact that the greater the contrapuntal task he sets himself, the more expressive is the music. (Williams, *Bach*, 118)

5 …with Mozart there is no impression of dry science; [in the ‘Jupiter’ Symphony,] the whole composition is overflowing with spiritual vitality and charm… (Breakspear, *Mozart*, 133)

6 The old idea of the study vanishes in the Etudes of Chopin. The studies of Clementi and Cramer, to take familiar examples, were contrived simply with the view of aiding the student in mastering special mechanical difficulties of the keyboard. Their emotional content was practically *nil*. The studies [Etudes] of Chopin, on the other hand, like those of Liszt, have a twofold purpose. They never lose sight of their main executive aim, but at the same time they seek to give expression to some poetical idea, some musical sentiment, some dramatic situation. … These works represent, in fact, the entire range of Chopin’s genius… there is not one of them that does not show the composer’s power of converting even a dry technical exercise into an artistic creation. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 195, 196)

**Trope 16-B: Great Composers as (Creative) Violators of Music Theory for the Purposes of True Artistic Expression**

1 Like all the really great composers, Haydn was no pedant in the matter of theoretical formulas, though he admitted that the rigid rules of harmony should rarely be violated… With the quint-hunters and other faddists who would place their shackles on the wrists of genius, he had as little patience as Beethoven… These were sensible views. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 150, 151)

2 To the end of his life Beethoven violated rules whenever he thought proper – especially if the progress of an idea was likely to be interfered with by a slavish adherence to some law of harmony. … Beethoven brooked no restrictions, other than those of his Art, when he wrote sacred or any other music. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 126, 212-3)

3 In [much of his miscellaneous work in classical form] we see Schumann more or less constrained by formal requirements. He meets his obligation with marvellous skill and adorns the dry skeleton of scholasticism with trappings all his own; but the poet-musician is happier when, as in his fantasies and purely imaginative pieces, he gives full sway to his mental imagery and power of portraiture in tone. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 153)

4 The fact was that, as is often the case with most great creative minds, Schumann had a disinclination to assimilate dogma in the usual humdrum fashion: he must have early formulated his own rules of composition, reading between the lines and following the spirit rather than the letter of cut-and-dried theory. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 13)

5 [Chopin’s] harmonies must have been the horror of the old school-men. Genius makes its own laws, but never before did genius defy the formulas of the theory books as Chopin did. He was in many ways distinctly in advance of his time. …there are combinations which, far as we have travelled on the theoretical road since Chopin’s day, still excite marvel. Established distinctions between concord and discord are ignored with an audacity that had then no parallel in the history of the art. It has been hinted in explanation of these… vagaries that Chopin’s theoretical training was imperfect. There is no ground for a suggestion of the kind, but if there
were we should reject it simply because the end in Chopin justifies the means. There is not a solitary instance in which his infractions of accepted rules fail of their effect. … in his hands they are beautiful. … The Chopin harmonic idiom goes with the Chopin manner. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 180)

6 Practice must always precede theory. When we find a great composer infringing some rule of the old text-books, there is, to say the least, a strong presumption, not that the composer is wrong, but that the rule needs modifying. The great composer goes first and invents new effects: it is the business of the theorist … to follow modestly behind and make his rules conform to the practice of the master. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 151)

**Trope 16-C: The Ideal of Emotion above Intellect in Great Music**

1 [Brahms’s] aim in all his works was the attainment of harmonious beauty, combined with perfect form and purity of feeling, transfiguring everything, even the commonplace into a lofty and peaceful calm. In his music emotion is not excluded, it is regulated. (Erb, *Brahms*, 92)

2 Chopin is pure emotion. … His music is all expressive of moods, of phases of feeling … Chopin’s music is, first and last, emotion surcharged, not intellectualized, not finding its legitimate development into action. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 171, 172)

3 In music … [v]arious learning is not so important as a keenly sensitive organism. The principal thing is emotion, duly ordered by the intellect, not intellect touched by emotion. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 6)

4 Inspired by the performance of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, in the winter of 1839, Wagner for the first time shook off the trammels of convention, and poured forth his whole soul into the pages of one of the finest of purely orchestral works [*Eine Faust Overture*]. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 23)

**Trope 16-D: Great Composition as Apparently Spontaneous or Improvisatory (Related to Actual Extemporisation)**

1 … it is in his slow [symphonic] movements that … the essential spirit … of the master is most clearly discerned. … they have every indication of a welling-up, spontaneously and direct from the heart and soul of the musician. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 105, 106)

2 [Chopin’s] four impromptus … are, indeed, true improvisations, the most remarkable pieces of their kind in existence, not excepting the so-called impromptus of Schubert. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 195)

3 … the [organ] improvisations of Mendelssohn were perhaps more striking than his performances of any set piece. … His [piano] improvisations, again, were a source of never-ending wonder; many are the stories relating to Mendelssohn’s remarkable gift in this direction. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 171, 172)

4 What astonished most … seems to have been [Mozart’s] rare, and almost incredible, skill in improvisation. This was an age of *improvisatores* … but while the efforts of the rank and file were ever distinguished by a certain artificiality of form, combined too often with a woeful dryness of subject, and a stiffness of expression, the exhibitions of Mozart in this direction were always appraised by competent judges as
remarkable for equal perfection of formal shaping and originality and elevation of thematic contents, – the entire display, indeed, causing wonderment by the apparently inspired ease attendant upon the production of an exhaustless wealth of ingenious ideas, inferior in themselves in no wise to such invented and expounded by the ordinary modes of composition. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 46)

5 Rather than composition, [Beethoven’s] pianoforte playing – especially his extemporizations, as, indeed, would be quite natural – reflected more than aught else at this time the rare order of his creative promise and temperament. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 127-8)

6 …[the young Tchaikovsky’s] power of improvisation… was unusually developed and revealed a fine sense of harmony. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 8)

7 …Chopin began to improvise very early, and he improvised all his life. Those who heard him say that his improvisations were just like his written compositions; indeed in a sense many of his compositions are but improvisations with the pen. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 166)

Trope 16-E: The Problem of Beethoven’s Lengthy Compositional Processes as Unduly Academic

1 That Beethoven should still be needing lessons at the age of twenty-two may to some seem curious, considering that Mozart had composed many symphonies, operas and other pieces at a corresponding age. Beethoven’s brain-power was comparatively slow in unfolding, however, and although he was one of the prodigious piano players of the day, the grandeur and sublimity of his poetic mind had yet to break forth. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 7)

2 Nothing suited Beethoven better… than a ramble in the fields – an exercise that had a wonderful influence on his inspiration. He could commune with Nature, and, alone with it, realised all that was grand, awful, exalting, and inspiring. In such moods he would sit down under a tree, as one entranced, to his score-paper, and indite themes which are imperishable. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 136)

3 Unlike Schubert, who wrote on the spur of the moment on any scrap of paper at hand… Beethoven adopted a deliberate and serious method of transmitting to paper the glorious emanations of his master-mind. What he wrote down, and allowed to remain, was the result of a slow reasoning process and severe inward working. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 137)

4 “The art of taking infinite pains” was the real secret of [Beethoven’s] vast success. His Sketch-books show this and indicate how every idea that occurred to him as being worth keeping was duly noted and improved over and over again. The manner in which he wove these threads of themes into vast musical constructions, his rigid correction and finish of every idea, and the extraordinary working and development which he threw into each one of his thousand movements, stamp him as one of the most consummate toilers that the world has ever praised or blamed. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 54)

5 Never has there been a master who, from such slender materials, has, by sheer patient handling and delicate manipulation, raised such colossal monuments of art out of apparently nothing. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 245)
6 It was no *accident* that made his music what it is… It is all the effect of enormous care and infinite labour. There is scarcely a bar of his music which he did not improve over and over again, until some bars have been written as many as ten or a score of times. His choicest themes are apt to appear at first in what might seem to be a mere commonplace form, but by repeated touching and re-touching they are brought to the present beautiful and eternal shape. Striking indeed must have been the patience of this remarkable man. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 237, italics in original)

7 [Beethoven] set down his ideas on subjects and worked them out then and there – always bestowing immense pains to express himself at his best, and frequently touching and retouching, to make, as it were, perfection more perfect. And what is most remarkable, the longer he worked at his phrases, the more seemingly spontaneous did they become. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 138)

Trope 16-F: The Problem of Mozart’s Facility and Rapidity in Composition as Apparently Involving Insufficient Labour

1 We may imagine the ardent youth, stirred, alike by the ever-burning fever of production and the restless desire to gratify his friends… speedily converting into visible signs the musical ideas, clear and mellifluous in their ever-flowing continuity, which would immediately seize hold of his imaginative ear. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 25)

2 …Mozart’s facility and speed in composition [was] indeed not the least wonderful of his many phenomenal characteristics. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 46)

3 Throughout the years of 1775-6 Wolfgang was industriously turning out works of various kinds, his versatility equally astonishing with the rapidity of production… [many works] all follow in quick succession from the ever-ready brain and the (apparently) never-resting pen of the young composer. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 46-7)

4 To the year 1788 belong three of [Mozart’s] “masterpieces” of instrumental art: namely, the great orchestral symphonies in C (known as “the Jupiter”)[,] in E flat, and in G minor, respectively. These works are, without question, ideally perfect constructions in the pure tonal art[,]… supreme works of their genre… which stand out pre-eminent as “masterpieces” of their kind – musical “joys for ever.” ...all three [were] composed *within the space of two months* (their respective dates being 26th June, 25th July, and 10th August, of the year 1788). (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 75-6, 128 italics in original)

Trope 16-G: The Tension Between Prolonged Compositional Processes (as epitomized by Beethoven) and Facility in Composition (as epitomized by Mozart)

1 It is true that the essential quality of genius defies analysis, and it is this wonderful seeming power of improvisational, “inspired” production that most excites our admiration; yet… there are special sides and conditions of [the] art that must needs be studied – and very deeply studied – by even the genius, if certain perfect art results are to be obtained. Beethoven made no secret of his scholarly preparations for his artistic flights; and that Mozart equally meditated and practised his art, from the intellectual and technical sides, there is plenty of evidence… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 76)
Though the methods of working of these two great composers [Mozart and Beethoven] appear so opposite, they both sprang from acute mental reasoning, and are not really far separated after all. It is difficult to distinguish between the advantages of the processes, because no two minds think alike in these things; and whether Beethoven’s more material method, or Mozart’s more mental plan is the one for composers to follow, we decide not. It is not right to infer from this dissimilarity that Beethoven was less a mental engineer than Mozart. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 138)

[Beethoven] was ever under the strain of severe musical argument, but he found it convenient to persistently clear the intellectual atmosphere – to get his thoughts down on paper as quickly as possible in order to make room for the new ideas, of wondrous variety and quality, which so incessantly crowded upon his fertile imagination. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 138)

Away then, in this instance particularly, with the delusion that the great masters of music were individuals – born musicians who had only to put pen to paper to make themselves the remarkable instances of humanity they indisputably are. With one and all their capacity for hard work is simply amazing. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 121)

Trope 16-H: The Problem of Schubert’s Speed and Prolific Output in Composition as Apparently Involving Insufficient Labour

1 …[Schubert] was proud of his ability to write, not only with extreme rapidity, but at any time and in any place… (Duncan, *Schubert*, 24)

2 …we must turn to the vast number of songs or the five operatic pieces which [the year 1815] brought forth and marvel at the genius which could produce with such rapidity so many splendid compositions. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 167-8)

3 …whatever of complex thought or emotion arose in the mind of this remarkable being [Schubert] was duly translated into song, transferred to paper at white heat and with lightning rapidity. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 72-3)

4 Schubert as a general rule did not make many corrections, nor did he believe in alterations and revisions. Once the music was set down on paper, his rule was to place the manuscript in a drawer, turn the key and think little more about it. … But although much of his work was done without revision, there is a not inconsiderable portion which proves that the composer could take infinite pains to improve upon his first drafts. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 107, 108)

5 Speed, of itself, is of no avail in art; yet… [with Schubert] a masterpiece results and inspiration is discernible in a work set down with all the ready dispatch of a copyist… [His] manuscripts were for the most part beautifully written. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 106, 127)

6 Schubert’s extraordinary facility in transferring to paper the long and imaginative creations of his brain astonished his friends, whose close observation merely served to increase their wonder. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 105)

Trope 16-I: Problems with the (Over-)Academic Methods of other Great Composers

1 Brahms worked slowly, letting his ideas germinate and take their own time in arranging themselves. (Erb, *Brahms*, 91)
2 Brahms had had [his First Symphony] in his mind, and partly on paper, for fully ten years, and the cordial reception accorded it showed that this slow process of production had not been in vain. His painstaking care and self-restraint in the creation of this masterpiece are as commendable as they are unusual. Imagine a German composer, of all people, waiting until he was forty-three years old before producing his first Symphony. (Erb, Brahms, 55)

3 In Haydn’s case there are no incredible tales of dashing off scores in the twinkling of an eye. That he produced so much must be attributed to his habit of devoting all his leisure to composition. He was not a rapid worker if we compare him with Handel and Mozart. He never put down anything till he was ‘quite sure it was the right thing’… He is quoted as saying that ‘genius is always prolific’. (Hadden, Haydn, 148)

4 [Haydn’s] practice was to sketch out his ideas roughly in the morning and elaborate them in the afternoon, taking pains to preserve unity in idea and form. (Hadden, Haydn, 148)

5 [Haydn] is stated to have always composed with the aid of the harpsichord or pianoforte… This habit of working out ideas with the assistance of the piano has been condemned by most theorists as being likely to lead to fragmentariness. With Haydn at any rate the result was entirely satisfactory… (Hadden, Haydn, 149)

6 One can hardly fancy Chopin composing away from the keyboard, turning over his melodic ideas in his head, according to the Schumann precept, until he could say to himself: ‘It is well done.’ A Beethoven or a Bach might do that; hardly a Chopin. No doubt melodies came to Chopin away from the piano, but he probably picked them out at the instrument more easily than without its aid. His improvisations at any rate suggested as much. (Hadden, Chopin, 167)

Trope 17: Absolute Music as Artistic Ideal

Trope 17-A: The Life of a Composer as Reflected in the Works

1 A composer’s works can with difficulty be other than a mirror of his inner self, and lofty as Beethoven’s flights invariably are, it is none the less the humanity of the man that is making itself heard. … There is no doubt that everyone [sic] of Beethoven’s compositions – especially his more serious works – has a tale to tell, since this principle of expressiveness was the key-note of his life’s work. (Crowest, Beethoven, 232)

2 What we have to decipher is the connection between this music, so admirably realistic and authoritative in its qualities, and the incidents to which it relates. At present there is a mystery here, but increased light upon the man and his music will surely provide us some day with a complete elucidation of everything. (Crowest, Beethoven, 190)

3 [Mendelssohn’s] principal works were produced under his own direction, and the charm of his personality added to the effect of his music. A sort of hero-worship was set up and extended from the man to his art. (Stratton, Mendelssohn, 151)

4 To understand this great creative artist properly one must, as has frequently been hinted, understand the man himself… (Patterson, Schumann, 178)
On the whole, Tchaikovsky’s works, with their strong emotions and occasionally violent contrasts, form the most reliable basis for a clear estimate of his character, and even where conclusions formed from them may not strictly correspond with what we know of his life, the wise man will nevertheless give them the preference, for as time goes on, a man’s biography pales into insignificance beside the monument he has set himself. …it would be better not to know a single fact of Tchaikovsky’s life than not to know his greater creations. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 54-5)

…the gods had bestowed upon [Mozart] a temperament which permitted a certain escape for the mental conditions of art-pursuit… which allowed the possessor, while always meeting his duties like a man… to keep his artistic life a thing apart, unclouded by the influences controlling his everyday experiences. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 66)

Trope 17-B: Absolute Music and Autonomy as Ideals

1 Great as had been the achievements of his two famous predecessors [Haydn and Mozart], he [Beethoven] was inspired to accomplish still mightier things from his art. And the world must know that Beethoven did accomplish more. He fulfilled all that was possible in the domain of absolute music, surpassing everything that had been achieved before. In the ‘Ninth’ Symphony, where Speech is joined to Tone, the limitations of actual music seem to be set. (Crowest, Beethoven, 231)

2 As an exponent of absolute music [Brahms] stands as probably the most heroic figure of the nineteenth century, after Beethoven. … Brahms’s contention was that music ought to be so true to life that no words or programme are necessary to explain its meaning. If they are necessary, it is a confession that music falls short of the ideal. … For programme music in general he cared little. (Erb, Brahms, 102, 108)

3 As a creator within the strict limits of the musical art, that is, if the art can be regarded as self-contained; if there be no admixture (outside certain necessary and legitimate conditions) with the sister arts, or with philosophy, science, politics, etc., then our Mozart may fairly be considered the “ideal” musician. …we have little fear of contradiction in upholding Mozart as par excellence, the greatest, the most complete and perfected creator of music, qua music, that has ever lived. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 91, 92, italics in original)

4 For programme music and the free form which has resulted therefrom, [Brahms] had no use; caprice had no place in his art views. Art was too sacred a matter with him for any blatant realism or personal whim or foolish attempt at story-telling. That there is no virtue in dramatic music he would have been the last to contend, for he wrote reams of it himself; but it is dramatic in an abstract way and makes no attempt to tell or illustrate a story; it simply portrays emotions by means of musical tones. (Erb, Brahms, 116-7)

Trope 17-C: Absolute Music as Superior to Programme Music and Opera

1 Like all his writings, the ‘Pastoral’ Symphony is no mere word-painting, or illustration of concrete things [–] Beethoven was above such commonplace craft – but actual soul, expression and emotion… In the ‘Pastoral’ therefore, Beethoven is not persevering in a struggle to imitate the actual sounds and objects of Nature but rather to inspire the feelings which a great storm or fair landscape would evoke
within us. This was the legitimate relationship of his art to exterior things, and beyond it Beethoven would not move. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 175)

2 [The title of Tchaikovsky’s First Symphony,] *Winter Dreams*, suggests a poetic basis, which would give it the nature of programme music, but only two of the movements have any superscription indicating their descriptive meaning… The relation in which these poetic ideas stand to the music is that of providing the mood… They are not handled with any such approach to realism as one would expect to find if the work were a programme symphony. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 105-6)

3 Schumann’s powerful and original treatment of the piano when he depicts definite personalities or poetic images of places or things is unique. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 153)

4 Schubert’s disappointment [in the field of opera] was music’s gain, for stage laurels soon fade, while absolute music – comprising symphonies, quartets, sonatas, etc. – is very much more lasting; and great songs, especially settings of great poems, are as nearly immortal as anything of human origin can be. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 28-9)

5 Particularly was [Wagner] accused of an intention to create a new species of music… whereas all that Wagner asked was that what Beethoven had done for absolute music should be done for the music which should form an integral part of the drama of his ideals. He would begin “where Beethoven left off”… but only in the sense of pursuing the path which Beethoven’s genius had opened up for succeeding musicians to follow. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 115)

6 To Wagner, Beethoven represented the fulfilment, not only of what had already been achieved, but of all that was possible in the domain of absolute music… the meaning to Wagner of the *Choral* Symphony… was Beethoven’s tacit acknowledgement of the limitation of absolute music, the confession that Poetry as well as Tone was essential to the Art-Work of the Future. (Lidgey, *Wagner*, 105, italics in original)

**Trope 17-D: The Success of Opera as Limited by Extra-musical Factors**

1 It almost looks as if Schubert might have won operatic fame had he but secured adequate librettos more frequently. … A bad book generally spells failure in operatic enterprise. … Had life lasted, there can be no doubt he would have tried again and again until through sheer persistence he attained his object. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 27, 28)

2 The ultimate failure of [Tchaikovsky’s *Mazeppa*] can largely be ascribed to the faults of the libretto, which… is the [disparate] work of quite a number of collaborators… the scenic scheme is overcrowded with dramatic situations resembling each other in their appalling gloominess. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 82)

3 Modeste Tchaikovsky attributes [the] failure [of *Iolanthe*]… entirely to his own libretto, which he describes as being far too prolix, and in spite of a certain poetic beauty, devoid of real scenic interest. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 90)

4 …the conditions originally imposed upon [Mozart] – in the nature of his subject, the “argument” and text of his librettist, or what not – may have pre-determined to some extent the inequality and imperfection of his course [in *Die Entführung aus dem Serail*]. (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 186-7)
5 It is a pity that Mozart should have had to labour with such a defective libretto [as *Così fan tutte*] – not only is the plot a rather stupid one, but there is an underlying *motif* repugnant at least to one’s sense of dramatic naturalness and morality. The composer, however, wrote some of his finest music to this text… (Breakspear, *Mozart*, 79)

6 What Haydn would have done for opera if he had devoted his serious attention to it at any of the larger theatres it is, of course, impossible to say. Judging from what has survived of his work in this department, he was notable for refinement rather than for dramatic power. We must, however, remember the conditions under which he worked. He confessed himself that his operas were fitted only for a small stage and ‘could never produce the proper effect elsewhere’. If he had written with a large stage in view, it may reasonably be assumed that he would have written differently. … Strictly speaking, he never had a chance of showing what he could do with opera on a grand scale. He had to write for a small stage and a small audience, probably with success, so far as these requirements went. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 47, 158)

**Trope 17-E: The Extra-musical in Opera as Explanation for its Neglect by Certain Great Composers**

1 …[Beethoven] wrote no second [opera] because he could not succeed in finding a libretto of a sufficiently elevating and moral nature to induce him to devote himself to another work for the dramatic-lyric stage. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 160)

2 What Mendelssohn would have done in opera is doubtful. He tried for some twenty years to find a suitable libretto, but always failed. … As Mendelssohn was a man of distinct literary ability… it should not have been a difficult thing for him to write his own libretto. But he had not the stage knowledge of Weber or Wagner, nor their experience. Mendelssohn sought his inspiration from without; Wagner was driven by his inmost nature to express himself through the medium of the word-tone drama. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 162, 163)

3 For some considerable time [in the 1840s] [Schumann] had been contemplating an opera. The trouble was, as it always has been with the great masters, to find a suitable libretto. … Finally [in 1847] Schumann, like Berlioz and Wagner, had to turn his own librettist, and thus he wrote his own book of *Genoveva*. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 44, 54)

4 As is well known, Brahms never wrote an opera, possibly because he never found a libretto to his taste; but there is no doubt that he contemplated writing more than one. … He believed that it was not only unnecessary but positively harmful and inartistic to compose music for an entire drama… He considered it great presumption to expect music to accompany purely dramatic dialogue throughout several acts. (Erb, *Brahms*, 95, 96)

**Trope 17-F: The Success of Other Musical Genres (Ballet and Song) as Limited by Extra-musical Factors**

1 [The first production of Tchaikovsky’s *Swan Lake* (1877)] was not then a success, though it has become popular since. The reason for this is that it was very poorly staged. The scenery and the costumes were miserable, and the executants not much better. The ballet master was utterly devoid of imagination and the orchestra was
conducted by an amateur, who had never found himself face to face with so
complicated a score. (Evans, *Tchaikovsky*, 96-7)

2 As a song writer Haydn was only moderately successful, perhaps because, having
himself but a slight acquaintance with literature, he left the selection of the words to
others, with, in many cases, unfortunate results. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 158)

3 Many of [Mozart’s songs] are of slight dimension and light artistic calibre… It must
be borne in mind that the true German lied… was, in Mozart’s latter period, still in
process of development… [and] the great impulse which Goethe… gave to the work
of the [composers of this genre] only reached and was felt a little by our Mozart just
at the final stage of his career. He had been all along dependent on… respectably
second-rate verse… (Breakspeare, *Mozart*, 222)

Trope 18: Musical Canon as Austrogermanic and ‘Classical’ at its
Foundations

Trope 18-A: The Problem of Mendelssohn’s Situation within Musical Canon and
of his Insinuation within its ‘Classical’ Centre

1 …[Mendelssohn] has been judged in part from a wrong standpoint. He has been
compared with those with whom he had nothing in common. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*,
154)

2 Mendelssohn could not have belonged to the new school, because he was
Mendelssohn, and no others; moreover, his work was done before that new school
had a firm footing, or even anything like general recognition. … Mendelssohn
belonged, then, to the classical school, and he can only be rightly estimated as a
composer from the standpoint of his own time. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 156, 156-7)

3 Mendelssohn was, indeed, a great composer, and if he did not reach the altitude of
those giants of art, Bach, Handel, Beethoven and Mozart, he came very near them in
some respects. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 152)

4 The legitimate successor, but not imitator, of Mendelssohn, Brahms, was only a boy
when the former died. (Stratton, *Mendelssohn*, 155)

Trope 18-B: Brahms as Austrogermanic ‘Classical’ Composer in Succession to
Beethoven (and Bach)

1 Brahms was the last great composer of the classical school. In spite of modern
tendencies, he was utterly opposed to the so-called ‘New German School.’ (Erb,
*Brahms*, 105)

2 Brahms is a master of detail – in fact, he is more detailed and minute than any other
master. This, with his great command of the resources of counterpoint, has earned
him the title of ‘modernized Bach[”]… (Erb, *Brahms*, 104)

3 [Brahms] had Beethoven’s wealth of musical ideas and Bach’s skill in handling
them. He was a scholar of scholars… (Erb, *Brahms*, 108)

4 The style of Brahms is first and always polyphonic: Bach is his model as regards
technical treatment of his material, Beethoven as regards form and, to a certain
extent, Schumann and Schubert as regards musical content. (Erb, *Brahms*, 116)
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5 [Brahms’s] chamber works are the loftiest examples in this form since Beethoven… His name will go down in the history of chamber music on an equality with Beethoven’s. (Erb, Brahms, 111, 121)

6 [Brahms’s string Sextet No. 1 in B flat major, Op. 18] is among the most significant pieces of chamber music since the death of Beethoven. (Erb, Brahms, 32)

7 …[Brahms’s Violin Concerto is] of all modern works of the kind the one most worthy to stand beside Beethoven’s. (Erb, Brahms, 58)

Trope 18-C: The Problem of Tchaikovsky’s Nationality and the Tension between Austrogermanic and Russian Elements of his Music

1 …Tchaikovsky… never espoused the nationalist creed. He had a great esteem for [the other Russian composers with whom he was contemporary]… On their side the members of this group were not slow in appreciating his genius… (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 33)

2 As regards the music [of Mazeppa], it must be remembered that Tchaikovsky, despite what is occasionally written about him out of Russia, was never in the principal sense of the word a nationalist composer. He was rarely at his best when setting out deliberately to write ‘Russian’ music. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 82)

3 The only point at which the Russian element is successfully used [in Mazeppa] is the symphonic entr’acte entitled The Battle of Poltava… This is based mainly on folksongs, of which the principal one is the ‘Slava,’ the first musical use of which dates as far back as Beethoven, who introduced it into one of the Razoumovsky Quartets. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 82-3)

4 Many of the most attractive features [of Eugene Onegin] belong to the interpolated episodes, such as, for instance, the interlude at the ball, which takes the form of a pastoral in which is introduced a charming duet in the style of Mozart. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 90)

5 Tchaikovsky’s genius as a song writer belongs to the borderland between the Teutonic and the Slavonic. His melodies are in most cases more emotional than a German song write would have them… though his methods may differ widely from those of a Schubert or a Brahms, he has bequeathed to us many songs of incontestable artistic greatness. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 177)

Trope 19: Musical Canon as an Exclusive, Closed Circle

Trope 19-A: Musical Genius as Initially Recognized Only by Another Great Composer

1 “I tell you, before God, and as an honest man, that I acknowledge your son to be the greatest composer I have ever heard,” [Haydn] said [to Leopold Mozart]. And we may judge how gratifying this eulogium from such an expert would be. (Breakspeare, Mozart, 67)

2 The hostility of the newspaper criticisms [towards the first performance of Wagner’s Tannhäuser in 1845] was almost extraordinary. … [But] Schumann alone saw the
beauties of the work and the promise it gave of still greater things to follow. (Lidgey, Wagner, 31)

3 Long before the general musical public awoke, Schumann had discovered and lauded Chopin. … [his article] was the first journalistic recognition of Chopin as a composer, and it speaks eloquently for Schumann’s discrimination and generosity. (Hadden, Chopin, 80, 185)

4 The friendship of these two men [Liszt and Wagner] was in every way remarkable. The one was rich, powerful, at the head of musical Europe; the other poor, unrecognized, comparatively unknown. But Liszt had perceived Wagner’s genius, and it became one of the chief aims of his existence to assist and befriend him in every possible way. … by the material aid he so constantly and generously gave, Liszt proved himself one of Nature’s truest noblemen… The correspondence between the two shows that Wagner regarded Liszt in the light of a saviour; in the light of that beautiful friendship he felt inspired, knowing that, whatever the world might think, there was one man at any rate who could appreciate and understand him. (Lidgey, Wagner, 39)

5 …[Liszt] hailed [Brahms] as a new recruit to the ‘Music of the Future’… (Erb, Brahms, 11)

6 …[Schumann] had so timely gone to the rescue of Schubert’s unpublished works, especially the [G]reat Symphony in C major, which he brought to Mendelssohn’s notice and thereby secured its initial performance. (Duncan, Schubert, 130)

7 Liszt and Schumann were among the first to discover that in the piano compositions of Schubert there was a rich store of pieces of every possible variety and scope… (Duncan, Schubert, 154)

**Trope 19-B: Favourable Criticism of the Music of One Great Composer by Another as Significant for its Rarity**

1 As Berlioz was known to have been scathing in his remarks about the music of Mendelssohn and other German artists, his favourable opinion of Schumann is worthy of note. (Patterson, Schumann, 43)

2 Composers so seldom speak well of each other that it is interesting to note Schumann’s comment on [Chopin’s] visit [to Leipzig in 1835]. (Hadden, Chopin, 80)

3 Wagner, iconoclastic enough in his judgments passed upon his predecessors in general, had nothing but a reverential esteem for the Mozartean works in the operatic field… (Breakspeare, Mozart, 94)

**Trope 19-C: The Problem of Unfavourable Criticism of the Music of One Great Composer by Another**

1 Mendelssohn seems to have genuinely liked Chopin… That Mendelssohn, as has sometimes been represented, opposed a determined front to Chopin’s genius is as untrue as it is absurd. He was simply out of sympathy with certain ways in which that genius manifested itself. (Hadden, Chopin, 75, 76)

2 [Chopin] was generous in his appreciation of all fellow-artists, with exceptions in the case of composers, and when he found it necessary to say something
uncomplimentary he generally begged that the remark might not be repeated. (Hadden, *Chopin*, 46)

3 Mendelssohn was not of [the] opinion that Beethoven struck out any “new road”… On the whole, [Mendelssohn] was disinclined to award too high tribute to Beethoven – even the last period works, the Quartets, Mass in D and Ninth Symphony, which many take to be the loftiest of his utterances – were jealously located by Mendelssohn. … All this is scant, studied praise and narrow criticism on Mendelssohn’s part. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 156, n. 1)

**Trope 19-D: Great Composers as Intimate Friends who Admired One Another (as Exemplified by the Case of Haydn and Mozart)**

1 [Haydn] had long greatly revered Mozart. … The regard was reciprocal. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 69, 70)

2 When it came to the actual farewell [of Mozart and Haydn], the tears sprang to [Mozart’s] eyes and he said affectingly: ‘This is good-bye; we shall never meet again’. The words proved prophetic. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 70)

3 Haydn deeply lamented his loss [when Mozart died]. When his thoughts came to be turned homewards towards the close of his English visit his saddest reflection was that there would be no Mozart to meet him. … As late as 1807 he burst into tears when Mozart’s name was mentioned… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 70)

**Trope 19-E: The Problem of Bach and Handel’s Never Having Met**

1 Bach and Handel never met, though they were twice very near one another. (Williams, *Bach*, 57)

2 …in the autumn of 1719 Bach journeyed from Cöthen to visit [Handel] [in Halle] and found that he had that very day set out for England. … Bach was very eager to learn all that he could of his art and, admiring Handel greatly, took some trouble to meet him. (Williams, *Handel*, 72)

3 Bach greatly admired Handel’s music and copied some of it for his own use. (Williams, *Bach*, 57)

4 In a part of Thuringia, not so very remote from Halle, there was at this time another boy, who was ruining his sight by copying forbidden music by moonlight, and was eking out a scanty living by singing… while working hard to perfect himself as a composer and performer. (Williams, *Handel*, 12-3)

5 Both [Handel and Bach] were born in the same year, 1685, Handel being the senior by one month only: both were natives of small German towns, within a few miles of each other. Both received their earliest musical education in Germany… (Williams, *Bach*, 106)

6 At the end of March 1750 friends persuaded [Bach] to undergo an operation at the hands of an English oculist, Taylor, who was then in Leipzig, and who was later to operate on Handel. (Williams, *Bach*, 91)
Trope 19-F: The Problem of Beethoven and Schubert’s Having Been Barely Acquainted

1 Beethoven and Schubert [were] in Vienna for years without becoming acquainted with each other. … Both were accustomed to dine at the same restaurant, but never spoke – probably because the younger musician and worshipper was afraid to approach the other. (Crowest, *Beethoven*, 84)

2 Beethoven, surrounded by his friends, might any day be seen at the *Gasthaus* [in Vienna], where he often dined and where, no doubt, Schubert, looked on him with an interest and regard of which the great man was perfectly oblivious. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 87)

3 …the surprising fact that Beethoven and Schubert lived for a quarter of a century in the same city without becoming acquainted. What an opportunity for an ideal friendship was thus lost. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 79)

4 No doubt the reasons which prevented these two remarkable men from meeting earlier are easily discovered. Though both lived in Vienna, their walks in life were widely apart: Beethoven, the eminent artist, everywhere known as a great man; Schubert, known only to few, and otherwise somewhat obscure. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 35)

5 …Beethoven, until a little while before his death, did not know more than half a dozen songs of Schubert’s as well as the Variations [on a French Air, Op. 10] dedicated to him, and ignored or at least neglected performances of his works. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 80)

6 The greatness of [Beethoven’s] solitary life seems to have come upon Schubert as a revelation, and he had him constantly in mind towards the end. The increased seriousness and deeper import of Schubert’s later works must be attributed to the influence of the master-mind of the older composer, not to speak of those last sad scenes in which Schubert bore a part. (Duncan, *Schubert*, 73)

Trope 19-G: The Problem of Haydn’s Teaching of Beethoven, and their Troubled Relationship

1 Since the death of Mozart, Haydn had become the most brilliant star in the musical firmament and it was only natural that the rising genius [Beethoven] should look to him for practical help and encouragement. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 99)

2 There is no denying that Haydn neglected his young pupil, but one may find another excuse for the neglect besides that of his increasing age and his engrossing occupations. Beethoven was already a musical revolutionist: Haydn was content to walk in the old ways. The two men belonged almost to different centuries… (Hadden, *Haydn*, 100-1)

3 It is said that Haydn persisted in regarding Beethoven, not as a composer at all, but as a pianoforte player; Beethoven certainly considered Haydn to be behind the age. … He even went so far as to suspect Haydn of wilfully trying to retard him in his studies, a proceeding of which Haydn was altogether incapable. (Hadden, *Haydn*, 101)

4 That Beethoven nevertheless recognized Haydn’s genius as a composer no careful reader of his biography can fail to see… he spoke highly of Haydn whenever
opportunity offered... he came in the end to realize his true greatness... (Hadden, *Haydn*, 102)

**Trope 19-II: The Problem of the Attitudes of Brahms and Wagner Toward One Another**

1 Brahms’s theories concerning music drama were of course diametrically opposed to those of Wagner, for whom, however, he had great admiration and appreciation. He especially admired Wagner’s lofty aims... He rejoiced in the honours showered upon Wagner, believing that the position of every musician had been raised by them. (Erb, *Brahms*, 98)

2 ...in spite of differences of opinion... [Brahms] never failed to express his profound respect for his great rival, the magnitude of whose intentions and his energy in carrying them out called forth his unbounded praise. (Erb, *Brahms*, 99-100)

3 Wagner, on the other hand, could find no good word to say about Brahms... Wagner treated his contemporaries with the greatest animosity and was particularly caustic towards Brahms’s works. (Erb, *Brahms*, 98)

4 Many Wagnerites have accused Brahms of jealousy, but the charge cannot be proved. The consensus of opinion among his intimates is that he envied no one. He felt secure in his own position and was of too noble a mind to grudge others their success. (Erb, *Brahms*, 100)

5 ...the very bitter controversy which raged for many years between the so-called Brahmsians and Wagnerians was entirely without reason, as the fields of activity of the two masters were in no sense similar, and do not admit of comparison. (Erb, *Brahms*, 111)

**Trope 19-I: Tensions over Great Composers who were not Obviously Paired (as Exemplified by the Case of Schumann)**

1 It was doubtless due to... lack of insight and to the vast difference of temperament between the two composers [Schumann and Wagner] that they never cultivated any great personal intimacy. Schumann... was generally reserved as a conversationalist, and he was, perhaps, at this time [1845], not being in good health, less communicative than ever and more than naturally irritated by Wagner’s volubility. ...the philosophic and determined Wagner failed to ‘draw out’ the sensitive dreamer. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 52-3)

2 Another event which, for the time [1853], roused Schumann was his meeting with and recognition of the genius of Brahms... The coming of Brahms for a while drove the gloomy broodings from the composer’s [Schumann’s] mind. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 75, 77)

3 Schubert, had he lived, and Chopin, had [Schumann] seen more of him, might have experienced all the charms of the highest artistic soul communion – that which wants not words to express itself – with our hero. (Patterson, *Schumann*, 128)
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Trope 19-J: The Great Composer as a Signifier of the Dying Musical Genius

1. To Schubert’s credit let it be said that to his dying hour he preserved a complete affection for Beethoven. The king of song always implored to be buried by his side, and as he lay on his death-bed talked only of Beethoven in his wondering. (Crowest, Beethoven, 85)

2. So strangely did the departed spirit of his brother-musician [Beethoven] seem to haunt [Schubert’s] memory in these last hours. A little later Schubert seems to have realised that the hand of death was indeed upon him… (Duncan, Schubert, 68)

3. In his lucid intervals he [Schumann] would write pathetic letters to Brahms, thanking him for the pleasure and comfort derived from his music. (Erb, Brahms, 18)

4. One night [during his last illness] [Schumann] dreamed that angels bearing a message from the spirits of Mendelssohn and Schubert appeared to him and gave him a theme. He afterwards tried to work up the subject thus mysteriously given, but he never completed this, practically his last, composition. (Patterson, Schumann, 78)

5. …on 27th March 1808… [Haydn] appeared in public for the last time at a performance of The Creation… it proved too much for the old man. Friends arranged to take him home at the end of the first part. As he was being carried out, some of the highest of the land crowded round to take what was felt to be a last farewell. Beethoven, forgetting incidents of early days, bent down and fervently kissed his hand. Having reached the door, Haydn asked his bearers to pause and turn him towards the orchestra. Then, lifting his hand, as if in the act of blessing, he was borne out into the night. (Hadden, Haydn, 134, 135)

6. [Chopin’s] was a beautiful death, beautiful as that of Mozart, beautiful as his own music. (Hadden, Chopin, 135)

Trope 19-K: Problems of Tenuous Correspondences between Great Composers

1. Johannes Brahms was born on Tuesday, 7th May 1833, in the city of Hamburg – the birthplace also of Mendelssohn… (Erb, Brahms, 1)

2. …[Brahms’s father] had come to Hamburg to try his fortune in the orchestra where Handel had once played second violin. (Erb, Brahms, 1)

3. …[Schubert’s mother], like the mother of Beethoven, had been in service as a cook. (Duncan, Schubert, 1)

4. [Tchaikovsky] read… generally works of a philosophical character, or some such book as Otto Jahn’s biography of Mozart. … The intense admiration Tchaikovsky had all his life for Mozart has frequently been referred to in the course of this volume. (Evans, Tchaikovsky, 44, 145-6)

5. Chopin arrived in London on his second visit on 21st April 1848 – curiously enough, the identical day and month of Mendelssohn’s first arrival in 1829. (Hadden, Chopin, 114)

6. [Schumann’s] oratorio of Luther [conceived 1851-2] was not to be. … Such happenings, in the economy of life and art, are hard to be understood, just as it seems sad that Mozart, Schubert and Mendelssohn should have been cut off in their very prime. (Patterson, Schumann, 73)
Trope 19-L: Problems in Situating Minor Characters within the Context of Great Composers

1 Hummel was one of a trio of pianoforte virtuosi of his period… Berlioz described him as ‘a man of great talent, a severe pianist.’ He had been a pupil of Mozart, and was for some time Beethoven’s rival in love… (Hadden, Chopin, 29)

2 A certain Countess von Thun, whose name is associated with Gluck, Mozart and Beethoven, met with one of [Haydn’s] clavier Sonatas in manuscript and expressed a desire to see him. (Hadden, Haydn, 31)

3 Schubert used also to visit Matthäus von Collin, brother of the poet for whose drama, Coriolan, Beethoven wrote his overture. (Duncan, Schubert, 78)

4 [Salieri] had come in contact with four of the greatest musicians of all time. Haydn he had always been on good terms with, towards Mozart, on the other hand, he had been in open antagonism, while Beethoven held him in respect, as indeed did his last pupil, Franz Schubert. (Duncan, Schubert, 16)

Trope 19-M: Tensions over Vienna as Home to Several of the Great Composers

1 …[Schumann] was fain to believe in the grand musical traditions of the Austrian capital [Vienna], which had been the home of so many noted musicians, including Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert. (Patterson, Schumann, 33)

2 …Brahms was simply undergoing the same treatment as had fallen to the lot of Vienna’s other great adopted musical sons – Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert – who had been abused, underrated and allowed to starve. (Erb, Brahms, 30)

3 It was Vienna, we may recall, which dumped Mozart in to a pauper’s grave and omitted even to mark the spot. (Hadden, Haydn, 18)

Trope 19-N: The Interrelation of Great Composers as Familial

1 [Bach’s] pupils and sons all loved him. … He did his best for his sons and pupils; in fact he treated the latter as sons. …he was unremitting in his efforts to give his sons and pupils the best possible education, [and] to help them forward in every way he could when they entered their professions… (Williams, Bach, 79, 81, 94)

2 Mozart was really concerned at the thought of parting with his brother composer [Haydn, when he travelled to London], to whom he stood almost in the relation of a son. (Hadden, Haydn, 70)

3 He is still known as ‘Papa Haydn’, and the name is significant. In the history of the art his position is of the first importance. (Hadden, Haydn, 2)

Trope 19-O: C. P. E. Bach as the Link Between J. S. Bach and Subsequent Great Composers

1 [C. P. E. Bach] occupies a very important position in the history of music. His period was one of transition. … His services to art were that he opened new paths in clavier music, which made possible the creations of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. … His smaller sonata forms were based on those preludes in his father’s Well-tempered
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Clavier which are in two sections, and this kind of form was developed by Haydn and his successors. (Williams, Bach, 17)

2 Although much has been written about C. P. E. Bach, it is probable that the full extent of his genius remains yet to be recognized. He was the greatest clavier player, teacher and accompanist of his day; a master of form and the pioneer of a style which was a complete departure from that of his father. (Hadden, Haydn, 24)

Trope 19-P: Haydn as Directly Influencing Beethoven, to the Point of Marginalization of Mozart

1 Haydn, building on Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, fully developed the classical form [of the sonata], improving so largely upon the earlier that we could pass from his sonatas directly to those of Beethoven without the intervention of Mozart’s as a connecting link. Beethoven’s sonatas were certainly more influenced by Haydn’s than by Mozart’s. (Hadden, Haydn, 155)

2 …Haydn may be said to have prepared the path for Beethoven and the modern school. (Hadden, Haydn, 50)

3 …it is certainly to [Haydn] that we owe the installation of the quartet as a distinct species of chamber music. …[the] artistic value and importance [of the Haydn quartet] cannot well be over-estimated. Even Mozart, who set a noble seal upon the form, admitted that it was from Haydn he had first learned the true way to compose quartets… (Hadden, Haydn, 153)
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